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Woodcut 1. 'One day Lion...' 
 
Appendix 1, line 2a-c. 'One day Lion had a very beautiful daughter 
and he invited all the animals to come and court his daughter.' 
 
mulidúúva liímǒ ntuúmí ándivánaavo mwánáágwe wámboône 
nameêne na kúválaliíka váááma uútǐ kulóóta vaiídé vannóombe 
mwáana 
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Chapter 1. Things Hold Together 
 
1.1. Introduction  
 
In his novel 'Things Fall Apart', the Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe describes the 
chaos which ensues from a conflict at the heart of the Umuofia clan of the Igbo 
people in the lower Niger. Achebe draws his title from a line in a poem written by 
W.B. Yeats, 'Things fall apart, the centre cannot hold'. Our study differs from 
Achebe's in that we tell a tale of harmony at the heart of a system; of the centre 
'holding' despite apparent chaos at the surface. 
 
Our present study lays the foundations for a reanalysis of tone assignment in the 
verbal and nominal systems in Plateau Shimakonde, a sub-dialect of Shimakonde 
spoken in the central part of the Makonde Plateau in northern Mozambique.  
 
Shimakonde, of which Plateau Shimakonde is just one sub-dialect, forms part of a 
wider group of dialects known collectively as Makonde. In addition to Shimakonde, 
this wider group of Makonde dialects includes Chimaraba, Chimahuta and 
Chinnima, spoken in southern Tanzania, as well as Kimakwe, spoken in the Palma 
district to the north-east of the Makonde Plateau in Mozambique. 
 
In the last two decades, major studies have been published in two other sub-dialects 
of Shimakonde, as well as in each of the other dialects in the wider Makonde group. 
Why then a further description of what is, after all, just another sub-dialect of 
Shimakonde? In his overview of tense-aspect distinctions in Bantu languages, Nurse 
2003:90 states that most work on Bantu verbs "has been concerned with the 
structures, and, more recently, with the tones, of aspects, tenses and moods. It has 
dealt much less well with the semantics of these verbal categories, and with how 
they fit together in a coherent morphosemantic system for each language". Our study 
of Plateau Shimakonde contributes to previous work in Makonde by exploring the 
way in which different word categories in both verbal and nominal systems 'fit 
together in a coherent morphosemantic system' (to borrow Nurse's expression).  
 
In our present study, we examine the morphological and phonological units which 
provide the 'building blocks' for the verbal and nominal systems, as well as 
describing the way in which different word categories are formed and relate to each 
other within each sub-system. This provides the foundation for a systemic 
understanding of tone assignment in which we propose that underlying patterns are 
formed and relate to each other as part of the wider morphosemantic system. 
 
As the Makonde maxim states, kúnóógwa kwáshákuúlya kúmáííka ukáálya 'the 
taste of food is known when you eat it'; a maxim which captures roughly the same 
idea as the English proverb, 'the proof of the pudding is in the eating'. 
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1.2. Outline of contents 
 
This first chapter deals with introductory issues. We begin by identifying the 
neighbouring languages to Makonde, the different dialects of Makonde, as well as 
the different sub-dialects of Shimakonde (the dialect of Makonde found in northern 
Mozambique). Following this language and dialect identification, we describe the 
context in which our research has been carried out. We conclude the chapter by 
describing the orthographic conventions and the abbreviations which we employ in 
our present study. 
 
In chapters 2 and 3, we describe vowel and consonantal phonology. 
 
In chapters 4 and 5, we describe verb morphology and the structure of the verbal 
system and we propose that certain kinds of verb structures are derived from more 
basic structures by means of a hierarchical process of word formation.  
 
In chapters 6 and 7, we describe noun morphology and the structure of the nominal 
system. As in the verbal system, we propose that certain kinds of nominal structure 
are derived from more basic structures in a hierarchical process of word formation. 
 
In chapter 8, we argue that the tone system in Plateau Shimakonde is based upon an 
equipollent opposition between 'active' High and Low tones. We then propose that 
the privative High oppositions found in other dialects of Makonde demonstrate what 
Odden 1999:211 refers to as a "reanalysis of the binary H ~ L opposition [in 
proto-Bantu] into a privative H ~ Ø system". 
 
In chapter 9, we describe syllable structure, moraic structure and the structure of 
phonological phrases in Plateau Shimakonde. Of particular significance for tonal 
analysis in the language, we examine the tone-bearing properties of nasals, the 
interaction of compensatory and penultimate lengthening processes, and the 
presence of tone retraction from the final syllables of phonological phrases. We 
conclude this chapter by examining the differences between the tone contours which 
we document in our study of Plateau Shimakonde and those documented in other 
variants of Shimakonde. 
  
Appendix 1 is an interlinearised folktale in which we indicate the surface tone and 
morphological structure of every word in the text. In Appendix 2, we introduce our 
understanding of the way in which different underlying tone patterns are formed and 
relate to each other within separate sub-systems. 
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1.3. The Makonde language and previous descriptions 
 
In this section, we give a brief overview of Makonde drawing on previous 
descriptions of the language. 
 
1.3.1. Makonde and neighbouring languages 
 
Guthrie 1948 refers to the Makonde language as forming part of the Yao group of 
Bantu languages (P20). According to his classification, the Yao subgroup consists of 
Yao (P21) found around Lake Malawi, to the west of the Makonde area; Mwera 
(P22) found to the north of the Makonde area, in the Lindi district of Tanzania; 
Makonde (P23) found on the Makonde plateau in Tanzania, north of the River 
Ruvuma; Ndonde (P24) found on the lower parts of the Makonde plateaus either 
side of the River Ruvuma which forms the border between Tanzania and 
Mozambique, and finally Mavia (P25), or Mabiha, found on the Makonde plateau in 
Mozambique, south of the River Ruvuma. Subsequent research, discussed in the 
following section, has shown that Makonde, Ndonde and Mavia in Guthrie's 
classification each refer to different dialects of the same language, known 
collectively as Makonde.  
 
More recently, Makonde has been treated by Odden 2003:529 as part of a 
Rufiji-Ruvuma group of languages. This group consists of the languages of zones 
P10-20. According to Odden ibid.,"P20 is composed of Mwera (400,000) in the 
Lindi region south of Ngindo, Machinga (36,000), Yao (1,597,000) spoken from the 
Makonde Plateau to Tunduru and south into Malawi and northwestern Mozambique, 
and Makonde (1,260,000) in the southeast corner of Tanzania and northeastern 
Mozambique. Yao and Mwera are very closely related, and might be treated as 
dialects; their similarity is comparable to that of the Makonde dialects. Makonde is 
no closer to Yao and Mwera than P10."  
 
Map 1 shows the location of Makonde in relation to neighbouring languages in P20 
as well as Matuumbi in P10. The languages of Makwe and Mwani shown in the map 
require a special note. Devos 2004 refers to Makwe as "very much like Maraba, a 
(Swahiliized) dialect of Makonde". She therefore classifies Makwe with Makonde 
rather than with Swahili (G40), although she notes that Makwe speakers "themselves 
consider Makwe to be distinct from Makonde". On this basis, we treat Makwe as a 
dialect within the wider Makonde group of dialects but we retain Devos' reference to 
it as the language of Makwe (rather than Kimakwe). By comparison with Makwe, 
we do not treat Mwani as part of a wider Makonde group of dialects. This is 
because, following Schadeberg 1994, we understand Mwani to be derived from 
Makonde but to have become part of the Swahili group (albeit at the 'southern 
fringe'). 
 
6     Chapter 1 
Map 1. Makonde and neighbouring languages 
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1.3.2. Dialects of Makonde 
 
In southern Tanzania, Kraal 2005 finds that Ndonde, referred to by Guthrie 1948 as 
a separate language, is in reality a dialect of Makonde. It is spoken in the lower and 
southwestern parts of the Makonde plateau in Tanzania. Kraal identifies Ndonde as 
an alternative name for the Chimahuta dialect (referred to by Nurse 1979 and Odden 
1990a/b).  
 
With respect to Mavia, referred to by Guthrie 1948 as a separate language, Kraal 
ibid. notes that this is simply a derogatory name used in Tanzania to refer to the 
Makonde language as it is spoken in Mozambique (see also 'Kimaviha', referred to 
by Nurse 1979, and 'Chimaviha', referred to by Odden 1990). This is the dialect now 
referred to in current literature as Shimakonde (or as Shímákoonde by Liphola 2001 
and Símákòòndè by Manus 2003). It is spoken in various sub-dialects on and around 
the Makonde plateau in Mozambique as well as in Makonde communities in 
Zanzibar and Tanga in Tanzania (see section 1.3.3).  
 
Liphola cites the existence of a second dialect of Makonde in Mozambique with the 
name Shimakoônde. He does not however present data for this dialect. In our 
research, we find that Shimakoônde is not a distinct speech form but is rather a 
reference by speakers of Shimakonde in Mozambique to Makonde as it is spoken 
'further north'. The name Shimakoônde with its tonal alteration from Shímákoonde 
has the slightly derisive connotation which suggests that it is 'not really' 
Shimakonde. This is the kind of name that declares the foreignness of a speech form 
in relation to ego. It is comparable to the derogatory name 'Chimaviha' used in 
Tanzania to refer to the Makonde language spoken in Mozambique (see Kraal ibid.). 
Such terms say little about the boundaries and identity of the 'other' speech form, 
except in so far as it differs from 'ours'. 
 
Following this description, the literature then indicates four main dialects of 
Makonde: Shimakonde
1
, Chimahuta, Chimaraba and Chinnima (see Map 2). Each of 
these has received significant recent attention. For Shimakonde, see especially 
Liphola & Odden 2000, Liphola 2001, and Manus 2003, 2007. For Chimaraba and 
Chimahuta, see especially Odden 1990a-c. For Chinnima, see especially Kraal 2005. 
These, together with Makwe, described in detail by Devos 2004, constitute at least 
the central elements of a wider Makonde dialect group.  
 
                                                          
 
 
1 Despite its name, Shimakonde is just one dialect of Makonde, as indicated in section 1.1. 
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Map 2. Makonde dialects 
 
 
 
Note that two further dialects in southern Tanzania (not shown in Map 2) have also 
been referred to in the literature as closely related to Makonde and may be 
considered as part of the wider Makonde group of dialects: Chimatambwe and 
Chimachinga. A number of previous studies recognise Matambwe as a distinct 
ethnic and socio-economic group living along the River Ruvuma but whose speech 
(Chimatambwe) is closely related to Makonde (see Kraal 2005, citing Lorenz 1914; 
Harris 1940; Nurse, 1979 and Odden 1990). Speakers of Shimakonde in 
Mozambique report the same relationship. Despite this, no substantive description of 
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Chimatambwe exists to our knowledge. More data is therefore required to determine 
its relationship to the other Makonde dialects.  
 
The same is true with respect to Chimachinga, which Kraal 2005 describes as a 
speech form that stands between the Chimaraba dialect of Makonde and the Mwera 
language (P21) to the north of the Makonde plateau in Tanzania. Kraal notes that 
while Lorenz 1914 includes Chimachinga as a Makonde dialect, Harris 1940 reports 
that it is a dialect within the Mwera language. It appears that, as for Chimatambwe, 
further data is needed to determine the place of Chimachinga within the range of 
Makonde dialects. 
 
1.3.3. Sub-dialects of Shimakonde in Mozambique 
 
We follow Mpalume & Maandumbwe 1991 in recognising five sub-dialects of 
Shimakonde in Mozambique, as follows: 
 
Shímákoonde, spoken in the central plateau area in the Mueda and Muidumbi 
districts. Contra Liphola (2001:3), we understand this sub-dialect to be the linguistic 
heart of the Shimakonde dialect. Support for this is given by the fact that when 
people wish to refer to Makonde as it is spoken in the central part of the Makonde 
plateau, they use the general dialect name Shímákoonde. There is no alternative 
name that would parallel the more specific names given to the other sub-dialects of 
Shimakonde (listed below). 
 
Shíndoonde, spoken to the north of the Makonde plateau in Mozambique. The name 
appears to be derived from the verb stem -ndonda which describes the action of a 
hard object hitting something, such as the action of hitting the rafters of a house with 
a long pole (itself derived from the sound ndo-ndo-ndo). The name Ndoônde 
describes the area on the lower northwest side of the Makonde plateau in 
Mozambique where the soil is viewed as hard, infertile, and rocky (and where, when 
cultivating, your hoe just bounces off, "ndo-ndo-ndo").
2
 
 
Shímwaálu is spoken to the south of the Makonde plateau, around the River 
Messalo. Mwáalu is the Makonde name for the River Messalo. 
                                                          
 
 
2 In Tanzania, Kraal 2005 reports that the dialect name Chimahuta comes from Mahuta, a place on the 
southwest side of the Tanzanian Makonde plateau. This lies within the Ndonde area which may therefore 
account for the two names, Chimahuta and Chindonde (noted above). Further research is needed to 
establish the relationship between Chimahuta and Chindonde in Tanzania and Shíndoonde in 
Mozambique. 
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Shímwaambe is spoken in the southernmost parts of the area covered by 
Shímákoonde, in the Macomia and Meluco districts. Mwáambe is the name of a 
mountain in the area. 
 
Shíyaanga is spoken towards the coast in the district of Mocímboa da Praia. Yaánga 
is the name of a water source close to Nakitenge.  
 
Map 3 shows the location of the five sub-dialects of Shimakonde described above. 
With regard to the sub-dialect names in Map 3, note that we coin the name 'Plateau 
Shimakonde' in our present study to distinguish the sub-dialect spoken in the central 
part of the Makonde Plateau from the sub-dialect described by Liphola 2001 (for 
which we coin the name 'Coastal Shimakonde') and from the sub-dialect described 
by Manus 2003, 2007 (for which we coin the name 'Zanzibar Shimakonde').  
 
Map 3. Sub-dialects of Shimakonde 
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1.4. Research context 
 
Our study of the verbal and nominal systems in Plateau Shimakonde represents a 
synthesis of intermittent research and reflection on these systems over a period of 
more than fifteen years of residence in the language area. The author and his wife 
moved to Mueda in July 1993 as members of Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL
3
) 
so as to assist Mozambican churches in a translation of the Bible into Makonde.  
 
Apart from the author's own fascination with the complexities of tone in the 
language, our research has been motivated by three more specific factors: a 
commitment by SIL to contribute to language development in Mozambique; the 
demands of translating an extended and complex piece of literature into a language 
without a standardised orthographic system; and a steady growth of published work 
examining tone in the Makonde dialects. We give a brief summary of each of these 
contexts in the following sub-sections. 
 
1.4.1. Language Development 
 
In 1988, the Núcleo de Estudo de Línguas Moçambicanas (NELIMO) at the 
University of Eduardo Mondlane in Maputo together with the Instituto Nacional de 
Desenvolvimento da Educação (INDE) in the Ministry of Education, launched a 
series of national conferences with the aim of standardising the orthographies in the 
languages of Mozambique. The conferences have taken place at ten-year intervals 
with reports from the first and second Seminário(s) sobre a Padronizáção da 
Ortografia de Línguas Moçambicanas
4
 (NELIMO 1989, 2000) and a third report 
pending from the latest conference held at the University of Eduardo Mondlane in 
September 2008.  
 
At each of the national conferences cited above, the necessity of representing tone in 
Shimakonde has been recognised as fundamental for the development of the 
language but that further study is needed before standardisation in this area can be 
achieved. The same challenge has been recognised in the development of literacy 
materials in Shimakonde, in initiatives by the Ministry of Education and various 
non-governmental organisations. These have led to the development of a literacy 
manual in the language (INDE/PROGRESSO 1997) and a transition manual to assist 
those already literate in Portuguese to write their own language (LIMASHI 2004, 
unpublished manuscript). In another initiative, INDE has also begun to publish 
materials for a program of bilingual education in schools. Successive editions of 
                                                          
 
 
3 Its affiliate organisation in Mozambique is the 'Sociedade Internacional de Linguística'. 
4 'Seminar(s) on the (subject of) the Standardisation of Orthography (in) Mozambican Languages'. 
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these school books have employed different conventions for marking tone, with the 
latest abandoning tone marking altogether (as for example in the fourth edition of 
Manya Kuvalanga Uname Shambone - Matemática/1A classe', INDE 2008). 
Outstanding questions about how to represent tone in all these publications have led 
the Mozambican non-governmental organisation PROGRESSO to sponsor major 
seminars in Pemba (2004) and Mueda (2007) to try and resolve the difficulties. 
Despite this work, the III Seminário sobre a Padronizáção da Ortografia de Línguas 
Moçambicanas (NELIMO 2009, pending publication) recognised that the rules for 
representing tone in Shimakonde still require further study and development. 
 
Having been privileged to participate in the initiatives described above, it is our 
belief that the development of a successful tonal orthography in Shimakonde 
requires a greater understanding of the system by which underlying tone is assigned 
in this language.
5
 The present study is therefore the first part of a contribution, 
however small, to this ongoing process. 
 
1.4.2. Scripture Translation  
 
The program of Bible translation in which the author has been engaged since 1993 
has necessitated the development of a working orthography which adequately 
represents tonal contrast in the language. The most recent publication in this 
translation program is a second version of published Scripture which includes ten 
books (LIMASHI 2008). The orthography employed in this publication follows the 
conventions agreed at the Third Seminar for the Standardisation of Orthographies 
(NELIMO 2009 ibid., report pending publication). While the tonal conventions 
employed in this and the previous version of published Scripture (LIMASHI 2007) 
have been largely successful, they remain contingent upon the wider process of 
standardisation referred to in the previous section.
 6
 The broader study of which our 
present description is only a beginning, is therefore intended to provide a means of 
evaluating the tonal conventions used in the aforementioned publications as well as 
a means by which alternative proposals may be considered. 
 
1.4.3. Published work in Makonde 
 
Since 2000, there has been a steady stream of academic studies published in the 
major dialects of Makonde which have all paid considerable or sole attention to 
                                                          
 
 
5 By 'successful', we mean firstly, that the tonal element of an orthography adequately represents tonal 
contrast in the language; secondly, that it is intuitively 'correct' and therefore easily accessible to 
non-literates; thirdly, that it is useable by a range of readers and writers without imposing an 
unreasonably heavy processing load on them; and fourthly, that it is actually adopted into use. 
6 With 'success' as defined in footnote 5. 
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tonal issues in the language (see especially Liphola & Odden 2000, Liphola 2001, 
Manus 2003, Devos 2004, Kraal 2005, Manus 2007). As indicated in section 1.1, 
our present description forms the foundation for an alternative analysis of the way in 
which tone 'works' in one dialect of the language (borrowing Kisseberth's way of 
describing the tone system in Makhuwa, 2003:553).
7
 
 
1.5. Orthography, conventions and abbreviations 
 
1.5.1. Orthographic representation 
 
In our present study, we employ a modifed form of the standard orthography 
prescribed for Shimakonde at the III Seminário sobre a Padronizáção da Ortografia 
de Línguas Moçambicanas (NELIMO 2009 pending). This adapted orthography 
allows us to represent surface tone, as we describe in the following sub-sections. 
 
1.5.1.i.  Segmental representation 
 
Our segmental representation of vowels is given in section 2.1 and that of 
consonants in section 3.1. In both cases, we follow the standard orthography for 
Shimakonde. The only exceptions are the palatal nasal [], the alveolar nasal 
followed by a palatal glide [n
y
], and the velar nasal []. In the standard orthography, 
these are represented as /ny/, /ni/ and /ng'/ respectively. In our present study we 
represent these sounds as //, /ny/ and //, as in T1.1.8 
 
T1.1 //, /ny/ and // 
kúmááa [́ ́ ́ 'to know' 
kúpóonya [́ ́ 'to heal' 
kúdóóa [́ ́ 'to clap hands'9 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
7 In his summary of Makhuwa (P30), Kisseberth ibid. observes that "Makhuwa dialects are very similar in 
the way that tone 'works'; they differ more substantially in the realisation of the tones." 
8 Note that Liphola 2001 represents these phonemes as /ñ/, /ny/ and /n'/ respectively. Odden 2003 does the 
same. Odden 1990a/b however follows an earlier and different system in which it appears that he 
represents the palatal nasal [] as /ny/ and the velar nasal [] as /ng'/ as in the words "inyaáma 
'meat'...díng'ávaanga 'dogs' " (199b:167, 173). When we quote these descriptions, we maintain the 
representation used by the author, unless otherwise stated. 
9 In the standard script for Shimakonde these words are represented as kumanya 'to know', kuponia 'to 
heal' and kudong'a 'to clap hands'. 
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1.5.1.ii. Vowel length 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, two processes (both predictable) result in vowel 
lengthening: penultimate lengthening and compensatory lengthening. Penultimate 
lengthening marks the end of a phonological phrase while compensatory lengthening 
is given by vowel fusion or glide formation prior to the penultimate syllable (see 
section 9.3). Lengthening, whether the result of compensatory lengthening or 
penultimate lengthening, results in two tone-bearing units, or 'moras'. In our adapted 
script, we represent these by two vowels. In the Infinitives in T1.2, kúmáánya only 
shows penultimate lengthening of the stem. In addition to penultimate lengthening, 
kúúdyaanga also shows compensatory lengthening following vowel fusion between 
the prefix and the stem and kwááláála shows compensatory lengthening following 
glide formation between the prefix and the stem. 
  
T1.2 Penultimate and compensatory lengthening 
kúmááa 'to know' ku#maa NP15#VST 
kúúdyaanga 'to greet'  ku#udyanga NP15#VST 
kwááláála 'to be beautiful'  ku#alala NP15#VST 
 
1.5.1.iii. Surface tone 
 
In our adapted orthography, surface High tone is indicated by an acute accent on any 
tone-bearing unit. Low tone is represented by the absence of a diacritic. A falling 
contour on a lengthened vowel is therefore represented by an acute accent on the 
first mora, while a rising contour is represented by an acute accent on the second 
mora, as in T1.3. 
 
T1.3 High and Low tone 
vandípaáta 'they have received' fr. va-ndi#pata SP-PFV#VST 
vandilóodya 'they have shown' fr. va-ndi#lodya SP-PFV#VST 
vándípaáta 'they received' fr. va-ndi#pata SP-PFV#VST 
vándiída 'they came' fr. va-ndi#ida SP-PFV#VST 
 
Note that when a LH contour is immediately preceded by a High tone, as in the last 
two examples cited in T1.3, it may be realised phonetically either as a level-mid 
contour, a mid-rising contour, or a mid-falling contour (the result of post-lexical 
lowering and levelling, see section 9.6.3). 
 
A LHL contour on a bimoraic penultimate syllable is represented by a circumflex on 
the second mora of that syllable, as represented by /aâ/ in the verb vandaâlya in 
T1.4. By comparison, a HLH contour in the same position is represented by an acute 
accent followed by an inverted circumflex, as represented by /áǎ/ in vandáǎma. 
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Note that both the LHL and HLH contours represent three tones on two tone-bearing 
units (see sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2). Note furthermore that the LHL contour might 
equally well be represented with an inverted circumflex on the first mora of the 
bimoraic syllable, thus /ǎa/ rather than /aâ/. Similarly the HLH contour might be 
represented with a circumflex over the first mora and an acute accent on the second 
mora, thus /âá/ rather than /áǎ/. Our choice of /aâ/ for the LHL contour and /áǎ/ for 
the HLH contour is simply one of orthographic convention. We find no linguistic 
reason to prefer /aâ/ over /ǎa/, nor /áǎ/ over /âá/. This is because we do not argue 
that the middle tones in these tri-tonal units necessarily associate to the first mora 
rather than the second, or vice-versa. 
 
T1.4 The LHL and HLH contours found on bimoraic penultimate syllables 
vandaâlya 'they will eat' fr. va-nda#lya SP-IPV#VST 
vandáǎma 'they will move' fr. va-nda#ama SP-IPV#VST 
 
With respect to tri-tonal contours found on bimoraic penultimate syllables, note 
finally that, depending upon the speaker and other variables, the LHL contour in 
words like vandaâlya in T1.4 may be phonetically very similar to the LH contour 
found in words like vándiída 'they have come' fr. va-ndi#ida SP-PFV#VST and also to 
the level-High contour in words like vankúúlya 'they are eating' fr. va-nku#lya 
SP-PPG#VST and vakáálya 'if they eat' fr. va-ka#lya SP-CND#VST. In sections 9.6.2 and 
9.6.3, we show that this similarity is the result of a post-lexical lowering and 
levelling of the LH contour in the context of a preceding High tone on the one hand, 
and a post-lexical transition from a preceding Low tone to a level High tone (which 
gives that contour a slight rising onset) on the other hand.
10
  
 
1.5.1.iv. Homorganic nasals 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, reduction of the underlying prefix mu- to a homorganic 
nasal before consonant-initial stems gives nasal-consonant combinations like those 
illustrated in T1.5. In each of these examples, note that the initial nasal in the 
nasal-consonant combinations is homorganic, assuming the point of articulation of 
the following consonant. In our orthographic convention, we only represent the velar 
and palatal nasals prevocalically by the symbols /ŋ/ and // since it is only in this 
position that they are unpredictable. In the examples in T1.5, the combination /nk/, 
/n/ and /nŋ/ therefore represent phonetic [ŋk], [] and [ŋŋ] respectively. 
 
                                                          
 
 
10 These processes may account for the systemic differences between the penultimate contours which we 
record in Plateau Shimakonde and those which Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 record in their respective 
descriptions of Coastal and Zanzibar Shimakonde (since the tone data in the verbal and nominal systems 
is otherwise very similar in each of our descriptions). 
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T1.5 Nasal-consonant combinations derived by reduction of mu- 
nkóongwe 'woman' fr. mu#kongwe NP1#NST 
ndíídi 'rope' fr. mu#didi NP3#NST 
nsháápu 'in the sack' fr. mu+sháápu LOC18+N 
mmeêdi 'in the water' fr. mu+méedi LOC18+N 
nkwíiva 'thief' fr. mu+kwíiva NP1+N 
mmádeengo 'worker' fr. mu+madeéngo NP1+N 
naáma 'animal' fr. mu+(i)aáma NP1+N 
nŋúuku 'chicken' fr. mu+(í)ŋúuku NP1+N 
vanámpaáta 'they will receive him' fr. va-nda#mu-pata SP-IPV#OP3S-VST 
vanámmalaánga 'they will tell him' fr. va-nda#mu-valanga SP-IPV#OP3S-VST 
tunammalaánga 'we will tell him' fr. tu-nda#mu-valanga SP-IPV#OP3S-VST 
 
With regard to tone, we argue in section 9.2 that reduction of the underlying prefix 
mu- to a homorganic nasal is generally accompanied by desyllabification (with loss 
of moraic value). Since there are also nasal plus consonant combinations in which 
the initial nasal does not derive synchronically from an underlying syllable, we 
therefore propose that there is a three-way distinction in these combinations between 
syllabic, desyllabified and non-syllabic nasals. This distinction is phonological 
rather than phonetic. We do not observe any phonetic contrast in length between 
these different kinds of homorganic nasals.  
 
Because we find that homorganic nasals are potential tone-bearing units, our 
transcription follows specific conventions to indicate phonetic pitch. The absence of 
an acute accent on a word-initial homorganic nasal indicates low pitch. The noun 
prefixes in the examples in T1.5 are therefore all pronounced with low pitch. 
Word-medially, by comparison, the absence of an acute accent indicates that the 
nasal is pronounced with the same pitch as the preceding vowel, whether High or 
Low. So the object prefixes in vanámpaáta and vanámmalaánga in T1.5 are both 
pronounced with High pitch. In tunammalaánga, however, the object prefix is 
pronounced with Low pitch.  
 
In our research, we find two contexts in which homorganic nasal prefixes are 
pronounced with a contrastive High pitch. We indicate this with an accute accent 
over the nasal. In the verbs nin noóla and nim paáta in T1.6, note that the first 
singular subject prefix is not realised. In this context, the reduced object prefix is 
pronounced with High pitch. This is preceded by Low pitch on the tense-aspect 
prefix and is followed by Low pitch on the first mora of the stem (which in these 
verbs is also the penultimate syllable). The same surface melodic pattern is observed 
in ndiváloóla and ndivápaáta (with the object prefix va-). In vanínnoóla and 
vanímpaáta, by comparison, the third person plural subject prefix is realised. In this 
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context, the subject prefix is pronounced with Low pitch and the tense-aspect prefix 
is pronounced with High pitch. In these verbs, the homorganic nasal prefixes are 
then pronounced with high pitch continued from the previous vowel, prior to the 
Low pitch on first tone-bearing unit of the verb stem. 
 
T1.6 Reduced third singular object prefixes carrying High tone 
nin noóla 'I have visited him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-lola (SP-)PFV#OP-VST 
nim paáta 'I have received him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-pata (SP-)PFV#OP-VST 
Compare  
ndiváloóla 'I have visited them' fr. (ni)-ndi#va-lola (SP-)PFV#OP-VST 
ndivápaáta 'I have received them' fr. (ni)-ndi#va-pata (SP-)PFV#OP-VST 
Compare  
vanínnoóla 'they have visited him' fr. va-ndi#va-lola SP-PFV#OP-VST 
vanímpaáta 'they have received him' fr. va-ndi#va-pata SP-PFV#OP-VST 
 
A second context in which we find that homorganic nasal prefixes are pronounced 
with a contrastive High pitch is in location identifying nouns as shown in T1.7. So 
High pitch on the reduced nasal prefix in n nániili 'person from nániili' contrasts with 
Low pitch on the reduced nasal prefix in the locative noun nnániili 'in nániili'. The 
High pitch on the reduced nasal prefix in location identifying nouns also contrasts 
with Low pitch on the same class prefix in agentive nouns. So the High pitch on the 
initial nasal in m míkalaale, n nániili, and m peeme contrasts with the Low pitch in 
nouns like nkúpwásheela 'helper', nkúdeenga 'builder' and nkwíimba 'singer', and 
also mmádeengo 'worker' (listed in T1.5). Note that the locative nasal prefix mu- is 
not permitted to reduce to a homorganic nasal before place names consisting of only 
two syllables (so we do not list these forms in T1.7). 
 
T1.7 Contrastive High pitch on reduced nasal prefixes in location identifying 
nouns  
 
Location identifying nouns (class 1) 
múmátambalaale 
~ m mátambalaale 
's.o. fr. mátámbálaale fr. mu+mátámbálaale NP1+N 
múmíkalaale ~ m míkalaale  's.o. fr. míkálaale' fr. mu+míkálaale NP1+N  
múnániili ~ nnániili 's.o. fr. nániile' fr. mu+nániile NP1+N 
múmweeda ~ m mweeda 's.o. fr. mwéeda' fr. mu+mwéeda NP1+N  
múŋaapa ~ n aapa 's.o. fr. ŋaápa' fr. mu+aápa NP1+N 
múmpeeme ~ m peeme 's.o. fr. mpeême' fr. mu+mpeême NP1+N 
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T1.7 continued... 
 
Locative nouns (class 18) 
mumatámbálaale 
 ~ mmatambálaale 
'in mátámbálaale' fr. mu+mátámbálaale NP1+N 
mumikálaale ~ mmikálaale 'in míkálaale' fr. mu+míkálaale NP1+N  
munániili ~ nnániili 'in nániile' fr. mu+nániile NP1+N 
 
Agentive nouns (class 1) and locative nouns (class 18), both with Infinitive stems, 
meaning respectively, 'a doer of sth.' and 'in the act of (t.a.o.) doing sth.' 
nkúpwashela 'helper' fr. mu+kúpwáshééla NP1+INF 
mukupwáshééla ~ nkupwashééla 'in t.a.o. helping' fr. mu-kúpwáshééla LOC18+INF 
nkúdeenga 'builder' fr. mu+kúdéénga NP1+INF  
mukudéénga ~ nkudéénga 'in t.a.o. building' fr. mu+kúdéénga LOC18+INF 
nkwíimba 'singer' fr. mu+kwíímba NP1+INF 
mukwíímba ~ nkwíímba 'in t.a.o. singing' fr. mu+kwííva LOC18+INF 
 
1.5.2. Conventions 
 
H High tone 
L Low tone 
x An extra-prosodic syllable. In vandyúǔka 'they have gone' fr. va-ndi#uka 
SP-PFV#VST, the surface pattern is L{HLH}x. 
C consonant  
N nasal consonant 
NC nasal-plus-consonant combination 
N syllabic nasal 
V vowel 
G glide 
. 
 
A full stop represents a syllable division within a word, syllable string or 
tone string.  
{} Curly brackets indicate the extent of a bimoraic penultimate syllable. The 
verb ninnoóla 'I have visited him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-lola (SP-)PFV#OP-VST may 
therefore be represented as ni.n .noó.la, L.H{LH}x or V.N{CVV}CV. 
_ Underlining between two words indicates that they are linked together 
within a single prosodic unit, as in vaukile_kúkáaja 'they have gone home' 
(with the end of the phonological phrase indicated by penultimate syllable 
lengthening). 
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Conventions continued... 
... Horizontal ellipsis indicates that a required speech unit is missing, so in 
vaukile... 'they have gone...', the verb cannot stand on its own but requires a 
complement (eg. vaukile_kúkáaja 'they have gone home'). 
- morpheme boundary 
# A morpheme boundary before a stem as in líiu 'eye' fr. li#iu NP5#NST. Note 
that the following stem may be a compound unit as in náliíu 'chameleon' 
fr. ø#na-liu NP1A#FV-N and in verbs it may be a macrostem (including an 
object prefix) as in vandiváloodya 'they have shown them' 
fr. va-ndi#va-lodya SP-PFV#OP-VST. 
+  combination of morphological units  
± optional combination of morphological units 
(i) optional or obligatory non-realisation of an underlying unit 
(y) 
(w) 
Derivation from a vowel (see section 4.5.1). In the stem -lyela 'eat with' 
fr. #l(y)-il-a #VRT-APP-F, the palatal glide is derived from the root -li-. 
Similarly in -puwa 'rejoice', we find that the final consonant of the root has 
a vocalic origin even though that origin is opaque in synchronic analysis 
(see section 9.5.3). We may therefore parse -puwa as #pu(w)-a #VRT-F. 
* either i. a prohibited form, or ii. a reconstructed form from proto-Bantu 
 
1.5.3. Abbreviations 
 
1P, 2P, 3P first, second, third person plural 
1S, 2S, 3S first, second, third person singular 
AC adjective concord 
ADJ adjective 
ADV adverb(ial) 
ASS associative marker a- 
C5 class number (indicating nominal concordance) 
CAU causative extension 
cf. compare 
CL compensatory lengthening 
CNJ conjunction 
CPY copy 
CX connexive (a possessive concord plus the associative marker a-) 
D demonstrative  
DC demonstrative concord 
DD distal demonstrative 
DTL distal 
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Abbreviations continued... 
EC enumerative concord 
EMP emphatic, as in the emphatic proximal demonstrative akuúno 
fr. a#ku-no DM#DC17-EMP 
eg.  for example 
F final marker (in verb or noun stems) 
fig. figuratively 
fr. From. The parsing which follows varies according to the purpose of 
the example, so muliîu 'in the eye' may be parsed 
i) fr. mu#liu LOC18#N, or  
ii) fr. mu+líiu LOC18+N, (showing the tone of the noun in citation 
form), or 
iii) fr. mu#li-iu LOC18#NP6-NRT.  
Similarly vandilódya 'they have shown' may be parsed  
i) fr. va-ndi#lol-i-a SP-PFV#VRT-CAU-F, or  
ii) fr. va-ndi#lod(y)-a SP-PFV#VBS(CAU)-F, or  
iii) fr. va-ndi#lodya SP-PFV#VST 
FV formative 
ID ideophone 
IN initial 
INT interrogative 
IPV imperfective 
ITJ interjection 
k.o. kind of 
lit. literally 
LOC18 locative prefix (with noun-class number) 
N noun 
NEG negative  
NF nominaliser ('noun final') 
NP1 nominal prefix (with noun-class number) 
NPST non-past 
NRT Noun root. Used when we distinguish the root from other morphemes 
in complex or derived nominal stems, or when we wish to specifically 
identify a morphological unit as a root. 
NST noun stem 
ø zero marker 
OP object prefix 
OREL object-relative 
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Abbreviations continued... 
PAS passive extension 
PC possessive concord 
PD proximal demonstrative 
PFV perfective 
PIPV past imperfective 
PL penultimate lengthening 
pl. plural 
PLU pluractional extension 
POF post-final 
POIN post-initial 
POS possessive 
PPG present progressive 
PRG progressive 
PRN pronoun 
PRIN pre-initial 
PRP  purpose 
PRS present 
PST past 
PTV Positive. We employ this term in two ways: i. indicating a 'positive' or 
'affirmative' pole in contrast to 'negative'; ii. indicating the 'positive' or 
'absolute' qualification of an adjective or adverb, in contrast to 
'comparative' or 'superlative' degrees (cf. Crystal 2003:361) 
PU penultimate syllable 
PRV pre-verbal element 
PVST perfective verb stem (including the perfective suffix -ile)  
QPN quantitative pronoun 
RD referential demonstrative 
RD(a) referential demonstrative (reduced) 
RD(b) referential demonstrative (expanded)  
REC reciprocal extension 
RFL reflexive 
RFR referential 
SEP separative (or 'reversive') extension 
s.o. someone 
sth. something 
sg. singular 
SJV subjunctive 
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Abbreviations continued... 
SP subject prefix 
SPC morphological 'spacer' 
SREL subject-relative 
STT stative extension 
SVST subjunctive verb stem (including the subjunctive suffix -e)  
TA tense-aspect prefix 
VBS verbal base (includes the verb root plus all or some of any extensions 
in a verb stem, but not the final suffix) 
VOC vocative 
VRT verb root 
VRT(CAU) lexicalisation of a causative extension in the root (if speculative, then 
VRT(?CAU) 
VRT(PAS) lexicalisation of a passive extension in the root (if speculative, then 
VRT(?PAS) 
VST verb stem (including verb root, any extensions and a final marker) 
XT extension 
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Woodcut 2. 'The payment for marrying...' 
 
Appendix 1. line 4a-b. 'The payment for marrying a woman like this 
one is to barricade the wind in that farm so that it shouldn't spoil the 
crops.' 
 
maliípǒ ákúlóótá kúnnombela_nkóongwe keéng_ aájǔ ni kúdívílílá_ 
íméépo mulisháamba amuulá kwámbángíídya ainatámaange 
vyákuúlya 
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Chapter 2. Vowels and vowel processes 
 
In this chapter, we describe vowels and vowel processes in Plateau Shimakonde. 
 
In section 2.1, we describe the matrix of five vowels which forms the basis for the 
vowel system. 
 
In section 2.2, we summarise the default responses to word-internal vowel sequences 
in the underlying morphological structure.  
 
In section 2.3, we define the terms we use to describe different fusion processes in 
our present study. 
 
In sections 2.4 to 2.7, we give a fuller account of the default responses which we 
introduced in section 2.2, as well as identifying the factors which trigger divergence 
from them. 
  
In section 2.8, we compare the responses to word-internal vowel sequences which 
we document in Plateau Shimakonde with those which Liphola 2001 and Manus 
2003 document in Coastal Shimakonde and Zanzibar Shimakonde respectively.
11
 
 
In section 2.9, we describe the way that Plateau Shimakonde responds to vowel 
sequences at word boundaries. 
 
In section 2.10, we summarise the impact of two further morphophonemic processes 
in Plateau Shimakonde: vowel-height harmony and mid-vowel reduction.  
 
In section 2.11, we summarise vowel hiatus resolution processes and their 
exceptions within two tables; one table for vowel sequences at word-internal 
boundaries, the other for vowel sequences between words.   
                                                          
 
 
11 Both Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 describe the vowel processes which they find in their studies of 
Shimakonde. While Manus lists these processes 'atomistically' in the introduction to her study of Zanzibar 
Shimakonde (and then notes where these processes apply in her morphological description), Liphola 
provides a more systemic account of vowel processes in Coastal Shimakonde. In this, he seeks where 
possible to find a 'general solution' or 'response' to underlying vowel sequences while noting exceptions 
where they occur. We take a similar approach to Liphola in our present study of Plateau Shimakonde 
(although we refer to Liphola's 'general solutions' as 'default responses' and we identify a clearer set of 
reasons for the exceptions which we find in this sub-dialect of the language, see sections 2.4-2.7 and the 
data comparisons in section 2.8).  
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2.1. Five-vowel system 
 
In common with other dialects of Makonde, Shimakonde shows a reduced Bantu 
vowel system consisting of the five phonemic vowels /i, u, e, o, a/. It lacks the 
distinction between underlying short and long vowels which is maintained in other 
P20 languages like Yao and Mwera. The five-way contrast between high, mid and 
low vowels is shown in the Infinitives listed in T2.1. In each example, note that the 
penultimate syllable is subject to non-contrastive lengthening (introduced in the next 
section). 
 
T2.1 Vowel chart 
High  front /i/ kúpííta 'to pass' 
     
 back /u/ kúpúúta 'to wash' 
     
Mid  front /e/ kúpééta 'to sift' 
     
 back /o/ kúpóóta 'to twist' 
     
Low  /a/ kúpááta 'to receive' 
 
2.2. Default responses to underlying vowel sequences: overview 
 
 
T2.2 to T2.5 set out the default responses to underlying vowel sequences which 
occur at morpheme boundaries in Plateau Shimakonde.  
 
The examples in T2.2 to T2.5 show two lengthening processes: compensatory 
lengthening and penultimate lengthening. We describe these processes in section 9.3 
as part of our description of syllable structure in the language. We introduce them at 
this point, however, so as to clarify our presentation of vowel-sequence responses in 
the rest of this chapter.  
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, vowel fusion and glide formation prior to the penultimate 
syllable both trigger compensatory lengthening. Both these processes reduce two 
underlying vowels to a single vowel. With vowel fusion, two underlying vowels in a 
sequence fuse into one (underlying V + V gives a single V). With glide formation, 
the first vowel in an underlying sequence forms a glide (underlying V+V gives GV). 
Compensatory lengthening in both cases then gives resyllabification of the 
underlying vowel sequence (see section 9.3 for more detail).  
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, length is assigned non-contrastively to the penultimate 
syllables of phonological phrases, giving these syllables a bimoraic structure 
(whether a penultimate syllable is derived from an underlying sequence of two 
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vowels or from a single vowel). A constraint against trimoraic syllables in the 
language then prohibits compensatory lengthening in this position (again, see 
section 9.3 for more detail).  
 
T2.2 shows that when an underlying high vowel is followed by a non-identical 
vowel the default response is glide formation. 
 
T2.2 Default response to high plus non-identical vowel sequences: glide formation  
i+ u myuúti 'heads' mi#uti NP4#NST 
 u vándyuúka 'they went' va-ndi#uka SP-PFV#VST 
 u lyuudúuku 'sweat' li#uduku NP5#NST 
 o myoóto 'fires' mi#oto NP4#NST 
 e myeémbe 'mango trees' mi#embe NP4#NST 
 a myáanda 'journeys' mi#anda NP4#NST 
 a lyaanjaala 'rag' li#anjala NP5#NST 
 a vándyáadúúla 'they destroyed' va-ndi#adula SP-PFV#VST 
u+ i mwíítu 'bush' mu#itu NP3#NST 
 i vankwííta  'they are refusing' va-nku#ita SP-PPG#VST 
 i vankwiítííka 'they are responding' va-nku#itika SP-PPG#VST 
 e mweémbe 'mango'  mu#embe NP3#NST 
 o vankwóóda 'they are following' va-nku#oda SP-PPG#VST 
 a mwáanda 'journey' mu#anda NP3#NST 
 a vankwaádúúla 'they are destroying' va-nku-adula SP-PPG#VST 
 
T2.3 shows that when the low vowel /a/ is followed by a high vowel the default 
response is non-fusion (that is, maintenance of the underlying vowel sequence). 
 
T2.3 Default response to low-high vowel sequences: non-fusion 
a+i maiíki  'stumps' ma#iki NP6#NST 
 vándáiíta  'they refuse' va-nda#ita SP-IPV#VST 
 maikaliílo 'visits; stays'  ma#ikalilo NP6#NST 
 vandaímiíla 'they will stand up' va-nda#imila SP-IPV#VST 
a+u vándáuudya  'they question' va-nda#udya SP-IPV#VST 
 vandaúluúka 'they will fly' va-nda#uluka SP-IPV#VST 
 mauúndi 'clouds' ma#undi NP6#NST 
 mauviílo 'suffering'  ma#uvilo NP6#NST 
 
T2.4 shows that when the low vowel is followed by a mid vowel, the default 
response is optional fusion. In the verbs in this table, note that fusion prior to the 
penultimate syllable is followed by mid-vowel reduction. We describe this process 
in section 2.10. At this point however, note that when /a+e/ fuse to /e/, mid-vowel 
reduction gives surface /a/, as in vándáakáána. Similarly when /a+o/ fuse to /o/, 
mid-vowel reduction gives surface /a/, as in vándáanáána.  
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T2.4 Default response to low-mid vowel sequences: optional fusion 
a+e vándeéka ~ vándáeéka  
'they laugh' 
va-nda#eka  
SP-IPV#VST 
 vándáakáána ~ vándáekáána  
'they laugh at e.o.' 
va-nda#ekana  
SP-IPV#VST 
 meendeleélo ~ maendeleélo 
'development' 
ma#endelelo  
NP6#NST 
a+o vándoóna ~ vándáoóna  
'they see' 
va-nda#ona  
SP-IPV#VST 
 vándáanáána ~ vándáonáána  
'they see each other' 
va-nda#onana  
SP-IPV#VST 
 moóka ~ maoóka  
'grave' 
ma#oka  
NP6#NST 
 
T2.5 shows that when identical vowels are placed in sequence, the default response 
is fusion. Note however that when an underlying sequence of identical vowels is 
found before the penultimate syllable, fusion is indistinguishable from non-fusion. 
So in vankuúdyaanga 'they are greeting' fr. va-nku#udyanga, the long 
antepenultimate vowel may be derived by fusion with compensatory lengthening or 
by non-fusion. We do not therefore include examples in T2.5 with underlying vowel 
sequences before the penultimate syllable. By comparison, when the second vowel 
in an underlying sequence of identical vowels is in the penultimate position, fusion 
and non-fusion give different results. In this case, fusion gives two tone-bearing 
units while non-fusion gives three (with penultimate lengthening of the second 
vowel).  
 
In the examples in T2.5, fusion is obligatory in váana, múumba and miípa, as well 
as in tundaáma and vankuûdya. In vandáǎma, vandítuúta and vandíǐta, however, 
non-fusion is permitted (giving the alternate realisations: vandáaáma, vanditúuúta 
and vandíiíta). In section 2.7.3.i, we will show that the non-fusion of identical 
vowels observed in these and other examples is accounted for by tonal pressure to 
maintain three tone-bearing units found in the underlying structure of words. With 
regard to identical vowel sequences, we therefore treat optional fusion as a 
divergence, albeit regular, from the default response of obligatory fusion. 
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T2.5  Default response to identical vowel sequences: obligatory fusion. 
i+i miípa  
'veins' 
mi#ipa  
NP4#NST 
 vandíǐta ~ vandíiíta  
'they have refused' 
va-ndi#ita  
SP-PFV#VST 
u+u múumba 
'arrow' 
mu#umba  
NP3#NST 
 vankuûdya 
'they are questioning' 
va-nku#udya  
SP-PPG#VST 
 vandítuúta ~ vanditúuúta 
'they have pulled us' 
va-ndi#tu-uta  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
a+a váana 
'children' 
va#ana  
NP2#NST 
 tundaáma 
'we will migrate' 
tu-nda#ama  
SP-IPV#VST 
 vandáǎma ~ vandáaáma 
'they will migrate' 
va-nda#ama  
SP-IPV#VST 
 
Summarising T2.2 to T2.5, when a high vowel is followed by a non-identical vowel 
(mid or low), the default response in Plateau Shimakonde is glide formation, as in 
T2.2. When the low vowel is followed by a high vowel, the default response is 
non-fusion, as in T2.3. When the low vowel is followed by a mid vowel, the default 
response is optional fusion, as in T2.4. Finally when the underlying sequence 
consists of identical vowels, the default response is obligatory fusion, as in T2.5. 
 
2.3. Terminology 
 
In our present study, we distinguish three kinds of vowel fusion: fusion by 
coalescence, fusion by feature deletion and fusion of identical vowels. These three 
processes stand in contrast to vowel deletion (in which fusion does not occur at all).  
 
Fusion by vowel coalescence 
In our description, vowel coalescence only occurs when each of two adjacent 
articulations in an underlying vowel sequence influences each other. Following this 
restricted definition, coalescence only occurs in Plateau Shimakonde when /a+i/ 
fuse to /e/ and when /a+u/ fuse to /o/. In this process, the articulation of both the low 
and the high vowel are modified (both the place and height of the low vowel, but 
only the height of the high vowel). In section 2.5.2, we show that this kind of fusion 
only occurs in Plateau Shimakonde as a lexical exception (in nouns like méeno 
'teeth' fr. ma#ino NP6#NST). 
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Fusion by feature deletion 
In our description, fusion by feature deletion occurs when the articulation of the first 
vowel in the sequence is replaced by the articulation of the second vowel; this 
happens when /a+e/ fuse to /e/ and when /a+o/ fuse to /o/, as in T2.4.  
 
Fusion of identical vowels 
In our description, fusion of identical vowels means that /i+i/ fuse to /i/, /u+u/ fuse 
to /u/ and /a+a/ fuse to /a/, as in T2.5. 
 
Vowel deletion 
In contrast to the fusion processes described above, vowel deletion takes place when 
one of the vowels in an underlying sequence disappears entirely. One result of vowel 
deletion is an absence of compensatory lengthening. This is evident with the 
obligatory deletion of the negative prefix a- before the third-singular subject prefix 
in verbs like apaáli 'he is not present' fr. a-a#pali NEG-SP#VST (not *aapaáli) and its 
optional deletion in aitameeka ~ itameeka 'it will not break' fr. a-i#tameka 
NEG-SP9#VST (not *iitameeka).
12
 
 
2.4. Non-identical vowel sequences beginning with a high vowel 
 
2.4.1.  Default response: glide formation 
 
When the high vowels /i/ and /u/ are followed by a non-identical vowel, the default 
response to the underlying vowel sequence is to modify the first vowel to a glide, as 
in T2.6 and T2.7.  
 
T2.6 Glide formation: /i/→/y/ (plus compensatory or penultimate lengthening) 
 Word-initial   
yúúvi 'rainbow' i#uvi NP9A#NST 
yéetu 'our' i#etu PC9#POS 
yóomba 'fish' i#omba NP9A#NST 
yáanga 'chest' i#anga NP9A#NST 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
12 There is no loss of contrast in these verbs because the Low tone assigned to the negative prefix a- is not 
deleted. This gives a tonal contrast between positive and negative verbs. For example, ápáali 'he is 
present' fr. a#pali SP#VST contrasts with apaáli 'he is not present' fr. a-a#pali NEG-SP#VST. The same tonal 
contrast is seen following the optional deletion of the negative prefix before consonant-initial subject 
prefixes in avapaáli ~ vapaáli 'they are not present' fr. a-va#pali NEG-SP#VST which contrasts with 
vápáali 'they are present' fr. va#pali SP#VST. 
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Word-medial   
vándyuúma 'they came out' va-ndi#uma SP-PFV#VST 
vándyúumanáánga 'they all came out' va-ndi#umananga SP-PFV#VST 
vándyeéka 'they laughed' va-ndi#eka SP-PFV#VST 
vándyóonáána 'they saw each other' va-ndi#onana SP-PFV#VST 
vándyaáma 'they migrated' va-ndi#ama SP-PFV#VST 
vándyáausháánga 'they spoiled' va-ndi#aushanga SP-PFV#VST 
 
Word-final   
aalyó 'that one' a#li-o DM#DC9-RFR 
vavaâlye 'they should eat them'
13
 va#va-lye SP#OP-VRT-SJV 
vándiilya 'they ate' va-ndi#li-a SP-PFV#VRT-F 
vandiváuumya 'they have made them leave' va-ndi#va-um-i-a 
SP-PFV#OP-VRT-CAU-F 
vandivápoonya 'they have healed them' va-ndi#va-pon-i-a 
SP-PFV#OP-VRT-CAU-F 
  
T2.7 Glide formation: /u/→/w/ (plus compensatory or penultimate lengthening) 
Word-initial   
wíila 'pus' u#ila NP14#NST 
wóongo 'k.o. flower' u#ongo NP14#NST 
weêtu 'we' u#etu PC1#POS 
wáavi 'sorcery' u#avi NP14#NST 
 
Word-medial   
vankwííta 'they are refusing' va-nku#ita SP-PPG#VST 
vankwiitííka 'they are responding' va-nku#itika SP-PPG#VST 
vankwééka 'they are laughing' va-nku#eka SP-PPG#VST 
vankwoonáána 'they are seeing e.o.' va-nku#onana SP-PPG#VST 
vankwááma 'they are migrating' va-nku#ama SP-PPG#VST 
vankwaausháánga 'they are spoiling' va-nku#aushanga SP-PPG#VST 
 
Word-final   
aalwó 'that one' a#lu-o DM#DC11-RFR 
aawó 'that one' a#u-o DM#DC3-RFR 
andilóombwa 'she has wed' a-ndi#lomb-u-a SP-PFV#VRT-PAS-F 
vandilíipwa 'they have been paid' va-ndi#lip-u-a SP-PFV#VRT-PAS-F 
                                                          
 
 
13 For example 'they should eat vádóodo (a type of mango)', a noun in class 2 which therefore requires an 
object prefix, see section 4.4. 
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2.4.2. Exceptions to glide formation  
 
2.4.2.i.  Palatal consonants 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, glide formation is prohibited following the palatal 
consonants /sh/ and //. This affects segmental phonology in a variety of ways. 
 
Firstly, when the prefix shi- is placed before a stem beginning with a different 
vowel, the high vowel of the prefix fuses with the following vowel instead of 
forming a glide. In the examples in T2.8, this process occurs when both the noun 
prefix shi- (NP7) and the tense prefix shi- (Past Imperfective) are placed before 
vowel-initial stems. Note that the high vowel of the prefix loses its place of 
articulation but it is not deleted, as demonstrated by the compensatory lengthening in 
váshúúmbádyá_méedi, vásháákátá_diimbwe and avashaaúúla. 
 
T2.8 Modification of the high vowel in the multi-functional prefix shi- before 
stems beginning with a different vowel  
a. the noun-prefix shi- (NP7) 
sheépo 
'fruit' 
shi#epo  
NP7#NST 
shóonga 
'grave' 
shi#onga  
NP7#NST 
sháala 
'finger' 
shi#ala  
NP7#NST 
 
b. the tense prefix shi- (Past Imperfective) 
váshúúmbádyá_méedi 
'they were filling water' 
va-shi#umbadya_medi  
SP-PIPV#VST_N
14
 
vásháákátá_diimbwe 
'they were gathering sand' 
va-shi#akata_dimbwe  
SP-PIPV#VST_N 
avashaaúúla 
'they were not trusting' 
a-va-shi#aula  
NEG-SP-PIPV#VST 
avashúúdya 
'they were not asking' 
a-va-shi#udya  
NEG-SP-PIPV#VST 
avashééka 
'they were not laughing' 
a-va-shi#eka  
NEG-SP-PIPV#VST 
 
Secondly, when the causative extension -i is added to a verbal base ending in either 
/sh/ or // prior to the verb-final markers -a or -e, the prohibition against glide 
                                                          
 
 
14 This example, and the next, are conjoint constructions in which reduced verb forms give focus to the 
following complement, see section 5.3. 
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formation following palatal consonants leads to what may be analysed as either 
reduplication or maintenance of the causative extension. If analysed as 
reduplication, the reduplicated high vowel is then subject to glide formation as in 
kúmáiiya 'to make known' fr. ku#ma-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F, compare kúmááa 'to 
know' fr. ku#ma-a NP15#VRT-F. If analysed as maintenance, a glide is then inserted 
after the high vowel prior to verb final -a or -e. 
 
Other causative verbs pattern after kúmáiiya as shown in T2.9. From a synchronic 
standpoint, the etymology of the verb stems in T2.9 is more or less obscure. The 
tone on their penultimate syllables nevertheless indicates the presence of the 
causative extension -i prior to the verb-final marker -a (see section 9.5.3).  
 
T2.9 High vowel maintenance following palatal consonants (causative verbs) 
kúshíiya 'to cause something to stand upright'  
fr. ku#shiya NP15#VST 
kúlíshiiya 'to respect oneself; calm oneself; be courageous'  
? fr. kúshíiya (above) as in 'to cause oneself to stand upright' 
kúlíisha 
~ kúlíshiiya 
'to feed/cause to eat'
15
 
fr. ku#li-ishi-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
fr. kúúlya 'to eat' fr. ku#li-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúshíiiya 'to cause to come out; extract; squeeze out' (eg. cord from a 
plant; milk from a coconut) 
? fr. kúshíía 'to pack or fill to bursting point' 
kúshííiiya 'to tighten a rope'  
? fr. kúshíía (above) 
 
Thirdly, and as Liphola 2001:77 also observes in Coastal Shimakonde, there is a 
phonemic distinction between the palatal nasal // and the alveolar nasal with palatal 
glide /ny/. The former is an independent phoneme. The latter is derived from /n/ 
followed by an underlying vowel sequence beginning with /i/. So in our script 
kúnnyeéla 'to feed him' fr. ku#mu-li-el-a NP15#OP-VRT-APP-F contrasts with kúneéla 
'to defecate on him' fr. ku#mu--el-a NP15#OP-VRT-APP-F.16  
 
This distinction is important in the phonology of words like kúpóonya 'to heal' (not 
*kúpóoa) which is derived from ku#pon-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F, compare kúpóóna 'to 
get well' fr. ku#pon-a NP15#VRT-F. Similarly kúpámbányaanga 'to link together' (not 
*kúpámbáaanga) is derived from ku#pamb-an-i-ang-a NP15#VRT-REC-CAU-PLU-F, 
                                                          
 
 
15 The alternative forms of this stem both suggest derivation from the variant form of the causative 
extension (-ishi), see section 4.5.2. 
16 Liphola 2001:77 records the same prosodies with kú-n-nyeéla and ku-ñ-ñeéla respectively (although 
note that he represents [] by /ñ/). 
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compare kúpámbáána 'to hug e.o.; to join' fr. ku#pamb-an-a NP15#VRT-REC-F and 
also kúpáámba 'to grip' fr. ku#pamb-a NP15#VRT-F. 
 
Fourthly, the prohibition against glide formation following a palatal consonant 
means that when the causative extension modifies a previous consonant to either /sh/ 
or //, the extension is assimilated within the palatal consonant and is not therefore 
subject to glide formation. This accounts for the form of verb stems like #tukusha 
'make run' derived from #tukut-i-a #VRT-CAU-F, #pisha 'let pass' derived from #pit-i-a 
#VRT-CAU-F, and #usha 'extract, make come out' (in which the derivation is 
opaque).
17
 In relation to this point, we note that in Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 
2001:31 observes the same prohibition against glide formation following a palatal 
consonant as we do in Plateau Shimakonde. In Coastal Shimakonde, however, it 
appears that the prohibition does not apply, since Liphola 2003 records the verb 
stems cited above as #tukushya (ibid.52), #pishya (ibid.334) and #ushya (ibid.117). 
 
2.4.2.ii.  Lexical exceptions 
 
We find one exception to glide formation at morpheme boundaries in Plateau 
Shimakonde. This is the word móoto 'fire' fr. mu#oto NP3#NST (not *mwóoto); 
compare the plural myóoto 'fires' fr. mi#oto NP4#NST. Failure of glide formation in 
móoto contrasts with mwoóngo 'spine' fr. mu#ongo NP3#NST and mwoóda 'k.o. game' 
fr. mu#oda NP3#NST. Manus 2003:57 observes the same exception in Zanzibar 
Shimakonde and suggests that it may be explained by adoption of the Swahili word 
moto. 
  
In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001:121f proposes that words like liíu 'ashes', líiu 
'eye', muúi 'pestle' and múui 'daylight' are all exceptions to glide formation. He 
identifies the underlying roots in these words as single vowels, thus he cites lií-u 
'ashes', mu-liî-u 'in the eye', muú-i 'pestle' and múu-i 'daylight'. If his identification is 
correct, then these words do illustrate an environment in which glide formation is 
prohibited; that is, prior to monosyllabic roots consisting of a single vowel.  
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, however, we find that the roots in these words consist of 
two vowels, not one. The root in líiu 'eye' is iu, not *u. This is demonstrated in the 
plural form in class 6: méeo 'eyes' fr. ma#iu NP6#NRT. The only other noun of the 
four listed by Liphola in Coastal Shimakonde that has a plural pair is muúi 'pestle' 
(class 3). In Plateau Shimakonde the singular form in class 3 is realised as mwiíi and 
the plural in class 4 as miíi ~ myuúi. This indicates two variants of the root; ui and ii, 
                                                          
 
 
17 This stem may be derived from the root -ut- 'pull' with the causative extension -i and final vowel -a, or 
from the root -uk- 'go' with the same suffixes since causative extension optionally modifies stem-final /k/ 
and stem-final /t/ to /sh/, see section 3.4.2. Either derivation however remains speculative. 
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both with two vowels. Neither the singular form nor the plural forms therefore are 
exceptions to glide formation; mwiíi is derived from mu#ii NP3#NRT, miíi from mi#ii 
NP4#NRT and myuúi from mi#ui NP4#NRT. In Coastal Shimakonde, if the root is ui 
(not *i nor *ii), then muúi 'pestle' is regular (not exceptional as suggested by 
Liphola). 
 
2.5. Low-high vowel sequences 
 
2.5.1. Default response: maintenance of low-high vowel sequences 
 
2.5.1.i.  Vowel sequences within stems 
 
The words listed in T2.10 follow the default pattern in Plateau Shimakonde of 
non-fusion between the low vowel /a/ and following high vowels (/i/ and /u/). 
Maintenance of the underlying sequence in these stems does not therefore need to be 
specified as exceptional.
18
  
 
T2.10 Maintenance of low-high sequences in noun and verb stems  
a+u líbááu 'slate' li#bau NP5#NST 
 (i)ndauleéu 'moustache' iN#dauleu NP9#NST 
 káúúlu 'wild-cat' ø#kaulu NP1A#NST 
 kútáúúla 'to remove food from a fire' ku#taula NP15#VST 
 kwáúsháánga 'spoil' ku#aushanga NP15#VST 
 
a+i shipyaái  'broom' shi#pyai NP7#NST 
 líkáai 'fruit-peel/skin' li#kai NP5#NST 
 nkaiílo 'k.o. hunt' mu#kailo NP3#NST 
 kútáííla 'to lay an egg' ku#taila NP15#VST 
 kwáángáííka 'to be concerned'  ku#angaika NP15#VST 
  
2.5.1.ii.  Vowel sequences at pre-stem morpheme boundaries  
 
T2.11 shows the default maintenance of low-high vowel sequences at pre-stem 
morpheme boundaries in verbs. Prohibited forms with vowel coalescence are shown 
for each example. The same default response of non-fusion is seen in the examples 
cited in T2.3. In the examples in T2.11, note that the structure of verbs in Plateau 
Shimakonde does not give underlying low-high sequences in word-final position. 
This is because the verb-final markers are either -a, -e or -ile (see section 4.6).  
 
                                                          
 
 
18 In Coastal Shimakonde by comparison, Liphola finds coalescence is either obligatory or optional within 
stems and that non-fusion is exceptional.  
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T2.11 Maintenance of low-high vowel sequences at pre-stem morpheme boundaries 
Word-initial 
aiíde 'he should come' 
*eéde 
a#id-e SP#VRT-SJV 
ainjiíle 'he should enter' 
*eenjiíle 
a#injil-e SP#VRT-SJV 
auúme 'he should come out' 
*oóme 
a#um-e SP#VRT-SJV 
aumiíle 'he should appear' 
*oomiíle 
a#um-il-e SP#VRT-APP-SJV 
aumiidyé 'he should make appear' 
*oomiidyé 
a#um-il-i-e SP#VRT-APP-CAU-SJV 
 
Word-medial   
vandáiída 'they will come' 
*vandéěda *vandéeéda 
va-nda#id-a SP#VRT-F 
vandaínjiíla 'they will enter' 
*vandeénjiíla 
va-nda#injil-a SP#VRT-F 
vandáuúma 'they will come out' 
*vandóǒma *vandóoóma 
va-nda#um-a SP#VRT-F 
vandaúmiíla 'they will appear' 
*vandoómiíla 
va-nda#um-il-a SP#VRT-APP-F 
vandaúmiidya 'they will make appear' 
*vandoómiidya 
va-nda#um-il-i-a SP#VRT-APP-CAU-F 
 
2.5.2. Exceptions to maintenance of low-high vowel sequences 
  
2.5.2.i.  Feature deletion in low-high vowel sequences (object prefixes) 
 
In low-high vowel sequences, feature deletion is permitted when the underlying 
sequence is given by the third-plural object prefix va- (the only object prefix with 
the low vowel) and a verb stem beginning with a high vowel, as in T2.12.
19
  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
19 See also the example in Appendix 1, line 94. 
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T2.12 Optional fusion by feature deletion in low-high vowel sequences with the 
object prefix va- (3P) 
a+i (including 
the PU syllable) 
vandiváiigwa ~ vandíviigwa 
'they have heard them' 
va-ndi#va-igwa  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
a+i (before the 
PU syllable) 
vandiváigwiliíla ~ vandivíigwiliíla 
'they have obeyed them' 
va-ndi#va-igwilila  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
a+u (including 
the PU syllable) 
vandiváuudya ~ vandívuudya 
'they have asked them'  
va-ndi#va-udya  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
a+u (before the 
PU syllable) 
vandiváudyaanga ~ vandivúudyaanga 
'they have greeted them' 
va-ndi#va-udyanga  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
 
Note that fusion by feature deletion in underlying sequences with the object prefix 
va- may be permitted because it does not give the same referential ambiguity which 
would occur with equivalent modification of the tense prefix nda- (non-past). By 
comparison, fusion by feature deletion in sequences which begin with the tense 
prefix nda- would create ambiguity with the tense prefix ndi- (past) prior to a verb 
stem beginning with /i/. So, for example, vandaítiíka 'they will respond' 
fr. va-nda#itika SP-IPV#VST, with maintenance of the underlying low-high sequence 
between tense prefix and verb stem, contrasts with vandiítiika 'they have responded' 
fr. va-ndi#itika SP-PFV#VST, with fusion between the identical vowels in the 
underlying sequence in this verb. 
 
2.5.2.ii.  Lexical exception: obligatory coalescence 
 
In certain disyllabic nouns in class 6, the low vowel of the prefix ma- obligatorily 
coalesces with the initial high vowel of the root. T2.13 gives examples of this 
exceptional coalescence while T2.14 shows the default response found in 
comparable contexts. 
  
T2.13 Exceptional response to low-high sequences: coalescence 
méeno 'teeth' ma#ino NP6#NST 
méena 'names'  ma#ina NP6#NST 
méevo ~ méeo 'eyes' ma#iu NP6#NST 
méedi  'water' ma#idi/edi NP6#NST 
 
T2.14 Default response to low-high sequences: non-fusion 
maiíki 'stumps' ma#iki NP6#NST 
maiíja 'cooking stones' ma#ija NP6#NST 
máiiti 'corpse/s' ma#iti NP6#NST 
maiîndi 'base (of plant)' ma#indi NP6#NST 
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2.6. Low-mid vowel sequences 
 
2.6.1. Default response: optional fusion by feature deletion 
 
In this section, we show that while low-mid vowel sequences may be maintained 
within stems, they are subject to optional fusion by feature deletion at pre-stem 
morpheme boundaries. 
 
2.6.1.i.  Default response in stems 
 
We find no examples of underlying low-mid vowel sequences (/a+e/ or /a+o/) 
within noun or verb stems in Plateau Shimakonde. This kind of sequence is 
nevertheless obligatorily maintained in the pronominal stems and subjunctive verbs 
cited in T2.15. 
  
T2.15 Non-fusion in low-mid sequences (subjunctives and pronouns).  
jaáe 'throw it away!' ja-e VRT-SJV 
mmyaae 'kill him!' mu#bya-e OP#VRT-SJV 
náae 3S pronoun ø#na-ake NP1A#FV-POS
20
 
 
Although not beginning with a low vowel, the examples inT2.16 show that 
underlying mid-high vowel sequences are also maintained within stems in Plateau 
Shimakonde.  
 
T2.16 Non-fusion in vowel sequences beginning with mid-vowels  
shileéu 'beard' shi#leu NP7#NST
21
 
(i)njeéu 'antelope' iN#jeu NP9#NST 
lukweéu 'line' lu#kweu NP11#NST 
ibeéi 'price' (Sw.) iN#bei NP9#NST 
nnoóu 'quality meat' mu#lou NP3#NST 
íbóiina 'helmet' (Pt.) iN#boina NP9#NST 
utoói 'chicken excrement' u#toi NP14#NST 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
20 See section 6.2.7 for this speculative derivation.  
21 Liphola 2003 cites these examples in Coastal Shimakonde as evidence that prevocalic mid vowels resist 
glide formation. He also observes that Shimakonde does not have an epenthetic glide that, inserted 
intervocalically, would eliminate the underlying hiatus.  
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2.6.1.ii. Default response at morpheme boundaries 
 
T2.17 shows optional fusion by feature deletion in low-mid vowel sequences at 
pre-stem morpheme boundaries in verbs. Note that it is only when the second vowel 
of the sequence is the penultimate syllable that fusion by feature deletion is visible at 
the surface. This is because fusion in low-mid vowel sequences prior to the 
penultimate syllable is followed by obligatory reduction of the resulting mid vowel 
to the low vowel /a/ (see section 2.10). This means underlying a#oneke 'he should be 
seen', with fusion gives intermediate ooneéke, which surfaces as aaneéke following 
mid-vowel reduction. Forms like *ooneéke, *oonaleéle, *vandoóneéka, 
*vandoónáleéla, *eenguúle and *vandeénguúla are therefore not attested in Plateau 
Shimakonde. 
 
T2.17 Optional fusion in low-mid vowel sequences at pre-stem morpheme 
boundaries 
Word-initial   
oóne  
~ aoóne  
'he should see' a#one SP#SVST 
aaneéke 
~ aoneéke 
'he should be seen' a#oneke SP#SVST 
aanaleéle  
~ aonaleéle 
'he should discover' a#onalele SP#SVST 
eénge 
~ aeénge 
'he should cut' a#enge SP#SVST 
aanguúle  
~ aenguúle 
'he should cut a path' a#engule SP#SVST 
 
Word-medial   
vandóǒna  
~ vandáoóna 
'they will see' va-nda#ona SP-IPV#VST 
vandaáneéka  
~ vandaóneéka 
'they will be seen' va-nda#oneka SP-IPV #VST 
vandaánáleéla  
~ vandaónáleéla 
'they will discover' va-nda#onalela SP-IPV#VST 
vandéěnga  
~ vandáeénga 
'they will laugh' va-nda#enga SP-IPV #VST 
vandaánguúla  
~ vandaénguúla  
'they will laugh at e.o.' va-nda#engula SP-IPV #VST 
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2.6.2. Exceptions to optional fusion by feature deletion 
 
2.6.2.i.  Obligatory fusion by feature deletion 
 
Fusion by feature deletion is obligatory between the low vowel and disyllabic noun 
stems beginning with the mid and front vowel /e/. This is a regular exception to the 
default response of optional fusion in /a+e/ sequences (compare T2.4). It compares 
with optional fusion in the same context when /a/ is followed by a noun stem 
beginning with a mid and back vowel as in maoóka ~ moóka 'grave' fr. ma#oka 
NP6#NST (compare tables T2.17 and T2.4). 
 
T2.18 Obligatory fusion by feature deletion before VCV stems beginning with /e/  
meémbe 'mangoes' ma#embe NP6#NST 
meénje  'crests' ma#enje NP6#NST 
méeve 'k.o. fruit' ma#eve NP6#NST 
véene 'possessors' va#ene NP2#NST 
 
2.6.2.ii. Word-final position 
 
Since compensatory lengthening does not apply in word final syllables, the process 
by which /a+o/ gives surface /o/ in referential demonstratives may be analysed 
either as fusion by feature deletion or as vowel deletion. In T2.19, this is seen in 
aavó (class 2), aaló (classes 6, 14), aakó (classes 12, 13) and aapó (class 16). The 
examples in T2.19 show that in the same context, the high vowel u- in the prefixes 
of class 3 (u-) and class 11 (lu-) are subject to glide formation but that in class 1 
(ju-), class 15 (ku-), and classes 17 and 18 (ku- and mu-), the high vowel /u/ is 
deleted.
22
 In the examples in T2.19, note that referential demonstratives, together 
with distal demonstratives, are an exception to the general pattern in Plateau 
Shimakonde that word-final syllables are extra-prosodic (that is, do not carry lexical 
tone, see section 9.5.2). 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
22 Note also that the diminutive demonstratives in classes 12 and 13 both employ the concord ka from 
class 12, so a noun in class 13 like tupuûla takes agreement in class 12 rather than class 13, thus 
túpúl_ááka 'this small knife' fr. (tupula) a#ka DM#DC12 (not *túpúl_áátu). 
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T2.19 Word final /a+o/ sequences (word-final stress) 
NC1 aajó a#ju-o DM#DC1-RFR 
NC2 aavó a#va-o DM#DC2-RFR 
NC3 aawó a#u-o DM#DC3-RFR 
NC4 aavyó a#vi-o DM#DC4-RFR 
NC5 aalyó a#li-o DM#DC5-RFR 
NC6 aaló a#la-o DM#DC6-RFR 
NC7 aashó a#shi-o DM#DC7-RFR 
NC8 aavyó a#vi-o DM#DC8-RFR 
NC9 aayó a#i-o DM#DC9-RFR 
NC10 aadyó a#di-o DM#DC10-RFR 
NC11 aalwó a#lu-o DM#DC11-RFR 
NC12 aakó a#ka-o DM#DC12-RFR 
NC13 aakó a#ka-o DM#DC12-RFR 
NC14 aaló a#la-o DM#DC14-RFR 
NC15 aakó a#ku-o DM#DC15-RFR 
NC16 aapó a#pa-o DM#DC16-RFR 
NC17 aakó a#ku-o DM#DC17-RFR 
NC18 aamó a#mu-o DM#DC18-RFR 
 
2.7.  Identical vowel sequences 
  
In section 2.2, we stated that in Plateau Shimakonde, the default response to 
underlying vowel sequences consisting of identical vowels is obligatory fusion. In 
sub-section 2.7.1, however, we show that identical vowel sequences are permitted 
within verb stems, although they are rare in our data. In sub-section 2.7.2, we cite 
further examples of the default response of obligatory fusion which takes place 
between identical vowels at pre-stem boundaries. In sub-section 2.7.3, we then show 
that there are two exceptions to the default response at pre-stem boundaries: the first, 
when there is tonal pressure from an underlying H-L-H tone string to maintain the 
underlying vowel sequence and the second, when a locative prefix is added to a 
disyllabic noun beginning with a vowel. 
 
2.7.1. Maintenance of identical vowel sequences within stems 
 
Identical vowel sequences are permitted within stems, although they are rare, so for 
example kúúúúla 'to care for' fr. ku#uula NP15#VST contrasts with kúúla 'to ripen; to 
strip off (eg. clothes)' fr. ku#ula NP15#VST.  
 
The moraic structure of kúú.úú.la cited above is given by fusion between the vowel 
of the infinitive prefix ku- and the initial vowel of the stem -uula. This is then 
subject to compensatory lengthening. Since the second vowel of the stem is subject 
to penultimate lengthening, the underlying structure of this word therefore gives four 
surface moras in sequence. The moraic structure of kúúla by comparison is given by 
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fusion between the vowel of the infinitive prefix and the single initial vowel of the 
stem -ula. This results in a single fused vowel which is then only subject to 
penultimate lengthening (see the constraint against trimoraic syllables described in 
section 9.3). 
 
In kújááa 'to throw away' fr. ku#ja-a NP15#VST-F and kúbyááa 'to kill' fr. ku#bya-a 
NP15#VST-F, the sequence of identical vowels in the penultimate and final syllables 
of the stem is again maintained. These words appear to have dropped an intervocalic 
glide; compare the archaic forms kújááya and kúbyááya. When the reciprocal 
extension -an is added to these verb stems, the underlying sequence of two syllables 
is also maintained, so kújááána (kú.já.áá.na) 'to throw e.o. away' fr. ku#ja-an-a 
NP15#VST-REC-F and kúbyááána (kú.byá.áá.na) 'to kill e.o.' fr. ku#bya-an-a 
NP15#VST-REC-F. Note furthermore that the length given by non-fusion in kújááána 
and kúbyááána contrasts with penultimate lengthening of a single vowel in kújáána 
(kú.jáá.na) 'to attempt' fr. ku#jan-a NP15#VST-F and kúbáána (kú.báá.na) 'to be 
loose' fr. ku#ban-a, NP15#VST-F.
23
 
 
2.7.2. Default response at pre-stem morpheme boundaries 
 
As we observed in section 2.2, the bimoraic length given by underlying sequences of 
identical vowels prior to the penultimate syllable may be analysed as either the result 
of fusion or of non-fusion (see T2.5). So, for example, the bimoraic sequences 
before the penultimate syllables in words like vandiítiíka 'they have responded' 
fr. va-ndi#itika SP-PFV#VST and muunguliílo 'key' fr. mu#ungulilo NP3#NST may be 
treated as either the result of fusion or non-fusion. When the underlying vowel 
sequence includes the penultimate syllable, however, fusion gives a single 
penultimate syllable with two moras while non-fusion gives a sequence of three 
moras (with one mora in the antepenultimate syllable and two moras in the 
lengthened penultimate syllable). So fusion in vandítuúta 'they have pulled us' 
fr. va-ndi#tu-uta SP-PFV#OP-VST contrasts with non-fusion in the variant form, 
vanditúuúta.  
 
Because of the ambiguity in the vowel processes prior to the penultimate, we restrict 
our attention in the present section to identical vowel sequences in which the second 
vowel is the penultimate. In the following sub-sections, we show that where the 
underlying vowel sequence is required to carry level High, level Low or any of the 
LH, HL or LHL contours, fusion is obligatory. In section 2.7.3, we then describe one 
                                                          
 
 
23 Liphola 2001:125 notes the same resistance to fusion of the identical vowels in kúbyááa/kúbyááána and 
kújááa/kújááána in Coastal Shimakonde. Elsewhere however he documents kúbyáána (i.e. with fusion) in 
contrast to kúbáána (ibid.77). Since in the latter case, Liphola's purpose is to contrast consonants with and 
without 'off-glides', we presume that the fusion in kúbyáána is simply an oversight. 
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context in which non-fusion is permitted (when the underlying vowel sequence is 
required to carry the H-L-H tone string) and another in which it is obligatory (when 
a locative prefix is added to a vowel-inital disyllabic stem).  
 
2.7.2.i. Obligatory fusion of identical vowel sequences which are required to 
carry level High or level Low tone 
 
Underlying sequences of identical vowels which are required to carry level High or 
Low tone are obligatorily fused.  
 
Sequences required to carry level High tone are illustrated by the nouns míítu 'bush 
areas' fr. mi#itu NP4#NST, kúúma 'to come out' fr. ku#uma NP15#VST, and máánje 
'bell' fr. ma#anje NP6#NST (See also our discussion of kúúúúla 'to sicken' and kúúla 
'to ripen' in section 2.7.1).  
  
Obligatory fusion of identical vowel sequences required to carry level Low tone is 
demonstrated in Negative Future verbs like avaama 'they will not emigrate' 
fr. a-va#ama NEG-SP#VST, atuuma 'we will not come out' fr. a-tu#uma NEG-SP#VST, 
and adiila 'they will not finish' (with agreement in class 10) fr. a-di#ila NEG-SP#VST. 
 
2.7.2.ii. Obligatory fusion of identical vowel sequences which are required to 
carry the LH or HL contours 
 
Underlying sequences of identical vowels which are required to carry rising or 
falling tone contours are obligatorily fused, as shown in T2.20 and T2.21 
respectively.  
 
T2.20 Obligatory fusion of sequences required to carry a LH contour 
liíki  'stump' li#iki NP5#NST 
muúti 'head' mu#uti NP3#NST 
maáu  'wasps' ma#au NP6#NST 
viíde  'let them come' vi#id-e SP(C8)#VRT-SJV 
tuúke 'let us go' tu#uk-e SP(1P)#VRT-SJV 
vaáke 'let them chase' va#ak-e SP(3P)#VRT-SJV 
 
T2.21 Obligatory fusion of sequences required to carry a HL contour 
líino 'tooth'  li#ino NP5#NST 
múumba  'arrow' mu#umba NP3#NST 
máau  'honey-comb' ma#au NP6#NST 
váana 'children' va#ana NP2#NST 
líida '(it) coming' li#ida SP(C5)#VST 
túuta  '(we) pulling' tu#uta SP(1P)#VST 
váaka  '(they) chasing' va#aka SP(3P)#VST 
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2.7.2.iii. Obligatory fusion of identical vowel sequences which are required to 
carry the LHL contour 
 
T2.22 shows that in Plateau Shimakonde underlying sequences of identical vowels 
which are required to carry a LHL contour are obligatorily fused.  
 
T2.22 Obligatory fusion in underlying sequences required to carry a LHL contour 
liîndi 'base (of plant)' li#indi NP5#NST 
avavaâka 'they will not chase them' a-va#va-aka NEG-SP#OP-VST 
vatuûdya 'they who will ask us' va#tu-udya SP#OP-VST 
avatuûdya 'they will not ask us'  a-va#tu-udya NEG-SP#OP-VST 
vandiîgwa 'they have heard' va-ndi#igwa SP-PFV#VST 
vankuûdya 'they are asking'  va-nku#udya SP-PPG#VST 
vandaânja 'they will start' va-nda#anja SP-IPV#VST 
 
2.7.3. Exceptions to obligatory fusion of identical vowels 
 
2.7.3.i.  Optional fusion of identical vowel sequences which are required to 
carry the HLH contour. 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that underlying sequences of identical vowels are 
permitted not to fuse when they are required to carry a string of three underlying 
tones in the configuration H-L-H.  
 
Optional non-fusion in this context is illustrated in T2.5. We cite the same verbs 
again below for the sake of convenience. In each of these examples, note that there 
is a surface distinction between the monosyllabic result of fusion and the disyllabic 
result of non-fusion. With penultimate lengthening of a fused vowel, an underlying 
sequence of two vowels gives monosyllabic {vv}. With non-fusion and penultimate 
lenthening of the second vowel in a sequence, the result is v{vv}. 
 
vandíǐta ~ vandíiíta 'they have refused' fr. va-ndi#ita SP-PFV#VST  
vandáǎka ~ vandáaáka 'they will chase' fr. va-nda#aka SP-IPV#VST 
vandítuúta ~ vanditúuúta 'they have pulled us' fr. va-ndi#tu-uta SP-PFV#OP-VST.  
 
A further example is found in the Negative Anterior (or 'Negative Perfect') verb 
avalíǐle ~ avalíiíle 'they have not eaten' fr. a-va#li-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV.  
 
In all four verbs cited above, non-fusion means that with penultimate lengthening of 
the second vowel in the sequence, there are three moras available to carry the 
sequence of three underlying tones. The first High tone in the H-L-H string can then 
associate to the antepenultimate syllable. The compression of three tones on the 
bimoraic penultimate syllable is then avoided.  
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In avalíǐle ~ avalíiíle cited above, the initial High tone in the underlying tone string 
is not permitted to associate to the subject prefix. Non-fusion in avalíiíle then 
permits the H-L-H to surface without tone compression on the penultimate. Fusion 
in avalíǐle, by comparison, does lead to tone compression. The same difference 
between fusion and non fusion is also seen in vandíǐta ~ vandíiíta and in vandáǎka 
~ vandáaáka (see above). 
 
By comparison with the three verbs discussed above, the first High tone in the 
underlying H-L-H string is permitted to associate to the tense prefix in vandítuúta as 
cited above. Fusion in this context does not therefore lead to the tone compression 
seen in verbs like avalíǐle, vandíǐta and vandáǎka. The tone prosody in vandítuúta is 
then comparable to that found in verbs with consonant-inital disyllabic stems like 
vandíloóta 'they have wanted' fr. va-ndi#lota SP-PFV#VST in which the penultimate 
syllable consists of a single underlying vowel (making fusion impossible). In 
vanditúuúta, by comparison, non-fusion means that the first High tone in the 
underlying string can associate to the underlying vowel of the object prefix which is 
retained in the surface structure as the antepenultimate syllable. Once again tone 
compression in the penultimate is avoided. 
 
2.7.3.ii.  Obligatory maintenance of underlying sequences of identical vowels 
when a locative prefix is added to a vowel-initial disyllabic stem 
 
When a locative prefix is added to a disyllabic stem beginning with a vowel, fusion 
is prohibited (whatever the tone contour found on the penultimate syllable of the 
stem). So muuûnu is derived by adding the locative prefix mu- to the noun úunu (a 
soft black rock used for decorating earthen pots). Similarly muuûshi 'in the honey' is 
derived by adding mu- to úushi and kuuúnga 'at the flour' by adding ku- to uúnga. In 
each of these examples, non-fusion of the underlying vowel sequence results in 
disyllabic structures with the penultimate lengthening of the first vowel of the stem 
maintained in the surface form of the locative nouns (albeit with modification of a 
HL contour to LHL). The syllable divisions in these examples are therefore 
mu.uû.nu, mu.uû.shi and ku.uú.nga respectively. 
 
The non-fusion in the above examples contrasts with the fusion in words like muúme 
'you should come out' fr. mu#um-e SP#VRT-SJV and kúúma 'to come out' fr. ku#uma 
NP15#VST. 
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2.8. Plateau Shimakonde compared with other dialects in the Makonde group. 
 
On the basis of data from Coastal Shimakonde supplemented by data from 
Chimaraba and Chimahuta, Odden 2003:531 states that "In Makonde, hiatus is 
eliminated within the word and phrasally." We discuss phrase-medial hiatus in the 
following section. Within words, Odden ibid. states that in Makonde "high vowels 
become glides before another vowel (which lengthens), cf. my#áaka ← mí#áaka 
'years', kw#áádúúla ← kú#ádúúl-a 'to destroy', ly#éeve ← lí#éeve 'fruit', kw#óólóóta 
← kú#ólóóta 'to point' ". By comparison, he states that "the low vowel a merges with 
a following vowel, giving a long mid vowel as in méembe ← ma#eémbe 'mangos'24, 
meéki ← ma#iíki 'stumps', moongaáno ← ma#ungaáno 'unity' ".  
 
In sub-sections 2.8.1 to 2.8.3, we describe the contexts in which the word-internal 
vowel processes which we have cited in previous sections differ from those recorded 
by Liphola 2001 in Coastal Shimakonde and by Manus 2003 in Zanzibar 
Shimakonde. We also note where the vowel processes which we record in each of 
our respective descriptions of Shimakonde differ from those indicated by Odden's 
general statement cited above. 
 
2.8.1.  Non-identical vowel sequences beginning with a high vowel 
 
In section 2.4, we showed that in Plateau Shimakonde the underlying hiatus in 
non-identical vowel sequences beginning with a high vowel is eliminated by the 
process of glide formation (as in Odden's general statement of the vowel processes 
found in Makonde which we cited in the introduction to section 2.8). 
 
In Coastal Shimakonde by comparison, Liphola 2001:86f finds that outside the 
penultimate syllable, the underlying hiatus in low-high vowel sequences is 
optionally maintained, so lyaanjaala 'rag' fr. li#anjala NP5#NST may be realised as 
~ lianjaala; similarly vankwaadúúla 'they are destroying' fr. va-nku-adula 
SP-PPG#VST may be realised as ~ vankuadúúla.
25
 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
24 We presume the correct tone marking is meémbe rather than méembe.  
25 In Chinnima, Kraal 2005:26 also finds that glide formation is optional, but in that dialect, he finds that 
this also applies when the underlying sequence includes the penultimate. So, for example, he cites 
ku-íkáála ~ kwíkáála 'to live' as well as tu-iíve ~ tw-iíve 'we should steal'. 
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2.8.2. Non-identical vowel sequences beginning with the low vowel 
 
In section 2.5, we showed that in Plateau Shimakonde, the underlying hiatus in 
low-high vowel sequences is maintained by default (qualifying Odden's general 
statement that underlying hiatus is eliminated in Makonde, see section 2.8).
26
 
 
By comparison with our data, Liphola 2001:102 observes that the underlying hiatus 
in low-high vowel sequences in Coastal Shimakonde is optionally eliminated, as in 
vandoóluúka ~ vandaúluúka 'they will fly' fr. va-nda#uluka, SP-IPV#VST, vandeémiíla 
~ vandaímiíla 'they will stand up' fr. va-nda#imila, SP-IPV#VST, and meéki ~ maiíki 
'stumps' fr. ma#iki, NP6#NST.
27
 
 
In each of the examples in Coastal Shimakonde cited above, Plateau Shimakonde 
maintains the underlying hiatus. So meéki 'stumps' in Coastal Shimakonde only 
occurs as maiíki in Plateau Shimakonde. Similarly vandoóluúka 'they will fly' and 
vandeémiíla 'they will stand up' are both prohibited in Plateau Shimakonde. They 
only surface as vandaúluúka and vandaímiíla. Furthermore words like mauúndi 
'clouds' fr. ma#undi, NP6#NST, which are exceptional in Coastal Shimakonde because 
they do not permit coalescence between /a/ and /u/, are for that reason entirely 
regular in Plateau Shimakonde (see section 2.5.1.ii). 
 
T2.23 summarises how Plateau Shimakonde differs from Coastal Shimakonde in the 
way it responds to the hiatus in underlying vowel sequences consisting of low plus 
high vowels.  
 
In T2.24, we then show that Plateau Shimakonde and Coastal Shimakonde respond 
to low-mid sequences in the same way (although we record some of these words 
with different surface tone from Liphola 2001, see section 9.6). 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
26 In his data for Coastal Shimakonde and Chimaraba, Odden ibid. finds that nouns like má#úúta 'oil', 
ma#uúndi 'clouds', lí#káai 'bark', and i#n'aáu 'body dirt' are therefore exceptional. He argues that these 
words demonstrate a "new hiatus" given by deletion of intervocalic /h/ which accounts for the 
maintenance of the underlying hiatus in such words. In support of this proposal, he cites the equivalent 
forms of these words in Chimahuta as ma#húuta, ma#huúndi, li#káahi, and n'aáhu 'body dirt'. 
Maintenance of low-high vowel sequences is entirely regular however in comparable words in Plateau 
Shimakonde. The identification of a new hiatus in these words is not therefore required to account for the 
form of these words as it appears to be in both Chimaraba and Coastal Shimakonde.  
27 Similarly in Chinnima, Kraal 2005 records u-na-íive ~ u-nííve 'you should not steal', va-na-úudya 
~ vanúúdya 'they will ask', tukailóóla ~ tukilóóla 'if we see it' and paulíindo ~ pulíindo 'at the hair'. By 
comparison, he finds that in diminutive nouns like kiíhi 'little pestle' (fr. ka#ihi) and kúúmba 'little arrrow' 
(fr. ka#umba), hiatus elimination is obligatory (ibid.24). 
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T2.23 Low-high vowel sequences (Plateau Shimakonde cf. Coastal Shimakonde) 
 Plateau Shimakonde 
(maintenance) 
Coastal Shimakonde 
(optional fusion) 
a+i maiíki  
'stumps' ma#iki NP6#NST 
meéki ~ maiíki  
 maikaliílo 
'visits; stays' ma#ikalilo NP6#NST 
meekaliílo ~ maikaliílo 
 vándáiída 
'they come' va-nda#ida SP-IPV#VST 
vándeêda ~ vándáiîda 
 vakaimííla 
'if they stand up' va-ka#imila 
SP-CND#VST 
vakeemiîla ~ vakaimiîla 
 
a+u mauúndi  
'clouds' ma#undi NP6#NST 
mauúndi 
28
 
 
 mauviílo  
'suffering' ma#uvilo NP6#NST 
mooviílo ~ mauviílo 
 vándáuúnga  
'they tie' va-nda#unga SP-IPV#VST 
vándoônga ~ vándáuûnga  
 vandaúluúka 
'they will fly' va-nda#uluka SP-IPV#VST 
vandoóluúka ~ vandaúluúka 
 
T2.24 Low-mid vowel sequences (Plateau Shimakonde cf. Coastal Shimakonde)  
 Plateau Shimakonde 
(optional fusion) 
Coastal Shimakonde 
(optional fusion) 
a+e meémbe
29
 
'mangoes' ma#embe NP6#NST 
meémbe  
 
 meendeleéo ~ maendeleéo 
'development' ma#endelelo NP6#NST 
meendeleélo ~ maendeleélo 
 
 vándeénga ~ vándáeénga 
'they cut' va-nda#enga SP-IPV#VST 
vándeênga ~ vándáeênga 
 vándáangúúla ~ vándáengúúla  
'they open a path'  
va-nda#engula SP-IPV#VST 
vándéenguûla ~ vándáenguûla 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
28 In Coastal Shimakonde, words like mauúndi with non-coalescence of /a+u/ are an exception (see 
section 2.5.2.ii). 
29 For the obligatory fusion in this and similar words, see section 2.6.2.i. 
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T2.24 continued... 
a+o moóka ~ maoóka  
'spirits' ma#oka NP6#NST  
moóka ~ maoóka  
 móókóveele ~ máókóveele  
'hyenas' ma#okovele NP6#NST 
móókóveele ~ máókóveele 
 
 vándoóma ~ vándáoóma 
'they pierce' va-nda#oma SP-IPV#VST 
vándoôma ~ vándáoôma 
 
 vandaámaána ~ vandaómaána 
'they will pierce e.o.' 
va-nda#omana SP-IPV#VST 
vandoómaána ~ vandaómaána 
 
2.8.3.  Underlying sequences of identical vowels. 
 
In section 2.7, we showed that in Plateau Shimakonde underlying sequences of 
identical vowels at pre-stem morpheme boundaries are subject to obligatory fusion 
except in the contexts indicated in section 2.7.3. 
 
By comparison, Liphola 2001:107-121 finds that a general response (or 'solution') to 
identical vowel sequences is impossible to identify in Coastal Shimakonde and that 
obligatory fusion or optional fusion must be specified independently for different 
word forms.  
 
In the following subsections, we describe the contexts in which the vowel processes 
we record in Plateau Shimakonde differ from those recorded by Liphola ibid. in 
Coastal Shimakonde and by Manus 2003 in Zanzibar Shimakonde.  
 
2.8.3.i. Variant prosodies prior to the penultimate 
 
Liphola 2001:119 finds that the variant contours on the long vowels prior to the 
penultimate syllable in words like those cited below indicate optional fusion of an 
underlying sequence of identical vowels.  
vakanaakááta ~ vakanaákááta 'if they do not take a bit'  
(fr. va-ka-na#akata SP-CND-NEG#VST)  
vakanaakáána ~ vakanaákáána 'if they do not chase e.o.'  
(fr. va-ka-na#akana SP-CND-NEG#VST). 
 
In vakanaakááta and vakanaakáána, Liphoa ibid. suggests that fusion of the 
underlying sequence at the pre-stem boundary leads to 'tone simplification'. We 
understand this to mean that fusion gives a single lengthened vowel and that 
non-fusion gives a sequence of two vowels at the surface. The fused vowel then 
simplifies the sequence of Low followed by High tone when there is no fusion (as in 
vakanaákááta and vakanaákáána) to level Low tone.  
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The first difficulty we find with this analysis is that elsewhere Liphola records 
Negative Conditional verbs with level High tone on only the penultimate syllable (as 
we do in Plateau Shimakonde). So, for example, he records vakana-pimanííla 'if 
they do not measure for e.o.', ibid.443. The origin of the first High tone in 
vakanaákááta and vakanaákáána is therefore unclear. Liphola refers to these 
patterns, which he himself identifies as exceptional, as being the result of some other 
form of 'tone complication'.  
 
The second difficulty we find with Liphola's suggestion ibid. that tone simplification 
supports the case for vowel fusion, is that we find no comparable data cited for 
non-identical vowels in which optional fusion gives the tone simplification 
described above. This might be given in Coastal Shimakonde by underlying low-mid 
or low-high vowel sequences. We would then expect a contrast between tone 
simplification in /ee/ versus 'tone preservation' in /aé/ and /aí/, and likewise a 
contrast between simplification in /oo/ versus preservation in /aó/ and /aú/. 
  
In Plateau Shimakonde, in any case, we find no comparable contrasts which might 
suggest the kind of optional fusion prior to the penultimate which Liphola ibid. 
posits in Coastal Shimakonde. 
 
2.8.3.ii. Underlying vowel sequences required to carry level High or level Low 
tone 
 
In section 2.7.2.i, we showed that underlying sequences of identical vowels which 
are required to carry level High or Low tone in Plateau Shimakonde all show 
obligatory fusion, as in words like míítu 'bush areas' fr. mi#itu NP4#NST and kúúúúla 
'to take care of s.o.' fr. ku#uula NP15#VST. 
 
In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001:114 states that there is optional fusion in the 
Past imperfective Subject-relative verb váshíímba ~ váshííímba 'those who were 
singing' (fr. va-shi#imba SP-PIPV#VST). We find no such contrast between fusion and 
non-fusion in Plateau Shimakonde. The lack of contrast is supported if we compare 
the vowel length in conjoint constructions in which the same verbal structure is 
linked to a complement within a single phonological phrase (see our description of 
these structures in section 5.3). In the phrase váshíímbá_lípóóndo 'they were digging 
a hole', we find that the penultimate syllable of the verb (which shows vowel fusion) 
has the same length as in the relative verb váshíímba ni aavó 'those who were 
singing are those ones' (with both verb structures derived from va-shi#imba). If 
non-fusion were an option in the relative verb, penultimate lengthening would 
indeed give the trimoraic surface structure found in vá.shí.íí.mba but we find no 
evidence that this vowel length occurs in Plateau Shimakonde.   
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In the same discussion of fusion versus non-fusion in identical vowel sequences in 
Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola also cites a surface contrast between avashíímba and 
avashiíímba 'they were not singing' (fr. a-va-shi#imba NEG-SP-PIPV#VST) and 
between avashíída and avashiíída 'they were not coming' (fr. a-va-shi#ida 
NEG-SP-PIPV#VST).  
 
While the contrasts which Liphola cites between avashiíímba and avashíímba 
support his identification of optional fusion in these verbs, we find no such contrast 
in the surface forms of comparable verbs in Plateau Shimakonde. In this sub-dialect, 
we only record avashíímba and avashíída. In both these verbs (and others like 
them), the underlying vowel sequence is subject to obligatory fusion with the fused 
penultimate syllable then carrying the level High tone which is seen in verbs with 
longer stems like avashilambééla 'they were not searching' fr. a-va-shi#lambela 
NEG-SP-PIPV#VST and avashipááta 'they were not receiving' fr. a-va-shi#pata 
NEG-SP-PIPV#VST. 
 
2.8.3.iii. Underlying vowel sequences required to carry LH or HL contours 
 
In 2.7.2.ii, we showed that underlying sequences of identical vowels which are 
required to carry a rising or falling tone are obligatorily fused. In this context 
Liphola finds in Coastal Shimakonde, verbs permit optional fusion but that nouns 
dictate obligatory fusion. In T2.25 and T2.26, we show that comparable words in 
Plateau Shimakonde (to those cited by Liphola in Coastal Shimakonde as evidence 
of optional fusion in verbs) all demonstrate obligatory fusion.  
 
T2.25 Penultimate LH 
Plateau Shimakonde 
(obligatory fusion: both nouns and verbs) 
Coastal Shimakonde 
(obligatory fusion: nouns only) 
liíki 'stump' li#iki NP5#NST liíki 
muúti 'head' mu#uti NP3#NST  
maáu 'wasps' ma#au NP6#NST  
viíde 'let them come' vi#id-e SP(C8)#VRT-SJV viíde ~ viiíde  
tuúke 'let us go' tu#uk-e SP(1P)#VRT-SJV  
vaáke 'let them chase' va#ak-e SP(3P)#VRT-SJV  
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T2.26 Penultimate HL 
Plateau Shimakonde 
(obligatory fusion: both nouns and verbs) 
Coastal Shimakonde 
(obligatory fusion: nouns only) 
líino 'tooth' li#ino NP5#NST líino 
múumba 'arrow' mu#umba NP3#NST  
máau 'honey-comb' ma#au NP6#NST  
váana 'children' va#ana NP2#NST  
líida '(it) coming' li#ida SP(C5)#VST líida ~ líiida
30
 
túuta '(we) pulling' tu#uta SP(1P)#VST  
váaka '(they) chasing' va#aka SP(3P)#VST  
 
In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003:367 finds that the priority of preserving an 
initial High tone on the first mora of the penultimate syllable in the Past, Anterior 
(or 'Perfect') and Counter-factual tenses (using our tense labels), in combination with 
the tone contour which she finds is assigned to the penultimate syllable by these 
tenses, prohibits vowel fusion. In each of the verbs cited in T2.27, in which Manus 
records non-fusion in Zanzibar Shimakonde, we find obligatory fusion to be the 
default pattern in Plateau Shimakonde. Note furthermore that we differ from Manus 
by recording a LH contour in each of these verbs (see further discussion in section 
9.6). 
 
T2.27 Penultimate LH on fused penultimate vowels in Plateau Shimakonde 
compared to the H{LHL} recorded by Manus 2003:367f on corresponding 
unfused vowels in Zanzibar Shimakonde   
Plateau Shimakonde:  
obligatory fusion 
Zanzibar Shimakonde:  
obligatory non-fusion  
níndiímba  
'I sang'  
ni-ndi#imba SP-PFV#VST 
níndíìîmbà  
níkándiímba 
'I would have sung'  
ni-ka-ndi#imba SP-CND-PFV#VST 
níkándíìîmbà  
nindíǐmba ~ nindíiímba 
'I have sung'  
ni-ndi#imba SP-PFV#VST 
nìndíìímbà  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
30 Liphola is uncertain whether líiida is really attested in Coastal Shimakonde, i.e. whether fusion is 
obligatory or optional in Present Participles. 
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2.8.3.iv. Underlying vowel sequences required to carry the LHL contour 
 
In section 2.7.2.iii, we showed that underlying sequences of identical vowels which 
are required to carry a L-H-L tone string are obligatorily fused in Plateau 
Shimakonde, thus vatuûdya 'they who are asking us' fr. va#tu-udya SP#OP-VST. In 
this case Liphola records the variant forms vatuûdya ~ vatuuûdya with optional 
fusion in Coastal Shimakonde.
31
 
 
In section 2.7.3.ii, we showed that when locative prefixes are added to vowel-inital 
disyllabic stems in Plateau Shimakonde, vowel fusion is exceptionally prohibited. 
Thus muuûnu 'in the mica' (a soft stone used for decorating earthen pots) is derived 
by adding the locative prefix mu- to the noun úunu (see 2.7.3.ii). By comparison, 
Liphola records obligatory fusion in the same context in Coastal Shimakonde, thus 
muûno 'in the mica'. 
 
2.8.3.v. Underlying vowel sequences required to carry the HLH contour 
 
In section 2.7.3.i, we showed that when an underlying sequence of identical vowels 
is required to carry a H-L-H tone string, vowel fusion is optional. In the same 
context, Manus 2003 finds that fusion is prohibited in Zanzibar Shimakonde, thus 
the verb nindíiímba cited in T2.27. In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001:106 finds 
that fusion is similarly prohibited and states that the LHL penultimate contour is the 
only context in his research in which three tones associate to a bimoraic penultimate 
syllable. 
 
Since we differ from both Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 in finding that the H-L-H 
tone string may be carried by fused penultimate syllables (and that fusion rather than 
non-fusion is the standard response to the underlying vowel sequence), we 
demonstrate in G2.1 to G2.3, that the penultimate length which we record in 
vandíǐta 'they have refused' and avalíǐle 'they have not eaten', both with the HLH 
contour, is substantially the same as in vandiîgwa 'they have heard' (with the LHL 
contour).
 32
  
  
                                                          
 
 
31 In counter-examples in Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola finds that there is obligatory fusion between the 
vowel of the object prefixes tu- '1P' as well as mu- '3S' with an identical root-initial vowel (2001:116), 
thus avashitúúdya not *avashituúúdya 'they were not asking us' (fr. a-va-shi#tu-udya, 
NEG-SP-PIPV#OP-VST) and váshíndámuudya not *váshíndámuuudya 'they were asking him' 
(fr. va-shinda#mu-udya, SP-PIPV#OP-VST). He does not however find an explanation for the obligatory 
fusion in these examples. In Plateau Shimakonde by comparison, the obligatory fusion is entirely regular. 
32 The speech recordings were made by a single speaker on the same occasion reading from a list of 
contrastive verbs. 
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G2.1 Penultimate length (0.27sec) in vandíǐta 'they have refused' (HLH) 
 
 
G2.2 Penultimate length (0.24sec) in avalíǐle 'they have not eaten' (HLH) 
 
 
G2.3 Penultimate length (0.25sec) in vandiîgwa 'they have heard' (LHL)  
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The penultimate length in the verbs shown in G2.1 to G2.3 is also substantially the 
same as in vándiíta 'they refused' fr. va-ndi#ita and vandiítiíka 'they have responded' 
fr. va-ndi#itika shown in G2.4 and G2.5, with the penultimate syllables in these 
verbs consisting of a fused vowel and a single vowel respectively.
33 
 
 
G2.4 Penultimate length (0.25sec) in vándiíta 'they refused' (LH) 
 
 
G2.5 Penultimate length (0.24sec) in vandiítiíka 'they have responded' (LH) 
 
 
In all the preceding graphs, the length of the penultimate syllable is about 0.25 
seconds (± 0.02sec). The penultimate length in verbs like vandíǐta, with the HLH 
contour, is substantially shorter than the length of the unfused vowel sequence in 
                                                          
 
 
33 In these examples note that the length in vándiíta results from obligatory fusion of identical vowels. We 
do not find the prosody in vándíiîta that Manus records in Zanzibar Shimakonde (2003:327), nor that 
Liphola records in Coastal Shimakonde (2001:114). Note further that we interpret the tone of the fused 
vowel as a LH contour, but with post-lexical lowering and levelling of that contour as described in section 
9.6.3. 
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vándáiíta 'they refuse' fr. va-nda#ita SP-IPV#VST (in which non-fusion gives a total 
length of 0.42sec), see G2.6. 
 
G2.6 Length (0.16sec + 0.26sec) in the unfused vowel sequence in vándáiíta 'they 
refuse' (H{LH}) 
 
 
2.9. Phrase-medial vowel processes 
 
In his summary of vowel processes in Makonde, Odden 2003:531 states that 
"Phrasally, non-low vowels undergo glide formation without compensatory 
lengthening, cf. din#galóoshy ameéna ← din#galóoshi ameéna 'cashews, eat them!', 
lí#tátély eépa ← lí#tátééle eépa 'cucumber, harvest it!'." With regard to vowel 
sequences beginning with the low vowel he also states that "Preceding a deletes, as 
in li#mboónd ukaánga ← li#mboónda ukaánga 'pumpkin, wash it'."  
 
Liphola gives a more detailed description of phrase-medial processes in his study of 
Coastal Shimakonde (2003:126-143). His description indicates that the vowel 
processes summarised by Odden, as cited above, are optional in Coastal 
Shimakonde. So by comparison with Odden's example, Liphola finds that optional 
glide formation in vowel sequences beginning with non-low vowels means that 
úgwíimbu amuúla 'hair, comb it!' surfaces either as úgwíimbw amuúla, with glide 
formation but no compensatory lengthening, or as úgwíimb amuúla, with deletion 
(ibid.133). With respect to vowel sequences beginning with the low vowel, Liphola 
similarly finds that limboónda ukaánga 'pumpkin, wash it!' may surface as such or 
as limboónd ukaánga (but not as *limboónd uukaánga with compensatory 
lengthening, ibid.128).  
 
In addition to the phrase-medial vowel processes summarised by Odden, Liphola 
finds that in Coastal Shimakonde glides, provided that they are immediately 
preceded by another consonant, suffer obligatory deletion before homorganic 
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vowels. So, for example, lítógwa uúsha 'the liver, remove it!' surfaces as such, or as 
lítóg uúsha, but not *lítógw uúsha (ibid.129).
 34
 When a glide is preceded by a vowel 
however, he finds that no such deletion takes place. In this context, the word-final 
vowel is not deleted so, for example, kúvéyá ímúúla 'to blow a nose' surfaces as such 
but not as *kúvéy ímúúla nor as *kúvé ímúúla. 
 
By comparison with Liphola's findings in Coastal Shimakonde, and with Odden's 
general summary of phrase-medial vowel processes in Makonde as a whole, we find 
that phrase-medial vowel processes in Plateau Shimakonde depend upon whether the 
underlying vowel sequence is located between phonological phrases or between 
words within the same phonological phrase. We describe the processes which are 
found in Plateau Shimakonde in these two contexts in sub-sections 2.9.1 and 2.9.2. 
 
2.9.1. Phrase-medial vowel processes between phonological phrases 
 
When a word stands in final position within its phonological phrase, we find that its 
final vowel does not form a glide nor does it fuse with a following vowel (that is, 
across the boundary of the phonological phrase) unless the following vowel is 
identical.  
 
The imperative phrases cited by Odden and Liphola in the preceding discussion all 
consist of a pre-posed object (which is the 'topic' of the utterance) and an Imperative 
verb (which is the 'comment'). In Plateau Shimakonde, these two components 
constitute separate phonological phrases. In this context, neither glide formation nor 
fusion applies between different vowels. So in our data, the phrase libaáta oóda 'the 
duck, follow it!' surfaces as such, not as *libaát oóda. Similarly, úgwíimbu amuúla 
'the hair, comb it!' surfaces as such, not as *úgwíimbw amuúla nor as 
*úgwíimb amuúla.
35
  
 
By comparison with the above examples, when the vowel sequence consists of 
identical vowels, the final vowel in the phonological phrase is optionally deleted so 
libaáta ameéna 'the duck, eat/chew it!' may surface as ~ libaát ameéna. Similarly 
nominal subjects form separate phonological phrases from their verbs, so 
nneémba ándiída 'the boy came' may surface as ~ nneémb ándiída. The same 
                                                          
 
 
34 In contrast to Liphola's data for these utterances, the noun shows penultimate lengthening in Plateau 
Shimakonde (since it constitutes a separate phonological phrase consistent with its position as a pre-posed 
topic prior to the imperative which follows). 
35 In normal (rapid) speech, the phonological phrases are syntactically linked by placing a High tone on 
the extra-prosodic final syllable of the noun, thus libaátá oóda (a process which is often described as 
'metatony', see Rose et al. 2002:51). Penultimate lengthening is however maintained in both phonological 
phrases. The same observations apply in the following examples, thus libaát(á) ameéna, nneémb(á) 
ándiída and vaán(ú) uúti. 
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optional deletion is seen in shítúund(u) unguúla 'the enclosure, open it' and in 
vaán(u) uúti 'all people' (with the noun and qualifier uúti again in separate 
phonological phrases). 
 
2.9.2. Phrase-medial vowel processes within a phonological phrase 
 
When a vowel sequence is in a medial position within a phonological phrase, we 
find that the responses are different from those described in the previous section. We 
illustrate these phrase-medial processes in this section with the vowel sequences 
which are found between nouns and proximal demonstratives.  
 
In this context, the first vowel of an identical vowel sequence is obligatorily deleted, 
thus váana qualified by aáva gives ván_ááva 'these children'.  
 
In the above example, note that the combination of noun and proximal 
demonstrative within the same phonological phrase means that penultimate length is 
restricted to the demonstrative and that the combination also involves tonal 
modification of both words. In nouns which are qualified by referential or distal 
demonstratives by comparison, the noun and its qualifier form separate phonological 
phrases. Penultimate length and tone prosody are therefore maintained in both 
words, thus váana qualified by the referential demonstrative aavó surfaces as 
váan(a) aavó 'those children' and váana qualified by the distal demonstrative avaalá 
surfaces as váan(a) avaalá 'those (distant) children'.  
 
When a non-low vowel is followed by a different vowel at a word boundary (within 
the same phonological phrase), we find that glide formation is optional in Plateau 
Shimakonde, as in the following examples. 
igoôli qualified by aái gives ígólí_áái ~ ígóly-áái 'this bed'  
muúnu qualified by aáju gives múnú-ááju ~ múnw-ááju 'this person'  
shílóólo qualified by aáshi gives shílóló-ááshi ~ shílólw-ááshi 'this mirror' 
lideébe qualified by aáli gives lídébé-ááli ~ lídéby-ááli 'this tin' 
 
Note however that glide formation following palatal consonants is prohibited (see 
section 2.4.2). This means that dingalóoshi qualified by aádi only surfaces as 
díngálósh_áádi 'these cashews'. 
 
When the low vowel is followed by a different vowel at a word boundary (again, 
within the same phonological phrase), we find that neither fusion nor deletion occurs 
in Plateau Shimakonde. This kind of sequence occurs when an action is described by 
an Infinitive plus object, as in the following examples. 
kwáádúlá_íáande 'to destroy a house' fr. kwáádúúla plus iaânde 
kúm pata_óolya 'to receive tobacco' fr. kúḿpaáta plus óolya  
kwáámúlá_úgwíimbu 'to comb hair' fr. kwáámúúla plus úgwíimbu 
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2.10. Vowel-height harmony and mid-vowel reduction  
 
In the verbal system in Plateau Shimakonde, both the common Bantu phenomenon 
of vowel-height harmony and the more unusual phenomenon of mid-vowel 
reduction (by which mid vowels prior to a penultimate syllable are reduced to the 
low vowel /a/ ) affect the way that underlying vowels are realised at the surface.  
 
Odden 2003:530 summarises the way that these phenomena affect the Makonde 
dialects in his overview of the Rufiji-Ruvuma group of languages.
36
 Since neither 
process alters the tone-bearing properties of underlying vowels in any essential 
manner, we similarly restrict our account of these processes in our present 
description of Plateau Shimakonde. 
 
Odden states that all the languages in the Rufiji-Ruvuma group "have vowel height 
harmony, where /u/ → [o] after o and /i/ → [e] after e, o." Modification of /i/ by 
vowel-height harmonisation is illustrated in Plateau Shimakonde when the 
applicative extension -il is added to verb stems with either of the mid vowels (in 
final position), as in the following examples. 
-petela 'winnowed for' fr. #pet-il-a #VRT-APP-F 
-potela 'twist for' fr. #pot-il-a #VRT-APP-F 
Contrast:  
-pitila 'pass through for/towards' fr. #pit-il-a #VRT-APP-F  
-putila 'wash for' fr. #put-il-a #VRT-APP-F 
-patila 'receive for' fr. #pat-il-a #VRT-APP-F 
 
However, and as may be expected, note that the high vowel of the perfective 
extension -ile (in which /i/ is derived from the extra-high vowel in proto-Bantu) does 
not harmonise with a preceding mid-vowel, so avatékiíle 'they have not drawn water' 
fr. a-va#tek-ile, NEG-SP#VRT-PFV, and avatótiíle 'they have not sewn' fr. a-va#tot-ile, 
NEG-SP#VRT-PFV (see also Odden 2003:530 and Liphola 2001:152).  
 
With respect to mid-vowel reduction, Odden, drawing on Liphola's detailed 
description of this process in Coastal Shimakonde, notes that "Makonde optionally 
reduces unstressed (pre-penult) mid vowels to a, resulting in alternations such as 
kú#tétékéél-a ~ kútátákéél-a 'to give up' (and) va-nda#tót-eél-a ~ va-nda#tát-eél-a 
'they will sew for'." Similarly in Plateau Shimakonde we find that the underlying 
form va-ndi#dob-il-a 'they have got tired' SP-PFV#VRT-APP-F surfaces as either 
vandidóbeéla or vandidábeéla and va-ndi#pet-il-a 'they have winnowed for' 
SP-PFV#VRT-APP-F surfaces as either vandipéteéla or vandipáteéla (with optional 
                                                          
 
 
36 His summary draws on Liphola's detailed examination of the processes in Coastal Shimakonde 
(2001:144-199), which we also refer to in this section. 
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mid-vowel reduction in the antepenultimate syllables of these verbs but obligatory 
vowel-height harmony in the penultimate syllables). 
  
With respect to mid-vowel reduction following fusion between underlying 
sequences of low and mid vowels, Plateau Shimakonde differs slightly from Coastal 
Shimakonde. In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001:101f. records optional fusion of 
underlying low-mid sequences. When fusion occurs prior to the penultimate 
syllable, the resulting mid vowel is optionally reduced. In the following examples, 
the reduction shown in brackets is optional. These forms are given by the processes 
cited by Liphola 2001:178, albeit for words with different stems. 
aéngiíle ~ eéngiíle 'he has not cut' (~ aángiíle) 
fr. a-a#eng-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV  
vandaómaána ~ vandoómaána 'they will pierce e.o.' (~ vandaámaána)  
fr. va-nda#om-an-a SP-IPV#VRT-REC-F  
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, by comparison, we find that fusion of an underlying 
low-mid sequence is followed by obligatory reduction, as follows. 
aéngiíle ~ aángiíle (*eéngiíle) 
vandaómaána ~ vandaámaána (*vandoómaána)  
 
2.11. Summary 
 
In this chapter, we have examined the default responses to underlying vowel 
sequences and the factors which cause divergence from them in some detail. These 
processes are important in determining the units available to carry tone in the 
language; a clear statement of them is therefore crucial for a rigorous tone analysis. 
In our examination of consonants and consonantal processes in chapter 3, we are 
likewise particularly interested in establishing the processes which affect the 
realisation of nasals in the language, since these, alongside vowels, are potential 
tone-bearing segments. Note, however, that we do not address the structure of 
syllables and nature of tone-bearing units in the language until chapter 9. In T2.28 
and T2.29 below, we give a summary of the vowel-hiatus resolutions in Plateau 
Shimakonde which we have described in this chapter. 
 
T2.28 Summary of vowel-hiatus resolution at word-internal morpheme boundaries 
 
■ High plus non-identical vowel sequences 
● Default response: glide-formation. 
vándyáadúúla 'they destroyed' fr. va-ndi#adula SP-PFV#VST 
vankwííta 'they refuse' fr. va-nku#ita SP-PPG#VST 
● Phonologic exceptions. The formation of palatal glides is prohibited following 
the palatal consonants /sh/ and //. Hiatus resolution is then as follows: 
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i. The high vowel in the multi-functional prefix shi- fuses with a following 
non-identical vowel but is subject to feature deletion. 
avashééka 'they were not laughing' fr. a-va-shi#eka NEG-SP-PIPV#VST 
ii. Following verb stems ending in a palatal consonant, the causative extension -i 
is maintained/reduplicated, with glide formation taking place prior to verb final 
-a or -e.  
kúmáiiya 'to make known' fr. ku#ma-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
● Lexical exception. 
móoto 'fire' fr. mu#oto NP3#NST (not *mwóoto) 
 
■ Low-high vowel sequences 
● Default response: non-fusion. 
vándáimííla 'they stand up' fr. va-nda#imila SP-IPV#VST 
● Exception. Optional fusion by feature deletion occurs between the object 
prefix va- and a verb stem beginning with a high vowel. 
vandiváiigwa ~ vandíviigwa 'they have heard them'  
fr. va-ndi#va-igwa SP-PFV#OP-VST. 
● Lexical exceptions. Certain disyllabic nouns show obligatory coalescence 
between low and high vowels. 
méeno 'teeth' fr. ma#ino NP6#NST 
 
■ Low-mid vowel sequences 
● Default response: optional fusion by feature deletion (with fusion in verbs 
accompanied by mid-vowel reduction in syllables before the penultimate). 
vándáakáána ~ vándáekáána 'they laugh at e.o.' fr. va-nda#ekana SP-IPV#VST 
vándeéka ~ vándáeéka 'they laugh' fr. va-nda#eka SP-IPV#VST 
● Exception. Disyllabic nouns show obligatory coalescence between low and 
mid vowels. 
meémbe 'mangoes' fr. ma#embe NP6#NST 
 
■ Identical vowel sequences 
● Default response: fusion. 
vankuûdya 'they are questioning' fr. va-nku#udya SP-PPG#VST 
● Exception. Bimoraic syllables otherwise required to carry HLH permit 
non-fusion of an underlying vowel sequence.  
vandítuúta ~ vanditúuúta 'they have pulled us'  
fr. va-ndi#tu-uta SP-PFV#OP-VST 
● Exception. Locative prefixes added to vowel-initial disyllabic stems show 
non-fusion. 
muuûshi 'in the honey' fr. mu+úushi LOC18+N 
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T2.29 Summary of vowel-hiatus resolution between words 
 
■ Underlying vowel sequences between phonological phrases 
● Identical vowel sequences: optional vowel deletion 
vaneémbá avaídiíle ~ vaneémb avaídiíle 'the young people have not come' 
● Non-identical vowel sequences: glide formation, vowel fusion and vowel 
deletion processes do not apply. 
úgwíimbu amuúla 'the hair, comb it!' (*úgwíimbw amuúla *úgwíimb amuúla) 
mmaneémba oóda 'young people, follow!' (*mmaneémb oóda) 
 
■ Underlying vowel sequences between words within a single phonological phrase  
● Identical vowel sequences: obligatory vowel deletion. 
ván_ááva 'these children' fr. váana + aáva 
● Non-low vowels followed by non-identical vowels: optional glide formation 
shílóló_ááshi ~ shílólw_ááshi 'this mirror' fr. shílóólo + aáshi 
● The low vowel followed by a different vowel: non-fusion and non-deletion. 
kwáádúlá_íáande 'to destroy a house' fr. kwáádúúla + iaânde 
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Woodcut 3. 'Well, many animals failed...' 
 
Appendix 1, line 6. 'Well, many animals failed because they were not 
able (to find) a way how to barricade the wind.'  
 
baái vakoôko voóe kútátákééla mwáaa avashuulúúla mwaáshí 
mwákúlóótá kúdívílílílá_íméépo
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Chapter 3. Consonants and consonantal processes 
 
In this chapter we describe the consonants and consonantal processes found in 
Plateau Shimakonde. 
 
In section 3.1, we describe the consonantal phonemes which are integral to Plateau 
Shimakonde together with the phonemes which are found in loan words borrowed 
from Swahili. 
 
In section 3.2, we describe the surface realisation of underlying nasal-consonant 
sequences, showing the different effects that syllabic-type nasals and non-syllabic 
nasals have on consonant-initial stems. 
  
In section 3.3, we compare the nasalisation processes which we find in Plateau 
Shimakonde with those documented by Liphola 2003 in Coastal Shimakonde.  
  
In section 3.4, we describe the influence of the causative extension -i and perfective 
suffix -ile on preceding consonants in verb stems. 
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3.1. Consonant Chart 
 
T3.1 shows the standard consonantal phonemes found in Plateau Shimakonde as 
represented orthographically in our present study. The chart does not include the 
borrowed phonemes /f/, /c/, and /s/, since these only occur in words borrowed from 
Swahili and therefore form an addition to the consonantal system in this sub-dialect 
of the language (see section 3.1.2). 
 
T3.1 Standard consonants in Plateau Shimakonde 
  Labials Alveolars Palatals Velars 
Obstruents 
voiceless p t sh k 
voiced b d j g 
Sonorants 
nasals m n   
orals v l y w 
  
3.1.1. Standard consonants in Plateau Shimakonde 
 
Examples of the standard consonants listed in T3.1 are given below. 
 
/p/, voiceless bilabial plosive [p] 
 piíta 'pass!' 
 lupaápa  'wing' 
  
/b/, voiced bilabial implosive [] 
 beéba 'carry!' 
 lideébe 'tin/container' 
 
/t/, voiceless alveolar plosive [t] 
 teépa 'bow!' (eg the head) 
 lípúúta 'old person' 
 
/d/, voiced alveolar implosive [] 
 diíma 'darken!' 
 linaádi 'coconut' 
 
/j/, voiced palatal affricate [d] 
 juúgwa 'ask!' 
 lújéeje 'jaw bone' 
 
/k/, voiceless velar plosive [k] 
 kamuúla 'hold!' 
 lipiíko 'mask' 
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/g/, voiced velar plosive [g] 
 guguvaála 'kneel!' 
 ligaága 'cassava root' 
 
/sh/, voiceless palatal sibilant [] 
 sheéma 'call!' 
 piisha 'cause to pass!' 
 pwasheéla 'help' 
 shaashó 'wow!'  
 shíima 'water tank' 
 
There is speaker and dialect variation in the phonetic realisation of /sh/. This 
phoneme is realised as [] by men in the Mueda district of the central plateau area. It 
surfaces as an alveo-palatal sibilant [] in the variants Shiyanga, Shimwalu and 
Shimwambe and in women's speech in Plateau Shimakonde. It surfaces as a palatal 
affricate [t] in the Mwidumbe district of the central plateau area and especially in 
elders' speech in that speech variant. This is similar the Swahili phoneme /c/ found 
in words borrowed from Swahili (see section 3.1.2). 
 
/m/, bilabial nasal [m] 
 maáa 'know!' 
 lúkóóma 'veranda' 
 
/n/, alveolar nasal [n] 
 neéma 'beautify' 
 líina 'name' 
 
//, palatal nasal [] 
 eéma 'move away!' 
 kúmááa 'to know' 
 
//, velar nasal [] 
 aála 'shine!' 
 likoóo 'thumb / big toe' 
 
/v/, voiced labio-dental approximant [] 
 viína 'dance!' 
 lídúúva 'day' 
 
/l/, alveolar lateral [l] 
 loóla 'look!' 
 livaála 'shoulder' 
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/y/, palatal glide [j] 
 yóomba 'fish' 
 piiya 'hide!' 
 
/w/, labio-velar glide [w] 
 wáavi 'sorcery' 
 lúwéene 'drinking gourd' 
 kúpúuwa 'to rejoice' 
 
3.1.2. Consonants in loan words 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, speakers commonly pronounce loan words from Swahili 
with their original phonemic value. This is the case with the phonemes /f/, /s/ and /c/ 
(the last symbol representing the palatal affricate [t]). Loan words however may 
also be integrated into Plateau Shimakonde. This is indicated by modification of /f/ 
in Swahili to /p/ in Plateau Shimakonde, and both /s/ and /c/ to /sh/, with the 
phonemic contrast between /c/ and /sh/ in Swahili disappearing in Plateau 
Shimakonde.  
 
The examples in T3.2 show that words borrowed from Swahili are always assigned 
tone but that the segmental phonemes may retain their source values or modify them 
to the closest corresponding phonemes in Plateau Shimakonde. For each phoneme 
we give the source word in Swahili, a form showing partial integration into Plateau 
Shimakonde (with tone and penultimate length added), and a form showing full 
integration (with the phonemes modified to the closest corresponding phoneme in 
Plateau Shimakonde). 
 
T3.2 Phoneme modification in words borrowed from Swahili 
Swahili (source) Partial integration Full integration 
/f/, voiceless labio-dental fricative [f] 
mfano 'example' mfááno  mpááno 
kufaa 'to serve a purpose' kúfáái kúpáái 
/s/, voiceless alveo-dental fricative [s] 
saidia 'help!'  saidiíla shaidiíla 
sahani 'plate' saáni shaáni 
shimo 'pit; hole' síima shíima 
/c/, voiceless palatal affricate [t] 
chama 'political party' caáma shaáma 
chambo 'bait; lure' caámbo shaámbo 
 
Our treatment of borrowed phonemes in Plateau Shimakonde differs slightly from 
Liphola's in Coastal Shimakonde (2001) and from Manus' in Zanzibar Shimakonde 
(2003). 
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Maintenance of phonemic value from the source language in Coastal Shimakonde 
may explain Liphola's finding that there is evidence, albeit marginal, for inclusion of 
phoneme /c/ in that variant (2003:14f). He also finds in Coastal Shimakonde that /s/ 
has full phonemic value contrasting with /sh/. In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that 
both /c/ and /s/, as well as /f/, are marginal. They only occur by maintaining the 
phonemic values of the source language in borrowed words. 
 
By comparison, Manus does not identify the palatal sibilant /sh/ as an independent 
phoneme in Zanzibar Shimakonde. In its place, she records the alveolar fricative /s/ 
(although she finds that the phoneme may surface as the palatal sibilant, reflecting 
its origin in Plateau Shimakonde). In Plateau Shimakonde by comparison, we find 
that the single phoneme /sh/ has the variant realisations [], [] and [t], as indicated 
in the previous section. In contrast to Zanzibar Shimakonde, and as indicated in 
T3.2, the phoneme /s/ only appears as an independent phoneme in loan words, 
principally from Swahili.  
 
A further difference between Plateau Shimakonde and Zanzibar Shimakonde is that 
the labio-dental approximant /v/ in Plateau Shimakonde surfaces as a bilabial 
approximant // in Zanzibar Shimakonde, as it does in Yao and Mwera (see Odden, 
2001:532). 
 
Finally we note that by comparison with our treatment of consonantal phonemes, 
Manus treats nasal-consonant combinations such as /mb/ and /nd/ as prenasalised 
consonants; that is, as complex consonants. In our study, we treat these as consonant 
combinations. This is consistent with Hyman 2003:49 who observes that these units 
may be "analysed either as clusters of homorganic nasal + consonant or single 
prenasalised consonants". Following the former option, we treat these combinations 
in much the same way as consonants which are followed by off-glides such as /dy/ 
and /dw/, as well as nasal-consonant-glide combinations like /mbw/ and /ndy/. These 
combinations all appear as syllable onsets in Shimakonde. We represent them as 
combinations of two or three consonants; CCV representing either a nasal plus 
consonant or consonant plus glide onset and CCCV representing a nasal plus 
consonant plus glide onset (see our description of syllable structure in section 9.1 
and following).  
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3.2. The surface realisation of underlying NC sequences 
 
Odden 2003:532 finds that in zone P languages, the outcome of nasal-consonant 
sequences depends upon the underlying nature of both the nasal and the consonant 
involved. He distinguishes two kinds of nasal. The first is an "N-type nasal which 
acts as a non-syllabic consonant" which he finds in this zone "is represented by the 
verbal 1 sg subject and object prefixes and the class 9-10 noun prefix". The second 
type of nasal is syllabic and is "represented by the noun prefixes for class 1, 3, the 
locative mu- (which sometimes does not reduce), and the verbal prefix for class 1 
object and 2 pl. subject and object". 
 
In section 9.2, we show that reduction of the prefix mu- in Plateau Shimakonde is 
accompanied by desyllabification unless restrictions in tone-bearing space require 
the reduced prefix to retain its moraic value. This gives a three-way contrast 
between syllabic nasals, desyllabified nasals and non-syllabic nasals. In our 
discussion of consonantal processes in this chapter, we treat syllabic nasals and 
desyllabified nasals as a single category in contrast to non-syllabic nasals. We refer 
to the former category as 'syllabic-type nasals' (represented by the symbol N) and the 
latter category as 'non-syllabic nasals' (represented by the symbol N). 
 
In section 3.3 we show that the two kinds of nasal distinguished by Odden, N and N, 
have a similar effect on following consonants in Plateau Shimakonde as they do in 
Chimaraba, Chimahuta and Coastal Shimakonde
37
. The incidence of these processes 
is however different in Plateau Shimakonde from the other dialects cited. This is 
because in Plateau Shimakonde, the first-person-singular subject prefix is only 
represented by ni- or ngu- or ø- (never by the non-syllabic consonant, see section 
4.3.2) and the first-person-singular object prefix is only represented by ngu- (also 
never by a non-syllabic nasal). 
 
The distribution of the syllabic-type nasals and non-syllabic nasals in Plateau 
Shimakonde compared to other languages in zone P (following Odden's description 
cited above) is shown in T3.3. 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
37 Consonantal processes in Coastal Shimakonde are described in detail by Liphola, 2001:55-83. Data 
from all three dialects forms the basis for Odden's summary of consonantal processes in the Makonde 
group of dialects, 2003:532f. 
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T3.3 Distribution of syllabic-type nasals and non-syllabic nasals in Plateau 
Shimakonde compared to other languages in zone P 
Syllabic-type nasals (N ) Non-syllabic nasals (N) 
Plateau 
Shimakonde 
Other zone P 
languages 
Plateau 
Shimakonde 
Other zone P 
languages 
← NP1 → 
← NP3 → 
← NP18 → 
← OPC1/3S → 
← SP2P → 
← OP 2P → 
--- SP1S 
--- OP1S 
← NP9 → 
← NP10 → 
 
The consonantal modifications given by the addition of syllabic-type nasals and 
non-syllabic nasals before consonant-initial stems are summarised in T3.4. In the 
following sub-sections, we describe the way that these two kinds of nasal affect the 
surface realisation of consonants in each of the groups indicated in T3.4 (voiceless 
and voiced obstruents, oral sonorants and nasals respectively). In the table, note that 
nasals agree in place of articulation with their following consonants, so orthographic 
/nk/, /ng/, /n/ and /n/ represent [k], [g], [] and [] respectively. 
  
T3.4 Surface realisation of NC sequences in Plateau Shimakonde 
 Voiceless 
obstruents 
p, t, sh, k 
Voiced 
obstruents 
b, d, j, g 
Oral 
sonorants 
v, l, y,w 
Nasals 
 
m, n, ,  
     
N  mp, nt, nsh, nk mb, nd, nj, ng mm, nn, --, mw/nw mm, nn, n, n 
     
N m, n, ,  mb, nd, nj, ng v, nd, --, ngw m, n, ,  
     
 
3.2.1. Nasal plus voiceless obstruent sequences: /p, t, sh, k/ 
 
In all dialects of Makonde, non-syllabic nasals fuse with voiceless obstruents and 
assimilate their place of articulation. Syllabic-type nasals by comparison leave 
voiceless obstruents unchanged, save for affrication of /sh/. So in Plateau 
Shimakonde, consonant assimilation in díííja 'roots' fr. diN#shija NP10#NST 
contrasts with affrication in nshéemba 'sauce' fr. mu#shemba NP3#NST, with the 
phoneme /sh/ surfacing as [t].38 The same distinction is found by Odden 2003:534 
                                                          
 
 
38 In the modified phonemic representation that we follow in this description, [t] is an allophone of /sh/. 
We do not represent this phonetic variation in our script, since we do not consider /c/ (or /ch/) a separate 
phoneme from /sh/ in Plateau Shimakonde, see section 3.1.2.  
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in the other Makonde dialects; so he finds that affrication in 
"kú-ń#chom-eedya ←kú-ń#som-eedya 'to read for him' " (with the syllabic nasal) 
compares with nasalisation in "kú-ń #nyom-eed-y-a 'to read for me' " (with the 
non-syllabic nasal).
39
 
 
3.2.1.i.  Syllabic-type nasals plus voiceless obstruent sequences 
 
Voiceless consonants are unaffected by preceding N , except for affrication of /sh/, as 
in T3.5 and T3.6. 
 
T3.5 Class prefixes (C1 AND C3) 
mpííni 'handle' fr. mu#pini NP3#NST 
cf. mípííni fr. mi#pini NP4#NST 
ntééla 'medicine' fr. mu#tela NP3#NST 
cf. mítééla fr. mi#tela NP4#NST 
nshukúulu 'old person' fr. mu#shukulu NP1#NST  
cf. vashukúulu fr. va#shukulu NP2#NST 
nkwaâju 'walking stick' fr. mu#kwaju NP3#NST  
cf. mikwaâju fr. mi#kwaju NP4#NST 
 
T3.6 Object prefixes (3S) 
kúmpoonya 'to heal him' fr. ku#mu-ponya NP15#OP-VST 
kúnteéma 'to defeat him' fr. ku#mu-tema NP15#OP-VST 
kúnsheéma 'to call him' fr. ku#mu-shema NP15#OP-VST 
kúnkoóma 'to hit him' fr. ku#mu-koma NP15#OP-VST 
  
                                                          
 
 
39 If in the latter example the nasal is non-syllabic, we are not clear why Odden transcribes it with moraic 
value (as indicated by both his tone and syllable marking). In Plateau Shimakonde, by comparison, we 
find that the non-syllabic nasal fuses with a following voiceless obstruent as in dííija 'roots' and does not 
carry tone.  
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3.2.1.ii.  Non-syllabic nasals plus voiceless obstruent sequences 
 
Voiceless consonants are assimilated by preceding N, as illustrated by the pairs of 
nouns in classes 11/10 listed in T3.7. 
 
T3.7 class 10 prefix (cf. class 11) 
díméembe 'horns' fr. diN#pembe NP10#NST 
lúpéembe fr. lu#pembe NP11#NST 
dimaápa 'wings' fr. diN#papa NP10#NST  
lupaápa fr. lu#papa NP11#NST 
dinandoóve 'cords' fr. diN#tandove NP10#NST  
lutandoóve fr. lu#tandove NP11#NST 
dínáávi 'branches' fr. diN#tavi NP10#NST 
lútáávi fr. lu#tavi NP11#NST 
dialeéka 'palm leaves (used in making brooms)'  
fr. diN#shaleka NP10#NST  
lushaleéka fr. lu#shaleka NP11#NST 
díííja 'roots' fr. diN#shija NP10#NST 
lúshííja fr. lu#shija NP11#NST 
diulúula 'sewing thread' fr. diN#kulula NP10#NST  
lukulúula fr. lu#kulula NP11#NST 
díúúni 'firewood' fr. diN#kuni NP10#NST 
lúkúúni fr. lu#kuni NP11#NST 
díwííkwi 'eyelids' fr. diN#kwikwi NP10#NST  
lúkwííkwi fr. lu#kwikwi NP11#NST 
 
3.2.2.  Nasal plus voiced obstruent sequences: /b, d, j, g/ 
 
3.2.2.i.  Syllabic-type nasals plus voiced obstruent sequences 
 
Voiced stops are unaffected by preceding N  as indicated in T3.8 and T3.9, although 
exceptions exist as in kúmmyaáa in T3.8. 
 
T3.8 Object prefixes (3S) 
kúmbeéba 'to carry him (on back)' fr. ku#mu-beba NP15#OP-VST 
Exception: kúmmyaáa 'to kill him' fr. ku#mu-byaa NP15#OP-VST 
kúnduúma 'to counsel him' fr. ku#mu-duma NP15#OP-VST 
kúnjuúgwa 'to request him' fr. ku#mu-jugwa NP15#OP-VST 
kúngaoóla 'to push him' fr. ku#mu-gaola NP15#OP-VST 
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T3.9 class prefixes (NP1, NP3) 
ndíídi 'rope' fr. mu#didi NP3#NST  
 cf. mídíídi in class 4 
njeéni 'visitor' fr mu#jeni NP1#NST  
 cf. vajeéni in class 2 
 
3.2.2.ii.  Non-syllabic nasals plus voiced obstruent sequences 
 
The noun lújéeje 'jawbone' fr. lu#jeje NP11#NST compares with dínjéeje 'jawbones' 
fr. diN#jeje NP11#NST. This word pair demonstrates that voiced stops are unaffected 
by preceding N. The frequent occurrence of noun stems which begin with a 
nasal-plus-voiced-stop combination in classes 9/10, as well as in classes 11/10, 
suggests the same thing (see examples below). Although suggestive, this data is 
nevertheless inconclusive. This is because in our synchronic analysis, we cannot 
finally determine the historic roots of these nouns. In T3.10, we assume that 
stem-initial N in class 11 is a reinterpretation of prefixal N from class 10 (which 
explains its appearance in class 11 with the prefix lu-). 
 
T3.10 Classes 11/10 
lumbuúu 'rib' fr. lu#mbuu NP11#NST 
dimbuúu fr. diN#buu NP10#NST 
lunduúja 'feather' fr. lu#nduja NP11#NST 
dinduúja fr. diN#duja NP10#NST  
lúngaáu 'net' fr. lu#ngau NP11#NST 
díngaáu fr. diN#gau NP10#NST 
 
T3.11 Classes 9/10 
ímbéeju 'seed' fr. iN#beju NP9#NST 
dímbéeju fr. diN#beju NP10#NST 
induúva 'flower' fr. iN#duva NP9#NST 
induúva fr. diN#duva NP10#NST 
ínjéele 'maize kernel' fr. iN#jele NP9#NST 
dínjéele fr. diN#jele NP10#NST 
inguluúve 'pig' fr. iN#guluve NP9#NST 
dinguluúve fr. diN#guluve NP10#NST 
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3.2.3.  Nasal plus oral sonorant sequences: /v, l, y, w/ 
 
3.2.3.i.  Syllabic-type nasals plus oral sonorant sequences 
 
The voiced sonorants /v/ and /l/ modify to /m/ and /n/ respectively following a 
syllabic-type nasal as in T3.12 to T3.15. 
 
T3.12 Object prefix (3S) before /v/ 
kúmmalaánga 'to count him' fr. ku#mu-valanga NP15#OP-VST 
kúmmaleéka 'to give birth to him' fr. ku#mu-valeka NP15#OP-VST 
 
T3.13 Vocative prefix (2P) before /v/ 
mmaâli 'you girls!' fr. mu-va#ali VOC-NP2#NST 
cf. váali 'girls' fr. va#ali NP2#NST 
mmaneémba 'you boys!' fr. mu-va#nemba VOC-NP2#NST 
cf. vaneémba 'boys' fr. va#nemba NP2#NST 
 
T3.14 Object prefix (3S) before /l/ 
kúnnoóla 'to look at him' fr. ku#mu-lola NP15#OP-VST 
kúnnambeéla 'to search for him' fr. ku#mu-lambela NP15#OP-VST 
 
T3.15 Class prefixes (NP1, NP3) before /l/  
nnúúme 'man' fr. mu#lume NP1#NST 
cf. válúúme fr. va#lume NP2#NST 
nnáandi 'tree' fr. mu#landi NP3#NST 
cf. míláandi fr. mi#landi NP4#NST 
 
We find no verb stems beginning with the palatal glide /y/ in Plateau Shimakonde. 
Verb stems that begin with the labio-velar glide /w/ are unaffected by a preceding 
syllabic nasal as in T3.16. 
 
T3.16 Object prefix (3S) before /w/ 
vannímweenya 'they have made him go'  
fr. va-ndi#mu-wen-i-a 
SP-PFV#OP-VRT-CAU-F 
vanímwiisha 'they have made him arrive'  
fr. va-ndi#mu-wik-i-a SP-PFV#OP-VRT-CAU-F 
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Note that before nouns beginning with glides
40
, the locative prefix mu- in class 18 
does not reduce to a syllabic-type nasal, as shown in T3.17. 
 
T3.17 Locative prefix (NP18) before a glide  
muwaâvi ~ mu_wáavi 'in sorcery' fr. mu#wavi LOC18#N 
cf. wáavi 'sorcery' fr. u#avi NP14#NST 
muwiíno 'in (the) paint' fr. mu#wino LOC18#N 
cf. wiíno 'paint' fr. u#ino NP14#NST 
muwákaati 'in the time' fr. mu#wakati LOC18#N 
cf. wákaati 'time' (origin not known) 
muyúúvi 'in the rainbow' fr. mu#yuvi LOC18#N 
cf. yúúvi 'rainbow' fr. i#uvi NP9A#NST 
 
3.2.3.ii.  Non-syllabic nasals plus oral sonorant sequences 
 
The voiced continuants /v/ and /l/ differ in their response to a preceding non-syllabic 
nasal. The plural of singular nouns like luvaáni 'roasting stick' in class 11 are formed 
in class 10A with the prefix di-, thus divaáni fr. di#vani NP10A#NST and divoóla 
'stings (eg. of bee)' fr. di#vola NP10A#NST (compare luvoóla in class 11). By 
comparison, the noun díndíími 'tongues' fr. diN#limi shows hardening of stem-initial 
/l/, as in T3.18. 
 
T3.18 Hardening of stem-initial /l/ 
díndíími 'tongues' fr. diN#limi NP10#NST 
cf. lúlíími fr. lu#limi NP11#NST 
 
We find two noun roots which appear to begin with the bilabial glide /w/: -widi (or 
possibly -idi) 'door' and -wono (or -ono) 'sleep'. Prior to these roots, the non-syllabic 
nasal in the nominal prefix in class 10 surfaces as /ngw/, as in T3.19.  
 
T3.19 N + g > /ngw/ 
dingwiídi 'doors' diN#widi NP10#NST  
cf. lwiídi fr. lu#widi NP11#NST 
dingwoóno 'sleeps' diN#wono NP10#NST  
cf. lwoóno fr. lu#wono NP11#NST.  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
40 In class 14, initial /w/ is derived from the vowel prefix u-. In class 9A, initial /y/ is derived from the 
prefix iN- (with the non-syllabic nasal of the prefix iN- in class 9 not realised). 
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3.2.4.  Nasal-plus-nasal sequences: /m, n, , / 
 
3.2.4.i.  Syllabic-type nasals plus nasal consonant sequences 
 
When a syllabic-type nasal precedes a nasal consonant, it assumes the place of 
articulation of that consonant, as shown in T3.20. 
 
T3.20 Class 1 prefixes and locative prefix (C18) before a nasal consonant 
nneémba 'boy' fr. mu#nemba NP1#NST 
cf. vaneémba fr. va#nemba NP2#NST 
naáno 'small girl (uninitiated)' fr. mu#ano NP1#NST 
cf. vaaáno fr. va#ano NP2#NST  
mmeêdi 'in the water' fr. mu#medi LOC18#N 
cf. méedi 'water' fr. ma#idi/edi NP6#NST 
naândi 'in the house' fr. mu#(i)andi LOC18#N 
cf. (i)aândi 'house' fr. iN#andi NP9#NST 
 
3.2.4.ii.  Non-syllabic nasals plus nasal consonant sequences 
 
Non-syllabic nasals fuse with a following nasal to give a single nasal consonant. The 
outcome of this process is identical to the result of the fusion between non-syllabic 
nasals and voiceless obstruents, as in díííja 'roots' fr. diN#shija NP10#NST (cited in 
section 3.2.1.ii). In both cases there is surface neutralisation of two underlying forms 
and in both cases it is synchronically impossible within Plateau Shimakonde to 
recover the underlying noun root unless the root appears in class 11 (with the prefix 
lu-, without the non-syllabic nasal prefix).  
 
Comparison with other languages may determine the form of the root. So in 
Kimatuumbi, the noun root for 'cat' is #paka (see Odden 1996). The non-syllabic 
nasal prefix in Plateau Shimakonde therefore gives imaáka fr. iN#paka NP9#NRT. In 
this study we do not systematically attempt to identify underlying roots (either by 
comparison with related languages or by reference to reconstructed proto-Bantu 
roots). Whether the underlying root begins with a voiceless obstruent or a nasal 
consonant, neutralisation gives the single stem-initial consonant which appears at the 
surface as in the animal names listed in T3.21. 
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T3.21 Animal names in classes 9/10 
imaáka 'cat' fr. iN#paka NP9#NST 
cf. dimaáka fr. diN#paka NP10#NST 
ínóóndo 'star' fr. iN#nondo NP9#NST 
cf. dínóóndo fr. diN#nondo NP10#NST 
ínuûngu 'porcupine' fr. iN#nungu NP9#NST 
cf. dinuûngu fr. diN#nungu NP10#NST 
iaáma 'meat/animal' fr. iN#aáma NP9#NST 
cf. diaáma fr. diN#ama NP10#NST 
ieêdi 'snail' fr. iN#edi NP9#NST 
cf. dieêdi fr. diN#edi NP10#NST 
ialóolo 'guinea-fowl' fr. iN#alolo NP9#NST 
cf. dialóolo fr. diN#alolo NP10#NST 
 
When animal names in class 9 are personified in classes 1/2, they add the nominal 
prefixes in these classes as 'outer prefixes' to the stem which is formed in class 9 
(with the stem incorporating the non-syllabic nasal from NP9, see section 7.4.2). 
Because the prefix mu- in class 1 is reduced, these nouns show an initial lengthened 
nasal (NN) as in T3.22. 
 
T3.22 Animal names in classes 1/2 
mmaáka 'cat' fr. mu#N-paka NP1# NP9-NRT 
cf. vámááka fr. va#N-paka NP2# NP9-NRT 
nnuûngu 'porcupine' fr. mu#N-nungu NP1#NP9-NRT 
cf. vánúungu fr. va#N-nungu NP2# NP9-NRT 
naáma 'animal' fr. mu#N-aáma NP1# NP9-NRT 
cf. váááma fr. va#N-ama NP2# NP9-NRT 
neêdi 'snail' fr. mu#N-edi NP1# NP9-NRT 
cf. váéedi fr. va#N-edi NP2# NP9-NRT 
nalóolo 'guinea-fowl' fr. mu#N-alolo NP1# NP9-NRT 
cf. váálóolo fr. va#N-alolo NP2# NP9-NRT 
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3.3. Nasal processes in Coastal Shimakonde compared 
 
In T3.23 we compare verbs in Coastal Shimakonde which employ the prefix ngu- as 
the subject and/or object prefix with equivalent verbs in Plateau Shimakonde (data 
for Coastal Shimakonde drawn from Liphola 2001:57f). This data shows that in 
Coastal Shimakonde, ngu- alternates with N-, which then fuses with following 
stem-initial voiceless consonants.
 
In Plateau Shimakonde by comparison, there is no 
alternation between ngu- and N-. Fusion between a reduced form of ngu- and 
voiceless consonants does not therefore occur in this sub-dialect. 
 
T3.23 Alternation of N- and ngu- in Coastal Shimakonde compared to Plateau 
Shimakonde 
Coastal Shimakonde (Liphola 2001) Plateau Shimakonde 
ngu- employed as subject prefix (1S)  
ngú-táleeka ~ n-náleeka  
„when I was cooking‟ 
ngútáleeka 
ngú-tángoola ~ n-nángoola  
„when I was talking‟ 
ngútángoola 
ngu- employed as object prefix (1S)  
va-nku-ngú-talakeéla ~ va-nkú-n-nalakeéla 
„they are cooking for me‟ 
vankungútalakeéla 
va-nku-ngú-kamuliíla ~ va-nkú-n’-n’amuliíla 
„they are holding for me‟ 
vankungúkamuliíla 
va-nku-ngú-shameéla ~ va-nkú-ñ-ñameéla 
„they are calling for me‟ 
vankungúshameéla 
va-nku-ngú-saidiíla ~ va-nkú-ñ-ñaidiíla  
„they are helping me‟ 
vankungúsaidiíla 
 
3.4. Consonant modification with causative and perfective suffixes 
 
As observed by both Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003, the causative extension -i and 
the perfective suffix -ile modify preceding consonants in verb stems in specific 
ways. These processes are explained by derivation of the high vowel in both suffixes 
from the extra-high vowel i  in proto-Bantu. 
 
3.4.1.  Hardening of lateral /l/ 
 
Addition of either the causative extension -i or the perfective suffix -ile modifies 
preceding /l/ to /d/ as shown in T3.24. 
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T3.24 Lateral hardening  
kúńnoodya 'to show him'  
fr. ku#mu-lol-i-a NP15#OP-VRT-CAU-F 
avavaládiíle 'they have not looked at them'  
fr. a-va#va-lol-ile NEG-SP#OP-VRT-PFV 
avamálídiíle 'they have not finished'  
fr. a-va#malil-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
 
Lateral hardening does not take place in the verb kúúlya 'to eat' because the verb root 
in this case ends with a vowel. The lateral is therefore unaffected by addition of 
either the causative extension or perfective suffix, as shown in T3.25. 
 
T3.25 No lateral hardening 
kúlíiya 'to feed'  
fr. ku#li-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
avalíǐle 'they have not eaten'  
fr. a-va#li-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
 
3.4.2.  Frication of voiceless alveolar and velar plosives /t/ and /k/ 
 
In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001:81 observes that there is phonological 
resistance to the formation of /ty/ and /ky/. In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that 
addition of the causative extension -i gives a number of possible outcomes. The first 
is frication, by which /t/ and /k/ fuse with the following high vowel and change to 
the voiceless palatal sibilant /sh/ as shown in T3.26. 
 
T3.26 Frication 
kúpíisha 'to cause to pass'  
fr. ku#pit-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúshúusha 'to make (a trap) spring'  
fr. ku#shuk-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
 
In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola finds that frication is the default response to /t-i-a/ 
and /k-i-a/ sequences (although in that dialect, frication gives an alveolar fricative 
followed by a glide, /sy/, ibid.81). In Plateau Shimakonde we find that although 
frication does occur in some verbs (witness the examples in T3.26), the default 
response to these underlying sequences is to maintain the high vowel of the 
causative extension before the verb-final suffix -a (and to insert a phonetic glide in 
the vowel transition). The resulting causative form is either a transitive verb with the 
sense of causing s.o. to do sth., or an intransitive verb indicating an action that is 
done well or repeatedly. In T3.27, many examples of frication cited by Liphola in 
Coastal Shimakonde are not attested in Plateau Shimakonde. 
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T3.27 Consonant maintenance 
kúpóteeya ~ kúpáteeya 'to cause to wind a rope / to wind a rope well' 
fr. ku#pot-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúpéteeya ~kúpáteeya 'to cause to winnow / to winnow well' 
fr. ku#pet-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúpátiiya 'to cause to receive' 
fr. ku#pat-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúpútiiya 'to cause to wash (clothes) / to wash well' 
fr. ku#put-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúlákeeya 'to cause to leave' 
 fr. ku#lek-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
(not *kúléesha cf. kú-lées-y-a recorded by Liphola in Coastal Shimakonde, 
although kúléeya 'to prohibit' is found in Plateau Shimakonde) 
kútútiiya 'to cause to pop (popcorn)'  
fr. ku#tut-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
(not *kútúusha cf. kú-túus-y-a recorded by Liphola in Coastal Shimakonde) 
 
As in Coastal Shimakonde, the consonant-glide combinations /ty/ and /ky/ are not 
entirely prohibited (ibid.83). One exception is the causative form of the verb kútííta 
'to poke a finger in the eye'. With addition of a causative extension, this verb 
modifies kútíitya fr. ku#tit-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F. The latter does not show the 
frication that would be attested in *kútíisha nor the glide insertion that would be 
attested in *kútítiiya. 
 
We note furthermore that no resistence to these consonant-glide combinations is 
found at word boundaries. So when a noun ending with the syllable .ti or .ki is 
followed by a demonstrative, the consonant-glide combinations /ty/ and /ky/ are 
permitted, as shown in T3.28. 
 
T3.28 /ty/ and /ky/ at word boundaries 
shéty_ááshi  'this document' fr. sheéti + aáshi 
máíky_áála 'these stumps' fr. maiíki + aála 
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Woodcut 4. "Regarding these plans for barricading the wind..." 
 
Appendix 1, line 8-9. (Rabbit comes and says to Lion) "Regarding 
these plans for barricading the wind, I manage it at home. This is not 
difficult; I will marry (your) daughter." 
 
mwáaa katiika vyó mílúugu aáví vyákúdívílílílá_ íméépo aáǐ kwéetǔ 
ndáulúúla aápa apanakamadyángá_shiinu naângǔ nannoómbá mwáana
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Chapter 4. Verb Morphology  
 
In this chapter, we describe verb morphology in Plateau Shimakonde and indicate 
the ways in which our analysis differs from previous descriptions of Shimakonde 
with respect to specific morphemes. Our description of these units then provides the 
foundation for our descriptions of the structure of the verbal system as a whole in 
chapter 5. 
 
In section 4.1, we give an overview of the verb structure which we find in this 
sub-dialect of the language. We also introduce five systemic distinctions which we 
develop more fully in chapter 5 but which we also employ in this chapter. 
 
In sections 4.2 and 4.7, we describe the newly grammaticalised morphemes which 
are found in the pre-verb and post-verb positions. 
 
In section 4.3, we describe the morphemes found in the inflectional field, including 
the pre-initial, initial, post-initial and tense-aspect positions. 
 
In section 4.4, we describe the object prefixes found in the first position of the 
macrostem. 
 
In section 4.5, we describe the structure of verbal bases consisting of verb roots and 
verbal extensions. 
 
In section 4.6, we conclude our description of verb morphology by examining the 
forms of the three inflectional suffixes found in this sub-dialect (-a, -e, and -ile). 
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4.1. Verb structure: summary 
 
We follow the general practice in Bantu verbal studies of identifying three distinct 
morphological domains in a hierarchical structure: i. an inflectional field, ii. an 
inflectional stem, which consists of a verbal base and a final marker, and iii. a 
macrostem, which consists of an object prefix added to an inflectional stem.
41
 D4.1 
represents the verbal structure which we identify in Plateau Shimakonde, with three 
Anterior (or 'Perfect') verbs given as examples. In the diagram, note that pre-verb or 
post-verb elements may be added to the core structure as either obligatory or 
optional elements (see sections 4.2 and 4.7 respectively). 
 
D4.1 Verbal structure in Plateau Shimakonde 
    Verb     
          
          
  Inflectional Field   Macrostem     
          
          
             Inflectional stem  
         
          
           Verbal base   
          
          
PREV PRIN IN(SP) POIN TA OP root XT1,2,3... F POSV 
          
 tundivátukuúta 'we have run from them' (Anterior) 
--- --- tu- --- ndi- va- -tukut- --- -a --- 
  1P  PFV 3P 'run'   FV  
          
 tuvatukwite_vánéémba 'we have run from the youths' (Anterior Focus) 
--- --- tu- --- --- va- -tukut- --- -ile --- 
  1P   3P 'run'   PFV  
          
 atuvatúkwiíte 'we have not run from them' (Negative Anterior) 
--- a- tu- --- --- va- -tukut- --- -ile --- 
 NEG 1P   3P 'run'  PFV  
 
                                                          
 
 
41 These constitute the three tone domains which provide the foundation for our analysis of tone 
assignment at word-internal boundaries (see our introduction to this analysis in Appendix 2). 
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In our description of verb morphology in the present chapter, we refer at different 
points to a variety of distinctions which we develop more fully in our description of 
the structure of the verbal system in chapter 5. We summarise these as follows. 
 
Independent versus dependent verbal structures 
Independent verb structures are those which do not contain any inherent reference 
within their morphological structure to another event. Dependent verbs, by 
comparison, do contain such reference. This distinction differs slightly from that 
between main and subordinate verbs found in many Bantu studies. For example, we 
find that while Subjunctives are frequently employed as subordinate verbs, they do 
not inherently refer to another event. We treat them therefore as independent verb 
structures. Adverbial tenses by comparison, do contain an inherent reference to 
another event, whether stated or implied, and as such we treat them as dependent 
structures.  
 
Basic versus derived structures 
In our description of word formation in the verbal system, we describe the simple 
affirmative tenses at the heart of the tense-aspect matrix in this language as basic 
structures and propose that the corresponding negative, conjoint, and relative forms 
with the same tense-aspect inflection are 'built' or 'derived' from them. Basic or 
'simple' verb structures also include Imperative verbs which consist of a verbal base 
and the neutral final suffix -a, provided these are 'unmarked' by object focus (in 
which case we describe them as derived structures). 
 
Marked versus unmarked structures 
While we employ the distinction between basic and derived structures described 
above to describe the relationship between different kinds of verb within a wider 
verb matrix, we also find it useful to distinguish between marked and unmarked 
forms. In this distinction, we follow a definition which proposes that unmarked 
forms denote a 'neutral' or 'expected' sense while marked forms indicate a departure 
from the neutral along some specified parameter or dimension. Following this 
distinction, basic forms may all be described as 'unmarked' while derived and 
dependent verbal structures are all marked structures.  
 
Neutral versus non-neutral structural units 
In our analysis of verbal and nominal structures, we distinguish between neutral and 
non-neutral morphological units. Neutral units contribute to the 'basic', 'simple', or 
'unmarked' structures in each system. In the verbal system, these include subject 
prefixes, object prefixes, the perfective and imperfective markers ndi- and nda- 
found in the core tense-aspect matrix, verbal bases, and verb stems with the neutral 
final suffix -a. Non-neutral units are employed exclusively in verbal structures 
which are marked in some way. They include morphemes found in the pre-initial 
and post-initial positions in the verb structure, the reduced or compound tense-aspect 
morphemes which are employed in negative, conjoint and compound tenses, as well 
as the subjunctive and perfective inflectional suffixes (-e and -ile).  
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Disjoint versus conjoint verbs 
Following previous studies in Makonde, eg. Manus 2003, Devos 2004, we 
distinguish between disjoint and conjoint verb structures. Disjoint verbs are discrete 
word units while conjoint verbs are word units which require a complement (with 
which they combine within a single phonological phrase). In chapter 5, we observe 
that while some disjoint verbs may be joined to their complements within a single 
phonological phrase for pragmatic reasons, they retain an essentially discrete 
structural identity. In our treatment, conjoint verbs, by comparison, are inherently 
linked structures which cannot stand alone. 
 
4.2. Pre-verb  
 
In Meeussen's reconstruction of Bantu verbal structure 1967, he posits just two 
possible morphemes in the pre-initial position: the primary negative marker 
(employed in main clauses) and the bound (object) relative marker (see next 
section). Nurse 2008:32 comments that "In contemporary languages other 
morphemes and categories may occur at pre-initial, because, as befits positions 
occurring at the edge of the verbal word, it tends to attract newly grammaticalised 
material. These other categories include tense, aspect, conditional, and focus." In our 
present description, we treat such newly grammaticalised material as pre-verb 
elements, reserving the pre-initial position for the two morphemes identified by 
Meeussen (as cited above). 
 
Past Conditionals and Present Conditionals are compound structures which employ 
the Imperative verb leéka 'leave' as a pre-verbal conditional element léká_ 'if...' (with 
tone assigned by its syntactic function), as in T4.1.
42
  
 
T4.1 Conditional léká_ 
Past Conditional 
léká_ngwigwiité, níkándiída 
'if I had known, I would have come' 
Present Conditional 
léká_ngwíida kwáakó,
 
úkáníngwoóna  
'if it was that I (habitually) come to your place, you would have seen me' 
 
In compound verbal constructions employed to specify progressive aspect, the 
locative mu- (LOC18) is placed before an Infinitive as in T4.2. Strictly speaking the 
locative prefix is an outer prefix in a derived nominal unit but we include it in our 
                                                          
 
 
42 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003 documents her 'Hypothetical' tenses with the pre-verbal element 
káléká_. 
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present description as a pre-verbal element since it functions as an element within a 
compound verbal structure. 
 
T4.2 Locative mu- (LOC18) 
Past Imperfective 
váshípágwá_múkúúlya  
'they were in the act/process of eating' 
Anterior 
vavele_múkúúlya 
'they are (have been) in the act/process of eating' 
 
The conjunction na- 'with; and' is employed as a preverbal element in compound 
clauses to indicate purpose as in T4.3. 
 
T4.3 Purposive na- 
ainaíide naánángaanga...  
'it (the wind) should not come (so as to) spoil the crops'
43
 
na- ananganga  
PRP 'spoil'  
 
Infinitives, employed as sequential verbs in narrative,
44
 are negated by adding the 
preverbal element mé_ or méné_ (from meéne 'no'), as in T4.4. 
 
T4.4 Negative mé_ ~ méné_ 
 
mé_kújúúgwa 'to not ask'  
me- ku- jugwa 
NEG NP15 'ask'  
  
                                                          
 
 
43 See Appendix 1, line 15c. Also for example in the compound clause, aukile_nátwáala njúluuku 'he has 
run to get money'. See 5.6.2 for further examples. 
44 See footnote 114 for our understanding of 'sequential' (as opposed to 'consecutive') verbs. 
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4.3. The inflectional field 
 
As indicated in D4.1, the inflectional field contains the pre-initial, subject, 
post-initial and tense-aspect positions. We examine each of these in turn in the 
following sections. 
 
4.3.1. Pre-initial  
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we find both morphemes which are posited by Meeussen 
1967 for the pre-initial position. These are the primary negative prefix which in 
Plateau Shimakonde takes the form a- (and is employed in independent verb 
structures, see section 5.4) and the bound connexive (employed in object-relative 
and adverbial clauses, see section 5.5.5). These two pre-initial formatives are 
illustrated in T4.5 and T4.6 respectively.
45
  
 
T4.5 Pre-initial negative a-46 
(a)tunatukúúta 'we don't run'  
a- tu- na- tukut -a 
NEG SP IPV 'run' F 
 
(a)tutukuuta 'we won't run'  
a- tu- tukut -a 
NEG SP 'run'  F 
 
(a)tutúkwiíte 'we haven't run' 
a- tu- tukut -ile 
NEG SP 'run' PFV 
 
In T4.6, note that object-relative and adverbial clauses are formed in the same way 
in Plateau Shimakonde, that is with a preverbal connexive consisting of a possessive 
concord added to the associative marker a- as in the three examples cited.
47
 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
45 Manus 2003 only includes the negative prefix a- in her pre-initial position and treats connexives as a 
separate pre-verbal element. Note moreover that neither Manus ibid. nor Liphola 2001 identify 
object-relative and adverbial clauses as having the same structure (since Manus ibid. does not describe the 
structure of adverbial clauses and Liphola ibid. does not describe the structure of object-relative as 
opposed to subject-relative clauses). 
46 We propose that the Low tone carried by this negative prefix makes its segmental realisation redundant 
in many contexts. 
47 Note that connexives are also employed in the nominal system in derived 'associative nouns' such as 
wákúpééla 'the dead person' fr. wa#kupela CX1#INF and wádímoóngo 'the strong person' fr. wa#dimongo 
CX1#N (see section 7.3.6).  
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T4.6 Pre-initial connexive 
wánínsheéma... '(the person) whom I called...' 
wa- ni- mu- shem -a 
CX1 SP OP 'call' F 
 
pátúkánávatukúúta... 'when/where we don't run from them...'  
pa- tu- ka- na- va- tukut -a 
CX16 SP NEG IPV OP 'run' F 
 
mwátúshítángálééla... 'the way in which we were talking...'  
mwa- tu- shi- tangol -il -a 
CX18 SP PIPV 'speak' APP F 
 
4.3.2. Initial 
 
Strictly speaking, the initial position in the verbal structure in Plateau Shimakonde is 
reserved for subject prefixes. Since we analyse Infinitives as part of both nominal 
and verbal systems however, we regard the Infinitive prefix ku- (NP15) as occupying 
this position alongside subject prefixes, as in T4.7 (as does Manus 2003).
48
 
  
T4.7 Initial ku- (NP15) 
kútúkúúta 'to run' 
ku- tukut -a 
NP15 'run' F 
 
kújúúgwa 'to ask' 
ku- jugw -a 
NP15 'ask' F 
 
kúnjuúgwa 'to ask him' 
ku- mu- jugw -a 
NP15 OP 'ask' F 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
48 We propose however that while subject prefixes are neutral, the infinitive prefix ku- is non-neutral and 
carries its own High tone. This surfaces in a variety of related structures in both verbal and nominal 
systems. These include the locative and agentive structures described in sections 7.2.2 and 7.3.1 as well as 
the Infinitive and Present Progressive structures described in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.4 of this chapter.  
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Pronominal subject prefixes (first, second and third persons) in Plateau Shimakonde 
are shown in T4.8 below. Noun class subject prefixes are listed in section 6.2.1. 
Note, in T4.8, that depending upon context we treat the subject prefixes a- and va- 
as either pronominal subject prefixes (3S and 3P) or noun class subject prefixes (C1 
and C2).  
 
Note also that, in contrast to the Infinitive prefix ku-, we find that subject prefixes in 
Plateau Shimakonde are neutral elements within the verb structure. Concordant with 
this neutrality, we find that they do not carry their own tone but have tone assigned 
to them by the underlying patterns carried by different tenses (which are themselves 
assigned as part of the overall tense-aspect matrix summarised in section 5.7).
49
 
 
The examples in T4.8 indicate that the first person singular subject prefix has two 
forms: n(d)i- and ngu-. We examine the rationale for the selection of these forms in 
section 4.3.2.iii. Before doing that, however, we describe the contexts in which ni- 
may be dropped (section 4.3.2.i), as well as the contexts in which n(d)i- may be 
realised in its 'full form' as ndi- (section 4.3.2.ii).  
 
In T4.8, note that the second person plural subject prefix mu- does not reduce to a 
syllabic-type nasal as do vocative and object prefixes and the nominal prefixes in 
classes 1 and 2 (although all of these have the same underlying form). For each 
subject prefix in this table, note that we give two examples: a Present Progressive 
(disjoint) verb and a Conjoint Present verb.  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
49 Nurse 2008:32 notes that in many Bantu languages subject prefixes carry their own tone, with first and 
second-person prefixes being Low toned and class and third-person prefixes, High toned. In Plateau 
Shimakonde, we find that the contrast between participant subjects (first and second-person prefixes) and 
class subjects (third person and noun class prefixes) has largely disappeared. Although a trace of this 
contrast may be identified in Future verbs and in Present Relative verbs, we find that it has largely been 
replaced by a system of contrastive tense-aspect patterns which consist of two underlying tones; the first 
assigned to the Inflectional Domain and the second, to the Stem Domain (as introduced in Appendix 2). 
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T4.8 Pronominal subject prefixes 
1S n(d)i- / ø- (ni)nkutúkúúta 
'I am running' 
ni-nku#tukuta 
SP-PPG#VST 
 ngu- ngútúkútílá_kúkáaja 
'I am running home' 
ngu#tukutila_kukaja 
SP#VST_N 
2S u- unkutúkúúta 
'you are running' 
u-nku#tukuta 
SP-PPG#VST 
  útúkútílá_kúkáaja 
'you are running home' 
u#tukutila_kukaja 
SP#VST_N 
3S / C1 a- ankutúkúúta 
'he is running' 
a-nku#tukuta 
SP-PPG#VST 
  átúkútílá_kúkáaja 
'he is running home' 
a#tukutila_kukaja 
SP#VST_N 
1P tu- tunkutúkúúta 
'we are running' 
tu-nku#tukuta 
SP-PPG#VST 
  tútúkútílá_kúkáaja 
'we are running home' 
tu#tukutila_kukaja 
SP#VST_N 
2P mu- munkutúkúúta 
'you are running' 
mu-nku#tukuta 
SP-PPG#VST 
  múkútílá_kúkáaja 
'you are running home' 
mu#tukutila_kukaja 
SP#VST_N 
3P / C2 va- vankutúkúúta 
'they are running' 
va-nku#tukuta 
SP-PPG#VST 
  vátúkútílá_kúkáaja 
'they are running home' 
va#tukutila_kukaja 
SP#VST_N 
 
4.3.2.i. Optional non-realisation of n(d)i- 
 
In word-initial position and before a tense-aspect prefix which begins with a nasal, 
n(d)i- is optionally not realised. The tense-aspect prefixes which begin with nasals 
are the perfective prefix ndi-, the imperfective prefix nda-, the reduced imperfective 
prefix na-, and the compound present progressive prefix nku- (see section 4.3.4 for 
discussion of these prefixes). The following verb forms illustrate the optional non-
realisation of n(d)i- in this context. 
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T4.9 Optional non-realisation of n(d)i-  
níndítukúúta ~ ndítukúúta 
'I ran' 
ni-ndi#tukuta  
SP-PFV#VST 
níndátukúúta ~ ndátukúúta 
'I run' 
ni-nda#tukuta  
SP-IPV#VST 
ninkutúkúúta ~ nkutúkúúta 
'I am running' 
ni-nku#tukuta  
SP-PPG#VST 
aninatukúúta ~ ninatukúúta
50
 ~ natukúúta
51
 
'I don't run' 
a-ni-na#tukuta  
NEG-SP-IPV#VST 
 
4.3.2.ii. Optional realisation of the 'full form' of n(d)i-  
 
Before tense-aspect prefixes which begin with a non-nasal consonant, the first 
singular subject prefix n(d)i- is optionally realised in its 'full form' as ndi-, see the 
examples in T4.10. The tense-aspect prefixes which begin with a non-nasal 
consonant are the conditional or negative prefix ka-, the compound past imperfective 
prefix shinda- and the reduced past imperfective prefix shi- (see section 4.3.4). In 
our representation of the underlying morphological structure of verbs, note that we 
represent the subject prefix n(d)i- simply as ni-.
52
 
 
T4.10 Optional realisation of the full form of the subject prefix n(d)i-  
nikatukúúta ~ ndikatukúúta 
'if/when I run' 
ni-ka#tukuta  
SP-CND#VST 
níshíndátukúúta ~ ndíshíndátukúúta 
'I was running' 
ni-shinda#tukuta  
SP-PIPV#VST 
níshítúkútílá_kúkáaja ~ ndíshítúkútílá_kúkáaja 
'I was running home' 
ni-shi#tukutila_kukaja 
SP-PIPV#VST_N 
 
When n(d)i- is selected prior to a syllabic-type nasal (reduced from the 3S/Cl or 2P 
object prefix mu-) it cannot be realised as ndi-, nor may it be dropped. Before a 
vowel-initial verb stem, the object prefix mu- is not reduced to a syllabic-type nasal. 
This context then permits variation between ni- and ndi-, as in the second example in 
T4.11. 
                                                          
 
 
50 In ninatukúúta, the negative prefix is optionally dropped. 
51 In natukúúta, the negative prefix is obligatorily dropped when the subject prefix is not realised (see 
previous form). 
52 The non-realisation of the full form of n(d)i- before tense-aspect prefixes beginning with a nasal 
suggests that the nasal-consonant sequence in the prefixes ndi- and nda- may be derived from the syllabic 
pattern N.CV rather than NCV. Deletion (or insertion) of the consonant in the pattern N.(C)V would not then 
affect the phonological status of the preceding 'coda nasal' which in turn would explain why n(d)i- can 
only be realised as ni- before a tense-aspect prefix beginning with a nasal (either NV or NCV). The 
phonological conditions for the realisation of the subject prefix ndi-, rather than ni-, would then be a 
prefix and no coda nasal (what we refer to informally as a 'syllabic-type' nasal). 
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T4.11 *ndi- prior to a syllabic-type nasal 
anintúkuuta (*andintúkuuta)
53
 
'I won't run from him' 
a-ni#mu-tukuta  
NEG-SP#OP-VST 
nimuúpe ~ ndimuúpe
54
 
'I should give him' 
ni#mu-pe  
SP#OP-SVST 
 
4.3.2.iii. Optional selection of n(d)i- and/or ngu- 
 
In his overview of verb morphology in Makonde, Odden 2002:540 states that the 
form of the first singular subject prefix is determined by "complex tense-dependent 
rules". Three possibilities exist in Plateau Shimakonde as listed below (and as in 
Odden's summary).  
i. obligatory selection of n(d)i-  
ii. optional selection of either n(d)i- or ngu- 
iii. obligatory selection of ngu-
55
  
 
The three possibilities in the selection of the first singular subject prefix listed above 
are demonstrated in the Anterior, Negative Present, and Conjoint Anterior verbs in 
T4.12. 
 
T4.12 Alternative selection of 1S subject prefixes: i. ni- vs. ii. ni- ~ ngu- vs. iii. ngu- 
n(d)i- ninditúkuúta
56
  
'I have run' 
ni-ndi#tukuta  
SP-PFV#VST 
n(d)i- ~ ngu- aninatukúúta
57
 ~ angunatukúúta 
'I don't run' 
a-ni/ngu-na#tukuta  
NEG-SP-IPV#VST 
ngu- ngutukwite_kúkáaja 
'I have run home' 
ngu#tukwite_ku#kaja 
SP#PVST_LOC17#N 
  
In our present study, we do not attempt a formal analysis of the rules governing the 
selection of n(d)i- as opposed to ngu-. We observe, however, that the selection of the 
first singular prefix coincides with the selection of the following morpheme in a 
regular way, as described in the following sub-sections.  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
53 cf. anivatúkuuta ~ andivatúkuuta 'I won't run from them' fr. a-ni#va-tukuta NEG-SP#OP-VST 
54 cf. nivaápe ~ ndivaápe 'I should give them' fr. ni#va-pe SP#OP-SVST 
55 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, by comparison, Manus 2003 observes a more straightforward distinction 
between tenses which select ni- (her first 'series' of forms) and others which select ngu- (her second 
series, ibid.184-255). She does not record tenses in that dialect which permit alternation between ni- and 
ngu-. 
56 or ~ nditúkuúta, with non-realisation of the subject prefix (see section 4.3.2.i) 
57 or ~ natukúúta, with non-realisation of the negative and subject prefixes (see section 4.3.2.i) 
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i. Obligatory selection of n(d)i- 
 
The subject prefix n(d)i- is obligatorily selected before the perfective prefix ndi-, the 
compound present progressive prefix nku-, and the conditional prefix ka-, as shown 
in T4.13. 
 
T4.13 Obligatory selection of n(d)i- before ndi-, nku-, ka- 
níndítukúúta
58
 
'I ran' 
ni-ndi#tukuta  
SP-PFV#VST 
ninkutúkúúta 
'I am running' 
ni-nku#tukuta  
SP-PPG#VST 
nikatukúúta...
59
 
'if I run' 
ni-ka#tukuta  
SP-CND#VST 
páníkánávatukúúta...
60
 
'when I don't run from them...' 
pa-ni-ka-na#va-tukuta  
CX16-SP-NEG-IPV#OP-VST 
 
ii. Optional selection of either n(d)i- or ngu- 
 
The subject prefixes n(d)i- or ngu- are optionally selected before an object prefix, as 
shown in T4.14, or before one of the tense-aspect prefixes shinda-, shi-, nda-, and 
na-, as shown in T4.15. 
 
T4.14 Optional selection n(d)i- or ngu- before an object prefix 
vanivajugwííle
61
 ~ vanguvajugwííle 
'(the ones) whom I requested' 
va-ni/ngu#va-jugwile 
CX2-SP#OP-PVST 
shaninjugwííle ~ shangunjugwííle 
'(the thing) which I requested from him' 
sha-ni/ngu#mu-jugwile 
CX7-SP#OP-PVST 
ninshéeme ~ ngunshéeme 
'I should call him' 
ni/ngu#mu-sheme 
SP#OP-SVST 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
58 or ~ ndítukúúta, with non-realisation of the subject prefix (see section 4.3.2.i) 
59 or ~ ndikatukúúta..., with 'full' realisation of the subject prefix (see section 4.3.2.ii) 
60 or ~ pándíkánávatukúúta..., with 'full' realisation of the subject prefix (see section 4.3.2.ii) 
61 Or ~ vandivajugwííle, with 'full' realisation of the subject prefix (see section 4.3.2.ii) 
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T4.15 Optional selection n(d)i- or ngu- before nda-, na-, shinda-, shi- 
níndátukúúta
62
 ~ ngúnátukúúta
63
 
'I run' 
ni/ngu-nda#tukuta 
SP-IPV#VST 
pánínátúkúúta... ~ pángúnátúkúúta...
 64
 
'when I run...' 
pa-ni/ngu-na#tukuta  
CX16-SP-IPV#VST 
níshíndátukúúta
65
 ~ ngúshíndátukúúta 
'I was running' 
ni/ngu-shinda#tukuta  
SP-PIPV#VST 
níshítúkútílá_kúkáaja
66
 ~ ngúshítúkútá_kúkáaja 
'I was running home' 
ni/ngu-shi#tukuta  
SP-PIPV#VST 
 
iii. Obligatory selection of ngu- 
 
The subject prefix ngu- is selected immediately before a verb stem, as shown in 
T4.16. 
 
T4.16 Obligatory selection of ngu- before verb stems 
angutukuuta
67
 
'I will not run' 
a-ngu#tukuta  
NEG-SP#VST 
pángútúkuuta... 
'when I am running...' 
pa-ngu#tukuta  
CX16-SP#VST 
ngutukuúte 
'I should run' 
ngu#tukute  
SP#SVST 
ngwáálóká_kúlívíinga 
'I am coming from the hunt' 
ngu#aloka_ku#livinga 
SP#VST_LOC17#N 
shangujugwííle 
'(the thing) which I requested' 
sha-ngu#jugwile 
CX7-SP#PVST 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
62 Or ~ ndátukúúta, with non-realisation of the subject prefix (see section 4.3.2.i) 
63 While níndátukúúta 'I run' fr. ni-nda#tukuta SP-IPV#VST alternates with both nínátukúúta and 
ngúnátukúúta, *ngúndátukúúta is not permitted. This is true in both Present and Future verbs (which both 
employ the imperfective prefix nda-), thus nindatukuúta 'I will run' fr. ni-nda#tukuta alternates with 
ninatukuúta and ngunatukuúta but not *ngundatukuúta. 
64 In the adverbial clauses pánínátúkúúta... ~ pángúnátúkúúta..., nda- is obligatorily 'reduced' to na- (see 
section 4.3.4). In the past verb níndátukúúta, by comparison, nda- may surface optionally as na-, thus 
níndátukúúta ~ nínátukúúta. We treat this occurrence of na- as a 'variant' rather than the inherently 
'reduced' form found in the adverbial clauses. 
65 Or ~ ndíshíndátukúúta, with the full form of the subject prefix n(d)i- (see section 4.3.2.ii). 
66 Or ~ ndíshítúkútá_kúkáaja, with the full form of the subject prefix n(d)i- (see section 4.3.2.ii). 
67 In Odden's summary of morphological structure in Makonde (ibid.), he states that the negative future 
tense requires ni-, thus "a-ni#taleek-a 'I won't cook'". In Plateau Shimakonde, this tense requires the 
subject prefix ngu- unless there is an object prefix before the stem, thus angutaleeka 'I won't cook' 
fr. a-ngu#taleka NEG-SP#VST but anintálákeela ~ anguntálákeela 'I won't cook for him' 
fr. a-n(d)i/ngu#mu-talakela NEG-SP#OP-VST. 
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4.3.3. Post-initial 
 
In Meeussen's reconstruction of Bantu verbal structure (1967), he reserves the 
post-initial position for the secondary negative marker (employed mainly in 
dependent verbs). Nurse 2008:34 does the same as Meeussen, noting that "The 
commonest morphemes encoding the secondary negative are reflexes of *-ti-, but 
reflexes of *-tá-, *-ka-, *-ca-, and *-na- ... also occur (in that order of frequency)". 
In Plateau Shimakonde, the secondary negative is encoded by the prefix ka- in verbs 
like vákátwaala 'those who don't/won't get' fr. va-ka#twala SP-CND#VST. In this 
sub-dialect however, the same prefix (from a synchronic standpoint) is also 
employed with an 'itive' or 'distal' meaning in verbs like vakatwáale 'they should go 
and get (sth.)' as well as with a conditional or potential sense in verbs like 
vakatwáála 'if/when they get'. 
 
In Meeussen's reconstruction (ibid.), he places the 'itive' morpheme in his 'limitative' 
position immediately before the object prefix and after the formative position. Nurse 
2008:40 reduces Meeussen's framework by removing the limitative position and 
'folding' it together with the formative position in a 'hold-all' tense-aspect position. 
Since Plateau Shimakonde employs the prefix ka- as the secondary negative marker 
as well as the distal and conditional markers, we treat this prefix as occupying the 
post-initial position whatever its function (whether the secondary negative function 
or either of the two modal functions). This has two main, albeit related, benefits. The 
first is that in Plateau Shimakonde, the following tense-aspect position is then 
reserved for prefixes which specify the core tense-aspect distinctions of perfective 
vs. imperfective and past vs. non-past (see next section). The second is that ka- in 
the post-initial position is qualified in Plateau Shimakonde by tense-aspect markers 
in the following position, see below.  
 
In the following sub-sections, we give examples of each of the three uses of ka- 
introduced above. Note however that in terms of the structure of the verbal system as 
a whole, we find that the conditional prefix ka- is only employed in derived and/or 
dependent verb forms (see section 5.1). Because of this restriction, we treat ka- as a 
non-neutral prefix. 
 
4.3.3.i. Distal ka- 
 
The prefix ka-, probably derived from the verb stem -uka 'go',
68
 is employed with an 
'itive' or 'distal' sense in what we refer to as the Distal Imperative and Distal 
Subjunctive tenses, as shown in T4.17 and T4.18. In T4.17, note that Distal 
                                                          
 
 
68 Rose et al. 2003:28 state that, "Distal elements, such as -ka-, discussed in Botne (1999), are thought to 
derive from verbs meaning 'go' or 'leave' (often given a reading 'go and V'...)".  
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Imperative (second person) forms do not take a subject prefix, supporting the 
contention that this structure is derived from a compound clause based upon the 
Imperative verb uúka 'go' fr. #uk-a #VRT-F. 
 
T4.17 Distal Imperative with ka- 
katwaale 'go and get (sth.)'  
ka- twal -e 
DTL 'get'  SJV 
 
T4.18 Distal Subjunctive with ka- 
vakatwáale 'they should go and get (sth.)' 
va- ka- twal e 
SP DTL 'get' SJV 
 
4.3.3.ii. Conditional ka- 
 
Rose et al. 2002:18 observe that in Bantu verbal studies 'conditional' (a modal 
category) may refer either to a clause or to a verbal morpheme which expresses or 
implies a condition but that (citing Doke 1935:75) Bantu languages often "make no 
psychological distinction between the ideas of 'if' (condition) and 'when' (time), even 
as (they make) no distinction between the ideas of 'could' (potentiality) and 'would' 
(time)". In our description, we gloss the prefix ka- with the broad category label 
'conditional' although the verb may refer to a required event, a 'potential' or 'possible' 
event, or to 'temporal' event in a sequence (see our discussion of the Conditional and 
Historic Conditional tenses in 5.2.2.iii). 
 
In all the examples discussed in this section, observe that when tense-aspect prefixes 
co-occur with ka-, they modify the conditional reference in specific ways dependent 
upon the tense in question. These modifications are nevertheless consistent with 
more general aspectual senses of the tense-aspect prefixes when they are employed 
on their own (see next section).  
 
In the Negative Conditional verb in T4.19, note that the addition of na- to 
conditional ka- contributes a negative sense (albeit still imperfective, see the next 
section for our understanding of na- as a reduced morpheme derived from nda-).  
 
T4.19 Conditional and Negative Conditionals 
vakatukúúta... 
'if/when they run...' 
va-ka#tukuta  
SP-CND#VST 
vakanatukúúta... 
'if/when they don't run...' 
va-ka-na#tukuta  
SP-CND-NEG(IPV)#VST 
 
In the counter-factual verbs in T4.20, the prefix ndi- (which is 'irreducible', see 
section 4.3.4) and the prefix na- (obligatorily reduced from nda-) maintain their 
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perfective and imperfective senses respectively when added to ka-. However, both 
tenses refer to the potential or hypothetical event which might have occurred rather 
than to the event which actually occurred. In the perfective form 'they would have 
run' (although they didn't), the verb is perfective because it refers to the (perfective) 
event which would have happened (that is, 'they ran'). In the imperfective (and 
negative) form 'they would not have run', the verb is imperfective because it refers to 
the (imperfective) situation which would have occurred if the event had not taken 
place (that is, to the situation of them 'not having run').  
 
T4.20 Counter-factuals 
Perfective vákándítukúúta 
'they would have run' 
va-ka-ndi#tukuta  
SP-CND-PFV#VST 
Imperfective vákánátukuute 
'they would not have run' 
va-ka-na#tukut-e  
SP-CND-IPV(NEG)#VBS-SJV 
 
Our analysis of aspect in the counter-factual verbs in T4.20 is supported by the 
presence of the subjunctive final marker in the Imperfective Counter-factual verb but 
not the Perfective Counter-factual verb. As discussed in section 5.2.1, the essential 
property of the subjunctive mood in Plateau Shimakonde (as elsewhere in Bantu) is 
non-factuality. The perfective verb, 'they would have run' is in the indicative mood 
because the hypothetical event referred to, 'they ran', would have been a factual 
event. By comparison, the imperfective verb 'they would not have run' is in the 
subjunctive because the hypothetical situation referred to ('them not having run') 
would have resulted from a non-action (which is therefore non-factual). 
 
4.3.3.iii. Negative ka- 
 
In the Negative Subject-relative and Negative Adverbial verbs in T4.21 and T4.22, 
na- specifies habitual non-past action rather than general imperfective action 
(compare the past imperfective sense indicated by the addition of shi-). 
 
T4.21 Negative Subject-relatives 
vákátukuuta 
'those that don't run' 
va-ka#tukuta  
SP-NEG#VST 
vákánátukúúta 
'those that don't habitually run' 
va-ka-na#tukuta  
SP-NEG-IPV#VST 
vákáshítukúúta 
'those that were not running' 
va-ka-shi#tukuta  
SP-NEG-PIPV#VST 
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T4.22 Negative Adverbials 
pávákátukuuta... 
'when they are not running...' 
pa-va-ka#tukuta  
PIN-SP-NEG#VST 
pávákánátukúúta... 
'when they don't habitually run...' 
pa-va-ka-na#tukuta  
PIN-SP-NEG-IPV#VST 
pávákáshítukúúta... 
'when they were not running...' 
pa-va-ka-shi#tukuta  
PIN-SP-NEG-PIPV#VST 
  
4.3.4. Tense-aspect 
 
In this section, we examine the six morphemes which are found in the tense-aspect 
position prior to the macrostem. In sub-section 4.3.4.i, we discuss the only two 
morphemes found in this position which are employed in what we identify as basic 
verb structures: ndi- and nda-. In sub-section 4.3.4.ii, we then examine four other 
morphemes which are employed in what we identify as derived verb structures: 
nku-, na-, shinda- and shi-. In this sub-section, we show that these are all 
morphemes which are derived either by compounding (in the case of nku- and 
shinda-) or by reduction of another prefix (from nda- in the case of the reduced 
prefix na- and from shinda- in the case of the reduced prefix shi-).  
 
4.3.4.i. Neutral prefixes: ndi- and nda- 
 
In section 5.7, we present our analysis of the structure of the verbal system together 
with the links which we identify between derived and dependent verbal structures as 
well as our analysis of the relationships between the basic forms which we identify 
at the heart of the verbal system. As indicated in section 4.1, we understand basic 
forms in the tense-aspect matrix to be independent verbs which can 'stand on their 
own' within a single phonological phrase and which consist of the simple structure 
of a subject prefix, a tense-aspect prefix which is neither a compound nor a reduced 
morpheme (and may therefore be regarded as neutral) and a verb stem with the 
neutral suffix -a. There are just four verb tenses in the tense-aspect matrix with this 
simple structure: the Past and Anterior tenses, with the prefix ndi-, and the Present 
and Future tenses, with the prefix nda-. 
 
In T4.23, we propose that the neutral tense-aspect prefixes ndi- and nda- are 
primarily aspectual in character, with ndi- indicating 'perfective' and nda- indicating 
'imperfective'. This aspectual distinction then corresponds with the distinction 
between past and non-past time. In both cases, a secondary distinction is also drawn 
between events which are 'projected forward' in time and events which are not 
'projected forward'. In perfective verbs (viewed as complete) contrastive tone 
assignment gives the distinction between Past and Anterior (commonly referred to as 
'Perfect') verbs. These tenses both employ the perfective prefix ndi-. In imperfective 
verbs (which are not viewed as complete), the same contrastive assignment gives the 
distinction between the Present and Future verbs. These tenses both employ the 
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imperfective prefix nda- (see also section 5.7.1, where we further examine the 
meaning of these tenses in relation to each other).  
 
T4.23 Neutral tense-aspect prefixes 
ndi- 
perfective 
(past) 
vándítukúúta ~ vánítukúúta 
'we ran' (PST) va-ndi#tukuta 
SP-PFV#VST vanditúkuúta ~ vanitúkuúta 
'we have run' (ANT) 
nda- 
imperfective 
(non-past) 
vándátukúúta ~ vánátukúúta 
'we run' (PRS) va-nda#tukuta 
SP-IPV#VST vandatúkuúta ~ vanatúkuúta 
'we will run' (FUT) 
 
In the examples in T4.23 above, observe that ndi- and nda- are optionally realised as 
ni- and na- respectively. In T4.24, however, observe that both ndi- and nda- are 
obligatorily reduced before a syllabic-type nasal (reduced from the 3S/Cl/2P prefix 
mu-) or before the first-singular object prefix ngu-.  
 
In the examples in T4.24 and as stated above, ndi- and nda- are optionally reduced 
in verbs without an object prefix and in verbs with a non-nasal prefix (examples a. 
and b.). Before the nasal prefix in the example in c. by comparison, the reduction is 
obligatory, as it is before ngu- in the examples in d. and e. In the examples in f., the 
3S object prefix mu- is placed before a vowel-initial stem and does not therefore 
reduce to a syllabic-type nasal. In this morphological context, neither ndi- nor nda- 
is obligatorily reduced.  
 
T4.24 Optional and obligatory reduction of ndi- and nda-  
a. vanditúkuúta ~ vanitúkuúta 
'they have run' 
va-ndi#tukuta 
SP-PFV#VST 
 vandatúkuúta ~ vanatúkuúta 
'they will run' 
va-nda#tukuta 
SP-IPV#VST 
b. vandivátukuúta ~ vanivátukuúta 
'they have run from them' 
va-ndi#va-tukuta 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
 vandavátukuúta ~ vanavátukuúta 
'they will run from them' 
va-nda#va-tukuta 
SP-IPV#OP-VST 
c. vaníntukuúta (*vandíntukuúta) 
'they have run from him' 
va-ndi#mu-tukuta 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
 vanántukuúta (*vandántukuúta) 
'they will run from him' 
va-nda#mu-tukuta 
SP-IPV#OP-VST 
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T4.24 continued... 
d. vaningútukuúta (*vandingútukuúta) 
'they have run from me' 
va-ndi#ngu-tukuta 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
 vanangútukuúta (*vandangútukuúta) 
'they will run from me' 
va-nda#ngu-tukuta 
SP-IPV#OP-VST 
e. vaningwíidiíla (*vandingwíidíla) 
'they have come to me' 
va-ndi#ngu-idila 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
 vanangwíidiíla (*vandangwíidiíla) 
'they will come to me' 
va-nda#ngu-idila 
SP-IPV#OP-VST 
f. vandimúukiíla ~ vanimúukiíla 
'they have gone to him' 
va-ndi#mu-ukila 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
 vandamúukiíla ~ vandamúukiíla 
'they will go to him' 
va-nda#mu-ukila 
SP-IPV#OP-VST 
 
4.3.4.ii. Non-neutral prefixes: nku-, na-, shinda-, shi-  
 
By comparison with the neutral tense-aspect prefixes in T4.23, we regard the 
prefixes nku-, na- , shinda- and shi- illustrated in T4.25 as non-neutral morphemes. 
This is because we find that they are given either by compounding or by reduction of 
another form.  
 
T4.25 Non-neutral tense-aspect prefixes 
nku- vankutúkúúta 
'they are running'  
va-nku#tukuta 
SP-PPG#VST 
na- 
 
avanatukúúta 
'they don't run' 
a-va-na#tukuta 
NEG-SP-IPV#VST 
shinda- 
 
váshíndátukúúta ~ váshínátukúúta 
'they were running' 
va-shinda#tukuta 
SP-PIPV#VST 
shi- avashitukúúta 
'they weren't running' 
a-va-shi#tukuta 
NEG-SP-PIPV#VST 
 
We argue below that the non-neutral character of the prefixes in T4.25 is reflected in 
their derivation. On the one hand, the present progressive prefix nku- and the past 
imperfective prefix shinda- are both compound forms. On the other hand, the 
imperfective prefix na- and the past imperfective prefix shi- are both reduced forms 
(from nda- and shinda- respectively). 
 
The Present Progressive prefix is a compound morpheme derived from the auxiliary 
verb stem -li and the infinitive prefix ku-; compare the variant forms of the Present 
Progressive below. 
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T4.26 Variant forms of the Present Progressive 
vankutúkúúta va-nku#tukuta 
'they are running' SP-PPG#VST  
vali_kútúkúúta va-li_ku#tukuta 
'they are running' SP-VST_NP15#VST 
 
With respect to the past imperfective prefix shinda-, we indicated in the previous 
sub-section that the tense prefix nda- is primarily an imperfective morpheme (see 
T4.23). In shinda-, we propose that the morpheme shi- is added to nda- so as to 
'mark' its imperfective reference as past time (see the example in T4.25).  
 
Our analysis of shinda- is prompted by comparison with the post-final marker 
_shiinu in Negative Present progressive verbs (see following discussion). In this 
construction _shiinu is employed to mark the Negative Present form with 
progressive aspect, as in T4.27. 
 
T4.27 Negative Present and Negative Present Progressive 
avanatukúúta a-va-na#tukuta 
'they don't run' NEG-SP-IPV#VST 
avanatukútá_shiinu a-va-na#tukuta_shi#nu 
'they are not running' NEG-SP-IPV#VST_NP7#NST 
 
In the Negative Present Progressive form illustrated above, _shiinu is derived from 
the noun shiínu 'thing' fr. shi#nu NP7#NST (with Low tone, see section 4.7). The 
parallel between _shiinu in the Negative Present Progressive construction and shi- in 
the Past Imperfective suggests that the nominal prefix shi- from class 7 is employed 
as a multi-purpose marker in the verbal system. In the case of the Negative Present 
Progressive construction, _shiinu is added to a Negative Present verb to specify 
progressive aspect (perhaps with a sense of 'totality'). In the case of the Past 
Imperfective, shi- is added to the Imperfective prefix nda- to specify past time (since 
by default, imperfective aspect in Plateau Shimakonde refers to non-past time).
69
  
 
With regard to the derivation of the non-neutral prefixes na- and shi- in T4.25, we 
find that these are reduced from the neutral imperfective prefix nda- and the 
non-neutral past imperfective prefix shinda- respectively. These prefixes are then 
only employed in derived verb structures, but with the same tense-aspect reference 
as their corresponding 'unreduced' forms. 
 
                                                          
 
 
69 The use of the morpheme shi- as a multi-purpose marker is further indicated by its use as a verb root in 
deficient (and non-finite) verb forms like kúúshídoóni 'to say like this' fr. ku#shi-doni NP15#VRT-CNJ and 
áashidoóni '(he) saying like this' fr. a#shi-doni SP#VRT-CNJ (see section 5.6).  
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Our preceding description of tense prefixes in Plateau Shimakonde differs 
significantly from Liphola's description (2001) in Coastal Shimakonde and from 
Manus' description (2003) in Zanzibar Shimakonde. 
 
In our description of tense-aspect prefixes in this section, we have drawn a 
distinction between neutral tense-aspect prefixes (which encode tense-aspect 
inflection in basic verb structures) and non-neutral tense prefixes (which encode 
tense-aspect inflection in derived verb structures). In addition to distinguishing 
between neutral and non-neutral tense-aspect prefixes, we have identified the 
prefixes employed in the pre-initial position and the prefix ka- in the post-initial 
position as non-neutral because they are only employed in derived and/or dependent 
verbal structures (see sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 respectively).  
 
By comparison with our approach, neither Liphola 2001 nor Manus 2003 examines 
how different kinds of prefix are employed in different kinds of verbal structure 
(compare the systemic distinctions which we make between basic and derived 
structures and independent and dependent structures in sections 5.1 and 5.2). 
 
Liphola 2001:39f lists nine possible 'tense-aspect' prefixes in the inflectional field 
(ku-, nku-, ndi-, si-, a-, nda-, na-, ka-, pa-). He does not however draw any systemic 
distinction between these prefixes in terms of their employment in different kinds of 
verb.  
 
Manus 2003:176f takes a slightly different approach to tense prefixes. In her 
description, she identifies three positions in the inflectional domain. The first of 
these, her 'pre-prefix' position, she reserves for the negative prefix a-.
70
 The second 
position, her 'verb prefix' position, she reserves for subject prefixes (in inflected 
verbs) or for the nominal prefix ku- (in Infinitives). The third position, her TAM 
position, she reserves for tense-aspect-mood prefixes (which she views as single 
morphological units in all forms).
 71
  
 
Although Manus differs from Liphola 2001 by describing verbal structure in terms 
of ordered positions, her description is similar to his in so far that she also makes no 
                                                          
 
 
70 She treats connexives as separate pre-verbal words, thus shìínú shá gúlóòlà àásì 'the thing at which I 
look (is) this one' (2003:243).  
71 For example, she describes her 'Hypothétique 1' tense as consisting of préfixe verbal 1 (pv1 - her first 
series of subject prefixes) plus the TAM marker kandi- thus níkándísùûmà 'j'achèterais'. By comparison 
we describe the morphology of the element kandi- as consisting of two separate morphemes: the 
non-neutral conditional prefix ka- and the 'irreducible' perfective prefix ndi- (here employed in a derived 
verb). 
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systemic distinction between neutral and non-neutral prefixes (in her pre-prefix, 
prefix or TAM positions).  
 
4.4. The macrostem: object prefixes 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, object prefixes are required for persons (including people 
nouns in classes 1 and 2, as well as reflexives), see T4.28. Note that object prefixes 
do not exist for noun classes other than 1 and 2.  
 
T4.28 Object prefixes 
1S ngu- vaningúduwaanga 
'they have deceived me' 
va-ndi#ngu-duwanga 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
2S ku- vandikúduwaanga 
'they have deceived you' 
va-ndi#ku-duwanga 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
3S / NC1 mu- vanínduwaanga 
'they have deceived him' 
va-ndi#mu-duwanga 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
1P tu vanditúduwaanga 
'they have deceived us' 
va-ndi#tu-duwanga 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
2P mu- vanínduwaanga 
'they have deceived you (pl.)' 
va-ndi#mu-duwanga 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
3P / NC2 va- vandiváduwaanga 
'they have deceived them' 
va-ndi#va-duwanga 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
RFL li- vandilíduwaanga 
'they have deceived themselves' 
va-ndi#li-duwanga 
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
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4.5. The verbal base  
 
Within the inflectional stem, we follow Schadeberg 2003 in distinguishing between 
the verbal base and the final (inflectional) suffix. As elsewhere in Bantu studies, we 
view the verbal base as a single morphological unit which includes the verb root 
together with any derivational extensions (whether these are employed productively 
or are lexicalised). D4.2 indicates the different extensions and inflectional suffixes 
employed in Plateau Shimakonde.  
 
D4.2 Extensions and final suffixes in Plateau Shimakonde 
inflectional stem (VST) 
  
verbal base (VBS)  
   
root (VRT) extensions (XTs) final (F) 
... -ishi, -i (CAU) -a (VF) 
 -igu, -u (PAS) -ile (PFV) 
 -ik (STT) -e (SJV) 
 -il (APP)  
 -ul (SEP)  
 -uk (STT.SEP)  
 -an (REC)  
 -ang (PLU)  
 RDP  
 
In the following sub-sections, we begin by describing the morphology of verb roots 
and then describe the morphology of each of the extensions listed in D4.2 in turn. In 
each case we indicate different meanings which may be carried by an extension 
(when they are productively employed). However, since the distinctions between 
different senses do not affect the tone system, our description of different senses is 
not intended to be exhaustive.  
 
In our description of extensions in the following sub-sections, note that we observe a 
general pattern in which the high vowel in the causative, passive, stative and 
applicative extensions is modified by vowel-height harmony to /e/ following an 
underlying mid vowel (/e/ or /o/), but is unaltered following an underlying high 
vowel (/i/ or /u/) or the low vowel (/a/). 
 
As in other zone P languages, extensions may be combined both lexically and 
productively to yield verbal bases of impressive syllable number (see for example 
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Ngunga's study of extensions in Yao, 1997). In our present study, note that we do 
not give a systematic account of the rules governing extension ordering. In the 
following sub-sections we cite examples that by and large consist of a verb root and 
one or two extensions. In our research, the maximum number of extensions that we 
have encountered in a verbal base is four, see the word groups in T4.29. 
 
T4.29 Verbal bases with four extensions  
kúúngángílángííla  
'to tie things together and hang them onto sth.' 
ku#ung-ang-il-ang-il-a 
NP15#VRT-PLU-APP-PLU-APP-F 
cf. kúúnga  
'to tie'  
ku#ung-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
cf. kúúngángííla  
'to tie things together'  
ku#ung-ang-il-a  
NP15#VRT-PLU-APP-F 
cf. kúúngángíláánga  
'to tie things together and hang them all up'  
ku#ung-ang-il-ang-a  
NP15#VRT-PLU-APP-PLU-F 
 
kúlúmúlángiidya  
'to cut poorly'
72
  
ku#lum-ul-ang-il-i-a  
NP15#VRT-SEP-PLU-APP-CAU-F 
cf. kúlúúma  
'to bite'  
ku#lum-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
cf. kúlúmúúla  
'to cut'  
ku#lum-ul-a  
NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
cf. kúlúmúláánga  
'to cut in pieces'  
ku#lum-ul-ang-a  
NP15#VRT-SEP-PLU-F 
cf. kúlúmúlángííla  
'to cut in pieces (for a purpose)'  
ku#lum-ul-ang-il-a  
NP15#VRT-SEP-PLU-APP-F 
 
kútúmbyángílííká  
'to be praised/honoured'  
ku#tumb(y)-ang-il-ik-a 
NP15#VRT(CAU)-PLU-APP-STT-F 
cf. kútúúmba  
'to be puffed up with pride'
73
  
ku#tumb-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
cf. kútúmbyaanga  
'to praise'  
ku#tumb(y)-ang-a  
NP15#VRT(CAU)-PLU-F 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
72 e.g. to cut grass or bush too high from the ground with the result that it recovers quickly. 
73 fr. Swahili 
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4.5.1. Verb roots (verbal bases without extensions) 
 
Schadeberg 2003:72 observes that in Bantu verbs, the root "has the structure CVC, 
where C2 may be prenasalised or empty. The set of CV-verbs is small but contains 
some very basic verbs (e.g. *=lí- 'eat', *=pá- 'give', *=kú- 'die'). Almost all verbs 
longer than CVC can be shown to result from derivational processes, at least from a 
comparative point of view."  
 
We do not, in our present study, attempt a diachronic analysis of verb roots in 
Plateau Shimakonde. Our synchronic analysis nevertheless indicates a distinction 
between verb roots ending in phonemic units which are consonantal in origin (and 
which we refer to henceforth as 'consonantal-final roots') and verb roots ending in 
phonemic units which have an underlyingly vocalic origin (which we refer to 
henceforth as 'vocalic-final roots').
 74
 
 
In this section, we begin by describing verb roots which, together with the final 
vowel, yield polysyllabic stems. We then describe the structure of the limited 
number of verb roots that yield monosyllabic stems (the 'CV-verbs' referred to by 
Schadeberg, ibid.). We henceforth refer to the latter kind of roots as 'short roots', 
whether they appear in the lexicon as consonant-vowel, consonant-glide or single 
consonant units. 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we find the same canonical root structure (CVC) which 
Schadeberg observes more generally in Bantu languages (ibid.). In T4.30, we list a 
range of verb roots ending in phonemic units which are consonantal. These include 
canonical CVC roots as well as longer roots (which we also refer to as 'roots' even if 
we do not identify the canonical CVC root from which it is built). Note that the final 
phonemic unit in all these roots is consonantal, whether it consists of a simple 
consonant, a nasal-consonant sequence (or 'pre-nasalised consonant') or a 
consonant-glide sequence. 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
74 The distinction between 'consonantal-final' and 'vocalic-final' roots that we describe in this section is 
fundamental to the morphological structure of verbal units in the language (see for example our analysis 
of the perfective suffix in section 4.6.2) as well as to the realisation of underlying tone assigned by default 
to stems in the verbal system (see section 9.5.3). 
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T4.30 'Consonantal-final roots' which yield polysyllabic verb stems 
 
Canonical roots (CVC) 
kúlííma 
'to cultivate' 
ku#lim-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kúdóóba 
'to tire' 
ku#dob-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kúlóómba 
'to marry' 
ku#lomb-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kúdíínga  
'to roll-up' 
ku#ding-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kúpwáámwa 
'to urinate' 
ku#pwamw-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kújúúgwa 
'to request' 
ku#jugw-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
 
Longer consonant-initial roots 
kúmálííla 
'to finish' 
ku#malil-a 
NP15#VRT-F  
kútúkúúta 
'to run'  
ku#tukut-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kútátákééla 
'to fail' 
ku#tatakel-a 
NP15#VRT-F  
 
Vowel-initial roots (VC and longer) 
kwíida 
'to come' 
ku#id-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kúúma 
'to come out' 
ku#um-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kwááláála 
'to be beautiful' 
ku#alal-a 
NP15#VRT-F  
kwángángóóla 
'to resolve; deal with sth.' 
ku#angangol-a 
NP15#VRT-F  
 
In his description of verb roots in Bantu, Schadeberg ibid.71 states that an extension 
which is added to a root "may be analysable as to form and meaning, in which case 
we may call it a suffix, or else segmentation may be purely formal, in which case the 
analysis yields a (formal) radical and an expansion (or: formal suffix)". In our study, 
we reserve the term 'suffix' for the verb-final element, but we follow Schadeberg's 
distinction between verbal bases in which extensions are analysable as to form and 
meaning and verbal bases in which the segmentation of root and extensions is 
merely formal. This distinction suggests a contrast between 'simple' roots and 
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'expanded' roots (in which extensions are lexicalised and are no longer analysable as 
to form and meaning).  
 
By comparison with roots ending in a consonantal unit (like those in T4.30), there 
are many roots in Plateau Shimakonde ending in a phonemic unit which is 
underlyingly vocalic (see the examples in T4.31). While their derivation may remain 
more or less opaque, the examples cited in T4.31 suggest that the vocalic quality of 
the final phoneme in these roots is given by expansion (with probable lexicalisation 
of an underlying causative or passive extension, see sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 
respectively).  
 
T4.31 'Vocalic-final roots' which yield polysyllabic verb stems 
 
Expanded roots with (probable) lexicalisation of the causative extension (-i) 
kwíisha ~ kúwíisha 
'cause to arrive'
75
 
ku#wi(sh)-a  
NP15#VRT(CAU)-F 
kwípípaad(y)a 
'to shorten; curtail'
76
 
ku#ipipad(y)-a 
NP15#VRT(CAU)-F 
kúkóodya 
'to meet' 
ku#kod(y)-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kúpúndiisha 
'to teach' (from Swahili) 
ku#pundi(sh)-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
 
Expanded roots with (probable) lexicalisation of the passive extension
 
(-u)
77
 
kúlóombwa 
'to marry' (of women)
 78
 
ku#lomb(w)-a 
NP15#VRT(PAS)-F 
kwáámbaalwa 
'to get drunk' 
ku#ambal(w)-a 
NP15#VRT(PAS)-F 
kwíigwa 
'to hear' 
ku#ig(w)-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
 
In T4.32 we list the eight 'short' verb roots which we find in Plateau Shimakonde. In 
the following discussion, we argue that although some of these roots may be 
                                                          
 
 
75 cf. kúwííka 'to arrive' fr. ku#wik-a NP15#VRT-F. The derivation of the root -wi(sh)- is given by the 
addition of the causative extension -i and frication of the velar consonant /k/ (see section 3.4.2).  
76 cf. kwíípa 'to cut grass'; kwíípííka 'to be short' (with stative -ik); kwíípiiya 'to shorten' (with causative -i) 
77 The lexicalised form of the passive extension is -u rather than -igu (see section 4.5.3) 
78 cf. kúlóómba 'to marry' fr. ku#lomb-a NP15#VRT-F. As for the root -ambal(w)-, the derivation is given 
by addition of the lexicalised form of the passive extension (-u rather than -igu, see section 4.5.3). 
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lexicalised as consonant-glides or single consonants, they all have a 'vocalic-final' 
quality derived from an underlying consonant-vowel structure. 
 
T4.32 Short roots  
-l(y)- 
'eat'  
kúúlya 
'to eat' 
ku#l(y)-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
-p(y)- 
'burn' (intrans.) 
kúúpya 
'to burn' 
ku#p(y)-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
-g(w)- 
'fall' 
kúúgwa 
'to fall' 
ku#g(w)-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
 
-sh(w)- 
'end' (of day/night) 
kúúshwa 
'to end'  
ku#sh(w)-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
-(w)- 
'die' (of animals) 
kúúwa 
'to die'  
ku#(w)-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
-()- 
'defecate' 
kúúa 
'to defecate' 
ku#()-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
-va- 
'be' 
kúúva 
'to be' 
ku#va-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
-pa- 
'give' 
kúúpa 
'to give' 
ku#pa-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
 
By comparison with the short roots listed in T4.32, Manus (ibid.) lists five 
monosyllabic stems in Zanzibar Shimakonde with roots consisting of either a single 
consonant or a consonant plus glide, as follows.
79
 
-ly-   kúúlya [ku-lya] 'eat'  
-py-   kúúpya [ku-pya] 'burn' 
-gw-   kúúgwa [ku-gwa] 'fall'  
-β-   kúúβa [ku-βa] 'be' 
--   kúúa [ku-a] 'defecate'.  
 
In terms of morphological structure, we analyse the roots in these short verb stems 
as consonant-vowel structures. This is consistent with Schadeberg's general 
statement regarding the presence of a limited number of CV-verbs (with the 
proto-Bantu forms like *=lí- 'eat', *=pá- 'give', *=kú- 'die', see the quote at the 
beginning of this section). The vocalic-final quality of these roots in Plateau 
                                                          
 
 
79 As T4.32 indicates, we find the same stems in Plateau Shimakonde as does Manus in Zanzibar 
Shimakonde, except for -ña 'defecate' (with the palatal nasal [] in our data, rather than the velar nasal [] 
that Manus records). 
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Shimakonde is confirmed by the addition of the perfective suffix -ile (see T4.33 and 
following discussion). 
 
T4.33 Perfective stems with short 'vocalic-final' roots 
-l(y)- 
'eat'  
avalí ǐ le 'they have not eaten'  
a-va#l(y)-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
-p(y)- 
'burn' 
avapí ǐ le 'they have not burned' 
a-va#p(y)-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
-g(w)- 
'fall' 
avagwí ǐ le 'they have not fallen'  
a-va#g(w)-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
-sh(w)- 
'end' 
alishwí ǐ le 
~ alishwée le 
'(the day) has not ended'  
a-li#sh(w)-ile NEG-C5#VRT-PFV 
-(w)- 
'die'  
avawí ǐ le 'they have not died'  
a-va#(w)-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
-()- 
'defecate' 
avaí ǐ le 'they have not defecated' 
a-va#()-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
-va- 
'be' 
avavéele 'they are not' 80  
a-va#va-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
-pa- 
'give' 
avapéele 'they have not given'  
a-va#pa-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
 
In the examples in T4.33, the short roots with palatal glides (-l(y)- and -p(y)-) both 
drop their glide with the addition of the perfective suffix. By comparison, the roots 
with the bilabial glides (-g(w)-, -sh(w)- and -(w)-) maintain their glides before the 
high vowel of the perfective suffix. This suggests the underlying CV roots *-gu-, 
*-shu- and *-u- respectively (with the latter dropping the initial consonant indicated 
by Schadeberg in the proto-Bantu form *=kú- 'die', ibid.). T4.33 also confirms the 
CV structure of -va- 'be' and -pa- 'give'. In each case, the vowel in the root coalesces 
with the high vowel of the perfective suffix to give -ele, thus avavéele and 
avapéele.81 
 
Before we conclude our discussion of verb-root morphology in this section, note that 
addition of the applicative extension -il to the roots -()- 'defecate' and -l(y)- 'eat' by 
comparison with the perfective suffix in in T4.33 suggests that both these roots are 
                                                          
 
 
80 Lit. 'they have not been'. 
81 See also the passive stem -pegwa ~ -pewa 'be given' fr. pa-igu-a VRT-PAS-F. The vowel fusion that 
occurs in the passive stem -pegwa and the perfective stem -pele is comparable to coalescence which 
occurs exceptionally between /a/ and /i/ in nouns like méeno 'teeth' fr. ma#ino NP6#NST, see section 
2.5.2.ii. 
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derived from a CV structure with an extra-high vowel in proto-Bantu (that is, from 
*-li- and *-i- respectively). We posit this because in the rarely used but 
nevertheless well-formed word kúváeéla 'to defecate on them' fr. ku#va-()-il-a 
NP15#OP-VRT-APP-F, the applicative extension -il is modifed to -el. The same process 
is observed in kúvályeéla 'to eat for them' fr. ku#va-l(y)-il-a NP15#OP-VRT-APP-F. By 
comparison, when the perfective suffix -ile is added to the same root, no such vowel 
modification takes place, thus avalí ǐ le and avaí ǐ le in T4.33. This suggests that 
both -l(y)- 'eat' and -()- 'defecate' are derived from underlying forms with an 
extra-high vowel in proto-Bantu.
82
 With the root -()-, the underlying vowel is not 
however realised as a glide because of the prohibition on palatal-glide combinations 
(see section 2.4.2.i). 
 
4.5.2. Causative extensions (-ishi, -i)  
 
Schadeberg 2003:73 states that in Bantu there were originally two causative 
allomorphs, "*-i (occurring after CVC(VC)- stems) and *-ici (occurring after CV- 
roots), but that later developments have since extended the range of environments in 
favour of reflexes of *-ici". In Plateau Shimakonde, these two allomorphs appear as 
-i and -ishi (with the reduction from a seven to a five-vowel system merging /i/ and 
/i/), as in T4.34 and T4.35. 
 
T4.34 The causative allomorph -i  
kúláála 'to lie down' 
ku#lal-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúláadya 'to make lie down' 
ku#lal-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúkáílííla 'to want more of sth.' 
ku#kailil-a NP15#VBS-F 
kúkáíliidya 'to insist' 
ku#kailil-i-a NP15#VBS-CAU-F 
 
T4.35 The causative allomorph -ishi 
kúúlya 'to eat' 
ku#li-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúlíisha 'to feed' 
ku-#li-ishi-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kújádííka 'to borrow' 
ku#jadik-a NP15#VRT-F 
kújádíkiisha 'to lend' 
ku#jadik-ishi-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
 
Although the causative allomorph -i may be employed on its own, as in the 
examples in T4.34 above, we find in Plateau Shimakonde that it may also be 
                                                          
 
 
82 In contrast to the applicative extension, the perfective suffix begins with the proto-Bantu extra-high 
vowel [ i  ] ,  see Rose et al. 2002:33. 
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doubled ('reduplicated').
83
 In section 2.4.2, we showed that when the causative 
extension -i is added to a verbal base which ends in palatal consonsant, the causative 
extension is doubled because of a constraint against palatal-glide sequences; 
compare kúmááa 'to know' fr. ku#ma-a NP15#VRT-F and kúmáiiya 'to make 
known' fr. ku#ma-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F. With doubling, the second vowel is then 
subject to glide formation. Note that we also showed in section 2.4.2 that this 
process may be understood simply as causative maintenance (in which case a glide 
is inserted before the final suffixes -a and -e). Causative doubling (or 'maintenance') 
is also employed in Plateau Shimakonde to yield the intensive sense of doing 
something well or repeatedly, as in T4.36 (with roots ending in /l/). 
 
T4.36 Intensive causatives with extension doubling/maintenance 
kúláála 
'to lie down; sleep' 
ku#lal-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kúláadya 
'to make lie down' 
ku#lal-i-a 
NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúláliiya 
'to cause to sleep deeply' 
ku#lal-ii-a 
NP15#VRT-CAUX2-F 
 
kúlóóla 
'to look' 
ku#lol-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kúlóodya 
'to show' 
ku#lol-i-a 
NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúlályaanga
84
 
'to check, investigate' (lit. 'look well') 
ku#lol-ii-ang-a 
NP15#VRT-CAUX2-F 
 
kwááláála 
'to be beautiful' 
ku#alal-a 
NP15#VRT-F 
kwáálaadya 
'to make beautiful' 
ku#alal-i-a 
NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kwááláliiya 
'to bless; to make very beautiful' 
ku#alal-i-i-a 
NP15#VRT-CAUX2-F 
 
                                                          
 
 
83 Schadeberg 2003:74 notes that in some Bantu languages, "formal distinctions between causative and 
intensive verbs have evolved, e.g. in Zulu and Shona the intensive meaning is expressed by the 
reduplicated causative extension". 
84 We understand kúlályaanga as a contraction of *kúláliyaanga / *kúláleyaanga (with doubling of the 
causative extension). Without doubling, we would expect hardening of the lateral consonant /l/ as occurs 
in the previous verb cited, kúlóodya. 
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In kúpáteeya 'to cause to winnow; to winnow well', in T4.37, frication of the final 
consonant /t/ does not occur with the addition of the causative extension as it does in 
some verbs (the form *kúpéesha is therefore not attested, see section 3.4.2). Instead 
the causative extension is doubled (or maintained). This then gives the alternative 
senses of 'to cause to winnow' (with doubling/maintenance of the causative 
extension for phonological reasons) and 'to winnow well' (with 
doubling/maintenance of the causative extension to express 'intensive'). In both 
kúpáteeya and kúwáneeya, note that the causative extension harmonises as the mid 
vowel -e (as indicated in section 4.5). 
 
T4.37 Causative and intensive employment of the causative extension 
kúpééta 'to winnow' ku#pet-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúpáteeya 
'to make winnow; to winnow well'
85
 
ku#pet-ii-a 
NP15#VRT-CAUX2-F 
 
kúwééna 'to travel' ku#wen-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúwéenya 'to cause to travel'  ku#wen-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúwáneeya 'to travel far' ku#wen-i-i-a NP15#VRT- CAUX2-F 
 
When a causative extension is lexicalised in the root (giving a vocalic-final unit as 
described in section 4.5.1) a further causative may be added productively to the 
stem, which then surfaces as -idy / -edy. Some stems with a lexicalised causative 
also accept a reduplicated causative with the intensive sense (which surfaces as -ey), 
as in the first set of examples in T4.38. 
 
T4.38 Realisation of the causative extension as -idy / -edy 
kúúpya  
'to burn' 
ku#p(y)-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
kúpyeedya  
'to burn' (trans.) 
ku#p(y)-i-a  
NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúpyeeya  
'to burn well/completely' 
ku#p(y)-ii-a  
NP15#VRT-CAUX2-F 
 
kúpúndiisha  
'to teach' 
ku#pundi(sh)-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
kúpúndíshiidya 
'to cause to teach' 
ku#pundi(sh)-i-a  
NP15#VRT-CAU-F  
                                                          
 
 
85 In kúpáteeya, and also kúwáneeya, the antepenultimate open vowel is accounted for by mid-vowel 
reduction (see section 2.10). 
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By comparison with our analysis of causative extensions above, Odden 2003 
identifies four different causative extensions in Makonde, which he lists as follows 
(cited from Odden 2003:539). 
 
-y-  liim-y-a 'make directly cultivate because of' 
-iiy-   lim-iiy-a 'make directly cultivate' 
-iidy-  lim-iidy-a 'make indirectly cultivate' 
-iishy- lim-iishy-a 'make cultivate intensively' 
 
Liphola 2001:52 documents a slightly different list of causative extensions in 
Coastal Shimakonde. In that sub-dialect, he finds that there is one 'causative direct' 
form and two 'causative indirect' forms. In addition to these, Liphola also lists two 
forms of an 'intensive' extension as shown below (although his parsing and the 
distinctions between the various morphemes are not clear to us). 
 
-iy-  'causative direct' kú-lím-iiya 'to cause cultivate' 
-shy- + -y- 'causative indirect' kú-lím-iishy-a 'to cause cultivate' 
-id- +- y- 'causative indirect' kú-límiidy-a 'to cause cultivate' 
-ish- + -y- 'intensive' kú-lím-iish-y-a 'to make cultivate intensive' 
-iy- 'intensive' kú-pwámw-iiy-a 'to urinate intensively' 
 
In T4.39 below, we find that equivalent stems in Plateau Shimakonde, to the ones 
cited by both Odden 2003 and Liphola 2001 are accounted for underlyingly by the 
two allomorphs of the causative extension described above, -i and -ishi in 
combination with other extensions. To the extent, however, that these forms are 
lexicalised with distinct and unpredictable meanings, we recognise that they may be 
treated as distinct units (thus the different extensions identified by both Odden and 
by Liphola).  
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T4.39 Causative additions to -lim- in Plateau Shimakonde 
kúlííma 
'to cultivate; chop down/clear; labour' 
ku#lim-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
kúlímiisha 
'to cause (s.o.) to cultivate' 
ku#lim-ishi-a 
NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúlímiiya 
'to cultivate well'  
ku#lim-ii-a 
NP15#VRT-CAUX2-F 
kúlímiidya 
'to cause to weed'
86
 
ku#lim-il-i-a  
NP15#VRT-APP-CAU-F 
kúlíimya  
'to cause to suffer (or to betray); cultivate in order 
to get sth.
87
; force to work' 
ku#lim(y)-a  
NP15#VRT(CAU)-F 
 
Before turning to the morphology of other extensions in Plateau Shimakonde we 
note that lexical processes may give variation in the way that causative extensions 
surface. In kúshúluuwa, kúshúmbuuwa, and kújóowa cited in T4.40, the causative is 
realised as a bilabial glide. In kúléeya by comparison, the causative is realised as a 
palatal glide.  
 
T4.40 Variant realisation of the causative 
kúshúlúúka  
'to descend' 
ku#shuluk-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
kúshúluuwa 
'to make descend; to give birth (fig.)' 
ku#shulu(w)-a  
NP15#VRT(CAU)-F 
 
kúshúmbúúka  
'to respond to request' 
ku#shumbuk-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
kúshúmbuuwa 
'to cause to respond to a request' 
ku#shumbu(w)-a  
NP15#VRT(CAU)-F 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
86 Compare kúlímííla 'to weed' fr. ku#lim-il-a NP15#VRT-APP-F. In this verb the applicative is employed 
with a directional or possibly benefactive sense (as in 'cultivating around plants', or possibly, 'for the 
benefit of plants'). The applicative extension is also employed (albeit speculatively) in combination with 
the causative extension in the expanded root -shumidy- 'sell' fr. -shum-il-i-, -VRT-APP-CAU- (compare the 
root -shum- 'buy'). 
87 As in andilíimya inguúvo 'he has cultivated (so as to get/earn) a cloth' fr. a-ndi#lim-i-a 
SP-PFV-#VRT-CAU-VF. Compare also andiváliimya váŋúuku 'he has cultivated (so as to get) chickens' 
fr. a-ndi#va-limya SP-PFV#OP-VST. 
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T4.40 continued... 
kújóópa  
'to fear'  
ku#jop-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
kújóowa 
'to be dangerous/frightening'
88
 
ku#jo(w)-a  
NP15#VRT(CAU)-F 
kúlééka  
'to leave' 
ku#lek-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
kúléeya  
'to prohibit' (lit.? 'cause to leave') 
ku#le(y)-a  
NP15#VRT(CAU)-F 
 
4.5.3. Passive extensions (-igu, -u) 
 
In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003:168f finds that productive passive extensions 
have disappeared from the language. She nevertheless records three stems in which 
the extension -u has been lexicalised. We find the same lexicalisation of the passive 
extension -u in these stems in Plateau Shimakonde, as in T4.41. 
 
T4.41 Lexicalised passive extensions 
kúlóombwa 
'to be married' (of women) 
ku#lomb(u)-a 
NP15#VRT(PAS)-F 
cf. kúlóómba 'to marry' 
ku#lomb-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúváleekwa  
'to be born' 
ku#valek(u)-a 
NP15#VRT(PAS)-F 
cf. kúválééka 'to give birth' 
ku#valek-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúungwa 
'to be imprisoned' 
ku#ung(u)-a 
NP15#VRT(PAS)-F 
cf. kúúnga 'to tie' 
ku#ung-a NP15#VRT-F 
 
Although Manus ibid. finds no evidence for lexicalisation of a passive extension in 
the two stems listed in T4.42, the semantic links indicated in the right hand column 
suggest the same derivation. 
 
T4.42 Lexicalised passive extensions 
kwáámbaalwa 
'to be drunk' 
ku#ambal(w)-a 
NP15#VRT(PAS)-F 
cf. kwáámbáála 'to spin (internally)'
89
 
kúshíimwa  
'to be angry' 
ku#shim(w)-a 
NP15#VRT(PAS)-F 
(Anger being expressed by closing 
oneself off from others, cf. kúshííma 'to 
shut') 
 
                                                          
 
 
88 In -jowa 'be dangerous', a lexicalised causative (lit. 'cause to fear') is more likely than a lexicalised 
passive which would yield something along the lines of lit. 'be frightened'. 
89 Compare the expression, kunimwáambaála kuntííma 'the (place of the) heart is spinning within him' 
fr. ku-ndi#mu-ambal-a C15-PFV#OP-VRT-F. 
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While lexicalisation of the passive extension -u is more or less evident in the stems 
cited in T4.41 and T4.42, we find that the productive passive extension -igu is also 
alive and well in Plateau Shimakonde, as shown in T4.43 and T4.44 (contra Manus' 
finding in Zanzibar Shimakonde 2003:168 but as in Liphola's finding in Coastal 
Shimakonde 2001:52).
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T4.43 -igu preceded by an underlying high or low vowel (/i/, /u/ or a/ )  
kúpútiigwa 
'to be hit' 
ku#put-igu-a 
NP15#VRT-PAS-F 
cf. kúpúúta 'to hit' 
ku#put-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúlímiigwa  
'to be cultivated' 
ku#lim-igu-a 
NP15#VRT-PAS-F 
cf. kúlííma 'to cultivate' 
ku#lim-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúpándiigwa 
'to be planted' 
ku#pand-igu-a 
NP15#VRT-PAS-F 
cf. kúpáánda 'to plant' 
ku#pand-a NP15#VRT-F 
 
T4.44 -igu preceded by an underlying mid vowel (/e/ or /o/) 
kúshámeegwa 
'to be called' 
ku#shem-igu-a 
NP15#VRT-PAS-F 
cf. kúshééma 'to call' 
ku#shem-a NP15#VRT-F 
kútálákeegwa 
'to be cooked' 
ku#talek-igu-a 
NP15#VRT-PAS-F 
cf. kútálééka 'to cook' 
ku#talek-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúláleegwa 
'to be brought up' 
ku#lel-igu-a 
NP15#VRT-PAS-F 
cf. kúlééla 'to bring up' 
ku#lel-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúláleegwa 
'to be seen' 
ku#lol-igu-a 
NP15#VRT-PAS-F 
cf. kúlóóla 'to see' 
ku#lol-a NP15#VRT-F 
kútáteegwa 
'to be sewn' 
ku#tot-igu-a 
NP15#VRT-PAS-F 
cf. kútóóta 'to sew' 
ku#tot-a NP15#VRT-F 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
90 See also the example in Appendix 1, line 92. 
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4.5.4. The stative extension (-ik) 91 
 
Verbal bases with the stative extension -ik are shown in T4.45 and T4.46. 
 
T4.45 -ik preceded by an underlying high or low vowel (/i/, /u/ or a/ ) 
kúmálílííka 
'to be completed' 
ku#malil-ik-a 
NP15#VRT-STT-F 
kúúlúlííka 
'to be possible' 
ku#ulul-ik-a 
NP15#VRT-STT-F 
kúpándííka 
'to be planted' 
ku#pand-ik-a 
NP15#VRT-STT-F 
 
T4.46 -ik preceded by an underlying mid vowel (/e/ or /o/) 
kútámééka 
'to be broken; defeated' 
ku#tem-ik-a 
NP15#VRT-STT-F 
kwáánééka  
'to appear; be seen' 
ku#on-ik-a 
NP15#VRT-STT-F 
 
4.5.5. The applicative extension (-il) 
 
The applicative extension -il may give a benefactive, comitative, instrumental or 
directional sense depending upon context, as in T4.47 to T4.50. 
 
T4.47 Benefactive  
kútálákééla 
'to cook for s.o.', eg. kúngútalakela_sháái 'to make me tea' 
ku#talek-il-a 
NP15#VRT-APP-F 
kúdángééla 
'to build for s.o.', eg. kúvádangela_íáande 'to build them a 
house' 
ku#deng-il-a 
NP15#VRT-APP-F 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
91 We identify no productive 'impositive' extensions in our research, so we do not draw a distinction 
between impositive and stative extensions. It seems likely that the stems -lalika 'invite' and -janika 'spread 
or lay out' (see the folktale in Appendix 1) both contain lexicalised impositives. Liphola 2001 documents 
-ik as an impositive extension (but lists no stative); Manus 2003 (like us) treats the -ik as a stative 
extension (and lists no impositive).  
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T4.48 Comitative  
kúlyééla 
'to eat sth. accompanied by sth.'  
eg. kúlyéélá_úgwááli 'to eat (meat) with staple'  
(see Appendix 1, line 40d) 
ku#li-il-a 
NP15#VRT-APP-F 
kúmámánééla 
'to eat/chew (protein) accompanied by s.th' 
ku#mamen-il-a 
NP15#VRT-APP-F 
 
T4.49 Instrumental 
kúlímííla 
'to cultivate with an instrument', 
eg. kúlímílá_líjéémbe 'to cultivate with a hoe' 
ku#lim-il-a  
NP15#VRT-APP-F 
kúdángééla 
'to build with',  
eg. kúdángélá_mákángóolo 'to build with poles' 
ku#deng-il-a 
NP15#VRT-APP-F 
 
T4.50 Directional 
kúlímííla  
'to weed' eg. kúlímílá_dínjéele 'to weed the maize'  
ku#lim-il-a  
NP15#VRT-APP-F 
kútúkútííla 
'to run after/into' 
ku#tukut-il-a  
NP15#VRT-APP-F 
kúdíngííla 
'to wind up in sth.' 
ku#ding-il-a 
NP15#VRT-APP-F 
 
4.5.6. The separative extension (-ul) 
 
The separative extension -ul, commonly referred to as the 'reversive extension', is 
illustrated in T4.51 (compare the stems without this extension in the right-hand 
column). 
 
T4.51 Separative extension 
kúshímúúla 'to open' 
ku#shim-ul-a NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
kúshííma 'to shut' 
ku#shim-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúúngúúla 'to unlock' 
ku#ung-ul-a NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
kúúnga 'to lock' 
ku#ung-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúdíngúúla 'to unwind' 
ku#ding-ul-a NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
kúdíínga 'to wind' 
ku#ding-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúlúmúúla 'to cut' 
ku#lum-ul-a NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
kúlúúma 'to bite' 
ku#lum-a NP15#VRT-F 
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4.5.7. The stative-separative extension (-uk) 
 
Verbal bases with the separative extension are given a stative sense by substituting 
-uk for -ul. The same substitution is observed in verbal bases ending in /ol/ and /ul/. 
This is the case whether an underlying separative extension can be synchronically 
identified or not. So in the last two examples in T4.52, a separative extension is not 
synchronically identifyable, see the stems listed in the right-hand column). 
 
T4.52 Stative-separative extension 
kúshímúúka 'to be open' 
ku#shim-uk-a NP15#VRT-STT.SEP-F 
kúshímúúla 'to open' 
ku#shim-ul-a NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
kúúngúúka 'to be unlocked' 
ku#ung-uk-a NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
kúúngúúla 'to unlock' 
ku#ung-ul-a NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
kúdíngúúka 'to turn' 
ku#ding-uk-a NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
kúdíngúúla 'to unwind' 
ku#ding-ul-a NP15#VRT-SEP-F 
kúbámóóka 'to be destroyed' 
ku#bamol(>ok) NP15#VBS(>ok)-a 
kúbámóóla 'to destroy' 
ku#bamol-a NP15#VBS-F 
kútúmbúúka 'to be broken' 
ku#tumbul(>uk) NP15#VBS(>uk)-a 
kútúmbúúla 'to break' 
ku#tumbul-a NP15#VBS-F 
 
4.5.8. The reciprocal extension (-an) 
 
Reciprocity is expressed with the extension -an, as in T4.53. 
 
T4.53 Verbal bases without vocalic glides prior to the reciprocal extension 
kwáánáána  
'to see e.o.' 
cf. kwóona 'to see'  
ku#on-an-a  
NP15#VRT-REC-F  
ku#on-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúlóómbáána  
'to marry e.o.' 
cf. kúlóómba 'to marry'  
ku#lomb-an-a  
NP15#VRT-REC-F  
ku#lomb-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúlíngáána  
'to be equal (with e.o.)' 
cf.? kúlíínga 'to attempt; try'  
ku#ling-an-a  
NP15#VRT-REC-F  
ku#ling-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúláláána  
'to look at e.o.' 
cf. kúlóóla 'to look at' 
ku#lol-an-a  
NP15#VRT-REC-F 
ku#lol-a NP15#VRT-F 
 
In T4.54, a vocalic glide prior to the reciprocal extension triggers insertion of a 
further palatal glide before the verb-final formative, although this repeated glide is 
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only optionally realised. Note that the repeated glide remains palatal even when the 
initial glide is bilabial (as in kwíígwaanya). Note also that the (underlying) glide 
repetition which we have documented in this section is important in our analysis of 
the tonal effect of stem-final glides in section 9.5.3.
92
  
 
T4.54 Verbal bases with vocalic glides prior to the reciprocal extension 
kúkódyaanya ~ kúkódyaana  
'to meet e.o.' 
cf. kúkóodya 'to meet' 
ku#kod(y)-an(-y)-a  
NP15#VBS-REC(-G)-F  
ku#kod(y)-a NP15#VBS-F 
kwíígwaanya ~ kwíígwaana  
'to agree (with e.o.)' 
cf. kwíigwa 'to hear' 
ku#ig(w)-an(-y)-a 
NP15#VBS-REC(-G)-F 
ku#ig(w)-a NP15#VBS-F 
 
kúlóómbyaanya ~ kúlóómbyaana 
'to cause to marry e.o.'  
cf. kúlóombya 'to cause to marry' 
ku#lomb-i-an(-y)-a  
NP15#VRT-CAU-REC(-G)-F 
ku#lomb-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F 
kúládyaanya ~ kúládyaana  
'to show e.o.' 
cf. kúlóodya 'to show' 
ku#lod(y)-an(-y)-a  
NP15#VRT(CAU)-REC(-G)-F 
ku#lod(y)-a NP15#VRT(CAU)-F 
 
The same repetition of a vocalic glide following a reciprocal extension is observed 
when the verb-final element is the subjunctive suffix -e or the perfective suffix -ile 
(albeit with imbrication, see section 4.6), see the examples in T4.55 and 4.5.5. 
  
T4.55 Glide repetition before the subjunctive verb-final -e 
tukadyaanyé ~ tukadyaané  
'we should meet e.o.' 
tu#kod(y)-an(-y)-e  
SP#VBS-REC(-G)-SJV 
twiigwaanyé ~ twiigwaané 
'we should agree (with e.o.)' 
tu#ig(w)-an(-y)-e  
SP#VBS-REC(-G)-SJV 
tuladyaanyé ~ tuladyaané  
'we should show e.o.' 
cf. tulalaáne 'we should look at e.o.' 
tu#lod(y)-an(-y)-e  
SP#VRT(CAU)-REC(-G)-SJV  
tu#lol-an-e SP#VRT-REC-SJV 
 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
92 This insertion of a palatal glide following the reciprocal extension is not documented by either Liphola 
2001 in Coastal Shimakonde or by Manus 2003 in Zanzibar Shimakonde (or by Liphola & Odden 2000 in 
their study of the tonal effects of stem-final glides in this language). 
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T4.56 Glide repetition before the perfective verb-final -ile 
atukadyéénye ~ atukadyééne 
'we did not meet e.o.' 
a-tu#kod(y)-an(-y)-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-REC(-G)-PFV 
atwiigwéénye ~ atwiigwééne 
'we should agree (with e.o.)' 
a-tu#ig(w)-an(-y)-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-REC(-G)-PFV 
atuladyéénye ~ atuladyééne  
'we did not show e.o.' 
cf. atulalééne 'we did not look at e.o.' 
a-tu#lod(y)-an(-y)-ile  
NEG-SP#VRT(CAU)-REC(-G)-PFV 
a-tu#lol-an-ile NEG-SP#VRT-REC-PFV 
 
4.5.9. The pluractional extension (-ang) 
 
In Meeussen's reconstruction of Bantu verbal structure, he identifies a pre-final 
position which contains a single morpheme with an imperfective sense (1967:108). 
In Plateau Shimakonde this appears as -ang. Following Nurse's suggestion 
(2008:40), we do not treat the pre-final position as a separate category within the 
verbal structure but instead treat -ang as a verbal extension (which acts in 
combination with other extensions to modify the sense of the preceding root). This 
treatment is appropriate in Plateau Shimakonde because we find that imperfective 
aspect is fully specified by pre-stem morphemes in the tense-aspect slot (see section 
4.3.4). 
 
The extension -ang is employed in Plateau Shimakonde to express plurality of 
subjects and/or objects, or to express repeated, constant or intensified action. We 
therefore follow Manus 2003 in referring to this extension as 'pluractional'. In Nen 
(A44), Mous 2003 finds that "Pluractional -ak indicates that the action is plural 
because it is repetitive or durative or due to a plurality of objects, or, for intransitive 
verbs only, due to a plurality of subjects". Note however that Mous also finds that 
"functionally the Pluractional is inflectional rather than derivational" since it forms 
an obligatory part of 'hodiernal future tenses' (that is, referring to action in the 
immediate future, 'of today') and is excluded from negative verbs. In Plateau 
Shimakonde, there is no such restriction, in either positive or negative verbs.
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In Plateau Shimakonde, the pluractional extension may either be employed 
productively, see T4.57, or lexicalised within the verbal base, see T4.58. Manus 
2003:171f finds the same in Zanzibar Shimakonde. Our data differs from hers, 
however, in that we find that when a verb has both a singular subject and object, the 
                                                          
 
 
93 See for example the Negative Present Progressive avanatukutángá_shiinu 'they are not all running' 
(some are running, some are not) and the Immediate Future válótá_kútúkútáánga 'they are all about to 
run' cf. válótá_kútúkúúta 'they are about to run' 
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pluractional extension indicating repeated action may still be employed (see the last 
two examples in T4.57). 
 
T4.57 Productive employment of -ang 
tutakatukaánge 
'we should all get up' 
cf. tutakatuúke 'we should get up'  
tu#takatuk-ang-e  
SP#VRT-PLU-SJV  
tu#takatuk-e SP#VRT-SJV 
 
ninditúkútaánga 
'I have run repeatedly'  
cf. ninditúkuúta 'I have run' 
ni-ndi#tukut-ang-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-PLU-F  
ni-ndi#tukut-a SP-PFV#VRT-F 
 
kwáááláánga 
'to clean/wipe completely'  
cf. kwááóóla 'to clean/wipe'  
ku#aol-ang-a 
NP15#VRT-PLU-F  
ku#aol-a NP15#VRT-F 
 
nindiímbaánga díímu  
'I have sung all the songs' 
cf. nindíǐmba díímu 'I have sung the songs' 
ni-ndi#imb-ang-a 
SP-PFV#VRT-PLU-F  
ni-ndi#imb-a SP-PFV#VRT-F 
 
nindiímbaánga lwíímu
94
 
'I have sung the song repeatedly'  
cf. nindíǐmba lwíímu 'I have sung the song' 
(verb morphology 
as above) 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
94 Manus 2003:172 by comparison finds in Zanzibar Shimakonde that when the subject and object of a 
verb are both singular, the pluractional extension is prohibited, so in her study she finds that 
*nindaimbaánga lwíímu is not possible. 
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T4.58 Lexicalised employment of -ang  
kúdídímáánga 
'to be weak; damp'
95
 
cf. kúdídííma 'to be cold' 
ku#didim-ang-a  
NP15#VBS-PLU-F  
ku#didim-a NP15#VBS-F 
 
kúlúmúláánga 
'to cut in pieces'  
cf. kúlúmúúla 'to cut' 
ku#lumul-ang-a  
NP15#VBS-PLU-F 
ku#lumul-a NP15#VBS-F 
 
kúlátáánga 
'to dream'  
cf. kúlóóta 'to want' 
ku#lot-ang-a  
NP15#VRT-PLU-F  
ku#lot-a NP15#VRT-F 
 
As with the reciprocal extension -an, we propose that a vocalic glide immediately 
before the pluractional extension is underlyingly repeated in the final syllable of the 
stem, as shown in T4.59 and T4.60. By contrast with the reciprocal extension, 
however, this underlying stem-final glide does not surface segmentally. Its presence 
is nevertherless indicated by the deletion of the default stem-final High tone which is 
assigned to verb stems in Plateau Shimakonde (see section 9.5.3).  
 
T4.59 The pluractional extension preceded by a palatal vocalic glide 
kúpámbányaanga  
'to join together' 
ku#pamban(y)-ang-a 
NP15#VRT(CAU)-PLU(G)-F 
kútúmbyaanga 
'to praise' 
ku#tumb(y)-ang-a 
NP15#VRT(CAU)-PLU(G)-F 
kúládyaanga 
'to show all' 
cf. kúládyaanya ~ kúládyaana 
'to show e.o.' 
ku#lod(y)-ang-a 
NP15#VRT(CAU)-PLU(G)-F  
ku#lod(y)-an(y)-a 
NP15#VRT(CAU)-REC(G)-F 
kúládyaanga 
'to make all lie down' 
cf. kúládyaanya ~ kúládyaana 
'to make e.o. lie down' 
ku#lad(y)-ang-a 
NP15#VRT(CAU)-PLU(G)-F 
ku#lad(y)-an(y)-a 
NP15#VRT(CAU)-REC(G)-F 
 
                                                          
 
 
95 The sense of 'to be damp' referring to a location that was previously warm, for example on a bed where 
s.o. was lying down but since they left their body sweat has cooled leaving the bedclothes damp. If a 
fireplace has gone cold and dew has made the place damp, then that dampness can also be referred to with 
the verb stem -didimanga. 
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T4.60 The pluractional extension preceded by a bilabial vocalic glide 
kwíígwaanga 
'to hear repeatedly' 
cf. kwíígwaanya ~ kwíígwaana 
'to agree with e.o.' 
ku#ig(w)-ang-a  
NP15#VRT-PLU(G)-F  
ku#ig(w)-an(y)-a  
NP15#VRT-REC(G)-F 
kúgwáanga 
'to fall (completely)'  
cf. kúgwíyaanya ~ kúgwíyaana 
'to cause e.o. to fall' 
ku#g(w)-ang-a  
NP15#VRT-PLU(G)-F  
ku#g(w)-ii-an(y)-a  
NP15#VRT-CAUX2-REC(G)-F 
kúúngwaanga 
'to be all imprisoned' 
cf. kúungwa 
'to be imprisoned' 
cf. kúúnga 
'to lock' 
ku#ung(w)-ang-a  
NP15#VRT(PAS)-PLU(G)-F  
ku#ung(w)-a  
NP15#VRT(PAS)-F  
ku#ung-a  
NP15#VRT-F 
 
4.5.10. Verbal bases with reduplication 
 
Reduplication in Plateau Shimakonde may be partial (in which case only the first 
consonant-vowel of the root is duplicated in T4.61) or it may be complete (in which 
case the inflectional stem, with the neutral final vowel, forms the base for 
reduplication, as in T4.62). Following Manus 2003:153 in Zanzibar Shimakonde, we 
also find that partial reduplication is fully lexicalised in Plateau Shimakonde (with 
the root being more-or-less inaccessible by synchronic analysis). 
 
T4.61 Partial reduplication 
kúdídííma 
'to be cold' 
ku#didim-a 
NP15#VBS-F 
kúshúshúkáánga 
'to take fright'  
ku#shushukang-a 
NP15#VBS-F 
kútátákééla 
'to fail'  
ku#tatakel-a 
NP15#VBS-F 
 
T4.62 Complete reduplication 
kúwénáwééna 
'to wander around'  
cf. kúwééna 'to travel' 
ku#wenawen-a 
NP15#VBS-F  
ku#wen-a NP15#VRT-F 
kúdénádééna 
'to jump about' 
cf. kúdééna 'to jump' 
ku#denaden-a 
NP15#VBS-F  
ku#den-a NP15#VRT-F 
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4.6. The macrostem: inflection suffixes  
 
D4.2 in section 4.5 shows the three final suffixes employed in Plateau Shimakonde: 
the neutral final vowel -a, the subjunctive marker -e, and the perfective marker -ile. 
These are illustrated in T4.63 in different verbs based upon the verb root -pat- 
'receive'. 
 
T4.63 Final suffixes with the stem -pata 
vandípaáta 'they have received' va-ndi#pat-a SP-PFV#VRT-F 
vapaáte 'they should receive'  va#pat-e SP#VRT-SJV 
avapátiíle 'they have not received' a-va#pat-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
 
4.6.1. The neutral suffix -a 
 
As in our treatment of neutral and non-neutral verb prefixes, we distinguish between 
neutral and non-neutral verb suffixes. While the neutral final vowel -a is found in 
both basic and derived forms, the subjunctive and perfective suffixes are only 
employed in derived forms. In the negative verbs T4.64, note that the neutral final 
vowel is employed despite the fact that these are derived forms. In these verbs, 
derivation is achieved by the addition of the negative prefix and the reduction of the 
neutral imperfective prefix nda- to na- (in the non-past verb) and the reduction of 
shinda- to shi- (in the past imperfective verb). 
 
T4.64 Derived (negative) verbs with the neutral final vowel 
avanapááta 'they don't receive' a-va-na#pat-a NEG-SP-IPV#VRT-F 
avashipááta 'they weren't receiving' a-va-shi#pat-a NEG-SP-PIPV#VRT-F 
 
Note that the positive verb vandípaáta cited in T4.63 contains the perfective tense 
prefix ndi- (which we described in section 4.3.4 as a neutral tense prefix). It does not 
therefore require the perfective suffix -ile so as to specify perfective aspect. By 
comparison, the negative verb avapátiíle drops the neutral tense prefix ndi- and 
marks the verb as perfective by means of the non-neutral suffix -ile. 
 
Before describing the various ways in which the perfective suffix -ile is realised, we 
note that in certain verb stems borrowed from Arabic/Swahili, the neutral final 
vowel is not present (as also noted by Liphola 2001:42f and Manus 2003:151). In 
this case the tonal effect of the stem-final vowel is unpredictable. In the Infinitives in 
T4.65, note that some of the stems show level High tone on the penultimate syllable 
while others show a falling or level Low tone on the penultimate. In section 9.5.3, 
we observe that in other verbs, this surface contrast depends upon the presence of a 
vocalic-glide at the right edge of the verbal base. Glide formation then deletes a 
High tone which is assigned by default to the final syllable of verb stems. In the 
borrowed roots in T4.65, this deletion of stem-final High tone is not predictable. 
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T4.65 Borrowed stems 
kújííbu 'to respond' ku#jibu NP15#VRT 
kúdáái 'to request repayment' ku#dai NP15#VRT 
kúshúkúúlu 'to thank' ku#shukulu NP15#VRT 
kwáámííni 'to trust' ku#amini NP15#VRT  
kúshwáali  'to pray' ku#shwali NP15#VRT 
kúkúbaali 'to accept' ku#kubali NP15#VRT 
 
4.6.2. The perfective suffix -ile 
 
Perfective stems in Plateau Shimakonde show the suffix -ile or -ite. With respect to 
-ile, we find the same three surface realisations that Liphola identifies in Coastal 
Shimakonde (2001:44-50)
 96
. By comparison with Liphola however, we find that in 
Plateau Shimakonde, the surface realisation of -ile depends upon the structure of the 
preceding verbal base, as described in sub-sections 4.6.2.i to 4.6.2.iii. We then 
discuss the selection of -ite in sub-section 4.6.2.iv. 
 
4.6.2.i. Surface -ile / -ele 
 
Monosyllabic verbal bases which end with a consonantal phoneme (CVC or VC) 
maintain the underlying form of -ile as in T4.66. 
 
T4.66 Monosyllabic bases ending in a consonant 
avaúmiíle 
'they have not come out' 
a-va#um-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avaámiíle 
'they have not moved' 
a-va#am-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avapándiíle 
'they have not planted' 
a-va#pand-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avapádiíle 
'they have not died' 
a-va#pel-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avaládiíle 
'they have not slept' 
a-va#lal-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avaúdiíle 
'they have not undressed' 
a-va#ul-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
 
                                                          
 
 
96 Neither Liphola nor Manus 2003 attempts to give a complete account of the different realisations of the 
perfective suffix (see comments by Liphola 2001:49 and by Manus 2003:181). Liphola's data for the 
perfective suffix is however largely the same as ours in Plateau Shimakonde. In Zanzibar Shimakonde by 
comparison, Manus 2003 does not document the alternative form of the perfective (-ite) and finds that 
imbrication only occurs with 'verbal bases' ending in /l/ (see Manus 2003:181). 
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Short roots also maintain the underlying form of -ile, albeit with vowel fusion in the 
case of the CV-verbs as in T4.67 (examples reproduced from T4.33). We suggest 
that the variation in alishwí ǐ le ~ alishwée le reflects phonological 'ambivalence' with 
regard to lexicalisation of the bilabial glide following the palatal consonant /sh/ 
(with -sh(w)- 'end' derived from *-shu-). 
 
T4.67 Verbal bases (short roots) 
avalí ǐ le 
'they have not eaten' 
a-va#l(y)-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
ava í ǐ le 97 
'they have not defecated' 
a-va#()-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avawí ǐ le 
'they have not died'  
a-va#(w)-ile  
NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
avagwí ǐ le 
'they have not fallen' 
a-va#g(w)-ile  
NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
avapéele 
'they have not given' 
a-va#pa-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avavéele 
'they are not (have not been)' 
a-va#va-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
alishwí ǐ le ~ alishwée le 
'(the day) has not ended' 
a-li#sh(w)-ile  
NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
 
The only polysyllabic verbal bases which maintain the underlying form of -ile are 
those which end with a front vowel (/i/ or /e/ followed by lateral /l/ which hardens to 
/d/) as in T4.68. These verbal bases form a regular exception to imbrication of the 
perfective suffix (as described in 4.6.2.ii). 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
97 Liphola 2001 records this verb in Coastal Shimakonde with the tone pattern: aváñiíle 
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T4.68 Polysyllabic verbal bases ending in a front vowel followed by /l/ 
avapákídiíle 
'they have not loaded'  
a-va#pakil-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avatúkútidiíle 
'they have not run after' 
a-va#tukutil-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avalámbádiíle 
'they have not searched' 
a-va#lambel-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avatátámadiíle 
'they have not trembled' 
a-va#tatamel-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
 
4.6.2.ii. Surface imbrication of -ile 
 
Polysyllabic verbal bases ending with a consonantal phoneme show imbrication with 
the perfective suffix (except as indicated in T4.68 above). With imbrication, the 
consonant of the perfective suffix /l/ is dropped and the first vowel /i/ is infixed 
before the final consonant of the verbal base, as in T4.69.
98
 
 
T4.69 Polysyllabic verbal bases ending with a consonantal phoneme 
avalúmwiíle 
'they have not cut' 
a-va#lumul-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avatángweéle 
'they have not spoken' 
a-va#tangol-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avapákeéle 
'they have not anointed themselves' 
a-va#pakal-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avapíkiíte 
'they have not played'  
a-va#pikit-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avamwámweéte 
'they have not smiled'  
a-va#mwamwet-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avatúkwiíte 
'they have not run' 
a-va#tukut-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
 
                                                          
 
 
98 We differ from Liphola in finding that the surface realisation of underlying -ile depends not upon the 
form of the verb root but upon the form of the verbal base (root and extensions). This, together with the 
distinction between verbal bases ending in /il/ or /el/ (that is, with final front vowels) as opposed to /ul/, 
/ol/ or /al/ (with final back vowels or the open vowel), removes the unpredictability which Liphola 
observes in the surface realisation of the perfective suffix. (He states that 'certain' roots ending in /l/ 
maintain -ile, e.g. avakúmbídiíle 'they have not drunk' from the root -kumbil-, while 'others' undergo 
imbrication e.g. avapúmwiíle 'they have not breathed' from the root -pumul-, 2003:46, 48).  
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T4.69 continued... 
avakákweéte 
'they have not pushed'  
a-va#kakot-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avalúmbeéte 
'they have not hunted' 
a-va#lumbat-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avaámbyeénge 
'they have not despised' 
a-va#ambyang-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avalúmúleénge 
'they have not cut in pieces' 
a-va#lumulang-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
avadábádabeénge 
'they have not got tired out'  
a-va#dabadabang-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
 
4.6.2.iii. Surface -idye 
 
When a verbal base ends in a vocalic phoneme, the perfective suffix is realised as 
-idye. This surface form is given by reduplication (or 'transfer') of the final glide 
from the end of the verbal base to the end of the inflectional stem (except for short 
roots, see T4.67 above).  
 
In the examples in T4.70, observe the contrast in the surface form of the perfective 
suffix between verbal bases which end with a simple palatal consonant (eg. -toa, 
-mia) and those that end in a palatal consonant which shows a vocalic derivation 
(eg. -oa, -boa).99 Similarly in T4.71, observe the contrast between stems that end 
in a consonantal glide (eg. -jugwa) and those that end in a vocalic glide 
(eg. -lombwa). 
  
                                                          
 
 
99 The underlying nature of the final consonants in these stems is indicated by their different effect on 
stem-final High tone, see section 9.5.3. Deletion of stem-final High does not take place with the addition 
of the perfective suffix to verbal bases which end in a consonant with a vocalic derivation. That 
derivation is nevertheless observed in Infinitives like kúóoa and kúbóoa (cf. kútóóa and kúmííá). 
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T4.70 Verbal bases ending in simple vs. vocalic palatal consonants  
-toa 'rain' 
to-a vrt-f 
atáiíle  
'(water) has not rained' 
a-a#to-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-mia 'squeeze out' 
mi-a vrt-f 
avamíiíle  
'they have not squeezed out' 
a-a#mi-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-noa 'make noise' 
no()-a VRT-F 
avaóiídye  
'they have not made noise' 
a-a#o()-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-boa 'crush' 
bo()-a VRT-F 
avabóiídye  
'they have not made noise' 
a-a#bo()-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
 
T4.71 Verbal bases ending in consonantal vs. vocalic glides  
-jugwa 'request' 
jugw-a VRT-F 
avajúgwiíle 
'they have not requested' 
a-va#jugw-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-lombwa 'marry' 
lomb(w)-a VRT-F 
avalámbwiídye 
'they have not married' 
a-va#lomb(w)-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
 
Further examples which show the surface realisation -idye are given in T4.72. 
  
T4.72 Further examples of surface -idye 
-kodya 'find' 
kod(y)-a VRT(CAU)-F 
avakádiídye  
'they have not found' 
a-va#kod(y)-ile 
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-maiya 'make known' 
ma-ii-a VRT-CAUX2-F 
avamáíiídye 
'they have not made known' 
a-va#mai(y)-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-pateya 'winnow well' 
pet-ii-a VRT-CAUX2-F 
avapátáyiídye 
'they have not winnowed well' 
a-va#pate(y)-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
 
-pyedya 'burn' (trans.) 
p(y)-i-a VRT(CAU)-CAU-F 
avapyédiídye 
'they have not burned' 
a-va#pyed(y)-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-shulusha 'sell' 
shulu(sh)-a VRT(?CAU)-F 
avashúlúshiídye 
'they have not sold' 
a-va#shulu(sh)-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-shamegwa 'be called' 
shem-igu-a VRT-PAS-F 
avashámágwiídye 
'they have not been called' 
a-va#shameg(w)-ile  
NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
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4.6.2.iv. Alternate perfective form -ite  
 
Certain stems in Plateau Shimakonde take the alternate perfective suffix -ite either 
optionally or obligatorily as in T4.73. This selection is not predictable. 
 
T4.73 Stems taking -ite 
-maa 'know' 
 
avamáiíte 'they have not known' 
a-va#ma-ite NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-igwa 'hear' avaígwiíte 'they have not heard' 
a-va#igw-ite NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-uja 'return' 
 
avaújiíle ~ avaújiíte 'they have not returned'  
a-va#uj-ile/ite NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-diva 'cover' avadíviíle ~ avadíviíte 'they have not covered'  
a-va#div-ile /ite NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
-twala 'take' avatwée te 'they have not taken' 
a-va#twal-ite NEG-SP#VBS-PFV 
 
In the final example in T4.73, note that the perfective stem -twete from -twal- is 
irregular in that it shows the perfective suffix -ite as well as imbrication (compare 
avaládiíle 'they have not slept' fr. a-va#lal-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV). 
 
4.7. Post-verb 
 
In Meeussen's 1967 reconstruction of Bantu verbal structure, he observes only one 
morpheme found widely in his post-final position (*-ni) which he glosses as the 
'plural-imperative'. This is not employed in Plateau Shimakonde. Nurse 2008:39 
observes that "in some contemporary languages other morphemes and categories 
may occur at post-final, because, as with pre-initial, the positions at the edge of the 
verbal word tend to attract newly grammaticalised material." Since Plateau 
Shimakonde does not employ the post-final morpheme *-ni, and because we treat 
newly grammaticalised material before the verb as 'pre-verbal' we refer to newly 
grammaticalised material after the core verbal structure as 'post-verbal'. As stated in 
section 4.3.4, the Negative Present Progressive tense requires post-verbal _shiinu to 
specify progressive aspect (in contrast to the Negative Habitual). In T4.74, we repeat 
the examples cited in section 4.3.4 for the sake of convenience. 
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T4.74 _shinu  
avanatukúúta 'they don't run'  
fr. a-va-na#tukuta NEG-SP-IPV#VST 
avanatukútá_shiinu 'they are not running'  
fr. a-va-na#tukuta_shi#nu NEG-SP-IPV#VST_NP7#NST 
 
Other adverbials may also be added to the core verbal unit as optional post-verbal 
elements, as in T4.75. In the table note that _ nneu replaces the final vowel of the 
verbal base with /i/ (compare the previous verbal structures in the table). 
 
T4.75 Adverbials functioning as post-verbal elements 
naavo ~ nao 'with sth./s.o.' 
 vandíǐdá naavo 'they have come with sth./s.o.' (Anterior) 
 vaidilé_naavo 'they have come with sth./s.o.' (Anterior Focus) 
 vaidé_naavo 'they should come with sth./s.o.' (Subjunctive) 
víila 'just' (i.e. without doing anything else) 
 vandíǐdá víila 'they have just come' (Anterior) 
 vaidilé_viila 'they have just come' (Anterior Focus) 
 vaidé_viila 'they should just come' (Subjunctive) 
buúle 'without justification / in vain' (also móóo) 
 vandíǐdá buúle 'they have come without reason' (Anterior) 
 vaidilé_buúle 'they have come without reason' (Anterior Focus) 
 vaidé_buúle 'they should come (eg. without paying)' (Subjunctive) 
_nneeu 'immediately'  
 vandíǐdí-nneeu 'they have come immediately' (Anterior) 
 vaidilí-nneeu 'they have come immediately' (Anterior Focus) 
 vaidí-nneeu 'they should come immediately' (Subjunctive) 
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Woodcut 5. "Ok, the woman, this one..." 
 
Appendix 1, line 11-12. (Lion says to Rabbit) "Ok, the woman, this 
one, is here. But first let's go and I'll show you, at the farm." 
 
aáya nkóongwe aáju ápáali kaánji shiínú shítaándi tuuke_ 
nikakúloodyě kulisháamba 
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Chapter 5. The structure of the verbal system 
 
In this chapter, we describe how different verb structures are formed and relate to 
each other as part of a wider system. This then lays the foundation for a systemic 
treatment of the way in which different underlying tone patterns are formed and 
relate to each other within the verbal system as a whole (as introduced in Appendix 
2). 
 
In section 5.1, we distinguish between basic and derived verb structures and describe 
our understanding of word formation in the verbal system. 
 
In section 5.2, we distinguish between dependent and independent verb structures 
and observe that these two kinds of structure encode contrastive tense-aspect 
inflection within two separate sub-systems.  
 
In section 5.3, we distinguish between disjoint and conjoint verbs and describe the 
place of the latter within the verbal system. In particular, we show that disjoint verbs 
which have corresponding and distinct conjoint structures may not be joined to their 
complements within the same phonological phrase (unlike other disjoint verbs which 
may be joined to their complements within the same phonological phrase for 
pragmatic reasons). 
 
In section 5.4, we describe the complete set of independent verbal structures. 
 
In section 5.5, we describe the complete set of dependent forms. 
 
In section 5.6, we describe deficient verbs and introduce the wide range of 
compound verbal constructions found in the language. 
 
In section 5.7, we examine the tense and aspect contrasts which we find at the heart 
of the verbal system in Plateau Shimakonde. We then present the entire range of 
discrete verbal structures within a single verb matrix. We conclude the chapter by 
giving an example of each discrete structure formed with the verbal base -kulupil- 
'trust'.
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5.1. Basic and derived verb structures 
 
In our treatment of verb morphology in chapter 4, we made a systemic distinction 
between neutral and non-neutral affixes and observed that while neutral affixes may 
be employed in both basic and derived verb structures, non-neutral affixes are only 
found in derived structures. In the present section, we discuss the derivational 
relationships between basic and derived structures in the verbal system. We begin, 
however, by noting that derived structures may also be viewed as 'marked' but that 
we employ the label 'derived structure' to specify its dependence upon a more basic 
form. 
 
According to Bussmann 1996:294, "markedness is concerned with the distinction 
between what is neutral, natural, or expected (= unmarked) and what departs from 
the neutral (= marked) along some specified parameter."
100
 Following this definition 
of markedness, Rose et al. 2002:51 cite data in Haya (E22) to illustrate different 
degrees of marking which are commonly found in Bantu verbs. In T5.1, we 
reproduce their data for verbs which refer to actions in recent past time. Rose et al. 
regard the positive Perfective verb in the table as 'unmarked' because of its structural 
and conceptual simplicity compared to the Progressive and Anterior verbs. Similarly 
they regard the affirmatives as "less marked" than their corresponding negatives. 
 
T5.1 Markedness in Past verbs in Haya (data cited by Rose et al., ibid.) 
 Perfective Progressive Anterior 
Positive tu-áá-gur-a tu-a-ba ni-tu-ø-gúr-a tu-aa-ba tu-ø-guz-íre 
 'we bought' 'we were buying' 'we had bought' 
Negative ti-tu-áá-gur-a tu-aa-ba tu-tá-ri-ku-gur-a tu-aa-ba tu-ta-guz-íre 
 'we did not buy' 'we weren't buying' 'we hadn't bought' 
 
Although Rose et al. recognise different degrees of marking in the verbs cited in 
T5.1, they make no comment or assumption about the possible derivational or 
dependency relationships between these different structures. In our analyis of the 
verb system in Plateau Shimakonde, however, we propose that marked verbs are 
derived in one way or another from unmarked verbs. We refer to the unmarked 
                                                          
 
 
100 Quoted by Rose et al. 2002:51 (see our following discussion). 
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structure from which a marked structure is ultimately derived as a 'basic structure' 
and the structure from which it is immediately derived as its 'base form'.
101
  
 
In D5.1, we propose that the Conjoint Past and Negative Past verbs are both derived 
from the Past verb rather than directly from the verbal base.  
 
D5.1 Derivation of Past, Conjoint Past and Negative Past verbs 
-talek- 'cook' 
 
túndítalééka 
'we cooked' tu-ndi#talek-a SP-PFV#VRT-F 
(a basic verb with neutral tense-aspect inflection) 
 
tútáléké_úgwááli 
'we cooked staple' 
tu#talek-ile SP#VRT-PFV 
(a derived conjoint verb) 
atutalééke 
'we did not cook' 
a-tu#talek-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
(a derived negative verb) 
 
As elsewhere in Bantu, verbs in Plateau Shimakonde consist of inflectional affixes 
added to a verbal base (which in turn consists of a verb root and any verbal 
extensions viewed as a single unit, see section 4.1). The three verbs shown in D5.1 
are all formed from the root -talek- 'cook' (without extensions) as follows. 
 
i. In the Past verb túndítalééka, 'unmarked' tense-aspect inflection is specified 
morphologically by the neutral perfective prefix ndi- in combination with the 
neutral final vowel -a. 
 
ii. In the Past Focus construction tútáléké_úgwááli, 'marked' tense-aspect 
inflection is specified morphologically by the non-neutral perfective suffix -ile 
(instead of the neutral final vowel -a).
102
 
 
iii. In the Negative Past verb atutalééke, 'marked' tense-aspect inflection is again 
specified morphologically by the non-neutral perfective suffix -ile, with negation 
                                                          
 
 
101 Crystal 2003:48 states that "the term 'basic form' is used to refer to any abstract unit which has been set 
up in order to allow a range of forms to be interrelated...". So with respect to syntactical relationships, he 
states that, "a sentence can be seen as having a basic form from which other sentences are derived (e.g. 
active underlying passive sentences, positives underlying negatives), or related structures can be seen as 
being derived from a common underlying form". 
102 In this verb the perfective suffix undergoes imbrication, see section 4.6.2.ii. 
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in this verb further specified by the pre-initial negative prefix a- (see section 
4.1).  
 
The derivational process that we propose in D5.1 suggests that the marked verbal 
structures depend upon the unmarked structures. In the marked structures, we 
propose that the neutral perfective prefix ndi- is dropped and the non-neutral 
perfective suffix -ile is instead selected to carry the perfective aspect. In this sense 
therefore, the perfective suffix -ile in the Conjoint and Negative Past verbs may be 
said to 'replace' both the perfective prefix ndi- and the neutral suffix -a in the Past 
verb.  
 
Note that the kind of derivational processes we propose in D5.1 with respect to word 
formation are qualitatively different from the kind of derivational processes involved 
in phonology, when for example a particular surface tone pattern is found to derive 
from an underlying assignment by means of specified association rules or when the 
surface form of vowels are found to derive from underlying vowels by means of 
vowel harmony or mid-vowel reduction. In these phonological processes, it is 
proposed that an underlying unit is transformed in some way by specified conditions 
or constraints. With respect to word formation, the derivational processes which we 
propose involve a change in the underlying units themselves. Such changes may 
include additions, replacements, deletions and binary switches in the underlying 
units which form words.
103
  
 
The derivational processes in word formation which we propose in Plateau 
Shimakonde assume that complex or marked forms, semantically and/or 
morphologically, are built from simple or unmarked forms within a hierarchical 
system.
104
 The fact that the Conjoint Past verb and the Negative Past verb are 
marked verbs (both conceptually and structurally) does not mean that they are 
necessarily derived from the Past verb. Each of these verb forms could be derived 
directly from the verb root by independent process, as shown in D5.2. 
  
                                                          
 
 
103 An analogy of the derivational processes which we posit in Plateau Shimakonde may be found in 
English verbs: 'they cooked' (past), 'they did cook' (emphatic past) and 'they did not cook' (emphatic 
negative past). In one theory, the past tense 'they cooked' is formed by adding 'did' (the past form of the 
'strong' verb 'do') to the weak verb 'cook', as in 'cook-did'. In this case, the underlying structure surfaces 
with the dental suffix -ed. The emphatic past verb 'they did cook' may also be viewed as a derived form. 
In this case, however, the modifier 'did' is added before the weak verb 'cook'. This is then further qualified 
by adding the negative 'not' to achieve the emphatic negative past form 'they did not cook' (with a 
non-emphatic negative sense given by merging and reduction of the modifiers to 'didn't').     
104 In our present study, we establish the derivational relationships between different kinds of verbal and 
nominal categories in terms of their morphological structure. We propose that the same derivational 
relationships account for the different underlying tone patterns found in related sets of tenses and nominal 
forms (see the introduction to our tonal analysis in Appendix 2). 
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D5.2 An independent derivation of Past, Conjoint Past and Negative Past verbs 
-talek- 'cook' 
 
túndítalééka 
'we cooked' 
tútáléké_úgwááli 
'we cooked staple' 
atutalééke 
'we didn't cook' 
 
Despite the possibility of independent word formation, as illustrated schematically 
in D5.2, our assumption that the Conjoint Past and Negative Past verbs are derived 
from the Past verb, as in D5.1, is supported by parallel processes in other tense sets. 
In each of these a tense-aspect prefix in the unmarked form is either dropped or 
reduced in the marked forms. 
 
In T5.2, the Present verb, túndátalééka, is given by the neutral imperfective prefix 
nda- in combination with the neutral suffix -a. In the Conjoint Present verb by 
comparison, tútáléká_úgwááli, the tense-aspect prefix nda- is dropped and in the 
Negative Present verb, atunatalééka, it is reduced to na-. 
 
T5.2 Present, Conjoint Present and Negative Present verbs  
túndátalééka 'we cook' tu-nda#talek-a SP-IPV#VRT-F 
tútáléká_úgwááli 'we cook staple' tu#talek-a SP#VRT-F 
atunatalééka 'we don't cook' a-tu-na#talek-a NEG-SP-IPV#VRT-F 
 
By comparison with the Present verb túndátalééka in T5.2, the Past Imperfective 
verb túshíndátalééka is a derived structure containing the compound tense prefix 
shinda-.
105
 However, in a similar process of structure modification to that which we 
have described in the Past and Present sets of verbs above, the tense-aspect prefix 
shinda- is again 'reduced' in the corresponding conjoint and negative constructions; 
from shinda- to shi- as in T5.3. 
 
T5.3 Past Imperfective, Conjoint Past Imperfective and Negative Past Imperfective 
verbs 
túshíndátalééka 'we were cooking' tu-shinda#talek-a  
SP-PIPV#VRT-F  
túshítáléká_úgwááli 'we were cooking staple' tu-shi#talek-a  
SP-PIPV#VRT-F 
atushitalééka 'we were not cooking' a-tu-shi#talek-a  
NEG-SP#VRT-F 
                                                          
 
 
105 In section 4.3.4, we argue that shinda- is a combination of a past marker shi- and the imperfective 
marker nda-. 
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Our proposal that the marked conjoint and negative verbs described above are 
derived from the unmarked positive verbs does not mean that all marked verb 
structures are derived from unmarked verb structures. In the remainder of this 
section, we describe a range of marked verb structures which represent varying 
kinds and stages of derivation.
106
 First however, we propose that one verb form, the 
Imperative, should be treated as a basic verb structure along with the four tenses 
which show neutral tense-aspect inflection: the Past, Anterior, Present and Future 
tenses (as cited in section 4.3.4.i). 
 
In D5.1, we proposed that verb structure in the Past tense is given by adding both the 
neutral perfective prefix ndi- and the neutral final vowel -a to a verbal base. The 
same derivational process gives the verb structure in Anterior verbs (also with the 
past/perfective marker ndi-) as well as in the two unmarked tenses in non-past time, 
the Present and Future tenses, which are both formed with the non-past/imperfective 
marker nda-, as shown in D5.3 for a Present verb.  
 
D5.3 Derivation: Present verb structure 
VBS -talek- 'cook'  
↓   
Present vándátalééka 
'they cook' 
va-nda#talek-a 
SP-IPV#VBS-F 
 
By comparison with the four basic verb structures referred to above, each with 
neutral tense-aspect inflection, the structure of Imperative verbs (which lack any 
tense-aspect inflection) is derived simply by adding the neutral final vowel -a to a 
verbal base, as in D5.4.  
 
D5.4 Derivation: Imperative verb structure 
VBS -talek- 'cook'  
↓   
Imperative taleéka 
'cook!' 
talek-a 
VBS-F 
 
In section 5.2, we draw a distinction between dependent and independent verbs 
which is based upon their inherent relationship to other verbs in an utterance. In 
Plateau Shimakonde, we only find two other kinds of independent verb which lack 
                                                          
 
 
106 The description in this section is not intended to be exhaustive but rather to indicate the variety of 
ways in which different verbal structures are derived. Following our distinction between dependent and 
independent verb structures in section 5.2, we then present a list of the entire range of discrete verbal 
structures found in Plateau Shimakonde indicating their derivation within the overall verb matrix, see 
sections 5.4 and 5.5 (and the summary in section 5.7 with which we conclude this chapter). 
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tense-aspect inflection entirely: Subjunctives and Infinitive verb-nouns. In our 
analysis, Infinitives are marked forms in which the non-neutral prefix ku- (with High 
tone), together with the neutral final vowel, is added to a verbal base, as in D5.5. 
 
D5.5 Derivation: Infinitive verb-noun stucture  
VBS -talek- 'cook'  
↓   
Infinitive kútálééka 
'to cook' 
ku#talek-a  
NP15#VBS-F 
 
By comparison with Infinitives, we propose that the structure of Subjunctives is 
given by derivation from the structure of Imperative verbs. We propose that the 
Imperative and the Subjunctive are semantically linked in Plateau Shimakonde. Both 
involve a stimulus to action but the Subjunctive 'adds' a semantic component of 
non-factuality. The morphological derivation is achieved by substituting the neutral 
final vowel in the Imperative structure with the non-neutral subjunctive suffix -e and 
by adding a subject prefix in the first and third persons as required, as in D5.6.
107
 
This may seem at odds with the fact that as elsewhere in Bantu, Subjunctives are 
frequently employed in subordinate clauses with a primarily purposive rather than 
imperative connotation (see many of the utterances in the folktale in Appendix 1, eg. 
lines 2c, 4c, 5b). Despite this, we argue in section 5.2 that Subjunctives are 
inherently independent verbal structures. Their employment as subordinate verbs 
does not deny their structural derivation from Imperative verbs (in which 
replacement of the neutral final vowel by the subjunctive suffix 'mitigates' the 
imperative by denoting non-factuality). 
 
D5.6 Derivation: Subjunctive verb structure 
VBS -talek- 'cook'  
↓   
Imperative taleéka 
'cook!' 
talek-a 
VBS-F 
↓   
Subjunctive vataleéke 
'they should cook' 
va#talek-e  
SP#VBS-SJV 
 
While the structure of Subjunctives is given by two stages of derivation (as in D5.6), 
we propose that the Negative Subjunctive and the Negative Past Subjunctive 
represent yet a third stage of derivation. In this, the primary negative marker a- as 
well as the reduced imperfective marker na- (referring to ongoing situations) are 
                                                          
 
 
107 In section 9.5.2, we argue that the tone found on Subjunctive verbs with vocalic stem-final glides 
indicates that this structure is given by replacing the neutral prefix -a by the subjunctive prefix -e. 
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added to the Subjunctive structure, with the distinction between the Negative 
Subjunctive and Negative Past Subjunctive given by contrastive tone assignment, as 
in D5.7. 
 
D5.7 Derivation: Negative Subjunctive verb structure 
VBS -talek- 'cook'  
↓   
Imperative taleéka 
'cook!' 
talek-a 
VBS-F 
↓   
Subjunctive vataleéke 
'they should cook' 
va#talek-e  
SP#VBS-SJV 
↓   
a. Negative Subjunctive avanatáleeke 
'they should not cook' 
a-va-na#talek-e  
NEG-SP-IPV#VBS-SJV 
   
b. Negative Past 
Subjunctive  
ávánátaleeke 
'they should not have cooked'  
(as above) 
 
In our analysis, the Negative Subjunctive and Negative Past Subjunctive verbs both 
represent at least one further stage of derivation from their corresponding positive 
verb (another marked structure).
108
 We propose that the structure of Negative 
Present Progressive verbs involves the same number of stages of derivation as 
Negative Subjunctives, although in this case the 'derivational pathway' is quite 
different. In our analysis, this verbal structure is derived from the Present tense by 
way of the Negative Present tense (with the addition of negative a- and the reduction 
of the imperfective prefix nda- to na-). The Negative Present Progressive is then 
given by adding the post-verbal marker _shiinu, as in D5.8 (see section 4.3.4.ii for 
our discussion of the semantic reference of this post-verbal unit). 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
108 It may be that the Negative Past Subjunctive represents a further stage of derivation from the Negative 
Subjunctive but since the contrast is given entirely by tone we do not discuss the question of priority 
between these structures in our present study. 
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D5.8 Derivation: Negative Present Progressive verb structure 
VBS -talek- 'cook'  
↓   
Present vándátalééka 
'they cook' 
va-nda#talek-a 
SP-IPV#VBS-F 
↓   
Negative Present avanatalééka 
'they don't cook' 
a-va-na#taleka 
NEG-SP-IPV#VST 
↓   
Negative Present Progressive avanataléká_shiinu 
'they aren't cooking'  
a-va-na#taleka_shinu 
NEG-SP-IPV#VBS-F_PRG 
 
In yet another derivational pathway, the structure of Negative Habitual Adverbial 
clauses is given by derivation from the structure of (positive) Adverbial clauses by 
way of Negative Adverbial clauses. In D5.9, note that progressive aspect in non-past 
adverbial clauses is assumed and that habitual aspect must be specified 
independently (see our description of the set of object-relative and adverbial clauses 
in section 5.5.5).  
 
D5.9 Derivation: Negative Habitual Adverbial clause structure 
VBS -talek- 'cook'  
↓   
Present Adverbial pávátáleeka 
'when they cook' 
pa-va#taleka  
CX16-SP#VST 
↓   
Negative Present 
Adverbial 
pávákátaleeka...  
'when they don't cook...' 
pa-va-ka#taleka  
CX16-SP-NEG#VST 
↓   
Negative Habitual 
Adverbial 
pávákánátalééka... 
'when they don't habitually 
cook...' 
pa-va-ka-na#taleka 
CX16-SP-NEG-IPV#VST 
 
5.2. Dependent and independent verb structures 
 
We find that the verbal system in Plateau Shimakonde is divided into two distinct 
morphological and tonal sub-systems: the first consisting of independent verbs, the 
second of dependent verbs. In this section, we begin by defining the difference 
between dependent and independent verb structures and then show that these two 
kinds of verb structure encode contrastive tense-aspect inflection in different 
morphological sub-systems.  
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5.2.1. Dependent vs. independent structures 
 
The distinction which we draw between independent and dependent verbs is slightly 
different from the distinction, common in Bantu studies, between main and 
subordinate verbs.  
 
In our study, dependent verbs are verbs which inherently describe actions in terms of 
their relationship to another action (whether named or implied in an utterance). 
Independent verbs, on the other hand, contain no inherent reference to another 
action. In this definition of dependent and independent verbs, we view dependence 
as an inherent property of specific verb forms. We therefore refer to this kind of 
dependence as 'morphosemantic'. By comparison, the dependence of a subordinate 
verb on a main verb (its 'syntactic dependence') is not an inherent property; it is 
given rather by the syntactic position of a verb in relation to other verbs. Although 
morphosemantic dependence and syntactic dependence frequently coincide, they do 
not always do so. In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that dependent verbs, as we have 
defined them above, are not always found in subordinate clauses; they may also be 
found in main clauses. Similarly, independent verbs may be found in both main and 
subordinate clauses.
109
  
 
One kind of verb form that is frequently found in subordinate clauses in Plateau 
Shimakonde, as elsewhere in Bantu, is the Subjunctive.
110
 Subjunctives do not, 
however, describe actions which inherently depend on another action. Rather, the 
essential reference of the subjunctive mood is non-factuality. As Rose et al. observe 
"Verb forms in the subjunctive express a range of speaker's attitudes such as 
uncertainty, tentativeness, vagueness, suggestions, preferences, hopes, fears, wishes, 
and commands, by contrast with indicatives, which represent events as factual" 
(2002:83).  
 
In the example cited below, the two Subjunctive verbs (vaiíde 'they should come' 
and vannóombe 'they should court') are syntactically subordinate to the sequential 
Infinitive verb (kúválaliíka 'he invites').
111
 In this example, the subordination of the 
two Subjunctive verbs is explicitly indicated by the conjunction (kulóóta 'so that'). 
The Subjunctives do not, however, indicate actions which inherently 'depend upon' 
                                                          
 
 
109 Rose et al. 2002:86 comment that describing one verbal construction in terms of its relation to other 
verbal constructions, "does not necessarily imply the subordinate status of one or more of the verbal 
constructions". 
110 Rose et al. 2002:84 state in their description of subordinate clauses in Bantu that Subjunctives "occur 
predominantly in subordinate clauses". 
111 In this example, the Infinitive is employed as a 'sequential verb' in which the event narrated is viewed 
in non-past time (see our discussion of sequential and consecutive verbs in section 5.5.2). 
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the action of the main verb. In other contexts, they could equally well be employed 
to refer to actions which have no relation to any other action (as in the independent 
statements, 'They should come' and 'They should marry'). This is because the verb 
form in and of itself does not specify dependence. 
 
Appendix 1, line 2b,c 
2b... kúválaliíka váááma uútí 
 ku#va-lalika va#N-ama uti 
 NP15#OP-VST NP2#NP9-NRT ADJ 
 to.invite.them animals all 
 '(Lion) invited all the animals...' 
 
2c kulóóta vaiíde
 
vannóombe mwáana 
 pakulóóta va#id-e va#mu-lomb-e mu#ana 
 CNJ SP#VRT-SJV SP#OP-VRT-SJV NP1#NST 
 so that they.should.come they.should.marry child 
 '...to come and court his daughter' 
 
By comparison with Subjunctive verbs in the above example, we find that the two 
counter-factual constructions in the following example are both inherently 
dependent. Although the first is a subordinate (and compound) verb and the second 
is a main verb, both are dependent forms in that they inherently refer to another 
action. 
léká ngwigwiité, níkándiída 
'if I had known, I would have come' 
 
The contrast that we have drawn in this section between dependent and independent 
verbs is important in our analysis of Plateau Shimakonde because we find that these 
two kinds of verb encode tense-aspect inflection in separate morphological 
sub-systems, as described in the following sub-section. 
 
5.2.2. Tense-aspect inflection in independent vs. dependent verbs 
 
In this sub-section, we show that dependent and independent verbs encode 
tense-aspect inflection in separate, albeit related, morphological sub-systems. 
 
5.2.2.i. Tense-aspect inflection in independent verbs 
 
Imperative, Subjunctive and Infinitive verbs constitute a small set of independent 
forms which do not encode contrastive aspectual inflection at all. This is because 
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both Imperatives and Subjunctives are inherently imperfective, while Infinitives do 
not encode any kind of tense-aspect inflection.
112
  
 
The inherently imperfective character of Imperative and Subjunctive verbs is 
demonstrated by their corresponding negative forms. These are expressed by 
Negative Subjunctives which employ the imperfective prefix na- (see section 4.3.4). 
Although a time distinction between Negative Past and Non-past Subjunctives is 
specified tonally, both forms employ the imperfective prefix (since the non-action in 
both cases is not viewed as complete). Compare the Imperative and Subjunctive 
verbs in T5.4. 
 
T5.4 Imperfective aspect in Negative Subjunctive verbs 
juúgwa  
'request!' 
jugw-a  
VRT-F 
ujuúgwe  
'you should request' 
u#jugw-e  
SP#VRT-SJV 
aunajúugwe  
'you should not request' 
a-u-na#jugw-e  
NEG-SP-IPV#VRT-SJV 
áúnájuugwe  
'you should not have requested' 
a-u-na#jugw-e  
NEG-SP-IPV#VRT-SJV 
 
Apart from the small set of verbs described above, we find that all independent verbs 
encode contrastive tense-aspect inflection within the same sub-system. In section 
5.1, we showed how a limited range of independent conjoint and negative verbs 
(with past imperfective, past and habitual tense-aspect) are derived from their 
corresponding positive forms. In section 5.4, we show that similar derivational 
processes account for the full range of independent forms in Plateau Shimakonde. 
This sub-system includes the positive, negative and conjoint structures in six 
tense-aspect sets: past and anterior, present and future, past imperfective and present 
progressive.  
 
Our description of the derivational relationships between independent structures 
identifies some variation between the derivational processes which apply in different 
sets of verbs. In particular, we find that verbs with past imperfective, present 
progressive or future tense-aspect (except for the Future tense itself) are either 
derived or compound structures which are built from basic forms outside their own 
set. So, for example, the structure of a Present Progressive verb like vankutálééka 
'they are cooking' fr. va-nku#taleka SP-PPG#VST is derived from the Infinitive (see 
our discussion of the compound nature of the prefix nku- in section 4.3.4.ii). 
                                                          
 
 
112 Although Infinitives allow an object prefix in the macrostem, they require the neutral inflectional 
suffix -a and permit no tense-aspect prefixes (see section 5.4.1). 
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Similarly, the Negative Present Progressive structure is derived not from the Present 
Progressive but from the Present, by way of the Negative Present, as indicated in 
D5.8. The inter-dependence between the different sets of verb structures described in 
section 5.4 then serves to highlight the unity and coherence of this morphological 
sub-system.  
 
5.2.2.ii. Tense-aspect inflection in dependent verbs 
 
In this section, we observe that dependent verbs encode tense-aspect inflection 
within a separate morphological sub-system from independent verbs. This is 
indicated firstly by differences in the way that negative verbs are formed, and 
secondly by differences in the system of tense-aspect contrasts in each of these 
sub-systems. 
 
In each of the pairs of dependent verbs cited in T5.5 to T5.7, observe that the 
negative verbs are formed with the secondary negative marker ka- (in the post-initial 
position, see section 4.3.3.iii). In independent verbs by comparison, negatives are 
formed by the addition of the primary negative prefix a- (in the pre-initial prefix 
position, see section 4.3.1).  
 
T5.5 Subject-relative verbs 
vajugwííle 
'(they) who requested' 
va#jugwile 
SP#PVST 
vákájugwííle 
'(they) who didn't request' 
va-ka#jugwile 
SP-NEG#PVST 
 
T5.6 Object-relative verbs 
vanivajugwííle ~ vanguvajugwííle 
'(they) whom I requested' 
va-ni/ngu#va-jugwile 
CX2-SP#OP-PVST 
váníkávájugwiíle 
'(they) whom I didn't request' 
va-ni-ka#va-jugwile 
CX2-SP-NEG#OP-PVST 
 
T5.7 Temporal verbs 
pavajugwííle... 
'when they requested...'  
pa-va#jugwile  
CX16-SP#PVST 
pávákájugwííle...   
'when they did not request...' 
pa-va-ka#jugwile  
CX16-SP-NEG#PVST 
 
In dependent verbs in which the prefix ka- is employed in its conditional sense, 
negation is then achieved by adding the reduced imperfective marker na- in the 
tense-aspect position. This is the case in the Imperfective Counter-factual verb 
structure illustrated in T5.8 (in which na- is also employed with the subjunctive 
suffix -e, indicating non-factuality; see our discussion of these structures in section 
4.3.3.ii). It is also the case in the Negative Conditional and Negative Historic 
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Conditional verbs in T5.9 (in which once again the subjunctive suffix -e indicates 
non-factuality, see our excursis on the use of conditional verbs in narrative in section 
5.2.2.iii). 
  
T5.8 Imperfective na- with negative meaning in counter-factual verbs 
Perfective  
(positive) 
vákándíjuúgwa 
'they would/should have requested' 
va-ka-ndi#jugwa  
SP-CND-PFV#VST 
Imperfective 
(negative)  
vákánájuugwe 
'they would/should not have requested' 
va-ka-na#jugw-e  
SP-CND-IPV#VBS-SJV 
 
T5.9 Imperfective na- with negative meaning in conditional verbs 
Conditional vakajúúgwa... 
'if/when they request' 
va-ka#jugwa  
SP-CND#VST 
(negative)  vakanajúúgwa... 
'if/when they don't request...'  
va-ka-na#jugwa  
SP-CND-NEG#VST 
Historic 
Conditional 
vakajúugwe... 
'when they had requested...' 
va-ka#jugw-e  
SP-CND#VBS-SJV 
(negative)  vakanajuugwe... 
'if/since they haven't requested...' 
va-ka-na#jugw-e  
SP-CND-NEG#VBS-SJV 
 
The second morphological indication that dependent verbs are formed in a separate 
sub-system from independent verbs is found in the way that they specify 
imperfective aspect within their tense-aspect matrices. 
 
With regard to independent verbs, we observed in section 4.3.4 that the primary 
tense-aspect distinction is between perfective and imperfective aspects. These 
aspects correspond to the distinction between past and non-past time. Present and 
future imperfectives are then specified by contrastive tone assignment. T5.10 
illustrates the discrete forms employed for positive and negative verbs with 
imperfective aspect (in both present and future time). 
 
T5.10 Independent verbs with imperfective aspect 
Present  vándátalééka 
'they cook'  
va-nda#taleka  
SP-IPV#VST 
(negative) avanatalééka 
'they don't cook' 
a-va-na#taleka 
NEG-SP-IPV#VST 
Future vandátaleéka 
'they will cook' 
va-nda#taleka  
SP-IPV#VST 
(negative) avataleeka 
'they won't cook' 
a-va#taleka 
NEG-SP#VST 
 
In dependent verbs by comparison, future tense-aspect is dropped entirely as a 
discrete form from the tense-aspect matrix. Future is then specified by a compound 
clause with an auxiliary present verb (with the stem -lota 'want' indicating imminent 
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action) and an Infinitive verb, as in the Subject-relative and Object-relative verbs in 
T5.11 and T5.12. In these tables, note that the negative forms in both sets are also 
employed for both present and future reference. 
 
T5.11 Subject-relative (dependent) verbs with imperfective aspect 
Present vajúúgwa ~ vájuúgwa 
'(they) who are requesting' 
va#jugwa 
SP#VST 
Future valóóta kújúúgwa 
'(they) who are going to request' 
va#lota ku#jugwa  
SP#VST NP15#VST 
(negative) vákájuugwa 
'(they) who do not / will not request' 
va-ka#jugwa  
SP-NEG#VST 
 
T5.12 Object-relative (dependent) verbs with imperfective aspect 
Present vángúvájúugwa 
'(they) whom I am requesting' 
va-ngu#va-jugwa  
CX2-SP#OP-VST 
Future vángúlóota kúvájuúgwa 
'(they) whom I am going to request' 
va-ngu#lota ku#va-jugwa 
CX2-SP#VST NP15#OP-VST 
(negative) váníkávájuugwa 
'(they) whom I am not / will not 
request' 
va-ni-ka#va-jugwa  
CX2-SP-NEG#OP-VST 
 
Significant differences also exist in the ways in which independent and dependent 
verbs specify habitual action in both past and non-past time in their respective 
sub-systems.  
 
In independent verb forms, present imperfective corresponds with habitual. Present 
forms can therefore refer either to an action which is happening at the moment or to 
an habitual action (see our discussion of distinctions in the core tense-aspect matrix 
in section 5.7.1). Present progressive aspect however is specified by a compound 
form, as in vankutálééka 'they are cooking' fr. va-nku#taleka SP-PPG#VST (with a 
compound tense prefix, see section 4.3.4). 
 
In dependent verb forms, by comparison, present imperfective corresponds to 
progressive aspect. Habitual action must be specified by the addition of the 
imperfective prefix na-. Similarly past imperfective is specified by the addition of 
the reduced imperfective marker shi-.  
 
We illustrate this system of contrasts for temporal verbs in T5.13 to T5.15. In 
sections 5.5.4 and 5.5.5 , we observe that the same process of derivation accounts for 
imperfective forms in Subject-relative and Object-relative verbs. The positive and 
negative temporal forms in T5.13 are all dependent verbs referring to actions in 
present time. They all assume progressive aspect (and do not employ any 
tense-aspect prefix). The forms in T5.14 then add the reduced imperfective prefix 
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na- to specify habitual aspect, while the forms in T5.15 add the reduced past 
imperfective prefix shi- to specify past time. 
 
T5.13 Present temporal forms in which progressive aspect is assumed. 
pávájúugwa... 
'when they are requesting...'  
pa-va#jugwa 
CX16-SP#VST 
pávákájuugwa...   
'when they are not requesting...' 
pa-va-ka#jugwa  
CX16-SP-NEG#VST 
 
T5.14 Present temporal forms in which habitual aspect is specified. 
pávánájúúgwa... 
'when they (habitually) request...'  
pa-va-na#jugwa 
CX16-SP-IPV#VST 
pávákánájúúgwa... 
'when they do not (habitually) request...' 
pa-va-ka-na#jugwa  
CX16-SP-NEG-IPV#VST 
 
T5.15 Past temporal forms in which past imperfective aspect is specified. 
páváshíjúúgwa... 
'when they were requesting...'  
pa-va-shi#jugwa 
CX16-SP-PIPV#VST 
pávákáshíjúúgwa... 
'when they were not requesting...' 
pa-va-ka-shi#jugwa  
CX16-SP-NEG-PIPV#VST 
 
5.2.2.iii. Excursis on the use of conditional verbs in narrative 
 
The Conditional and Historic Conditional tenses illustrated in T5.9 are both 
employed to move a narrative forward to the next main event, but in slightly 
different ways (as discussed in this section). Both are imperfective, as indicated by 
their negative tenses, which employ the reduced imperfective prefix na-. In broad 
terms, the use of both conditionals for this purpose is consistent with their inherent 
reference to another action (see our definition of dependent verbs in section 5.2.1). 
In both cases, the potential event referred to by the prefix ka- is the next event in the 
narrative, thus our description of these verbs as 'consecutive verbs'.
113
 
 
The example in T5.16 is taken from a story in which the narrator and his companion 
are on a journey into Tanzania where they hope to earn some money. The previous 
episode in this story has dealt with them catching and cooking a wild cat. The 
narrator recounts that sequence of events using Infinitive forms (employed as 
                                                          
 
 
113 Rose et al. 2003:19 state that, "(I)n narratives containing a string of events or actions, subsequent 
actions are indicated by the use of various morphemes. In these narrative verbs, the time frame is 
established in one of several ways: either (1) explicitly in the first clause of the utterance, or (2) in some 
previous utterance, or (3) is understood by the participants. Across Bantu, both -ka- and Ø are common to 
indicate consecutive/subsecutive..." 
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'sequential verbs').
114
 The transition to the following episode is marked by the use of 
the Conditional verbs tukatalééka... tukapááta... tukaúúma (in a. and d.). In this 
transitional episode, the narrator and his companion eat the wild cat, are satisfied 
and gain strength. They then finish cultivating their portion of land and go to request 
payment from the landowner (which is the next main episode in the story). In the 
middle of the transition (the clause in b.), the narrator uses an Infinitive form 
(kwáándálééya, a borrowed word from Swahili). This indicates another main event 
in the story. The narrator then employs the final Conditional (consecutive) form in d. 
to move the story on to the next main episode.
115
 
 
T5.16  Excerpt from a story about a journey to Tanzania 
a. weêtu  tukatalééka,  tukapááta 
 
diaáno 
 wetu tu-ka#taleka tu-ka#pata diN#ano 
 PRN SP-CND#VST SP-CND#VST NP10#NST 
 we we cooked we received ideas 
 'we cooked and got strong, 
 
b. weêtu kwáándálééya ná kúlííma 
 wetu ku#andaleya na ku#lima 
 PRN NP15#VST CNJ NP15#VST 
 we to continue  with  farming 
 we continued to work 
. 
c. mpááka patuukííle námáliila 
 mpaka pa-tu#uk-ile na#malila 
 CNJ CX16-SP#VRT-PFV FV#VST 
 until when we had gone
116
 and finished,
117
 
 until we finished 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
114 In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that Infinitives are employed to recount a string of events in a story 
line without giving any event in the string greater prominence than the others. We refer to the Infinitives 
in these verb-strings as 'sequential verbs'. This narrative usage differs from the use of Conditionals and 
Historic Conditionals as 'consecutive verbs' because the latter give prominence to the following event.  
Note however that in Plateau Shimakonde, both consecutive and sequential verbs assume the antecedent 
subject in the narrative. 
115 See also the use of the Conditional as a consecutive verb in Appendix 1, line 83a (and then in its 
'standard' conditional sense in line 88a). 
116 Note the use of a Past Temporal clause (compare the example in T5.7). 
117 Note the use of a Purposive construction with pre-verbal na- (see section 4.2). 
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d. weêtu tukaúúma mwáanda kukaâja 
 wetu tu-ka#uma mwanda ku#(i-)kaja 
 PRN SP-CND#VST N LOC#(NP9A-)NST 
 we we went out journey to home 
 we left and went home.' 
 
By comparison with the use of the Conditional verbs as a transitional device in 
T5.16 (a. and d.), the Historic Conditional form is used as 'tail-head' device in 
narrative. It refers to an event which forms the point of departure for the next 
episode. As elsewhere, the subjunctive suffix indicates non-factuality. This is 
because the event is viewed as non-factual in the sense that it is not a new event in 
the story. It is an event which has already happened and is referred to simply so as to 
introduce the next episode in a story. In the example of the Historic Conditional in 
T5.17a (akaíigwe 'when he heard'), drawn from the folktale in Appendix 1, Rabbit 
has heard that the other animals who were invited by Lion to try and win his 
daughter are failing in the task that he (Lion) has set. The narrator then uses the 
Historic Conditional form to introduce the next main episode in the story (the arrival 
of Rabbit with his own ideas of how to win Lion's daughter). 
 
T5.17 Excerpt from folktale (Appendix 1, Line 7) 
a. Bai, shínguúla náae akaíigwe doóní, 
 bai shingula nae a-ka#ig(w)-e doni 
 CNJ N PRN SP-CND#VRT-SJV CNJ 
 well Rabbit he when he heard like this 
 'Well, when Rabbit heard that 
 
b. váváágwe vankutátákéélá, 
 vavagwe va-nku#tatakela 
 N SP-PPG#VST 
 his companions they are failing 
 his companions are failing 
 
c. ándyuúká kóoko 
 a-ndi#uka koko 
 SP-PFV#VST RD(b)17 
 he went there 
 he went there.' 
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5.3. Conjoint vs. disjoint structures 
 
All descriptions of Makonde document a systemic distinction between so-called 
'conjoint' and 'disjoint' verbs, elsewhere referred to as 'conjunct(ive) and 
disjunct(ive) verbs'. Both conjoint and disjoint forms are independent in the sense 
that they do not inherently refer to another action (see our definition of dependent 
forms in section 5.2.1). 
 
Rose et al. state that in Bantu languages, 'conjunctive verb forms emphasize the 
close relationship between the verb and a following constituent, which could be an 
object or an adverbial'. While we do not examine the precise import of conjoint 
constructions in our present study, the general effect of joining a verb to its 
complement is to downgrade the semantic weight of the verb and give focus to its 
complement. In Makhuwa-Enahara (P31), van der Wal 2009:235 proposes that an 
'exclusive interpretation' is given to the element following conjoint verbs. In each of 
the Conjoint Anterior constructions in T5.18, the element following the verb may be 
said to have an exclusive reference. In a., the complement receives 'non-contrastive' 
focus. This compares with the disjoint construction in which the same complement 
receives no special focus. In b., the complement receives 'interrogative focus' and in 
c., the complement receives 'contrastive focus' (that is, 'they have bought eggs rather 
than something else').  
 
T5.18 Conjoint Anterior verbs 
a. vaukile_kúkáaja 'they have gone home' 
va#uk-ile SP#VRT-PFV 
 vandyúǔka kukaâja 'they have gone home' 
va-ndi#uka SP-PFV#VST 
b. vaukilé_kwaáshí? 'where have they gone?' 
va#uk-ile SP#VRT-PFV 
c. vashumile_máái 'they have bought eggs' 
va#shum-ile SP#VRT-PFV 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, the distinctive structural property of conjoint constructions 
is that the verb is joined to its complement within the same phonological phrase (as 
in the conjoint constructions in T5.18). In this context, penultimate lengthening is 
only applied to the complement (see section 9.3.2).  
 
While many disjoint verbs may be joined to their complements within the same 
phonological phrase for pragmatic reasons, conjoint verbs are obligatorily joined to 
their complements in this way. In the pairs of examples below in T5.19, we show a 
range of positive disjoint verb forms that can, for pragmatic reasons, be joined to 
their complements in a single phonological phrase (but do not require to be so 
placed). In each pair of verbs the focus on the complement is indicated by the 
underlining in the gloss.  
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T5.19 Disjoint verbs which may be joined to their complements within the same 
phonological phrase 
a. Infinitive  
 kútálééka ugwaáli 'to cook staple' ku#talek-a NP15#VRT-F 
 kútáléká_úgwááli 'to cook staple' (same morphology) 
 
b. Imperative  
 taleéka ugwaáli 'cook staple!' talek-a VRT-F 
 taleka_úgwááli 'cook staple!' (same morphology) 
 
c. Subjunctive  
 vataleéke ugwaáli 'they should cook staple' va#talek-e SP#VRT-SJV 
 vateleke_úgwááli 'they should cook staple' (same morphology) 
 
d. Present Progressive  
 vankutálééka ugwaáli 'they are cooking staple' va-nku#talek-a SP-PPG#VRT-F 
 vankutáléká_úgwááli 'they are cooking staple' (same morphology) 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde we find just five disjoint verbal structures which cannot be 
joined to their complement within the same phonological phrase. These are the Past 
and Anterior, the Present and Future and the Past Imperfective, as listed in T5.20. 
These are the only tenses which also have a corresponding but distinct conjoint 
structure (but note that the corresponding conjoint structure for the Future tense is a 
compound based upon the Conjoint Present form of the verb -lota 'want', employed 
as an auxiliary).  
 
T5.20 Disjoint forms which cannot be joined to their complement within the same 
phonological phrase and corresponding conjoint forms which must be so joined. 
a. Past  
 vándítalééka ugwaáli 
'they cooked staple'  
va-ndi#talek-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-F 
 vátáléké_úgwááli 
'they cooked staple'  
va#talek-ile  
SP#VRT-PFV 
 
b. Anterior  
 vanditáleéka ugwaáli 
'they have cooked staple'  
va-ndi#talek-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-F 
 vataleke_úgwááli 
'they have cooked staple'  
va#talek-ile  
SP#VRT-PFV 
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c. Present/Habitual  
 vándátalééka ugwaáli 
'they cook staple'  
va-nda#talek-a  
SP-IPV#VRT-F 
 vátáléká_úgwááli 
'they cook staple'  
va#talek-a  
SP#VRT-F 
 
d. Future  
 vandatáleéka ugwaáli 
'they will cook staple' 
va-nda#talek-a  
SP-IPV#VRT-F 
 válótá_kútáléká_úgwááli 
'they are going to cook staple' 
va#lot-a_kutaleka  
SP#VRT-F_INF 
 
e. Past Imperfective  
 váshíndátalééka ugwaáli 
'they were cooking staple'  
va-shinda#talek-a  
SP-PIPV#VRT-F 
 váshítáléká_úgwááli 
'they were cooking staple'  
va-shi#talek-a  
SP-PIPV#VRT-F 
 
We propose that the explanation for the restriction of special conjoint structures to 
the five tenses listed in T5.20 is that these tenses are either basic structures with a 
neutral tense-aspect prefix (as in a.-d.) or, in e., a derived structure with a compound 
tense-aspect prefix based on neutral prefix (see our discussion of the Past 
Imperfective prefix shinda- in section 4.3.4.ii). It appears that with the tense-aspect 
matrix in this language, the Past Imperfective is treated, at least semantically, as a 
basic verbal structure (an imperfective form 'tweaked' for past reference). Since 
these five tenses appear to be considered as unmarked or basic verbs, they therefore 
require special (reduced) structures to place focus on their complements.  
 
In our research, we find that apart from Negative Present Progressive verbs and 
Negative Future verbs, negative verbs in Plateau Shimakonde cannot be joined to 
their complements within the same phonological phrase (that is, they are inherently 
disjoint structures). The disjoint nature of the Negative Habitual, Negative 
Subjunctive and Negative Anterior verbs is illustrated by the examples in T5.21 
(which have no conjoint equivalents). 
 
T5.21 Negative disjoint verbs (which cannot be joined to their complements) 
a. Negative 
Subjunctive 
avanatáleeke ugwaáli 
'they shouldn't cook staple'  
a-va-na#talek-e  
NEG-SP-IPV#VRT-SJV 
b. Negative 
Habitual 
avanatalééka ugwaáli  
'they don't cook staple' 
a-va-na#taleka  
NEG-SP-IPV#VST 
c. Negative 
Anterior 
avatáleéke ugwaáli 
'they haven't cooked staple' 
a-va#talek-ile  
NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
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In contrast to our general observation that negative verbs are inherently disjoint 
structures, we find that Negative Future verbs are linked to their complements within 
the same phonological phrase by default. T5.22 shows a Negative Future verb with 
and without an object prefix, as well the citation prosody of the complement 
ugwaáli. The examples in b. show the default linking of Negative Future verbs to 
their complement when the latter is stated. The examples in c. by comparison are 
emphatic (indicating that 'they will not cook staple at all'). A slight pause before the 
complement is require to achieve this emphatic sense. We tentatively propose that 
the reason why Negative Future verbs are linked to their complements, unless an 
emphatic sense is intended, is that the Negative Future structure is derived from the 
Conjoint Present tense (with negative lowering). Since the latter requires a 
complement within the same phonological phrase, this may be the reason why 
Negative Future verbs are linked by default to their complements (when the latter 
are stated).  
 
T5.22 Negative Future verbs (with and without complements) 
a. avataleeka 
'they will not cook' 
a-va#taleka 
NEG-SP#VST 
 avantálákeela 
'they will not cook for him' 
a-va#mu-talakela 
NEG-SP#OP-VST 
 ugwaáli 
'staple' 
u#gwali 
NP14#NST 
b. avataleeka ugwaáli  
'they will not cook staple at all' 
a-va#taleka ugwali 
NEG-SP#VST N 
 avantálákeela ugwaáli 
'they will not cook staple for him at all' 
a-va#mu-talakela ugwali 
NEG-SP#OP-VST N 
c. avataléká_ugwaali 
'they will not cook staple' 
a-va#taleka_ ugwali 
NEG-SP#VST_N 
 avantálákélá_ugwaali 
'they will not cook staple for him' 
a-va#mu-talakela_ugwali 
NEG-SP#OP-VST_N 
 
Negative Present Progressive verbs are also an exception to our general finding that 
negative verbs cannot be linked to their complements within the same phonological 
phrase. In this tense however, we find that the linking is obligatory. We propose that 
this is because the structure of Negative Present Progressive verbs is derived by 
adding the post-verbal marker _shiinu to the Negative Present (conjoint) form, as 
described in section 5.1 (see D5.8).
118
 In T5.23, note that if an object complement is 
specified, it may be added to the post-verbal marker (as in b.) or replace it (as in c.). 
In b., the object complement forms a separate phonological phrase from the verbal 
unit; in c., it replaces shiínu within the same phonological phrase as the verb. 
                                                          
 
 
118 See also the examples in Appendix 1, line 61 and again in 62d (and elsewhere in the story). 
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T5.23 Negative Present Progressive verbs  
a. avanataléká_shiinu 
'they are not cooking' 
a-va-na#taleka_shinu 
NEG-SP-IPV#VST_PRG 
b. avanataléká_shiinu ugwaáli 
'they are not cooking staple' 
a-va-na#taleka_shinu ugwali 
NEG-SP-IPV#VST_PRG + N 
c. avanataléká_ugwaali  
'they are not cooking staple' 
a-va-na#taleka_ugwali 
NEG-SP-IPV#VST_N 
 
5.4. Independent structures  
 
In this section and the next, we give a complete list of the discrete verb structures, or 
'tenses', which we find in Plateau Shimakonde, indicating the basic form from which 
each is derived (see section 5.1 for our definition of basic forms). For each tense, we 
also give two examples employing the verb root -jugw- 'request'; one example with 
an object prefix; the other, without. We do not give examples of disjoint verbs which 
may, for pragmatic reasons, be placed in conjoint phrases (see section 5.3).  
 
Our list of different forms reflects the categorical distinctions which we have drawn 
in sections 5.1 to 5.3 between basic and derived structures, between dependent and 
independent structures, and between disjoint and conjoint structures. It also reflects 
the tense-aspect distinctions which we drew in section 4.3.4 between perfective and 
imperfective and between projected and non-projected events. We find that these 
broad 'systemic' distinctions mean that the verb system in Plateau Shimakonde is 
both highly structured and hierarchically organised. This analysis is the basis for our 
summary of the verbal system in table form with which we conclude the present 
chapter (see section 5.7.2). 
 
Neither Liphola 2001 nor Manus 2003, in their respective descriptions of verb 
morphology in Coastal and Zanzibar Shimakonde, draws the systemic distinctions 
cited above, nor do they examine different verbal forms in terms of their place 
within an overall matrix. This means that in their descriptions, the verbal 'system' 
appears simply as an atomistic list of different forms without any overall 
organisation. In this respect Manus (ibid.) only differs from Liphola (ibid.) in so far 
as she distinguishes two 'series' of tenses; the first set which takes one form of the 
first singular subject prefix and the second which takes the other form (as noted in 
section 4.3.2.iii). 
 
Our treatment of the verbal system as a coherent matrix of interrelated structures 
means that we assess the referential content of specific forms rather differently from 
both Liphola 2001 and from Manus 2003. With regard to verbs in past time, we 
regard the distinction between our 'Past' and 'Anterior' tenses to be primarily 
aspectual (that is, between completed events which are not projected and completed 
events which are projected). Liphola and Manus by comparison regard the 
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difference as either temporal or aspectual, depending upon context (in Manus' 
terminology either 'passé lointain' vs. 'passé proche' or 'passé révolu' vs. 'passé 
résultatif'). With regard to verbs in non-past time, we regard both the 'Present' and 
'Future' tenses to be expressions of 'imperfective' aspect (with the same distinction 
between projected and non-projected events which exists between perfective verbs). 
Liphola 2001 by comparison reserves the label 'imperfective' for ongoing action in 
past time and both Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 refer to our 'Present' tense as the 
'Habitual'. In our assessment, this treatment does not account for its use to refer to 
non-habitual present events (see section 5.7.1), nor does it adequately explain the 
minimal tone contrast between it and the Future tense (see section 4.3.4). What is 
more, it also does not account for the morphological dependence of marked future 
constructions on the Present rather than Future tense (see our description of specific 
forms in this and the following section, as well as our table overview in section 5.7). 
 
5.4.1. Infinitives 
 
The Infinitive verb-noun is a marked or derived structure in which the nominal 
prefix in class 15 is added to a neutral verb stem (with or without an object prefix). 
  
Infinitive NP15#(OP-)VST 
kújúúgwa 
'to request' 
ku#jugwa 
kútújuúgwa 
'to request us' 
ku#tu-jugwa 
 
5.4.2. Imperatives and Subjunctives 
 
Imperatives without an object prefix are unmarked or basic structures which consist 
simply of a (neutral) stem. They are inherently positive forms; prohibitions are 
expressed by the Negative Subjunctive (see below). As indicated in the structure 
formula below, the Imperative only permits first person object prefixes. When these 
are specified, they turn the Imperative into a derived structure in which the object 
receives focus by default. This appears to be the case whether the object is specified 
in a conjoint construction or is specified by an object prefix within the verb 
structure.  
 
Imperative (OP1S/P-)VST 
juúgwa 
'request!' 
jugwa 
tujuugwa 
'request us!' 
tu-jugwa 
 
Commands with third person object prefixes are expressed by the Polite Imperative 
in which the neutral final suffix -a is replaced by the subjunctive suffix -e. The 
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Polite Imperative is therefore another derived structure. Note that the Polite 
Imperative is a distinct form from the Subjunctive (see below). 
  
Polite Imperative OP3S/P-VBS-SJV 
vajuugwe 
'request them!' 
va-jugw-e 
 
The Subjunctive is a derived structure in which the non-neutral subjunctive suffix -e 
replaces the neutral suffix -a in the Imperative stem (see our analysis of tone 
retraction in Subjunctive verbs in section 9.5.2). In contrast to the Imperative, the 
Subjunctive requires a subject prefix. 
 
Subjunctive SP#(OP)-VBS-SJV 
vajuúgwe 
'they should request' 
va#jugw-e 
vatujúugwe 
'they should request us' 
va#tu-jugw-e 
 
We regard Distal Imperative and Distal Subjunctive verbs as further kinds of 
imperative structure, in which the distal prefix ka- is added to the verb stem (with or 
without object prefix) and in which the subjunctive marker replaces the neutral 
suffix. Note that the tone carried by the stems in both the Distal Imperative and 
Distal Subjunctive are different again from the basic Imperative structure described 
above. In addition, note that the Distal Subjunctive is polysemic with the Historic 
Conditional tense (see section 5.5.2). 
 
Distal Imperative DTL#(OP-)VBS-SJV 
kajuugwe 
'go and request!' 
ka#jugw-e 
kavajuugwe 
'go and request them!' 
ka#va-jugw-e 
 
Distal Subjunctive SP-DTL#(OP-)VBS-SJV 
vakajúugwe 
'they should go and request' 
va-ka#jugw-e 
vakavájuugwe 
'they should go and request them' 
va-ka#va-jugw-e 
 
Past subjunctive inflection is expressed either by the Imperfective Counter-factual 
tense (see section 5.5.3) or by a compound form such as indiváíkiílá vajuúgwe 'they 
should have requested' (lit. 'it has been fitting they should request') fr. i-ndi#vaikila 
va#jugwe C9-PFV#VST SP#SVST. 
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Two negative subjunctive forms exist, distinguished only by tone. Both are 
imperfective derived forms employing the negative prefix a- and the reduced 
imperfective prefix na-. Both forms refer to present situations; the first to an action 
which has not happened and is prohibited; the second, to a present situation which 
exists because an undesired action has happened at some point in the past. 
 
Negative Non-past Subjunctive NEG-SP-IPV#(OP)-VBS-SJV 
avanajúugwe 
'they should not request' 
a-va-na#jugw-e 
 
avanatújuugwe 
'they should not request us' 
a-va-na#tu-jugw-e 
 
Negative Past Imperfective Subjunctive NEG-SP-IPV#(OP)-VBS-SJV 
ávánájuugwe 
'they should not have requested' 
a-va-na#jugw-e 
 
ávánátújuugwe 
'they should not have requested us' 
a-va-na#tu-jugw-e 
 
5.4.3. Perfectives 
 
In this section, we describe the range of independent perfective structures found in 
Plateau Shimakonde as a single set. In this set of verbs, the basic, negative and 
conjoint structures with past tense-aspect show the same derivational structure as the 
corresponding structures with anterior tense-aspect. They are only distinguished by 
contrastive tone assignment. 
 
The Past and Anterior tenses are basic verbal structures in which a subject prefix and 
the neutral perfective prefix ndi- are added to a neutral stem (with or without object 
prefix). 
 
Past SP-PFV#(OP)-VST 
vándíjuúgwa 
'they requested' 
va-ndi#jugwa 
vándítújuúgwa 
'they requested us' 
va-ndi#tu-jugwa 
 
Anterior SP-PFV#(OP)-VST 
vandíjuúgwa 
'they have requested' 
va-ndi#jugwa 
vanditújuúgwa 
'they have requested us' 
va-ndi#tu-jugwa 
 
The Negative Past and Negative Anterior tenses are derived structures in which the 
negative prefix a- is added to the Past and Anterior structures respectively. In each 
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case, the neutral perfective prefix is dropped and the neutral final suffix is replaced 
by the non-neutral perfective suffix (see discussion in section 5.1). 
 
Negative Past NEG-SP#(OP)-VBS-PFV 
avajugwííle 
'they didn't request' 
a-va#jugw-ile 
avatujugwííle 
'they didn't request us' 
a-va#tu-jugw-ile 
 
Negative Anterior NEG-SP#(OP)-VBS-PFV 
avajúgwiíle 
'they haven't requested' 
a-va#jugw-ile 
avatujúgwiíle 
'they haven't requested us' 
a-va#tu-jugw-ile 
 
The Conjoint Past and Conjoint Anterior tenses are both derived structures which 
require a complement within the same phonological phrase. They have the same 
morphological structure as the Negative Past and Negative Anterior forms 
respectively, but without the negative prefix. 
 
Conjoint Past SP#(OP)-VBS-PFV_ 
vájúgwílé_méedi 
'they requested water' 
va#jugw-ile_ 
vátújúgwílé_méedi 
'they requested water from us' 
va#tu-jugw-ile_ 
 
Conjoint Anterior SP#(OP)-VBS-PFV_ 
vajugwile_méedi 
'they have requested water' 
va#jugw-ile_ 
vatujugwile_méedi 
'they have requested water from us' 
va#tu-jugw-ile_ 
 
5.4.4. Imperfectives 
 
In this section, we propose that all independent imperfective forms, apart from two, 
are derived in one way or another from the basic Present form.  
 
5.4.4.i. Basic imperfectives 
 
The Present tense is a basic structure in which a subject prefix and the neutral 
imperfective prefix nda- are added to a neutral stem (with or without object prefix). 
Note that although the Present verb form is employed primarily to refer to habitual 
action, it may also refer to a one-off action which is occurring in present time (with 
no special reference to its progressive aspect, see section 5.7.1). 
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Present SP-IPV#(OP)-VST 
vándájuúgwa 
'they request' 
va-nda#jugwa 
vándátújuúgwa 
'they request us' 
va-nda#tu-jugwa 
 
The Future tense is also a basic structure. It is distinguished from the Present tense 
by the same contrastive assignment which distinguishes the Past and Anterior 
perfective tenses (see section 4.3.4.i). Although a basic structure, we find that the 
Future tense is relatively weakly developed as an independent tense. This is 
indicated by our finding that the corresponding conjoint and negative tenses are 
derived from the Present rather than the Future tense (see sections 5.3 and 5.4.4.ii). 
Note also that first and second person forms show a different underlying assignment 
from third person forms 
 
Future (3P) SP-IPV#(OP)-VST 
vandájuúgwa 
'they will request' 
va-nda#jugwa 
vandatújuúgwa 
'they will request us' 
va-nda#tu-jugwa 
 
Future (1P) SP-IPV#(OP)-VST 
tundajuúgwa 
'we will request' 
tu-nda#jugwa 
tundavajuúgwa 
'we will request them' 
tu-nda#va-jugwa 
 
5.4.4.ii. Non-past imperfective structures derived from the Present tense 
 
The Negative Present tense is a derived structure in which the negative prefix a- is 
added to the unmarked Present structure, and in which the neutral imperfective 
prefix is reduced to non-neutral na- (see discussion in section 5.1). 
 
Negative Present NEG-SP-IPV#(OP)-VST 
avanajúúgwa 
'they don't request' 
a-va-na#jugwa 
avanatujúúgwa 
'they don't request us' 
a-va-na#tu-jugwa 
 
In the Negative Present Progressive tense, the progressive post-verbal marker 
_shiinu is added to the Negative Present structure (not the Present Progressive 
structure). 
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Negative Present Progressive NEG-SP-IPV#(OP)-VST_PRG 
avanajúgwá_shiinu 
'they are not requesting' 
a-va-na#jugwa_shinu 
avanatujúgwá_shiinu 
'they are not requesting us' 
a-va-na#tu-jugwa_shinu 
 
The Conjoint Present tense is a derived structure which requires a complement 
within the same phonological phrase. It drops the neutral imperfective prefix nda- 
from the unmarked Present form. 
 
Conjoint Present SP#(OP)-VST_ 
vájúgwá_méedi 
'they request water' 
va#jugwa_ 
vátújúgwá_méedi 
'they request water from us' 
va#tu-jugwa_ 
 
The Conjoint Future tense is a compound structure based on the Conjoint Present 
(not on the Future form). In this structure, an auxiliary verb with the stem -lota is 
placed before an Infinitive within the same phonological phrase. 
 
Conjoint Future SP#lota_INF 
válótá_kújúgwá_méedi 
'they are going to / intend to request water' 
va#lota_ku#jugwa 
válótá_kútújugwa_méedi 
'they are going to / intend to request water from us' 
va#lota_ku#tu-jugwa 
 
The Negative Future tense is another imperfective tense which is based on the 
Conjoint Present, in this case by adding the negative prefix a-. As indicated in 
section 5.3, Negative Future verbs are joined by default to their complement (if one 
is specified). 
 
Negative Future NEG-SP#(OP)-VST 
avajuugwa 
'they will not request' 
a-va#jugwa 
 
avajúgwá_meedi 
'they will not request water' 
a-va#jugwa_ 
avatujúugwa 
'they will not request from us' 
a-va#tu-jugwa 
 
avatujúgwá_meedi 
'they will not request water from us' 
a-va#tu-jugwa_ 
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5.4.4.iii. Past imperfective structures 
 
In section 4.3.4, we demonstrated that the past imperfective prefix shinda- is a 
compound morpheme consisting of the imperfective prefix nda- to which the 
morpheme shi- is added to specify past time. Despite this morphological 'twist', we 
regard the Past Imperfective as a basic structure because it patterns together with 
unmarked forms. This is seen by the fact that it does not require the reduction of the 
neutral prefix nda- to na- which is required in other derived forms. Secondly, and as 
indicated in section 5.3, it joins the other basic structures in the core tense-aspect 
matrix by having a corresponding and distinct conjoint structure which places focus 
on the complement. 
 
Past Imperfective SP-PIPV#(OP)-VST 
váshíndájuúgwa 
'they were requesting' 
va-shinda#jugwa 
váshíndátújuúgwa 
'they were requesting us' 
va-shinda#tu-jugwa 
 
The Negative Past Imperfective tense is a derived structure in which the negative 
prefix a- is added to the Past imperfective form. The compound tense-aspect prefix 
is reduced to non-neutral shi- (see discussion in section 5.1). 
 
Negative Past Imperfective NEG-SP-PIPV#(OP)-VST 
avashijúúgwa 
'they weren't requesting' 
a-va-shi#jugwa 
avashitujúúgwa 
'they weren't requesting us' 
a-va-shi#tu-jugwa 
 
The Conjoint Past Imperfective tense is a derived structure which requires a 
complement within the same phonological phrase. It shows the same morphology as 
the Negative Past Imperfective form, except for the negative prefix a-. 
 
Conjoint Past Imperfective  SP-PIPV#(OP)-VST_ 
váshíjúgwá_méedi 
'they were requesting water' 
va-shi#jugwa_ 
váshítújúgwá_méedi 
'they were requesting water from us' 
va-shi#tu-jugwa_ 
 
5.4.4.iv. Present Progressive 
 
The Present Progressive tense is a derived structure employing the compound prefix 
nku- (see section 4.3.4). Note that as with future verbs, the corresponding conjoint 
and negative forms (that is, with present progressive aspect) are derived from the 
structure of the Present rather than the Present Progressive tense. Note secondly that 
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progressive aspect in past and future time can only be specified by compound verb 
structures (see section 5.6.2). 
 
Present Progressive SP-PPG#(OP)-VST 
vankujúúgwa 
'they are requesting' 
va-nku#jugwa 
vankutújuúgwa 
'they are requesting us' 
va-nku#tu-jugwa 
 
5.5. Dependent structures 
 
Dependent verbs are inherently non-neutral verbal structures in that they contain an 
inherent reference to another event (see section 5.2.1). This sub-system nevertheless 
includes both basic and derived structures (including participials, or 'situatives', 
conditionals, counter-factuals, subject- and object-relatives and adverbial structures).  
 
5.5.1. Participial structures 
 
There are just two participial (non-finite) forms: perfective (past) and imperfective 
(present).
119
 The Past Participial is derived by adding a subject prefix to a perfective 
stem (with or without object prefix). The Present Participial is derived by adding a 
subject prefix to a neutral stem (with or without object prefix).  
 
Past Participial SP#(OP)-PVST 
vajugwiile 
'they having requested' 
va#jugwile 
vatujugwiile 
'they having requested from us' 
va#tu-jugwile 
 
Present Participial SP#(OP)-VST 
vájúugwa 
'they requesting' 
va#jugwa 
vátújúugwa 
'they requesting from us' 
va#tu-jugwa 
 
                                                          
 
 
119 In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001:443ff identifies just one positive participial form (equivalent to 
our imperfective (non-past) participial). He also identifies a negative participial form, which we find in 
Plateau Shimakonde to be the Negative Conditional (see next section). He describes our Perfective 
Participial form as a 'perfective temporal-when positive' form. However he also lists a 'recent past 
perfective temporal' form and a 'remote past perfective temporal' form. In our analysis, the latter two are 
both adverbial forms which contrast with the participial forms described in this section. 
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5.5.2. Conditional structures 
 
Conditional verbs are formed by adding a subject prefix and the conditional prefix 
ka- to a neutral verb stem (with or without object prefix).  
 
Conditional SP-CND#(OP)-VST 
vakajúúgwa 
'if/when they request' 
va-ka#jugwa 
vakatujúúgwa 
'if/when they request us' 
va-ka#tu-jugwa 
 
Historic Conditional verbs are formed by replacing the neutral suffix with the 
subjunctive suffix to indicate non-factuality (see section 5.2.2.iii).
120
 
 
Historic Conditional SP-CND#(OP)-VBS-SJV 
vakajúugwe 
'when they requested' 
va-ka#jugw-e 
vakatújuugwe 
'when they requested us' 
va-ka#tu-jugw-e 
 
Negative Conditional verbs are formed by adding the reduced imperfective prefix 
na- (with its secondary 'negative' sense, see section 5.2.2.ii) to the positive forms 
described above. Note that while the Conditional and Negative Conditional tenses 
are both clearly imperfective, since they refer to potential events in future time, the 
Historic Conditional and Negative Historic Conditional are also imperfective 
because they both, from the point of view of the speaker/narrator, describe present 
situations (albeit the result of past and perfective actions). 
 
Negative Conditional SP-CND-IPV#(OP)-VST 
vakanajúúgwa... 
'if/when they don't request...' 
va-ka-na#jugwa 
vakanatujúúgwa... 
'if/when they don't request us...' 
va-ka-na#tu-jugwa 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
120 Manus 2003:199f observes the 'consecutive' and 'potential' employment of the Conditional form in 
Zanzibar Shimakonde. She does not however distinguish between dependent and independent forms (and 
therefore does not identify the semantic relationship between these two uses, compare our discussion in 
5.2.2.iii). Neither she, nor Liphola 2001 (in Coastal Shimakonde), document the Historic Conditional 
form in their respective dialect descriptions. 
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Negative Historic Conditional SP-CND-IPV#(OP)-VBS-SJV 
vakanajuugwe... 
'if/since they haven't requested...' 
va-ka-na#jugw-e 
vakanatujuugwe... 
'if/since they haven't requested us...'
121
 
va-ka-na#tu-jugw-e 
 
5.5.3. Counter-factual structures 
 
The Perfective Counter-factual tense is formed by adding a subject prefix, the 
conditional prefix ka- and the perfective prefix ndi- to a neutral stem (with or 
without object prefix). For our discussion of the aspect in counter-factual verbs, see 
section 5.2.2.ii. 
 
Perfective Counter-factual SP-CND-PFV#(OP)-VST 
vákándíjuúgwa 
'they would/should have requested' 
va-ka-ndi#jugwa 
vákándítújuúgwa 
'they would/should have requested us' 
va-ka-ndi#tu-jugwa 
 
The Imperfective Counter-factual tense is formed by adding a subject prefix, the 
conditional prefix ka- and the imperfective prefix na- to a subjunctive stem (that is, 
with the subjunctive suffix replacing the neutral final vowel, see our discussion on 
non-factuality in this form in section 5.2.2.ii). 
 
Imperfective Counter-factual SP-CND-IPV#(OP)-VBS-SJV 
vákánájuugwe 
'they would/should not have requested' 
va-ka-na#jugw-e 
vákánátújuugwe 
'they would/should not have requested us' 
va-ka-na#tu-jugw-e 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
121 As in vakanatujuugwé, valeeke 'since they haven't asked us, leave them!'. 
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5.5.4. Subject-relative structures 
 
Past and Anterior Subject-relative tenses are formed by adding a subject prefix to a 
perfective stem (with or without an object prefix). The two forms are distinguished 
by contrastive tone assignment. 
 
Past Subject-relative SP#(OP)-PVST 
vajugwííle 
'(they) who requested' 
va#jugwile 
vatujugwííle 
'(they) who requested us' 
va#tu-jugwile 
 
Anterior Subject-relative SP#(OP)-PVST 
vájúgwiíle 
'(they) who have requested' 
va#jugwile 
vátújúgwiíle 
'(they) who have requested us' 
va#tu-jugwile 
 
The Present Subject-relative tense is formed by adding a subject prefix to a neutral 
stem (with or without an object prefix). Future reference is then achieved by a 
compound construction based upon the Present Subject-relative form.  
 
Present Subject-relative SP#(OP)-VST 
vajúúgwa ~ vájuúgwa 
'(they) who are requesting' 
va#jugwa 
vatujúúgwa ~ vátújuúgwa 
'(they) who are requesting us' 
va#tu-jugwa 
 
(Compound future reference) SP#(OP)-lota_INF 
valóóta kújúúgwa 
'(they) who are going to request' 
va#lota ku#jugwa 
valóóta kútújuúgwa 
'(they) who are going to request us' 
va#lota ku#tu-jugwa 
 
Habitual or continuous action in past time is specified by the same structure as the 
Past Imperfective Conjoint form (without object focus). 
 
Past Imperfective Subject-relative SP-PIPV#(OP)-VST 
váshíjúúgwa 
'(they) who were requesting' 
va-shi#jugwa 
váshítújúúgwa 
'(they) who were requesting us' 
va-shi#tu-jugwa 
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Habitual reference in non-past time is specified by adding the reduced imperfective 
prefix na- to the same structure as the Present Conjoint form (but without object 
focus). 
 
Habitual Subject-relative SP-IPV#(OP)-VST 
vánájúúgwa 
'(they) who request' 
va-na#jugwa 
vánátújúúgwa 
'(they) who request us' 
va-na#tu-jugwa 
 
5.5.4.i. Negative Subject-relative structures 
 
In Negative Subject-relative structures, no distinction is made between past and 
anterior aspect (as it is in the corresponding positive structures, see above). The 
Negative Perfective Subject-relative structure is formed by adding a subject prefix 
and the negative prefix ka- to a perfective stem (with or without object prefix). The 
Negative Present Subject-relative structure is formed in the same way but with a 
neutral stem.  
 
Negative Perfective Subject-relative SP-NEG#(OP)-PVST 
vákájugwííle 
'(they) who didn't request' 
va-ka#jugwile 
vákátújugwííle 
'(they) who didn't request us' 
va-ka#tu-jugwile 
 
Negative Present Subject-relative SP-NEG#(OP)-VST 
vákájuugwa 
'(they) who don't request' 
va-ka#jugwa 
vákátújuugwa 
'(they) who don't request us' 
va-ka#tu-jugwa 
 
Habitual or continuous action in past time is specified by the addition of the negative 
marker ka- to the Past Imperfective Subject-relative form and habitual action in 
present time by the addition of ka- to the Habitual Subject-relative form.
122
 
  
                                                          
 
 
122 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003 documents the two basic negative subject-relative clauses but 
neither of the two specifically imperfective forms. In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001 (Appendix B) 
does document the specifically imperfective structures but does not mention the positive past and anterior 
structures, nor the negative perfective structure. 
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Negative Past Imperfective  
Subject-relative 
SP-NEG-PIPV#(OP)-VST 
vákáshijúúgwa 
'(they) who weren't requesting' 
va-ka-shi#jugwa 
vákáshítujúúgwa 
'(they) who weren't requesting us' 
va-ka-shi#tu-jugwa 
 
Negative Present Habitual 
Subject-relative 
SP-NEG-IPV#(OP)-VST 
vákánajúúgwa 
'(they) who don't request' 
va-ka-na#jugwa 
vákánátujúúgwa 
'(they) who don't request us' 
va-ka-na#tu-jugwa 
 
5.5.5. Object-relative and adverbial structures 
 
Object-relative and adverbial structures are formed in the same way as each other. 
For each structure listed below, we cite two object-relative examples and two 
adverbial examples. Adverbial tenses refer to time and place by agreement in class 
16 and to manner by agreement in class 18. Note that adverbials of manner require 
the addition of the applicative extension -il to the verbal base as we indicate in the 
underlying form of the Past Adverbial example below (see also the employment of 
an applicative extension in manner nouns as described in section 7.4.1, as well as the 
phrase in Appendix 1, line 6b mwaáshí mwákúlóótá kúdívílílílá_íméépo 'how to 
barricade the wind', compare line 4b kúdívílílá_íméépo 'to barricade the wind'). 
 
Past and Anterior Object-relative and Adverbial structures are formed by adding a 
connexive and a subject prefix to a perfective stem (with or without object prefix). 
In the examples throughout this and the next section, note that the connexives in the 
two Object-relative examples show agreement in class 7 and 1. In the Adverbial of 
time or place, the connexive shows agreement in class 16, and in the Adverbial of 
manner, the connexive shows agreement in class 18. 
 
Past Object-relative / Adverbial CX-SP#(OP)-PVST 
shatujugwííle 
'(it) which we (had) requested' 
sha-tu#jugwile 
vatuvajugwííle 
'(they) whom we (had) requested' 
va-tu#va-jugwile 
patujugwííle... 
'when/where we (had) requested...' 
pa-tu#jugwile 
mwatuvajugwidííle 
'how we (had) requested them' 
mwa-tu#va-jugw-il-ile 
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Anterior Object-relative / Adverbial CX-SP#(OP)-PVST 
shátújúgwiile 
'(it) which we have requested' 
sha-tu#jugwile 
vátúvájúgwiile 
'(they) whom we have requested' 
va-tu#va-jugwile 
pátújúgwiile... 
'when/where we requested...' 
pa-tu#jugwile 
mwátúvájúgwídiile 
'how we have requested them' 
mwa-tu#va-jugwilile 
 
Present Object-relative and Adverbial tenses are formed by adding a connexive and 
subject prefix to a neutral stem (with or without object prefix). As in subject-relative 
structures, future reference is achieved by a compound clause construction. 
 
Present Object-relative / Adverbial CX-SP#(OP)-VST 
shátújúugwa 
'(it) which we are requesting' 
sha-tu#jugwa 
vátúvájúugwa 
'(they) whom we are requesting' 
va-tu#va-jugwa 
pátújúugwa... 
'when we request...' 
pa-tu#jugwa 
mwátúvájúgwiila 
'how we request them' 
mwa-tu#va-jugwila 
 
(Compound future reference) CX-SP#lota_INF 
shátúlóota kújúúgwa 
'(it) which we are going to request' 
sha-tu#lota ku#jugwa 
vátúlóota kúvájuúgwa 
'(they) whom we are going to request' 
va-tu#lota ku#va-jugwa 
pátúlóota kújúúgwa... 
'when/where we are going to request...' 
pa-tu#lota ku#jugwa 
mwátúlóota kúvájugwiíla 
'how we are going to request' 
mwa-tu#lota ku#va-jugwila 
 
Habitual or continuous action in past time is specified by adding a connexive to the 
same structure as Past Imperfective Conjoint verbs (but without object focus). 
Habitual action in non-past time is similarly specified by adding a connexive and the 
reduced imperfective prefix na- to the same structure as Present Conjoint verbs 
(again without object focus). 
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Past Imperfective Object-relative / Adverbial CX-SP-PIPV#(OP)-VST 
shátúshíjúúgwa 
'(it) which we were requesting' 
sha-tu-shi#jugwa 
vátúshívájúúgwa 
'(they) whom we were requesting' 
va-tu-shi#va-jugwa 
pátúshíjúúgwa... 
'when/where we were requesting...' 
pa-tu-shi#jugwa 
mwátúshívájúgwííla 
'how we were requesting them' 
mwa-tu-shi#va-jugwila 
 
Present Habitual Object-relative / Adverbial CX-SP-IPV#(OP)-VST 
shátúnájúúgwa 
'(it) which we are habitually requesting' 
sha-tu-na#jugwa 
vátúnávájúúgwa 
'(they) whom we are habitually requesting' 
va-tu-na#va-jugwa 
pátúnájúúgwa... 
'when/where we are habitually requesting...' 
pa-tu-na#jugwa 
mwátúnávájúgwííla 
'how we are habitually requesting them' 
mwa-tu-na#va-jugwila 
 
5.5.5.i. Negative Object-relative and Adverbial structures 
 
As in Negative Subject-relative structures, Negative Object-relative and Adverbial 
structures make no distinction between past and anterior aspect. The Negative 
Perfective Object-relative and Adverbial structures are formed by adding a 
connexive, a subject prefix and the negative prefix ka- to a perfective stem (with or 
without object prefix). 
 
Negative Perfective Object-relative / Adverbial CX-SP-NEG#(OP)-PVST 
shátúkájugwiíle 
'(it) which we didn't request' 
sha-tu-ka#jugwile 
vátúkávájugwiíle 
'(they) whom we didn't request' 
va-tu-ka#va-jugwile 
pátúkájugwiíle... 
'when/where we didn't request...' 
pa-tu-ka#jugwile 
mwátúkávájugwidiíle 
'how we didn't request them' 
mwa-tu-ka#va-jugwilile 
 
The Negative Present Object-relative and Adverbial structures are formed by adding 
a connexive, a subject prefix and the negative prefix ka- to a neutral stem (with or 
without object prefix). 
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Negative Present Object-relative / Adverbial CX-SP-NEG#(OP)-VST 
shátúkájuugwa 
'(it) which we don't request' 
sha-tu-ka#jugwa 
vátúkávájuugwa 
'(they) whom we don't request' 
va-tu-ka#va-jugwa 
pátúkájuugwa... 
'when/where we don't request...' 
pa-tu-ka#jugwa 
mwátúkávájugwiila 
'how we don't request them' 
mwa-tu-ka#va-jugwila 
 
Negative Past Imperfective Object-relatives are formed by adding the negative 
marker ka- to the corresponding positive form. Negative Habitual Object-relatives 
are also formed by adding ka- to the corresponding positive form. 
 
Negative Past Imperfective 
Object-relative / Adverbial 
CX-SP-NEG-PIPV#(OP)-VST 
shátúkáshijúúgwa 
'(it) which we weren't requesting' 
sha-tu-ka-shi#jugwa 
vátúkáshívajúúgwa 
'(they) whom we weren't requesting' 
va-tu-ka-shi#va-jugwa 
pátúkáshijúúgwa... 
'when/where we weren't requesting...' 
pa-tu-ka-shi#jugwa 
mwátúkáshívájugwííla 
'how we weren't requesting them' 
mwa-tu-ka-shi#va-jugwila 
 
Negative Habitual Object-relative /  
Adverbial 
CX-SP-NEG-IPV#(OP)-VST 
shátúkánajúúgwa 
'(it) which we don't habitually request' 
sha-tu-ka-na#jugwa 
vátúkánávajúúgwa 
'(they) whom we don't habitually request' 
va-tu-ka-na#va-jugwa 
pátúkánajúúgwa... 
'when we don't habitually request...' 
pa-tu-ka-na#jugwa 
mwátúkánávájugwííla 
'how we don't habitually request them' 
mwa-tu-ka-na#va-jugwila 
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5.6. Deficient verbs and compound clauses 
 
5.6.1. Deficient verbs 
 
Three deficient verb stems are frequently employed in Plateau Shimakonde. The 
first is the stem -tamwa which only occurs as a Negative Future verb, as in T5.24. 
 
T5.24 Deficient verbs with -tamwa 
(a)ngutaamwa  
'I (will) refuse'  
a-ngu#tamwa  
NEG-SP#VST 
(a)utaamwa  
'You (will) refuse'  
a-u#tamwa 
NEG-SP#VST 
ataamwa  
'He (will) refuse'  
a-a#tamwa 
NEG-SP#VST 
 
The second deficient verb stem in frequent use is the stem -shi. This is only 
employed in speech introducers in the non-finite Participial and Infinitive tenses, as 
in T5.25. These are formed with the post-verbal conjunction doóni 'like this'. Note 
that in the participial forms, although the verb requires the conjunction, the verb and 
conjunction are maintained in separate phonological phrases (each with penultimate 
length). In the Infinitive form, the two elements form a single unit. 
 
T5.25 Deficient verbs with -shi 
kúshídoóni  
'to say like this' 
ku#shi_doni 
NP15#VRT_POSV 
áashidoóni 
'he saying like this' 
a#shi_doni 
SP#VRT_POSV 
túushidoóni 
'we saying like this' 
a#shi_doni 
SP#VRT_POSV 
 
The third deficient verb stem -pali 'be present' (and/or 'be in good health') only 
occurs in a special Present verb construction, as in T5.26. The positive form consists 
of a subject prefix and the stem -pali. The negative form simply adds the negative 
prefix a-. Since the negative prefix carries lexical Low tone, the segmental 
component is only optionally realised (as in other negative forms employing this 
prefix).  
 
T5.26 Deficient verbs with the stem -pali 
vápáali  
'they are present' 
va#pali 
SP#VST 
avapaáli 
'they are not present' 
a-va#pali 
NEG-SP#VST 
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5.6.2. Compound clauses. 
 
a. Unfulfilled action  
 
An auxiliary verb with the stem -va 'be' plus Infinitive specifies an action which has 
'not yet' happened (with the tense-aspect determined by the auxiliary) as in the 
following examples. 
 
avanááva kújúúgwa ~ avanáa kújúúgwa 
'they have not yet requested' 
a-va-na#va ku#jugwa 
NEG-SP-IPV#VST NP15#VST 
vavele vakanááva kújúúgwa 
'they were about to request' 
va#vele va-ka-na#va ku#jugwa 
SP#PVST SP-NEG-IPV#VST NP15#VST 
 
b. Progressive action  
 
An auxiliary verb with -pagwa 'be present' plus an Infinitive with the locative prefix 
mu- (class 18) specifies progressive action (with the tense-aspect determined by the 
auxiliary) as in the following examples. 
 
váshípágwá_múkújúúgwa 
'they were in act of requesting' 
va-shi#pagwa_mu-ku#jugwa 
SP-PIPV#VST_C18-NP15#VST 
vapagwe_múkújúúgwa 
'they should be in the act of requesting' 
va#pagwe_mu-ku#jugwa 
SP#SVST_C18-NP15#VST 
 
c. Conditional action  
 
The imperative verb leéka 'leave' employed as the pre-verbal element léká_ before a 
participial form species a conditional action which does not happen (with the 
tense-aspect determined by the participial) as in the following example. 
 
léká_tujugwiile... 
'if we had requested (but we didn't)...' 
leka_tu#jugwile 
'leave'_SP#PVST 
 
d. Imminent action  
 
An auxiliary verb with the stem -lota 'want' plus an Infinitive specifies imminent 
action (with the tense-aspect determined by the auxiliary) as in the following 
examples. 
 
váshílótá_kújúúgwa 
'they were about to request' 
va-shi#lota_ku#jugwa 
SP-PIPV#'want'_NP15#VST 
válótá_kújúúgwa 
'they are about to request' 
va#lota_ku#jugwa 
SP#'want'_NP15#VST 
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e. Repeated action  
 
An auxiliary verb with the stem -tenda 'do' plus a Present Participial specifies 
repeated action (with the tense-aspect determined by the auxiliary), as in the 
following examples. 
 
váshíténdá_vájúugwa 
'they were repeatedly requesting'  
va-shi#tenda_va#jugwa 
SP-PIPV#'do'_SP#VST 
vatende_vápáata 
'they should request repeatedly'  
va#tende_va#jugwa 
SP#'should.do'_SP#VST 
 
f. Purposive action  
 
A verb form followed by a purposive verb (with pre-initial na-) specifies purpose, as 
in the following examples. 
 
patuukííle návájuugwa  
'(the time) when we went and asked them' 
pa-tu#ukile na#va-jugwa 
CX16-SP#PVST CNJ#OP-VST 
túúká_návájuugwa  
'we are on the way to ask them' 
tu#uka_na#va-jugwa 
SP#VST_CNJ#OP-VST 
       
g. Befitting action (subjunctive) 
 
An auxiliary verb with the stem -vaikila 'befit' before a Subjunctive form indicates a 
desired action (with the tense-aspect determined by the auxiliary) as in the following 
examples. 
  
vavaikidilé_vajuúgwe 
'it befits them to ask' (Anterior) 
va#vaikidile_va#jugwe 
SP#PVST_SP#SVST 
váváíkídílé_vajuúgwe 
'it befitted them to ask' (Past) 
va#vaikidile_va#jugwe 
SP#PVST_SP#SVST 
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5.7. Verb-matrix overview 
 
5.7.1. Core tense-aspect matrix 
 
In section 4.3.4, we proposed that four basic verb structures in Plateau Shimakonde 
constitute a core tense-aspect matrix. These are the Past and Anterior tenses, with 
the prefix ndi- and the Present and Future tenses, with the prefix nda-. In this 
section, we examine the meaning of these verbal categories as they are defined in 
relationship to each other. This analysis of semantic distinctions is built upon the 
principles of systemic analysis enunciated by Nurse 2008:11f with respect to 
tense-aspect systems throughout the Bantu family of languages. We cite the first 
four principles listed by Nurse in T5.27, together with selected implications, since 
these form the presuppositions upon which our analysis is based. 
 
T5.27 First four analytic principles enunciated by Nurse 2008:11f 
Principle 1. "Tense and aspect form a system." In our view, the key implication 
of this principle is that a system is more than an 'atomistic' list of distinct forms 
and that a priori we should expect the different forms and semantic categories 
within any system to relate to each other in a coherent manner. 
 
Principle 2. "Tense and aspect systems are cognitively based, not direct 
representations of events in the real world." This means that, and as again stated 
by Nurse, cognitive systems are "decipherable from the morphosemantic forms, 
their place in the system, and their usage, in much the same way that a 
phonological system is decipherable from the phonetic forms and their 
contrastive usages." We will see in this section, that this second principle is 
particularly evident in establishing the cognitive import of the unmarked 
structures which lie at the heart of the verbal system (and which form the 
foundation for the development of the system as a whole).  
 
Principle 3. "Tense and aspect form an interlocking system." The practical 
implication of this principle is that, a priori, we should expect to identify a 
complete and balanced system. Our description of the processes of word 
formation in this chapter has indicated the broad nature of this interlocking 
system in Plateau Shimakonde. In the present section, we explore the 
relationship between the interlocking elements at the heart of the tense-aspect 
system and in the following section summarise the way that verbal structures in 
the wider system relate to each other. (This then forms a foundation for a 
systemic analysis of the underlying tone assigned to different structures as 
introduced in Appendix 2). 
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Principle 4. "A discrete verbal TA form has a specific and unique range of 
meaning." This means that, in Nurse's words, "A form derives its basic meaning 
by contrast with other forms within the whole verbal paradigm." In our present 
section, we show that this principle is important in establishing the meanings of 
the positive tenses at the heart of the verbal system. 
 
In T5.28, we re-present the four basic tenses cited in section 4.3.4.i in terms of their 
relationship to each other. This representation follows Nurse's definition of tense and 
aspect when he says that "Tenses are representations of time that contains the event. 
They locate events in universal time. Aspects are different representations of time 
within the event" (Nurse 2003:94). T5.28 indicates that the fundamental aspectual 
distinction in the tense-aspect matrix in Plateau Shimakonde is between perfective 
and imperfective, and the fundamental tense distinction is between projected and 
non-projected time. We discuss each of these distinctions in turn in sub-sections 
5.7.1.i and 5.7.1.ii. 
 
T5.28 The core tense-aspect matrix in Plateau Shimakonde 
  TENSE 
  Non-projected time Projected time 
A
S
P
E
C
T
 
Perfective 
(Past time) 
 
PAST 
vándítukúúta 
'they ran' 
va-ndi#tukuta SP-PFV#VST 
 
ANTERIOR 
vanditúkuúta 
'they have run' 
va-ndi#tukuta SP-PFV#VST 
Imperfective 
(Non-past time) 
 
 
PRESENT 
vándátukúúta 
'they run' 
va-nda#tukuta SP-IPV#VST 
 
 
FUTURE 
vandatúkuúta 
'they will run' 
va-nda#tukuta SP-IPV#VST 
 
 
5.7.1.i. Aspectual distinctions: perfective versus imperfective 
 
Nurse states that the perfective aspect "presents an event as an undifferentiated and 
time-bounded whole, without regard to the internal constituency of the event," while 
imperfectives, ''have to do with the internal constituency of events" (Nurse 
2003:97f). In Plateau Shimakonde and consistent with Nurse's distinction, we find 
that the perfective views events as complete and the imperfective as non-complete. 
Within the core tense-aspect matrix in Plateau Shimakonde, this distinction then 
explains why the perfective (viewing events as complete) refers to past time and the 
imperfective (viewing events as non-complete) refers to non-past time.  
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It is impossible to determine from the matrix of tenses in T5.28 whether the tense 
prefixes ndi- and nda- are primarily temporal or aspectual in character, or both. 
Comparison with verb forms in the wider tense-aspect matrix, however, shows that 
these prefixes are primarily aspectual.  
 
Firstly, in Past Imperfective verbs like váshíndátukúúta 'they were running' 
fr. va-shinda#tukuta SP-PIPV#VST, the tense prefix shinda- is a compound form 
consisting of two underlying morphemes: shi- and nda-. The compound nature of 
this prefix is indicated by its reduction in conjoint constructions like 
váshítúkútá_kúshákóoni 'they were running to the market' (with the conjoint verb 
derived from va-shi#tukuta SP-PIPV#VST). Conjoint verbs in other tenses do not 
contain tense prefixes, compare vátúkútá_kúshákóoni 'they are running to the 
market' (fr. va#tukuta SP#VST), vátúkwíté_kúshákóoni 'they ran to the market' 
(fr. va#tukwite SP#PFVST) and vatukwite_kúshákóoni 'they have run to the market' 
(fr. va#tukwite SP#PFVST). We suggest therefore that the compound prefix shinda-, in 
disjoint verbs like váshíndátukúúta, is based on the morpheme nda- indicating 
'imperfective'. The morpheme shi- is then added to nda- to mark the reference as 
past time (in contrast to the default reference of the imperfective aspect, which is 
non-past time). In the conjoint verb, the prefix nda- is dropped as in other conjoint 
constructions, but shi- is retained to maintain the distinction with the non-past verb 
(the conjoint Present verb). 
 
Secondly in conjoint verbs in the Past and Anterior tense-aspects, the tense prefix 
ndi- is replaced by the perfective verb-final suffix -ile. This ensures a distinction 
between the Past and Present conjoint verbs (which both carry uniform High, as 
indicated by vátúkútá_kúshákóoni and vátúkwíté_kúshákóoni cited above). The 
essentially perfective character of the prefix ndi- is nevertheless indicated by its 
replacement by the perfective suffix -ile in the conjoint form.  
 
5.7.1.ii. Tense distinctions: projected versus non-projected time 
 
In his summary of tense distinctions in Bantu language, Nurse observes that 
"different languages divide the time line up differently, resulting in a different 
number of tenses" (2003:99). In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that the 
"representation of time that contains an event" (see Nurse's definition of tense that 
we cited in relation to T5.28) is not between different and discrete blocks of time on 
the time line but rather between events which are projected forward on the time line 
and those which are not.  
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In the perfective, events which are described by Past verbs are not projected forward 
while those described by Anterior verbs are projected forward.
123
 The contrast 
between Past and Anterior verbs is therefore not between distant and near past time 
(compare Liphola's description in Coastal Shimakonde, 2001) but between two 
implications of the same event. This explains why a Past verb like vándiída 'they 
came' fr. va-ndi#ida SP-PFV#VST may describe an event in very recent time (but the 
people have gone away again), while the Anterior verb vandíǐda 'they have come', 
also from fr. va-ndi#ida SP-PFV#VST, may describe an event that occurred long ago 
(but the people are still here). In the Anterior, the completed (and past) event 
exercises a continuing effect in the present. 
 
The same contrast between projected and non-projected time is seen in the 
imperfective. In the Present, non-completed events are not projected forward in time 
while in the Future tense, non-completed events are projected. This explains why the 
Present verb vándáiída is employed in Plateau Shimakonde with either a habitual 
sense 'they customarily come' or with a declarative sense 'they are coming'. In 
declarative uttterances like vándákúliínda paánda 'they are waiting for you outside' 
fr. va-nda#ku-linda SP-IPV#OP-VST, the verb does not refer to the ongoing character 
of the action taking place, although that event is not completed and therefore 
remains imperfective. Rather it simply refers to the presence of the people waiting at 
the present moment in time. To achieve a present progressive sense in Plateau 
Shimakonde, the compound form vankukúliínda 'they are (in the process of) waiting 
for you' must be used. By comparison with the Present, Future verbs do involve 
projection, so vandakúliínda paánda 'they will wait for you outside', also from 
va-nda#ku-linda SP-IPV#OP-VST, projects an imperfective and non-past event forward 
to future time. 
 
The aspectual contrast between non-projected and projected events is borne out in 
the pragmatics of these tenses in narrative discourse. 
 
In narrative, the Past tense is employed primarily for scene setting and conclusions. 
These verbs describe past events without reference to their ongoing effect. The 
following example is taken from the introduction to the folktale in Appendix 1 (line 
1c). In this, the storyteller introduces 'Lion' with a Past verb, ándípaagwa 'there was' 
fr. a-ndi#pagwa SP-PFV#VST, and then uses a Present Object-relative verb, 
wávánshéema 'whom they call' fr. wa-va#mu-shema CX1-SP #OP-VST, to describe 
what people called that person at the time of the story.  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
123 The term 'anterior' which Nurse 2008 employs as tense category is equivalent to the term 'perfect' 
employed in other descriptions of Bantu verbal categories. 
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ándípaagwa muúnú juúmo wávánshéema nkóoko ntuúmi... 
'There was (PST) a certain person whom they call (PRS) the animal 'Lion'...' 
 
The projected form of the perfective, the Anterior, is by comparison employed in 
narrative to heighten tension and raise expectation, making the hearers feel as 
though they are witnessing present events. In the same folktale, the storyteller later 
employs two Anterior verbs at critical points to raise expectation. In the first 
example andíviíka 'he has made' fr. a-ndi#vika SP-PFV#VST, the storyteller indicates 
that Rabbit has made a plan for gaining his objective of winning Lion's daughter in 
marriage (and overcoming the Lion's impossible demand to stop the wind blowing in 
his farm).
124
 That plan is then only revealed as the story unfolds. The second 
example occurs at the climax of the folktale. Rabbit has requested Lion to grill him 
some sauce, which is an impossible task (like the impossible task which Lion set). 
When Rabbit insists on being fed, they set a plate of staple before him (without the 
'grilled sauce'). The narrator uses an Anterior verb at this point to heighten tension 
and introduce the crisis of the story, thus vanimwíikadiidya 'they have put in front of 
him' fr. va-ndi#mu-kadidya SP-PFV#OP-VST.
125
 
 
...mwaa wáíméépo, náae mwéene andíviíka mílúugu 
'...regarding the wind, he himself has made (ANT) a plan' 
…shákuúlyá vanimwíikadiidya 
"...the staple, they have put in front of him (ANT)" 
 
In the following extract, another storyteller describes a journey that he made from 
his home in Mozambique over the border to Tanzania (the same story that we cited 
in section 5.2.2.iii in our discussion of the use of conditionals in narrative). He 
describes his departure using the Past níndyuúma 'I went' fr. ni-ndi#uma SP-PFV#VST. 
He (and his companion) then stop on their journey to earn some money by working 
for a certain farmer. The storyteller then employs the Anterior verb tundíliíma 'we 
have cultivated' fr. tu-ndi#lima SP-PFV#VST to introduce and give prominence to his 
description of the suffering that they undergo in that place. 
 
naângu kwamwáaka áluupu mbiílǐ, uvele mwéedi wámwáanǔ, táléée nsheeshě, 
naângu níndyuúma mwáanda wákwídá_kúnángaádi... 
'In the year 2000, in May, on the 5th, I went out (PST) journey of to come to 
Nangadi...' 
  
                                                          
 
 
124 Appendix 1, line 20. 
125 Appendix 1, line 60. 
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...tundíliíma weêtu mpáaka páshínú_popopó kúúlyá kwaáká aákǔ kúshínáava 
kwátáabu... 
...we have cultivated (Anterior) in that place, but the eating there it was that of 
suffering... 
  
The projection that takes place in Future verbs may also be illustrated in narrative. 
Both Present and Future tenses are employed in narrative to make declarative 
statements about situations or events at the time of the story. In another story, a 
narrator uses a Present verb to describe a dangerous situation which existed at the 
time of the story (guerrilla forces were active in the area), so vánájoowa 'they are 
dangerous' fr. va-nda#jowa SP-IPV#VST. In the same story, the narrator then uses a 
Future verb to project that situation forward describing the danger of undertaking a 
journey, thus vanajóowa 'they will be dangerous' fr. va-nda#jowa SP-IPV#VST.  
 
vánájoowa nameêne  
they are very dangerous (describing a present situation) 
vanajóowa nameêne 
they will be very dangerous (describing a future implication). 
 
One further example illustrates non-projected time reference in Present verbs and 
projected time reference in Future verbs. Requested to make a title for the Rabbit 
and Lion folktale in Appendix 1, the narrator suggested íméépo vánáteéja lúngaáu? 
'Do they trap wind with a net?'. The Present verb in this title, vánáteéja 'do they trap' 
fr. va-nda#teja SP-IPV#VST has a habitual (non-projected) sense. This contrasts with 
the projected reference in the Future verb vanáteéja 'will they trap', with the same 
morphology. 
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5.7.2. The whole matrix 
 
T5.29 shows the full range of (50) discrete tenses described in sections 5.4 and 5.5 
within one matrix. The position of the Infinitive form in the table is given by its 
complete lack of tense-aspect reference. Derivation from one form to another is 
indicated by means of a hanging indent. Derivation from another part of the verb 
matrix is shown with the basic form in superscript. Basic structures are 
unabbreviated while derived, compound or dependent structures are abbreviated in 
small capitals. Tenses below the dashed lines in each box are dependent structures. 
 
T5.29 The verb matrix in Plateau Shimakonde  
 
In T5.30, we give two examples of each of the discrete verb tenses indicated in the 
matrix in T5.29.  
 
Each example in T5.30 is formed with the verb root -kulupil- 'trust' and unless 
otherwise indicated, the third person plural subject prefix va-. The first example for 
each tense refers to the object ujeéni in class 14 'visit' (the person or people who 
constitute 'a visit'). We leave this implicit except in the case of conjoint structures, 
which require an object. The second example contains the object prefix in class 2 
INF 
TENSE     
Non-projected Projected 
 Compound 
imperfective 
 Restricted 
tense-aspect 
A
S
P
E
C
T
 
P
er
fe
ct
iv
e 
(p
as
t)
 
Past Anterior  
PRS
PIPV   
  └NEG   └NEG     └NEG   
  └CJT   └CJT     └CJT   
  └SREL   └SREL     └SREL  PST.PTC 
       └───NEG.PFV──┘          └NEG  PFV.CFCT 
  └OREL/ADV    └OREL/ADV     └OREL/ADV   
       └───NEG.PFV──┘          └NEG      
      
Im
p
er
fe
ct
iv
e 
(n
o
n
-p
as
t)
 
Present Future  
INF
PPG  Imperative 
  └NEG CJT.PRSNEG.FUT  NEG.PRSNEG.PPG    └PLT/DTL/DTL.SJV 
  └CJT       └SJV 
  └SREL             └NEG.NPST 
       └NEG             └NEG.PIPF 
       └HAB     PRS.PTC 
           └NEG     IPFV.CFCT 
  └OREL/ADV     CND 
       └NEG       └NEG 
       └HAB     HST.CND 
           └NEG       └NEG 
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va-, agreeing with the object vajeéni 'visitors' (which is again left implicit except in 
conjoint structures). Exceptions to these prefix agreements are indicated in the 
footnotes. In the table, we group together the verb structures which we have 
proposed in this chapter to be all derived from the same basic form (indicated in 
brackets). We list the different derivational groups in the following order: infinitive, 
imperative and subjunctives, perfectives (past and anterior), imperfectives (present 
and future), compound imperfectives (past and non-past) and finally dependent 
verbs with restricted tense-aspect inflection. 
 
T5.30 The verb matrix in Plateau Shimakonde: examples with -kulupil- 'trust' 
 
■ Infinitive 
kúkúlúpííla 'to trust' fr. ku#kulupil-a NP15#VRT-F  
kúvákulupiíla 'to trust them' fr. ku#va-kulupil-a NP15#OP-VRT-F 
 
■ Imperatives and subjunctives 
 
● Imperative (base form)  
kulupiíla 'trust!'  
fr. kulupil-a VRT-F 
tukulupiila 'trust us!'
126
  
fr. tu-kulupil-a OP-VRT-F (with object focus) 
 
● Polite Imperative126 
vakulupiile 'trust them!'  
fr. va-kulupil-e OP-VRT-SJV 
 
● Distal Imperative  
kakulupiile 'go and trust!'  
fr. ka#kulupil-e DTL#VRT-SJV 
kavakulupiile 'go and trust them!'  
fr. ka#va-kulupil-e DTL#OP-VRT-SJV 
 
● Subjunctive 
vakulupiíle 'they should trust'  
fr. va#kulupil-e SP#VRT-SJV 
vavakúlúpiile 'they should trust them'  
fr. va#va-kulupil-e SP#OP-VRT-SJV 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
126 The Imperative tense only permits first person object prefixes, in this case the first plural tu- The Polite 
Imperative, by comparison, is only formed with third person object prefixes. 
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● Distal Subjunctive  
vakakúlúpiile 'they should go and trust'  
fr. va-ka#kulupil-e SP-DTL#VRT-SJV 
vakavákulupiile 'they should go and trust them'  
fr. va-ka#va-kulupil-e SP-DTL#OP-VRT-SJV  
 
● Negative Non-past Subjunctive  
avanakúlúpiile 'they should not trust'  
fr. a-va-na#kulupil-e NEG-SP-IPV#VRT-SJV 
avanavákulupiile 'they should not trust them'  
fr. a-va-na#va-kulupil-e NEG-SP-IPV#OP-VRT-SJV 
 
● Negative Past Imperfective Subjunctive 
ávánákulupiile 'they should not have trusted'  
fr. a-va-na#kulupil-e NEG-SP-IPV#VRT-SJV 
ávánávákulupiile 'they should not have trusted them'  
fr. a-va-na#va-kulupil-e NEG-SP-IPV#OP-VRT-SJV 
 
■ Perfective: Past tense-aspect 
 
Independent tenses 
 
● Past (base form)  
vándíkulupííla 'they trusted' 
fr. va-ndi#kulupil-a SP-PFV#VRT-F 
vándívákulupííla 'they trusted them' 
fr. va-ndi#va-kulupil-a SP-PFV#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Negative Past  
avakulupidííle 'they didn't trust' 
fr. a-va#kulupil-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
avavakulupidííle 'they didn't trust them' 
fr. a-va#va-kulupil-ile NEG-SP#OP-VRT-PFV 
 
● Conjoint Past  
vákúlúpídílé_újééni 'they trusted_(object focus)' 
fr. va#kulupil-ile... SP#VRT-PFV... 
vávákúlúpídílé_vájééni 'they trusted them_(object focus)' 
fr. va#va-kulupil-ile... SP#OP-VRT-PFV...  
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Relative tenses 
 
● Past Subject-relative 
vakulupidííle... 'they who trusted...' 
fr. va#kulupil-ile SP#VRT-PFV 
vavakulupidííle... 'they who trusted them...' 
fr. va#va-kulupil-ile SP#OP-VRT-PFV 
 
● Past Object-relative127  
shavakulupidííle... '(object) which they trusted...' 
fr. sha-va#kulupil-ile CX-SP#VRT-PFV 
vavavakulupidííle... '(people) whom they trusted...' 
fr. va-va#va-kulupil-ile CX-SP#OP-VRT-PFV 
 
● Past Adverbial128 
pavakulupidííle... 'when they trusted...'  
fr. pa-va#kulupil-ile CX-SP#VRT-PFV 
pavavakulupidííle... 'when they trusted them...'  
fr. pa-va#va-kulupil-ile CX-SP#OP-VRT-PFV  
 
Negative relative tenses
129
 
 
● Negative Perfective Subject-relative 
vákákulupidííle... 'they who didn't trust (haven't trusted)...' 
fr. va-ka#kulupil-ile SP-NEG#VRT-PFV 
vákávákulupidííle... 'they who didn't trust (haven't trusted) them...' 
fr. va-ka#va-kulupil-ile SP-NEG#OP-VRT-PFV 
 
● Negative Perfective Object-relative  
shávákákulupidiíle... '(object) which they didn't trust (haven't trusted)...' 
fr. sha-va-ka#kulupil-ile CX-SP-NEG#VRT-PFV 
vávákávákulupidiíle... '(people) whom they didn't trust (haven't trusted)...' 
fr. va-va-ka#va-kulupil-ile CX-SP-NEG#OP-VRT-PFV  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
127 The examples cited of object-relative tenses employ the class 7 connexive sha-. 
128 The examples cited of adverbial tenses employ the class 16 connexive pa- ('when/where') rather than 
the class 18 connexive mwa- ('how'). Note that the general structure of adverbials is the same as that of 
object-relative tenses (with the only difference being that adverbials take connexives in classes 16 and 18 
rather than one of the other noun classes). 
129 There is no distinction between Past and Anterior tense-aspect in the negative forms of 
subject-relative, object-relative and adverbial tenses. These are all general perfective tenses. They refer to 
past time without distingishing between non-projected and projected time.  
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● Negative Perfective Adverbial  
pávákákulupidiíle... 'when they didn't trust (haven't trusted)...'  
fr. pa-va-ka#kulupil-ile CX-SP-NEG#VRT-PFV 
pávákávákulupidiíle... 'when they didn't trust (haven't trusted) them...' 
fr. pa-va-ka#va-kulupil-ile CX-SP-NEG#OP-VRT-PFV  
 
■ Perfective: Anterior tense-aspect 
 
Independent tenses 
 
● Anterior (base form)  
vandikúlúpiíla 'they have trusted' 
fr. va-ndi#kulupil-a SP-PFV#VRT-F 
vandivákulupiíla 'they have trusted them'  
fr. va-ndi#va-kulupil-a SP-PFV#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Negative Anterior  
avakúlúpidiíle 'they haven't trusted' 
fr. a-va#kulupil-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV 
avavakúlúpidiíle 'they haven't trusted them'  
fr. a-va#va-kulupil-ile NEG-SP#OP-VRT-PFV 
 
● Conjoint Anterior  
vakulupidile_újééni 'they have trusted_(object focus)' 
fr. va#kulupil-ile... SP#VRT-PFV... 
vavakulupidile_vájééni 'they have trusted them_(object focus)' 
fr. va#va-kulupil-ile... SP#OP-VRT-PFV...  
 
Relative tenses
130
 
 
● Anterior Subject-relative  
vákúlúpidiíle... 'they who have trusted...' 
fr. va#kulupil-ile SP#VRT-PFV 
vávákúlúpidiíle... 'they who have trusted them...' 
fr. va#va-kulupil-ile SP#OP-VRT-PFV 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
130 The negative forms of subject and object-relative tenses as well as negative adverbials are the same for 
both past and anterior tense-aspects (see footnote 129).    
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● Anterior Object-relative  
shávákúlúpídiile... '(object) which they have trusted...' 
fr. sha-va#kulupil-ile CX-SP#VRT-PFV 
vávávákúlúpídiile... '(people) whom they have trusted...' 
fr. va-va#va-kulupil-ile CX-SP#OP-VRT-PFV  
 
● Anterior Adverbial  
pávákúlúpídiile... 'when they have trusted...' 
fr. pa-va#kulupil-ile CX-SP#VRT-PFV 
pávávákúlúpídiile... 'when they have trusted...' 
fr. pa-va#va-kulupil-ile CX-SP#OP-VRT-PFV  
 
■ Imperfective: Present tense-aspect 
 
Independent tenses 
 
● Present (base form)  
vándákulupííla 'they trust' 
fr. va-nda#kulupil-a SP-IPV#VRT-F 
vándávákulupííla 'they trust them' 
fr. va-nda#va-kulupil-a SP-IPV#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Negative Present  
avanakulupííla 'they don't trust' 
fr. a-va-na#kulupil-a NEG-SP-IPV#VRT-F 
avanavakulupííla 'they don't trust them' 
fr. a-va-na#va-kulupil-a NEG-SP-IPV#OP-VRT-F 
 
● Conjoint Present  
vákúlúpílá_újééni 'they trust_(object focus)' 
fr. va#kulupil-a... SP #VRT-F... 
vávákúlúpílá_vájééni 'they trust them_(object focus)' 
fr. va#va-kulupil-a... SP#OP-VRT-F...  
 
Relative tenses 
 
● Present Subject-relative  
vakulupííla ~ vákulupiíla 'they who trust (are trusting)...'  
fr. va#kulupil-a SP #VRT-F 
vavakulupííla ~ vávákulupiíla 'they who trust (are trusting) them...' 
fr. va#va-kulupil-a SP#OP-VRT-F 
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● Present Habitual Subject-relative  
vánákúlúpííla... 'they who customarily trust...' 
fr. va-na#kulupil-a SP-IPV#VRT-F 
vánávákúlúpííla... 'they who customarily trust them...'  
fr. va-na#va-kulupil-a SP-IPV#OP-VRT-F 
 
● Present Object-relative  
shávákúlúpiila... '(object) which they trust...' 
fr. sha-va#kulupil-a CX-SP#VRT-F 
vávávákúlúpiila... '(people) whom they trust...'  
fr. va-va#va-kulupil-a CX-SP#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Present Habitual Object-relative  
shávánákúlúpííla... '(object) which they customarily trust...'  
fr. sha-va-na#kulupil-a CX-SP-IPV#VRT-F 
vávánávákúlúpííla... '(people) whom they customarily trust...'  
fr. va-va#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-IPV#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Present Adverbial  
pávákúlúpiila... 'when they trust...' 
fr. pa-va#kulupil-a CX-SP#VRT-F 
pávávákúlúpiila... 'when they trust them...'  
fr. pa-va#va-kulupil-a CX-SP#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Present Habitual Adverbial  
pávánákúlúpííla... 'when they customarily trust...'  
fr. pa-va-na#kulupil-a CX-SP-IPV#VRT-F 
pávánávákúlúpííla... 'when they customarily trust them...'  
fr. pa-va-na#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-IPV#OP-VRT-F  
 
Negative relative tenses 
 
● Negative Present Subject-relative 
vákákulupiila... 'they who won't trust...' 
fr. va-ka#kulupil-a SP-NEG#VRT-F 
vákávákulupila... 'they who won't trust them...'  
fr. va-ka#va-kulupil-a SP-NEG#OP-VRT-F 
 
● Negative Present Habitual Subject-relative 
vákánákulupííla... 'they who don't customarily trust...' 
fr. va-ka-na#kulupil-a SP-NEG-IPV#VRT-F 
vákánávákulupííla... 'they who don't customarily trust them...'  
fr. va-ka-na#va-kulupil-a SP-NEG-IPV#OP-VRT-F 
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● Negative Present Object-relative  
shávákákulupiila... '(object) which they don't trust...' 
fr. sha-va-ka#kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG#VRT-F 
vávákávákulupiila... '(people) whom they don't trust...' 
fr. va-va-ka#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Negative Present Habitual Object-relative  
shávákánákulupííla... '(object) which they don't customarily trust...'  
fr. sha-va-ka-na#kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG-IPV#VRT-F 
vávákánávákulupííla... '(people) whom they don't customarily trust...' 
fr. va-va-ka-na#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG-IPV#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Negative Present Adverbial  
pávákákulupiila... 'when they don't trust...' 
fr. pa-va-ka#kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG#VRT-F 
pávákávákulupiila... 'when they don't trust them...' 
fr. pa-va-ka#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Negative Present Habitual Adverbial  
pávákánákulupííla... 'when they don't customarily trust...'  
fr. pa-va-ka-na#kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG-IPV#VRT-F 
pávákánávákulupííla... 'when they don't customarily trust them...'  
fr. va-va-ka-na#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG-IPV#OP-VRT-F  
 
■ Imperfective: Future tense-aspect131 
 
● Future (base form)  
vandakúlúpiíla 'they will trust'  
fr. va-nda#kulupil-a SP-IPV#VRT-F 
vandavákulupiíla 'they will trust them'  
fr. va-nda#va-kulupil-a SP-IPV#OP-VRT-F 
 
Note that first and second-person subject verbs in the Future tense have a 
different tone profile from third-person subject verbs. 
tundakulupiíla 'we will trust' 
fr. tu-nda#kulupil-a SP-IPV#VRT-F 
tundavakulupiíla 'we will trust them' 
fr. tu-nda#va-kulupil-a SP-IPV#OP-VRT-F 
 
                                                          
 
 
131 The only discrete tenses with future tense-aspect in Plateau Shimkaonde are the Future and Negative 
Future tenses.  The Conjoint Future and Future relative tenses are all compound constructions in which 
auxiliary verbs with the stem -lot- 'want', with Present tense-aspect, are followed by an Infinitive. 
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● Negative Future (derived from the Conjoint Present structure)  
avakulupiila 'they will not trust' 
fr. a-va#kulupil-a NEG-SP #VRT-F  
avavakúlúpiila 'they will not trust them' 
fr. a-va#va-kulupil-a NEG-SP#OP-VRT-F 
 
By default, Negative Future verbs and their objects form single phonological 
phrases as in the first pair of examples below. Separation of verb and object 
in two phonological phrases is found in marked utterances as in the second 
pair of examples. 
i.  avakúlúpílá_ujeeni 'they will not trust the visiting group' 
 avavakúlúpílá_vajeeni 'they will not trust the visitors' 
ii. avakulupiila ujeéni 'they will not trust the visiting group at all'  
 avavakúlúpiila vajeéni 'they will not trust the visitors at all' 
 
■ Compound tenses: Past Imperfective  
 
Independent tenses 
 
● Past Imperfective (base form)  
váshíndákulupííla 'they were trusting'  
fr. va-shinda#kulupil-a SP-PIPV#VRT-F 
váshíndávákulupííla 'they were trusting them' 
fr. va-shinda#va-kulupil-a SP-PIPV#OP-VRT-F 
  
● Negative Past Imperfective  
avashikulupííla 'they weren't trusting' 
fr. a-va-shi#kulupil-a NEG-SP-PIPV#VRT-F 
avashivakulupííla 'they weren't trusting them' 
fr. a-va-shi#va-kulupil-a NEG-SP-PIPV#OP-VRT-F 
 
● Conjoint Past Imperfective 
váshíkúlúpílá_újééni 'they were trusting_(object focus)' 
fr. va-shi#kulupil-a... SP-PIPV#VRT-F... 
váshívákúlúpílá_vájééni 'they were trusting them_(object focus)' 
fr. va-shi#va-kulupil-a... SP-PIPV#OP-VRT-F...  
 
Relative tenses 
 
● Past Imperfective Subject-relative  
váshíkúlúpííla... 'they who were trusting...'  
fr. va-shi#kulupil-a SP-PIPV#VRT-F 
váshívákúlúpííla... 'they who were trusting them...'  
fr. va-shi#va-kulupil-a SP-PIPV#OP-VRT-F 
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● Past Imperfective Object-relative  
sháváshíkúlúpííla... '(object) which they were trusting...'  
fr. sha-va-shi#kulupil-a CX-SP-PIPV#VRT-F 
váváshívákúlúpííla... '(people) whom they were trusting...'  
fr. va-va#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-PIPV#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Past Imperfective Adverbial  
páváshíkúlúpííla... 'when they were trusting...'  
fr. pa-va-shi#kulupil-a CX-SP-PIPV#VRT-F 
páváshívákúlúpííla... 'when they were trusting them...'  
fr. pa-va-shi#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-PIPV#OP-VRT-F  
 
Negative relative tenses 
 
● Negative Past Imperfective Subject-relative 
vákáshíkulupííla... 'they who weren't trusting...' 
fr. va-ka-shi#kulupil-a SP-NEG-PIPV#VRT-F 
vákáshívákulupííla... 'they who weren't trusting them...' 
fr. va-ka-shi#va-kulupil-a SP-NEG-PIPV#OP-VRT-F 
 
● Negative Past Imperfective Object-relative  
shávákáshíkulupííla... '(object) which/who they weren't trusting...'  
fr. sha-va-ka-shi#kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG-PIPV#VRT-F 
vávákáshívákulupííla... '(people) whom they weren't trusting...'  
fr. va-va-ka-shi#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG-PIPV#OP-VRT-F  
 
● Negative Past Imperfective Adverbial  
pávákáshíkulupííla... 'when they weren't trusting...'  
fr. pa-va-ka-shi#kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG#VRT-F 
pávákáshívákulupííla... 'when they weren't trusting them...'  
fr. pa-va-ka-shi#va-kulupil-a CX-SP-NEG#OP-VRT-F  
 
■ Compound tenses: Present Progressive  
 
● Present Progressive 
vankukúlúpííla 'they are trusting' 
fr. va-nku#kulupil-a SP-PPG#VRT-F 
vankuvákulupiíla 'they are trusting them'  
fr. va-nku#va-kulupil-a SP-PPG#OP-VRT-F  
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● Negative Present Progressive (derived from the Negative Present structure)  
avanakulupílá_shiinu 'they are not trusting' 
fr. a-va-na#kulupil-a_shinu NEG-SP-IPV#VRT-F_POSV 
avanavakulupílá_shiinu 'they are not trusting them' 
fr. a-va-na#va-kulupil-ile NEG-SP-IPV#OP-VRT-F_POSV 
 
■ Dependent tense with restricted tense-aspect inflection: perfective 
 
● Past Participal  
...vakulupidiile '...while they were trusting' 
fr. va#kulupil-ile SP#VRT-PFV 
...vavakulupidiile '...while they were trusting them' 
fr. va#va-kulupil-ile SP#OP-VRT-PFV 
 
● Perfective Counter-factual 
vákándíkulupííla 'they would/should have trusted...' 
fr. va-ka-ndi#kulupil-a SP-CND-PFV#OP-VRT-F 
vákándívákulupííla 'they would/should have trusted them...' 
fr. va-ka-ndi#va-kulupil-a SP-CND-PFV#OP-VRT-F 
 
■ Dependent tense with restricted tense-aspect inflection: imperfective 
 
● Present Participal  
...vákúlúpiila '...while they are trusting' 
fr. va#kulupil-a SP#VRT-F 
...vávákúlúpiila '...while they are trusting them' 
fr. va#va-kulupil-a SP#OP-VRT-F 
 
● Imperfective Counter-factual  
vákánákulupiile 'they would/should not have trusted...' 
fr. va-ka-na#kulupil-e SP-CND-IPV#OP-VRT-SJV 
vákánávákulupiile 'they would/should not have trusted them...' 
fr. va-ka-na#va-kulupil-a SP-CND-IPV#OP-VRT-SJV 
 
● Conditional 
vakakulupííla 'if/when they trust...' 
fr. va-ka#kulupil-a SP-CND#VRT-F 
vakavakulupííla 'if/when they trust them...' 
fr. va-ka#va-kulupil-a SP-CND#OP-VRT-F 
 
● Negative Conditional 
vakanakulupííla 'if/when they don't trust...' 
fr. va-ka-na#kulupil-a SP-CND-IPV#VRT-F 
vakanavakulupííla 'if/when they don't trust them...' 
fr. va-ka-na#va-kulupil-a SP-CND-IPV#OP-VRT-F 
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● Historic Conditional  
vakakúlúpiile... 'when they trusted / had trusted...' 
fr. va-ka#kulupil-e SP-CND#VRT-SJV 
vakavákulupiile... 'when they trusted / had trusted them...' 
fr. va-ka#va-kulupil-e SP-CND#OP-VRT-SJV 
 
● Negative Historic Conditional 
vakanakulupiile... 'if/since they haven't trusted...' 
fr. va-ka-na#kulupil-e SP-CND-IPV#VRT-SJV 
vakanavakulupiile 'if/since they haven't trusted them...' 
fr. va-ka-na#va-kulupil-e SP-CND-IPV#OP-VRT-SJV 
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Woodcut 6. 'Rabbit stayed there...' 
 
Appendix 1, line 17a-d. 'Rabbit stayed there. He, he stripped out a 
cord (from a plant), he set a trap, he wants to catch guinea-fowl beside 
that farm.' 
 
shínguúlá_kúbákí_kooko náae ni kúgwáúlá_ndídí_waáke 
kútíná_dínáámbo álótá_kúváteja_vánámbiílí naeênje 
lísháamb_aliilá 
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Chapter 6. Noun morphology  
 
In this chapter, we describe the morphological units that contribute to noun structure 
in Plateau Shimakonde. This description then provides the foundation for our 
description of the structure of the nominal system as a whole in chapter 7. 
 
In section 6.1, we summarise the standard system of noun classes and nominal 
concordance. 
 
In section 6.2, we describe the system of nominal concordance in detail. 
 
In section 6.3, we describe exceptions to the standard gender pairing of nouns and 
exceptions to the system of noun-class agreement. 
 
In section 6.4, we give a list of examples in each noun class.  
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6.1. Noun classes and noun-class pairing 
 
As elsewhere in Bantu, nouns typically consist of a nominal prefix and a stem. In 
Plateau Shimakonde, nouns are formed in 18 different classes defined by the form of 
the nominal prefixes and the agreement patterns which these motivate (see section 
6.2). T6.1 shows the 18 Bantu classes represented in Plateau Shimakonde in their 
standard pairings. 
 
T6.1 Noun classes and noun prefixes (standard pairing) 
NC NP   
1 mu- muúnu 'person'  mu#nu NP1#NST 
1A ø-  úumu 'king'  ø#umu NP1A#NST 
1B a- átáata 'father' a#tata NP1A#NST 
2 va- vaánu 'people'  va#nu NP2#NST 
  váúumu 'kings' va#umu NP2#NST 
  vátáata 'fathers' va#tata NP2#NST 
3 mu- nnáandi 'tree' mu#landi NP3#NST 
4 mi- míláandi 'trees' mi#landi NP4#NST 
5 li- liíi 'egg' li#i NP5#NST 
6 ma-  maái 'eggs' ma#i NP6#NST 
7 shi- shítáali 'iron' shi#tali NP7#NST 
8 vi- vítáali 'irons' vi#tali NP8#NST 
9 iN- iaânde 'house' iN#ande NP9#NST 
9A i- ikiíti 'chair' i#kiti NP9A#NST 
9B ø- kandambaáli '(pair of) sandals' ø#kandambali NP9B#NST 
10 diN- diaânde 'houses' diN#ande NP10#NST 
10A di- dikiíti 'chairs'  di#kiti NP10A#NST 
 di- dikandambaáli '(pairs of) sandals' di#kandambali NP10A#NST 
11 lu- lúkúúni 'piece of firewood' lu#kuni NP11#NST 
10 diN- díúúni 'firewood'  diN#kuni NP10#NST 
12 ka- kapuûla 'little knife' ka#pula NP12#NST 
13 tu- tupuûla 'large knife' tu#pula NP13/NST 
14 u- upaânga 'machete' u#panga NP14#NST 
6 ma- mapaânga 'machetes' ma#panga NP6#NST 
15 ku- kújúúgwa 'a/to request' ku#jugwa NP15#VST 
16 pa- pakaâja 'at home' pa#kaja LOC16#NST 
17 ku-  kukaâja 'to/from/at home' ku#kaja LOC17#NST 
18 mu-  nkaâja 'in the settlement'  mu#kaja LOC18#NST 
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6.2. Agreement 
 
T6.2 lists the six sets of class concords which we find in Plateau Shimakonde. These 
comprise subject and object prefixes in verbs as well as adjective, enumerative, 
demonstrative and possessive concords (AC, EC, DC and PC respectively). Note that 
we only list the 'full' forms of noun prefixes in the table because nouns with 
'reduced' prefixes (that is, in classes 1A/B, 9A/B and 10A) show the same patterns of 
agreement. 
 
T6.2 Class concords in Plateau Shimakonde.  
NC (example) NP SP OP AC EC DC PC 
1 (muúnu) mu a mu mu ju ju (g)u 
2 (vaánu) va va va va va va va 
3 (nnáandi) mu  u -- u u u u 
4 (míláandi) mi vi -- mi ~ vi mi vi vi 
5 (liíí) li li -- li li li li 
6 (maáí) ma la ~ a -- ma ma la ~ a la ~ a 
7 (shítáali) shi shi -- shi shi shi shi 
8 (vítáali) vi vi -- vi vi vi vi 
9 (iaânde) iN  i -- iN / i i i i 
10 (diaânde) diN di -- diN / di N di di 
11 (lúkúúni) lu lu -- lu lu lu lu 
12 (kapuûla) ka ka -- ka ka ka ka 
13 (tupuûla) tu tu -- tu tu tu tu 
14 (upaânga) u u -- u u u u 
15 (kújúúgwa) ku ku -- ku ku ku ku 
16 (pakaâja) pa pa -- pa pa pa pa 
17 (kukaâja) ku ku -- ku ku ku ku 
18 (nkaâja) mu mu -- mu mu mu mu 
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6.2.1. Subject prefixes (SP) 
 
T6.3 shows the subject prefixes for each class with the deficient verb stem -pali 
(meaning that something 'is present, exists or is well', see 5.6.1).  
 
T6.3 Subject prefixes by class 
NC (example) NP SP SP#pali 
1 (muúnu) mu a ápáali 
2 (vaánu) va va vápáali 
3 (nnáandi) mu  u úpáali 
4 (míláandi) mi vi vípáali 
5 (liíí) li li lípáali 
6 (maáí) ma la ~ a lápáali ~ ápáali 
7 (shítáali) shi shi shípáali 
8 (vítáali) vi vi vípáali 
9 (iaânde) iN  i ípáali 
10 (diaânde) diN di dípáali 
11 (lúkúúni) lu lu lúpáali  
12 (kapuûla) ka ka kápáali 
13 (tupuûla) tu tu túpáali 
14 (upaânga) u u úpáali 
15 (kújúúgwa) ku ku kúpáali 
16 (pakaâja) pa pa pápáali 
17 (kukaâja) ku ku kúpáali  
18 (nkaâja) mu mu múpáali 
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6.2.2. Object prefixes (OP) 
 
An object prefix in verbs is required for nouns in classes 1 and 2 as well as for 
animate nouns in other classes which take their agreement in classes 1 and 2 (see 
section 6.3). Note that object prefixes are required for non-animates in classes 1 and 
2 in the same way as for animates. In the following examples, the game of 'tassel/s' 
(formed in classes 1A/2) requires an object prefix when it is the object of the verb 
'they are playing...'. The game of 'football/s' (formed in classes 3/4) by comparison 
does not require an object prefix.
 132
 
 
T6.4 Object prefixes in classes 1 and 2 
NC NP OP   
1A ø mu vankúnjalaánga nangatoômwa 
'they are playing tassel' 
va-nku#mu-jalanga 
SP-PPG#OP-VST 
2 va va vankuvájalaánga vánángátóomwa 
'they are playing tassels' 
va-nku#va-jalanga 
SP-PPG#OP-VST 
3 mu  - vankujáláánga mpiila 
'they are playing football' 
va-nku#jalanga 
SP-PPG#VST 
4 mi - vankujáláánga mipiila 
'they are playing footballs' 
va-nku#jalanga 
SP-PPG#VST 
 
6.2.3. Adjective concords (AC) 
 
Following Manus 2003, we distinguish 'adjectives' like nkumeêne 'important' 
fr. mu#kumene AC1#ADJ from 'nominal determinants' like wámboône 'good' 
fr. wa#mbone CX1#ND. We describe the structure of nominal determinants in section 
6.2.6. At this point, note that nominal determinants show agreement with a different 
set of concords from the adjectives which we describe in this section.
133
 Following 
the distinction between adjectives and nominal determinants indicated above, there 
are just six adjectives (strictly stated) in Plateau Shimakonde. These are listed in 
T6.5. 
  
                                                          
 
 
132 'Tassel/s' is the name by which we refer to the game played by children in which they make a 
humming instrument out of string and the tassels of maize cobs. As with 'football', it may be referred to in 
the singular or plural. 
133 Odden 2003:537 describes qualifiers like w-ámboône 'good (class 1)' as 'long-form adjectives' in 
contrast to 'short-form adjectives' like n#kúmeene 'big (class 1)'. Note that we describe the structure of 
these stems differently from Odden (ibid.). In his description, these stems begin with the vowel /a/ as in 
w-ámboône cited above. In our description by comparison, we understand the vowel to be the associative 
marker a-. In our view this forms part of the prefix structure and is separate from the stem. We therefore 
identify the stem in wámboône as -mbone (see section 6.2.6). Despite these differences in approach, 
Odden also observes that what he describes as short-form adjectives show nominal agreement with a 
different set of concords from long-form adjectives (the set of forms which we describe in this section).  
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T6.5 Adjectives 
-kumene   'big; important; principal' 
-dikidiki   'small; unimportant' 
-ngwipi   'short' 
-mbii   'unripe; green; fresh; raw' 
-(n)guluguma 
134
  'round; whole; complete' 
-tandi 
135
  'first' 
 
The complete set of adjective concords are set out in T6.6 with -kumene and 
-dikidiki. In the table, note firstly that the adjective concords in classes 9 and 10 are 
either iN-/diN- with -kumene and i-/di- with -dikidiki. Note secondly that the locative 
concord mu- in class 18 does not reduce to a nasal prefix prior to a consonant-initial 
stem (although the locative prefix does do so, see the examples listed in section 
6.4.11).  
 
T6.6 Adjective concords by class 
NC (example) NP AC AC-kumene AC-dikidiki 
1 (muúnu) mu mu nkúmeêne ndíkídiîki 
2 (vaánu) va va vákúmeêne vádíkídiîki 
3 (nnáandi) mu  u úkúmeêne údíkídiîki 
4 (míláandi) mi mi  
~ vi
136
 
míkúmeêne 
~ víkúmeêne 
mídíkídiîki  
~ vídíkídiîki 
5 (liíi) li li líkúmeêne lídíkídiîki 
6 (maái) ma ma mákúmeêne mádíkídiîki 
7 (shítáali) shi shi shíkúmeêne shídíkídiîki 
8 (vítáali) vi vi víkúmeêne vídíkídiîki 
 
                                                          
 
 
134 This stem may also be employed as a 'nominal determinant', thus (shiínú) shángúlúguuma 'a round 
(thing)' fr. sha#nguluguma CX7#ND. In this case, the stem is not permitted to drop the initial nasal 
consonant (see 6.2.6). 
135 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003:121 finds that the ordinal number 'one' is expressed by the 
associative construction, thus muùúnú wá kwàânjà  'the first person'. The same construction is also 
attested in Plateau Shimakonde as a variant way of expressing this ordinal number (although we record 
the tone slightly differently, see section 6.2.6).  
136 In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001:20, 25 finds, as we do, that nouns in class 4 permit adjectival 
agreement in class 4 or class 8. In Zanzibar Shimakonde by comparison, Manus 2003:88 finds that nouns 
in class 4 demand agreement in the same class (that is, with the concord mi- as opposed to vi-). 
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T6.6 continued... 
9 (iaânde) iN  iN/i 137 íúmeêne ídíkídiîki 
10 (diaânde) diN diN/di díúmeêne dídíkídiîki 
11 (lúkúúni) lu lu lúkúmeêne  lúdíkídiîki 
12 (kapuûla) ka ka --  
13 (tupuûla) tu tu --  
14 (upaânga) u u úkúmeêne údíkídiîki 
15 (kújúúgwa) ku ku kúkúmeêne kúdíkídiîki 
16 (pakaâja) pa pa pákúmeêne
138
 pádíkídiîki 
17 (kukaâja) ku ku kúkúmeêne
139
 -- 
18 (nkaâja) mu mu múkúmeêne
140
 múdíkídiîki 
 
T6.7 shows the complete set of six adjectives with agreement in classes 1, 7, 9 and 
10. These examples demonstrate that while the adjective concords in classes 9 and 
10 clearly contain a nasal consonant before -kumene, they do not do so before 
-dikidiki and -tandi.
141 
 
 
In T6.7, note that the adjectives mwíipi and mmííi are both derived from the concord 
mu- in class 1 added to a stem beginning with a nasal-consonant sequence (with the 
underlying forms being mu#ngwipi AC1#ADJ and mu#mbii AC1#ADJ respectively). In 
both words, it appears that mu- deletes the initial nasal in the stem and is itself 
reduced to a desyllabified nasal. In mwíipi it appears therefore that the stem is 
derived from a nasal consonant added to a root which may be identified as -ipi or 
                                                          
 
 
137 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003:96 documents the adjective concords in classes 9 and 10 as i- 
and di- respectively; that is, without a nasal consonant in the concord, thus íkúmèênè (class 9) and 
díkúmèênè (class 10). These forms compare with íúmeêne and díúmeêne in our data. Comparison with 
Liphola's data in Coastal Shimakonde is more difficult. He records the adjective concord in class 9 as 
(i)N- citing (í)m-búúdi (i)n-gúlúguuma 'round goat' (2001:26). However in Plateau Shimakonde, we find 
that this adjective itself begins with an optional nasal which makes the underlying from of the concord 
difficult to ascertain in this example. In class 10, Liphola records the concord as dy (di) citing dím-búdí 
dy-áámboône 'good goats' (ibid.). This adjective does not however belong to the same category as the 
adjectives described in this section, and takes a different set of concords (see section 6.2.6). 
138 As in the phrase pakaâjá pákúmeêne keéng_aápá... 'At a big settlement like this...' 
139 As in the phrase kukaâjá kwaáve kúkúmeêne kwávákúlípídiilé, kumpeême 'The principal settlement (of 
them) on which they have trusted/relied is Mpeme'. 
140 As in the phrase nkaâjá múkúmeêne keéng_aámú... 'In a big settlement like this...' 
141 We cannot determine whether the concords contain a nasal consonant before -ngwipi and -mbii since 
both these stems themselves begin with a nasal consonant (which we would expect to assimilate with a 
nasal consonant in the concord). The optional nasal in the stem of -(n)guluguma likewise makes it 
difficult to determine the underlying form of the adjective concord in classes 9 and 10. The variant form 
ígúlúguuma ~ íngúlúguuma and dígúlúguuma ~ díngúlúguuma nevertheless suggest that with this stem, 
the concords are i- and di- (thus i#(n)guluguma and di#(n)guluguma). 
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-wipi (compare the verb kwíípííka 'to be short' fr. ku#ipika NP15#NST).
142
 In mmííi by 
comparison, it appears that the stem is derived from a nasal consonant added to a 
root which may be identified as -bii.
143
 In this case the syllabic-nasal prefix (reduced 
from mu-), having deleted the initial nasal in the stem, then modifies root-initial /b/ 
in the same way as it does in kúmmyaáa 'to kill/injure him' fr. ku#mu-byaa 
NP15#OP-VST.  
  
T6.7 Adjective stems with agreement in classes 1, 7, 9 and 10 
 AC1  
(mu-) 
AC7  
(shi-) 
AC9 
(iN-/i-) 
AC10 
(diN-/di-) 
-kumene nkúmeêne shíkúmeêne íúmeêne díúmeêne 
-dikidiki ndíkídiîki shídíkídiîki ídíkídiîki dídíkídiîki 
-ngwipi mwíipi shíngwíipi íngwíipi díngwíipi 
-mbii mmííi 
144
 shímbííi ímbííi dímbííi 
-(n)guluguma ngúlúguuma shígúlúguuma 
shíngúlúguuma 
ígúlúguuma 
íngúlúguuma 
dígúlúguuma 
díngúlúguuma 
-tandi ńtaándi shítaándi ítaándi dítaándi 
 
6.2.4. Enumerative concords (EC) 
 
The cardinal numbers in Plateau Shimakonde are listed in T6.8. Note firstly that 
numbers 'one' to 'five' show discernible noun prefixes (albeit as lexicalised forms). 
By comparison, the numbers 'six' and following are borrowed from Swahili and do 
not show nominal prefixes (although they are assigned lexical tone in the same way 
as the numbers 'one' to 'five').
 145
 Note secondly that the words for 'hundred/s' and 
                                                          
 
 
142 Schadeberg 2003b:149 reconstructs the proto-Bantu root as *=jípí >=k.pí 
143 Schadeberg 2003b:149 reconstructs the proto-Bantu form as *=í. 
144 As in óolya mmííi 'raw tobacco' 
145 Manus 2003:128 documents a quinary counting system in Zanzibar Shimakonde. This system has 
virtually disappeared in Plateau Shimakonde but is still attested (albeit archaic). In this system, the 
numbers 'six' to 'nine' are achieved by adding the numbers 'one' to 'four' to the number 'five' (thus mwaánu 
na iímo 'six', mwaánu na mbiíli 'seven' etc...). The number 'ten' is formed in class 5 (likuúmí liímo 
fr. li#kumi li#mo NP5#NST AC#NUM). Multiples of ten are formed in class 6 (thus makuúmí maviíli 
'twenty' fr. ma#kumi ma#vili NP6#NST EC#NUM, makuúmí mataátu etc...). The existence of the two 
systems of counting means for example that '12 people' may be referred to by vaánú kuúmi na mbiíli or 
vaánú likuúmí liímo na vaánú vaviíli.  
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'thousand/s' and 'million/s' are nouns rather than numerals, with pairing in classes 
9B/10A.
 146
 
 
Note thirdly that the derivation of nnaátu 'three' is difficult to determine. Manus 
2003:127, who records the same forms for the cardinals 'one to 'five' in Zanzibar 
Shimakonde, suggests as we do that it is derived from class 3. We would expect 
however that the nominal prefix in that class (mu-) added to stem-initial /t/ would 
give *ntaátu. This is seen in the corresponding ordinal number wántáatu 'third' (see 
section 6.2.6). The form of the cardinal number may however be accounted for by 
lexicalisation of the syllabic-nasal prefix as a nasal consonant. This would then 
account for the nasalisation of root-initial /t/ in nnaátu (fr. N#tatu AC10#NUM, see the 
nasalisation processes described in section 3.2.1.ii).  
 
T6.8 Cardinal numbers 
 
Numerals 1-5 
iímo 'one' i#mo NP9#NUM 
mbiíli 'two' N#vili NP10#NUM 
nnaátu ~ taátu 'three'  N#tatu NP3#NUM 
nsheeshe 'four'  mu#sheshe NP3#NUM 
mwaánu 'five'  mu#anu NP3#NUM 
 
Numeral 6-10 and 11-19 
síita 'six'  kuúmí na taátu 'thirteen' 
saába 'seven' kuúmí na n ́ne 'fourteen' 
náane 'eight' kuúmí na táanu 'fifteen' 
tíisa 'nine' kuúmí na síita 'sixteen' 
kuúmi 'ten' kuúmí na saába 'seventeen' 
kuúmí na moója 'eleven' kuúmí na náane 'eighteen' 
kuúmí na mbiíli 'twelve' kuúmí na tíisa 'nineteen'  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
146 The counting system for money is a combination of a quinary and decimal system. This is complicated 
by the fact that the Mozambican currency was changed in 2006 (moving the decimal point three places 
left). At the time of writing njúluuku dyáluupu kuúmi lit. 'money ten thousand' indicates 50 Meticais; 
ishiriíni (lit. 'twenty') indicates 100 Meticais; salasiíni (lit. thirty) indicates 150 Meticais; láaki iímo (lit. 
'one million') indicates 500 Meticais; díláaki mbiíli (lit. 'two million') indicates 1,000 Meticais etc... The 
counting system for money is then yet further complicated by the fact that 'hundreds' in money terms refer 
to cents, so for example míía iímo 'lit. one hundred', in money terms means '50 cents' (or half a Metical); 
dímíía mbiíli means 1 Metical; dímííya mwaánu means 2.5 Meticais. 
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T6.8 continued... 
 
Numerals 20-90 
ishiliíni 'twenty'  sitiíni 'sixty' 
salasiíni 'thirty' sabiíni 'seventy' 
alubaiíni 'forty' samaniíni 'eighty' 
amusiíni 'fifty' tisiíni 'ninety'  
 
'Hundred/s, thousand/s, million/s' 
míía 'hundred' ø#mia NP9B#N 
dímíía 'hundreds' di#mia NP10A#N 
áluupu 'thousand' ø#alupu NP9B#N 
dyááluupu 'thousands' di#alupu NP10A#N 
(i)láaki 'million'  i#laki NP9B#N 
díláaki 'millions'  di#laki NP10A#N 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, the cardinal numbers 1-3 agree with the nouns that they 
qualify. The other numerals are invariable. The cardinal number 'one' -mo shows 
agreement with the same set of concords as demonstratives (see section 6.2.5). By 
comparison, the cardinal numbers 'two' and 'three' and the interrogative 'how 
much/many?' show agreement with the enumerative concords listed in T6.9.  
 
In the previous section, we noted that nouns in class 4 permit adjectives to show 
agreement in either class 4 or 8. In T6.9, note by comparison that nouns in class 4 
demand that enumeratives show agreement in the same class. 
 
T6.9 Enumerative concords 
NC (example) NP EC -vili  
'two' 
-tatu 
'three' 
-ngapi 
'how much/many'
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2 (vaánu) va va vaviíli vataátu vangaâpi 
4 (míláandi) mi mi miviíli mitaátu mingaâpi 
6 (maái) ma ma maviíli mataátu mangaâpi 
8 (vítáali) vi vi viviíli vitaátu vingaâpi 
10 (diaânde) diN N148 mbiíli nnaátu ngaâpi ~ dingaâpi149 
                                                          
 
 
147 Manus 2003:98 records this interrogative in Zanzibar Shimakonde with Low-High tone on the 
penultimate (citing for example, vàánú vàgàápì 'how many people'). 
148 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, conversely, the concord in class 10 is di-, thus dìnàámbó dìβìílì 'two traps' 
and dìnàámbó dìtàátù 'three traps'. In Plateau Shimakonde, the equivalent forms are dinaámbó mbiíli 'two 
traps' fr. N#vili AC10#NUM and dinaámbó nnaátu 'three traps' fr. N#tatu AC10#NUM. Coastal Shimakonde 
employs the same concord (N-) as Plateau Shimakonde. 
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6.2.5. Demonstrative concords (DC) 
 
There are three primary sets of demonstratives in Plateau Shimakonde. Following 
Manus 2003:100, we describe these as 'proximal', 'distal' and 'referential' forms. To 
these may be added an emphatic proximal form which is limited to the locative 
akuúno 'this here' in class 17, fr. a#ku-no DM#DC17-EMP.
150
 
 
The proximal demonstrative consists of the demonstrative marker a- followed by a 
demonstrative concord. In class 1, this structure gives aáju 'this' fr. a#ju DM#DC1. In 
class 2, the same structure gives aáva 'these ones' fr. a#va DM#DC2.  
 
The distal demonstrative adds the distal suffix -la (with high tone) to the form of the 
proximal demonstrative. The distal demonstrative in class 1 however is irregular: 
aiijá 'that' fr. a#ju-la DM#DC1-DTL. In class 2, the same structure gives the regular 
form avaalá 'those' fr. a#va-la DM#DC2-DTL.  
 
In contrast to the distal demonstrative, the referential demonstrative adds the 
referential suffix -o (also with high tone) to the form of the proximal demonstrative. 
In class 1, this structure gives aajó 'that' fr. a#ju-o DM#DC-RFR. In class 2, the same 
structure gives aavó 'those' fr. a#va-o DM#DC2-RFR. Note that we describe the vowel 
processes which account for the surface forms of the referential demonstrative in 
section 2.6.2.ii. 
 
Two secondary sets of demonstratives are derived from the referential form 
described above. Both these forms drop the demonstrative marker a-. The first set of 
derived referential demonstratives drops the demonstrative marker without adding 
any other element. It is employed in discourse to maintain participant reference 
without any break. In class 1, this gives the form jo 'that' fr. ju-o DC1-RFR. In class 2, 
the same structure gives vo 'those' fr. va-o DC2-RFR. We refer to this demonstrative 
as the reduced form of the referential demonstrative, abbreviated as RD(a).  
 
The second set of derived referential demonstratives confirms the referent as 'the 
same'. In this case the reduced form is duplicated. In class 1, this gives jóojo 'the 
same' fr. ju-o(x2) DC1-RFR(x2). In class 2, the same structure gives vóovo 'the same' 
                                                                                                                                        
 
 
149 In contrast to our data in Plateau Shimakonde, Manus 2003 records that dìgàápì is not attested in 
Zanzibar Shimakonde. 
150 Doke 1943 lists four positional types of demonstrative in his 'Outline Grammar of Bantu', with the 
class 1/2  demonstratives in Lamba uyu/awo 'this/these' contrasting with uyo/awo 'that/those' and 
uno/wano 'this/these here' contrasting with ulya/walya 'that/those yonder'. In Plateau Shimakonde we find 
that the third kind of demonstrative cited by Doke is only found in class 17 (as stated in the text). 
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fr. va-o(x2) DC2-RFR(x2). We refer to this demonstrative as the expanded form of the 
referential demonstrative, abbreviated as RD(b).
151
 
 
Two further qualifiers also employ demonstrative concords: the cardinal number 
'one' (with a demonstrative sense, as in muúnú juúmo 'a certain person'), and the 
qualifier 'other' (with a demonstrative sense, as in muúnú júunji 'a different/other 
person'). 
 
The demonstrative concords in Plateau Shimakonde are set out in T6.10, with the 
three 'primary' sets of demonstratives (PD, DD, and RD) as well as with the qualifiers 
'one' and 'other'. In the table, note that nouns in class 4 require demonstratives to 
agree in class 8 (with the concord vi- rather than mi-). The same is true for subject 
prefixes and possessive concords (see sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.6 respectively). This 
contrasts with the optional agreement in classes 4 or 8 with adjectives (see section 
6.2.3) and the obligatory agreement in the same class with enumeratives (see section 
6.2.4).  
 
In T6.10, note secondly that in Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003:99 records the 
demonstrative concord in class 4 as i- (which thereby gives àíì, àììlá and ààyó as the 
proximal, distal and referential demonstratives in class 4).  
 
Note thirdly that both the diminutive and augmentative forms in class 12 and 13 
employ the concord ka- (as we noted in section 2.6.2.ii, but with reference to the 
proximal demonstrative only). 
 
Note finally that deletion of the consonant /l/ in the demonstrative concord for class 
6 is only permitted when the concord is in word-initial position; optional deletion 
therefore only occurs with the demonstrative qualifier láanji ~ áanji 'other' (but see 
also the variant forms of subject prefixes and possessive concords in sections 6.2.1 
and 6.2.6 respectively). 
 
 
                                                          
 
 
151 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003 does not document either of these derived forms. 
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T6.10 Demonstrative concords 
NC (example) NP DC PD DD RD 'one' 'other' 
1 (muúnu) mu ju aáju aiijá aajó juúmo júunji 
2 (vaánu) va va aáva avaalá aavó -- váanji 
3 (nnáandi) mu  u aáu auulá aawó uúmo úunji 
4 (míláandi) mi vi  aávi aviilá aavyó -- víinji 
5 (liíi) li li aáli aliilá aalyó liímo líinji 
6 (maái) ma la  
~ a 
aála 
-- 
alaalá 
-- 
aaló 
-- 
-- 
-- 
láanji 
áanji 
7 (shítáali) shi shi aáshi ashiilá aashó shiímo shíinji 
8 (vítáali) vi vi aávi aviilá aavyó -- víinji 
9 (iaânde) iN  i aái aiilá aayó iímo íinji 
10 (din'aânde) diN di aádi adiilá aadyó -- díinji 
11 (lúkúúni) lu lu aálu aluulá aalwó luúmo lúunji 
12 (kapuûla) ka ka aáka akaalá aakó kaámo káanji 
13 (tupuûla) tu ka aáka akaalá aakó kaámo káanji 
14 (upaânga) u u aáu auulá aawó uúmo úunji 
15 (kújúúgwa) ku ku aáku akuulá aakó kuúmo kúunji 
16 (pakaâja) pa pa aápa apaalá aapó paámo páanji 
17 (kukaâja) ku ku aáku akuulá aakó kuúmo kúunji 
18 (nkaâja) mu mu aámu amuulá aamó muúmo múunji 
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6.2.6. Possessive concords (PC) 
 
In T6.11, we list the full set of possessive concords for each noun class. We 
illustrate these with the possessive pronominal stem -angu 'my' (see our description 
of possessive pronouns in the following sub-section).  
 
T6.11 Possessive concords  
NC NP PC  
1 mu u (gu)
152
 munú_waángu 'my person' 
2 va va vanú_vaángu 'my people' 
3 mu  u nnándí_waángu 'my tree' 
4 mi vi  mílándí_vyaángu 'my trees' 
5 li li lií_lyaángu 'my egg' 
6 ma la  
~ a 
maí_laángu 
~ maí_aángu 
'my eggs' 
7 shi shi shítálí_shaángu 'my iron (thing)' 
8 vi vi vítálí_vyaángu 'my iron (things)' 
9 iN  i iandé_yaángu 'my house' 
10 diN di diandé_dyaángu 'my houses' 
11 lu lu lúkúní_lwaángu 'my piece of firewood' 
12 ka ka kapula_kaángu 'my small knife' 
13 tu ka tupulá_kaángu 'my large knife' 
14 u u upangá_waángu 'my machete' 
15 ku ku kújúgwá_kwaángu 'my request' 
16 pa pa pakajá_paángu 'my village (general loc.)' 
17 ku ku kukajá_kwaángu 'my village (at)' 
18 mu mu nkajá_mwaángu 'my village (in)' 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
152 The possessive concord surfaces as gu- in kinship terms like nnúmbúgweetu 'my/our (opposite gender) 
sibling' fr. mu#lumbu-gu-etu NP1#NRT-PC-POS, compare válúmbúveetu 'my/our (opposite gender) siblings' 
fr. va#lumbu-va-etu NP2#NRT-PC-POS. 
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6.2.6.i. Possessive Pronouns 
 
Possessive pronouns are formed by adding a possessive concord to a possessive 
pronominal stem. In our description, we regard these stems as lexicalised 
morphemes consisting of the associative marker a- added to a pronominal root as 
indicated in T6.12 (in which we show the possessive pronouns with agreement in 
class 1).  
 
T6.12 Possessive pronominal stems  
Person Possessive 
stem 
(Derivation) Class 1: u#POS 
1S -angu (a-ngu) munú_waángu  'my person' 
2S -ako  (a-ko) munú_waáko   'your person' 
3S -ake  (a-ke) munú_waáke   'his person' 
1P -etu  (a-itu or a-etu)
 153
 munú_weétu  'our person' 
2P -enu (a-inu or a-enu) munú_weénu  'your person' 
3P -avo  
~ -ao 
~ -ave 
(a-ko) munú_waávo  'their person' 
~ munú_waáo 
~ munú_waáve 
 
6.2.6.ii. Possessors (proper names) 
 
When a possessor is referred to by their proper name, two kinds of possessive 
construction may be employed. In the first, the possessive pronoun (3S) is followed 
by the person's name. In the second the stem -mwe (derived from mwéene 'owner' 
fr. mu#ene NP1#NST), preceded by a possessive concord, is placed before the person's 
name. In T6.13, the examples refer to a possessor named Eéka ('Laugh!') and his 
companion Alupóónji ('Alfonso'). The first example for each noun employs the 
possessive pronoun -ake; the second and third examples employ the possessive stem 
-mwe, with the third example referring to both possessors by name. In the latter case, 
the names are linked by the conjunction namu 'with (a person)', which we assume is 
itself a lexicalised form derived from the conjunction na 'with' added to the class 1 
prefix mu-.   
                                                          
 
 
153 Liphola 2003:28, Manus 2003:114 and Odden 2003:536 identify the same possessive stems in their 
respective descriptions of Makonde. By comparison in Makwe, Devos 2004:111 separates the associative 
marker from the pronominal morpheme and treats it rather as part of the concord. She therefore 
documents the possessive pronouns in that dialect as -ngu (1S), -ko (2S), -ke (3S), -etu (1P), -enu (2P), vo 
(3P). In Swahili, Doke 1943:13 identifies the same stems as Devos, except for the first and second plural 
possessive stems which he identifies as -itu (1P) and -inu (2P). Whichever root is proposed, fusion 
between the associative marker and the first vowel of the root gives the stems beginning with /e/ in our 
description (that is, -etu (1P) and -enu (2P)). 
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T6.13 Possession (stating a proper name) 
NC  NP PC CX  
1 muúnu mu- u- wa- muúnú waáké Eéka 
muúnú úmwé_Eéka 
muúnú úmwé_Eéka namú Alupóónji 
2 vaánu va- va- va- vaánú vaáké Eéka 
vaánú vámwé_Eéka 
vaánú vámwé_Eéka namú Alupóónji 
3 nnáandi mu- u- wa- nnáandi waáké Eéka 
nnáandi úmwé_Eéka 
nnáandi úmwé_Eéka namú Alupóónji 
4 míláandi mi- vi- vya- míláandi vyaáké Eéka 
míláandi vímwé_Eéka 
míláandi vímwé_Eéka namú Alupóónji 
 
6.2.6.iii. Connexives employed in adjectival constructions 
 
In addition to the possessive pronouns described above, possessive concords are 
employed in adjectival constructions. These may also be described as possessive 
forms.
154
 This is because they depend upon a connector which consists of a 
possessive concord and the associative marker a- (which we refer to henceforth as 
'connexives').
155
 The examples in T6.14 show the connexive in each class with a 
stem consisting of the personal pronoun vanaâvo (3P). In the table, note that the 
connexive is a lexicalised morpheme in which neither vowel fusion nor glide 
formation results in compensatory lengthening (compare the vowel processes 
described in chapter 2). 
 
T6.14 Connexives 
NC NP PC CX '...of them' 
1 mu u wa- wávanaâvo 
2 va va va- vávanaâvo 
3 mu  u wa- wávanaâvo 
4 mi vi  vya- vyávanaâvo 
5 li li lya- lyávanaâvo 
6 ma la ~ a la- ~ a- (l)ávanaâvo 
 
                                                          
 
 
154 Doke 1943 for example refers to the whole range of adjectival constructions described in the present 
section as 'possessives'. 
155 Doke 1943:31 refers to the combination of possessive concord and associative marker as the 
'possessive concord'. In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003 refers to it as the connectif and in Makwe, 
Devos 2004 refers to it as the 'connexive'. 
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T6.14 continued... 
7 shi shi sha- shávanaâvo 
8 vi vi vya- vyávanaâvo 
9 iN  i ya- yávanaâvo 
10 diN di dya- dyávanaâvo 
11 lu lu lwa- lwávanaâvo 
12 ka ka ka- kávanaâvo 
13 tu ka ka- kávanaâvo 
14 u u wa- wávanaâvo 
15 ku ku kwa- kwávanaâvo 
16 pa pa pa- pávanaâvo 
17 ku ku kwa- kwávanaâvo 
18 mu mu mwa- mwávanaâvo 
 
6.2.6.iv. Adjectival constructions with nominal determinants 
 
A small set of stems which we describe as nominal determinants can only be 
employed in adjectival constructions. We list these stems in T6.15 with examples 
showing agreement in class 10. Note firstly that none of these stems can be formed 
as independent nouns.
156
 Note secondly that the nominal determinant -nguluguma 
contrasts with the adjective -(n)guluguma (which therefore shows agreement with 
the adjective concords listed in section 6.2.3).  
 
T6.15 Nominal determinants 
-nashwe 'white, holy' diaândé dyánaáshwe 'white houses' 
-nauvi   'red' diaândé dyánáúúvi 'red houses' 
-buluu  'blue' diaândé dyábúlúúu 'blue houses' 
-mbone  'good' diaândé dyámboône 'good houses' 
-ngolo  'medium size' diaândé dyángoolo 'medium-size houses' 
-nguluguma  'round' diaândé dyángúlúguuma 'round houses' 
 
                                                          
 
 
156 Manus 2003:112 also describes these qualifiers as nominal determinants. By comparison, Odden 
2003:537 refers to them as 'long-form adjectives' (in contrast to 'short-form adjectives' like those which 
we described in section 6.2.3, see footnote 133). He differs from both Manus (ibid.) and us by including 
the associative marker a- in the stem rather than the concord of these words, so he cites for example 
w-ámboône in class 1 (rather than wá-mboône). In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001 follows the same 
approach as Odden. It appears from his data, however, that in that sub-dialect, glide formation before the 
stem -ambone does result in compensatory lengthening (so for example he records dy-áámboône in class 
10). 
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6.2.6.v. Adjectival constructions with full nouns 
 
In addition to the nominal determinants described above, adjectival constructions 
may be built from nouns in any of the noun classes 1-18. In this construction, the 
nouns function as qualifiers, as in the examples in T6.16. 
 
T6.16 Nouns employed in adjectival constructions 
diaândé dyádímoóngo 
'strong/powerful houses' 
cf. dimoóngo 'strength' 
 
diaândé dyákúdábádábáánga 
fig. 'weak houses (needing renovation)' 
cf. kúdábádábáánga 'to tire; be weak' 
 
diaândé dyápákáj_áápa 
'houses of this settlement' 
cf. pákaâja 'settlement' 
 
 
6.2.6.vi. Adjectival constructions: ordinal numbers 
 
Ordinal numbers are another kind of adjectival construction in Plateau Shimakonde. 
In these forms, a connexive is added to a numeral stem. The ordinal numbers 'first' 
to 'tenth' are listed in T6.17 with the examples showing agreement in class 1. In the 
table, note that the ordinal number 'first' is normally expressed in Plateau 
Shimakonde by the adjective -tandi (as in ńtaándi fr. mu#tandi AC1#ADJ, see section 
6.2.3). As indicated in T6.17, however, it may also be expressed with the Infinitive 
kwáanja 'to start'. In the first five ordinals, note that the surface tone patterns on 
stems kwáanja, mbiíli, nnaátu, nsheeshe and mwaánu are all modified (to High-Low 
in the ordinals 'second' to 'fifth' but to Low-High in the ordinal number 'one').
157
 
 
T6.17 Ordinals  
muúnú ntaándi 
~ muúnú wákwaánja 
'first person' 
 
cf. kwáanja 'to start' 
 
muúnú wámbíili 
'second person' 
cf. mbiíli 'two' 
muúnú wántáatu 
'third person' 
cf. nnaátu 'three' 
muúnú wánshéeshe 
'fourth person' 
cf. nsheeshe 'four' 
 
                                                          
 
 
157 The same modification is not found, however, in the case of 'associative nouns' like wántuúmi 'person 
who has a lion' fr. wa#ntumi CX1#N, compare ntuúmi 'lion' and wántootwe 'person who has an ant-eater', 
compare ntootwe 'ant-eater'. 
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T6.17 continued... 
muúnú wámwáanu 
'fifth person' 
cf. mwáanu 'five' 
muúnú wásíita 
'sixth person' 
cf. síita 'six'  
muúnú wásaába 
'seventh person' 
cf. saába 'seven' 
muúnú wánáane 
'eighth person' 
cf. náane 'eight' 
muúnú wátíisa 
'ninth person' 
cf. tíisa 'nine'  
muúnú wákuúmi 
'tenth person' 
cf. kuúmi 'ten'  
 
6.2.6.vii. Quantitative pronouns 
 
In the quantitative pronouns -oe 'many', -oe-oe 'whichever/whatever' and -ene 
'(it)self' in T6.18, we cannot determine whether possessive concords are employed 
on their own or as part of connexives.
 158
 The same results would be achieved by 
either structure, if we assume vowel fusion between the vowel of the prefix and the 
first vowel of the qualifier.  
 
T6.18 Quantitative pronouns (variable forms) 
NC  NP PC CX -ene 
'(it)self' 
-oe 
'many' 
-oe-oe 
'whichever' 
1 muúnu mu- u- wa- wéene -- woewóoe 
2 vaánu va- va- va- véene voóe voevóoe 
3 nnáandi mu- u- wa- wéene -- woewóoe 
4 míláandi mi- vi- vya- vyéene vyoóe vyoevyóoe 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
158 Note that invariable quantitative pronouns include (vaánú) uúti 'all (the people)', gweéka 'alone' (which 
may add a possessive pronoun, thus gweéká yaángu 'on my own', gweéka yaáko 'on your own'..., gweéka 
yaáve 'on their own' etc...) and (vaánú) padyoóko 'few'.  
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6.2.7. Personal pronouns 
 
The personal pronouns in Plateau Shimakonde are given in T6.19. Note that these 
are lexicalised forms in which the underlying structure is opaque.  
 
T6.19 Personal pronouns 
Person  Morphology (?) 
1S naângu na#angu  CNJ#POS1S 
2S waâko wa#ako CX1#POS2S 
3S náae ø#na-ake NP1A#FV-POS3S 
1P weêtu wa#etu CX1#POS1P 
2P mweênu mu#enu VOC#POS2P 
3P vanaâvo ~ vanaâo va#na-avo NP2#FV-POS3P 
  
6.3. Exceptions to standard class pairing and agreement 
 
In this section, we describe variations from the standard pairing of classes and from 
the standard class agreements indicated in sections 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.  
 
6.3.1. Exceptions to standard class pairing 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we find very little variation from the standard class pairing 
indicated in section 6.1.  
 
A few nouns in class 1A (with borrowed stems) take their plurals in class 6, as in 
T6.20. 
 
T6.20  
NC1A  NC6  
shupáái 
'soldier' (cf. 'sepoy')  
ø#shupai  
NP1A#NST 
mashupáái 
 
ma#shupai  
NP6#NST 
daléepa  
'driver'  
ø#dalepa  
NP1A#NST 
madaléepa  
 
ma#dalepa  
NP6#NST 
shatwááni 
'evil spirit/Satan'  
ø#shatwani  
NP1A#NST 
mashatwááni 
 
ma#shatwani  
NP6#NST 
 
Certain nouns in class 9/9A also take their plurals in class 6 (although the 'standard' 
plurals in classes 10/10A are also attested, if rarely). In the examples in T6.21, note 
that only íkáaja 'settlement' in class 9A is also attested in class 5 (the standard 
singular for class 6). With this root, however, the potential form in class 10A 
(*díkáaja) is not attested in our data. 
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T6.21  
NC9 (±6)  NC6 (±10/10A)  
(í)káaja 
'settlement'  
líkáaja  
i#kaja  
NP9A#NST 
li#kaja  
NP5#NST 
mákáaja 
 
ma#kaja  
NP6#NST 
ikaawa 
'mouth' 
i#kawa  
NP9A#NST 
makaawa 
 
(dikaawa) 
ma#kawa  
NP6#NST 
(di#kawa) 
(NP10A#NST) 
inangoódi 
'speech-form' 
iN#tangol-i 
NP9#VBS-NF 
matangoódi 
 
(dinangoódi) 
ma#tangol-i 
NP6#VBS-NF  
(diN#tangol-i) 
(NP10#VBS-NF) 
 
Certain nouns in class 3 also take plurals in class 6 (either obligatorily or 
optionally). In ndámbaala, note that the reduced nasal prefix in class 3 is 
reinterpreted as part of the root in the plural form in class 6. 
 
T6.22  
NC3  NC6  
nkóóno 
'arm' 
mu#kono 
NP3#NST 
mákóóno 
 
míkóóno 
ma#kono 
NP6#NST  
mi#kono 
NP4#NST 
ndámbaala 
'staple' 
mu#dambala 
NP3#NST 
mándámbaala ma#ndambala 
NP6#NST 
 
Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 find other variations in class pairing in their studies 
of Coastal and Zanzibar Shimakonde. We discuss these in sections 6.3.1.i to 6.3.1.iv 
below.  
 
6.3.1.i. Class 3: optional pairing in classes 4/8?  
 
In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola ibid.19f finds that nouns in class 3 are optionally 
paired with nouns in classes 4 and 8. The example which he cites however indicates 
that the plural pair is formed in class 4, not class 8, thus muú-ti uú-mo 'one head' (in 
class 3) and mií-ti mi-viílí ~ vi-viíli 'two heads' (in class 4). In our view, the plural 
example illustrates variation in agreement, not variation in pairing (although in 
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Plateau Shimakonde the equivalent variation is limited to adjectives and does not 
extend to numerals, see sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4).
159
  
 
6.3.1.ii. Class 14: pairing in class 2?  
 
In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus (ibid.85, 91) finds that the plural of úkúpààtà 'flea' 
in class 14 (from u-kupata) is βákúpààtà in class 2 (from va-kupata), and that the 
singular form demands agreement in class 1 (thus úkúpààtà n díkídìîkì rather than 
*úkúpààtà údíkídìîkì). She notes however that in her data this is a unique pairing. 
  
In Plateau Shimakonde by comparison, we find that the same stem gives nouns in 
classes 14/6 as well as 1A/2 (with the latter being one instance of the personification 
of animal names described in section 7.4.2). In Plateau Shimakonde, the noun in 
class 14 úkúpaata 'flea' fr. u#kupata NP14#NST is paired with mákúpaata 'fleas' in 
class 6, fr. ma#kupata NP6#NST. The same stem -kupata also gives nouns in classes 
1A/2, thus kúpaata fr. ø#kupata NP1A#NST and vákúpaata fr. va#kupata NP2#NST. 
Note that the noun in class 14 is frequently employed in a collective sense. In 
contrast to Manus' data, this form requires agreement in the same class, thus 
úkúpaata undiîwa 'the fleas have died' (lit. 'the flea has died'). The other classes also 
motivate standard agreement, thus mákúpaata andiwáanga 'the fleas have died' 
(class 6), kúpaata andiîwa 'the flea has died' (class 1A), and vákúpaata vandiwáanga 
'the fleas have died' (class 2).
160
  
 
6.3.1.iii. Class 5: pairing in class 2?  
In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus (ibid.83) cites another unique pairing in the words 
lyúùndì 'owl' fr. li-undi in class 5 which in her data is paired with βánámáùùndì 
'owls' fr. βa-na-ma-undi in class 2. In Plateau Shimakonde however, both lyúundi 
'owl' fr. li#undi NP5#NST and máúundi 'owls' fr. NP6#NST are known forms (although 
thought to be from one of the Tanzanian dialects known generically as shimakoônde, 
see section 1.3).
161
 In Plateau Shimakonde the normal reference for 'owl' is 
námáuundi in class 1A fr. ø#na-ma-undi NP1A#FV-NP6-NRT. This is paired with the 
                                                          
 
 
159 Variation in pairing would require the form *vií-ti 'heads'; a form which Liphola does not document. 
160 In this word group, the stem is derived from the Infinitive kúpááta 'to receive' (fr. ku#pata NP15#VST). 
When fleas infest an animal they may be thought to have 'received it' or 'taken it over'. The same stem 
may be formed in classes 1/2 to refer to rich people thus nkúpaata 'rich person' fr. mu#ku-pata 
NP1#NP15-VST and vákúpaata 'rich people' fr. va-ku#pata NP2#NP15-VST. In our description, both sets of 
words are examples of derived forms in the nominal system (see section 7.4.2). In each case, a nominal 
prefix is employed as an outer prefix to mark the Infinitive form (itself another derived form, see section 
7.4.2.vi).  
161 Note also that the root is different from that in lyuúndi 'cloud' fr. li#undi NP5#NST which is paired in 
class 6 with mauúndi 'clouds' fr. ma#undi NP6#NST. 
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plural form in class 2 following the standard system of pairing; thus vánámáuundi 
fr. va#na-ma-undi NP2#FV-NP6-NRT. 
 
6.3.1.iv. Class 9: optional pairing in classes 10/2?  
 
In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola ibid.19f proposes that nouns in class 9 are 
optionally paired with plurals in classes 10 and 2. In his description, í-mbúúdi with 
its variant ~ mbúúdi in class 9 therefore pairs with dím-búúdi in class 10 as well as 
with vá-mbúúdi in class 2. Note that in his description, Liphola does not include 
class 1A in his description of noun classes (that is, with a zero prefix). Instead he 
views forms like mbúúdi
 
as variants of the full forms in class 9 (even though these 
variants demand agreement in class 1). 
 
In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus ibid.81f proposes the same pairing of animal names 
in class 9. In her description, ímbúúdì fr. iN-mbudi is therefore paired with both 
dímbúúdì fr. diN-mbudi and vámbúúdì fr. va-mbudi. In contrast however to Liphola 
ibid., she finds that mbúúdì is formed in class 1A (fr. ø-mbudi, rather than as in 
Liphola's description being a variant of the form in class 9). She then proposes that 
this noun is also optionally paired; in this case with nouns in classes 2 and 10 (with 
the same forms cited above).  
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we document the same surface forms as those documented 
by Liphola and Manus (ibid.). In our description, however, we do not regard this 
data as evidence of alternate class pairing. Instead we find that the data represents 
two different kinds of underlying structure: one basic, the other derived. We 
describe the structure of personified animal names, which we regard as derived 
forms, in section 7.4.2. At this point in our analysis, however, note that personified 
animal names in classes 1 and 2 show standard pairing, as do basic names in other 
classes.  
 
In T6.23, we limit our examples to pairs of basic nouns in classes 9/10. These are 
personified in either classes 1/2 or 1A/2, with the selection determined by 
phonological factors (see section 7.4.2). In the examples in T6.23, note further that 
although the surface form of personified nouns in class 1A may be the same as the 
surface form in class 9, this is only the case if the vowel in the prefix in class 9 is 
dropped (as it is permitted to be). The difference in underlying structure nevertheless 
continues to be evident in the different agreements required by these nouns. 
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T6.23 Basic and derived animal names (classes 9/10 and 1/2, or 1A/2) 
 
-budi 'goat' (classes 9/10 and 1A/2) 
nc Surface form Morphology Subject agreement 
162
 
9 (í)mbúúdi iN#budi NP9#NST indiîwa SP9-PFV#VST 
10 dímbúúdi diN#budi NP10#NST dindiwáanga SP10-PFV#VST 
1A mbúúdi ø#N-budi NP1A#NP9-NRT andiîwa SP1-PFV#VST 
2 vámbúúdi va#N-budi NP2#NP9-NRT vandiwáanga SP2-PFV#VST 
 
-ganje 'k.o. rat' (classes 9/10 and 1A/2) 
9 (i)ngaânje iN#ganje NP9#NST indiîwa SP9-PFV#VST 
10 dingaânje diN#ganje NP10#NST dindiwáanga SP10-PFV#VST 
1A ngaânje ø#N-ganje NP1A#NP9-NRT andiîwa SP1-PFV#VST 
2 vángáanje va#N-ganje NP2#NP9-NRT vandiwáanga SP2-PFV#VST 
 
-gwele 'baboon' (classes 9/10 and 1A/2) 
9 (i)ngweêle iN#gwele NP9#NST indiîwa SP9-PFV#VST 
10 dingweêle diN#gwele NP10#NST dindiwáanga SP10-PFV#VST 
1A ngweêle ø#N-gwele NP1A#NP9-NRT andiîwa SP1-PFV#VST 
2 vángwéele va#N-gwele NP2#NP9-NRT vandiwáanga SP2-PFV#VST 
 
-kuku 'chicken' (classes 9/10 and 1/2) 
9 (í)úuku iN#kuku NP9#NST163 indiîwa SP9-PFV#VST 
10 díúuku diN#kuku NP10#NST dindiwáanga SP10-PFV#VST 
1 núuku mu#N-kuku NP1#NP9-NRT andiîwa SP1-PFV#VST 
2 váúuku va#N-kuku NP2#NP9-NRT vandiwáanga SP2-PFV#VST 
 
-edi 'snail' (classes 9/10 and 1/2) 
9 (i)eêdi iN#edi NP9#NST indiîwa SP9-PFV#VST 
10 dieêdi diN#edi NP10#NST dindiwáanga SP10-PFV#VST 
1 neêdi mu#N-edi NP1#NP9-NRT andiîwa SP1-PFV#VST 
2 váéedi va#N-edi NP2#NP9-NRT vandiwáanga SP2-PFV#VST 
 
                                                          
 
 
162 In the Anterior verbs cited, we employ the verb stem -wa 'die (of animals)' for singular nouns and 
-wanga 'all die' for plural nouns (see our discussion of the pluractional extension in section 4.5.9). The 
verbs are glossed as follows: indiîwa 'it has died'; dindiwáanga 'they have (all) died'; andiîwa 'he/she has 
died'; vandiwáanga 'they have (all) died'. We have not indicated morpheme breaks in the surface forms in 
this table because of space limitations. 
163 Compare úkúuku 'fleas which infest chickens' fr. u#kuku NP14#NST (collective). 
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6.3.2. Variation from standard patterns of agreement 
 
In our description of Plateau Shimakonde we find no variations from the standard 
patterns of agreement summarised in T6.2 and described in sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.6.  
 
In his overview of Makonde, Odden 2003:537 presents a more complex picture of 
animate agreement. In this summary, he observes that animate nouns in classes 5 
and 7 optionally condition agreement in class 1 as well as in their own classes but 
that animates in class 9 take agreement in their own class unless they drop their 
prefix i- (in which case they take agreement in class 1). By comparison, he observes 
that the plural pairs of these nouns (in classes 6, 8 and 10) do not permit agreement 
in class 2, although he also observes that animates in class 9 may be pluralised in 
class 2 (in which case they take agreement in that class). Odden (ibid.) illustrates 
these apparently arbitrary patterns of agreement with the examples which we quote 
in T6.24.
164
 
 
T6.24 Animate agreement in Makonde (Odden 2003:537) 
Class   Agreement 
5 lí#túunu lii#mo ~ lí#túunu juu#mo 'one hyena' 5/1 
6 má#túunu ma#táátu  'three hyenas' 6 
7 sh#úuni juu#mo ~ sh#úuni shii#mo 'one bird' 7/1 
8 vy#úuni vi#táátu  'three birds' 8 
9 
(~ 9) 
í#n'úku yá-ku#núúna  
~ n'úkú wa-ku#núúna 
'fat chicken' 9 
(~ 1) 
10 dí#n'úkú dyá-kú#núúna 'fat chickens' 10 
~ 2 ~ vá#n'úkú vá-kú#núúna  ~ 2 
 
Liphola 2001 does not describe the system of animate agreement in detail in Coastal 
Shimakonde, but he records the same variation for animates in class 9 which Odden 
2003 observes (so p.20: í-mbúúdi ií-mo 'one goat', with agreement in class 9, 
alternates with mbúúdi uú-mo ~ juúmo 'one goat', with agreement in class 1).  
 
In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003 describes the system of animate agreement in 
some detail (ibid.88f). In her description, however, she treats the animal names 
which Odden and Liphola record in class 9 as belonging either to class 9 (those with 
the prefix i-, like ímbúúdi 'goat') or to class 1A (those without the prefix i-, like 
mbúúdi). Following this division, she observes that nouns in classes 1A/2 and 9/10 
                                                          
 
 
164 We are not sure which dialect Odden draws his data from in these examples. His summary includes 
data from Chimaraba, Chimahuta and Shimakonde. By comparison, equivalent examples in Plateau 
Shimakonde demand penultimate lengthening in the noun and show different as well as regular tone 
patterns on the qualifiers as in lítúunu liímo, mátúunu mataátu, shuúní shiímo, vyuúní vitaátu, íúuku 
yákúnúúna, núuku wákúnúúna. 
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demand agreement in their respective classes.
165
 By comparison with these noun 
pairs, she finds however that animates in all other singular classes in Zanzibar 
Shimakonde demand agreement in class 1 and that their plural pairs likewise 
demand agreement in class 2. In T6.25, we quote examples cited by Manus for the 
sake of comparison with Odden's data (given in T6.24 above). 
 
T6.25 Animate agreement in Zanzibar Shimakonde (Manus 2003:88f) 
Class   Agreement 
5 lìdàgádàâà kúmèênè 'large spider' 1 
6 mátúùnù ádíkídìîkì    'small hyenas' 2 
7 sùúní ndíkídìîkì   'small bird' 1 
8 ìpàmbèèlè ákúmèênè 'large rhinoceros' 2 
9 ímbúúdì ídíkídìîkì 'small goat' 9 
10 dímbúúdì díìílì  'two goats' 10 
1A mbúúdì ndíkídìîkì 'small goat' 1 
2 ámbúúdì áìílì 'two goats' 2 
14 úkúpààtà ndíkídìîkì   'small flea'  1 
2 ákúpààtà ádíkídìîkì 'small fleas'  2166 
 
In our present study, we find that the apparently arbitrary departures from the 
standard patterns of nominal agreement described by Odden 2003 and by Manus 
2003 (as illustrated above) may be accounted for very simply in Plateau 
Shimakonde. Anticipating our description in section 7.4.2, we find in this 
sub-dialect that the singular forms of animal names, which in this dialect are found 
in classes 3, 5, 7, 9, 9A and 14, are either optionally or obligatorily personified as 
derived forms in classes 1A and 2. This process means that parallel pairs of 
personified and non-personified animal names are found throughout the lexicon. In 
our description, we find that the nouns in each of these sets of names then demand 
the standard patterns of agreement described in section 6.2.  
 
In T6.26, we give examples from our data of non-personified animal names in each 
of the singular classes 3, 5, 7, 9, 9A and 14 together with their standard plural pairs 
and their personified forms in classes 1(A) and 2. In the examples in this table, we 
                                                          
 
 
165 In our study, we make the same distinction as Manus (ibid.) with respect to the nouns which Odden 
and Liphola (ibid.) record in class 9. This means that we find, as she does, that the nouns in classes 1A/2 
and 9/10 show standard agreement. We nevertheless differ from Manus in analysing the nouns in classes 
9/10 as basic structures and those in classes 1A/2 as derived structures (see section 7.4.2.) 
166 This example is not cited by Manus but is consistent with her data that úkúpààtà is paired in class 2 
with ákúpààta. 
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show the contrasts between the underlying structures described in section 7.4.2 but 
do not give the morpheme glosses (which are transparent). 
 
With regard to specific classes in T6.26, note firstly that animal names in class 3 are 
obligatorily personified in class 1A. This means that animal names in class 3 are 
absent from the lexicon. Their plural pairs in class 4 are nevertheless attested as 
standard forms in Plateau Shimakonde.  
 
Note secondly that personification in class 1A rather than class 1 means that nouns in 
classes 5 and 7 have the same surface form as their corresponding personified nouns 
in class 1A. By comparison, deletion of the vowel in the prefix in class 9 gives a 
contrast between the forms in class 9/9A and 1A (which is also attested by Manus 
2003 in Zanzibar Shimakonde, as indicated in T6.25). Note also that stems in class 
1A which begin with a single nasal are personified in class 1, not class 1A. 
 
In the examples in T6.26, note finally that the word for úkúpaata in class 14 is itself 
a derived form, achieved by adding the prefix u- to an Infinitive stem. While this 
noun has a standard pair in class 6, basic nouns in class 14 like uúndi 'eagle' are all 
obligatorily personified as derived forms in class 1A. As in class 3, the nouns in 
class 14 are therefore absent from the lexicon. In this case however the plural pairs 
that we might expect in class 6 do not appear in the lexicon.  
 
T6.26 Animate agreement in Plateau Shimakonde (our data) 
 
NC Noun  Agreement:   
   Subject
167
 Adjective Class 
 
classes 3/4, 1A/2. Root: -tumi 'lion' 
3 *ntuúmi mu#tumi --- --- --- 
4 mituúmi mi#tumi vindiwáanga  míkúmeêne
168
 4 
1A ntuúmi ø#mu-tumi andiîwa  nkúmeêne 1 
2 vántúúmi va#mu-tumi vandiwáanga  vákúmeêne 2 
 
classes 5/6, 1A/2. Root: -ngundu 'rat' 
5 linguûndu  li#ngundu lindiîwa  líkúmeêne 5 
6 manguûndu  ma#ngundu (l)andiwáanga  mákúmeêne 6 
1A linguûndu ø#li-ngundu andiîwa  nkúmeêne 1 
2 válíngúundu  va#li-ngundu vandiwáanga  vákúmeêne 2 
 
                                                          
 
 
167 See T6.23 for the parsing conventions followed in this table and the next.  
168 Also ~ víkúmeêne as indicated in T6.1 
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T6.26 continued... 
 
classes 7/8, 1A/2. Root: -uni 'bird' 
7 shuúni  sh#uni shindiîwa  shíkúmeêne 7 
8 vyuúni  vi#uni vindiwáanga  víkúmeêne 8 
1A shuúni ø#shi-uni andiîwa  nkúmeêne 1 
2 váshúúni  va#shi-uni vandiwáanga  vákúmeêne 2 
 
classes 9/10, 1A/2. Root: -budi 'goat' 
9 (í)mbúúdi iN#budi indiîwa  íúmeêne 9 
10 dímbúúdi diN#budi dindiwáanga  díúmeêne 10 
1A mbúúdi ø#N-budi andiîwa  nkúmeêne 1 
2 vámbúúdi va#N-budi vandiwáanga  vákúmeêne 2 
 
classes 9/10, 1/2. Root: -kuku 'chicken' 
9 (í)úuku iN#kuku indiîwa  íúmeêne 9 
10 díúuku diN#kuku dindiwáanga  díúmeêne 10 
1 núuku mu#N-kuku andiîwa  nkúmeêne 1 
2 váúuku va#N-kuku vandiwáanga  vákúmeêne 2 
 
classes 9A/10A, 1A/2. Root: -omba 'fish' 
9A yóomba i#omba indiîwa  íúmeêne 9 
10A dyóoma di#omba dindiwáanga  díúmeêne 10 
1A yóomba ø#i-omba andiîwa  nkúmeêne 1 
2 váyóomba va#i-omba vandiwáanga  vákúmeêne 2 
 
classes 14/6, 1A/2. Stem: kupata 'to receive' (with the nouns derived in these classes 
indicating 'flea/s')  
14 úkúpaata u#ku-pata undiîwa  úkúmeêne 14 
6 mákúpaata ma#ku-pata (l)andiwáanga  mákúmeêne 6 
1A kúpaata ø#ku-pata andiîwa  nkúmeêne 1 
2 vákúpaata va#ku-pata vandiwáanga  vákúmeêne 2 
 
classes *14/*6, 1A/2. Root: -undi 'eagle' 
14 *uúndi u#undi --- --- --- 
6 *mauúndi ma#undi --- --- --- 
1A uúundi ø#u-undi andiîwa  nkúmeêne 1 
2 váúúndi va#u-undi vandiwáanga  vákúmeêne 2 
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6.4. Lists of nouns in each class 
 
In this section, we list a range of different nouns in each class. These examples 
illustrate the varying ways in which the noun prefixes in each class surface 
following the vowel and consonantal processes described in chapters 2 and 3. The 
examples also illustrate the varying degrees of semantic coherence found in the 
different classes in Plateau Shimakonde (following the traditional consensus in 
Bantu studies which views semantic categorisation in the noun class system as 
somewhat fragmented, Katamba 2003:114f). In this respect, note that the list of 
semantic categories which we give for each class pairing is not intended to be 
exhaustive nor do the lists imply that the categories are exclusive to any particular 
class or class pairing. 
 
In the examples throughout this section, note secondly that we only give the gloss 
and underlying morphology for the singular form (in paired nouns), unless the sense 
and/or the morphological structure of the plural form differs from the singular. If it 
does, we indicate the sense and/or morphology of the plural in brackets.  
 
Note thirdly that the lists of examples in the different classes contain nouns with 
different underlying structures. We do not in the present section separate these into 
different morphological categories leaving this until our description of the structure 
of the nominal system in chapter 7. 
 
6.4.1. Noun classes 1/2 
 
In the following examples, note that the nominal prefix in class 1 mu- only surfaces 
without modification in two contexts: i. prior to a monosyllabic root, as in muúnu 
'person', and ii. in identifying nouns like múnteéla 'healer' and múndoonde 'an 
Ndonde person' (in which mu- is added as an outer prefix before a stem beginning 
with a nasal-consonant sequence).  
 
Humans 
muúnu 
vaánu 
'person' mu#nu NP1#NST 
 
mwáali  
váali 
'girl' mu#ali NP1#NST 
 
mmóóngo  
vámóóngo 
'enemy' mu#mongo NP1#NST 
 
nnwééle  
válwééle 
'sick person' mu#lwele NP1#NST 
 
nkóongwe  
vakoôngwe 
'woman' mu#kongwe NP1#NST 
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Humans continued... 
ntájiíli  
vátájiíli 
'rich person' mu#tajili NP1#NST 
 
nkúpaata 
vákúpaata 
'rich person' mu#ku-pata NP1#NP15-VST 
cf. kúpááta 'to receive' ku#pata NP15#VST 
múnteéla  
vámíteéla 
 
'healer' mu#mu-tela NP1#NP3-NRT 
pl. va#mi-tela NP2#NP4-NRT 
cf. ntééla/mítééla 'medicine/s' 
múndoonde 
vándoonde 
'Ndonde person' mu#ndonde NP1#N 
cf. ndoônde '(area name)' 
 
Personified animals 
mmaála  
vámáála 
'gazelle' mu#N-mala NP1#NP9-NRT 
 
naáma  
váááma 
'animal' mu#N-ama NP1#NP9-NRT 
 
neêdi  
váéedi 
'snail' mu#N-edi NP1#NP9-NRT 
 
 
Kinship terms  
nkúlúmuunu 
vákúlúmuunu 
'an older sibling' mu#kulu-mu-nu NP1#NRT-NP1-NRT 
(lit. 'older person') 
nkúlwáángu 
vakulúvaángu 
'my older sibling' mu#kulu-angu NP1#NRT-POS 
pl. va#kulu-va-etu NP2#NRT-PC-POS 
nnúmbúgweetu  
válúmbúveetu 
'my (opposite gender) sibling'  
mu#lumbu-gu-etu NP1#NRT-PC-POS 
áángu  
váváángu 
'my companion' mu#ju-angu NP1#DC-POS 
 
njéétu 
vávéétu 
'our companion' mu#ju-etu NP1#DC-POS 
 
mwánáángu 
vánávaángu 
'my child' mu#ana-angu NP1#NRT-POS 
 
mwánéétu 
vanuunúveétu 
'my/our younger sibling' mu#ana-etu NP1#NRT-POS 
va#nuunu-va-etu NP2#NRT-PC-POS 
mwánágweetu 
vánáveetu 
'our child' mu#ana-gu-etu NP1#NRT-PC-POS 
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6.4.2. Noun classes 1A/2 
 
Personified animals 
ntuúmi 
vántúúmi 
'lion' ø#mu-tumi NP1A#NP3-NRT 
 
nguluúve 
vángúlúúve 
'pig' ø#N-guluve NP1A#NP9-NRT 
 
shúuvi 
váshúuvi 
'leopard' ø#i-shuvi NP1A#NP9A-NRT 
 
 
Feature nouns (with the conjunction na- 'with' employed as a formative')
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náliíu 
vánáliíu 
'chameleon' ø#na-li-iu NP1A#FV-NP5-NRT 
derivation: 'with eye' 
námutimúúti 
vánámutimúúti 
'bat' ø#na-mu-uti(x2) NP1A#FV-NP3-NRT(x2) 
derivation: 'with head-head' 
námwiíli 
vánámwiíli 
'widow' ø#na-mu-wili NP1A#FV-NP1-NUM 
derivation (speculative): 'with one of two' 
náoólo 
vánáoólo 
'elder' ø#na-mu-kulu NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT 
derivation (speculative): 'with age' 
nansheéto 
vánánsheéto 
'fox' ø#na-mu-sheto NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT 
derivation opaque 
nangatoômwa 
vánángátóomwa 
'k.o. game' ø#na-mu-gatomwa NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT 
derivation opaque 
 
Powders/substances (uncountables) 
óolya 'tobacco' ø#olya NP1A#NST 
kaáwa 'coffee' ø#kawa NP1A#NST 
ngááno 'wheat flour' ø#ngano NP1A#NST 
baángi 'opium' ø#bangi NP1A#NST 
dóona 'coarse maize flour' ø#dona NP1A#NST 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
169 The derivation of these nouns is more-or-less speculative as is indicated in these examples (see also 
section 7.4.4). 
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Relationship terms (a-/va-)
170
 
ájáala 
vájáala 
171
 
'my mother' a#jala NP1A#NST 
 
ányoóke 
vajujúvaáke 
'his/her mother' a#mu-ju-ake NP1A#NP1-DC-POS (spec.) 
va#juju-va-ake NP1#NRT-PC-POS 
(á)nákuulu 
vánákuulu 
'my grandparent' a#na-kulu NP1A#FV-NRT 
 
jújúmuunu 
vájújúmuunu 
'mother' ø#juju-mu-nu NP1#NRT-NP1-NRT 
(lit. 'mother-person') 
 
Miscellaneous 
uúndi 
váúúndi 
'eagle' ø#undi NP1A#NST 
 
úumu 
váúumu 
'king' ø#umu NP1A#NST 
 
túupa 
vátúupa 
'(iron) file' ø#tupa NP1A#NST 
 
 
6.4.3. Noun classes 3/4 
 
Long objects (trees, poles etc...)  
nkwááju 
míkwááju 
'cashew tree; walking stick' mu#kwaju NP3#NST 
 
nnóonje 
mílóonje 
'baobab' mu#lonje NP3#NST 
 
mweémbe 
myeémbe 
'mango tree' mu#embe NP3#NST 
 
múumba 
myúumba 
'arrow' mu#umba NP3#NST 
 
mwiíi 
miíi / myuúi 
'pounding stick' mu#ii NP3#NST 
 
ndíídi 
mídíídi 
'rope' mu#didi NP3#NRT 
 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
170 In which the prefix in class 1A maybe a- rather than ø- depending upon the noun. 
171 Manus 2003 records this noun as váájáala. She therefore identifies the stem as -ajala, with 
compensatory lengthening following fusion with the prefix va-.   
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Body parts 
muúti 
myuúti 
'head' mu#uti NP3#NST 
 
ntuúi 
mituúi 
'corpse' mu#tui NP3#NST 
 
myáadi 'blood' (collective) mi#adi NP4#NST 
myóódi 'tears' (collective) mi#odi NP4#NST 
mwáálóóto 
myáálóóto 
'index finger' mu#alot-o NP3#VBS-NF 
cf. kwáálóóta 'to point to' fr. ku#alota NP15#VST 
nkónókoono 
míkónókoono 
'right (hand/arm)' mu#kono(x2) NP3#NRT(x2) 
 
nsháanda 
mísháanda 
'left (hand/arm)' mu#shanda NP3#NST 
 
 
Instruments/utensils 
ndáala 
mídáala 
'stirring spoon' mu#dala NP3#NST 
 
ndáamu 
mídáamu 
'communal plate/bowl' mu#damu NP3#NST 
 
mpúmeela 
mípúmeela 
'saw' mu#pumela NP3#NST 
 
 
Animals 
*ntuúmi
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mituúmi 
--- 
'lions' mi#tumi NP4#NST 
*ntootwe 
mitootwe 
--- 
'ant-eaters' mi#totwe NP4#NST 
*ntíini 
mítíini 
--- 
'k.o. (small) birds' mi#tini NP4#NST 
ndeége 
mideége 
'aeroplane' mu#dege NP3#NST (loan 
from Swahili) 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
172 As described in section 6.3.2, we assume that animates in class 3 have been dropped from the lexicon 
(although they nevertheless provide the basis for personified forms in classes 1 and 2). The noun ndeége 
in class 3 cited in the list, however, refers to a non-animate object ('aeroplane'; compare Swahili 'bird'). 
This permits agreement in either class 3 or class 1 (with subject prefixes u- or a-). The plural form in class 
4 similarly permits agreement in class 4 or 2 (with subject prefixes vi- or va-). 
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Abstracts 
mwíiko 
míiko 
'sign' mu#iko NP3#NST 
 
nnaándo 
milaándo 
'issue, subject' mu#lando NP3#NST 
 
mwááa 
myááa 
'issue, problem' mu#aa NP3#NST 
 
ntaáu 
mitaáu 
'resistance' mu#tau NP3#NST 
 
 
Games 
mwoóda 
myoóda 
'k.o. game' mu#oda NP3#NST 
 
nshaájo 
mishaájo 
'k.o. game' mu#shajo NP3#NST 
 
ndoômbi 
mindoômbi 
 
'k.o. dance' mu#dombi NP3#NST 
(mi#ndombi NP4#NST, with the desyllabified nasal 
prefix from class 3 reinterpreted as part of the root) 
 
Time 
mwáaka 
myáaka 
'year' mu#aka NP3#NST 
 
mwéedi 
myéedi  
'month' mu#edi NP3#NST 
 
múui 'daytime' mu#ui NP3#NST 
 
Miscellaneous 
muuku 
myuuku 
'bag; pocket' mu#uku NP3#NST 
 
njiígo 
mijiígo  
'load' mu#jigo NP3#NST 
 
nnoóu 
miloóu 
'prime cut of meat' mu#lou NP3#NST 
 
njúluuku 
mínjúluuku 
 
'money' mu#juluku NP3#NST 
(mi#njuluku NP4#NST, with the desyllabified nasal 
prefix from class 3 reinterpreted as part of the root) 
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6.4.4. Noun classes 5/6 
 
Time 
lídúúva 
mádúúva 
'day; sun' li#duva NP5#NST 
 
lyáamba 'morning' li#amba NP5#NST 
lyuúlo 'afternoon' li#ulo NP5#NST 
liído 'yesterday' li#ido NP5#NST 
mádúudi 'day before yesterday' ma#dudi NP6#NST 
 
Uncountables 
lyóoi 'smoke' li#oi NP5#NST 
méedi 'water' ma#edi NP6#NST 
máúúta 'oil' ma#uta NP6#NST 
maáta 'saliva' ma#ata NP6#NST 
 
Miscellaneous 
liídi 
maádi 
'voice' li#di NP5#NST 
 
lígwáángwa 
mágwáángwa 
'bone' li#gwanga NP5#NST 
 
lyaála 
maála 
'farm' li#ala NP5#NST 
 
líkóola 
mákóola 
'family; clan' li#kola NP5#NST 
 
líija 
máíija 
'stone' li#ija NP5#NST 
 
lyoóka 
maoóka 
'spirit' li#oka NP5#NST 
 
líina 
méena 
'name' li#ina NP5#NST 
 
máana 'meaning' (loan from Swahili) 
 
6.4.5. Noun classes 7/8 
 
Various 
shuúni 
vyuúni 
'bird' shi#uni NP7#NST 
 
shákuúlya 
vyákuúlya 
'food; farm produce' sha#ku-lya CX7#NP15-VST 
cf. kúúlya 'to eat' ku#lya NP15#VST 
shákúmeévo 
vyákúmeévo 
'small clay basin (used for washing the face)'  
sha#ku-mevo CX7#LOC17-N 
(lit. 'of at the eyes' cf. méevo 'eyes' ma#iu NP6#NST) 
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Various continued... 
sheélo 
vyeélo 
'winnowing basket' shi#elo NP7#NST 
 
shilaámbo 
vilaámbo 
'country; area' shi#lambo NP7#NST 
 
shitungúulu 
vitungúulu 
'onion' shi#tungulu NP7#NST 
 
shílóólo 
vílóólo 
'glass; mirror' shi#lol-o NP7#VBS-NF 
cf. kúlóóla 'to look' ku#lola NP15#VST 
shíngúumi 
víngúumi 
'health' shi#ngumi NP7#NST 
 
shímádeengo 
 
 
'specific work' shi#ma-deng-o NP7#NP6-VBS-NF 
cf. madeéngo 'work' ma#deng-o NP6#VBS-NF 
cf. kúdéénga 'build' ku#denga NP15#VST 
shímákonde 
 
 
'Makonde language' shi#ma-kond-e NP7#NP6-VBS-NF 
cf. makoónde 'plateau' ma#kond-e NP6#VBS-NF 
cf. kúkóónda 'produce abundantly' ku#konda NP15#VST 
shiílo 'night' shi#ilo/lo NP7#NST 
shaânda 'burial cloth' shi#anda NP7#NST 
 
6.4.6. Noun classes 9(A, B)/10(A) 
 
In the examples given below, note firstly that the vowel in the nominal prefix iN- in 
class 9 is 'weak' and frequently elided.  
 
Secondly,when a noun stem begins with a single nasal consonant combination, we 
assume the presence of the nasal consonant in the prefixes for class 9 and 10. Where 
we have no data to indicate the underlying form of the root, we record the root with 
an initial nasal (even though consonant assimilation may allow a variety of 
possibilities, as described in chapter 3).  
 
Thirdly,we treat nouns in which the prefix is followed by a nasal consonant in a 
similar way. Unless we have data which indicates otherwise, we assume that these 
nouns derive their initial nasal-consonant sequence from the prefix nasal added to 
the consonant which appears at the surface. 
 
Fourthly, in this section we list nouns in class 9A, 9B and 10A together with nouns in 
classes 9 and 10 (so as to avoid excessive repetition of the same categories). In this 
respect, note also that we treat nouns which begin with a palatal glide in these 
classes as being formed from vowel-initial roots and the prefixes i- and di- in classes 
9A/10A (giving y- and dy- respectively). 
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Animals 
(i)uúshi 
diuúshi 
'bee' iN#ushi NP9#NST 
 
(i)aáma 
diaáma 
'meat; animal' iN#ama NP9#NST 
pl. 'animals' 
(i)meénde 
dimeénde 
'bush-rat' iN#mende NP9#NST 
 
(i)weéna 
diweéna 
'crocodile' iN#wena NP9#NST 
 
(i)nguluúve 
dinguluúve 
'pig' iN#guluve NP9#NST 
 
(i)úuku 
díúuku 
'chicken' iN#kuku NP9#NST 
cf. úkúuku 'chicken fleas' u#kuku NP14#NST 
 
Animals - class 9A/10A 
yóomba 
dyóomba 
'fish' i#omba NP9A#NST 
 
(í)shúuvi 
díshúuvi 
'leopard' i#shuvi NP9A#NST 
 
 
Abstracts 
(i)aáno 
diaáno 
'idea; intelligence' iN#ano NP9#NST 
 
(i)nuúshu 
dinuúshu 
'half' iN#nushu NP9#NST (borrowed 
from Arabic/Swahili?) 
dimoóngo 'strength' diN#mongo NP10#NST 
 
Abstracts - class 9A/10A 
yóóni 
dyóóni 
'shame' i#oni NP9#NST 
 
íshiima 'respect' i#shima NP9A#NST 
diluúnda 'skill' di#lunda NP10A#NST 
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Miscellaneous  
(i)aânde 
diaânde 
'house' iN#ande NP9#NST 
 
imuúmu 
dimuúmu 
'spirit; breath' iN#mumu NP9#NST 
pl. tuberculosis/asthma 
(i)ndaála 
dindaála 
'hunger' iN#dala NP9#NST 
 
(i)ndiíla 
dindiíla 
'path; way' iN#dila NP9#NST 
 
inangoódi 
dinangoódi 
 
'language' iN#tangol-i NP9#VBS-NF 
cf. shitangoódi 'specific language' (NC7/8) 
cf. matangoódi 'manner of speech' (NC6) 
 
Miscellaneous - class 9A/10A 
igoôli 
digoôli 
'bed' i#goli NP9A#NST 
 
ííjo 
dííjo 
'kidney' i#ijo NP9A#NST 
 
ikiíti 
dikiíti 
'chair' i#kiti NP9A#NST 
 
ilaánga 
dilaánga 
'grassland' i#langa NP9A#NST 
 
yáana 'rising sun' i#ana NP9A#NST 
 
Borrowed words - 9A/10A 
(í)méésha 
díméésha 
'table' i#mesha NP9#NST (fr. Portuguese mesa) 
 
(i)balúugwa 
dibalúugwa 
'letter' i#balugwa NP9#NST (fr. Swahili barua) 
 
(i)saâa 
disaâa 
'watch; hour' (i)#saa NP9#NST (fr. Swahili isaa) 
 
(i)sheêla 'wax' i#shela NP9A#NST (fr. Portuguese cera) 
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Borrowed words - 9B/10A 
kandambaáli  
dikanambaáli 
'(pair of) sandals' ø#kandambali NP9B#NST (fr. Swahili 
kandambili) 
míiva 
dímíiva 
'thorn' ø#miva NP9B#NST (fr. Swahili mwiba/miba class 3/4)
173
 
aludééya 
dyaludééya 
'village' ø#aludeya NP9B#NST (fr. Portuguese aldeia) 
 
6.4.7. Noun classes 11/10(A) 
 
Note that some stems of nouns in class 11 begin with a nasal-consonant sequence 
(following the prefix lu-). We understand this sequence to be given by 
reinterpretation of the nasal consonant from the prefix in class 10 (diN-) as part of 
the root. 
 
Body parts 
lúpéembe 
díméembe 
'horn' lu#pembe NP11#NST 
 
lúlíími 
díndíími 
'tongue' lu#limi NP11#NST 
 
lújéeje 
dínjéeje 
'jawbone' lu#jeje NP11#NST 
 
lúkwííkwi 
díwííkwi 
'eyelash' lu#kwikwi NP11#NST 
 
lushaleéka 
dialeéka 
'palm frond' lu#shaleka NP11#NST 
 
lundoómo 
dindoómo 
'lip' lu#ndomo NP11#NST 
diN#domo NP10#NST 
 
Miscellaneous 
lutaáno 
dinaáno 
'riddle' lu#tano NP11#NST 
 
lwoóno 
dingwoóno 
'sleep' lu#wono NP11#NST 
 
lúngaáu 
díngaáu 
'net' lu#ngau NP11#NST 
diN#gau NP10#NST 
lumbuûu 
dimbuûu 
'creeper' lu#mbuu NP11#NST 
diN#buu NP10#NRT 
                                                          
 
 
173 Manus 2003:71 finds the same noun pair in class 9B/10A in Zanzibar Shimakonde and notes that it is 
difficult to decide whether these nouns are borrowed from Swahili or are integral to Shimakonde (from a 
proto-Bantu root). 
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Miscellaneous - 11/10A 
lwíímu 
díímu 
'song' lu#imo NP11#NST 
 
lweéko 
dyeéko 
'smile' lu#ek-o NP11#VBS-NF 
cf. kwééka 'laugh' ku#eka NP15#VST 
lúwéene 
díwéene 
'drinking gourd' lu#wene NP11#NST 
 
lúdéengwa 
dídéengwa 
'k.o. gourd' lu#dengwa NP11#NST 
 
lúgwááni 
dígwááni 
'compound' lu#gwani NP11#NST 
 
luvaâni 
divaâni 
'skewer' lu#vani NP11#NST 
 
 
6.4.8. Noun classes 12/13 
 
Relatively few roots in Shimakonde take the diminutive/augmentative prefixes ka- 
and tu- as recognised lexical items. Where they are attested in our data, the sense is 
often derogatory or derisive. In the examples below, note firstly that the standard 
forms for most of these roots are found in classes 7/8. Note secondly that we only 
find one generally accepted example of an augmentative in class 13 (tupuûla).
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Diminutives in class 12 are more common. Note thirdly that many of these roots 
may also be formed as augmentatives in classes 5/6 rather than class 13.
175
 In some 
cases the nouns in classes 5/6 are clearly augmentative (and derisive) as in lituúmbo 
and lileéu. In others the augmentative sense appears to have disappeared as in 
likoôko and línjíílo. 
  
                                                          
 
 
174 Mpalume & Mandumbwe 1991:70 also record tukoko 'large thing' and tuleu 'small beard'. Our 
language assistants do not recognise these examples. We presume they would carry the same tone as 
shikoôko and shileéu respectively. In the latter example, it appears that class 13 is used as a diminutive, 
although this probably reflects a derogatory sense.  
175 These examples may equally be described as belonging to the augmentative class 21 identified in the 
Bleek-Meinhof numbering system (summarised by Katamba 2003). Since they take plurals in class 6 we 
find it more convenient to regard them as nouns in class 5/6 (as does Schadeberg 2003a:82). Note also the 
colloquial expression lílúúme nameêne 'very big' with the root -lume 'man' and the superlative nameêne 
'very'. 
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kapuûla 
tupuûla 
 
'little knife' ka#pula NP12#NST 
'large knife!' tu#pula NP13#NST 
cf. shipuûla 'knife' shi#pula NP7#NST 
kakoôko 
likoôko 
makoôko 
 
'tiny particle' ka#koko NP12#NST 
'fruit (without identifying kind)' li#koko NP5#NST 
(pl. of likoôko) ma#koko NP6#NST 
cf. shikoôko 'particle' shi#koko NP7#NST  
 
 
kánjíílo 
línjíílo 
mánjíílo 
 
 
'something indefinite (but small)' ka#njilo NP12#NST 
'something indefinite' li#njilo NP5#NST 
(pl. of línjíílo) ma#njilo NP6#NST 
cf. shínjíílo 'indefinite thing' shi#njilo NP7#NST 
cf. njíílo 'indefinite person' mu#jilo NP1#NST 
katuúmbo 
lituúmbo 
matuúmbo 
 
'little stomach' ka#tumbo NP12#NST 
'large stomach' li#tumbo NP5#NST 
(pl. of lituúmbo) ma#tumbo NP6#NST 
cf. shituúmbo 'stomach' shi#tumbo NP7#NST 
kaleéu 
lileéu 
 
'little beard' ka#leu NP12#NST 
'large beard' li#leu NP5#NST 
cf. shileéu 'beard' shi#leu NP7#NST 
kálóóve 
 
'little word' ka#love NP12#NST 
cf. lílóóve 'word' li#love NP5#NST 
kambaméela 
 
'small amount of butter beans' ka#mbamela NP12#NST 
cf. (i)mbaméela 'butter bean' iN#bamela NP9#NST 
 
6.4.9. Noun classes 14/6 
 
Abstracts 
úkálaau 'cruelty' u#kalau NP14#NST 
úulu 'independence' u#ulu NP14#NST 
úmóóngo 'enmity' u#mongo NP14#NST 
(ú)wáavi 'witchcraft' u#wavi NP14#NST 
 
Uncountables 
úushi 'honey' u#ushi NP14#NST 
útúumba 'water from soaked maize' u#tumba NP14#NST 
úmáandi 'rust' u#mandi NP14#NST 
ukoódi 'tax' u#kodi NP14#NST 
úkúuku 'bugs on chickens' u#kuku NP14#NST 
(u)wiíno 'paint' u#wino NP14#NST 
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Various 
utuúmbo 
matuúmbo 
'intestine' u#tumbo NP14#NST 
 
údééni 
mádééni 
'debt' u#deni NP14#NST 
 
úkóoko 
mákóoko 
'remainder of food' u#koko NP14#NST 
 
ugwoógwa 
magwoógwa 
'mushroom' u#gwogwa NP14#NST 
 
 
6.4.10. Noun class 15 
 
Class 15 consists of infinitive verb-nouns in which the nominal prefix ku- is added 
to a neutral verb stem (as described in section 5.4.1, with numerous examples 
throughout chapter 4, see especially 4.5.1). 
 
6.4.11. Locative noun classes 16-18 
 
As in all the Makonde dialects, the majority of locative nouns are derived by adding 
a locative prefix in class 16, 17 or 18 to a full noun, which in this context forms the 
stem of the locative noun. We refer to these locatives henceforth as 'productive 
locatives'. In these nouns, agreement may be with either the locative class specified 
by the outer prefix, or with the noun class specified by the inner prefix (which forms 
the stem of that locative).
176
 
 
Class 16 with the prefix pa- typically expresses location on top, above, or in the 
general vicinity of something, someone or somewhere. As we observed in our 
description of adverbial clauses in chapter 5.5.5, it is also employed to express 
location in time ('when'). 
 
Class 17, with the prefix ku-, typically expresses movement to or from something, 
someone or somewhere and when in contrast to pa- refers to the location itself rather 
than a general vicinity. The location, although specified, may however be very 
general as in kumakoónde 'to/from/on/at the Makonde plateau area' fr. ku#makonde 
LOC17#N and/or remote as in kumaánga ~ kwiimaánga 'to/from/at the sea' 
fr. ku#(i)manga LOC17#N. 
 
                                                          
 
 
176  Devos 2004:50-66 examines the morphology, semantics and grammar of locatives in Makwe in great 
detail. We cover similar ground in this section but in less detail. This is because, in our present 
description, our primary interest is the way in which locative prefixes (carrying Low tone) modify the 
tone profile of following stems. 
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Class 18, with the prefix mu-, typically expresses location inside or within 
something, someone or somewhere. As we observed in our description of adverbial 
clauses in section 5.5.5, it is also employed to express the manner ('how'). 
 
In addition to productive locatives, we find a number of 'lexicalised locatives' like 
kumeêvo 'face'. In these, agreement always follows the locative outer prefix. We also 
refer to locative nouns in which the stems can only be formed in one or more of the 
locative classes as lexicalised locatives. These may be formed by adding one of the 
locative prefixes to a stem which contains a clear prefix from one of the standard 
classes (1-14) or to a stem in which no 'inner prefix' is discernible. The latter include 
what Devos 2004:64 refers to as 'place-denoting nouns' like peepi 'near' and 
pashaâña 'above', as well as interrogatives like paáshi 'where', kwaáshi 'where' and 
mwaáshi 'how'.
177
 
 
In the following examples, note firstly that the locative prefix mu- (LOC18) is 
optionally reduced to a homorganic nasal before stems which begin with a single 
consonant combination. It does not however reduce before stems which begin with a 
nasal consonant. Note secondly that in productive locative nouns in which the stem 
consists of two syllables beginning with mu-, mi- or ma-, the outer locative prefix is 
obligatorily reduced in some nouns, optionally reduced in others, but obligatorily 
maintained in its unreduced form in yet others. 
 
Productive locatives 
pakaâja ~ paikáaja 'at/around the settlement' pa#(i-)kaja LOC16#NP9A-NRT 
kukaâja ~ kwiikáaja 'at/to the settlement' ku#(i-)kaja LOC17#NP9A-NRT 
nkaâja ~ mwiikáaja 'in the settlement' mu#(i-)kaja LOC18#NP9A-NRT 
 
paaânde  
~ paiaânde 
'at/on/around the house' pa#(i)N-ande LOC16#NP9A-NRT 
kuaânde  
~ kwiiaânde 
'at/to the house' ku#(i)N-ande LOC17#NP9A-NRT 
 
naânde  
~ mwiiaânde 
'in the house' mu#(i)N-ande LOC18#NP9A-NRT 
 
 
pashiîma 'at/on/around the water-tank' pa#shi-ima LOC16#NP7-NRT 
kushiîma 'at/to the water-tank' ku#shi-ima LOC17#NP7-NRT 
nshiîma ~ mushiîma 'in the water-tank' mu#shi-ima LOC18#NP7-NRT 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
177 Compare the comparative adverbs daáshi 'how' and doóni 'like'. 
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pandáamu 'at/on/around the eating bowl' pa#mu-damu LOC16#NP3-NRT 
kundáamu 'at/to the eating bowl' ku#mu-damu LOC17#NP3-NRT 
mundáamu 
* ~ nndáamu 
'in the eating bowl' mu#mu-damu LOC18#NP3-NRT 
 
 
mmaái ~ mumaái 'in the egg' mu#ma-i LOC18#NP6-NRT 
mmuúto ~ mumuúto 'in the water source' mu#mu-uto LOC18#NP3-NRT 
mmeêvo ~ mumeêvo 'in the eyes' mu#ma-iu LOC18#NP6-NRT 
mmuúti *~ mumuúti 'in the head' mu#mu-uti LOC18#NP3-NRT 
mmyuuku *~ mumyuuku 'in the pockets' mu#mi-uku LOC18#NP4-NRT 
mumuuku *~ mmuuku 'in the pocket' mu#mu-uku LOC18#NP3-NRT 
mumwíítu *~ mmwíítu 'in the bush' mu#mu-itu LOC18#NP3-NRT 
 
Lexicalised locatives with discernible inner-prefixes 
kukaawa '(lower) face' ku#(i-)kawa LOC17#(NP9A-)NRT 
kumeêvo '(upper) face' ku#ma-iu LOC17#NP6-NRT 
kushiínu 'anywhere' ku#shi-nu LOC17#NP7-NRT 
mmuunda 'in the belly' mu#{mu-nda} LOC18#{NP3-NRT} 
mushiínu 'form; anything' mu#shi-nu LOC18#NP7-NRT 
 
Lexicalised locatives without discernible inner-prefixes: place denoting 
paái 'earth/ground' pa#i LOC16#{RT} 
paánda 'outside' pa#nda LOC16#{RT} 
pakaáti 'between' pa#kati LOC16#RT 
pashaâa 'on top' pa#shaa LOC16#RT 
peepi 'near, beside' pa#epi LOC16#RT 
kushaâa 'above' ku#shaa LOC17#RT 
kuúshu 'distant' ku#shu LOC17#RT 
kuúwa 'sky; heaven' ku#wa LOC17#RT 
muúshu 'in front' mu#{shu} LOC18#RT 
muúwa 'up, the top' mu#wa LOC18#RT 
nkaáti 'inside' mu#kati LOC18#RT 
 
Lexicalised locatives without discernible inner-prefixes: interrogatives 
paáshi 'where; on what' pa#ashi LOC16#INT
178
 
kwaáshi '(to/from/at) where' ku#ashi LOC17#INT 
mwaáshi 'how (in what way)' mu#ashi LOC18#INT 
                                                          
 
 
178 The interrogative stem appears to consist of the associative marker a- together with the vacant 
morpheme -shi derived from NP7 (see section 4.3.4). These interrogatives may then be analysed as 
another kind of possessive structure; with a possessive concord prior to a lexicalised stem beginning with 
the associative marker (see our discussion of possessive pronominal stems in section 6.2.6). 
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Woodcut 7. "Well, brother-in-law..." 
 
Appendix 1, line 22. (Rabbit says to Lion's son) "Well, I, brother-in-
law, I was coming home, I was delivering this protein so that your 
sister should cook it." 
 
baái naângǔ nnaámǔ ngúshíídá_kóoko kukaâja ngúshípálákédyá_ 
ímbóógwa aái kwámbángíídya nnúmbuúo atalakaánge 
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Chapter 7. The structure of the nominal system 
 
In this chapter, we describe our analysis of the structure of the nominal system in 
Plateau Shimakonde and the way in which different word categories relate to each 
other within the system as a whole. 
 
In section 7.1, we distinguish between basic and derived nominal structures and 
describe the constituent elements of basic structures. 
 
In section 7.2, we describe derived structures with prefixes which are inherently 
non-neutral. 
 
In section 7.3, we describe derived structures in which otherwise neutral prefixes are 
employed as non-neutral outer prefixes. 
 
In section 7.4, we describe derived structures with lexicalised stems containing 
either a pre-stem element or a non-neutral suffix. 
 
In section 7.5, we illustrate the hierarchical process of word formation which in our 
analysis gives coherence to the nominal system as a whole and which highlights the 
morphological (and tonal) relationships between different kinds of structure within 
this system. 
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7.1. Basic, or 'simple', structures 
 
In our analysis of the nominal system, we make a categorical distinction between 
basic and derived structures. As in the verbal system, this distinction is based on the 
idea that "markedness is concerned with the distinction between what is neutral, 
natural, or expected (= unmarked) and what departs from the neutral (= marked) 
along some specified parameter" (Bussmann 1996:294). As in the verbal system, we 
apply the distinction between marked and unmarked structures in terms of the 
derivational relationships which may be identified between different kinds of 
structure within a wider system. 
 
Following these distinctions, basic nouns consist of one of the neutral noun prefixes 
in classes 1-14 added to a simple stem (which may either be a noun root or a simple 
stem derived from another word category).  
 
The noun prefixes in classes 1-14 are neutral elements for two reasons. Firstly, 
nouns may be formed in a variety of classes from the same root by the simple 
expedient of substituting one prefix for another. Schadeberg 2003b:82 refers to this 
process of noun derivation in Bantu as the "autonomous use of noun class 
assignment". In our study, we observe that this autonomous shifting of nouns from 
one class to another without any derivational 'ranking' only takes place in classes 
1-14. As such, we find that the prefixes in these classes constitute the basic or 
'expected' morphological units which are required for noun formation. Secondly, we 
find that the prefixes in classes 1-14 are tonally neutral. They do not carry their own 
lexical tone but have their tone assigned to them (either by the noun stem in basic 
structures or by virtue of their non-neutral position in derived structures, see section 
7.3). 
 
In section 7.1.1, we describe basic noun structures built from noun roots and in 
section 7.1.2, basic noun structures built from verb stems. 
 
7.1.1. Basic nominal structures built from noun roots 
 
In T7.1, we show basic nouns which are formed in a variety of different classes but 
which contain the same simple root. In the table, note that the tone on nkóoko in 
class 1 is different from that on vakoôko, kakoôko, likoôko and makoôko in classes 2, 
5, 6 and 12 respectively. The same contrast is found in nouns formed from the root 
-kongwe 'woman' (so for example nkóongwe in class 1 contrasts tonally with 
vakoôngwe in class 2). This data might suggest that the prefixes in these words are 
non-neutral elements. However, the contrastive surface prosodies in these words 
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may be accounted for by the tone-bearing properties of the homorganic nasal prefix 
in class 1. The contrast between these forms does not therefore necessarily disprove 
our finding that the prefixes in classes 1-14 are tonally neutral.
179
 
 
NC   
1 nkóoko 'animal; bug' mu#koko NP1#NRT 
2 vakoôko 'animals; bugs' va#koko NP2#NRT 
7 shikoôko 'particle' shi#koko NP7#NRT 
8 vikoôko 'particles' vi#koko NP8#NRT 
12 kakoôko 'tiny particle' ka#koko NP12#NRT 
5 likoôko 'fruit (unspecified)' li#koko NP5#NRT 
6 makoôko 'fruits (unspecified)'  ma#koko NP6#NRT 
 
1 mwáavi 'witch-doctor' mu#avi NP1#NRT 
2 váavi 'witch-doctors' va#avi NP2#NRT 
14 wáavi 'witchcraft'  u#avi NP14#NRT 
 
7 shiloôngo '(earthen) pot' shi#longo NP7#NRT 
8 viloôngo '(earthen) pots' vi#longo NP8#NRT 
14 uloôngo 'earth' u#longo NP14#NRT 
 
1 nneémba 'youth' mu#nemba NP1#NRT 
2 vaneémba 'youths' va#nemba NP2#NRT 
7 shineémba 'action of youth'  shi#nemba NP7#NRT 
 
14 uleéu 'beard on maize cob' u#leu NP14#NRT 
6 maleéu 'beards (maize)' ma#leu NP6#NRT 
7 shileéu 'beard' shi#leu NP7#NRT 
8 vileéu 'beards' vi#leu NP8#NRT 
5 lileéu 'huge beard' li#leu NP5#NRT 
 
11 lupaápa 'wing' lu#papa NP11#NRT 
10 dimaápa 'wings' diN#papa NP10#NRT 
7 shipaápa 'wing (plucked/cooked)' shi#papa NP7#NRT 
8 vipaápa 'wings (plucked/cooked)' vi#papa NP8#NRT 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
179 See section 8.2.1.ii.     
T7.1 Basic nouns consisting of a class prefix and a noun root 
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7.1.1.i. Two kinds of nominal prefix in class 2? 
 
Before continuing with our description of basic nominal structures, we note that 
Manus 2003:283f proposes two kinds of prefix in class 2: βa- and βá-. She proposes 
that the first of these (βa-) receives its tone by copy from the first mora of the 
penultimate syllable, as in the first set of nouns below cited from Manus' 
description, ibid. By comparison, she proposes that the second kind of prefix (βá-) 
carries its own High tone. This High tone then spreads forward to the penultimate 
syllable thereby giving the tonal contrast with the paired nouns in class 1A, as 
illustrated in the second set of nouns cited below. 
 
βa- 
βàjèénì   'visitors'   cf.  jèéni class 1  
βàtàânì   'joking partners'  cf. n tàânì class 1 
βájúùgù  'white man'  cf.  júùgù class 1 
 
βá-  
βán túúmì  'lions'     cf. n tùúmì class 1A 
βágwéèlè 'baboons'    cf. gwèêlè class 1A 
βátándáálà 'kudu'    cf. tàndàálà class 1A 
 
If Manus' proposal summarised above is correct, the prefix βá- would form an 
exception to our proposal that the prefixes in classes 1-14 are all underlyingly 
neutral. In our analysis, however, the nouns which Manus cites as evidence of the 
existence of βá- (with its own High tone) are all derived structures. We describe the 
structure of these (personified) nouns in section 7.4.2. At this point, however, note 
that we understand the High tone on the prefix of personified nouns in class 2 to be 
assigned by virtue of its non-neutral position in a derived structure (not because it is 
a non-neutral element in and of itself).  
 
7.1.2. Basic nominal structures built from verb stems 
 
In our description, basic deverbal structures consist of one of the neutral prefixes in 
classes 1-14 added to a simple stem. Simple stems consist of a verbal base plus a 
final vowel which may be any of the five vowels in the language.  
 
In the structure described above, we regard the final vowel as a neutral element. This 
is because the neutral final vowel -a may be maintained from the verbal system or 
may be changed to another vowel without any apparent contrast. This is the case 
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whether the verb-final vowel is maintained or changed to the nominalising suffix -o 
or to any of the other vowels -i, -e or -u.
180
 
 
In the following three tables, we list examples of basic deverbal nouns (as defined 
above). The examples in T7.2 all maintain the neutral final vowel -a from the verbal 
system; the examples in T7.3 all show the standard nominalising suffix -o, and the 
examples in T7.4 take either -i, -e, or -u. 
 
In these tables, note that although nouns ending in the nominalising suffix -o show a 
tendency towards a rising tone on the penultimate syllable, their tone is not 
predictable. In Makwe, Devos 2004:74f finds that deverbal nouns with the same 
structure may also take any of the five vowels for their final syllable. She also finds 
that the majority of deverbal nouns ending in -o in that dialect show the same tone 
pattern (a rising tone on the penultimate). Her data nevertheless indicates that in 
Makwe, as in Plateau Shimakonde, the tone on deverbal nouns with this structure 
remains unpredictable (that is, whatever the final vowel).  
 
1/2 
 
ntúumwa 'slave' 
vátúumwa 
mu#tumwa 
NP1#VST 
-tumwa  
'be sent' 
1/2 
 
ntumíika 'servant' 
vatumíika 
mu#tumika 
NP1#VST 
-tumika  
'serve' 
7/8 
 
shándiika 'census' 
vyándiika 
shi#andika  
NP7#VST 
-andika  
'write' 
7/8 
 
shitaloola 'vaccination' 
vitaloola 
shi#talola 
NP7#VST 
-talola  
'inject' 
14 
 
utawáala 'rule' 
 
u#tawala 
NP14#VST 
-tawala  
'govern' 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
180 Apart from Infinitives in class 15 and their derivatives in classes 1/2 (which contain stem-final -a from 
the verbal system), Manus 2003:135f finds that in Zanzibar Shimakonde all deverbal nouns take the 
nominalising suffix -o. In addition, she records a rising tone on the penultimate syllable of all these 
deverbal nouns (which again contrasts with our data in Plateau Shimakonde, see following text). 
T7.2 Basic deverbal nouns ending in -a  
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3/4 
 
ndííngo 'turn' 
mídííngo 
mu#ding-o  
NP3#VBS-o 
-dinga  
'turn'  
3/4 
 
múúngúlíílo 'key' 
myúúngúlíílo 
mu#ungulil-o 
NP3#VBS-o 
-ungulila 
'unlock for' 
5/6 
 
lideéngo 'work (specific)' 
madeéngo 'work (general)' 
li#deng-o 
NP5#VBS-o 
-denga  
'build' 
5/6 
 
lilamuúlo 'order; law' 
malamuúlo 'law; laws' 
li#lamul-o 
NP5#VBS-o 
-lamulila ~ -lamula 
'order' 
5/6 
 
lishoómo 'lesson' 
mashoómo 
li#shom-o 
NP5#VBS-o 
-shomya  
'study' 
6 
 
mátápíílo 'vomit' 
 
ma#tapil-o 
NP6#VBS-o 
-tapika 
'vomit' 
7/8 
 
shílóólo 'glass; mirror' 
vílóólo 
shi#lol-o 
NP7#VBS-o 
-lola 
'look' 
11/10 
 
lutaáno 'riddle' 
dinaáno 
lu#tan-o 
NP11#VBS-o 
-tana  
'tell a riddle' 
11/10 
 
lweéko 'smile' 
dyeéko 
lu#ek-o 
NP11#VBS-o 
-eka  
'laugh' 
 
6 
 
makoónde 'plateau' 
 
ma#kond-e 
NP6#VBS-e 
-konda 
'produce abundantly'
181
 
7/8 
 
shipyaái 'broom' 
vipyaái 
shi#pyai 
NP7#VBS-i
182
 
-pyaila  
'sweep' 
7/8 
 
shitangoódi 'speech' 
vitangoódi  
shi#tangol-i 
NP7#VBS-i 
-tangola  
'speak' 
7/8 
 
14/6 
 
shílwééle 'sickness (specific)' 
vílwééle 
úlwééle 'illness; disease' 
málwééle 
shi#lwel-e 
NP7#VBS-e 
u#lwel-e 
NP14#VBS-e 
-uula  
'sicken' 
 
 
9/10 
 
inuútu 'roasted maize' 
dinuútu 
iN#tut-u 
NP9#VBS-u 
-tuta  
'roast/pop maize' 
9/10 
 
iuúndu 'hammer' 
diuúndu 
iN#wind-u 
NP9#VBS-u 
-winda  
'hammer iron' 
 
                                                          
 
 
181 This derivation is suggested by the proverbial statement, kumakoónde kúkóónda viínu 'the plateau area 
produces things abundantly' (note the word play between the subject kumakoónde 'the plateau area' and 
the Infinitive kúkóónda 'to produce abundantly'). 
182 In shipyaái and ímúúmu it appears the nominal stem is given by deleting the final syllable of the verb 
stem (-pyaila and -pumula respectively). The final vowel in the verbal base is then interpreted as the final 
vowel of the nominal stem (with no further addition required). 
T7.3 Basic deverbal nouns ending in -o 
T7.4 Basic deverbal nouns ending in -i, -e, or -u 
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T7.4 continued... 
9/10 
 
ímúúmu 'spirit; breath' 
dímúúmu 
iN#pumu 
NP9#VBS-u 
-pumula 
'breathe' 
11/10 
 
lwíímu 'song'  
díímu 
lu#im-u 
NP11#VBS-u 
-imba 
 'sing' 
14/6 
 
upiînde 'bow' 
mapiînde 
u#pind-e 
NP14#VBS-e 
-pinda 
'bend; double over' 
 
7.2. Derived structures with prefixes which are inherently non-neutral 
 
In this section, we observe that prefixes in classes 15 to 18 are inherently 
non-neutral. In section 7.2.1, we identify Infinitives as derived forms consisting of a 
non-neutral nominal element added to a neutral verb stem. In section 7.2.2, we 
propose that locative nouns are also essentially derived structures, although in this 
case the locative prefixes are added as outer elements within the nominal structure. 
Following Bussmann's definition of markedness, quoted in section Chapter 7, we 
find that in each of these classes, the inherent lexical properties of their prefixes 
cause their nouns to "depart from the neutral along a specified parameter". 
 
7.2.1. Infinitives 
 
As described in section 5.4.1, Infinitives consist of the nominal prefix in class 15 ku- 
added to a neutral verb stem (see the many examples of this structure in chapter 4).  
 
We regard Infinitives as marked structures for three reasons, as follows. 
 
Firstly, the class prefix ku- is not interchangeable with the other prefixes in classes 
1-14.  
 
Secondly, the Infinitive prefix ku- carries its own High tone. This sets it apart from 
the prefixes in classes 1-14, which are tonally neutral.  
 
Thirdly, Infinitives show predictable tone (assigned within the verbal system), not 
the unpredictable lexical tone which is an inherent property of unmarked nouns 
(compare the basic deverbal nouns which we described in section 7.1.2). 
 
7.2.2. Locative nouns 
 
We regard locative nouns as derived structures for two reasons. 
 
Firstly, locative prefixes carry an inherent lexical meaning. They therefore mark the 
stems to which they are attached with a specific inflection. These are the different 
kinds of location specified by pa-, ku- and mu- respectively (see section 6.4.11) .  
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By comparison with the locative meanings carried by the prefixes in classes 16-18, 
we find that none of the prefixes in classes 1-14 carry their own lexical meaning. 
This is the case even in classes 1 and 2 which are mostly human. Although the 
nouns in these classes are mostly human, they are not exclusively so, for example, 
námeémbe 'k.o. fly (attracted to mangoes)' pl. vánámeémbe; nangatoômwa 'k.o. 
game' pl. vánángátóomwa; túupa 'file' pl. vátúupa; óolya 'tobacco' etc... 
 
The second reason why we regard locatives as derived structures is that we observe 
that the prefixes in classes 16-18 carry a lexical tone (which is Low). This is the case 
whether the locative nouns are the productive or the lexicalised structures described 
in section 6.4.11.  
 
In addition to the two reasons given above for regarding locatives as derived 
structures, we note that as elsewhere in Bantu the prefixes in these classes are 
prototypically employed as outer prefixes (so Schadeberg 2003b:82 summarises the 
formation of these nouns by saying that "Locative nouns are formed by adding one 
of the locative NPx to a whole noun").  
 
In addition to the locative nouns cited in section 6.4.11, we cite a number of place 
names in T7.5a-b with the corresponding locative noun in class 18 shown in the 
right hand column. We illustrate nouns in this locative class rather than in classes 16 
and 17 because of the maintenance of the full form of the prefix mu- prior to the 
stems listed in T7.5a and its reduction prior to the stems listed in T7.5b. Comparison 
of the two sets of stems in these tables indicates that the locative prefix mu- may 
only reduce prior to place names which contain three or more tone-bearing units 
(including the two mora of the penultimate but not including the extra-prosodic final 
syllable). It does not however reduce before any place name beginning with either a 
vowel or with the consonant /l/.
183
 
 
In the examples in these tables, note that most of the names refer to settlements on or 
around the Makonde Plateau in Mozambique (the only exception being Pemba, see 
Map 1). We list these according to their probable noun class, although lexicalisation 
and lack of class pairing means that this categorisation is speculative. Note secondly 
that in addition to demonstrating the morphology of locative nouns in the present 
section, we discuss these forms again in section 9.2 with regard to the tone-bearing 
properties of the reduced nasal morpheme.   
                                                          
 
 
183 Stems beginning with /l/ appear to require the full form of the prefix so that they do not undergo the 
lateral hardening described in section 3.2.3.ii. 
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NC Place name NP18 + place name 
3 mpeême mumpeême 
3 mwéeda mumwéeda 
3 mwáalu mumwáalu 
3 ndoônde mundoônde 
3 ntáamba muntáamba 
3 ntúúshi muntúúshi 
3 áanga muáanga 
3 aápa muaápa 
3 níimu muníimu 
4 myúúla mumyúúla 
5 litápaáta mulitápaáta 
5 lítéembo mulitéembo 
5 lyaánda mulyaánda 
5 lyaaúutwa mulyaaúutwa 
5 lyuukwe mulyuukwe 
7 sháapa mushaâpa 
9 imbuúvo mwiimbuúvo 
9A idoóvo mwiidoóvo 
9A óomba mwoômba 
10A dyaáka mudyaáka 
11 lúnaango mulúnaango 
11 luteéte muluteéte 
--- peémba mupeémba 
 
T7.5b. Locative nouns with the prefix mu- optionally reduced 
NC Place name NP18 + place name 
1A nakalóólo munakalóólo ~ nnakalóólo 
1A námááu munamááu ~ nnamááu 
1A nániili munániili~ nnániili 
3 mwaambúula mumwaambúula ~ mmwambúula 
4 míkálaale mumikálaale ~ mmikálaale 
4 myaangalééwa mumyaangalééwa ~ mmyaangalééwa 
6 magigwááne mumagigwááne ~ mmagigwááne 
6 mátámbálaale mumatámbálaale ~ mmatambálaale 
6 mándaáva mumándaáva ~ mmándaáva 
7 shidwáádwa mushidwáádwa ~ nshidwáádwa 
7 shikaláánga mushikaláánga ~ nshikaláánga 
 
  
T7.5 a. Locative nouns with the prefix mu- maintained in full 
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7.3. Derived structures with non-neutral outer prefixes 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, the prefixes in classes 1/2, 7, and 14 (mu-/va-, shi- and u- 
respectively) are added to full nouns to give agentive, identifying and specifying 
nouns as well as nouns which indicate an inherent quality (which we refer to 
henceforth as 'quality nouns'). We view these kinds of noun as derived structures 
because they employ prefixes which are inherently neutral in a non-neutral position: 
that is, as outer prefixes. In this position, the noun prefixes mark the nouns to which 
they are added with a specific inflection (causing them to depart "from the neutral 
along some specified parameter" in terms of Bussmann's definition of markedness 
cited in section Chapter 7). 
 
In addition to the nouns indicated above, we find that 'headless nouns', which are 
formed by adding a connexive to a full noun, are another kind of outer prefixing 
structure. Note however that in this case, the specific inflection which is introduced 
by the connexive is one of possession, as in shákuúlya 'food; crop' (lit. 'of to eat'), 
wákúpééla 'dead person' (lit 'of to die'), and wádímoóngo 'strong person' (lit 'of 
strength'). Note secondly that the compound nature of the connexive in these nouns 
distinguishes them from the other outer prefix structures listed above (agentives, 
identifying, specifying and quality nouns). 
 
7.3.1. Agentive nouns 
 
The prefixes mu- and va- in classes 1 and 2 are added to full nouns to give agentive 
nouns. The stems in these nouns are most commonly Infinitives in class 15. They are 
not exclusively so, however, as indicated in T7.6 by mmádeengo/vámádeengo, 
mmákoonde/vámákoonde and múnteéla/vámíteéla.  
 
In the examples in T7.6, note that the agentive noun nkúpaata 'rich person' and its 
plural vákúpaata 'rich people' are derived in a different way from the personified 
animal names kúpaata 'flea' and vákúpaata 'fleas'. All these nouns are derived from 
the Infinitive kúpááta 'to receive', itself a derived form achieved by adding a 
non-neutral nominal prefix to a verb stem (as described in section 7.2.1). The 
agentive nouns are derived by the further derivational step of adding the prefixes in 
classes 1 and 2 to this stem as outer prefixes. The personified animal names by 
comparison involve yet a further derivational step; in this case, addition of the 
prefixes in classes 1A and 2 to a modified stem derived from the animal name 
úkúpaata 'flea' in class 14 (see section 7.4.2 for our description of the derivational 
process involved in personified animal names). 
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mmádeengo 'worker' mu#ma-dengo NP1#NP6-NST 
pl. vámádeengo  
mmákoonde 'Makonde person' mu#ma-konde NP1#NP6-NST 
pl. vámákoonde  
múnteéla 'healer' mu#mu-tela NP1#NP3-NST 
pl. vámíteéla va#mi-tela NP2#NP4-NST 
nkúdeenga 'builder' mu#ku-denga NP1#NP15-VST 
pl. vákúdeenga  
nkwóoda 'follower' mu#ku-oda NP1#NP15-VST 
pl. vákwooda  
nkwíiva 'thief' mu#ku-iva NP1#NP15-VST 
pl. vákwiiva  
nkúpaata 'rich person' mu#ku-pata NP1#NP15-VST 
pl. vákúpaata  
 
7.3.2. Location identifying nouns 
 
The noun prefixes in classes 1 and 2 are added to place names to identify a person or 
people as originating from a particular location. In T7.7a/b we list identifying nouns 
referring to natives of the settlements which we cited in the locative nouns listed in 
T7.5. In T7.7a below, we list identifying nouns in which the outer prefix mu- is 
optionally reduced.
 184
 The examples in T7.7b show that the outer prefix mu- is 
maintained in its unreduced forms before nouns beginning with /l/ (in either class 5 
or 11) but that the vowel is changed to a glide before nouns beginning with a 
different vowel. 
 
In the examples in T7.7a, note that when the outer prefix is reduced to a nasal, the 
surface tone pattern carried by the noun is unchanged. We discuss this phenomenon 
when we describe the tone-bearing properties of the reduced prefix mu- in section 
9.2. At this point, observe that while reduction of the locative prefix mu- is restricted 
to stems of three or more tone-bearing units, the same is not the case for the class 1 
prefix mu- employed in the identifying nouns described in this section. 
  
                                                          
 
 
184 In these examples, note that both the unreduced and the reduced forms of the prefix mu- carry a High 
tone. 
T7.6 Agentive nouns 
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NC Place name NP1+ place name NP2+ place name 
1A nakalóólo múnákaloólo ~ nnákaloólo vánákaloólo 
1A námááu múnámaáu ~ nnámaáu vánámaáu 
1A nániili múnániili ~ nnániili vánániili 
3 mpeême múmpeeme ~ m peeme vámpeeme 
3 mwéeda múmweeda ~ m mweeda vámweeda 
3 mwáalu múmwaálu ~ m mwaálu vámwaálu 
3 ndoônde múndoonde ~ ndoonde vándoonde 
3 ntáamba múntaamba ~ ntaamba vántaamba 
3 ntúúshi múntuúshi ~ ntuúshi vántuúshi 
3 áanga múaanga ~ naanga váaanga 
3 aápa múaapa ~ naapa váaapa 
3 níimu múniimu ~ nniimu vániimu 
4 myúúla múmyuúla ~ mmyuúla vámyuúla 
4 míkálaale múmíkalaale ~ m míkalaale vámíkalaale 
4 myaangalééwa múmyáangaleéwa ~ m myáangaleéwa vámyáangaleéwa 
6 magigwááne múmágigwaáne ~ mmágigwaáne vámágwigwaáne 
6 mátámbálaale múmátambalaale ~ m mátambalaale vámátambalaale 
6 mándaáva múmándaáva ~ mmándaáva vámándaáva 
7 sháapa múshaapa ~ nshaapa váshaapa 
7 shidwáádwa múshídwaádwa ~ nshídwaádwa váshídwaádwa 
7 shikaláánga múshíkalaánga ~ nshíkalaánga váshíkalaánga 
10A dyaáka múdyaaka ~ ndyaaka vádyaaka 
--- peémba múpeemba ~ mpeemba vápeemba 
 
T7.7b Native/s of a location in which the prefix mu- is maintained in full 
NC Place name NP1+ place name NP2+ place name 
5 litápaáta múlítapaáta válítapaáta 
5 lítéembo múlíteembo válíteembo 
5 lyaánda múlyaánda vályaánda 
5 lyaaúutwa múlyáauutwa vályáauutwa 
5 lyuukwe múlyuukwe vályuukwe 
9A idoóvo mwíídoovo váídoovo 
9A óomba mwóomba váoomba 
11 lúnaango múlúnaango válúnaango 
11 luteéte múlúteete válúteete 
 
  
T7.7 a. Native/s of a specific location in which the prefix mu- may be reduced 
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7.3.3. Specifying nouns 
 
The prefix shi- in class 7 is added as an outer prefix to full nouns indicating a 
specific kind of thing or characteristic quality, as in T7.8. This is also the structure 
employed to refer to the language of a particular location, as in T7.9.  
 
T7.8 A specific kind of thing or characteristic quality 
Noun NP7 + noun 
madeéngo 'work' 
ma#dengo NP6#VBS-o 
shímádeengo 'specific kind of work' 
náoólo 'elder' 
ø#na-olo NP1A#FV-NRT 
shínáoólo 'authority' 
muúnu 'person' 
mu#nu NP1#NST 
shímuunu 'form of a being which is human' 
shímúnumuunu 'form of mankind' (derogatory) 
nkóoko 'animal' 
mu#koko NP1#NST 
shínkooko 'form of a being which is animal' 
 
T7.9 The language spoken in a particular location 
makoónde 'plateau'  
ma#kond-e NP6#VBS-e 
shímákoonde 'the language of the plateau area' 
yaánga (place name) shíyaanga 'the language of yáanga' 
mwáalu (river name) shímwaálu 'the language of mwáalu' 
mwáambe (place name) shímwaambe 'the language of mwáambe' 
ndoônde (place name) shíndoonde 'the language of ndoônde'  
 
7.3.4. Quality nouns 
 
The prefix u- in class 14 is added as an outer prefix to full nouns to indicate the 
inherent quality or nature of something, as illustrated in T7.10. 
 
T7.10 Quality nouns 
Noun NP14 + noun 
muúnu 'person' 
mu#nu NP1#NST 
úmuunu 'the quality of being a human' 
náoólo 'elder' 
ø#na-olo NP1A#FV-NRT 
únáoólo 'the quality of being an elder'  
mwíiu 'truth' 
mu#iu NP3#NST 
úmwiiu 'the quality of truth' 
 
7.3.5. Group identification 
 
A group of people identified with a specified individual are referred to by adding the 
prefix va- in class 2 to that person's name, as shown in T7.11. We regard this as a 
different structure from the agentive and identifying nouns described above because 
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the High tone on va- bridges to High tone on the following stem rather than deleting 
it (as in agentive or location identifying nouns). This High tone behaviour resembles 
that in personified animal names described in section 7.4.2 and in Infinitives 
described in section 7.2.1.
185
  
 
T7.11 A group of people identified with a specified individual186 
Name NP2 + name 
mbaváala vámbáváala 
muluûmba vámúlúumba 
úúshi váúúshi 
shilaávi váshíláávi 
shitungúulu váshítúngúulu 
 
7.3.6. Associative nouns 
 
As described in sections 5.5.5 and 6.2.6.iii, connexives are employed productively in 
adjectival constructions in both the verbal and nominal systems, as in the following 
examples. 
  
muúnú wákúléépa 'a tall person'    
 ...wákúléépa fr. wa#ku-lepa CX1#NP15-VST 
 
íméépo yádímoóngo 'a strong wind' 
...yádímoóngo fr. ya#diN-mongo CX9#NP10-NRT 
  
shípáali shiínú shángúlóota kútángóóla 'there's something I want to say' 
...shángúlóota fr. sha#ngu-lota CX7#SP1S-VST 
 
In addition to adjectival constructions like those cited above, connexives are also 
employed in Plateau Shimakonde to give what we refer to in this study as 
'associative nouns', as illustrated in T7.12. These structures may be more or less 
lexicalised.  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
185 We identify the prefix va- in this construction as the standard prefix in class 2 rather than the 
connexive with the same form (derived from va-a- CC2-ASS-). This is because High tone assigned to 
connexives is only permitted to double forward to the next tone-bearing unit. It does not 'bridge' to the 
next High tone in the stem, thus the singular wádímoóngo 'strong person' in class 1 from wa- CX1 plus 
dimoóngo 'strength' and wáshítungúulu 'the person with onion(s)' fr. wa- CX1 plus shitungúulu 'onion'.  
186 Proper names are frequently standard nouns in the language, so in the examples in this table mbaváala 
is a personified animal name in class 1 meaning gazelle (fr. ø#N-bavala NP1A#NP9-NST), muluûmba is a 
locative noun in class 18 meaning 'in the hunt', úúshi means 'bee' (class 1, cf. íúúshi class 9) and 
shitungúulu means 'onion' (class 7). 
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Noun CX + noun 
kúpééla 'to die' 
ku#pela NP15#VST 
wákúpééla 'dead person' 
wa#kupela CX1#N 
kújáála 'to be finished completely' 
ku#jala NP15#VST 
wákújáála 'dead person' 
wa#kujala CX1#N 
kúlípundiisha 'to study' 
ku-li#pundisha NP15-RFL#VST  
wákúlípundiisha 'student' 
wa#kulipundisha CX1#N 
kúúlya 'to eat'  
ku#lya NP15#VST 
shákuúlya 'food; crops' 
sha#kulya CX7#N  
méevo 'eyes'  
ma#iu NP6#NST 
cf. kumeêvo 'face' fr. ku#mevo LOC17#N 
shákumeêvo 'basin' 
sha#ku-mevo CX7#LOC17-N 
 
In the next sub-section, we describe an associative structures which indicates the 
inhabitants of a specified location. We then describe a compound possessive form 
indicating 'a person or people belonging to a specified individual'. 
 
7.3.6.i. Inhabitants of a specified location 
 
The inhabitants of (as opposed to the 'natives of', see section 7.3.2) a particular 
location are referred to by adding a connexive in class 1 or 2 to a locative noun in 
class 17. In our description, we therefore regard this as a doubly derived structure as 
illustrated by the examples in T7.13. 
 
Place name CX1+ NP17 + place name CX2 + NP17+ place name 
idoóvo wákwiidoóvo vákwiidoóvo 
mpeême wákumpeême vákumpeême 
mátámbálaale wákumatámbálaale vákumatámbálaale 
ntúúshi wákuntúúshi vákuntúúshi 
shidwáádwa wákushidwáádwa vákushidwáádwa 
mwéeda wákumwéeda vákumwéeda 
 
  
T7.12 Associative nouns 
T7.13 Inhabitant/s 
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7.3.6.ii. People belonging to a person 
 
Individuals who belong in some way to a specified person are referred to by a 
possessive noun in which a possessive concord in class 1 or 2 is added to the 
formative mwee- prior to the person's name (see also section 6.2.6.ii). In T7.14 note 
that the formative mwee- is derived from the noun mwée(n)e 'owner'. 
 
T7.14 People belonging to a specified individual 
Name PC1-mwe + name PC2-mwe + name 
mbaváala úmwéembaváala vámwéembaváala 
muluûmba úmwéemuluûmba vámwéemuluûmba 
úúshi úmwéeúúshi vámwéeúúshi 
shilaávi úmwéeshilaávi vámwéeshilaávi 
shitungúulu úmwéeshitungúulu vámwéeshitungúulu 
 
7.4. Derived structures with complex stems 
 
In this section, we identify four kinds of noun structure containing complex stems 
which depart from the neutral in different ways.  
 
7.4.1. Manner nouns and deverbal abstracts 
 
In our study, we regard deverbal abstract nouns and nouns which refer to the manner 
in which an action is performed as derived structures. These nouns are formed by 
adding one of the neutral prefixes in classes 5-10 to a verbal stem which 
underlyingly incorporates the applicative extension -il and the nominalising suffix 
-o. Lexicalisation of this structure, however, means that either the consonant in the 
applicative extension -il and/or the nominalising suffix -o may be dropped. The 
variation in the surface outcome of the underlying structure is indicated in T7.15.  
 
We regard this underlying structure as derived because, as with Infinitives, the tone 
assigned to these nouns is entirely predictable (in this case with a rising tone 
surfacing on their penultimate syllables). This surface pattern expresses the default 
tone assignment to stems in the verbal system (which contrasts with the 
unpredictable lexical assignment to roots in the nominal system).  
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T7.15 Derived deverbal nouns: abstracts and manner nouns 
 
NC5 
likulupiliílo 
'trust' 
li#kulupil-il-o cf. -kulupila 'trust' 
lilangaádyo 
'light; understanding' 
li#langal-i(l)-o 
 
cf. -langala 'illuminate' 
linagwaleédyo 
'love' 
li#nagwal-il-o 
 
cf. -nagwela 'love' 
lishangeélo 
'brilliance' 
li#shang-il-o 
 
cf. -shenga 'shine' 
 
lipuwiílo 
'joy' 
li#puw-il-o cf. -puwa 'rejoice' 
 
NC6 (the less used singular pairs of these nouns are formed in class 9) 
malangalaleédi
187
  
'way of ruling' 
ma#langal-il-il-o sg. ilangalaleédi 
cf. -langalela 'go ahead' 
malyeélo 
'way of eating' 
ma#li-il-o 
 
sg. ilyeélo 
cf. -lya 'eat' 
manamiílo  
'way of living' 
ma#nam-il-o sg. inamiílo 
cf. -nama 'live' 
matangoódi 
'way of speaking' 
ma#tangol-i(l)-(o) sg. inangoódi 
cf. -tangola 'speak' 
 
NC7/8  
shimaikiílo 
'sign' 
shi#maik-il-o pl. vimaikiílo 
cf. -maika 'be known' 
shilyeédi 
'specific way of eating' 
shi#li-il-o 
 
cf. -lya 'eat' 
shinamiílo  
'specific way of living' 
shi#nam-il-o cf. -nama 'live' 
shitangoódi 
'specific way of speaking' 
shi#tangol-i(l)-(o) sg. vitangoódi 
cf. -tangola 'speak' 
 
NC9/10 
inangoódi 
'language' 
iN#tangol-i(l)-(o) pl. dinangoódi 
cf. -tangola 'speak' 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
187 Compare the feature noun nannangalaleédi 'overseer/ruler' fr. ø#na-mu-langal-il-il(-o) 
NP1A#FV-NP1-VRT-APP-APP-NF (pl. vánánángáláléédi). 
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7.4.2. Personified nouns 
 
As anticipated in our discussion of animate agreement in section 6.3.2, we find that 
animal names in classes 1(A) and 2 are all derived nouns. In this section, we show 
that these animal names are formed by adding the noun prefixes in classes 1(A) and 
2 to stems which are derived from the singular form of animal names in another 
noun class. Note that although we refer to the animal names produced by this 
process as 'personified nouns', these are lexicalised forms in which the notion of 
'personhood' may be more or less obscure.  
 
In our analysis, we regard personified nouns as derived structures because their 
stems include at least a trace of a prefix from another class as well as the noun root. 
This means that the prefixes in classes 1(A) and 2 are added as outer prefixes, see 
our parsing of the names for bird/s, snail/s and goat/s in T7.16.  
 
T7.16 Personified names: bird/s, snail/s and goat/s 
shuúni 'bird'    fr. ø#shi-uni NP1A#NP7-NRT 
váshúúni 'birds'   fr. va#shi-uni NP2#NP7-NRT 
neêdi 'snail'     fr. mu#N-edi NP1#NP9-NRT 
váéedi 'snails'   fr. va#N-edi NP2#NP9-NRT
mbúúdi 'goat'     fr. ø#N-budi NP1A#NP9-NRT
188
 
vámbúúdi 'goats'    fr. va#N-budi NP2#NP9-NRT. 
 
In our analysis, the stems in the personified animal names in T7.16 are derived from 
their corresponding (non-personified) animal names in classes 7 and 9. We list these 
in T7.17 for comparison. Note that in contrast to the animal names in T7.16, we 
view each of these nouns as basic structures consisting of a single noun prefix added 
to a simple stem.
189
 
  
                                                          
 
 
188 Schadeberg 2003b:159 reconstructs the proto-Bantu noun for 'goat' as *. We understand this to 
include the nasal consonant from the prefix in class 9 (which Schadeberg ibid.149 cites as N-). 
189 By comparison, neither Liphola 2001 nor Manus 2003 make any categorical distinction between the 
structure of animal names in classes 1/2 and those in other classes. This may be seen in the way that they 
record the names for goat/s in the different noun classes. Both of them parse these nouns with the same 
simple structure irrespective of class. So in Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola ibid.20 records í-mbúúdi 
~ mbúúdi in class 9; dí-mbúúdi in class 10 and vá-mbúúdi in class 2. In Zanzibar Shimakonde by 
comparison, Manus ibid.82f records mbúúdì fr. ø-mbudi in class 1A; βámbúúdì fr. βa-mbudi in class 2; 
ímbúúdì fr. iN-mbudi in class 9 and dímbúúdì fr. diN-mbudi in class 10.  
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T7.17 Non-personified names: bird/s, chicken/s and goat/s 
shuúni 'bird'    fr. shi#uni NP7#NST 
cf. vyuúni 'birds'   fr. vi#uni NP8#NST 
(i)eêdi 'snail'   fr. iN#edi NP9#NST 
cf. dieêdi 'snails '  fr. diN#edi NP10#NST 
(í)mbúúdi 'goat'    fr. iN#budi NP9#NST 
cf. dímbúúdi 'goats'  fr. diN#budi NP10#NST 
 
As indicated in section 6.3.2, we find that animal names in classes 1 and 2 are 
derived from animal names in each of the singular classes 3, 5, 7, 9, 9A and 14. We 
describe these derivations in more detail in the following sub-sections. At this point, 
note that singular personification of animal names takes place in class 1A rather than 
class 1, unless the noun stem begins with a single nasal. This only occurs when the 
stem is derived from class 9 (by assimilation of the nasal from the prefix iN-). In this 
case, the singular personified noun is derived in class 1 rather than class 1A; so 
íúuku 'chicken' in class 9, fr. iN#kuku, gives núuku in class 1, fr. mu#N-kuku. By 
comparison, stems which begin with a nasal-consonant sequence (derived from 
animal names in either class 3 or class 9) are always personified in class 1A rather 
than class 1. So, for example, the personifed form of ímbúúdi 'goat' in class 9, 
fr. iN#budi NP9#NST, is derived in class 1A rather than in class 1, thus mbúúdi 'goat', 
fr. ø#N-budi.
190
 
 
7.4.2.i. Personified nouns from class 3 
 
We find four pairs of animal names in classes 1A and 2 which have corresponding 
animal names in class 4. We list each of these nouns in T7.18. As the table indicates, 
we regard the personified names in classes 1A and 2 as being derived from the 
singular forms in class 3, even though the latter are absent as separate entries in the 
lexicon. We suggest that these forms have disappeared from the lexicon because the 
prefixes in classes 1 and 3 are identical (both mu-). The forms in class 3 are 
                                                          
 
 
190 In our data, this means that ímbúúdi in class 9 is never personified in class 1. By comparison Manus 
2003:48, 50 cites data in Zanzibar Shimakonde which indicates that the syllabic-nasal prefix ('N in her 
representation) may optionally be placed before stems beginning with a nasal-consonant sequence. So in 
that dialect, she finds that mmbéégà 'colobus monkey' in class 1, fr. 'N-mbega, alternates with mbéégà in 
class 1A, fr. ø-mbega. Similarly she finds that mmbúúnì 'ostrich' in class 1, fr. 'N-mbuni, alternates with 
mbúúnì in class 1A, fr. ø-mbuni. By comparison with these nouns it appears from her data that other 
animal names obligatorily select formation in either class 1 or class 1A, thus gwèêle 'baboon' 
fr. 'N-gwele and mmbúúnì 'ostrich' fr. 'N-mbuni contrast with nouns in class 1A like gàânjè 'k.o. rat' 
fr. ø-ganje and mbúúdì 'goat' fr. ø-mbudi. 
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therefore interpreted as personified nouns in class 1A, with obligatory agreement in 
that class.
 191
 
 
T7.18 Personified nouns from class 3 
Classes 3/4 (non-personified) Classes 1A/2 (personified) 
*ntootwe 'anteater' fr. mu#totwe ntootwe fr. ø#mu-totwe  
mitootwe fr. mi#totwe vántootwe fr. va#mu-totwe 
*ntuúmi 'lion' fr. mu#tumi ntuúmi fr. ø#mu-tumi 
mituúmi fr. mi#tuúmi vántúúmi fr. va#mu-tumi 
*ntíini 'k.o. bird' fr. mu#tini ntíini fr. ø#mu-tini 
mítíini fr. mi#tini vántíini fr. va#mu-tini 
*nshúulu 'mongoose' fr. mu#shulu nshúulu fr. ø#mu-shulu 
míshúulu fr. mi#shulu vánshúulu fr. va#mu-shulu 
 
In the personified animal names in T7.18, note that the stem-initial nasals are 
derived from the prefix in class 3 rather than from the same prefix in class 1 (which 
would be possible if we analysed the singular forms as class 1 rather than 1A).
 
This 
proposal is supported by examining nouns in class 2 in the lexicon as a whole.  
 
In our data, the only nouns in class 2 with stems which begin with a nasal-consonant 
sequence all have corresponding forms in either class 4 or in classes 9/10.
192 
In 
addition to this, we find that nouns in class 2 which have corresponding forms in 
class 4 (as opposed to classes 9/10) all have stems which begin with a 
nasal-consonant sequence (as listed in T7.18). Taken together, these two 
observations suggest that the initial nasal in these stems is derived from the prefix in 
class 3 (even though the noun in this class is absent from the lexicon), rather than 
from the prefix in class 1.  
 
Our proposal that the stem-initial nasals in the personified names in T7.18 are 
derived from the prefix in class 3 is further supported by observing that a few nouns 
in classes 4 and 6 likewise reinterpret the prefix from class 3 as part of the noun 
root, as in the examples cited below.  
  
                                                          
 
 
191 Their obligatory agreement in class 1 is illustrated by the subject prefixes in ntuúmí andiîwa 'the lion 
has died' with andiîwa 'he has died' fr. a-ndi#wa SP1-PFV#VST. (The agreement in *ntuúmí undiîwa 
fr. u-ndi#wa SP3-PFV#VST is not attested.) 
192 Although the majority of these nouns are animal names, they are not exclusively so. So, for example, 
we propose that mbóodi / vámbóodi 'friend/s; grandparent/s' are also derived forms which are built from a 
corresponding form in class 9. In this case, (í)mbóodi 'friendship' in class 9, fr. iN#bodi NP9#NST, 
provides the stem for the personified nouns mbóodi 'friend' fr. ø#N-bodi NP1A#NP9-NRT and vámbóodi 
'friends' fr. va#N-bodi NP2#NP9-NRT.  
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ndoômbe/mindoômbe 'k.o. dance/s' (NC3/4) 
njuluúku/minjuluúku 'money/s' (NC3/4) 
ndámbaala/mándámbaala 'staple/s' (NC3/6) 
 
In class 2, by comparison, we do not find any simple nouns with stems which begin 
with a nasal-consonant sequence. Taken together, these two further observations 
also lend support to our proposal that the stem-initial nasals in the personified nouns 
in T7.18 are derived from class 3 rather than class 1.
193
 
 
7.4.2.ii. Personified nouns from class 5 
 
T7.19 gives further examples of non-personified and personified animal names in 
classes 5/6 and 1A/2 respectively (in addition to the names for 'rat/s', cited in our 
description of animate agreement in section 6.3.2). As with the personification of 
animal names from the other classes, note that it is only the plural names in class 2 
in which the prefix from the basic animal name is visible. In the singular names, the 
prefix is only visible in names derived from class 9 (see section 7.4.2.iv). 
 
T7.19 Personified nouns from class 5 
Classes 5/6 (non-personified) Classes 1A/2 (personified) 
lítúunu 'hyena' fr. li#tunu lítúunu fr. ø#li-tunu 
mátúunu fr. ma#tunu válítúunu fr. va#li-tunu 
litakeea 'jigger' fr. li#takea litakeea fr. ø#li-takea 
matakeea fr. ma#takea válítakeea fr. va#li-takea 
lipulúpuútu 'butterfly' fr. li#puluputu lipulúpuútu fr. ø#li-puluputu 
mapulúpuútu fr. ma#puluputu válípúlúpuútu fr. va#li-puluputu 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
193 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus 2003:51 also proposes that the animal names ntùúmì 'lion' and 
ntòòtwè 'anteater' are formed in class 1A. She proposes, however, that the zero prefix in this class is 
exceptionally followed by the syllabic-nasal prefix in class 1, so, Ø-'N-tumi 'pn1A-pn1-thème' and 
Ø-'N-totwe 'pn1A-pn1-thème' respectively (compare the corresponding plural nouns in class 2 which she 
parses as a-'N-tumi 'pn2-pn1-thème' and a-'N-totwe 'pn2-pn1-thème'). 
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7.4.2.iii. Personified nouns from class 7 
 
T7.20 gives further examples of non-personified and personified nouns in classes 
7/8 and 1A/2 (in addition to the names for 'bird/s', which we cited in our description 
of animate agreement in section 6.3.2). In these examples, note that shínguúla 
'rabbit' is obligatorily personified in class 1A.
194
 
  
T7.20 Personified nouns from class 7 
Classes 7/8 (non-personified) Classes 1A/2 (personified) 
shínguúla 'rabbit' fr. shi#ngula shínguúla fr. ø#shi-ngula 
vínguúla fr. vi#ngula váshínguúla fr. va#shi-ngula 
shóǒngo 'k.o. bird' fr. shi#ongo shóǒngo fr. ø#shi-ongo 
vyóǒngo fr. vi#ongo váshóǒngo fr. va#shi-ongo 
shípúula 'pigeon' fr. shi#pula shípúula fr. ø#shi-pula 
vípúula fr. vi#pula váshípúula fr. va#shi-pula 
 
7.4.2.iv. Personified nouns from class 9 
 
The stems in personified animal names derived from nouns in class 9 may be 
divided into two categories. Stems which begin with a single nasal are all 
personified in classes 1 and 2, as illustrated in T7.21.  
 
T7.21 Personified nouns from class 9 (stems beginning with a single nasal) 
Classes 9/10 (non-personified) Classes 1/2 (personified) 
(í)úuku 'chicken' fr. iN#kuku195 núuku fr. mu#N-kuku 
díúuku fr. diN#kuku váúuku fr. va#N-kuku 
(i)maáka 'cat' fr. iN#paka
196
 mmaáka fr. mu#N-paka 
dimaáka fr. diN#paka vámááka fr. va#N-paka 
(i)eêdi 'snail' fr. iN#edi neêdi fr. mu#N-edi 
dieêdi fr. diN#edi váéedi fr. va#N-edi 
(i)nuûngu 'porcupine' fr. iN#nungu nnuûngu fr. mu#N-nungu 
dinuûngu fr. diN#nungu vánúungu fr. va#N-nungu 
 
By comparison with the personified animal names in T7.21, we find that stems 
derived from class 9 which begin with a nasal-consonant sequence are all 
personified in class 1A as opposed to class 1, as illustrated in T7.21. Note that this 
                                                          
 
 
194 This may be because the hero in folktales is frequently a rabbit (viewed as a person). 
195 Compare úkúuku 'fleas which infest chickens' fr. u#kuku NP14#NST. 
196 Compare the root -paka which Odden 1996 identifies in Kimatuumbi. 
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means that these animal names have the same surface forms as the corresponding 
basic nouns in classes 9 (unless the vowel in the prefix of that class is realised).
197
 
 
T7.22 Personified nouns from class 9 (stems beginning with NC) 
Classes 9/10 (non-personified) Classes 1A/2 (personified) 
(i)mbutúuka 'gazelle' fr. iN#butuka mbutúuka fr. ø#N-butuka 
dimbutúuka fr. diN#butuka vámbútúuka fr. va#N-butuka 
(í)mbáángo 'wild pig' fr. iN#bango mbáángo fr. ø#N-bango 
dímbáángo fr. diN#bango vámbáángo fr. va#N-bango 
(í)ngálááu 'k.o. ant' fr. iN#galau ngálááu fr. ø#N-galau 
díngálááu fr. diN#galau vángálááu fr. va#N-galau 
(í)ndíibe 'k.o. antelope' fr. iN#dibe ndíibe fr. ø#N-dibe 
díndíibe fr. diN#dibe vándíibe fr. va#N-dibe 
(i)njeéu 'k.o. antelope' fr. iN#jeu njeéu fr. ø#N-jeu 
dinjeéu fr. diN#jeu vánjééu fr. va#N-jeu 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that personified nouns with stems beginning with 
the nasal-glide unit /mw/ are also derived from nouns in class 9 (in the same way as 
the other personified nouns described in this section). We list examples in T7.23. 
Contra Manus 2003:51, we find that these nouns all belong to same category of 
stems as those in T7.22.
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Classes 9/10 (non-personified) Classes 1A/2 (personified) 
(i)mwambóoka 'k.o. tortoise'  
fr. iN#mwamboka 
dimwambóoka fr. diN#mwamboka 
mwambóoka  
fr. ø#N-mwamboka 
vámwámbóoka fr. va#N-mwamboka 
(í)mwídiingi 'marabou stork'  
fr. iN#mwidingi  
dímwídiingi fr. diN#mwidingi 
mwídiingi  
fr. ø#N-mwidingi 
vámwídiingi fr. va#N-mwidingi 
(í)mwíkuumba 'k.o. bird'  
fr. iN#mwikumba 
dímwíkuumba fr. diN#mwikumba 
mwíkuumba  
fr. ø#N-mwikumba 
vámwíkumba fr. va#N-mwikumba 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
197 Compare Manus' findings in Zanzibar Shimakonde cited in footnote 190. 
198 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, Manus (ibid.) does not record the animal names in this table, which we find 
in classes 9/10. She parses names like mwàmbóòkà  'k.o. tortoise' as Ø-mu-amboka 'pn1A-pn1-thème' 
(with a prefix from both class 1A and class 1, as in her parsing of animal names like ntùúmì/ántúúmi, see 
footnote 193). She does not however record these nouns with compensatory lengthening between the 
prefix mu- and the stem (which we would expect with the underlying structure that she proposes for these 
nouns). 
T7.23 Personified nouns from class 9 (stem beginning with /mw/) 
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7.4.2.v. Personified nouns from class 9A 
 
In our data we find just two animal names in class 9A. Both these nouns have 
personified forms in classes 1A and 2. The derivation from class 9A is perhaps 
clearest in the case of the words for 'fish'. In this word group, the prefix from class 
9A undergoes glide formation and is then maintained in the personified forms, thus 
váyóomba in class 2 (rather than *vóomba or *váóomba, which are not attested). 
 
Classes 9A/10A (non-personified) Classes 1A/2 (personified) 
(í)shúuvi 'leopard' fr. i#shuvi shúuvi fr. ø#i-shuvi 
díshúuvi fr. di#shuvi váshúuvi fr. vá#i-shuvi 
yóomba 'fish' fr. i#omba yóomba fr. ø#i-omba 
dyóomba fr. di#omba váyóomba fr. va#i-omba 
 
7.4.2.vi. Personified nouns from class 14 
 
In Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2003:18 cites animal names in class 14 like uú-ndi 
'eagle', uú-shwa 'termite' and uû-ngo 'civet' which he finds obligatorily take plurals 
in class 2 (rather than class 6). We view both the singular and plural forms of these 
animal names as obligatorily personified in class 1A/2 (with standard class pairing). 
In the examples in T7.25, note that the name úkúpaata, in class 14, is a derived 
structure in which the prefix u- is added as an outer prefix to an Infinitive stem 
(which is also a derived structure, see section 7.2.1). The stem -kupata, from the 
non-personified name in class 14, is then personified in classes 1A and 2, giving a 
triply derived structure. 
 
T7.25 Personified nouns from class 14 
Classes 14/6 (non-personified) Classes 1A/2 (personified) 
úkúpaata 'flea' fr. u#ku-pata kúpaata fr. ø#ku-pata 
mákúpaata fr. ma#ku-pata vákúpaata fr. va#ku-pata 
*uúndi 'eagle' fr. u#undi (or u#ndi) uúndi fr. ø#u-undi 
--- váúúndi fr. va#u-undi 
*uûngo 'civet' fr. u#ungo (or u#ngo) uûngo fr. ø#u-ungo 
--- váúungo fr. va#u-ungo 
*uúshwa 'termite' fr. u#ushwa (or u#shwa) uúshwa fr. ø#u-ushwa 
--- váúúshwa fr. va#u-ushwa 
 
  
T7.24 Personified nouns from class 9A 
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7.4.3. Feature nouns 
 
Schadeberg 2003b:86 observes that, in Bantu languages, the element na- or nya- is 
often prefixed to a noun or a nominal stem to give nouns which are generally 
assigned to class 1A (with a zero prefix). He observes that this nominal structure is 
often used for complex kinship relations, and for personal names and ethnonyms, as 
well as for name-like common nouns often referring to small animals and plants. He 
further states that the element na- or nya- is derived from the words for 'mother' 
(which in proto-Bantu appears as *nyang, *nyokó, *nina ~ jina 'my, your, his/her 
mother').  
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, the pre-stem element in the construction described by 
Schadeberg above appears as na-. We recognise that this morpheme may be derived 
from words for mother in proto-Bantu, as proposed by Schadeberg. Within this 
sub-dialect, however, the morpheme is more readily recognisable as derived from 
the conjunction na 'with'. This is because, firstly, we find that whenever the stem is 
clearly identifiable, it appears to indicate a characteristic feature rather than a 
parent-child relationship (thus our designation of these nouns as 'feature nouns'). 
This semantic derivation is illustrated in the following examples. 
 
náliíu 'chameleon', lit. 'with eye', fr. ø#na-liu NP1A#FV-'eye' 
 
nántúmbúshiloongo 'praying mantis', lit. 'with breaking pots' (because women 
drop their water pots and run at the sight of a praying mantis) 
fr. ø#na-mu-tumbu(la)-shilongo NP1A#FV-NP1-'break'-'pot' 
 
námutimúúti 'bat', lit 'with head-head', fr. ø#na-muti(x2) NP1A#FV-'head-head' 
 
námwaána 'woman who has given birth to a child', lit. 'with child', 
fr. ø#na-mwana NP1A#FV-'child'  
 
nákuulu 'grandmother', lit. 'with age', fr. ø#na-kulu NP1A#FV-'age' (cf. 
nkúlúmuunu 'older sibling' fr. mu#kulu-munu NP1#'age'-'person') 
 
In addition to the semantic rationale indicated above for regarding the formative na- 
as derived from the conjunction na 'with' (that is, 'with a certain feature'), it appears 
that the syllable /o/ in the words áoóko 'your mother' and áoóke 'his/her mother' 
does not represent an independent morpheme in Plateau Shimakonde. It appears, 
rather, to be derived from a combination of the underlying prefix mu-, the reduced 
morpheme ju 'mother' and the possessive suffixes -ako 'your' and -ake 'his/her'; 
compare the different terms for 'mother' listed in T7.36. The same appears to be true 
for the syllable /a/ in áángu 'my companion'. This appears to be derived from the 
class 1 prefix mu- and the demonstrative concord ju- in class 1 followed by the 
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possessive suffix -angu 'my'; compare the different terms for 'companion' listed in 
T7.38.  
 
Whatever the origin of the formative na- (and it may be that the homophony 
between this prefix and the conjunction na- 'with' is simply accidental) we regard 
these nouns as derived structures because of their complex structure. We 
nevertheless observe a distinction between 'feature nouns' which realise the class 1 
prefix mu- as a second pre-stem element and those which do not. The examples in 
T7.26 indicate the presence of mu- as a second pre-stem element in what we take to 
be the 'full' underlying structure of feature nouns. The examples in T7.27 then 
represent the reduced structure (dropping the prefix mu- following na-).
199
 
 
T7.26 Feature nouns with full underlying structure (NP#na-mu-stem) 
nannangalaleédi 'leader'  
pl. vánánnángáláléédi 
ø#na-mu-langalalel-i NP1A#FV-NP1-VBS-i 
cf. kúlángálálééla 'to lead' 
nándeéna 'k.o. grasshopper ' 
pl. vánándeéna 
ø#na-mu-dena NP1A#FV-NP1-VST 
cf. kúdééna 'to jump' 
nánkángóoja 'swing' 
pl. vánánkángóoja 
ø#na-mu-kangoja NP1A#FV-NP1-VST 
cf. kúkángóója 'to swing' 
náoólo 'elder' 
pl. vánáoólo  
ø#na-mu-kulu NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT
200
 
nantutuviílo 'ridge of a roof' 
pl. vánántútúvíílo  
ø#na-mu-tutuvilo NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT 
 
nansheéto 'fox' 
pl. vánánshééto 
ø#na-mu-sheto NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT 
nangatoômwa 'k.o. game' 
pl. vánángátóomwa 
ø#na-mu-gatomwa NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT 
nándoolo 'k.o. antelope'  
pl. vánándoolo 
ø#na-mu-dolo NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT 
nánkulumíídi 'mushroom' 
pl. vánánkulumíídi 
ø#na-mu-kulumidi NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT 
 
                                                          
 
 
199 We find that the singular forms of these nouns are all formed in class 1A, rather than class 1. In 
Zanzibar Shimakonde, however, Manus 2003:53 finds that some nouns with the formative na- are formed 
in class 1 and others in class 1A. The underlying morphology in nnámèêmbè 'fly' fr. 'N-na-membe 
therefore contrasts in her data with nándòòlò 'oryx' fr. ø-na-ndolo. 
200 The derivation proposed for náoólo is speculative and requires reduction of the prefix mu- to a nasal 
consonant followed by assimilation of the root initial /k/, as well as vowel modification from /u/ to /o/. 
Note however that we find good evidence for desyllabification of mu- in Plateau Shimakonde (see section 
9.2) as well as for subsequent consonant modification (as in cardinal and ordinal words for 'three' and 
'third' cited in section 6.2.4; nnaátu and wántaátu respectively, the latter with a connexive showing 
agreement in class 1).   
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T7.27 Feature nouns with reduced underlying structure (NP#na-stem) 
nakatataambwe 'spider' 
pl. vánákátataambwe 
ø#na-katatambwe NP1A#FV-NRT 
nakasheenga 'kite' 
pl. vánákásheenga 
ø#na-kashenga NP1A#FV-NRT 
namakoóo 'agreement' 
pl. vánámákóóo 
ø#na-makoo NP1A#FV-N 
cf. makoóo 'thumb' 
nádímeénde 'k.o. snake' 
pl. vánádímeénde 
ø#na-dimende NP1A#FV-N 
cf. díméende '(bush) rats' 
náshoove 'crow' 
pl. vánáshoove 
ø#na-shove NP1A#FV-NRT 
nádíávaánga 'person with dogs' 
pl. vánádíávaánga 
ø#na-diavanga NP1A#FV-N 
cf. díávaanga 'dogs' 
 
7.4.3.i. Feature nouns in classes 1/2 with ka- 
 
Schadeberg 2003b:86 observes that the pre-stem element ka- in Bantu languages "is 
usually synchronically analyzable as a class 12 NPx" although he notes that it may 
also originate from the Niger-Congo 'person-marker'. In Plateau Shimakonde, we 
find few nouns which appear to include this pre-stem element. These may include 
the words for 'kite' and 'spider' cited in T7.27. In each of these, the element ka- may 
be identified in combination with the formative na-. If this is the case, these words 
should be parsed ø#na-ka-tatambwe and ø#na-ka-shenga respectively. This analysis 
is supported by observing that High tone assigned to the prefix va- in class 2 spreads 
as far as the syllable ka- but no further. In other feature nouns, the equivalent High 
spread is also limited to pre-stem elements (compare for example vánánkulumíídi 
'mushrooms'). 
 
The pre-stem element ka- may also appear in the names for 'girl/s (pre-puberty)' in 
classes 1/2 (without preceding na-) as follows.
201
 
 
nkanuúnu    'girl (pre-puberty)' fr. mu#ka-nunu 
pl. vánkánúúnu   cf. núunu 'baby' fr. ø#nunu NP1A#NST (pl. vánúunu)  
   
Whatever the exact origin of the lexicalised forms cited above, we regard all these 
nouns as derived forms in our present study.
202
 
                                                          
 
 
201 Manus 2003:51 also treats these nouns as complex forms but parses them in classes 1A/2 with the 
prefix from class 1 as a pre-stem element. She does not identify the element ka- in this noun pair so she 
cites nkànùúnù fr. Ø-'N-kanunu 'pn1A-pn1-thème' and ánkánúúnu fr. a-'N-kanunu. 
202 In common with other feature nouns and with personified animal names, the marking in these nouns is 
evident in the tonal contrast between the singular forms in class 1/1A and the plural forms in class 2 (in 
which va- is added as an outer prefix and as such is assigned High tone). 
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7.4.3.ii. Descendants 
 
The descendants of an individual, including recognised clan names formed in class 
2, are referred to with a complex stem formed by the formative na- plus the person's 
name. The singular and plural nouns are then formed with the prefixes from class 1 
(rather than 1A) and 2, as indicated in T7.28. In the table, note that the singular 
prefix mu- is optionally reduced to a homorganic nasal and that singular forms are 
also polysemic with locative nouns meaning 'in the settlement bearing that person's 
name'. 
 
T7.28 Descendants of a specified individual 
Name mu#na-name  
NP1/LOC18#FV-name 
va#na-name  
NP2#FV-name 
mbaváala munambaváala 
~ nnambaváala 
vanambaváala 
muluûmba munamuluûmba 
~ nnamuluûmba 
vanamuluûmba 
úúshi munaúúshi 
~ nnaúúshi 
vanaúúshi 
shilaávi munashilaávi 
~ nnashilaávi 
vanashilaávi 
shitungúulu munashitungúulu 
~ nnashitungúulu 
vanashitungúulu 
 
7.4.4. Relational terms 
 
Relational terms in classes 1 and 2 are lexicalised forms with considerable variation 
in their underlying structure. Two broad categories of relational term are found in 
Plateau Shimakonde: those which specify the possessor of a relationship with a 
particular referent, and those which leave the posssessor unspecified. 
 
In T7.29, we list terms for 'older siblings of the same sex' to illustrate the structure of 
relational terms which specify the possessor/s of a relationship. With the exception 
of terms for 'companion', which we describe at the end of this section, these terms all 
have the underlying structure: NP#NRT-PC-POS (with the noun root specifying the 
'referent/s' and the possessive suffix specifying the 'possessor/s' of the relationship).  
 
In the examples in T7.29, note firstly that the terms in class 1 with singular 
possessors drop the possessive concord from the underlying structure described 
above. Note secondly that in the terms in class 1, second-person-singular possessors 
are indicated by the suffix -vo (rather than -ako) and third-person-singular 
possessors are indicated by the suffix -gwe (rather than -ake).  
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T7.29 Older sibling/s of the same sex 
nkúlwáángu, nkúlúúvo, nkúlúúgwe mu#kulu-angu/vo/gwe 
nkúlúgweetu, nkúlúgweenu, nkúlúgwaavo/e mu#kulu-gu-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their sibling'  
vakulúvaángu, vakulúvaáko, vakulúvaáke va#kulu-va-angu/ako/ake 
vákúlúveetu, vákúlúveenu, vákúlúvaavo/e va#kulu-va-etu/enu/avo
203
 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their siblings'   
 
Not all relational terms specify the possessor/s of a relationship in their 
morphological structure. The simple nouns ájáala 'mother' and átáata 'father' imply 
a first-person-singular possessor (thus 'my mother' and 'my father') but they do not 
specify this within the morphology. By comparison with these nouns, the 
possessor/s of a relationship may be deliberately left unspecified. This is achieved 
by employing the noun muúnu 'person' as a non-specifying suffix, as in T7.30. 
 
T7.30 Relational terms with the non-specifying suffix -munu 
nkúlúmuunu 'older sibling-person' 
pl. vákúlúmuunu 
mu#kulu-munu NP1#NRT-N 
jújúmuunu 'mother-person' 
pl. vájújúmuunu  
ø#juju-munu NP1A#NRT-N 
ndyámuunu 'wife-person' 
pl. vádyámuunu 
mu#dya-munu NP1#NRT-N 
mwánámuunu 'child-person' 
pl. vánámuunu 
mu#ana-munu NP1#NRT-N 
 
In T7.31 to T7.38, we list specifying and non-specifying relational terms for younger 
siblings of the same sex, children, siblings of the opposite sex (whose age/position 
in relation to ego is not specified), wives, husbands, mothers, fathers, and 
companions. 
 
In T7.31, note that 'my younger sibling' is always referred to collectively by the term 
mwánéétu 'our younger sibling'. We regard this as a reduction of the morphological 
structure observed in mwánágweetu 'our child' fr. mu#ana-gu-etu NP1#NRT-PC-POS 
(see the following table and our discussion in section 7.5). 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
203 In Zanzibar Shimakonde, curiously, Manus 2003:120 records kinship terms in class 2 with plural 
possessors as taking agreement in class 1, thus ákúlúgwèètù, ákúlúgwèènù, ákúlúgwààvo. She records 
the corresponding terms but with singular possessors however as taking agreement in class 2, thus 
àkùlúàángù, àkùlúàákù, àkùlúàákè.  
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T7.31 Younger sibling/s of the same sex 
(mwánéétu), nnúúúno, nnúúúne mu#nuunu-ako/ake 
nnúúnúgweetu, nnúúnúgweenu, nnúúnúgwaavo/e mu#nuunu-gu-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their siblings'  
vanuunúvaángu, vanuunúvaáko, vanuunúvaáke va#nuunu-va-angu/ako/ake 
vánúúnúveetu, vánúúnúveenu, vánúúnúvaavo/e va#nuunu-va-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their sibling'  
núúnúmuunu 'sibling-person' mu#nuunu-munu 
vánúúnúmuunu 'sibling-people' va#nuunu-munu 
 
T7.32 Child/children 
mwánáángu, mwánáávo, mwánáágwe mu#ana-angu/ako/ake 
mwánágweetu, mwánágweenu, mwánágwaavo/e mu#ana-gu-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their child'  
vanávaángu, vanávaáko, vanávaáke va#ana-va-angu/ako/ake 
vánúveetu, vánáveenu, vánávaavo/e va#ana-va-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their children'  
mwánámuunu 'child-person' mu#ana-munu 
vánámuunu 'child-people' va#ana-munu 
 
In T7.33, note that terms in class 1 with singular possessors show a rising tone on 
the penultimate syllable (compare the other relational terms in T7.29 - T7.32). 
 
T7.33 Older and younger sibling/s, opposite sex 
nnúmbwaángu, nnúmbuúvo, nnúmbuúgwe mu#lumbu-angu/vo/gwe 
nnúmbúgweetu, nnúmbúgweenu, nnúmbúgwaavo/e mu#lumbu-gu-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their sibling'  
valumbúvaángu, valumbúvaáko, valumbúvaáke va#lumbu-va-angu/ako/ake  
válúmbúveetu, válúmbúveenu, válúmbúvaavo/e va#lumbu-va-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their siblings'  
nnúmbúmuunu 'sibling-person' mu#lumbu-munu 
válúmbúmuunu 'sibling-people' va#lumbu-munu 
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In T7.34, note that the terms in class 1 with singular possessors show a falling tone 
on the penultimate (compare other kinship terms in T7.29 -T7.33). 
 
T7.34 Wife/wives 
ndyáangu, ndyáavo, ndyáagwe mu#dya-angu/vo/gwe 
ndyágweetu, ndyágweenu, ndyágwaavo/e mu#dya-gu-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their wife'  
vadyávaángu, vadyávaáko, vadyávaáke va#dya-va-angu/ako/ake  
vádyáveetu, vádyáveenu, vádyávaavo/e va#dya-va-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their wives'  
ndyámuunu 'wife-person' mu#dya-munu 
vádyámuunu 'wife-people' va#dya-munu 
 
In T7.35, note that in the possessor-specifying terms in class 2, the root for 'husband' 
drops its glide (compare the terms in class 1 and the non-specifying term in class 2). 
 
T7.35 Husband/s  
ntwáángu, ntwáávo, ntwáágwe mu#twa-angu/vo/gwe 
ntwágweetu, ntwágweenu, ntwágwaavo/e mu#twa-gu-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their husband'  
vatávaángu, vatávaáko, vatávaáke va#ta-va-angu/ako/ake  
vátáveetu, vátáveenu, vátávaavo/e va#ta-va-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their husbands'  
ntwámuunu 'husband-person' mu#twa-munu 
vátwámuunu 'husband-people' va#twa-munu 
 
In T7.36 and T7.37, note that the terms for 'my mother' and 'my father' are simple 
nouns which leave the relationship implicit. 
 
T7.36 Mother/s  
(ájáala), áoóko, áoóke a#mu-ju-ako/ake 
jújúgweetu, jújúgweenu, jújúgwaavo/e ø#juju-gu-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their mother'  
vajujúvaángu, vajujúvaáko, vajujúvaáke va#juju-va-angu/ako/ake  
vájújúveetu, vájújúveenu, vájújúvaavo/e va#juju-va-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their mothers'  
jújúmuunu 'mother-person' ø#juju-munu 
vájújúmuunu 'mother-persons' va#juju-munu 
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T7.37 Father/s 
(átáata), tátaáko, tátaáke ø#tata-ako/ake 
tátágweetu, tátágweenu, tátágwaave ø#tata-gu-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their father'  
vatávaángu, vatávaáko, vatávaáke va#tata-va-angu/ako/ake  
vátátáveetu, vátátáveenu, vátátávaavo/e va#tata-va-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their fathers'  
tátámuunu 'father-person' ø#tata-munu 
vátátámuunu 'father-persons' va#tata-munu 
 
In T7.38, the relational terms for 'companion/s' differ from the terms in previous 
tables by consisting entirely of affixes (that is, they contain no noun root). Note 
firstly that in áángu, the prefix mu- coalesces with the demonstrative concord ju- 
and the initial vowel of the possessive suffix -angu. In múújo and múúje by 
comparison the demonstrative concord coalesces with the final vowels of the 
suffixes -ako and -ake. Note secondly that with the absence of a possessive concord 
in the terms in class 2, a second-person-singular possessor is specifed by -vo (rather 
than -ako) and a third-person-singular possessor is specified by -gwe (rather than 
-ake). Note thirdly that the surface tone pattern in these nouns differs from those in 
the previous tables (with High-tone spread across all tone-bearing units). Note 
finally, that this word set differs from other relational terms by not having 
corresponding relational terms which leave the possessor unspecified (by means of 
the non-specifying suffix -munu). 
 
T7.38 Companion/s (underlying structure: NP1/2#DC-POS) 
áángu, múújo, múúje mu#ju-angu/ako/ake 
njéétu, njéénu, njáávo/e  mu#ju-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their companion'  
váváángu, váváávo, váváágwe va#va-angu/vo/gwe 
vávéétu, vávéénu, váváávo/e va#va-etu/enu/avo 
'my, your, his/her, our, your, their companions'  
 
7.5. Hierarchical word formation 
 
As we have indicated in previous sections in this chapter, we assume that words are 
formed in the nominal system within a hierarchical system in which derived 
structures are built from basic structures. In this section, we illustrate the 
hierarchical derivation of nouns in two word groups viewed as a whole: one based 
on the noun root -ana 'child' and the other on the verb stem -pata 'receive'. We then 
summarise the structure of the nominal system in chart form, including each of the 
main structures described in this chapter. 
 
In D7.1, the simple noun mwáana is the basic form from which three derived 
structures are built: the feature noun námwaána and the two relationship terms 
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mwánágweetu and mwánéétu. In this diagram, we assume that mwánéétu is derived 
from mwánágweetu (by dropping the possessive concord gu- in mwánágweetu) 
rather than by adding the possessive suffix -etu directly to the noun mwáana.  
 
We make the above assumption for two reasons. Firstly the term mwánéétu is 
irregular; the other relational terms for younger siblings of the same sex employ the 
noun root -nuunu- (as indicated in the plural forms in this diagram, and in T7.31). 
Secondly, in all other relational terms which contain noun roots, the possessive 
suffix -etu requires a possessive concord before it (compare nkúlúgweetu 'our older 
sibling of the same sex' fr. mu#kulu-gu-etu NP1#NRT-PC-POS and other terms listed in 
T7.31 to T7.38). 
 
D7.1. Hierarchical derivation from mwáana 'child' 
-ana 'child' NRT 
 
mwáana 
'child' fr. mu#ana NP1#NRT 
 
námwaána (pl. vánámwaána) 
'woman who has a child' 
ø#na-mu-ana NP1A#FV-NP1-NRT 
mwánágweetu (pl. vánáveetu) 
'our younger child' 
mu#ana-gu-etu NP1#NRT-PC-POS 
  
 mwánéétu 
(pl. vanuunúvaángu / vánúúnúveetu) 
'my/our younger sibling of the same sex' 
mu#ana-etu NP1#NRT-POS 
 
In D7.2, the verb stem is the base form from which the deverbal noun kúpááta is 
derived. This in turn is the base form from which two further derived structures are 
built: the agentive nouns for 'rich person/s' and the animal names for 'flea/s'. In the 
latter, the non-personified animal name in class 14 then provides the stem (together 
with its tone assignment) from which the personified names are then derived in 
classes 1A and 2. 
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D7.2. Hierarchical derivation from -pata 'receive' 
-pata 'receive' VST 
 
kúpááta 
'to receive' fr. ku#pata NP15#VST 
 
nkúpaata / vákúpaata 
'rich person/s' 
mu/va#ku-pata NP1/2#NP15-VST 
úkúpaata / mákúpaata 
'flea/s' 
u/ma#ku-pata NP14/6#NP15-VST 
  
 kúpaata / vákúpaata 
'flea/s' 
u/ma#ku-pata NP1A/2#(NP14-)NP15-VST 
 
7.5.1. The structure of the nominal system: summary. 
 
T7.39 gives a summary of the structure of the nominal system in Plateau 
Shimakonde as we have described it in this chapter. 
 
T7.39 The structure of the nominal system in Plateau Shimakonde 
 
■ Simple or 'basic' nouns: nouns with one of the 'neutral prefixes' in classes 1-14 
added to a simple stem. A simple stem may be either a noun root, as in nnáandi 
below, or a verbal base, as in shílóólo (with any one of the five vowels 
functioning as a nominal suffix). 
nnáandi 'tree' fr. mu#landi NP3#NST  
shílóólo 'glass; mirror' fr. shi#lol-o NP7#VBS-o 
cf. -lol- 'look' 
 
■ Derived nouns with one of the inherently non-neutral prefixes in classes 15-18. 
 
● Infinitive verb-nouns with the prefix ku- added to a neutral verb stem (with the 
neutral suffix -a). 
kúlóóla 'to look' fr. ku#lola NP15#VST.  
 
● Locative nouns with one of the prefixes pa-, ku-, mu- added to stems as outer 
prefixes.  
mwiikáaja ~ nkaâja 'in the settlement' fr. mu#(i)-kaja LOC18#(NP9A)-NRT. 
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■ Derived nouns in which one of the inherently non-neutral prefixes in classes 1-14 
is added to a nominal stem as an outer prefix. 
 
● Agentive nouns (classes 1/2). 
nkwíiva 'thief' fr. mu#ku-iva NP1#NP15-VST. 
vákwiiva 'thieves' fr. va#ku-iva NP2#NP15-VST. 
 
● Location identifying nouns (classes 1/2). 
múmpeeme ~ m peeme 'person from mpeême' fr. mu+place name. 
vámpeeme 'people from mpeême' 
 
● Group identification (class 2). 
vámbáváala 'people identified with mbaváala' fr. va+personal name 
 
● Specifying nouns (class 7). 
shímádeengo 'specific kind of work' fr. shi#ma-deng-o NP7#NP6-VBS-o. 
 
■ Quality nouns (class 14). 
úmwiiu 'truthfulness' fr. u#mu-iu NP14#NP3-NRT. 
 
■ Associative nouns in which a connexive is employed as an outer prefix in an 
adjectival construction. 
wákúpééla 'dead person' fr. wa#ku-pela CX1#NP15-VST. 
 
● Inhabitants are indicated by a connexive in class 1 or 2 before the locative in 
class 17 and a place name. 
wákumpeême 'inhabitant of mpeême'  
fr. wa#ku-mpeme CX1#LOC17-place name. 
 
● People 'belonging' to an individual are referred to by a compound structure in 
which the possessive concord is added to the reduced morphem mwee-, from 
mwée(n)e 'owner'. 
úmwéembaváala 'person belonging to mbaváala'. 
 
■ Derived nouns with complex stems. 
Nominal structures with complex stems derived from other classes or with 
non-neutral affixes. 
 
● Manner nouns and deverbal abstracts are formed by adding one of the prefixes 
in classes 5-10 to a verbal stem which is underlyingly formed with the 
applicative extension -il and the nominalising suffix -o. 
malyeélo 'way of eating' fr. ma#li-il-o NP6#VRT-APP-NF. 
likulupiliílo 'trust' fr. li#kulupil-il-o NP5#VRT-APP-NF. 
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● Personified nouns in which a prefix in class 1(A) or 2 is added to a stem 
derived from another noun class. 
mmaáka 'cat' fr. mu#N-paka NP1#NP9-NRT. 
vámááka 'cats' fr. va#N-paka NP2#NP9-NRT. 
cf. imaáka 'cat' fr. iN#paka NP9#NRT. 
 
● Feature nouns in which a prefix in class 1(A) or 2 is added to a complex stem 
which is underlyingly formed with prefixes na- and mu- (with the latter reduced 
to a desyllabified nasal). The root in these stems may be more or less opaque to 
synchronic analysis. 
nannangalaleédi 'leader'  
fr. ø#na-mu-langalalel-i NP1A#FV-NP1-VBS-i. 
vánánnángáláléédi 'leaders'  
fr. va#na-mu-langalalel-i NP2#FV-NP1-VBS-i.  
cf. kúlángálálééla 'to lead' fr. ku#langalelela NP15#VST. 
 
● Descendants of a person are referred to with an outer prefix in class 1 or 2 and 
a stem consisting of the formative na- added to the person's name. 
munambaváala ~ nnambaváala 'descendant of mbaváala'  
fr. mu#na-name NP1#FV-name  
(This construction is polysemic, with munambaváala ~ nnambaváala also 
meaning 'in the settlement of mbaváala' fr. LOC18#FV-name). 
vanambaváala 'descendant/clan of mbaváala'  
fr. va#na-name NP2#FV-name  
 
● Relational terms. Although these show considerable variation in their 
underlying structure, all refer to the possessor of a relationship with a specified 
individual. 
nkúlwáángu 'my older sibling (same sex)'  
fr. mu#kulu-angu NP1#NRT-POS 
vakulúvaángu 'my older siblings (same sex)'  
fr. va#kulu-va-angu NP2#NRT-PC-POS
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Woodcut 8. "I have tried everything..." 
 
Appendix 1. Line 61-62. (Lion says to Rabbit) "I have tried 
everything, I am not succeeding, I have brought lots of flavouring to 
put in the sauce, perhaps it will make it thick, so it should stay on the 
skewer, I am not succeeding." 
 
naângu ndilíngángiíla naulúlá_shiinu ndítwaálá inakiíló yoóe 
kútáá_múnshéemba nakápaánji indáteénda doóni dibwadiíbwa 
iikale_múlúváani aámu naângu angunaulúlá_shiinu 
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Chapter 8. Equipollent tone assignment 
 
In this chapter, we demonstrate that Low tone is present as an underlying tone in 
Plateau Shimakonde and that it stands in opposition to underlying High tone within 
an equipollent system.
204
 
 
In section 8.1, we observe that, except for Manus 2003, all previous descriptions of 
Makonde dialects assume privative High-tone assignment. Contra Manus ibid., we 
then argue that the existence of a LHL contour on bimoraic syllables does not in and 
of itself prove that Low tone is necessarily an underlying tone in Shimakonde. 
 
In section 8.2, we demonstrate that Low tone is indeed an underlying tone in 
Shimakonde. This is because of the active role which it plays in shaping both the 
LHL contour cited by Manus, as well as the HLH contour, a second tone contour in 
Plateau Shimakonde which shows three tones on two tone-bearing units. 
 
In section 8.3, we compare the data which we cited in section 8.2 with equivalent 
data in other dialects of Makonde (including Chimaraba, Chimahuta, Chinnima and 
Makwe). This comparison indicates that the Low tones which we identify as 
underlying tones in Plateau Shimakonde are rightly understood as default tones in 
the other dialects. From this, we propose that the Low tone which we find in Plateau 
Shimakonde has been deactivated in the other dialects of Makonde, in what Odden 
1999:211 refers to as a "reanalysis of the binary H ~ L opposition [in proto-Bantu] 
into a privative H ~ Ø system".  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
204 Note that in this chapter, we are only concerned to establish the presence of underlying Low tones in 
Plateau Shimakonde. In doing this, we do not imply that Low tones are always treated as underlying tones 
throughout the tone system. In our analysis of tone assignment in the verbal and nominal systems, we find 
that Low tones, which are underlying tones in basic structures, are reanalysed as default tones in derived 
structures (that is, they are 'deactivated'). This process then gives the necessary conditions for the correct 
application of Meeussen's Rule and other tone rules which dictate repairs to violations of the obligatory 
contour principle. 
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8.1. Previous descriptions of Makonde 
 
In their study of Makhuwa dialects, Cassimjee and Kisseberth 1999:261 state that 
when a Bantu language is said to have a predictable tone system, it is meant that it 
"has no tonal contrast in the verb stem". In his study of the Chimaraba and 
Chimahuta dialects of Makonde, Odden 1990a:61 similarly defines predictable tone 
languages as ones which "lack lexical tone contrasts in verb stems and assign 
surface tone to verbs on the basis of verb tense". We recognise Plateau Shimakonde 
as a 'predictable tone language' in so far as it lacks lexical tone contrasts in verb 
stems (as defined above). In Cassimjee and Kisseberth's study of Makhuwa (ibid.), 
however, they also state that languages with predictable tone systems only assign 
High tones, saying that "there is essentially just a contrast between moras with a 
High tone and moras without a H tone" and that in the phonology of these languages 
"it is only the H tone that is active". In his description of Chimaraba and Chimahuta, 
Odden ibid. similarly rejects the presence of underlying Low tone on the grounds 
that it "would make it impossible to correctly apply Meeussen's Rule and other tonal 
rules".  
 
Given the statements cited above that predictable tone systems are based upon 
privative High assignment, the evidence that we cite in this chapter for the presence 
of underlying Low tone in Plateau Shimakonde is an essential foundation for our 
analysis of tone assignment in the verbal and nominal systems which is based upon 
an equipollent opposition between High and Low tones. 
 
Following Odden's study of the Chimaraba and Chimahuta dialects cited above, 
Liphola 2001 in Coastal Shimakonde, Devos 2004 in Makwe and Kraal 2005 in 
Chinnima also assume privative High assignment in their respective dialect 
descriptions. In Zanzibar Shimakonde, however, Manus 2003:22 finds that the 
existence of the LHL contour on bimoraic syllables in words like níndásùûmà 'I 
habitually buy' (and elsewhere in nouns like sìlòôgò 'pot') prevents us from 
regarding Low tones as Low by default (even though she adds that "in the overall 
tonology of símákòòndè, low tone plays a more passive role than high tone").
205
  
 
On the basis of the underlying Low tone in the LHL contour, Manus then describes 
the tone system in Zanzibar Shimakonde in terms of equipollent assignment. In her 
description, she posits five different tones which are assigned contrastively: two 
                                                          
 
 
205 She states, "Dans de nombreuses langues bantu, il est possible de considérer que les tons bas sont des 
tons bas par défaut (cf. Clements 2000). On serait tenté de faire de même en símákòòndè. 
Malheureusement, l'existence du ton modulé montant-tombant (BHB) empêche d'adopter ce point de 
vue... Il n'en demeure pas moins que, dans l'ensemble de la tonologie du símákòòndè, le ton bas joue un 
rôle plus passif que le ton haut." 
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'simple' tones, High (H) and Low (L), and three 'contour' tones, HL, LH, and LHL. 
In her analysis these contours are assigned contrastively to bimoraic penultimate 
syllables. As such, they define five main prosodic groupings or tone classes in the 
nominal system (ibid.263): HH, HL, LL, LH and LHL, and four in the verbal system 
(with HL assignment not attested in this system ibid.321). These are illustrated in 
T8.1. In the examples cited in this table, note that Manus treats tone contrast prior to 
the penultimate syllable as secondary. 
 
T8.1 Contrastive tone groups in Zanzibar Shimakonde (Manus 2003) 
pu Nouns  Verbs  
HH ímbúbúlúkááù  'red ant' nìkàtàkàtùkíílà 'if I get up' 
 dyàlùdééyà  'villages' nìkànàtàkàtùkíílà 'if I don't get up' 
HL lyúdúùkù  'steam' ---  
 ìbàkúùlì  'bowl' ---  
LL nàkàtàtààmbwè  'cockroach'
206
 àgùtàkàtùkììlà 'I won't get up' 
 nántúmbósìlòògò  'praying-mantis' àgùnàtákátùkììlè 'I shouldn't get up' 
LH lìtùtùúngà  'dust' nìndìtákátùkìílà 'I have got up' 
 lìàláòótò  'horsefly' àgùtákátùkìdìílè 'I haven't got up' 
LHL shìlòôngò 'earthen pot' níndítàkàtùkìîlà 'I got up' 
 lìgwáùûlà 'gecko' àgùtàkàtùkìdìîlè 'I didn't get up' 
 
Our purpose at this point is not to discuss Manus' proposal of the basis for 
contrastive tone assignment in Shimakonde, but whether or not Low tone is an 
underlying tone in Shimakonde. With respect to this, we find, with Manus, that the 
LHL contour does indeed indicate that Low tone is an underlying tone rather than a 
default tone. Contra Manus, however, we find that the existence of the LHL contour 
in and of itself does not prove that Low tone is an underlying tone.  
 
In his description of Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001 also regards the primary 
locus for contrastive tone assignment to be the bimoraic penultimate syllable and 
distinguishes similar prosodic groupings to those identified by Manus ibid., as 
shown in T8.2.  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
206 We suspect this to be the word for 'spider' as in our data and in Liphola's data 2003 for Coastal 
Shimakonde. This is because Manus 2003 also lists nnámálápééndè as the word for 'cockroach'. 
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T8.2 Tone classes in Coastal Shimakonde (Liphola 2001) 
PU Nouns  Verbs  
HH lyúúku 'k.o. basket' vakana-pimanííla 'if they don't measure for e.o.' 
HL lyúungu 'k.o. squash' ---  
LL myuuku 'pockets' ava-pimaniila 'they won't measure for e.o.' 
LH lyuúngu 'k.o. root' vandi-pímániíla 'they have got up' 
LHL lyuûngu 'earthen pot' vaka-pimaniîla 'if they measure for e.o. ' 
 
Although Liphola follows a similar approach to Manus with respect to the system of 
tone assignment in Shimakonde, he does not regard the LHL contour as evidence of 
underlying Low tone in the language (at least not in its present form). So, with 
respect to verbs like vakaguguvalaânga 'if they kneel repeatedly' (his data), Liphola 
ibid.316 states that "there is no phonological explanation for having LHL assigned 
to a bimoraic syllable, since there is no apparent reason for why and how a sequence 
of three tones L-H-L would contract, when there are more available moras within 
the stem". Note however that in this statement, Liphola assumes that the Low tone is 
a default tone (at least in the language as it is today). So in his introduction to the 
tone system ibid.206, he states that "Vowels... have a surface tone contrast between 
H and L, and L may enter at an earlier stage of Shimakonde phonology, even if it is 
not underlyingly present". 
 
In the remainder of this section, we show that Manus is incorrect in assuming that 
the existence of the LHL contour on bimoraic syllables automatically indicates the 
presence of underlying Low tone in the language.  
 
In his discussion of the diagnostics for privative tone systems in Bantu, Hyman 
2000:239 argues that the presence of a tone contour on a single tone-bearing unit 
will only rule out privative High assignment when a simple representation of tone is 
assumed. This is because he observes that in this kind of representation, the 
combination of /H/ and /Ø/ on a single tone-bearing unit can only be pronounced as 
/H/, as illustrated in D8.1.  
 
D8.1. If /H/ vs. /Ø/, then we should not get HL and LH contours with a simple 
representation of tone (Hyman 2000:239) 
 V   V  
      
      
H  Ø Ø  H 
 
Following Hyman's argument in D8.1, and assuming the same simple tone 
representation, we observe that the combination ØHØ on two tone-bearing units 
could only surface as LH, HL or HH in a privative High tone system (with surface 
HH the result of tone spread). The prosody in shiloôngo should therefore not be 
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possible in a privative High tone system, only *shilóongo, *shiloóngo or *shilóóngo, 
which are not attested (see D8.2). 
 
D8.2. Impossibility of shiloôngo if there is /H/ vs. /Ø/ opposition and a simple 
representation of tone. 
sh i l o o ng o sh i l o o ng o sh i l o o ng o 
   
   
       Ø       ØHØ         Ø     ØHØ         Ø      ØHØ 
Output:  *shilóongo Output:  *shiloóngo Output:  *shilóóngo 
 
While Hyman prefers the simple representation of tone shown in D8.1, he observes 
that in a more articulated feature-geometric representation involving tonal nodes, 
contour tones do not rule out a privative High tone analysis. In this case, one tonal 
node attached to a tone-bearing unit could be underspecified as in D8.3. 
 
D8.3. Geometric representation in which an underspecified ('empty') tonal node 
creates a tonal contour on a single tone-bearing unit (see Hyman 2000:239). 
 V   V  
      
      
o  o o  o 
      
      
H     H 
 
When the representation in D8.3 is applied to a bimoraic syllable, the possibility of 
empty tonal nodes means that the presence of a LHL contour in Plateau Shimakonde 
does not necessarily establish the existence of underlying Low tone. In D8.4, we 
illustrate the way in which a feature-geometric representation with empty nodes may 
account for the prosody of shiloôngo. Note, however, that we do not suggest that 
this representation has any basis in reality. It is not part of our own analysis, for two 
reasons. Firstly, we doubt the possibility that one tone-bearing unit can consist of 
two tone-bearing nodes, one of which can remain empty. Secondly, but related to 
this, the penultimate syllable in shiloôngo is derived from a single vowel segment, 
not two. With penultimate lengthening, we assume that this branches into a simple 
bimoraic structure. In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that monomoraic vowels can 
only carry one tone. We find however, that bimoraic syllables are capable of 
carrying three contrastive tones in sequence but only where restrictions in 
tone-bearing space prior to these units mean that the tones are not permitted to 
associate to a previous segment. 
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D8.4. Feature-geometric representations which might account for shiloôngo 'pot'. 
 sh i l o o ng o or  sh i l o o ng o 
   
   
    o   oo o      o  oo o 
   
   
    Ø   ØH Ø      Ø  ØH Ø 
Output:  shiloôngo  Output:  shiloôngo 
 
8.2. The active role of Low tone in Plateau Shimakonde 
 
Following Hyman 2000 and contra Manus 2003, we showed in section 8.1 that the 
presence of the LHL contour in Shimakonde does not conclusively establish an 
underlying opposition between High and Low tones. While Hyman finds that the 
mere existence of tone contours in a language is inconclusive with respect to the 
underlying opposition between tones, he argues that tone behaviour is a more 
reliable diagnostic. In this respect, he proposes that, "If the opposition is /H, L/, tone 
rules should refer to both tones; if the opposition is /H, Ø/, tone rules should refer 
only to H's" (ibid.241).  
 
In the following sub-sections, we show that tone rules do indeed refer to Low tone in 
Shimakonde. In section 8.2.1, we show that active Low-tone influence accounts for 
the LHL contour on bimoraic syllables; in section 8.2.2, that it accounts for the HLH 
contour also found on bimoraic penultimate syllables in Plateau Shimakonde; and in 
section 8.2.3, we propose that it may also account for the failure of High-tone spread 
from object prefixes to verb stems. 
 
8.2.1. Underlying Low tone in the LHL contour. 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that the LHL contour is not contrastively assigned 
but is rather derived by the action of an underlying Low tone on an immediately 
following HL contour (itself also given by underlying tone assignment). In the 
following sub-sections, we show that the LHL contour is given by Low-tone 
influence from locative prefixes in nouns like mushiîma 'in the water tank' and from 
noun prefixes in nouns like shiloôngo 'pot' and vakoôngwe 'women', and that it is 
given by Low-tone influence from subject prefixes in verbs like vandaâlya 'they will 
eat' and vandiîlya 'they have eaten'. 
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8.2.1.i. Low-tone influence from locative prefixes 
 
In T8.3, we cite a range of nouns in isolation, and then with the addition of the 
locative prefix mu- in class 18. In each case, we propose that an underlying Low 
tone assigned to the locative prefix exercises an active influence on the next 
tone-bearing unit, but no further.  
 
In mumatámbálaale, the Low tone on the locative modifies the first High tone in the 
place name mátámbálaale to Low. With reduction of the locative prefix mu- to a 
homorganic nasal in mmatambálaale, we suggest that Low tone from the locative 
shifts forward to the first syllable of the place name from where it is permitted to 
spread to the next syllable. The initial High tone can still surface on the 
antepenultimate syllable prior to the level Low tone of the penultimate. The same 
process accounts for the prosodies in mukupwáshééla ~ nkupwashééla and 
mumiláandi ~ mmiláandi. In nkupwashééla, Low tone spread is permitted as far as 
the antepenultimate syllable. The level High tone of the Infinitive verb-noun is then 
restricted to just the penultimate. In mmiláandi, reduction of the locative prefix does 
not affect the falling tone on the penultimate. Low tone on the first syllable of the 
stem, which we propose is derived from the locative prefix, is not in this case 
permitted to affect the penultimate. In mushiîma ~ nshiîma, by comparison, the Low 
tone introduced by the locative prefix exercises an active influence on the 
(immediately following) penultimate syllable. It then modifies the underlying HL 
contour carried by the stem in isolation to LHL.  
 
T8.3 Locative Low tone 
Noun stem (isolation form) Locative noun (NC18) 
mátámbálaale place name 
ma#tambalale NP6#NST 
mumatámbálaale ~ mmatambálaale 
'in Matambalale' mu#matambalale LOC18#N 
kúpwáshééla 'to help' 
ku#pwashela NP15#VST 
mukupwáshééla ~ nkupwashééla 
'in the (act of) helping' 
míláandi 'trees' 
mi#landi NP4#NST 
mumiláandi ~ mmiláandi 
'in the trees' mu#milandi LOC18#N 
shíima 'water-tank' 
shi#ima NP7#NST 
mushiîma ~ nshiîma 
'in the tank' mu#shima LOC18#N 
 
We suggest that the data in T8.3, together with similar data presented in section 
9.2.1.ii, provides strong evidence for the presence of an active Low tone in the 
language. In a similar way in Kikuyu, Clements 1988:86 shows that a rising tone on 
the monomoraic final syllable of mo-tě 'tree' is caused by Low tone spread from the 
preceding syllable, as illustrated in D8.5. Clements therefore concludes that Low 
tones function, "as full-fledged segments on a par with High tones in this operation". 
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D8.5. Low spread in Kikuyu (see Clements 1988:86) 
  mo   te 
 
 
   L    H 
Output: mo-tě 
  
In D8.6, we compare the influence of Low tone from a locative prefix on disyllabic 
nouns which have a level High tone in isolation with those which have a falling tone 
in isolation. In this data, note that Low tone from the immediately preceding locative 
prefix modifies an underlying HL contour on a following stem to LHL but does not 
affect a level High tone, so mudííju 'in the kidneys' cf. dííjo 'kidneys' and mumwíítu 
'in the bush' cf. mwíítu, contrast with mudiîtu 'in the bundle' cf. díitu 'bundle' and 
mumweêdi 'in the month' cf. mwéedi 'month'.
207
  
 
D8.6. Locative influence on stems with level High tone and HL contours 
 dííjo, mudííjo  di i jo  mu di i jo 
   
   H    H   L  H    H 
mwíítu, mumwíítu  mwi i tu  mu mwi i tu 
   
    H    H   L   H    H 
 
 díitu, mudiîtu  di i tu  mu di i tu 
   
   H    L   L  H    L 
 mwéedi, mumweêdi  mwe e di  mu mwe e di 
   
    H    L   L   H    L 
 
                                                          
 
 
207 Low tone on a locative prefix does not influence the HL contour on disyllabic nouns when these begin 
with a nasal-plus-consonant sequence, as in pankóongwe 'at the woman' fr. pa#mu-kongwe 
LOC16#NP1-NRT and panúuku 'at the chicken' fr. pa#iN-kuku LOC16#NP9-NRT. Place names which begin 
with a single nasal or nasal-plus-glide sequence are similarly unaffected, as in paníimu 'at níimu' 
fr. pa#nimu LOC16#N and pamwéeda 'at mwéeda' fr. pa#mweda LOC16#N. In the latter name it appears 
that the initial /mw/ is interpreted as a nasal-plus-consonant (rather than a nasal-plus-vocalic-glide), see 
also pamwáalu 'at mwáalu' fr. pa#mwalu LOC16#N. It may also be that place names beginning with nasals 
are treated as 'fixed' forms. This is not however the case with names like óomba and sháapa which are 
affected by Low on a locative prefix, thus paoômba 'at óomba' and pashaâpa 'at sháapa'. 
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8.2.1.ii. Low influence from noun prefixes 
 
In D8.7, we propose that Low tone on the prefix shi- exercises an active influence on 
an underlying HL contour in the penultimate syllable. The fact that the penultimate 
syllable of shiloôngo has an underlying HL contour is demonstrated by the conjoint 
(Anterior) phrase ashumile_shílóongo 'he has bought a pot'. In this construction 
High tone shifts from the final syllable of the verb stem to the first syllable of any 
complement that itself carries High tone. In our tonal analysis, we propose that High 
tones which are added in derived structures reinterpret following Low tones as 
default tones (signifying the absence of an underlying tone). In ashumile_shílóongo, 
the shifted-High then bridges forward to the next High tone by the Plateau Principle. 
This means that the underlying HL contour on the penultimate syllable of the basic 
noun shiloôngo then surfaces as such (compare ashumile_máái 'he has bought eggs', 
in which the shifted-High modifies the underlying LH contour in maái to 
level-High).
208
 
 
D8.7. Low influence from the prefix shi- in shiloôngo 
  shi lo o ngo 
 
    L  H     L 
  
The presence of underlying Low tone on the prefixes of basic nouns like shiloôngo 
is further demonstrated by comparing singular and plural forms in the noun pairs 
nkóongwe 'woman'; vakoôngwe 'women' and nkóoko 'animal'; vakoôko 'animals'.  
 
Manus 2003:287 regards the tone contrast between these singular forms in class 1 
and their corresponding plural forms in class 2 as anomalous, stating that,“The 
plural in class 2 modifies the scheme of the singular nominal. These two nominals 
have, for some reason that cannot be explained synchronically, a scheme (H)-HL L 
in class 1 which becomes L-LHL L in class 2”. She proposes therefore that singular 
and plural forms simply belong to different tone schema or 'classes'. 
 
By comparison with Manus' description, we propose in section 9.2 that the contrast 
between the singular and plural forms cited above may be accounted for by 
desyllabification of the reduced prefix mu- in class 1. This leads to delinking of the 
                                                          
 
 
208 In ashumile_shílóongo and ashumile_máái, it might be proposed that High tone assigned to the object 
in this construction simply deletes the High tone in shiloôngo and maái and then spreads forward by one 
tone-bearing unit. The tonal modification to a range of other nouns when they are placed in this 
construction, however, indicates that High tone assigned to the first syllable of the object spreads to a 
following High tone rather than deleting it. So for example ashumile_shítúngúulu 'he has bought onions' 
(compare shitungúulu in isolation), ashumile_díngúlúúve 'he has bought pigs' (compare dinguluúve) and 
ashumile_límaanga 'he has bought a pumpkin' (compare límaanga). 
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Low tone assigned to the prefixes by the roots koko and kongwe followed by 
deletion. This is supported by the fact that nouns which are formed from the same 
roots, but in other noun classes, all carry the same surface contour as the plural 
forms. So shikoôko and vikoôko 'particle/s' show the same surface prosody as 
vakoôko 'bugs; dangerous animals' as do kakoôko 'tiny particle', and likoôko; 
makoôko '(unspecified) fruit/s' in classes 12, 5 and 6 respectively. Similarly 
shikoôngwe 'female organ (taboo)' has the same surface prosody as vakoôngwe 
'women'.  
 
From these examples, we conclude that the contrast in prosody between nkóoko and 
vakoôko and between nkóongwe and vakoôngwe is not caused by an inexplicable 
change in tone class (as suggested by Manus ibid.). Instead, desyllabification of the 
prefix mu- means that the underlying Low tone which is assigned to the prefix by the 
noun root is delinked and deleted. The HL sequence that remains from the 
underlying pattern then surfaces without modification on the penultimate syllable in 
nkóoko and nkóongwe. In the plural forms in class 2 and in the other noun classes, 
by comparison, the Low tone assigned to prefixes by the noun root is not deleted. It 
therefore continues to act on the following HL sequence giving the expected LHL 
contour on the penultimate syllables of these nouns.  
 
Note that the deletion of an underlying Low tone which we propose in nkóoko and 
nkóongwe contrasts with maintenance of the underlying tone in comparable nouns in 
class 3. So for example, initial Low tone is retained in nkwaâju 'cashew tree' 
fr. mu#kwaju NP3#NST (compare mikwaâju 'cashew trees' fr. mi#kwaju NP4#NST) and 
ndoômbe 'k.o. dance' mu#dombi NP3#NST (compare mindoômbi 'dances' 
fr. mi#ndombi NP4#NST, with the desyllabified nasal prefix from class 3 reinterpreted 
as part of the root). In our research, nkóoko and nkóongwe are the only two nouns in 
class 1, which are paired with nouns in class 2 with the LHL contour on the 
penultimate syllable. We tentatively propose, therefore, that while Low tone from 
the prefix mu- is retained following reduction to the homorganic nasal in class 3 and 
the locative class 18, it is (exceptionally) deleted in class 1. The two examples which 
we have in class 1 (nkóoko and nkóongwe), although suggestive, are not sufficient in 
number, however, to establish a solid contrast between class 1 and classes 3 and 18.  
 
8.2.1.iii.  Low influence from subject prefixes 
 
Low-tone influence from subject prefixes in verbs like vandiîlya 'they have eaten', 
vandiîgwa 'they have heard' and vandaâlya 'they will eat' is demonstrated by 
comparing these prosodies with verbs in the same Anterior and Future tenses which 
have longer stems but which nevertheless also contain stem-final glides, as listed in 
T8.4. In the verbs in this table, note that the stem-final glides delete a High tone 
which is assigned by default to the final syllable of all stems in the verbal system 
(see section 9.5.3). Note furthermore that in both these tenses, the first High tone in 
the underlying tone string associates by default to the first syllable of the verb stem.  
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In vandikóodya, vandakóodya and vandaíigwa in T8.4, the stem-initial High tone 
associates to the first mora of the penultimate syllable and is followed by Low tone 
(which in our analysis is given by retracted stem-final Low tone, following the 
deletion of the default stem-final High tone). This gives a HL contour on the 
penultimate which is unaffected by the preceding Low tone because its influence is 
exhausted prior to the stem. In vandiîgwa, conversely, fusion between the tense 
prefix ndi- and the verb stem -igwa means that the Low tone on the prefix is placed 
on the ante-penultimate syllable. Low-tone influence from the prefix on the 
underlying HL contour, given by stem-initial High and stem-final Low, then 
explains the LHL contour in this verb. The same process also explains the LHL 
contour in vandiîlya and vandaâlya in the table (with the monosyllabic stem -lya) in 
the same way as it does in the locative nouns like mushiîma and mumweêdi cited in 
section 8.2.1.i, as well as in the simple nouns like shiloôngo and vakoôko cited in 
section 8.2.1.ii. 
 
With respect to vandiîgwa in T8.4, note that fusion of the identical vowel sequence 
in the underlying morphology (fr. va-ndi#igwa SP-PFV#VST) is obligatory. The 
prosody in *vandiíigwa (with non-fusion), which would be the same as that in 
vandaíigwa, is therefore not attested. Note further, however, that it might be argued 
that the LHL contour in vandiîgwa is not caused by Low spread to a following HL 
contour but is simply given by the underlying morphological structure. This may be 
argued if it is assumed that penultimate lengthening and tone association take place 
prior to vowel fusion. In this case [vandiîgwa] might be argued to derive from 
/va-ndi#íigwa/, with the LHL sequence maintained on the surface bimoraic syllable 
(with three tone nodes derived from the underlying structure).  
 
In our analysis, we assume that tone association takes place following the 
determination of surface structure by vowel fusion. An additional tonal node is then 
demanded by Low tone influence from the antepenultimate syllable. We recognise 
however that the argument outlined above, based upon the alternative assumption, is 
equally valid. The case for active Low tone spread therefore rests more solidly on 
the examples in T8.4 like vandiîlya and vandaâlya, in which no vowel fusion takes 
place, and on examples like shiloôngo in the nominal system in which the bimoraic 
penultimate syllable is derived from a single vowel, as well as on locative examples 
like mudiîtu 'in the bundle' fr. mu+díitu LOC18+N, in which the locative prefix mu- is 
added to a stem with a falling contour (see previous two sub-sections).  
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T8.4 Low influence in vandiîgwa, vandiîlya and vandaâlya 
Anterior and Future verbs SP-TA#VST 
vandipálákeedya  'they have sent' va-ndi#palakedya  
vandapálákeedya  'they will send' va-nda#palakedya 
vandidúwaanga  'they have deceived' va-ndi#duwanga 
vandadúwaanga  'they will deceive' va-nda#duwanga 
vandyuúdyaanga  'they have greeted' va-ndi#udyanga 
vandaúdyaanga  'they will greet' va-nda#udyanga  
vandikóodya  'they have found' va-ndi#kodya  
vandakóodya  'they will find' va-nda#kodya  
vandiîgwa  'they have heard' va-ndi#igwa  
vandaíigwa  'they will hear' va-nda#igwa 
vandiîlya  'they have eaten' va-ndi#lya 
vandaâlya  'they will eat' va-nda#lya 
 
8.2.2. Underlying Low tone in HLH contours 
 
Further evidence for the existence of underlying Low tone is found in the HLH 
contour which is observed on bimoraic penultimate syllables in Anterior verbs like 
vandíǐda 'they have come' fr. a-ndi#ida SP-PFV#VST and in Negative Anterior verbs 
like avalíǐle 'they have not eaten' fr. a-va#li-ile NEG-SP#VRT-PFV. As with the LHL 
contour discussed in section 8.2.1, however, note that the HLH in verbs like 
vandíǐda does not in and of itself prove the presence of underlying Low tone in the 
language. This is because the HLH contour, just as the LHL contour, may be 
accounted for in a feature-geometric representation which contains the possibility of 
'empty' nodes. This is shown in D8.8 (compare D8.4).  
 
D8.8. Feature-geometric representation accounting for vandíǐda  
   va ndi i da 
 
 
    o   oo o 
 
 
    Ø   HØ H  
       Output:  vandíǐda 
 
The representation shown in D8.8 is only credible, however, when the HLH contour 
in verbs like vandíǐda and avalíǐle is examined on its own without reference to verbs 
in the same tenses but with longer stems. When these are compared, as in T8.5 and 
T8.6, it is clear that the feature-geometric representation posited in D8.8 requires the 
creation of an empty node in the penultimate syllable only when tone-bearing space 
is restricted in that syllable. This is indicated by comparing the tone association 
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required in the feature-geometric presentation allowing empty nodes in D8.9 for 
vandíǐda compared to vandípaáta. 
 
D8.9. Creation of empty nodes in vandíǐda cf. vandípaáta 
   va ndi i da    va ndi pa a ta 
  
  
    o   oo o     o   o  o o 
  
  
    Ø   HØ H      Ø   H  Ø H  
       Output:  vandíǐda        Output:  vandípaáta 
 
Note that in both the Anterior tense and the Negative Anterior tense in T8.5 and 
T8.6 respectively, High tones associate by default to the first and final syllables of 
the verb stem. These are separated by an intervening Low tone which blocks the 
formation of a tone bridge from the first High tone to the second by the Plateau 
Principle, which might be expected if the Low tone were a default tone, or 
conversely, it blocks deletion of the second High which might be expected by 
Meeussen's Rule (again, if the intervening Low tone were transparent and the first 
High tone could 'see' the second, which it cannot).  
 
T8.5 shows the uncompressed tone string L-H-L-H in Anterior verbs with CVCV 
stems, and longer, compared to the compressed string in verbs like vandíǐda (with a 
VCV stem which fuses with the preceding tense prefix). T8.6 shows the same 
L-H-L-H tone string in Negative Anterior verbs. These comparisons indicate that the 
second Low tone in the L-H-L-H string is indeed an underlying tone because it 
'actively separates' High tones assigned to the same syllable but on either side of it.  
 
T8.5 The L-H-L-H tone string in Anterior verbs  
Anterior verbs  SP-PFV#VST 
vandipálákeéla  'they have taken' va-ndi#palakela  
vandiítiíka 'they have responded' va-ndi#itika 
vandípaáta  'they have received' va-ndi#pata 
vandíǐda  'they have come' va-ndi#ida  
vandyúǔka 'they have gone' va-ndi#uka 
vandyóǒna 'they have seen' va-ndi#ona 
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T8.6 The L-H-L-H tone string in Negative Anterior verbs  
Negative Anterior verbs NEG-SP#PVST 
avapálákadiíle  'they have not taken' a-va#palakadile  
avaítíkiíle 'they have not responded' a-va#itikile 
avapátiíle  'they have not received' a-va#patile 
avalíǐle  'they have not eaten' a-va#lile  
 
In examples like vandíǐda in T8.5 and avalíǐle in T8.6, note that vowel fusion is not 
obligatory, so ~ vandíiída (fr. va-ndi#ida) and ~ avalíiíle (fr. a-va#li-ile) are variant 
forms. As we demonstrated with regard to the LHL prosody in vandiîgwa in section 
8.2.1.iii, it might be argued that these prosodies derive from privative High 
association to the underlying structure. In this case [vandíǐda ~ vandíiída] would 
derive from /va-ndí#iída/ and [avalíǐle ~ avalíiíle] would derive from /a-va#lí-iíle/. 
As we argued in the case of vandiîgwa, this argument depends upon the assumption 
that penultimate lengthening and tone association take place prior to vowel fusion. 
Given that assumption, privative High tone assignment could account for the HLH 
contour in words like vandíǐda and avalíǐle. In this argument, a default Low tone 
would then need to associate to the otherwise empty first mora of the penultimate 
syllable within the underlying structure. This is because, from data in the other 
dialects of Makonde, we would expect the first High tone to interact with the 
second, 'seeing through' the intervening Low tone (see the data for Makwe, 
Chimaraba and Chimahuta discussed in section 8.3.2). 
 
Further evidence that the Low tone in the L-H-L-H strings in the examples in T8.5 
and T8.6 is an underlying tone is given by observing that the first High tone in this 
string associates to the first syllable of the verb stem in verbs in which tone-bearing 
space is unrestricted. If a feature-geometric representation with an empty node is 
possible together with privative High-tone assignment, we might expect 
*vandipáǎta rather than vandípaáta (since this would allow the first High tone to 
associate to its default position on the first tone-bearing unit of the stem). If on the 
other hand a simple representation of tone is posited together with privative 
High-tone assignment, we would expect *vandipááta (with High tone bridge) or 
vandipáata (with second-High-tone-deletion). These patterns are indeed attested in 
the other dialects of Makonde but not in Shimakonde (see section 8.3.2).  
 
D8.10 shows the tone association which gives vandíǐda compared to vandípaáta and 
avalíǐle compared to avapátiíle. In each of these examples, we show retraction of 
stem-final High to the second mora of the penultimate syllable following 
penultimate lengthening (see section 9.5.2). In avalíǐle, note that the first High tone 
in the H-L-H string does not shift back to the subject prefix as it does to the tense 
prefix in vandípaáta. This is because the subject prefix in the Negative Anterior 
tense carries Low tone (which is unaffected by the addition of a preceding Low tone 
with the negative prefix a-).  
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D8.10. Tone association: vandípaáta cf. vandíǐda and avapátiíle cf. avalíǐle 
 va ndi pa a ta  va ndi i da 
  
  
  L      H  L H   L   H  L H 
  Output:  vandípaáta   Output:  vandíǐda 
 
 a va pa ti i le  a va li i le 
  
  
 L  L  H  L    H   L  L  H  L H 
  Output: avapátiíle   Output: avalíǐle 
 
8.2.3. Low blocking in verbs with object prefixes 
 
Further support for our proposition that the second Low tone in the L-H-L-H string 
assigned to the Anterior verbs in the previous section is an underlying tone is found 
when an object prefix is added to these structures.  
 
In Anterior verbs with object prefixes, the initial High tone in the L-H-L-H string, 
which otherwise associates to the first syllable of the verb stem, associates instead to 
the object prefix. It does not then spread forward from that position to the following 
syllable of the verb stem, as seen in the prosodies in T8.7. So in vandipálákeéla 'they 
have accompanied', the stem-initial High spreads forward to the following syllable, 
but not in vandivápalakeéla 'they have accompanied them'. Note that in this chapter 
we restrict our attention to verbs which show default stem-final High assignment, 
since these give the full L-H-L-H tone string.
209
 In vandívaáka in T8.7, observe that 
fusion between an object prefix and a VCV stem means that the initial High in the 
L-H-L-H tone string associates to the tense prefix ndi-. It does this for the same 
reasons, described below, which cause it to associate to object prefixes in verbs with 
longer stems and in vandiváaáka in T8.7 (with optional non-fusion between the 
object prefix and the VCV stem, see section 2.7.3.i). 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
209 See section 9.5.3 for the tonal influence of stem-final glides with a vocalic origin. 
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T8.7 Anterior verbs with object prefixes  
Anterior verbs  SP-PFV#OP-VST 
vandivápalakeéla  'they have accompanied them' va-ndi#va-palakela  
vandiváitiíka 'they have responded to them' va-ndi#va-itika 
vandivápaáta  'they have received them' va-ndi#va-pata 
vandiváaáka 
~ vandívaáka 
'they have chased them out' va-ndi#va-aka 
 
With respect to the prosodies in T8.7, both Odden 1990a and Liphola 2001 propose 
that there is a rule which prevents High tones from spreading across the morpheme 
boundary following an object prefix. We propose that this rule is not arbitrary but is 
instead motivated by the presence of underlying Low on the verb stem. This Low 
tone therefore prevents High-tone spread from the object prefix.
210
 
 
D8.11 shows the blocking of High spread in the verb vanditúpalakeéla, 'they have 
accompanied us' fr. va-ndi#tu-palakela SP-PFV#OP-VST, compared to vandipálákeéla 
'they have accompanied' (without an object prefix) in which High spread is not 
blocked. The table also shows backshifting of the stem-initial High with the addition 
of object prefixes in both vanditúpalakeéla 'they have accompanied them' and 
vandívaáka 'they have chased them'. 
 
D8.11. Tone association in Anterior verbs with and without object prefixes 
va ndi tu pa la ke e la va ndi pa la ke e la 
  
  
 L         H  L       H  L      H  L       H 
 
va ndi va a ka va ndya a ka 
  
  
 L      H  L  H  L    H  L  H 
 
The same evidence for Low tone on the verb stem is found when object prefixes are 
added to Negative Anterior verbs. In this case, however, the absence of a tense 
prefix together with the presence of the negative prefix a- carrying Low tone makes 
the evidence slightly more complicated. 
 
                                                          
 
 
210 Otherwise the rule would have to be motivated by an arbitrary property assigned either to object 
prefixes themselves or to the morpheme boundary in macrostems (between a pre-stem prefix and its 
following root or stem). 
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When we examine tone assignment in Negative Anterior verbs like avavapálákadiíle 
'they have not accompanied them' fr. a-va#va-palakadile NEG-SP#OP-PVST we find 
that the underlying nature of the second Low tone in the L-H-L-H tone string is 
again demonstrated by the addition of object prefixes. In these verbs, Low tone 
carried by the negative prefix a- is added to Low tone assigned to the subject prefix 
va- (as demonstrated by the LHL contour in the positive form vandiîlya 'they have 
eaten', see section 8.2.1.iii). That Low tone then spreads to the object prefix va- in 
verbs with long stems like avavapálákadiíle (because of the absence of an 
intervening tense prefix in this verb structure). This Low spread then prevents the 
initial High in the L-H-L-H tone string from retracting to the object prefix (as it does 
in vanditúpalakeéla, see D8.11). In avaváliíle 'they have not eaten them' 
fr. a-va#va-lile NEG-SP#OP-VST, however, a higher ranking constraint against tone 
compression 'defeats' the Low influence from the subject prefix (which is by 
comparison 'successful' in unrestricted tone environments like avavapálákadiíle). 
The tone association in avavapálákadiíle compared to avapálákadiíle and in 
avaváliíle compared to avalíǐle, described above, is illustrated in D8.12. 
 
D8.12. Tone association in Negative Anterior verbs with and without object prefixes 
 a va va pa la ka di i le  a va pa la ka di i le 
  
  
 L  L     H  L          H  L     H  L          H 
 Output: avavapálákadiíle   Output: avapálákadiíle 
 
 a va va li i le  a va li i le 
  
  
 L  L     H   L H  L  L  H L  H 
  Output: avaváliíle   Output: avalíǐle 
 
8.3. Low-tone behaviour in other dialects of Makonde 
 
In this section we show that the active Low-tone behaviour which we described in 
section 8.2 is not found in the Makonde dialects of Chimaraba, Chimahuta, 
Chinnima and Makwe. Low tone in these dialects may therefore be regarded as a 
default tone (spelled out in the absence of High-tone assignment). We observe, 
however, that privative High tones in these dialects do not behave in exactly the 
same way, even though they appear to be assigned to the same positions in each of 
the different dialects. From these comparisons, we propose that the different surface 
prosodies in the different dialects of Makonde are derived from the same underlying 
assignment in which there is an equipollent opposition between /H/ and /L/, but the 
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underlying Low tone in this system has subsequently been deactivated with different 
results in each of the dialects listed above.
211
  
 
In our present study, we restrict our dialect comparisons to the verb and noun 
prosodies which we introduced in the previous section. This is because our purpose 
is not to describe the full range of prosodic variations between the different dialects. 
A separate and extended study would be required for a comparative description of 
this sort. Our intention here is rather to examine the underlying opposition between 
High and Low tone in other Makonde dialects for which we have published data 
from the perspective of the equipollent opposition which we have established in 
Plateau Shimakonde.  
 
As stated above, we find that the deactivation of Low tone in different dialects of 
Makonde affects High-tone behaviour in different ways. At one end of the spectrum, 
we find that High-tone behaviour in Chinnima closely resembles that in Plateau 
Shimakonde. This suggests that High tones in that dialect 'remember' the presence of 
active Low tone in the system. When High encounters Low tone in compressed 
environments however, we find that the underlying Low tone has disappeared. There 
is therefore a strong 'memory' of the presence of underlying Low tone in this dialect; 
a presence however, which when tested, turns out to be illusory. At the other end of 
the spectrum, High tones in Makwe appear to have no memory of underlying Low 
tone. High-tone behaviour in this dialect is therefore correspondingly different.  
 
Although our dialect comparisons in this section strongly suggest the process of 
deactivation proposed above, note that we do not attempt to prove the process 
diachronically. Apart from practical limitations both in available data and in the 
scope of our present study, we do not explore the development of the different 
dialects over time because our primary purpose in these comparisons is to show that 
the privative High assignment found in the other dialects of Makonde does not apply 
in Plateau Shimakonde. The underlying opposition between High and Low tone at 
least in basic structures in this dialect is then an essential foundation for our analysis 
of tone assignment in the verbal and nominal systems.  
 
  
                                                          
 
 
211 In our analysis of tone assignment in the verbal and nominal systems, we propose that High tones 
which are added in derived structures in Plateau Shimakonde 'reanalyse' immediately following Low 
tones (which are assigned in basic structures) as default tones. This reanalyis is restricted to derived 
structures in Plateau Shimakonde. It therefore qualifies but does not contradict our identification of an 
equipollent opposition between High and Low tones in this sub-dialect. 
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8.3.1. The LHL contour 
 
In section 8.2.1.iii, we demonstrated that verbs like vandiîgwa 'they have heard' 
fr. va-ndi#igwa SP-PFV#VST and vandiîlya 'they have eaten' fr. va-ndi#lya SP-PFV#VST 
prove that Low tone on the subject prefix is an underlying tone because of its active 
influence on the tone of the following syllable. In both these verbs we saw that Low 
tone acts on an underlying penultimate HL sequence to give a surface LHL contour. 
This active influence is noticeably absent in the other dialects of Makonde.  
 
T8.8 compares vandiîlya in Shimakonde with corresponding prosodies in the other 
dialects. We also show verb prosodies in verbs with long stems in each dialect to 
show that these prosodies are comparable (although the assignment of the 
underlying pattern which accounts for these prosodies varies in the different dialects; 
so, for example, it is assigned to the Anterior in Shimakonde but to the Far Past in 
Chimaraba and Chimahuta). 
 
In the verbs in T8.8, High tone which associates to the first syllable of the stem in 
verbs with long stems, associates instead to the tense prefix ndi-/ni- in verbs with 
stems of two syllables or less. Note also that in each of the dialects, single syllable 
(CV) stems and stems with underlyingly vocalic final glides like -igwa 'hear' block 
final High assignment (compare Kraal in Chinnima, 2005:210; Devos in Makwe, 
2004:224; Odden in Chimaraba, 1990a:78 and again in Chimahuta, 1990b:159).
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In the examples in T8.8, observe that in both Makwe and Chinnima, High tone 
occupies both mora of the penultimate syllable in aníílya, although the Itungi variant 
of Makwe shows a HL contour. We suggest that the latter reflects a 'memory' of 
stem-final Low which is given by the deletion of stem-final High by the vocalic 
glide in -lya fr. #li-a VRT-F. In Chimaraba and Chimahuta, the penultimate shows 
this falling HL contour; that is, with the same memory of stem-final Low as in the 
Itungi variant of Makwe. If the underlying assignment in each dialect is the same, 
the contours in the different dialects are then accounted for by the presence of 
underlying Low in Plateau Shimakonde (giving a LHL penultimate contour) and 
deactivation of that Low tone in the other dialects (giving the level High and HL 
contours). In the table, note that we maintain the labels attributed to the verbs cited 
by the researchers in each dialect. 
                                                          
 
 
212 So in Shimakonde, deletion of stem-final High modifies andipálákeéla to andipálákeedya. In 
Chinnima tunipílikaána 'we have heard' contrasts with tunipélékeedya 'we have sent' (Kraal, 2006). The 
same thing occurs in Makwe, although optionally (Devos 2004:224). Devos does not give examples for 
her present perfective tense, but she does do so for her present progressive tense in which the causative 
stem -pikanija gives either ankupíkánííja (with final High) or ankupíkáníija (without final High). Odden 
does not document the distinction in his studies of tone in Chimaraba and Chimahuta (1990a/b). 
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T8.8 Deactivation of prefix Low in verb prosodies which correspond to the 
Anterior verb vandiîlya in Plateau Shimakonde. 
Dialect Verbs with -lya 'eat' Verbs with 4-syllable stems 
Plateau 
Shimakonde  
vandiîlya 
Anterior 
vandipálákeéla 
 'they have accompanied' 
Chinnima vaníílya 
'Near Past' (Kraal 2005:213) 
vanipílikaána  
'they have heard' 
Chimaraba aníilya 
'Far Past' (Odden 1990a:103) 
anipílikaána  
'he heard' 
Chimahuta aníilya 
'Far Past' (Odden 1990b:182) 
anipílíkaana 
 'he heard' 
Makwe 
(Itungi variant) 
aníílya (aníilya) 
'Present Perfective'  
(Devos 2004:230) 
anitélékeéla ~ anítélekeéla 
 'he has cooked for'  
 
With respect to the Low tone on noun prefixes which gives a LHL contour in 
trisyllabic nouns in Plateau Shimakonde, we observe that in Chinnima, Kraal also 
records a few nouns with a LHL contour on the penultimate. By comparison with 
our data however, he records these nouns with penultimate length exceptionally 
consisting of three moras, as in uloóongo 'earth'. He proposes that this length is 
caused by stem lengthening of the penultimate triggered by irregular departure from 
a standard process of structure simplification. With structure simplification, he 
proposes that three underlying tone-bearing units are reduced to two. Final High, 
following retraction, then occupies both mora of the simplified penultimate. This 
gives the common prosody in words like maváála 'shoulders' (which he argues is 
derived from the same underlying assignment as the tone in uloóongo). 
 
We are not clear from Kraal's data cited above what is the basis for his proposition 
that there are three underlying tone-bearing units in the penultimate syllables of 
uloóongo and maváála. Our data in Plateau Shimakonde nevertheless supports the 
link between the prosody of words like maváála and uloóongo as cited by Kraal. In 
Plateau Shimakonde, however, we find that both words show a penultimate LHL 
contour with an expected bimoraic structure given by penultimate lengthening of a 
single syllable, thus uloôngo 'earth' fr. u#longo NP14#NST and mavaâla 'shoulders' 
fr. ma#vala NP6#NST.  
 
From the perspective of our analysis of the LHL contour in shiloôngo in Plateau 
Shimakonde (see section 8.2.1.ii), we suggest that the Low tone on the prefix in 
words like maváála cited by Kraal in Chinnima are deactivated (as is the stem-final 
Low which gives an underlying HL contour to the penultimate syllable). This 
proposition is supported by the many nouns cited by Kraal in Chinnima which show 
the same surface prosody as maváála but which in Plateau Shimakonde show a LHL 
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penultimate contour (compare for example diáánde 'houses' in Chinnima with 
diaânde in Plateau Shimakonde). Conversely, we suggest that the relatively rare 
LHL prosody in Chinnima nouns like uloóongo shows a memory of the underlying 
Low tones assigned to both the prefix and the stem-final syllables in the 
corresponding nouns in Plateau Shimakonde.  
 
The case for Low-tone deactivation in Chinnima is yet further strengthened when we 
compare the way that the underlying tone in nouns like nkóoko/vakoôko 
'animal/animals' and nkóongwe/vakoôngwe 'woman/women' surfaces in Plateau 
Shimakonde with the way it surfaces in Chinnima. In the latter dialect, the 
underlying assignment surfaces as nkóoko/vakóóko and nkóongwe/vakóóngwe 
respectively (Kraal 2006:100). In the same way that Low-tone deactivation in 
Chinnima means that the underlying tone which surfaces as mavaâla in Shimakonde 
surfaces as maváála in Chinnima, so the underlying tone which surfaces as vakoôko 
and vakoôngwe in Shimakonde surfaces as vakóóko and vakóóngwe in Chinnima.  
 
That these nouns have the same underlying tone assignment in both dialects is 
confirmed by their behaviour in Conjoint Anterior constructions. In both dialects, 
we observe that the underlying HL sequence on the penultimate surfaces when High 
tone is shifted from the final syllable of the conjoint verb to the first syllable of the 
complement. So vavawene_vákóongwe 'they have seen the women' in Chinnima 
surfaces as vavanile_vákóongwe in Shimakonde (compare our discussion of 
ashumile_shílóongo 'he has bought a pot' in section 8.2.1.ii). 
  
Evidence for Low-tone deactivation in Makwe is found by comparing the tone on 
locative nouns in that dialect with the corresponding prosodies in Plateau 
Shimakonde. So in Makwe, the prosody of káaya 'town' is not affected by the 
addition of the locative ku- in class 17, thus kukáaya 'in the town' (Devos 2004:56). 
In Plateau Shimakonde, however, underlying Low tone on the locative prefix does 
modify the tone carried by the stem, thus kukaâja 'to the village' fr. ku#kaja LOC17#N 
(cf (i)káaja 'town' fr. i#kaja NP9A#NST). Again, in Makwe nyúumba 'house' is 
unaffected by the locative mu- NP18, thus 'nnyúumba 'in the house'
213
 
(fr. mu-nyumba Devos ibid.56), while in Plateau Shimakonde a noun with a similar 
prosody méedi 'water' is tonally modified by the addition of mu-, thus mmeêdi 'in the 
water' fr. mu#medi LOC18#N. 
 
The examples cited in this section indicate that it is only in Plateau Shimakonde that 
Low tone modifies a following HL contour as a regular feature of the tone system. 
While rare nouns in Chinnima, like uloóongo discussed above, show a memory of 
                                                          
 
 
213 In 'nnyumba, Devos represents a syllabic nasal with a preceding apostrophe. 
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underlying Low tone in an irregular LHL contour, its complete absence in the other 
dialects suggests a more advanced stage of deactivation. 
 
8.3.2. The HLH contour  
 
The Low-tone behaviour described in section 8.2.2 indicates that Anterior verbs in 
Plateau Shimakonde are assigned four underlying tones in the string L-H-L-H 
(giving the HLH penultimate contour observed in the restricted tone-bearing 
environment of vandíǐda 'they have come' fr. va-ndi#ida SP-PFV#VST).  
 
In this section, we examine equivalent prosodies in the other dialects of Makonde. In 
each of these prosodies, we show that the underlying tone string has changed from 
L-H-L-H to Ø-H-Ø-H, with the result that the two High tones are now adjacent. 
Deactivation of underlying Low tone then explains why the HLH contour found on 
the penultimate syllable in Plateau Shimakonde is not found in any of these dialects. 
While each dialect dictates a different response to the violation of the Obligatory 
Contour Principle (given by the conversion of the tone string to Ø-H-Ø-H), none 
retains the equipollent opposition between High and Low tones which is required to 
explain the HLH contour in Plateau Shimakonde.
214
  
 
In Makwe, violation of the OCP in the 'Present Perfective' verbs cited in T8.9 is 
tolerated. In these verbs, observe that the initial High in the Ø-H-Ø-H tone string 
associates either to the first syllable of the stem or to the tense prefix from where it 
doubles forward. The final High in the tone string associates to the second mora of 
the penultimate syllable.  
 
In the examples in the left-hand column, observe that with stems of four or more 
syllables, doubling from the first High is insufficient to close the gap between the 
two High tones. As the length of the verb stem decreases, however, the gap is 
gradually eliminated. In aníyákuúla, with the initial High on the tense prefix, 
doubling is insufficient to close the gap before the final High. When the initial High 
associates to the first syllable of the stem, however, the gap is closed (aniyákúúla). 
In yet shorter stems, intervening Low tone is never realised because tone doubling 
from the initial High is always sufficient to close the gap before the final High. 
                                                          
 
 
214 Note however that our analysis is slightly hindered by lack of data for verbs with CVC stems in the 
other dialect descriptions. Each of these cites prosodies with the monosyllabic stems -lya 'eat' and/or -pa 
'give' but does not cite data for CVC stems. We would not expect the HLH contour in verbs with 
monosyllabic stems (with or without vocalic stem-final glides) since these do not show the High tone 
which is assigned by default to the final syllable of verb stems (see section 9.5.3). This means that we do 
not have comparable data for verbs like vandíǐda. Given the presence of underlying Low tone in verbs 
like vandíǐda, however, its deactivation in the other dialects is demonstrated just as clearly by the verbs 
with longer stems cited from the other dialect descriptions in this section. 
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In the examples in the right-hand column of T8.9, observe that inclusion of an object 
prefix before the stem simply adds another syllable to the prosody. When the initial 
High tone associates to the tense prefix in a verb with a disyllabic stem, the 
additional syllable then re-introduces a gap between the two Highs. It does not 
however alter the pattern of tone behaviour in any other way (compare anílééka 'he 
has left' and aníwáleéka 'he has left them', with and without object prefixes).  
 
T8.9 Elimination of default Low in Makwe (data from Devos 2004:230f)  
'Present Perfective' verbs (-OP) 'Present Perfective' verbs (+OP) 
aniwénáweneéla ~ aníwénaweneéla 
'he has visited' 
aniwáwénaweneéla ~ aníwáwenaweneéla 
'he has visited them' 
anitélékeéla ~ anítélekeéla 
'he has cooked for' 
aniwátélekeéla ~ aníwátelekeéla 
'he has cooked for them' 
aniyákúúla ~ aníyákuúla 
'he has taken' 
aniwáyákuúla~ aníwáyakuúla 
'he has taken them' 
anilééka ~ anílééka 
'he has left' 
aniwálééka ~ aníwáleéka 
'he has left them' 
 
In contrast to Makwe, violation of the OCP given by deactivation of underlying Low 
tone in the L-H-L-H tone string is repaired in Chimaraba, Chimahuta and Chinnima 
by deletion of the final High, following Meeussen's Rule. The dialects differ, 
however, with regard to the level of proximity allowed between the two High tones 
before this deletion occurs (measured by the number of intervening tone-bearing 
units). 
 
In Chimaraba, the Ø-H-Ø-H tone string is assigned to Odden's 'Far Past' tense, as in 
the verbs cited in T8.10. In these verbs, the initial High associates to the first 
syllable of the verb stem in unrestricted tone-bearing environments (as in the other 
dialects) and the final High associates to the second mora of the penultimate. As in 
Plateau Shimakonde, however, the initial High is associated to the tense prefix in 
verbs with disyllabic stems or shorter. Deletion of the second High in this dialect 
occurs when there is just one tone-bearing unit between the two High tones (thus 
anitéleeka and aníliima in T8.10). Note also that in these verbs, the initial High 
doubles from the first syllable of the stem, provided a gap of at least one syllable is 
left before the High tone on the second mora of the penultimate (compare 
aniváfúkuziíla with anipílikaána). 
  
T8.10 High tone deletion in Chimaraba (data from Odden 1990a:103)  
'Far Past' verbs (-OP) 'Far Past' verbs (+OP) 
anipílikaána  'he heard' aniváfúkuzuúla 'he chased for them' 
anitéleeka 'he cooked' anichíteleéka  'he cooked it' 
aníliima 'he cultivated' anikíyuuma 'he bought it' 
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In the Far Past verbs in Chimahuta, cited in T8.11, the second High tone in the 
underlying string associates to both mora of the penultimate syllable (not just the 
second as in Chimaraba). As in Chimaraba, deletion of the second High tone occurs 
as soon as the initial High tone associates to the antepenultimate syllable. In contrast 
to Chimaraba however, Chimahuta does not attempt to maintain a distance between 
the two High tones by restricting doubling from the stem-initial High (so 
anipílikaána in Chimaraba compares with anipílíkaana in Chimahuta). Note 
however that while Chimaraba allows doubling from an object prefix, Chimahuta 
does not. (This difference is discussed in the next section). 
 
T8.11 High tone deletion in Chimahuta (data from Odden 1990(2):182)  
'Far Past' verbs (-OP) 'Far Past' verbs (+OP) 
anipílíkaana 'he heard' anivápindikúúla 'he changed them' 
anitéleeka 'he cooked' anichítelééka 'he cooked it' 
aníliima  'he cultivated' aniváheeka 'he laughed at them' 
 
In Chinnima, the equivalent tone string is found in Kraal's 'Present Perfective', as 
seen in the verbs cited in T8.12 (in which we have changed the subject prefix to the 
third person singular a- so as to facilitate comparison with the data in other dialects). 
Although Kraal does not cite data for verbs with VCV stems, he states that verbs 
with such stems behave like verbs with CV stems (which he refers to as 
mini-syllabic stems) on the basis that in the latter case a copy of the vowel of the 
previous morpheme is treated as part of the verb stem (Kraal 2006:44f). From this 
we assume that the prosody which Kraal cites for aníílya 'he has eaten' (with the 
stem -lya) is also found on aníída 'he has come' (with the stem -ida). Once again, 
Low tone in Chinnima turns out to be a default tone rather than the underlying tone 
which it is in Plateau Shimakonde (and which gives andíǐda in this sub-dialect). This 
absence of an underlying Low tone in Chinnima is indicated by the level High tone 
on the penultimate syllable in which the first High tone either 'bridges' to the second 
High tone or deletes it but then spreads to the second mora of the penultimate. 
 
T8.12 High tone deletion in Chinnima (data from Kraal 2006:207f and 294)  
'Present Perfective' verbs (-OP) Far Past verbs (+OP) 
anipílikaána 'he has heard' anilápílikaána 'he has heard (words)' 
aniyángaáta 'he has helped' aniváyangaáta 'he has helped them' 
aníliíma 'he has cultivated' aniláliíma  'he has cultivated (fields)' 
aníílya 'he has eaten' anívíilya   'he has eaten (food)' 
 
Our proposition that Low tone in Chinnima turns out to be default tone rather than 
underlying tone is somewhat tentative. This is because Kraal's data for relative verbs 
in the Present Perfective suggests otherwise. In these verbs, the subject prefix is 
followed by a verb stem with the perfective suffix -ile (which may be modified by 
imbrication to -ite or -ene depending upon the stem, as in Plateau Shimakonde). This 
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structure gives verbs like tupílikeéne 'we have heard' fr. tu#pilikan-ile SP#VST-PFV 
and tulímiíte 'we have cultivated' fr. tu#lim-ile SP#VST-PFV. The prosody is 
equivalent to the prosody which we cited in section 8.2.2 for Negative Anterior 
verbs in Plateau Shimakonde (thus verbs like atulámbádiíle 'we have not searched' 
fr. a-tu#lambel-ile NEG-SP#VST-PFV and atulímiíle 'we have not ploughed' 
fr. a-tu#lim-ile NEG-SP#VST-PFV). In both these dialects, it appears that initial High 
associates to the first syllable of the stem and is followed by final High which 
associates to the second mora of the penultimate.  
 
In restricted tone-bearing environments, however, we showed in section 8.2.2 that 
the same underlying assignment in Plateau Shimakonde gives prosodies like atulíǐle 
'we have not eaten' fr. a-tu#li-ile NEG-SP#VST-PFV (with a HLH contour on the 
bimoraic penultimate syllable). Kraal records the same contour for relative verbs in 
his 'Present Perfective' tense in Chinnima, although he records these with three 
tone-bearing units, thus tulíiíle 'we who have eaten' fr tu#li-ile (not the expected 
*tulííle).  
 
This data lends further support to the proposal that the tone system in Chinnima 
'remembers' the presence of underlying Low tone in an equipollent system (although 
Kraal's data elsewhere suggests that Chinnima may be better described as in 
transition from an equipollent system to a privative High tone system). Exactly the 
same process is seen in the irregular prosody of words like uloóongo discussed in 
section 8.3.1. The same 'memory' of underlying Low tone is also found in Kraal's 
data for relative verbs in his 'Present' tense. In these, the HLH contour on 
penultimate syllables is once again attested in verbs with disyllabic stems; compare 
tupílikaána 'we who hear' fr. tu#pilikana SP#VST, tuyángaáta 'we who help' 
fr. tu#yangata SP#VST and tulíiíma 'we who cultivate' fr. tu#lima SP#VST (Kraal 
2006:289). 
  
8.3.3. Low blocking  
 
In section 8.2.3, we argued that the presence of underlying Low tone in verb stems 
('Root Low') may explain the failure of High tone, which associates to a preceding 
object prefix, to spread forward across the morpheme break. 
 
In the other dialects of Makonde, the initial High tone in equivalent prosodies 
associates to object prefixes in the same way as it does in Anterior verbs in Plateau 
Shimakonde. In each of the other dialects, however, except Chimahuta, it appears 
that this High tone does then spread forward to the first syllable of the stem, 
provided that higher-ranked constraints are not violated.  
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In Makwe, the initial High on an object prefix spreads forward to the stem provided 
a non-finality constraint is not violated, thus aniwáwénaweneéla, aniwátélekeéla, 
aniwáyákuúla, aniwálééka, aniwáálya (see T8.9).  
 
In Chimaraba, the initial High on an object prefix doubles forward provided that the 
a gap of one tone-bearing unit is maintained (if possible) prior to the penultimate 
syllable. This condition is only met in verbs with stems of four syllables or more 
(thus aniváfúzukuúla; compare anichíteleéka in T8.10). Although lack of 
maintenance in compressed environments proves that the Low tone on the verb 
stems in these verbs is a default tone, the low-ranking constraint which requires a 
Low tone to be realised prior to the penultimate may indicate another 'memory' of 
underlying Low. Following this argument, we suggest that the deactivation of 
underlying Low tone in Chimaraba is less advanced than in Makwe.  
 
Chimahuta is the only other dialect in Makonde which is like Plateau Shimakonde in 
prohibiting doubling of High tone from an object prefix, thus anivápindikúúla not 
*anivápíndikúúla (see T8.11). At first sight, this prohibition is surprising, given the 
data which we have cited in sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2, which suggests that Low tone 
in this dialect is a default tone. We suggest however that the memory of underlying 
Low tone on the verb stem accounts for the lack of tone doubling from the object 
prefix in this dialect.  
 
Chinnima is similar to Chimaraba in that High-tone doubling from the object prefix 
takes place provided that a gap before the penultimate is first established, thus 
anilápílikaána contrasts with aniváyangaáta (see T8.12). Although the data in the 
previous two sub-sections indicates that Chinnima maintains a memory of 
underlying Low tone more clearly than any of the other dialects of Makonde which 
show privative High tone, the existence of tone doubling from object prefixes in 
verbs like anilápílikaána supports our proposition that Low tone in this dialect is 
either deactivated or in the process of deactivation, compared to Plateau 
Shimakonde. 
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Woodcut 9. 'The old man sweated...' 
 
Appendix 1. Line 70-71. 'The old man sweated, looked at him, had no 
way out and said, "No! Well, I have failed." ' 
 
náoólo kútwálá_kúdíkííla kúnnoólá kútwálá_kúsháánga na 
kúshídoóni íí baái naângu nditátákeéla 
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Chapter 9. Syllables, moras and phonological phrases 
 
In this chapter, we describe the phonological units which carry tone in Plateau 
Shimakonde. 
 
In section 9.1, we summarise the different kinds of syllable structure found in this 
sub-dialect of Makonde. 
 
In section 9.2, we show that there is a three-way phonological distinction between 
syllabic, desyllabified and non-syllabic nasals in nasal-consonant combinations.  
 
In section 9.3, we describe two lengthening processes applied to vowels: 
compensatory lengthening and penultimate lengthening.  
 
In section 9.4, we identify the mora as the basic tone-bearing unit and then describe 
the phenomenon of tone compression which occurs when three tones associate to 
two tone-bearing units (giving the LHL and HLH contours cited as evidence of 
underlying Low tone in chapter 8). 
 
In section 9.5, we identify the phonological phrase as the prosodic domain within 
which lexical and grammatical tone assignment takes place. We then describe the 
phonetic lapsing of High tone assigned to initial syllables as well as the retraction of 
underlying tones assigned to final syllables within this domain.  
 
In section 9.6, we compare the range of penultimate contours which we record in 
Plateau Shimakonde with those recorded by Liphola 2001 in Coastal Shimakonde 
and by Manus 2003 in Zanzibar Shimakonde. 
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9.1. Syllable structure 
 
In this section, we show that Plateau Shimakonde has an open syllable structure with 
syllable nuclei consisting either of vowels or syllabic nasals.  
 
In the Anterior verbs in T9.1, observe that syllable onsets in vocalic syllables may 
include up to three consonants, as in andilámbwáleéla and anímpwasheéla. Observe, 
however, that the initial nasal in a syllable onset may be a lexical element (as in the 
verb stem -lambwalela) or it may be derived by desyllabification of the underlying 
prefix mu- (see the evidence we present in section 9.2 for desyllabification of the 
reduced nasal prefix in verbs like those cited in T9.1). Similarly, observe that the 
final glide in a syllabic onset may be a lexical element (as in the stems -lambwalela 
and -pwashela) or may be derived by glide formation (as in the causative verbs 
andipálákeedya and andilóodya).  
 
T9.1 Different kinds of syllabic onsets 
andilámbwáleéla 'he has thanked' fr. a-ndi#lambwalela SP-PFV#VST 
→ a.ndi.la.mbwa.lee.la V.CCV.CV.CCCV{CVV}CV 
andiválambwaleéla 'he has thanked them' fr. a-ndi#va-lambwalela SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ndi.va.la.mbwa.lee.la V.CCV.CV.CV.CCCV{CVV}CV 
anínnambwaleéla 'he has thanked him' fr. a-ndi#mu-lambwalela SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ni.nna.mbwa.lee.la V.CV.CCV.CCCV{CVV}CV 
andipálákeedya 'he has taken' fr. a-ndi#palakel-i-a SP-PFV#VBS-CAU-F 
→ a.ndi.pa.la.kee.dya V.CCV.CV.CV{CVV}CCV 
andivápalakeedya 'he has taken them' fr. a-ndi#va-palakel-i-a SP-PFV#OP-VBS-CAU-F 
→ a.ndi.va.pa.la.kee.dya V.CCV.CV.CV.CV{CVV}CCV 
anímpalakeedya 'he has taken him' fr. a-ndi#mu-palakel-i-a SP-PFV#OP-VBS-CAU-F 
→ a.ni.mpa.la.kee.dya V.CV.CCV.CV{CVV}CCV 
andipwásheéla 'he has helped' fr. a-ndi#pwashela SP-PFV#VST 
→ a.ndi.pwa.shee.la V.CCV.CCV{CVV}CV 
andivápwasheéla 'he has helped them' fr. a-ndi#va-pwashela SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ndi.va.pwa.shee.la V.CCV.CV.CCV{CVV}CV 
anímpwasheéla 'he has helped him' fr. a-ndi#mu-pwashela SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ni.mpwa.shee.la V.CV.CCCV{CVV}CV 
andilóodya 'he has shown' fr. a-ndi#lol-i-a SP-PFV#VBS-CAU-F 
→ a.ndi.loo.dya V.CCV{CVV}CCV 
andivaloodya 'he has shown them' fr. a-ndi#va-lol-i-a SP-PFV#OP-VBS-CAU-F 
→ a.ndi.va.loo.dya V.CCV.CV{CVV}CCV 
anínnoodya 'he has shown him' fr. a-ndi#mu-lol-i-a SP-PFV#OP-VBS-CAU-F 
→ a.ni.nnoo.dya V.CV{CCVV}CCV 
 
In the Anterior verbs in T9.2, observe that compensatory lengthening is followed by 
resyllabification of the underlying vowel sequence (with compensatory lengthening 
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triggered by glide formation in andyaánaleéla and andimwáanaleéla and by fusion 
of identical vowels in andiváanaleéla). 
 
T9.2 Compensatory lengthening (with resyllabification of underlying vowel 
sequences) 
andyaánáleéla 'he has discovered' fr. a-ndi#analela SP-PFV#VST 
→ a.ndya.a.na.lee.la V.CCCV.V.CV{CVV}CV 
andiváanaleéla 'he has discovered them' fr. a-ndi#va-analela SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ndi.va.a.na.lee.la V.CCV.CV.V.CV{CVV}CV 
andimwáanaleéla 'he has discovered him' fr. a-ndi#mu-analela SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ndi.mwa.a.na.lee.la V.CCV.CCV.V.CV{CVV}CV 
 
In the Anterior verbs in T9.3, note that penultimate lengthening bars compensatory 
lengthening (owing to a constraint against trimoraic syllables in this language, see 
section 9.3.2). The penultimate syllables in andyóǒna, andívoóna and andímwoóna 
(given by underlying vowel sequences) therefore have the same bimoraic structure 
as the penultimate syllables in andípaáta, andivápaáta and anímpaáta (given by a 
single vowel). 
 
T9.3 Penultimate lengthening (without resyllabification of underlying vowel 
sequences) 
andyóǒna 'he has seen' fr. a-ndi#ona SP-PFV#VST 
→ a.ndyoo.na V{CCCVV}CV 
andívoóna 'he has seen them' fr. a-ndi#va-ona SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ndi.voo.na V.CCV{CVV}CV 
andímwoóna 'he has seen him' fr. a-ndi#mu-ona SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ndi.mwoo.na V.CCV{CCVV}CV 
andípaáta 'he has received' fr. a-ndi#pata SP-PFV#OP 
→ a.ndi.paa.ta V.CCV{CVV}CV 
andivápaáta 'he has received them' fr. a-ndi#va-pata SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ndi.va.paa.ta V.CCV.CV{CVV}CV 
anímpaáta 'he has received him' fr. a-ndi#mu-pata SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ a.ni.mpaa.ta V.CV{CCVV}CV 
 
In the Anterior verbs in T9.4, note that the reduced object prefix mu- carries a High 
tone which contrasts with Low tone on the preceding and following syllables (the 
tense prefix and the first syllable of the stem respectively). In section 9.2, we show 
that the High-tone association to the object prefix in these verbs is caused by elision 
of the first-singular subject prefix. This creates a restricted tone-bearing environment 
which prohibits standard desyllabification of the reduced object prefix mu- (seen in 
verbs like anínnambwaleéla, anímpalakeedya, anímpwasheéla and anínnoodya cited 
in T9.1). At this point, note also that verbs like nin nambwaleéla in T9.4 and 
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anínnambwaleéla in T9.1 demonstrate a three-way contrast in Plateau Shimakonde 
between syllabic, desyllabified and non-syllabic nasals. 
 
T9.4 Syllabic-nasals derived from the object prefix mu- 
nin nambwaleéla 'I have thanked him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-lambwalela (SP-)PFV#OP-VST 
→ ni.n .na.mbwa.lee.la CV.N.CV.CCCV{CVV}CV 
nim pwasheéla 'I have helped him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-pwashela SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ ni.m .pwa.shee.la CV.N.CCV{CVV}CV 
nin noóla 'I have looked at him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-lola SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ ni.n .noo.la CV.N{CVV}CV 
nim paáta 'I have received him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-pata SP-PFV#OP-VST 
→ ni.m .paa.ta CV.N{CVV}CV 
 
9.2. The syllabic value of nasals 
 
Odden 1981:101 distinguishes three types of nasal in Kimatuumbi: syllabic, 
desyllabified and non-syllabic. He then shows that in that language, the moraic value 
from a desyllabified nasal is preserved by lengthening a preceding vowel. 
Conversely, he shows that vowels which precede syllabic nasals and non-syllabic 
nasals are not lengthened (since in these contexts, there is no change in moraic value 
which requires syllable reordering, see also Odden 1996).  
 
We cite Odden's treatment of nasals in Kimatuumbi (ibid.) because it establishes the 
existence of these three kinds of nasal in a language within the same Rufiji-Ruvuma 
group as Makonde (albeit P10 as opposed to P20, see section 1.3.1). Hyman and 
Ngunga 1997 also describe three kinds of nasal in Ciyao (P21), although in that 
study, they describe the different kinds of nasals found in nasal-plus-consonant 
sequences as 'moraic but not syllabic', 'moraic and syllabic' and 'non-moraic and 
non-syllabic'.  
 
Before we examine the evidence for nasal desyllabification in Plateau Shimakonde, 
note that Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 treat the tone-bearing (that is 'moraic') 
properties of homorganic nasals differently from us, and from each other. 
 
On the one hand, Liphola 2003:74 finds that "[Shimakonde] lacks phonological 
evidence for a distinction between moraic and non-moraic nasal(s)". He does not 
therefore examine the issue of desyllabification in his study. Manus 2003, on the 
other hand, treats all nasal segments which are synchronically derived from an 
underlying syllable as tone-bearing units. So for example in àndíńnòólà 'he/she has 
looked at him' from a-ndi-'N-lol-a (ibid.187), she records the reduced object prefix 
mu- as carrying a High tone while she records the initial nasal in the tense prefix 
ndi- without any tonal marking. Similarly in nìkùsúúma 'I am buying' (ibid.191), 
she records the initial nasal in the formative -ku- as carrying Low tone (since she 
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finds that this prefix is possibly derived from the locative mu- in class 18, thus her 
parsing of this verb as ni-'N-ku-sum-a). 
 
In contrast to both Liphola ibid. and Manus ibid., we observe a three-way contrast in 
Plateau Shimakonde between syllabic nasals, desyllabified nasals and non-syllabic 
nasals. We illustrated this contrast in section 9.1 by comparing the prosody of verbs 
like anínnoóla 'he has looked at him' and nin noóla 'I have looked at him'.  
 
In the following sub-sections, we show that desyllabification of the reduced prefix 
mu- depends upon the tone-bearing environment in which it is found. In sub-section 
9.2.1.i, we examine the syllabic value of the reduced object prefix mu- when it is 
employed as the third-singular object prefix in Anterior verbs; in sub-section 
9.2.1.ii, when mu- is employed in locative nouns in class 18, and in sub-section 
9.2.1.iii, when mu- is employed in agentive nouns in class 1. In each of these 
structures, we show that the reduced prefix is desyllabified provided there are no 
restrictions in tone-bearing space. In section 9.2.1.iv, by comparison, we show that 
in location identifying nouns, reduction of mu- to a homorganic nasal is not 
accompanied by desyllabification. In this structure, the homorganic nasal prefix is 
required to retain its syllabic value and carry an underlying High tone. 
 
In terms of our present study, note that our purpose in this chapter is to establish the 
distinction between syllabic and desyllabified nasals in Plateau Shimakonde. We do 
this by examining the tone-bearing properties of homorganic nasals which represent 
the underlying prefix mu- in the different word structures discussed in sub-sections 
9.2.1.i to 9.2.1.iv. The evidence of nasal desyllabification in these structures then 
provides an important foundation for further study of the tone system in the 
language. This is because we suggest that the presence of desyllabified nasals in 
these and other structures may help to clarify the system of tone assignment and 
realisation in both nominal and verbal systems. In the following examples, we 
suggest ways in which the presence of a desyllabified nasal segment in the 
underlying structure may be important in accounting for surface prosodies.  
 
i. The prosody in the nouns nkóoko 'bug; animal' fr. mu#koko NP1#NST and 
nkóongwe 'woman' fr. mu#kongwe NP1#NST unexpectedly differs from nouns 
formed with the same roots in other classes (compare, for example, the plural 
forms vakoôko and vakoôngwe). We suggest that in class 1, desyllabification 
of the homorganic nasal prefix is accompanied by delinking and deletion of 
the inital underlying Low tone assigned to the noun prefix (in an underlying 
L'HL pattern).  
ii. In personified animal names, the prosody of nouns in class 1 like neêdi 
'snail' fr. mu#iN-edi NP1#NP9-NRT differs from that in class 2 like váéédi 
fr. va#iN-edi NP2#NP9-NRT. We suggest that the outer prefix in class 1 in 
these derived structures may be added as a desyllabified nasal which leads to 
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deletion of the underlying High tone which, by comparison, is assigned to the 
prefix va- in class 2. 
iii. We observe that the surface prosody in nouns like shindíili 'ant nest' 
fr. shi#ndili NP7#NST is generally limited to four syllable nouns (like 
shitungúulu 'onion' fr. shi#tungulu NP7#NST), in which Low tone on the first 
syllable does not affect the surface realisation of a High-Low contour on the 
penultimate syllable. We suggest that the presence of a desyllabified nasal 
segment in the stem of shindíili may account for this apparent anomaly. 
iv. In a similar way to shindíili, we propose that a desyllabified nasal has been 
lexicalised as an initial element in the stem of nouns like shínguúla 'rabbit' 
fr. shi#ngula NP7#NST. We also find that an underlying H'LH pattern in the 
nominal system is limited to noun structures which demonstrate the addition 
of this initial nasal element in the noun stem. So in feature nouns like 
vánánkulumíídi 'mushrooms' fr. va#na-N-kulumidi NP2#FV-N-NRT, we find 
that a desyllabified nasal is added by default as a pre-stem element between 
the formative na- and the noun root. We suggest that this nasal element may 
act as a 'buffer' which bars interaction between the first and second High 
tones in the pattern (prohibiting either the deletion of the second High tone 
by the first or the formation of a tone bridge between the two High tones).  
v. In Present Progessive verbs like vankutálééka 'they are cooking' 
fr. va-nku#taleka SP-PPG#VST, we find that the initial nasal in the tense prefix 
nku- is a desyllabified nasal which is derived from the underlying root -li- 
observed in a variant realisation of the same tense (see section 4.3.4). This 
may explain the contrast in the different positions of the first High tone in the 
variant forms vankutálééka and vali_kútálákééla. 
9.2.1.i. Desyllabification of the reduced object prefix mu-  
  
In the Anterior verbs in T9.5, we find that desyllabification of the reduced object 
prefix mu- causes the High tone associated to it to shift to the preceding syllable. 
This is demonstrated by comparing the position of that High tone in verbs with the 
third plural object prefix va- (which retains its syllabic value). 
 
T9.5 Desyllabification of the reduced object prefix mu-  
vanínnambwaleéla 'they have thanked him' fr. va-ndi#mu-lambwalela 
cf. vandiválambwaleéla 'they have thanked them' fr. va-ndi#va-lambwalela 
vanímpwasheéla 'they have helped him' fr. va-ndi#mu-pwashela 
cf. vandivápwasheéla 'they have helped them' fr. va-ndi#va-pwashela 
vanínnoóla 'they have looked at him' fr. va-ndi#mu-lola 
cf. vandiváloóla 'they have looked at them' fr. va-ndi#va-lola 
vanímpaáta 'they have received him' fr. va-ndi#mu-pata 
cf. vandivápaáta 'they have received them' fr. va-ndi#va-pata 
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The desyllabification of the object prefix mu- in the Anterior verbs in T9.5 contrasts 
with the maintenance of its syllabic value in the Anterior verbs in T9.6, in which the 
first-singular subject prefix is not realised. In section 8.2.1.iii, we demonstrated the 
presence of an underlying Low tone on the subject prefixes of Anterior verbs like 
vandiîgwa 'they have heard' fr. va-ndi#igwa SP-PFV#VST. The presence of a subject 
prefix in the Anterior verbs in T9.5 (as well as the Anterior verbs in T9.6, in which 
the first-singular subject prefix is realised) means that the tense prefix in these verbs 
is available to carry the following High tone in the L-H-L-H tone string which is 
assigned to Anterior verbs. In the Anterior verbs in T9.6, in which the first-singular 
subject prefix is dropped, the prefix is then no longer available to carry the initial 
Low tone assigned in the Anterior tense. That Low tone is then forced to associate to 
the tense prefix. This means in turn that the tense prefix is no longer available to 
carry the following High tone in the underlying tone string. We find therefore that 
the elision of the first-singular subject prefix creates a restricted tone-bearing 
environment. This forces the reduced object prefix to retain its syllabic value.
215
  
 
T9.6 Maintenance of syllabic value by the reduced object prefix mu- in the 
restricted tone-bearing environment given by non-realisation of the 
first-singular subject prefix. 
nin nambwaleéla 'I have thanked him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-lambwalela 
(SP-)PFV#OP-VST 
→ ni.n .na.mbwa.lee.la CV.N.CV.CCCV{CVV}CV 
cf. ~ ninínnambwaleéla  
→ ni.ní.nna.mbwa.lee.la CV.CV.CCV.CCCV{CVV}CV 
nim pwasheéla 'I have helped him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-pwashela (SP-)PFV#OP-VST 
→ ni.m .pwa.shee.la CV.N.CCV{CVV}CV 
cf. ~ ninímpwasheéla 
→ ni.ní.mpwa.shee.la CV.CV.CCCV{CVV}CV 
nim paáta 'I have received him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-pata (SP-)PFV#OP-VST 
→ ni.m .paa.ta CV.N{CVV}CV 
cf. ~ ninímpaáta 
→ ni.ní.mpaa.ta CV.CV{CCVV}CV 
 
Flexibility in the moraic value of homorganic nasals may also be observed in the 
reinterpretation of the tense prefixes ndi-, nda- and nku- as two syllables. This 
occurs when an underlying tone string requires an additional tone-bearing unit which 
is not provided by the underlying structure. In section 8.2.2, we showed that, by 
default, Anterior verbs are assigned an underlying tone string consisting of four 
tones: L-H-L-H (see especially the verbs in T8.5). In section 4.3.2, we observed that 
                                                          
 
 
215 See also the examples in Appendix 1, lines 58 and 82a. 
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the first-singular subject prefix ni- is optionally dropped prior to a tense-aspect 
prefix beginning with a nasal, such as the perfective prefix ndi-. When the subject 
prefix is dropped prior to a disyllabic verb stem (with no object prefix), the 
restriction in tone-bearing space then leads to reinterpretation of the tense-aspect 
prefix as two syllables.  
 
In T9.7, observe that in the verb nindípaáta 'I have received', the first Low tone in 
the underlying L-H-L-H tone string associates to the subject prefix. When the 
subject prefix is dropped, the tense-aspect prefix surfaces as two syllables. In this 
context, it is not permitted to surface as ni- since this would mean that 
resyllabification was impossible. When, however, the verb structure contains the 
reduced object prefix mu-, this unit is available to carry the second underlying tone 
in the tone string. This in turn allows the tense-aspect prefix ndi- to surface as ni-. In 
the second set of examples in T9.7, comparable restrictions account for the syllable 
structure and prosodies of nindyóǒna ~ ndyóǒna 'I have seen' and nim woóna 'I have 
seen him'. 
 
T9.7 Reinterpretation of ndi- as two syllables in Anterior verbs with disyllabic 
stems and non-realisation of the first-singular subject prefix. 
nindípaáta 'I have received' fr. ni-ndi#pata SP-PFV#VST 
→ ni.ndi.paa.ta CV.CCV{CVV}CV 
ndípaáta 'I have received' fr. (ni-)ndi#pata (SP-)PFV#VST 
→ n.di.paa.ta N.CV{CVV}CV 
nim paáta 'I have received him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-pata (SP-)PFV#OP3S-VST 
→ ni.m.paa.ta CV.N{CVV}CV 
nindyóǒna 'I have seen' fr. ni-ndi#ona SP-PFV#VST 
→ ni.ndyoo.na CV{CCCVV}CV 
ndyóǒna 'I have seen' fr. (ni-)ndi#ona (SP-)PFV#VST 
→ n.dyoo.na N{CCVV}CV 
nim woóna 'I have seen him' fr. (ni-)ndi#mu-ona (SP-)PFV#OP3S-VST 
→ ni.m.woo.na CV.N{CVV}CV 
 
9.2.1.ii. Desyllabification of the reduced locative prefix mu- 
 
In section 8.2.1.i, we demonstrated that the locative prefix mu- carries an underlying 
Low tone which exercises an active influence on the next syllable (compare the 
surface prosody in locative nouns like mushiîma ~ nshiîma 'in the tank' fr. mu#shima 
LOC18#N, with the surface prosody of the stem in these words carrying an underlying 
HL contour, thus shíima 'tank').  
 
In this section, we cite further data to show that reduction of the locative prefix mu- 
is by default accompanied by desyllabification, with a shift in Low tone association 
to the following syllable. This process may be observed when the locative prefix 
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mu- is added to Infinitives like those listed in T9.8 which in citation form have at 
least three tone-bearing units carrying High tone. This word structure is found in 
compound clauses like vavele_nkátí_nkupwashééla 'they are/have been in the act of 
helping', in which the locative noun nkupwashééla consists of the reduced locative 
prefix mu- added to the Infinitive kúpwáshééla).  
 
In the examples in T9.8a/b, desyllabification of the reduced prefix mu- is 
demonstrated by comparing the Low spread which occurs in the locatives with the 
unreduced prefixes with the Low spread which occurs in the locatives with the 
reduced prefixes. The former examples demonstrate that the underlying Low tone 
from the unreduced locative prefix exercises active influence on the next syllable but 
no further. With reduction of the prefix however, the Low tone doubles to the 
second syllable of the stem. This indicates that the Low tone assigned to the locative 
prefix has shifted forward to the first syllable of the Infinitive (from which position 
it then exercises active influence on the following syllable). In our view, the contrast 
in Low-tone behaviour in these two contexts indicates that the reduced locative 
prefix has been desyllabified (with the loss of moraic value causing the Low tone to 
shift to the next tone-bearing unit).  
 
T9.8 Desyllabification of the locative prefix mu-  
Infinitive stems (NP15#VST) 'in the act of...' (LOC18 + INF) 
a.  
kúdábádábáánga  
'to tire out' 
mukudábádábáánga ~ nkudabádábáánga 
kúúmbúlútáánga  
'to roll all about' 
mukuúmbúlútáánga ~ nkuumbúlútáánga  
kúlámbwálééla  
'to thank'  
mukulámbwálééla ~ nkulambwálééla 
kúpwáshééla  
'to help'  
mukupwáshééla ~ nkupwashééla 
b.  
kúmwáádílíkanyaanga  
'to spread out' 
mukumwáádílíkanyaanga ~ nkumwaádílíkanyaanga 
kútúmbyángiidya  
'to praise' 
mukutúmbyángiidya ~ nkutumbyángiidya 
kútíndínganyaanga  
'to confuse things' 
mukutíndínganyaanga ~ nkutindínganyaanga 
 
In the examples in T9.8 above, note that the Infinitive stems in the first set of 
examples all carry level High tone through to the penultimate syllable, but that the 
Infinitives in the second set carry Low tone from the syllable prior to a vocalic 
stem-final glide (see section 9.5.3 for our description of these units and their tone 
influence). The initial Low tone on the locative prefix nevertheless shows the same 
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behaviour in all the nouns listed in this table. This is because the initial High tone in 
the Infinitive stems associates to at least three syllables. With desyllabification of the 
reduced locative prefix, the Low tone which then shifts to first syllable of the stem 
can still double to the second syllable without displacing the High tone's association 
to the third syllable. We illustrate the tone association given by the addition of Low 
tone to these Infinitive stems in D9.1. 
 
D9.1. Desyllabification of the reduced locative prefix in nkupwashééla followed by 
right-shift of the underlying Low tone assigned to that prefix 
Infinitive Locatives (LOC18 + INF)  
ku pwa she e la mu ku pwa she e la  n ku pwa she e la 
   
   
 H            H  L  H            H  L  H            H 
Output: kúpwáshééla  Output: mukupwáshééla   Output: nkupwashééla 
 
By comparison with the examples in T9.8a/b, the initial High tone in the Infinitive 
stems listed in T9.9 only associates to two syllables, or one. In this context, there is 
no contrast between the prosodies of the forms which maintain the underlying form 
of the prefix mu- and those which show reduction of the prefix to a homorganic 
nasal. This is the case whether the Infinitive stem carries level High through to the 
penultimate syllable (as in the examples in a.) or not (as in the examples in b.)  
 
T9.9 Preservation of moraic value in the reduced locative prefix mu- 
a. 
Infinitive stems (NP15#VST) 'in the act of...' (LOC18 + INF) 
kúdéénga 'to build' mukudéénga ~ nkudéénga 
kwééka 'to laugh' mukwééka ~ nkwééka  
kúúlya 'to eat'  mukúúlya ~ nkúúlya 
b. 
kúlípundisha 'to study' mukulípundisha ~ nkulípundisha 
kúlánguudya 'to demonstrate' mukulánguudya ~ nkulánguudya 
kúshwáali 'to pray' mukushwáali ~ nkushwáali 
kúudya 'to ask' mukuûdya ~ nkuûdya 
 
Apart from nkúúlya, in which the reduced nasal prefix is required to carry the Low 
tone assigned to the locative prefix, all the reduced locative prefixes in T9.9 may 
equally well be understood as syllabic or desyllabified. This is because Low tone 
from the locative prefix only affects the first syllable of the following stem (whether 
by 'shift', if the homorganic nasal retains its moraic value or by 'spread', if the 
homorganic nasal is desyllabified). In D9.2, we show alternate ways of describing 
tone association in the locative nouns nkudéénga, nkushwáali, nkuûdya, and 
nkúúlya. In the diagrams, note that we assume a floating High tone is assigned by 
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default to the final syllable of all but the monosyllabic stems in kúúlya but that this 
High tone is deleted in borrowed words like kúshwáali or by the formation of a 
vocalic stem-final glide as in kúudya.  
  
D9.2. Alternate treatments of tone association with the homorganic nasal prefix 
before Infinitive stems with two or fewer syllables  
 
nkudéénga 
ku de e nga  n ku de e nga or  n ku de e nga 
    
    
 H        H  L  H        H   L  H        H 
Output: kúdéénga  Output: nkudéénga    Output: nkudéénga 
 
nkushwáali 
ku shwa a li  n ku shwa a li or  n ku shwa a li 
    
    
 H         L  L  H         L   L  H         L 
Output: kúshwáali  Output: nkushwáali    Output: nkushwáali 
 
nkuûdya 
ku u dya  n ku u dya or  n ku u dya 
    
    
 H     L  L  H     L   L  H     L 
Output: kúudya  Output: nkuûdya    Output: nkuûdya 
 
nkúúlya 
ku u lya  n ku u lya 
  
  
 H    L  H   
Output: kúúlya  Output: nkúúlya 
 
In this section, we have so far only cited examples of locative nouns with Infinitive 
stems (in class 15). Exactly the same processes may be observed with stems from 
other noun classes and in locatives derived from place names, as in the examples in 
T9.10. In the table, the first set of nouns (in a.) demonstrates desyllabification of the 
reduced locative prefix in the same way as in T9.8. We propose that the homorganic 
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nasal in the second set of nouns (except nsháápu) may interpreted with or without 
desyllabification, as with the locative nouns in D9.2.  
 
T9.10  Tone prosodies in locative nouns with stems in other classes than class 15. 
a. 
Noun stems Locative nouns (LOC18 + N) 
mátámbálaale  
(place name, NC6) 
mumatámbálaale ~ mmatambálaale 
dínádííli  
'offerings' (NC10) 
mudinádííli ~ ndinadííli 
múúngúlíílo  
'key' (NC3) 
mumuúngúlíílo ~ mmuungúlíílo 
dímálápéénde  
'cockroaches' (NC10) 
mudimálápéénde ~ ndimalápéénde 
b. 
shidwáádwa  
(place name, NC7) 
mushidwáádwa ~ nshidwáádwa 
shímákoonde  
(dialect name, NC7) 
mushimákoonde ~ nshimákoonde  
míláandi  
'trees' (NC4) 
mumiláandi ~ mmiláandi  
nániili  
(place name, NC1A) 
munániili ~ nnániili  
mándaáva  
(place name, NC6) 
mumándaáva ~ mmándaáva  
sháanda  
'nest' (NC7) 
mushaânda ~ nshaânda 
shaânda  
'burial cloth' (NC7) 
mushaânda ~ nshaânda 
sháápu  
'sack' (NC7) 
musháápu ~ nsháápu 
 
9.2.1.iii. Desyllabification of the reduced noun prefix in agentive nouns 
 
In sections 7.3.1, we showed that agentive nouns are formed in classes 1 and 2 by 
adding the nominal prefixes mu- and va-, as outer prefixes, to stems which are 
themselves full nouns in their own right. In this structure, the nominal prefix mu- in 
class 1 is obligatorily reduced to a homorganic nasal. Desyllabification of the 
reduced noun prefix mu- is then indicated by comparing the surface prosody on the 
nouns in class 1 with that on the nouns in class 2 (with the irreducible prefix va-). 
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T9.11  Desyllabification of the reduced noun prefix mu- agentive nouns with 
disyllabic stems (a. and b. respectively) 
b. Infinitives (NP15#VST) Agentive nouns (NP1/2 + N) 
kwíiva 'to steal'  nkwíiva / vákwiiva 
kwíida 'to come' nkwíida / vákwiida 
kúúmba 'to mould' nkúumba / vákuumba 
kúúlya 'to eat'  nkúulya / vákuulya 
kúúnga 'to lock' nkúunga / vákuunga 
 
T9.11 indicates result of desyllabification of the reduced noun prefix mu- in agentive 
nouns with longer (Infinitive) stems. In this table, note that reduction of the outer 
prefix mu- causes the High tone which is assigned to that prefix to shift its 
association to the first syllable of the following stem. This is demonstrated by the 
fact that it then doubles to the following syllable, unless that doubling is blocked by 
Low tone on the first mora of the penultimate syllable (as in the plural form in class 
2). Note furthermore that this process also applies when the first vowel of the stem is 
a fused vowel which is resyllabified as two separate syllables (as described in 
section 9.1). The surface prosodies in nkwáálooka and nkúúluula therefore contrast 
with those in vákwáalooka and vákúuluula. 
 
T9.12 Desyllabification of the reduced prefix mu- in agentive nouns with stems of 
two or more syllables (a. and b. respectively) 
Infinitives (NP15#VST) Agentive nouns ( NP1/2 + INF) 
kúdéénga 'to build' nkúdeenga / vákúdeenga 
kwáálóóka 'to come from' nkwáálooka / vákwáalooka 
kúúlúúla 'to be able' nkúúluula / vákúuluula 
kúpwáshééla 'to help' nkúpwásheela / vákúpwasheela 
kúpálákééla 'to take' nkúpálakeela / vákúpalakeela 
 
9.2.1.iv. Maintenance of syllabic value by the reduced noun prefix in location 
identifying nouns 
 
As indicated by the examples in section 1.5.1.iv, location identifying nouns in 
Plateau Shimakonde are an exception to the general pattern of homorganic nasal 
desyllabification. This is indicated by the fact that the variant forms with reduced 
nasal prefixes show the same prosody as the forms with unreduced prefixes (mu- in 
class 1 and va- in class 2). It is also indicated by the fact that with place names of 
just two syllables, High tone on the reduced nasal prefix contrasts with Low tone on 
the following tone-bearing unit in all the examples we find in our research. Long 
lists of examples of location identifying nouns are given in section 7.3.2. We cite a 
few of the same examples in T9.13 for convenience. 
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T9.13 Maintenance of moraic value by the reduced prefix mu- in location 
identifying nouns 
mwaambúula múmwáambuula ~ mmwáambuula / vámwáambuula 
mwáátíídi múmwáatiídi ~ m mwáatiídi / vámwáatiídi 
mwááleela múmwáaleela ~ m mwáaleela / vámwáaleela 
mwííduumbe múmwíiduumbe ~ m mwíiduumbe / vámwíiduumbe 
 
aápa  múaapa ~ naapa / váaapa 
peémba múpeemba ~ mpeemba / vápeemba 
ntáamba múntaamba ~ ntaamba / vántaamba 
níimu  múniimu ~ nniimu / vániimu 
mpeême  múmpeeme ~ m peeme / vámpeeme 
ndoônde múndoonde ~ ndoonde / vándoonde 
ntúúshi  múntuúshi ~ ntuúshi / vántuúshi 
myúúla múmyuúla ~ mmyuúla / vámyuúla 
 
9.3. Compensatory and penultimate lengthening 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, vowels are lengthened for two reasons: to preserve the 
moraic value of two vowels in an underlying sequence (compensatory lengthening) 
and to mark the boundary of phonological phrases (penultimate lengthening). Both 
processes are predictable and non-contrastive. 
 
9.3.1. Compensatory lengthening 
 
In Kimatuumbi, Odden 1981 observes that the processes of glide formation, vowel 
coalescence and vowel deletion all trigger compensatory lengthening which 
preserves the moraic values of the underlying vowels, as in the examples cited in 
T9.14. 
 
T9.14 Compensatory lengthening in Kimatuumbi (data from Odden 1981) 
Glide formation  
tw-oóbite   'we are lost' fr. tu -óbite 
tw-aáki te   'we hunted' fr. tu -áki te 
Vowel coalescence (ai > ee and au  > oo)  
eetéliike    'he cooked them' fr. aitéliike 
poótuúmbwi iké 'when you fell' fr. paútuúmbwi iké 
Vowel deletion  
aatwéti í chi   'he took this' fr. aatwéti  áchi 
ijijíi yó   'those villages' fr. ijijí ayó  
 
By comparison with Kimatuumbi, we find that compensatory lengthening in Plateau 
Shimakonde is triggered by glide formation and vowel fusion, but not by vowel 
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deletion. We describe these three kinds of process in chapter 2. We cite examples of 
glide formation in T9.15 and of vowel fusion in T9.16, for the sake of convenience, 
before we describe the effects of compensatory lengthening on syllable structure.  
 
T9.15 Glide formation in Plateau Shimakonde (see section 2.4.1) 
vandyaáneéka 'they have been seen'  va-ndi#aneka SP-PFV#VST 
vandyuúmíliíla 'they have appeared'  va-ndi#umilila SP-PFV#VST 
vandyoónaána 'they have seen each other'  va-ndi#onana SP-PFV#VST 
vankwaánééka 'they are being seen'  va-nku#aneka SP-PPG#VST 
vankwiímííla 'they are standing'  va-nku#imila SP-PPG#VST 
vankwoónáána 'they are seeing each other'  va-nku#onana SP-PPG#VST 
 
T9.16 Vowel fusion in Plateau Shimakonde (see sections 2.4-2.7) 
Fusion of identical vowels  
vandiíkaála 'they have stayed'  va-ndi#ikala SP-PFV#VST 
vandaámboóka 'they will cross' va-nda#amboka SP-IPV#VST 
vankuúmílííla 'they are appearing' va-nku#umilila SP-PPG#VST 
Fusion by feature deletion  
vandoónaána  'they will see each other'  va-nda#onana SP-IPV#VST 
vandíviigwa 'they have heard them' va-ndi#va-igwa SP-PFV#OP-VST 
vandivíigwiliíla 'they have obeyed them' va-ndi#va-igwilila SP-PFV#OP-VST 
 
By comparison with the glide formation and vowel fusion processes illustrated in 
T9.15 and T9.16, vowel deletion does not trigger compensatory lengthening. In 
T9.17, neither the obligatory deletion of the negative prefix a- prior to the 
third-singular subject prefix a-, nor the optional deletion of word-final /a/ before 
initial /a/ in a following phonological phrase leads to compensatory lengthening (see 
section 2.9).  
 
T9.17 Vowel deletion in Plateau Shimakonde (no compensatory lengthening) 
Deletion of negative a-  
apaáli 'he is not present' a-a-#pali NEG-SP#VST 
cf. ápáali 'he is present' a#pali SP#VST 
amálídiíle 'he hasn't finished' a-a#malil-ile NEG-SP#PVST 
cf. andimáliíla 'he has finished' a-ndi#malila SP-PFV#VST 
Deletion of word-final a-  
váan_avaalá 'those children' váana + avaalá N + DD 
neémb_andíteéma  'the boy won'  neémba + andíteéma N + V 
 
In the examples of compensatory lengthening in T9.15 and T9.16, note that the 
moraic value of both vowels in the underlying vowel sequences is preserved. With 
the vowel deletion (by elision) in T9.17 by comparison, the vowel together with its 
moraic value is deleted. D9.3 and D9.4 describe the preservation of moraic value 
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following glide formation and vowel fusion respectively. D9.5, by comparison, 
describes the deletion of moraic value that is given by vowel deletion. In the first 
two diagrams, note that the preservation of underlying moraic value by 
compensatory lengthening is achieved by resyllabification of the underlying vowel 
sequence. In our analysis, the initial High tone in the underlying L-H-L-H tone 
string assigned to Anterior verbs associates by default to the first syllable of the verb 
stem, but with the addition of an object prefix in the macrostem, that High tone 
shifts back to the prefix. The resyllabification of the underlying vowel sequences in 
Anterior verbs like vandyaáuúla and vandimwáauúla (with glide formation) and 
in Future verbs like vandaáuúla and vandaváauúla (with vowel fusion) then 
accounts for the association positions of the initial High tone in these verbs. 
 
D9.3. Preservation of moraic value by resyllabification following glide formation 
 
vandyaáuúla 'they have trusted' fr. va-ndi#aula SP-PFV#VST  
Morphology:  va- ndi- aula 
     
     
 Glide formation:  va. ndya.   a.  u   u.   la 
     
     
 Tone association:   L    H    L          H 
 
vandimwáauúla 'they have trusted him' va-ndi#mu-aula SP-PFV#OP-VST 
 Morphology:  va- ndi- mu- aula 
      
      
 Glide formation:  va. ndi. mwa. a.  u   u.   la 
      
      
 Tone association:    L          H  L                H 
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D9.4. Preservation of moraic value by resyllabification following vowel fusion  
 
'they will trust' fr. va-nda#aula SP-IPV#VST  
 Morphology:  va- nda- aula 
     
     
 Vowel fusion:  va. nda.   a.   u  u.   la 
     
     
 Tone association:   L    H    L          H 
 
vandaváauúla 'they will trust them' va-nda#va-aula SP-IPV#OP-VST 
 Morphology:  va- nda- va- aula 
      
      
 Vowel fusion:  va. nda. va. a.   u  u.   la 
      
      
 Tone association:   L      H  L                  H 
 
D9.5. Deletion of moraic value (with vowel deletion) 
 
amálídiíle 'he has not finished' fr. a-a#malidile NEG-SP#PVST 
 Morphology:  a- a- malidile 
      
     
 Vowel deletion:   a. ma.   li.   di   i.   le 
     
     
 Tone association:     L   H            L          H 
 
Before concluding this section, note that compensatory lengthening is barred in 
word-final position, thus kúlóodya 'to show' fr. ku#lol-i-a NP15#VRT-CAU-F, compare 
kúlódyáányaanga 'to show one another' fr. ku#lol-i-an-i-ang-a 
NP15#VRT-CAU-REC-CAU-PLU-F. The same lack of compensatory lengthening 
following glide formation is observed in the referential demonstrative aawó 'that 
one' fr. a#u-o DM#DC3-RFR. 
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9.3.2. Penultimate lengthening 
 
Penultimate length is assigned non-contrastively in Plateau Shimakonde to mark the 
boundary of the phonological phrase. T9.18 shows penultimate lengthening in 
disjoint verbs with a variety of different extensions but the same root -ding-.  
 
T9.18 Penultimate lengthening in disjoint verbs with different extensions 
vandídiínga 
'they have rolled' (eg. rope) 
va-ndi#ding-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-F 
vandidíngiíla 
'they have got tangled' (eg. in rope) 
va-ndi#ding-il-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-APP-F 
vaníndingiliidya 
'they have wound him up' 
va-ndi#ding-il-il-i-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-APP-APP-CAU-F 
vandidínguúka 
'they have turned a corner' 
va-ndi#ding-uk-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-SEP-F 
vandidínguúla 
'they have unrolled' 
va-ndi#ding-ul-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-SEP-F 
vandidíngúlaánga 
'they have unrolled sth. completely' 
va-ndi#ding-ul-ang-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-SEP-PLU-F 
vandidíngúliidya 
'they have circled' 
va-ndi#ding-ul-il-i-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-SEP-APP-CAU-F 
vandidíngádiínga 
'they have complicated matters' 
va-ndi#ding-a-ding-a  
SP-PFV#VRT-F(X2) 
 
T9.19 shows that penultimate lengthening is only assigned to the complement in 
Anterior and Past conjoint constructions but that it is assigned to both verb and 
complement in the corresponding disjoint constructions.  
 
T9.19 Penultimate lengthening in conjoint constructions compared to disjoint 
constructions 
Conjoint Anterior vampatile_nnéémba 
'they have received a boy' 
va#mu-patile_nneémba  
SP#OP-PVST_N 
Disjoint Anterior vaníḿpaáta nneémba 
'they have received a boy' 
va-ndi#mu-pata + nneémba  
SP-PFV#OP-VST + N 
Negative Disjoint 
Anterior 
avampátiíle nneémba 
'they haven't received a boy' 
a-va#mu-patile + nneémba  
SP#OP-PVST + N 
Conjoint Past vámpátílé_nnéémba 
'they received a boy' 
va#mu-patile_nneémba  
SP#OP-PVST_N 
Disjoint Past váníḿpaáta nneémba 
'they received a boy' 
va-ndi#mu-pata + nneémba  
SP-PFV#OP-VST + N 
Negative Disjoint 
Past 
avampatííle nneémba 
'they didn't receive a boy' 
a-va#mu-patile + nneémba  
SP#OP-PVST + N 
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T9.20 shows that penultimate lengthening is assigned even when High tone 
associates to the final syllable of the phonological phrase. 
 
T9.20 Penultimate lengthening despite final syllable High tone 
diindú 'k.o. beans' diN#
 
du/lu NP10#NST 
cf. dííndu 'footsteps' diN#
 
du/lu NP10#NST 
avaalá 'those ones' a#va-la DM#DC2-DTL 
cf. aáva 'these ones' a#va DM#DC2 
vamaliidyé 'they should conclude' va#malil-i-e SP#VRT-CAU-SJVF 
cf. vamaliíle 'they should finish' va#malil-e SP#VRT-SJVF 
 
9.3.3. Constraint against trimoraic syllables 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that length is assigned to the penultimate syllables 
of phonological phrases irrespective of their underlying structure. In T9.21, observe 
that there is no contrast in penultimate length between penultimate syllables which 
are derived from a single vowel (as in a. and b.) and those which are derived from an 
underlying sequence of vowels (as in c.). This is accounted for by a constraint 
against trimoraic syllables in the language which bars compensatory lengthening in 
addition to penultimate lengthenening.  
 
T9.21 Penultimate lengthening irrespective of syllable derivation 
a.  
vandíloóla 
'they have looked' 
va-ndi#lola 
SP-PFV#VST 
vanínnoóla  
'they have looked at him' 
va-ndi#mu-lola  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
vandiváloóla 
'they have looked at them' 
va-ndi#va-lola  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
b.  
vandiîlya 
'they have eaten' 
va-ndi#lya 
SP-PFV#VST 
vandímuulya 
'they have eaten it' 
va-ndi#mu-lya  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
vandívaalya 
'they have eaten them' 
va-ndi#va-lya  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
c.  
vandyóǒna  
'they have seen' 
va-ndi#ona  
SP-PFV#VST 
vandímwoóna  
'they have seen him' 
va-ndi#mu-ona  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
vandívoóna 
'they have seen them' 
va-ndi#va-ona  
SP-PFV#OP-VST 
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We conclude this section by examining the contrasts in syllable structure found 
between verbs with stems which begin with a single vowel, like -ula 'ripen', -ona 
'see', and -udya 'question', and verbs with stems which begin with a sequence of 
vowels, like -aula 'announce', -uula 'be sick' and -uudya 'take care of' (with the latter 
derived by the addition of the causative extension to the previously listed stem 
-uula).  
 
In T9.22, note that compensatory lengthening is not barred prior to the penultimate 
syllable (by comparison with the verbs in T9.21). This means that if the second 
vowel in a stem like -aula is the penultimate syllable, the surface structure derived 
from the combination of the prefix and the initial vowels of the stem contains four 
tone-bearing units in sequence (as in b.), otherwise three tone-bearing units in 
sequence (as in d.).  
 
T9.22 Syllable structure in verbs with stems like -ula vs. stems like -uula 
a. stems like -ula (PL but no CL in the penultimate syllable) 
a.nkúú.la  
'they are ripening' 
a-nku#ula 
SP(C6)-PPG#VST 
a.nkwóó.na  
'he is seeing' 
a-nku#ona  
SP(3S)-PPG#VST 
va.nkú.muu.dya 
'they are asking him' 
va-nku#mu-udya  
SP-PPG#OP-VST 
b. stems like -uula (CL and PL in consecutive syllables) 
va.nku.ú.úú.la 
'they are sick' 
va-nku#uula  
SP-PPG#VST 
va.nkwa.á.úú.la 
'they are announcing' 
va-nku#aula  
SP-PPG#VST 
va.nku.mú.u.uu.dya 
'they are taking care of him' 
va-nku#mu-uudya 
SP-PPG#OP-VST 
c. stems like -ulangila (CL and PL in non-adjacent syllables) 
va.nku.ú.lá.ngíí.la 
'they are ripening profusely' 
va-nku#ul-ang-il-a  
SP-PPG#VRT-PLU-APP-F 
va.nkwa.á.ná.ngíí.la (shídiidi) 
'they are showing (mercy)' 
va-nku#on-ang-il-a  
SP-PPG#VRT-PLU-APP-F 
va.nku.mwá.a.na.ngií.la (shídiidi) 
'they are showing him (mercy)' 
va-nku#mu-on-ang-il-a  
SP-PPG#OP-VRT-PLU-APP-F 
d. stems like -uulangila (CL and PL in non-adjacent syllables) 
va.nku.ú.ú.lá.ngíí.la 
'they are getting sick profusely' 
va-nku#uul-ang-il-a  
SP-PPG#VRT-PLU-APP-F 
va.nkwa.á.ú.lá.ngíí.la 
'they are announcing profusely' 
va-nku#aul-ang-il-a  
SP-PPG#VRT-PLU-APP-F 
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9.4. Tone-bearing units and tone compression 
 
All descriptions of Makonde agree that the tone-bearing unit is the mora. This is 
because penultimate lengthening gives bimoraic syllables which carry contrastive 
tone contours, as illustrated in T9.23. 
 
T9.23 Contrastive tone on bimoraic penultimate syllables 
shiloôngo  'pot' shi#longo NP7#NST 
shilaámbo  'country' shi#lambo NP7#NST 
shindoolo  'k.o. bean' shi#ndolo NP7#NST 
shúúlúúmu 'dense bush' shi#ulumu NP7#NST 
shídúudu  'cassava leaf' shi#dudu NP7#NST 
shídiidi  'mercy' shi#didi NP7#NST 
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that there is a constraint against moras carrying 
more than one tone (a 'one-T:one-TBU' constraint) but that when tone-bearing space 
is restricted, penultimate syllables (with two moras) are permitted to carry three 
tones. This gives the tone compression found in the LHL and HLH contours 
described in sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 respectively. We do not repeat the description 
found in that chapter. In T9.24, however, we show the gradual restriction of 
tone-bearing space with successively shorter stems. This forces the underlying tone 
string assigned to Anterior verbs (L-H-L-H) to give the penultimate HLH contour in 
vandíǐda. 
 
T9.24 Creation of the restricted tone-bearing environment which gives the HLH 
penultimate contour in vandíǐda 
vandimálílaánga 
'they have all finished'  
va-ndi#malilanga 
SP-PFV#VST 
High is assigned to the first syllable of the stem and 
doubles. The penultimate then carries two tones: Low 
on the first mora and High on the second. 
vandimáliíla  
'they have finished'  
va-ndi#malila  
SP-PFV#VST 
Reduced tone-bearing space, together with the 
requirement that Low and High on the penultimate 
should each occupy one mora, means that the High 
tone on the first syllable of the stem does not double. 
vandípaáta 
'they have received'  
va-ndi#pata  
SP-PFV#VST 
The initial syllable of this CVCV stem is also the 
penultimate. To avoid violating the one-T:one-TBU 
constraint, the Stem-initial High tone associates to the 
tense prefix ndi-. 
vandíǐda  
'they have come'  
va-ndi#id-a  
SP-PFV#VST 
Further reduction of tone-bearing space means that the 
one-T:one-TBU constraint is violated. This is because 
the subject-prefix va- carries the initial Low tone in the 
L-H-L-H string. The final three tones are then 
'compressed' on the two moras of the penultimate.  
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9.5. The phonological phrase  
 
Following previous descriptions of Makonde, we find that the phonological phrase is 
defined by penultimate lengthening and is the domain within which lexical and 
grammatical tone assignment takes place.  
 
In the following sub-sections, we describe the tonal phenomena which are found at 
the beginning and end of this phonological unit. In sub-section 9.5.1, we describe 
the phonetic phenomena found at the beginning of phonological phrases which we 
refer to as 'High-tone lapsing'. In sub-section 9.5.2, we describe the tone retraction 
from the final syllable that takes place by default with penultimate lengthening (and 
which leaves the final syllable as an extra-prosodic unit for the purposes of lexical 
and grammatical tone assignment). In sub-section 9.5.3, we conclude our description 
of boundary phenomena by examining the influence of stem-final glides with a 
vocalic origin on tone retraction. 
 
Before examining the boundary phenomena introduced above, observe that in T9.25 
penultimate length is assigned to both verb and complement in disjoint constructions 
but only to the complement in conjoint constructions. We observed this phenomenon 
previously, see T9.19. In the examples in T9.25, however, observe further that the 
extra-prosodic final syllable of disjoint verbs may either carry High tone or Low 
tone when it is followed by a complement. We regard Low tone in this position as a 
default tone and High tone as an syntactic marker. The function of this High tone is 
to link the two phonological phrases within the same intonational phrase.
216
 This 
High tone is to be distinguished from the floating High tone which associates to the 
first syllable of the complement in conjoint constructions (modifying their surface 
prosody). 
 
T9.25 Penultimate lengthening at the boundary of phonological phrases 
'they have received visitors' 
Disjoint: vandivápwasheéla vajeéni 
~ vandivápwasheélá vajeéni 
va-ndi#va-pwashalela SP-PFV#OP-VST 
va#jeni NP2#NST 
Conjoint: vavapwashaladile_vájééni va#va-pwashaladile SP#OP-PVST 
va#jeni NP2#NST 
'they have bought a pot'  
Disjoint: vandíshuúma shiloôngo 
~ vandíshuúmá shiloôngo 
va-ndi#shuma SP-PFV#VST 
shi#longo NP7#NST 
Conjoint: vashumile_shílóongo va#shumile SP#PVST 
shi#longo NP7#NST 
 
                                                          
 
 
216 Rose et al. 2002:51, citing previous authors, refer to this syntactic linking as 'metatony'. 
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9.5.1. Initial boundary phenomena: High-tone lapsing 
 
In G9.1-G9.3, observe that the phonetic pitch on the first syllable of each of the 
words cited is considerably lower than the pitch on the following syllable.  
Despite its ambiguous pitch, we interpret the tone on these syllables as underlying 
High. Both Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 record similar prosodies in Coastal and 
Zanzibar Shimakonde respectively (although they do not mention the phenomenon 
which we describe as High-tone lapsing). Our interpretation of the initial pitch in 
these words is confirmed when native speakers are requested to whistle or hum the 
words. The underlying High tone on the first syllables of these words then contrasts 
with the underlying Low tone on the first syllable (or syllables) of words like 
mukutátákééla 'in (the act of) failing' fr. mu#kutatakela LOC18#N, mudinádííli 'in the 
offerings' fr. mu#dinadili LOC18#N and the Future verb vandápaáta 'they will 
receive' fr. va-nda#pata SP-IPV#VST. When native speakers whistle or hum the latter 
words, there is a noticeable step-up in pitch from the initial syllable/s carrying Low 
tone to the first syllable which we record with High tone. This is also the case for 
shindíili 'ants' nest' compared to shímbíili 'fame'. 
 
G9.1 kútátákééla 'to fail in doing sth.' fr. ku#tatakela NP15#VST  
 
 
G9.2 dínádííli 'offerings' fr. diN#nadili NP10#NST  
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G9.3 vándátukúúta 'they run' fr. va-nda#tukuta SP-IPV#VST 
 
 
In Makwe and Chinnima respectively, Devos 2004 and Kraal 2005 find that 
High-tone assignment to the first syllable of phonological phrases is 'generally' 
barred (and is followed by what Kraal describes as 'default insertion of low tone' to 
that syllable). We suggest that this reflects a tendency towards removal of the first 
syllable from the prosodic domain in the Makonde dialects (which is nevertheless 
resisted in Plateau Shimakonde). The contrast between maintenance of the first 
syllable within the prosodic domain in Plateau Shimakonde and its removal in 
Makwe and Chinnima suggests that the tone carried by Infinitives in each of these 
dialects is derived from the same underlying assignment. 
 
9.5.2. Final boundary phenomena: extra-prosodicity and tone retraction 
 
All recent studies of tone in the Makonde group of dialects observe that the final 
syllables of phonological phrases almost always carry low pitch in citation form 
(that is, when they are unmarked by any syntactic/intonational assignment).  
 
Exceptions to this observation in Shimakonde are cited in T9.26 (our data, but also 
recorded by Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 in Coastal and Zanzibar Shimakonde). 
These exceptions include rare nouns (as in a.), the referential and distal 
demonstratives (as in b.), and Subjunctive verbs with short stems and/or stem-final 
glides (as in c.).  
 
T9.26 Exceptions to Low pitch on the final syllables of phonological phrases. 
a. nouns 
diindú 'k.o. beans' 
diN#du/lu NP10#NST 
cf. dííndu 'footsteps'  
diN#du/lu NP10#NST 
uuú 'white maize flour' 
u#u NP14#NST 
cf. uúnga 'flour' 
u#nga NP14#NST 
dindikiití  'k.o. insect' 
diN#dikiti NP10#NST 
cf. dínádííli 'offerings' 
diN#nadili NP10#NST 
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T9.26 continued.. 
 
b. referential and distal demonstratives 
aavó 'those ones'  
a#va-o DM#DC2-RFR 
cf. aáva 'these ones' 
a#va DM#DC2 
aawó 'that one' 
a#u-o DM#DC3-RFR 
cf. aáu 'this one' 
a#u DM#DC3 
avaalá 'those ones, distant' 
a#va-la DM#DC2-DTL 
 
auulá 'those ones, distant' 
a#u-la DM#DC2-DTL 
 
 
c. Subjunctives with vocalic stem-final glides 
vapalakeedyé 'they should deliver' 
va#palaked(y)-e SP#VBS-SJV 
cf. vapalakeéle 'they should take' 
va#palakel-e SP#VBS-SJV 
vauushé 'they should remove' 
va#u(sh)-e SP#VBS-SJV 
cf. vauúke 'they should go'  
va#uk-e SP#VBS-SJV 
vaalyé 'they should eat' 
va#l(y)-e SP#VBS-SJV 
cf. vaále 'they should chop up'  
va#al-e SP#VBS-SJV 
 
Previous dialect descriptions in the Makonde group account for the tone found on 
the final syllables of words like those in T9.26 in different ways.  
 
Devos 2004 and Kraal 2005 propose that word-final High tone which is standardly 
found on the second mora of the penultimate syllable gets to that position by 
retraction from the final syllable. Prosodies like those in T9.26, with High on the 
final syllable, then form exceptions to a general pattern of retraction. Conversely, 
Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 both propose that underlying tones are assigned 
directly to penultimate syllables and that final syllables carry Low tone by default. 
However, they treat the High tone on the final syllables in words like those in T9.26 
in slightly different ways. On the one hand, Manus 2003:267 rejects the concept of 
tone retraction on the basis that it adds unnecessary steps in the derivation of surface 
tone. She then simply regards the High tone on the final syllables of words like those 
in T9.26 as anomalous. Liphola, on the other hand, accounts for the general lack of 
High tone on final syllables by obedience to a non-finality constraint (ibid.245f). He 
then accounts for the final High in Subjunctives like vaalyé 'they should eat' by 
tense-specific rules.
217
  
 
                                                          
 
 
217 In his description of Coastal Shimakonde, Liphola 2001 does not examine lexical assignment in nouns 
or demonstratives. 
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Although both Manus ibid. and Liphola ibid. do not recognise tone retraction from 
the final syllable in their respective studies of Shimakonde, we propose that a closer 
examination of the tone prosody in the Subjunctive confirms the existence of this 
process (at least in Plateau Shimakonde). 
 
In the Subjunctive verbs in T9.26, observe that it is only verbs with vocalic glides in 
the final syllable of the stem which carry High tone on their final syllable. The 
others all carry High on the second mora of the penultimate.
218
 The contrast between 
the verbs in T9.26 suggests that tone retraction occurs by default unless blocked by a 
vocalic stem-final glide. This is confirmed when a complement is added to these 
verbs within the same phonological phrase, as in T9.27. The High tone from the 
final syllable of verbs like vapalakeedyé then shifts to the first syllable of the 
complement (modifying its surface tone accordingly). The same process accounts 
for the Subjunctive verbs which do not contain vocalic glides in their final syllable. 
We propose that the absence of penultimate length assigned to the verbs in this 
context means that tone retraction fails to take place. The High tone which is 
assigned by default to stems in the verbal system then shifts to the following 
syllable.
219
 In Chinnima, Kraal 2006:288f proposes a similar process, although he 
differs from us with regard to the origin of the stem-final High in these verbs.
220
 
 
T9.27 High shift from the final syllable of Subjunctive verbs to their complements 
vapalakele_újééni 'they should accompany the visit(ors)'  
vapalakeéle + ujeéni  
vapalakedye_újééni 'they should take the visitors (to a destination)'  
vapalakeedyé + ujeéni 
vashume_shílóongo 'they should buy a pot' 
vashuúme + shiloôngo 
vashumidye_shílóongo 'they should sell a pot' 
vashumiidyé + shiloôngo 
vatwale_máái 'they should bring eggs' 
vatwaále + maái 
valye_máái 'they should eat eggs'  
vaalyé + maái 
 
                                                          
 
 
218 the stem -usha 'to remove' may be derived from the root -uk 'go' or -ut 'pull' followed by the causative 
extension -i and verb final -a, with subsequent frication (see section 3.4.2). 
219 See also the example in Appendix 1, line 59 
220 He proposes that this High tone is assigned to the subject prefix and then shifts forward. It is not clear 
to us why that High tone should shift to the penultimate in verbs without vocalic stem-final glides but 
continue to the final syllable in verbs with such glides.  
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Confirmation that the floating High tone in T9.27 (which associates to the first 
syllable of the complement in these conjoint constructions) is assigned to the final 
syllable of the verb is found when the verb is followed by an interrogative like 
kwaáshi 'where?'. The floating High tone is prohibited from associating to these 
words and therefore remains on the final syllable of the verb stem, thus 
vashumé_kwaáshí 'where should they buy (it)?' and vashumidyé_kwaáshí 'where 
should they sell it?' . The same contrast is seen in Anterior conjoint constructions 
like vaukile_kúmpéeme 'they have gone to Mpeme' (fr. va#uk-il-e SP#PVST) and 
vaukilé_kwaáshí 'where have they gone?'. None of the verbs in the conjoint 
constructions cited above show penultimate lengthening. The stem-final High 
therefore remains on the final syllable or shifts to the first syllable of the 
complement when it is permitted to do so (by that complement). 
 
Data cited by Odden 1996 in Kimatuumbi (P10) shows that tone retraction is also 
found in a closely related language to Makonde. Odden observes, in this language, 
that nouns like mboópo 'machete', mbaái  'grasshopper', mapaái  'grasshoppers' and 
lu toóndwa 'star' all carry contrastive length in their penultimate syllables and also 
have underlying High assigned to their final syllables (thus /mboopó/, /mbaaí /, 
/mapaaí/ and /lu toondwá/). In qualifying phrases, Odden ibid.186 finds that the 
penultimate syllable in these nouns is shortened but that "the final syllable [in such 
nouns] retains its H-tone". So, for example, he cites mbopó yaángu 'my machete', 
mbaí  yulyú 'that grasshopper' and lu tondwá lulyú 'that star'. Conversely, he finds that 
in contexts in which these nouns retain their contrastive length in the penultimate 
syllable, tone retraction occurs by default, as in naagabwéni mapaái lí 'I didn't see 
the grasshoppers'. 
 
In addition to the argument we have developed in this section for the existence of 
tone retraction in Subjunctives, we propose that tone retraction does not occur for 
identifiable reasons in both the rare nouns as well as in the referential and distal 
demonstratives listed in T9.26. 
 
With respect to nouns like diindú, uuú, and dindikiití, note that these words consist 
entirely of high-vowel syllables. We propose that this creates a phonological 
environment which has a tendency to restrict tone retraction. Note however that the 
majority of words consisting entirely of high vowels do show retraction, as in the 
following examples.  
liíi 'egg' li#i NP5#NST  
liíu 'ash' li#u NP5#NST 
lipuúdi 'k.o. wild fruit' li#pudi NP5#NST 
diímu 'boils' di#mu NP10A#NST.  
 
The examples cited above suggest that nouns with final High in their surface 
prosodies remain an irregular exception to the general pattern that the final syllables 
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of phonological phrases are extra-prosodic. Support for our proposal that 
non-retraction in these words may be triggered, albeit unpredictably, by the 
phonological character of the word is found in data recorded by Manus 2003:262 in 
Zanzibar Shimakonde. In that sub-dialect, she lists liií 'egg' as one of the irregular 
nouns which carry final High tone. The tone prosody in this noun contrasts with the 
plural form maái 'eggs' (in class 6). Albeit speculatively, this contrast may be 
explained by the fact that the plural form begins with a non-high vowel while the 
singular form consists entirely of high vowels. 
 
With respect to referential and distal demonstratives, we propose that the contrastive 
focus inherent in these words accounts for the fact that the final syllable carries High 
tone and therefore breaks the general pattern in Plateau Shimakonde in which the 
final syllable does not carry lexical tone. Both demonstratives imply separation or 
distance from the speaker, albeit in different degrees. This is the case whether they 
are employed spatially or for the purpose of participant reference (as may be 
observed in the folktale given in Appendix 1).  
 
By comparison, neither of the modified demonstratives which are derived from the 
referential demonstrative inherently denotes separation, rather the reverse. The 
reduced referential demonstrative (RD(a), see section 6.2.5), which requires a head 
noun as in the phrase vaánu vo 'those people', is used pragmatically to maintain 
participant reference. As such it does not carry any contrastive focus. This compares 
with its use in a phrase like iídanaavo shiloôngo shíkúmeêne shó 'bring that big pot' 
in which contrastive focus is again given by an intonational High tone on the final 
syllable. The same lack of inherent contrastive focus is found with expanded 
referential demonstratives (RD(b), see section 6.2.5), like vóovo 'those (same) ones'. 
Once again, lack of any inherent contrastive focus means that an intonational High 
tone is not automatically assigned to the final syllable. 
 
In the following section (section 9.5.3), we show that examination of the tonal 
influence of vocalic stem-final glides provides further evidence for the process of 
tone retraction in Plateau Shimakonde. 
 
9.5.3. Final boundary phenomena: the tonal influence of stem-final glides 
 
We find the same distinction in verb stems between stem-final glides which are 
derived from underlying vowel sequences and those which represent underlying 
consonants as do Liphola and Odden 2001. Our analysis of the tonal influence of 
these two kinds of glides however is different from theirs. 
 
As indicated above, Liphola and Odden find that stem-final glides are either derived 
from an underlying vowel which precedes the final marker in verb stems (the neutral 
final vowel -a, the perfective final suffix -ile, or the subjunctive final suffix -e), or 
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they represent an underlying consonant. We refer to these two kinds of glide in our 
present study as vocalic glides and consonantal glides. In T9.28, we list a range of 
Imperative verbs in which the final syllable has a non-glide onset for the sake of 
comparison with the following tables (our data closely resembling that cited by 
Liphola and Odden ibid). 
 
T9.28 Non-glide consonantal onsets in stem-final syllables 
loóla 'look!' lol-a VRT-F 
loómba 'marry!' lomb-a VRT-F 
talakeéla 'cook for!' talek-il-a VRT-APP-F 
maáa 'know!' ma-a VRT-F 
piíta 'pass!' pit-a VRT-F 
poóna 'get well!' pon-a VRT-F 
luúma 'bite!' lum-a VRT-F 
 
In T9.29, the consonant-glide combinations which form the onsets in the final 
syllables represent underlying phonemes. This is perhaps most clearly the case in 
juúgwa which in the Shíyaanga and Shímwaálu variants surfaces as yuúwa (and in 
which the initial consonant /j/ is realised as the consonantal glide /y/). The same 
process may be posited for kuúgwa and kaloógwa, but the consonantal nature of the 
final-syllable onset in pwaámwa is assumed (because this verb shows the same tone 
pattern as verbs which clearly do not contain a vocalic stem-final glide). 
 
T9.29 Consonantal-glide onsets in stem-final syllables 
juúgwa 'request!' juw-a VRT-F 
kuúgwa 'cry out!' kuw-a VRT-F 
kaloógwa 'mix!'  kalow-a VRT-F 
pwaámwa 'urinate!' pwamw-a VRT-F 
 
In T9.30, the consonant-glide combinations and the single glides which form the 
onsets in the final syllables are clearly derived from either passive or causative 
extensions (because of their meaning, whether the underlying roots can be 
synchronically identified or not).  
 
T9.30 Vocalic-glide onsets in stem-final syllables 
loodya 'show!' lod(y)-a VBS(CAU)-F 
loombwa 'be married!' lomb(w)-a VBS(PAS)-F 
talakeedya 'cause to cook for!' taleked(y)-a VBS(CAU)-F 
maiiya 'make known!' mai(y)-a VBS(CAU)-F 
piisha 'pass through!' pi(sh)-a vbs(CAU)-F 
poonya 'cure!' pon(y)a VBS(CAU)-F 
luumwa 'be bitten!' lum(w)-a VBS(PAS)-F 
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While the causative or passive extensions clearly contribute to the meaning of the 
stems in T9.30, they are harder to discern in the stems listed in T9.31. We 
nevertheless follow Liphola and Odden ibid. in assuming that the glide onsets in the 
final syllables of these stems are also vocalic. 
 
T9.31 Vocalic-glide onsets (assumed) in stem-final syllables 
ooa 'make noise!' o()-a VBS-F 
puuwa 'rejoice!'  pu(w)-a VBS-F 
joowa 'frighten!' jo(w)-a VBS-F 
iigwa 'listen!' ig(w)-a VBS-F 
paagwa 'be present!' pag(w)-a VBS-F 
 
In T9.28 to T9.31, note that the Imperatives in which the stem-final syllable contains 
a vocalic glide all show level Low tone in the penultimate syllable. Conversely, the 
Imperative in which the stem-final syllable contains a consonantal onset (whether 
this contains a glide or not) all show a rising LH contour in the penultimate. Similar 
distinctions are found throughout the verbal system, as illustrated in T9.32, in verbs 
with the stems -lola 'look', -lodya 'show', -shuluka 'get down' and -shuluwa 'bring 
down' (in the Infinitive, Anterior and Past tenses). 
 
T9.32 Influence of vocalic stem-final glides in the Infinitive, Anterior and Past 
Infinitive (NP15#VST)  
kúlóóla 'to look' kúlóodya 'to show' 
kúshúlúúka 'to get down' kúshúluuwa 'to bring down' 
Anterior (SP-PFV#VST)  
vandíloóla 'they have looked' vandilóodya 'they have shown' 
vandishúluúka 'they have got down' vandishúluuwa 'they have brought down' 
Past (SP-PFV#VST)  
vándíloóla 'they looked' vándíloodya 'they showed' 
vándíshulúúka 'they got down' vándíshuluuwa 'they brought down' 
   
Liphola and Odden analyse the tonal contrast between the surface patterns in 
Imperative verbs like those cited above on the assumption of underlying assignment 
to the penultimate syllable. With vocalic glides in the final syllable, they suggest that 
syllable restructuring accompanied by a general prohibition on final High leads to 
the non-realisation of this underlying High tone. So in Imperative verbs, penultimate 
High surfaces in loómba 'marry!' but not in loombwa 'be married!', as follows 
(ibid.183). 
 
/loomba/ → loómba   
    
/loombua/ → /loombúa/ → /loombwá/ → loombwa 
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In Infinitive and Anterior verbs, Liphola and Odden apply a similar analysis to 
account for the absence of stem-final High in verbs with vocalic glides in the final 
syllable. In Subjunctive verbs, however, they find that word-final High is tolerated, 
"suggesting" that in this tense there is "a powerful principle requiring retention of H" 
(ibid.186). So final High surfaces in valoombwé 'they should be married' just as it 
does in valoómbe 'they should marry' (albeit on the final and penultimate syllables 
respectively). 
 
Contra Liphola and Odden's assertion of a tense-specific rule in the Subjunctive, we 
propose that the hierarchical process of word formation which we described in 
section 5.4.2 accounts for both the retention of stem-final High tone in Subjunctive 
verbs with vocalic glides in the final of the stem, as well as the realisation of that 
High tone on the final syllable.  
 
In our analysis, High tone is assigned by default to the final syllable of verb stems 
(at the right boundary of the stem tone-domain). With penultimate lengthening, that 
High then retracts to the penultimate syllable, where it surfaces in different ways 
depending upon the morphological structure of the verb and upon preceding tone 
assignment.  
 
With regard to our present discussion, we find that in the process of glide formation, 
the High tone assigned to the final syllables of verb stems is delinked. That High 
tone suffers Stray Erasure and is replaced by Low tone which then retracts to the 
penultimate (as does the High tone in stems without vocalic glides in their final 
syllable). This process is illustrated for the Imperatives loómba 'marry!' and 
loombwa 'be married!' shown below (with the underlying Low tone given by High 
deletion indicated by underlining). 
 
/lomb-á/ → /lombá/ → loómba 
   
/loomb-u-á/ → /lombwa/ → loombwa 
 
In Subjunctive verbs, the process of word formation described in section 5.4.2 
indicates that the neutral final vowel -a is replaced by the non-neutral subjunctive 
suffix -e. Stem formation in the Subjunctive is then a two-stage process with glide 
formation taking place in the first stage (with the concatenation of the underlying 
vowel sequence). We propose that the default High tone assigned to verb stems is 
reassigned when the neutral final vowel is replaced by the non-neutral marker. With 
penultimate lengthening, retraction of that High tone is prohibited by the vocalic 
glide. It then remains in the stem-final position. The High tone is not 're-deleted' 
since the process of glide formation is not repeated. In the Subjunctives valoómbe 
'they should marry' and valoombwé 'they should be married', the process is as 
follows. 
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Stage 1  Stage 2  
/va-lomb-á/ → /valombá/ → /valombé/ → valoómbe 
    
/va-loomb-u-a/ → /valombwa/ → /valombwé/ → valoombwé 
 
The tone prosodies found on Conditional and Negative Conditional verbs present 
difficulties for Liphola and Odden's analysis of the tonal pattern of (vocalic) glides 
as described above. In our data, verbs in both these tenses show level High tone on 
the penultimate syllable.
221
 A vocalic glide in the final-syllable onset does not affect 
this tone.  
 
T9.33 Failure of vocalic glides to influence the tone on the penultimate syllables of 
Conditional and Negative Conditional verbs. 
vakalóómba  
'if they marry' 
vakalóómbwa  
'if they are married' (passive stem, of women) 
vakanalóómba  
'if they don't marry' 
vakanalóómbwa 
'if they aren't married' 
vakamááa 
'if they know' 
vakavamaííya 
'if they make known to them' (causative stem) 
vakanamááa 
'if they don't marry' 
vakanavamaííya 
'if they don't make known to them'  
vakááka 
'if they chase' 
vakáálya 
'if they eat' (with the vocalic glide given by the root li) 
vakanááka 
'if they don't chase' 
vakanáálya 
'if they don't eat' 
   
Because Odden and Liphola ibid. assume that tone is assigned directly to the 
penultimate syllable, the lack of contrast between verbs with vocalic and 
non-vocalic glides in the final syllables in T9.33 presents a difficulty for their 
analysis.
222
 The data would present similar difficulties for our analysis, if we 
assumed that the default High tone assigned to verb stems was assigned to the final 
syllable in all tenses. We propose, however, that this High tone is assigned directly 
to the penultimate syllable in dependent verbs; that is, following the glide formation 
which takes place in the process of stem formation.  
 
                                                          
 
 
221 Manus 2003:332/5 records the same contour in Zanzibar Shimakonde, but in Coastal Shimakonde, 
Liphola 2003:443 records LHL in the Conditional and HH in the Negative Conditional; see our discussion 
of these contours in section 9.6.2.  
222 They do not, however, discuss these prosodies in their paper ibid. 
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To conclude our discussion of the tonal influence of stem-final glides, note that the 
addition of the pluractional extension -ang does not modify the influence of a 
preceding vocalic glide, as in the examples in T9.34. This is also the case with the 
addition of the reciprocal extension -an, as Odden and Liphola also observe citing 
verbs like lodyaana 'show e.o.' and kelyaana 'rasp e.o.' (ibid.187).
223
 Odden and 
Liphola find such data undermines their own analysis (ibid.186). As we indicated in 
section 4.5.8, however, we find that stems with the reciprocal extension underlyingly 
repeat a vocalic glide in the final syllable, thus lodyaanya ~ lodyaana fr. lol-i-an-i-a 
and kelyaanya ~ kelyaana fr. kely-an-i-a. 
224
 If we assume that following the 
addition of a pluractional extension, the vocalic glide is also underlyingly repeated 
(but then fails to surface), then the difficulty noted by Odden and Liphola ibid. 
disappears (see sections 4.5.8 and 4.5.9). 
 
T9.34 Failure of the pluractional and reciprocal extensions to alter the tonal 
influence of vocalic glides in stem-final position. 
loodya 
'show!' 
lol-i-a  
VRT-CAU-F 
lodyaanga 
'show repeatedly!' 
lol-i-ang-a  
VRT-CAU-PLU-F 
loodyanya ~ loodyaana 
'show e.o.!' 
lol-i-an-i-a  
VRT-CAU-REC-F 
loodyaanyaanga 
'show e.o. repeatedly!' 
lol-i-an-i-ang(-i)-a  
VRT-CAU-REC-CAU-PLU(-CAU)-F 
lyaanga 
'eat all!' 
li-ang-a  
VRT-PLU-F 
lyaanya ~ lyaana 
'eat e.o.!' 
li-an-a  
VRT-REC-F 
aatwa 
'pound!' 
a-tu-a  
CPY-VRT-F 
twaanga  
'pound all!'
225
 
tu-ang-a  
VRT-PLU-F 
linganyaanga   
'be equal!'
226
 
ling-an-i-ang-a  
VRT-REC-CAU-PLU-F 
                                                          
 
 
223 In our data, the equivalent words normally surface as ladyana and kalyana respectively (with 
mid-vowel reduction). The latter verb however is rarely attested. In this sub-dialect it would mean 'cut 
each other (using something like a hack-saw, with teeth)'; nor is the verb normally used figuratively.  
224 It appears that this underlying structure may also apply in the data cited by Liphola and Odden who 
find that lodyanyaanga 'show e.o. repeatedly' is derived from /lol-i-an-i-ang-a/ (with the causative 
extension). 
225 Liphola and Odden ibid. also cite twaanya 'pound e.o.'. In Plateau Shimakonde the verb -twa 'pound' 
refers to the action of pounding grain into flour. We assume therefore that the example cited by Odden 
and Liphola demonstrate a figurative use of the verb.  
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9.6. Penultimate contours recorded in the different sub-dialects of Shimakonde 
 
In each of the following sub-sections, we discuss differences between the 
penultimate contours which we record in the verbal and nominal systems in Plateau 
Shimakonde from the equivalent contours which Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 
record in their respective descriptions of Coastal and Zanzibar Shimakonde. 
 
9.6.1. {HLH}x versus H{LH}x 
 
In section 2.8.3.v, we noted that neither Liphola 2001 nor Manus 2003 records the 
penultimate HLH contour in their descriptions of Coastal and Zanzibar Shimakonde. 
We showed in Plateau Shimakonde, however, that the penultimate length in verbs 
like vandíǐda 'they have come' fr. va-ndi#ida SP-PFV#VST (with default fusion of the 
underlying vowel sequence) is no different from that in verbs like vandiîgwa 'they 
have heard' fr. va-ndi#igwa SP-PFV#VST, vandípaáta 'they have received' 
fr. va-ndi#pata SP-PFV#VST and vandikóodya 'they have found (it)' fr. va-ndi#kodya 
SP-PFV#VST.  
 
The length required for the H-L-H tone string on the penultimate syllable in 
vandíǐda cited above is different, however, from the length in the optional realisation 
~ vandíiída, in which there is no fusion in the penultimate syllable. The same length 
is observed in verbs like vandáiída 'they will come' fr. va-nda#ida SP-IPV#VST, in 
which maintenance of the high-low vowel sequence is obligatory. The maintenance 
of the underlying sequence in these two verbs, in the one case optional and in the 
other obligatory, means that there are two syllables to carry the H-L-H tone string, 
which is then realised as H{LH}, as in va.ndá.ií.da. and va.ndí.ií.da (both 
CV.CCV{VV}CV).  
 
By comparison with our data, both Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 record obligatory 
maintenance of underlying vowel sequences which are required to carry the H-L-H 
tone string. So, for example, Manus ibid.342 records nìndíìímbà 'I have sung' 
(fr. ni-ndi#imba SP-PFV#VST) and Liphola ibid.107 records vandí-iída 'they came'.  
 
Liphola ibid. does not describe lexical tone assignment in nouns, but Manus ibid. 
records the same maintenance of underlying vowel sequences in the penultimate 
syllables in rare nouns which are required to carry the H-L-H tone string. We only 
find one example of this in her data; shóoóngo 'k.o. bird' (ibid.282). She records this 
as a three-syllable noun with a vowel-initial stem. By comparison, we record 
                                                                                                                                        
 
 
226 Compare liínga 'prove!' fr. #ling-a #VRT-F and lingaána 'be similar!' fr. #ling-an-a #VRT-REC-F. 
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shóǒngo in Plateau Shimakonde derived from shi#ongo NP7#NST with vowel fusion 
between the prefix and the root (compare the plural in class 8, vyóǒngo).  
 
9.6.2. L{LHL}x versus L{HH}x 
 
As indicated in section 8.1, both Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 propose that tenses 
in Shimakonde assign contrastive contours to the penultimate syllables of verbs. On 
this basis, they both find a contrast between four main prosodic groupings in the 
verbal system, with tenses which assign HH, LH, LL, and LHL each belonging to a 
separate grouping. While we do not discuss either Liphola's or Manus' approach to 
tone assignment in our present study, note that in Plateau Shimakonde we only 
record the LHL contour in verbs with monosyllabic stems or vowel-initial disyllabic 
stems, as in the Anterior and Subjunctive verbs illustrated below. 
vandiîlya 'they have eaten' va-ndi#lya SP-PFV#VST 
vavaâlye 'they should eat them' va#va-lye SP#OP-SVST  
vandaâka 'they will chase' va-nda#aka SP-IPV#VST  
vavaâke 'they should chase them' va#va-ake SP#OP-VST 
 
In sub-sections 9.6.2.i and 9.6.2.ii, we note that in the tenses in which Liphola 
and/or Manus record a LHL penultimate contour on long stems, we record level 
High tone (preceded by High tone in the inflectional domain in the tenses in 9.6.2.i, 
and by Low tone on all syllables prior to the penultimate in the tenses in 9.6.2.ii). In 
sub-section 9.6.2.iii, we note that despite the differences between our data and that 
recorded by Liphola ibid. and Manus ibid., they do not record the same contours as 
each other in all tenses. We conclude by observing that a post-lexical transition from 
Low tone on the antepenultimate syllable means that the LHL contour can be 
phonetically very close to level High tone.  
 
9.6.2.i. Verbs with High tone in the inflectional domain 
 
In the Past verbs vándípalakééla 'they took them' fr. va-ndi#va-palakela 
SP-PFV#OP-VST and vándítukúúta 'they ran from them' fr. va-ndi#va-tukuta 
SP-PFV#OP-VST, we record level High tone on the penultimate syllable, see G9.4 and 
G9.5. We record the same tone contour in equivalent verbs in the Present, the Past 
Imperfective and the Counter-factual tenses (also with High in the inflectional 
domain). By comparison, Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 record a LHL contour on 
the penultimate syllable of long stems in all these tenses. 
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G9.4 Past: vándívápalakééla 'they accompanied them' 
 
 
G9.5 Present: vándívátukúúta 'they ran from them'  
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9.6.2.ii. Verbs with Low tone on all syllables before the penultimate 
 
In Negative Past verbs like avatukwííte 'they did not run' fr. a-va#tukwite 
NEG-SP#PVST and avapatííle 'they did not receive' fr. a-va#patile NEG-SP#PVST, we 
also record a level High tone on the penultimate syllable. As in the previous section, 
this contrasts with the LHL contour which Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 record in 
this tense.  
 
G9.6 Negative Past: avatukwííte 'they did not run' 
 
 
G9.7 Negative Past: avapatííle 'they did not receive' 
 
 
9.6.2.iii. Similarity between the LHL contour and level High tone, when these 
are preceded by Low tone. 
 
Although we differ from Liphola and from Manus in the penultimate contour which 
we record in the Past tense, note firstly that they do not always record the same 
contours as each other in all tenses. So in Conditional and Negative Conditional 
verbs, Manus records the same prosodies we do in Plateau Shimakonde, like 
vakatukúúta 'if they run' and vakanatukúúta 'if they don't run'. Liphola, on the other 
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hand, records the Conditional with LHL as in prosodies like vakatukuûta but the 
Negative Conditional with level High as in prosodies like vakanatukúúta.  
 
Note, secondly, that what we interpret as level High tone on the penultimate can be 
phonetically very similar to the LHL contour. This is because, depending upon the 
speaker, rate of speech, clarity of pronunciation and other such factors, a surface 
transition may take place from the preceding Low tone (giving a 'rise-onset' at the 
beginning of the level High tone on the penultimate syllable). We find that this 
rise-onset may occur even in tenses which Liphola 2001 and Manus 2003 also 
record with level High on the penultimate, such as the Negative Past Imperfective 
tense (see verbs like avashitukúúta 'they weren't running') and the Negative Present 
tense (see verbs like avanatukúúta 'they don't run'). It is found almost invariably in 
three-syllable verbs in which Low tone on the first syllable is placed in an adjacent 
position to surface High tone on the penultimate, as in vankúúlya 'they are eating' 
fr. va-nku#lya SP-PPG#VST
227
 and vakáálya 'if they eat'. Although these level High 
tones with rise-onsets can be very similar to the LHL contour, we nevertheless find 
that there is a distinction between the two.
228
 
 
9.6.3. H{LH}x versus H{LHL}x 
 
In this section, we note that our data differs significantly from both Liphola 2001 
and Manus 2003 with respect to the occurrence of LH and LHL penultimate 
contours, when these contours are preceded by High tone on the antepenultimate 
syllable. In sub-section 9.6.3.i, we note that in contrast to both Liphola and Manus, 
we do not record the LHL contour preceded by High tone in any verbs in Plateau 
Shimakonde. In sub-section 9.6.3.ii, we note that the same is true for our data for 
basic nouns in this sub-dialect. In sub-section 9.6.3.iii, we observe that post-lexical 
lowering and levelling of the LH contour following High tone means that it is 
phonetically very close to the LHL contour. In sub-section 9.6.3.iv, we describe two 
contexts in which we do find the LHL contour immediately preceded by High tone 
in Plateau Shimakonde. We then give evidence that this is indeed a different contour 
from the rising LH contour preceded by High tone. 
                                                          
 
 
227 Comparable verbs in the Present Progressive are recorded by Liphola ibid.303 with the same level 
High tone on penultimate syllables, thus va-nkúú-lya 'they are eating', along with va-nkúú-twa 'they are 
pounding' and va-nkúú-pa 'they are giving', but are recorded by Manus ibid.354 with a LHL penultimate 
contour as nìkùûlyà. 
228 The LHL contour in verbs like vankuûdya 'they are asking' fr. va-nku#udya SP-PPG#VST and 
vankwiîgwa 'they are hearing' fr. va-nku#udya SP-PPG#VST begins from a lower level and involves a 
'forced rise'. The level High tone in vankúúlya, however, may be pronounced as such, or with the 
rise-onset described in the text. The same distinction is found in the nominal system between locative 
nouns like mushaânda 'in the nest' fr. mu+sháanda LOC18+N and musháápu 'in the sack' fr. mu+sháápu 
LOC18+N. 
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9.6.3.i. H{LH}x versus H{LHL}x in verb prosodies 
 
In Past verbs with either VCV or CVCV stems, both Liphola and Manus record 
penultimate syllables with a LHL contour (as they do in Past verbs with longer 
stems, see section 9.6.1). So for example Liphola ibid.438 records vándípiîma 'they 
measured' and Manus ibid.327 records níndíìîmbà 'I dug'
 
and níndílòôtà 'I wanted'.
229
  
 
Liphola and Manus also record the LHL penultimate contour on verbs with short 
stems in other tenses which they view as assigning the LHL contour. So, in what we 
refer to as the Present tense, Liphola ibid.438 records vándápiîma 'they measure' and 
Manus ibid.325 records níndáìîmbà 'I dig' and níndálòôtá 'I want'.  
 
Similarly in Past Imperfective verbs, Liphola ibid.440 records vásíndápiîma 'they 
were measuring' and Manus ibid.328 records nísíndáìîmbà 'I was digging' and 
nísíndálòôtà 'I was wanting'. 
 
In the equivalent verbs in Plateau Shimakonde to all those cited above, we record a 
LH contour on the penultimate syllable (not the LHL contour which Liphola and 
Manus each record). So in the Past tense, we record vándípiíma, níndiímba, and 
níndíloóta; in the Present tense, we record vándápiíma, níndáiímba, and níndáloóta; 
and in the Past Imperfective tense, we record váshíndápiíma, níshíndáiímba and 
níshíndáloóta.
230
 
 
G9.8 and G9.9 show the contours which we record as vándípaáta 'they received' 
fr. va-ndi#pata SP-PFV#VST and vándiída 'they came' fr. va-ndi#ida SP-PFV#VST. Note 
that in both words, the penultimate contour is subject to the post-lexical lowering 
and levelling described in section 9.6.3.iii. Liphola 2001:438 records these words in 
Coastal Shimakonde with a LHL contour, so vándí-piîma 'they measured', as does 
Manus 2003:327 in Zanzibar Shimakonde, so níndílòôtà 'I wanted' and níndíìîmbà 'I 
sang'. 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
229 In níndíiîmba, we presume that Manus assumes non-fusion between the high vowel of the tense prefix 
ndi- and the initial high vowel of the stem -imba. The LHL contour which she records on the penultimate 
syllable in Past verbs, however, remains constant. 
230 In our data, the LH penultimate contour in these verbs is then different from the HH contour in verbs 
with longer stems in the same tenses (like the Past verb vándípalakééla 'they accompanied', the Present 
verb vándápalakééla 'they accompany' and the Past Imperfective verb váshíndápalakééla 'they were 
accompanying', see section 9.6.1). 
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G9.8 vándípaáta 'they received'  
 
 
G9.9 vándiída 'they came'  
 
 
9.6.3.ii. H{LH}x versus H{LHL}x in noun prosodies 
 
While Liphola 2001 does not describe the system of lexical tone assignment in the 
nominal system, Manus 2003 finds that nouns belonging to a tone class defined by 
assignment of LHL to the penultimate syllable include nouns where that (primary) 
contour is preceded by High tone on the antepenultimate syllable, so for example 
lìpùlúpùûtù 'butterfly' and súmbèêdì 'shade' (ibid.282). In her account, these contrast 
with prosodies like lìàláòótò 'bumble-bee' and náòólò 'elder', which have a LH 
contour on the penultimate syllable, preceded by High tone.  
 
G9.10 to G9.13 show the contours which we record in Plateau Shimakonde for the 
words lipulúpuútu 'butterfly', shímbeédi 'shade', línjaáno 'food colouring (yellow)' 
and náoólo 'elder'. In these words, note that the contour which we record as LH 
may surface in a variety of ways following the post-lexical processes of levelling 
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and lowering described in section 9.6.3.iii, thus the level mid pitch in G9.10 and 
G9.13, the slightly falling contour in G9.11, and the mid-rising contour in G9.12. 
 
G9.10  lipulúpuútu 'butterfly'  
 
 
G9.11  shímbeédi 'shade'  
 
 
G9.12  línjaáno 'colour'  
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G9.13  náoólo 'elder'  
 
 
9.6.3.iii. Post-lexical levelling and lowering processes 
 
As indicated in the previous two sub-sections, we observe that High tone on a 
penultimate syllable which is preceded by another High tone with intervening Low 
tone(s) in the same word is subject to post-lexical lowering, or 'downdrift'. This is 
seen in the prosodies of vándívápalakééla 'they accompanied them' and 
vándívátukúúta 'they ran from them' shown in G9.4 and G9.5 respectively. Because 
of the scaling in those graphs, we show the same phenomena for the verb ndáulúúla 
'I manage' fr. ø-nda#ulula SP-IPV#VST in G9.14 (drawn from the folktale in Appendix 
1, line 8). Note that the only obstruent in this word is in the initial syllable and that 
each of the tones which we interpret as a level tone is subject to transition effects. 
These account for the rise-onset to the 'level High' in the penultimate syllable as well 
as the slight fall away before the final syllable. 
 
G9.14  ndáulúúla 'I manage'  
 
 
 
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In addition to the lowering process described above, we find that a LH contour in the 
penultimate syllable is subject to post-lexical levelling. This is demonstrated in the 
words shown in G9.8 to G9.13, as well as in vanditúkuúta 'they have run' 
fr. va-ndi#tukuta SP-PFV#VST, shown in G9.15 below. 
 
G9.15  vanditúkuúta 'they have run'  
 
 
9.6.3.iv. Occurrence of the H{LHL}x contour in Plateau Shimakonde 
 
Although we do not record the LHL contour immediately preceded by High tone in 
either verbs or basic nouns in Plateau Shimakonde, we do find two kinds of word in 
which this surface pattern is found. The first are associative nouns formed with a 
connexive (see section 7.3.6). In this context, the penultimate contour of the noun 
stem in isolation is maintained despite the addition of High tone on the connexive 
(with High-tone doubling to the first syllable of three-syllable noun stems but not 
affecting the LHL contour on the penultimate). The contrast is then maintained 
between a final H{LHL}x pattern (as in G9.16 to G9.18) and a final H{LH}x 
pattern (as in G9.19 and G9.20). In both sets of nouns, note that the penultimate 
contours are all subject to post-lexical levelling and lowering. The LHL contour 
nevertheless maintains its fall prior to the final syllable. 
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G9.16  shaânda 'burial cloth'; wáshaânda '(person) with cloth'  
 
 
G9.17  iaânde 'house'; wáíaânde '(person) of the house'  
 
 
G9.18  dyeêla 'money'; wádyeêla '(person) with money'  
 
 
  
  
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G9.19  sheélo 'winnowing basket'; wásheélo '(person) with basket'  
 
 
G9.20  shaándo 'cord (for making beds)'; wáshaándo '(person) with cord'  
 
 
The second kind of word in which we find the penultimate LHL contour 
immediately preceded by High tone (that is, on the antepenultimate syllable) are 
adjectives with the stems -kumene 'large' and -dikidiki 'small', and nominal 
determinants with the stem -mbone 'good' (see data in sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.6.iii).  
 
The lexical derivation of these words, together with their tone assignment, is more or 
less opaque in synchronic analysis.
231
 The difference between the penultimate 
contour in words like líkúmeêne 'large', lídíkídiîki 'small', and lyámboône 'good' 
(with agreement in class 5 selected randomly) and that in nouns like shímbeédi 
'shade', línjaáno 'colouring', lipulúpuútu 'butterfly' and náoólo 'elder' is nevertheless 
demonstrated when these words are placed in contexts in which the High tone 
                                                          
 
 
231 The adjective -dikidiki 'small' is clearly related to the adverb padiíki 'little', but note that the latter 
carries a LH contour on the penultimate syllable (with the expected Low tone on the prefix pa- in class 
16, see section 7.2.2); compare also the tone prosody in the compound adverb padikídiíki 'very little' 
fr. pa#diki-diki C16#RTx2. 
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preceding the penultimate syllable is modified to Low tone. In the copula 
constructions in T9.35a, the LHL contour on the three qualifiers then emerges as 
very different from the LH contour in the nouns which form the complements for the 
Negative Present Progressive verbs in T9.35b (replacing _shiinu, see section 5.3), as 
well as from the noun náoólo in the vocative construction in T9.35c. 
 
T9.35 LHL on the penultimate syllable of lídíkídiîki, líkúmeêne and lyámboône 
contrasted with LH in shímbeédi, línjaáno, náoólo and lipulúpuútu 
a. Citation prosody (adjectives) Copula construction 
 líkúmeêne 'large'  
li#kumene AC5#ADJ 
líshámb_ááli likumeêne 
'this farm is large' 
 lídíkídiîki 'small'  
li#dikidiki AC5#ADJ 
líshámb_ááli lidikidiîki  
'this farm is small' 
 lyámboône 'good'  
lya#mbone CX5#ND 
líshámb_ááli lyamboône  
'this farm is good'  
b. Citation prosody (nouns) Negative Present Progressive construction. 
 shímbeédi  
'shade' 
avanalótá_shimbeédi 
'they don't need shade'  
 línjaáno  
'colouring' 
avanalótá_linjaáno 
'they don't need colouring' 
 lipulúpuútu 
'butterfly' 
avanalótá_lipulupuútu 
'they don't need a butterfly'  
c. Citation prosody (nouns) Vocative construction 
 náoólo  
'elder' 
waâko naoólo... 
'you, oh old man...'  
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9.7. Concluding comments 
 
In their overview of Bantu tone, Kisseberth and Odden 2003:70 observe that "There 
are few other phonological phenomena as complex as Bantu tone, which at the same 
time are clearly the consequence of the speaker's knowledge of a system of 
principles rather than memorisation of specific forms", and that a principal goal in 
the study of linguistic systems is "to understand how a child learns such systems 
automatically by virtue of being a human being born into these language 
communities." 
 
In our present study, we have described the segmental phonology and morphology 
of different verbal and nominal structures in Plateau Shimakonde in terms of the part 
which they play within a coherent morphosemantic system (rather than by the 
'atomistic' listing of different processes and forms). In particular, we have sought to 
show how different verbal and nominal structures are derived within hierarchical 
and interlocking systems. This description then provides the foundation for a 
systemic analyis of the way in which underlying tone patterns are formed and relate 
to each other as an integral part of the wider morphosemantic system.  
 
In Appendix 2, we introduce our understanding of the way in which underlying tone 
patterns are formed in the language and make proposals about how the tone which is 
assigned in complex structures may be related to that in simple or 'basic' structures. 
While the development of these proposals requires further research, we suggest that 
they provide an approach to the tone system which will show how a child is able to 
learn, apply and manipulate tone in the language with ease and confidence rather 
than by struggling with the memorisation of an atomistic list of different prosodies. 
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Woodcut 10. 'He who received..." 
 
Appendix 1. Line 90-91. 'He (who) received was a person with stuck 
up ears; Rabbit. But good youths had come who merited trousers such 
as monkeys with nicely flat stomachs. Yes it's true, the possessions of 
a trickster will be eaten by a nobody.' 
 
ándípaáta muúnú wákúténdá_máátu ndangaanda shínguúla kaánjǐ 
vándiída vaneémbá vámboône vákúvávaila_díshúlúwáali keénga 
vángwéele vándáanda shaáná kaánjí ándyuúka ndápáata muúnú 
wákúténdá_máátu bangaala ée mwíiu vyánjaánja vindalíigwa na 
njiínga 
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Appendix 1. Folktale. 
 
The following traditional folktale was told in 1997 by Simão Simão Mateus to his 
colleagues in LIMASHI (the 'Centre for Makonde Writing').
232
 Simão is a native 
speaker of Shimakonde from the village of Mpeme in the central plateau area in 
Mozambique. The story was recorded and transcribed verbatim with only minor 
editing (to remove what Simão regarded as speech errors, as well as comments on 
the story from his audience). Simão, a fluent reader and writer of Shimakonde, read 
the story again in 2008 from the transcription of the first recording. His reading was 
digitally recorded and is what we present in the interlinearised text below.  
 
For each utterance in the story, we show the following. 
 
i. A modified-literal translation.  
ii. A tonal transcription.  
iii. The underlying morphology of individual words except for referential 
demonstratives and personal pronouns (see sections 6.2.5 and 6.2.7 for these forms). 
iv. A literal gloss for each word. 
v. The citation prosody of a word when it differs from the prosody in the utterance. 
When this difference is given by the linking of two words within a single 
phonological phrase, the linking is reflected in the transcription. When the difference 
is given by intonational marking, a footnote indicates the nature of that marking. 
 
In the transcription, note that raised intonation on the final syllable of a word is 
represented by an acute accent. This may represent the linking of two phonological 
phrases (see footnote 35 in section 2.9.1). At the end of a sentence, high pitch may 
also represent interrogative intonation (as in the title íméépo vánáteéjá lúngaáú). 
Rising intonation on the final syllable of a phrase, accompanied by slight 
lengthening, is represented by an inverted circumflex (or 'caron'). In lines 2a, 2b and 
7b, such rising intonation 'introduces' the next clause in the utterance. In lines 3a, 3b 
and 4a, the rising intonation gives prominence to what follows (the task Lion as set 
as the price for marrying his daughter). In other instances, rising intonation may be 
interrogative, as in line 14 and 72.   
                                                          
 
 
232 Lipata lya Maandiko a Shimakonde. 
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(Title) Can one trap wind with a net? 
íméépo vánáteéja lúngaáú 
iN#mepo va-nda#teja lu#ngau 
NP9#NST SP3P-IPV#VST NP11#NST 
wind they.set.a.trap net 
1. There was a certain animal named 'Rabbit' and a respected elder who was called 
'Lion'. 
a.  ándípaagwa nkóoko juúmo wáliína shínguúla 
 a-ndi#pagwa mu#koko ju#mo wa#li-ina ø#shi-ngula 
 SP3S-PFV#VST NP1#NST DC1#NUM CX1#NP5-NRT NP1A#NP7-NRT 
 He.was.present animal one of.name Rabbit 
 
b. na náoólo táangu 
 na ø#na-olo tangu 
 CNJ NP1A#FV-NRT ADV 
 and elder since
233
 
 
c. wávánshéema nkóoko ntuúmi 
 wa-va#mu-shema mu#koko ø#mu-tumi 
 CX1-SP3P#OP3S-VST NP1#NST NP1A#NP3-NRT 
 who.they.call.him animal Lion 
2. One day Lion had a very beautiful daughter and he invited all the animals to 
come and court (his) daughter. 
a.  mulidúúva liímǒ ntuúmí ándivánaavo 
 mu#li-duva li#mo ø#mu-tumi a-ndi#va_navo 
 LOC18#NP5-NRT EC5#NUM NP1A#NP3-NRT SP3S-PFV#VST_POSV 
 in.day one Lion he.was.with-it 
 
 ... mwánáágwe wámboône nameêne 
 mu#ana-gwe wa#mbone namene 
 NP1#NRT-POS CX1#ND PTV 
 his.daughter good very 
 
b. na kúválaliíka váááma uútǐ 
 na ku#va-lalika va#N-ama uti 
 CNJ NP15#OP3P-VST NP2#NP9-NRT QPN 
 and to.invite.them animals all 
 
 
                                                          
 
 
233 táangu employed adjectivally with the sense of 'since for ever / of long standing'. Compare táangu 
ngwíidě, aninakwóóná_shiinu 'since I came, I am not seeing you' and aidile_táangu kaala 'he came since 
long ago'. 
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c.  kulóóta vaiíde
 
vannóombe mwáana 
 pakulóóta va#id-e va#mu-lomb-e mu#ana 
 CNJ SP3P#VRT-SJV SP3S#OP3S-VRT-SJV NP1#NST 
 so that they.should.come they.should.marry daughter 
 
3. But the manner of marrying (the daughter) was very difficult because Lion was a 
person with very large fields. 
a. kaánjí shílámbédy_ ááshǐ shákúdíngádíínga nameêné 
 kanji shi#lomb-il-i a#shi sha#ku-dingadinga namene 
 CNJ NP7#VRT-APP-NF DM#DC7 CX7#NP15-VST ADV 
 but way.of.marrying this of.to.be.difficult very 
  shilambeédi aáshi   
 
b. mwáaa ntuúmǐ ándíiva muúnú wákúvánaavo 
 mu#aa ø#mu-tumi a-ndi#va mu#nu wa#ku-va_navo 
 NP3#NST NP1A#NP3-NRT SP3S-PFV#VST NP1#NST CX1#NP15-VST_POSV 
 reason Lion was person of.to.be.with 
 
... másháamba mákúmeêne nameêne 
 ma#shamba ma#kumene namene 
 NP6#NST AC6#ADJ ADV 
 fields large very 
 
4. The payment for marrying a woman like this one is to barricade the wind in that 
farm so that it doesn't spoil the crops. 
a. maliípǒ ákúlóótá kúnnombela_ 
 ma#lip-o a#ku-lota ku#mu-lomb-il-a 
 NP6#VRT-NF CX6#NP15-VST NP15#OP3S-VRT-APP-F 
 payment of.to.want to.marry.to.her 
   kúnnombeéla 
 
... nkóongwe keéng_ aájǔ 
 mu#kongwe kenga a#ju 
 NP1#NST CNJ DM#DC1 
 woman like this one 
 
b. ni kúdívílílá_ íméépo mulisháamba amuulá 
 ni ku#div-il-a iN#mepo mu#li-shamba a#mu-la 
 COP NP15#VRT-APP-APP-F NP9#NST LOC18#NP5-NRT DM#DC18-DTL 
 is to.barricade
234
 wind in.field in.that.one 
    lísháamba  
                                                          
 
 
234 Derived from the stem -div- 'to close (an opening)'. Henceforth parsed as a single unit (verbal base): 
-divilil 'barricade'. 
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c. kwámbángíídya ainatámaange  vyákuúlya 
 kwambangidya a-i-na#tem-ang-e vya#ku-lya 
 CNJ NEG-SP9-IPV#VRT-PLU-SJV CX8#NP15-VST 
 so that it.should.not.spoil of.to.eat (crops) 
 
5. Because he was not wanting his farm, the crops, should go and get spoiled 
repeatedly by the wind. 
a. mwáaa ashilóóta  líshámbá_ lyaáké 
 mu#aa a-a-shi#lota li#shamba li#ake 
 NP3#NST NEG-SP3S-IPV#VST NP5#NST PC5#POS 
 reason he.wasn't.wanting farm his 
   lísháamba  
 
b. lyuuke_ likatámákaange vyákuúlya  na  íméépo 
 li#uk-e li-ka#tem-ik-ang-e vya#ku-lya na iN#mepo 
 SP5#VRT-SJV SP5-CND#VRT-STT-PLU-SJV CX8#NP15-VST CNJ NP9#NST 
 it.should.go it.should.go.get.spoiled crops with wind 
 lyuúke     
 
6. Well, many animals failed because they were not able (to find) a way how to 
barricade the wind. 
a. baái vakoôko voóe kútátákééla 
 bai va#koko va#oe ku#tatakela 
 CNJ NP2#NST PC2#QPN NP15#VST 
 well animals  many to.fail 
 
b. mwáaa avashuulúúla mwaáshí 
 mu#aa a-va-shi#ulula mu#ashi 
 NP3#NST NEG-SP3P-IPV#VST LOC18#ADV 
 reason they.were.not.able way 
 
... mwákúlóótá kúdívílílílá_ íméépo 
 mwa#ku-lota ku#divilil-il-a iN#mepo 
 CX18#NP15-VST NP15#VBS-APP-F NP9#NST 
 of.to.want to.how.barricade wind 
 
7. Well, when Rabbit heard that his companions are not managing, he went to that 
place. 
a. baáí shínguúla náae akaíigwe doóni 
 bai ø#shi-ngula nae a-ka#igw-e doni 
 CNJ NP1A#NP7-NRT PRN SP3S-CND#VRT-SJV CNJ 
 well Rabbit he when.he.heard like.this 
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b. váváágwe vankutatakéélǎ ándyuúka kóoko 
 va#va-gwe va-nku#tatakela a-ndi#uka koko 
 NP2#DC2-POS SP3P-PPG#VST SP3S-PFV#VST RD(b)17 
 his.companions they.are.failing he.went there 
  vankutátákééla   
 
8. (Rabbit) "Regarding these plans for barricading the wind, I manage it at home. 
 mwáaa katiika vyó mílúugu aáví 
 mu#aa katika vyo mi#lugu a#vi 
 NP3#NST PPT
235
 RD(a)4 NP4#NST DM#DC4 
 reason regarding those plans these 
 
... vyákúdívílílílá_ íméépo aáǐ kwéetǔ ndáulúúla 
 vya#ku-divilil-il-a iN#mepo a#i ku#etu (ni-)nda#ulula 
 CX4#NP15-VBS-APP-F NP9#NST DM#DC9 LOC17#POS (SP1S-)IPV#VST 
 of.how.to.barricade wind this our.place I.manage 
 
9. This is not difficult; I will marry (your) daughter. 
a. aápa apanakamadyángá_ shiinu 
 a#pa a-pa-na#kamadyanga_ shinu 
 DM#LOC18 NEG-SP18-IPV#VST_ PRG 
 here it.is.not.being.difficult 
 
b. naângǔ nannoómbá mwáana 
 nangu (ni-)nda#mu-lomba mu#ana 
 PRN (SP1S-)IPV#OP3S-VST NP1#NST 
 I I.will.marry.her daughter 
  
10. I have my net for barricading the wind." 
 nguveénaavo
236
 lúngáú_ lwaángu lwákúdívílílílá_ íméépo 
 ngu#va-ile_navo lu#ngau lu#angu lwa#ku-divilil-il-a iN#mepo 
 SP1S#VST-PFV_POSV NP11#NST PC11#POS CX11#NP15-VBS-F NP9#NST 
 I.am.with.it net my of.to.barricade wind 
  lúngaáu    
 
11.  (Lion) "Ok, the woman, this one, is here. 
 aáya nkóongwe aáju ápáali 
 aya mu#kongwe a#ju a#pali 
 ITJ NP1#NST DM#DC1 SP3S#VST 
 ok woman this she.is.here 
 
                                                          
 
 
235 Borrowed from Swahili, katiika functions as a preposition in this sentence. 
236 Contracted from nguvelénaavo. 
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12. But first let's go and I'll show you, at the farm." 
 kaánji shiínú shítaándi 
 kanji shi#nu shi#tandi 
 CNJ NP7#NST AC7#ADJ 
 but thing first 
 
... tuuke_ nikakúloodyě kulisháamba 
 tu#uk-e ni-ka#ku-lol-i-e ku#li-shamba 
 SP1P#VRT-SJV SP1S-CND#OP2S-VRT-CAU-SJV LOC17#NP5-NRT 
 let's.go I.go.and.show.you at.the.farm 
   lísháamba 
 
13. So they went, he took him around all that farm, he said, 
a. kúuka mwíiǔ kúndinguuwa uúti lísháamb_ aliilá 
 ku#uka mu#iu ku#mu-dinguwa uti li#shamba a#li-la 
 N15#VST NP3#NST NP15#OP3S-VST QPN NP5#NST DM#DC5-DTL 
 to.go truth to.cause.him.turn all farm that 
 
b. náae kúshídoóni 
 nae ku#shi_doni 
 PRN NP15#VST_POSV 
 he  to.say.like.this 
 
14.  (Rabbit) "Shaa! And this farm referred? It is small. 
 shaa na líshámbá_ lyoly_ áálǐ lidikidiîki 
 shaa na li#shamba lyolyo a#li li#dikidiki 
 ITJ CNJ NP5#NST RD(b)5 DM#DC5 AC5#ADJ 
 (mocking) and farm referred this it.is.small 
   lísháamba lyóolyo aáli lídíkídiîki
237
 
 
15. This your farm, old man, I will cover it all; the wind it should not come and spoil 
the crops." 
a. naângu líshámbá_ lyaáko aáli naoólo 
 nangu li#shamba li#ako a#li ø#na-olo 
 PRN NP5#NST PC5#POS DM#DC5 NP1A#FV-NRT 
 I farm  your this oh.elder 
  lísháamba   náoólo238 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
237 Copula lowering. 
238 Vocative lowering. 
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b. uúti ndainikiidya 
 uti (ni-)nda#inikil-i-a 
 QPN (SP1S-)IPV#VBS-CAU-F 
 all I.will.cover 
 
c. íméépo ainaíide naánángaanga vyákuúlya 
 iN#mepo a-i-na#id-e na#ananganga vya#ku-lya 
 NP9#NST NEG-SP9-IPV#VRT-SJV PRP#VST CX8#NP15-VST 
 wind it.should.not.come so.as.to.spoil crops 
 
16.  (Lion) "Yes well, we're going home, you stay right here!" 
a. eélo baái weêtu mwaánda kukaâja 
 elo bai wetu mu#anda ku#(i-)kaja 
 ITJ CNJ PRN NP3#NST LOC17#(NP9A-)NRT 
 yes well we journey to.home 
     (í)káaja 
 
b. waâko ikaálá kóoko akuúno 
 wako ikala koko a#ku-no 
 PRN VST RD(b)17 DM#DC17-EMP 
 you stay! there here 
17. Rabbit stayed there. He, he stripped out a cord (from a plant), he set a trap, he 
wants to catch guinea-fowl beside that farm. 
a. shínguúlá_ kúbákí_ kooko 
 ø#shi-ngula ku#bakila koko 
 NP1A#NP7-NRT NP15#VST RD(b)17 
 Rabbit to.remain there 
  kúbákííla kóoko 
 
b. náae ni kúgwáúlá_ ndídí_ waáke 
 nae ni ku#gwaula mu#didi u#ake 
 PRN COP NP15#VST NP3#NST PC3#POS 
 he  is to.strip rope his 
 
c. kútíná_ dínáámbo 
 ku#tina diN#tambo 
 NP15#VST NP10#NST 
 to.roll cord 
  dinaámbo 
 
d. álótá_ kúváteja_ vánámbiílí 
 a#lota ku#va-teja va#na-mbili 
 SP3S#VST NP15#OP3P-VST NP2#FV-NST 
 he.wants to.set.a.trap.for.them guinea-fowls 
  kúváteéja  
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... naeênje lísháamb_ aliilá 
 naenje li#shamba a#li-la 
 LOC NP5#NST DM#DC5-DTL 
 beside farm that 
 
18. When he had set the trap, it happened, a guinea-fowl was caught (in it). 
 mwíiǔ akatéejě námbiíli kújóóla 
 mu#iu a-ka#tej-e ø#na-mbili ku#jola 
 NP3#NST SP3S-CND#VRT-SJV NP1A#FV-NST NP15#VST 
 truth when.he.set.trap guinea-fowl to.be.caught 
 
19. When he had caught the guinea-fowl, he returned so as to go and place the 
guinea-fowl at home so they should prepare it for him. 
a. akankángole_ námbiíli náae kúuja 
 a-ka#mu-kangol-e ø#na-mbili nae ku#uja 
 SP3S-CND#OP3S-VRT-SJV NP1A#FV-NST PRN NP15#VST 
 when.he.caught.him guinea-fowl he  to.return 
 
b. kulóóta kúúká_ námmiika námbiíli kukaâja 
 pakulóóta ku#uka na#mu-vika ø#na-mbili ku#(i-)kaja 
 CNJ NP15#VST PRP#OP3S-VST NP1A#FV-NST LOC17#(NP9A-)NRT 
 so.that to.go so.as.to.put.him guinea-fowl to.home 
  kúuka   (í)káaja 
 
c. vantálákaange 
 va#mu-talek-ang-e 
 SP3P#OP3S-VRT-PLU-SJV 
 they.should.cook.him. 
  
20. With regard to the wind, he himself has a plan. 
 mwáaa wáíméépǒ náae mwéeně andíviíka mílúugu 
 mu#aa wa#iN-mepo nae mu#ene a-ndi#vika mi#lugu 
 NP3#NST CX3#NP9-NRT PRN NP1#NST SP3S-PFV#VST NP4#NST 
 subject of.wind he  owner he.has.put plans 
 
21. On the way, he met his brother-in-law, the brother of his wife, the same girl he 
wants to marry, this one. 
a. akawíike pakaátǐ ándíimaanáánga 
 a-ka#wik-e pa#kati a-ndi#imaanga 
 SP3S-CND#VRT-SJV LOC16#NST SP3S-PFV#VST 
 when.he.arrived in.the.middle he.met.with 
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... na  nnámúúgwe 
 na mu#lamu-gwe 
 CNJ NP1#NRT-POS 
 with his.brother-in-law 
 
b. nnúmbuúgwé ndyáagwe mwáálí_ jo 
 mu#lumbu-gwe mu#dya-gwe mu#ali jo 
 NP1#NRT-POS NP1#NRT-POS NP1#NST RD(a)1 
 her.brother his.wife girl referred 
   mwáali  
 
c. wáálóota kúnnoómba jo 
 wa-a#lota ku#mu-lomba jo 
 CX1-SP3S#VST NP15#OP3S-VST RD(a)1 
 who.he.wants to.marry.her referred 
 
22.  (Rabbit) "Well, I, brother-in-law, I was coming home, I was delivering this 
protein so that your sister should cook it. 
a. baái naângǔ nnaámǔ ngúshíídá_ kóoko kukaâja 
 bai nangu mu#lamu ngu-shi#ida koko ku#(i-)kaja 
 CNJ PRN NP1#NST SP1S-IPV#VST RD(b)17 LOC17#(NP9A-)NRT 
 well I brother-in-law I.was.returning there to.home 
   nnáámu
239
   (í)káaja 
 
b. ngúshípálákédyá_ ímbóógw_ aái 
 ngu-shi#palakel-i-a iN#bogwa a#i 
 SP1S-IPV#VBS-CAU-F NP9#NST DM#DC9 
 I.was.delivering protein this 
  imboógwa  
 
c. kwámbángíídya nnúmbuúo atalakaánge 
 kwambangidya mu#lumbu-vo a#talek-ang-e 
 CNJ NP1#NRT-POS SP3S#VRT-PLU-SJV 
 so.that your.sister she.should.cook 
  
23. But this same protein, this meat; eat it, but the sauce, make the old man grill it on 
a skewer. 
a. kaánji ímbógwá_ yéene aái 
 kanji iN#bogwa i#ene a#i 
 CNJ NP9#NST PC9#QPN DM#DC9 
 but protein itself this 
  imboógwa   
                                                          
 
 
239 Vocative lowering. 
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b. mweênu iaámá yó mameéna 
 mwenu iN#ama yo mamena 
 PRN NP9#NST RD(a)9 VST 
 you meat referred eat! 
 
c. kaánjí nshéembǎ nteende báaba jó 
 kanji mu#shemba mu-tend-e ø#baba jo 
 CNJ NP3#NST OP3S-VRT-SJV NP1A#NST RD(a)1 
 but sauce you.should.make.him father referred 
 
... angujanikiliile muluvaâni 
 a#ngu-janik-il-il-e mu#lu-vani 
 SP3S#OP1S-VBS-APP-APP-SJV LOC18#NP11-NRT 
 he.should.grill.(it).for.me
240
 on.skewer 
 
24. When I return in the afternoon, I should find it. 
 pángúuja naângu lyuúlo ngukoodyé 
 pa-ngu#uja nangu li#ulo ngu#kod(y)-e 
 CX16-SP1S#VST PRN NP5#NST SP1S#VRT-SJV 
 when.I.return 1 afternoon I.should.find.(it) 
 
25.  The meat, eat it up (with sth.); finish it! 
 mweênu iaámá yó mamanelá_ uúti mumaliíle 
 mwenu iN#ama yo mamen-il-a uti mu#malil-e 
 PRN NP9#NST RD(a)9 VRT-APP-F QPN SP2P#VRT-SJV 
 you (2P) meat referred eat.it.(with.sth.)! all you.should.finish.it 
    mamaneéla   
 
26. But the sauce, put it on the skewer!" 
 kaánjí wó nshéemba vika_ múlúváani 
 kanji wo mu#shemba vika mu#lu-vani 
 CNJ RD(a)3 NP3#NST VST LOC18#NP11-NRT 
 but referred sauce put.(it) on.skewer 
     luvaâni 
 
27.  (Child) "Ok then, give it me!" 
 aáyá baái idánaavo 
 aya bai ida-navo 
 CNJ CNJ VST-POSV 
 ok well  come.with.it! 
  
                                                          
 
 
240 Derived from the root -janik- 'spread out'. With the applicative extension, the verbal base has the sense 
of 'grill/roast (meat)'. Henceforth we parse -janikil as a single unit meaning 'grill'. 
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28. The child returned taking the animal home. 
 kúuja ndyóóko ámúúkánaavo naáma 
 ku#uja mu#dyoko a#mu-uka_navo mu#(i-)ama 
 NP15#VST NP1#NST SP3S#OP3S-VST_POSV NP1#(NP9-)NRT 
 to.return child he.going.with.it animal 
 
... kukaâja 
 ku#(i-)kaja 
 LOC17#(NP9A-)NRT 
 to.home 
 (í)káaja 
 
29. So, when he reached home, he said, 
 mwíiu páwíkiilé kukaâj_ akuulá 
 mwiu pa-a#wik-ile ku#(i-)kaja a#ku-la 
 CNJ CX16-SP3S#VRT-PFV LOC17#(NP9A-)NRT DM#DC17-DTL 
 truth when.he.reached to.home there 
   (í)káaja akuulá 
 
... kúshídoóni 
 ku#shi_doni 
 NP15#VST_POSV 
 to.say.like.this 
 
30.  (Child) "This guinea-fowl, cook him! 
 námbiíli aájǔ ntalakaange 
 ø#na-mbili a#ju mu-talek-ang-e 
 NP1A#FV-NST DM#DC1 OP3S-VRT-PLU-SJV 
 guinea-fowl this cook.it! 
 
31. We should eat him all up (with sth.), but you father, the sauce, grill it on a 
skewer!" 
a. weêtu tunnyeéle uúti 
 wetu tu#mu-l(y)-il-e uti 
 PRN SP1P#OP3S-APP-SJV QPN 
 we we.should.eat.him all 
 
b. kaánjí waâko báabǎ wo nshéemba wǒ 
 kanji wako ø#baba wo mu#shemba wo 
 CNJ PRN NP1A#NST RD(a)3 NP3#NST RD(a)3 
 but you father referred sauce referred 
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... janikila_ múlúváani 
 janikil-a mu#lu-vani 
 VBS-F LOC18#NP11-NRT 
 grill.(it)! on.skewer 
  luvaâni 
 
32. The one referred to is Lion; he should grill the sauce on a skewer so that when he 
returns, (the son-in-law, being Rabbit), in the afternoon, he should find it and eat it. 
a. vámwáámbá_ ntúúmi aáju 
 va#mu-amba ø#mu-tumi a#ju 
 SP3P#OP3S-VST NP1A#NP3-NRT DM#DC1 
 they.refer Lion this 
  ntuúmi  
 
b. ajanikile_ nshéemba muluvaâni 
 a#janikil-e_ mu#shemba mu#lu-vani 
 SP3S#VBS-SJV NP3#NST LOC18#NP11-NRT 
 he.should.grill.(it) sauce on.skewer 
 
c. kwámbángíídya páúuj_ aakó 
 kwambangidya pa-a#uja a#k(u)-o 
 CNJ CX16-SP3S#VST DM#DC17-RFR 
 so.that when.he.returns.from there 
 
d. nkwéégwě aveele shínguúla 
 mu#kwa-gwe
241
 a#va-ile ø#shi-ngula 
 NP1#NRT-POS SP3S#VRT-PFV NP1A#NP7-NRT 
 his.son-in-law he.being Rabbit 
 
... lyuúlǒ akoodyé na alyeéle 
 li#ulo a#kod(y)-e na a#l(y)eéle 
 NP5#NST SP3S#VBS-SJV CNJ SP3S#VRT-APP-SJV 
 afternoon he.should.find.(it) and he.should.eat.(it).(with.sth.) 
 
33. Well, Rabbit just stayed there without doing anything; he isn't barricading the 
wind; and the wind is blowing; and the crops they are getting damaged. 
a. baái shínguúl_ ákuulá kwííkálá_ viila 
 bai ø#shi-ngula a#ku-la ku#ikala vila 
 CNJ NP1A#NP7-NRT DM#DC17-DTL NP15#VST ADV 
 well Rabbit there to.stay just 
                                                          
 
 
241 The surface realisation of the root -kwa- (as -kwe-) is irregular. Note also that in plural forms of this 
relational term, the root is reduced to -ka-, compare vákávaavo 'their father-in-laws' fr. va#ka-va-vo 
NP2#NRT-PC2-POS. See also ntwáágwe 'her husband', vátávaavo 'their husbands' (cited in section 7.4.4). 
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b. íméépo anadivilílá_shiinǔ 
 iN#mepo a-a-na#divilila_shinu 
 NP9#NST NEG-SP3S-IPV#VST_PRG 
 wind he.is.not.barricading
242
 
 
c. na_ iméépó inkupúúngǎ 
 na iN#mepo i-nku#punga 
 CNJ NP9#NST SP9-PPG#VST 
 with wind it.is.blowing 
 
d. na viínu vinkutamakaanga 
 na vi#nu vi-nku#tamek-ang-a 
 CNJ NP8#NST SP8-PPG#VBS-PLU-F 
 with things they.are.being.damaged 
   vinkutámákáánga
242
 
 
34. The crops are getting damaged; he is just watching because he has no capacity 
for barricading the wind. 
a. vyákuúlyǎ vinkutámákáánga 
 vya#ku-lya vi-nku#tamek-ang-a 
 CX8#NP15-VST SP8-PPG#VBS-PLU-F 
 of.to.eat (crops) they.are.being.damaged 
 
b. náae ankulólá_ viila 
 nae a-nku#lola vila 
 PRN SP3S-PPG#VST ADV 
 he he.is.watching just 
 
c. mwáaa avéé_ lyululiíló 
 mu#aa a-a#va-ile li#ulul-il-o 
 NP3#NST NEG-SP3S#VRT-PFV NP5#VRT-APP-NF 
 reason he.hasn't.got way.of.managing 
   lyululiílo 
 
d. lyákúlóótá kúdívílílílá_ íméépo 
 lya#ku-lota ku#divilil-il-a iN#mepo 
 CX5#NP15-VST NP15#VBS-APP-F NP9#NST 
 of.to.want to.how.barricade wind 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
242 This clause and the next are pronounced in the recording with rising intonation that reaches a 
super-high pitch (indicating Rabbit's lack of action despite what he is meant to be doing). The final clause 
is then pronounced with level low pitch; an intonational device to create tension in the story line. 
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35. Because with respect to the wind, it is not seen and it is not graspable. 
a. mwáaa yó íméépo aái ainaanéékǎ 
 mu#aa yo iN#mepo a#i a-i-na#on-ik-a 
 NP3#NST RD(a)9 NP9#NST DM#DC9 NEG-SP3S-IPV#VRT-STT-F 
 reason referred wind this it.is.not.seen 
 
b. nǎ ainakamulííka 
 na a-i-na#kamul-ik-a 
 CNJ NEG-SP9-IPV#VRT-ST-F 
 and it.is.not.grasped 
 
36. Well, the day ended and he returned and reached there, he said, 
a. baíí lídúúva kúúshwa 
 bai li#duva ku#shwa 
 CNJ NP5#NST NP15#VST 
 well day to.end 
 
b. náae kúuja kúwíík_ apaalá kúshídoóni 
 nae ku#uja ku#wika a#pa-la ku#shi_doni 
 PRN NP15#VST NP15#VST DM#LOC16-DTL NP15#VST_POSV 
 he to.return to.arrive there to.say.like.this 
 
37. (Rabbit) "I am hungry, make me staple so I can eat!" 
a. naângu ndídoóba indaála 
 nangu (ni-)ndi#doba iN#dala 
 PRN (SP1S-)PFV#VST NP9#NST 
 I I.am.tired hunger 
 
b. ngutalakeela ugwaálí nguulyé 
 ngu-talek-il-a u#gwali ngu#l(y)-e 
 OP1S-VRT-APP-F NP14#NST SP1S#VRT-SJV 
 cook.me staple I.may.eat 
 
38. Rabbit's wife cooked the staple and then said,  
a. ndyáa shínguúla ugwaálí apaalá kutaleeka 
 mu#dya-gwe ø#shi-ngula u#gwali a#pa-la ku#taleka 
 NP1#NRT-POS NP1A#NP7-NRT NP14#NST DM#LOC16-DTL NP15#VST 
 his.wife Rabbit staple there to.cook 
     kútálééka
243
 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
243 Low intonational pitch 'looks forward' to what Lion's daughter is going to say (and is preceded by a 
pre-posed object with gradually rising sentence intonation).  
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b. kútwálá_ kúshídoóni 
 kutwala ku#shi_doni 
 CNJ
244
 NP15#VST_POSV 
 then to.say.like.this 
 
39. "But no! That (kind of) protein is unknown; the old man has failed (to cook it)." 
a. kaánjí ée yo imboógwá yǒ 
 kanji ee yo iN#bogwa yo 
 CNJ ITJ RD(a)9 NP9#NST RD(a)9 
 but excl. referred protein referred 
 
... ainamaikángá_shiinu 
 a-i-na#ma-ik-ang-a_shinu 
 NEG-SP9-IPB#VRT-ST-PLU-F_PRG 
 it.is.not.being.known 
 
b. náoólo akuulá anditátákeéla 
 ø#na-olo a#ku-la a-ndi#tatakela 
 NP1A#FV-NRT DM#DC17-DTL SP3S-PFV#VST 
 elder there he.has.failed 
 
40. (Rabbit) "No, cook me the staple and tell your father to bring the protein right 
now, I want to eat it with the staple." 
a. meéne ngutalakeela ugwaáli 
 mene ngu-talek-il-a u#gwali 
 ITJ OP1S-VRT-APP-F NP14#NST 
 no cook.me staple 
 
b. na umwaáúliile báaba jó 
 na u#mu-aul-il-e ø#baba jo 
 CNJ SP2S#OP3S-VRT-APP-SJV NP1A#NST RD(a)1 
 and you.should.inform.him father referred 
 
c. aidénaavo imboógwa aámbí poópo 
 a#id-e_navo iN#bogwa ambi popo 
 SP3S#VRT-SJV_POSV NP9#NST ADV RD(b)16 
 he.should.come.with.(it) protein now referred 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
244 Derived from the Infinitive ku#twala 'to take' fr. NP15#VST. 
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d. ngúlótá_ kúlyéélá_ úgwááli 
 ngu#lota ku#l(y)-il-a u#gwali 
 SP1S#VST NP15#VRT-APP-F NP14#NST 
 I.want to.eat.(it).with staple 
   ugwaáli 
 
41. She went there and told him, 
 kúuk_ apaalá kúmwáauliíla kúshídoóni 
 ku#uka a#pa-la ku#mu-aul-il-a ku#shi_doni 
 NP15#VST DM#DC16-DTL NP15#OP3S-VRT-APP-F NP15#VST_POSV 
 to.go there to.inform.him to.say.like.this 
 
42.  (Lion's daughter) "I've cooked the staple; your son-in-law has returned 
a. ugwaálí akuulá nditáleéka 
 u#gwali a#ku-la (ni-)ndi#taleka 
 NP14#NST DM#DC17-DTL (SP1S-)PFV#VST 
 staple there I.have.cooked 
 
b. nkwééo jo andyúǔja 
 mu#kwa-o jo a-ndi#uja 
 NP1#NRT-POS RD(a)1 SP3S-PFV#VST 
 your.son-in-law referred has returned 
 
43. However, he wants to eat it with the sauce.  
 napáneélǒ álótá_ alyeele_ nshéemba wó 
 napanelo a#lota a#l(y)-il-e mu#shemba wo 
 CNJ SP3S#VST SP3S#VRT-APP-SJV NP3#NST RD(a)3 
 but he.wants he.should.eat.(it).with sauce referred 
 
44. Have you grilled it on the skewer?" 
 undijáníkiílá muluvaâni  mó 
 u-ndi#janikila mu#lu-vani mo 
 SP2S-PFV#VST LOC18#NP11-NRT RD(a)18 
 you.have.grilled.(it) on.skewer referred 
 
45.  (Lion) "No! I'm not managing (to cook it)." 
 aíí naângu angunaulúlá_shiinu 
 ai nangu a-ngu-na#ulula_shinu 
 ITJ PRN NEG-SP1S-IPV#VST_PRG 
 not! I I.am.not.managing 
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46. The girl returned and went to tell her husband, 
a. mwáali kúuja kúúká_ 
 mu#ali ku#uja ku#uka 
 NP1#NST NP15#VST NP15#VST 
 girl to.return went 
   kúuka 
 
b. námwáauliila ntwáágwe kúshídoóni 
 na#mu-aul-il-a mu#twa-gwe ku#shi_doni 
 PRP#OP3S-VRT-APP-F NP1#NRT-POS NP15#VST_POSV 
 so.as.to.inform.him her.husband to.say.like.this 
 
47. "The old man, over there, he has failed (to cook it)." 
 báabǎ akuuláǎ245 anditátákeéla 
 ø#baba a#ku-la a-ndi#tatakela 
 NP1A#NST DM#DC17-DTL SP3S-PFV#VST 
 father there he.has.failed 
 
48. When she had told him, Rabbit said, 
 akamwáauliilě shínguúla kúshídoóni 
 a-ka#mu-aul-il-e ø#shi-ngula ku#shi_doni 
 SP3S-CND#OP3S-VRT-APP-SJV NP1A#NP7-NRT NP15#VST_POSV 
 when.she.told.him Rabbit to.say.like.this 
 
49. "Well then, call him to come right here!" 
 baái nsheeme aiíde kóoko akuúno 
 bai mu-shem-e a#id-e koko a#ku-no 
 CNJ OP3S-VST-SJV SP3S#VRT-SJV RD(b)17 DM#DC17-EMP 
 well call.him he.should.come from.there here 
 
50. Rabbit called him; his father-in-law came. 
 shínguúla kúnsheémá nkwéégwe  kwíida 
 ø#shi-ngula ku#mu-shema mu#kwe-gwe ku#ida 
 NP1A#NP7-NRT NP15#OP3S-VST NP1#NRT-POS NP15#VST 
 Rabbit to.call.him his.father-in-law to.come 
 
51. When he arrived, Rabbit said, 
 akaíide apaaláǎ246 shínguúla kúshídoóni 
 a-ka#id-e a#pa-la ø#shi-ngula ku#shi_doni 
 SP3S-CND#VRT-SJV DM#LOC6-DTL NP1A#NP7-NRT NP15#VST_POSV 
 when.he.came there Rabbit to.say.like.this 
                                                          
 
 
245 With lengthening of the final syllable to give prominence to the following statement. 
246 With lengthening, as in previous footnote. 
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52. "Father, I am very tired out by hunger. 
 báaba naângu ndídoóba nameêne indaála 
 ø#baba nangu (ni-)ndi#doba namene iN#dala 
 NP1A#NST PRN (SP1S-)PFV#VST ADV NP9#NST 
 father I I.have.tired very  hunger 
 
53. Out in the country there today, the wind is not spoiling the crops. 
a. akuulá kundiílǎ néelǒ 
 a#ku-la ku#iN-dila nelo 
 DM#DC17-DTL LOC17#NP9-NRT N 
 there in.the.way today 
 
b. íméépo ainaanangángá_shiinu vyákuúlya 
 iN#mepo a-i-na#ananganga_shinu vya#ku-lya 
 NP9#NST NEG-SP9-IPV#VST_PRG CX8#NP15-VST 
 wind it.is.not.spoiling crops 
 
54. I have barricaded well and tomorrow I'll go there very early in the morning. 
a. naângu ndidívíliílá shaána 
 nangu (ni-)ndi#divilila shana 
 PRN (SP1S-)PFV#VST ADV 
 I I.have.barricaded well 
 
b. na lúnduúno ngúlótá_ kúúka_ kóoko lyaambádaavo 
 na lu#nduno ngu#lota ku#uka koko li#amba_davo 
 CNJ NP11#NST SP1S#VST NP15#VST RD(b)17 NP5#NRT_FV 
 and tomorrow I.want to.go there very early morning 
 
55. Tonight, because I have set a net, the wind will not destroy everything. 
 shiílo aáshǐ mwáaa ndíteéjá lúngaáu 
 shi#ilo a#shi mu#aa (ni-)ndi#teja lu#ngau 
 NP7#NST DM#NP7 NP3#NST (SP1S-)PFV#VST NP11#NST 
 night this reason I.have.set net 
 
... aibamalaanga 
 a-i#bamol-ang-a 
 NEG-SP9#VRT-PLU-F 
 it.will.not.destroy.all 
 
56. But what is dangerous is the wind during the day. 
 kaánji ínájówá_ nameêne ni yámuúi 
 kanji i-nda#jowa namene ni ya#mu-ui 
 CNJ SP9-IPV#VST ADV COP CX9#NP3-NRT 
 but what.is.dangerous very is of.the.daylight 
     múui 
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57. Things will be done well there, father. 
 vindatándeéká shaán_ ápaalá báaba 
 vi-nda#tend-ik-a shana a#pa-la ø#baba 
 SP8-IPV#VRT-ST-F ADV DM#DC16-DTL NP1A#NST 
 they.will.be.done well there father 
 
58. Well, I, your daughter, I have (already) married her. 
 baái naângǔ mwánáávǒ nin noómba 
 bai nangu mu#ana-vo (ni-)ndi#mu-lomba 
 CNJ PRN NP1#NRT-POS SP1S-PFV#OP3S-VST 
 well I your.daughter I.have.married.her 
 
59. Now then, give me protein, I want to eat it with staple!" 
 napáneélo nguupa imboógwa ngúlótá_ ngulyeele_ úgwááli 
 napanelo ngu-upa iN#bogwa ngu#lota ngu#l(y)-il-e u#gwali 
 CNJ OP1S-VST NP9#NST SP1S#VST SP1S#VRT-APP-F NP14#NST 
 now.then give.me protein I.want I.should.eat.with staple 
      ugwaáli 
 
60. They have put food in front of him, (then) the elder said, 
a. shákuúlya vanimwíikadiidya 
 sha#ku-lya va-ndi#mu-ikal-il-i-a 
 CX7#NP15-VST SP3P-PFV#OP3S-VRT-APP-CAU-F 
 food they.have.made.sit.before.him 
 
b. náoólo kúshídoóni 
 ø#na-olo ku#shi_doni 
 NP1A#FV-NRT NP15#VST_POSV 
 elder to.say.like.this 
 
61. (Lion) "I have tried everything, I am not succeeding. 
 naângu ndilíngángiíla naulúlá_shiinu 
 nangu (ni-)ndi#ling-ang-il-a (a-)(ngu-)na#ulula_shinu 
 PRN (SP1S-)PFV#VRT-PLU-APP-F (NEG-)(SP1S-)IPV#VST_PRG 
 I I.have.tried.everthing I.am.not.being.able 
 
62.  I have brought lots of flavouring to put in the sauce, perhaps it will make it 
thick, so it should stay on the skewer, I am not succeeding." 
a. ndítwaálá inakiíló yoóe kútáá_ múnshéemba 
 (ni-)ndi#twala iN#nakilo i#oe ku#taa mu#mu-shema 
 (SP1S-)PFV#VST NP9#NST PC9#QPN NP15#VST LOC18#NP3-NRT 
 I.have.brought flavouring lots to.throw in.the.sauce 
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b. nakápaánji indáteénda doóni dibwadiíbwa 
 nakapanji i-nda#tenda doni dibwadibwa 
 CNJ SP9-PFV-VST CNJ ID 
 maybe it.will.make like 'thick' 
 
c. iikale_ múlúváani aámu 
 i#ikal-e mu#lu-vani a#mu 
 SP9#VRT-SJV LOC18#NP11-NRT DM#DC18 
 it.should.remain on.the.skewer this.one 
  muluvaâni
247
  
 
d. naângu angunaulúlá_shiinu 
 nangu a-ngu-na#ulula_shinu 
 PRN NEG-SP1S-IPV#VST_PRG 
 1 I.am.not.being.able 
 
63. (Rabbit): "Aa! Father, no, it should not be like that! 
 áa báaba meéne aináve_dáavo 
 aa ø#baba mene a-i-na#va-e_davo 
 EXCL NP1A#NST ITJ NEG-SP9-IPV#VRT-SJV_POSV 
 -- father no it.should.not.be.like.that 
 
64. I am very tired. In this way, you want like this, you should hold me back, 
tomorrow I should not go to work because of being tired. 
a. naângǔ ndídoóba nameêne 
 nangu (ni-)ndi#doba namene 
 PRN (SP1S-)PFV#VST ADV 
 I I.am.tired very 
 
b. aapó múlótá_ doóni mungushálágweeshe 
 a#pa-o mu#lota_ doni mu#ngu-shalagwesh-e 
 DM#LOC16-RFR SP2P#VST CNJ SP2P#OP1S-VBS(CAU)-SJV 
 there you.want like you.should.impede.me 
 
c. lúnduúno naângu naúuke kumadeéngo 
 lu#nduno nangu (a-)(ni-)na#uk-e ku#ma-deng-o 
 NP11#NST PRN (NEG-)(SP1S-)IPV#VRT-SJV LOC17#NP6-VRT-NF 
 tomorrow I I.should.not.go to.work 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
247 The preceding Subjunctive verb and this locative phrase are linked in a single phonological phrase 
with High tone from the verb stem associating to the locative prefix and spreading to the first High tone 
of luvaâni.  
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... mwáaa wákúdóóba 
 mu#aa wa#ku-doba 
 NP3#NST CX3#NP15-VST 
 reason of.being.tired 
 
65. Now what if all (the crops) get flattened? 
 napáneélo vikatamakáángǎ 
 napanelo vi-ka#tem-ik-ang-a 
 CNJ SP8-CND#VRT-STT-PLU-F 
 now.then if.they.get.all.broken 
 
66. Now then, if (the wind) gets caught in the net there, it will tear it all.  
 napáneélo ikajóólá mulúngaáu amuulá 
 napanelo i-ka#jola mu#lu-ngau a#mu-la 
 CNJ SP9-CND#VST LOC18#NP11-NRT DM#LOC18-DTL 
 now.then if.it.gets.caught in.the.net there 
 
... indapápúlaánga 
 i-nda#papul-ang-a 
 SP9-IPV#VRT-PLU-F 
 it.will.break.(it) 
 
67. No, no, no! 
 mééne_ meene_ meéne 
 mene mene mene 
 ITJ ITJ ITJ 
 no no  no 
 meéne
248
 meéne meéne 
 
68. Well, what I want here is to eat, but don't only give me sauce, give me sauce 
grilled on a skewer. 
a. baái naângǔ shángúlóota aápa nguulyé 
 bai nangu sha-ngu#lota a#pa ngu#l(y)-e 
 CNJ PRN CX7-SP1S#VST DM#DC16 SP1S#VRT-SJV 
 well I  what.I.want here I.should.eat 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
248 These three negative interjections are linked intonationally, with only the final one maintaining its 
citation prosody. 
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b. kaánjí aunánguupe nshémbá_ viila 
 kanji a-u-na#ngu-pa-e mu#shemba vila 
 CNJ NEG-SP2S-IPV#OP1S-VRT-SJV NP3#NST ADV 
 but you.shouldn't.give.me sauce only 
   nshéemba  
 
c. nguupa nshéembǎ wákújáníkílá_ múlúváani 
 ngu-pa mu#shemba wa#ku-janikil-a mu#lu-vani 
 OP1S-VRT NP3#NST CX3#NP15-VBS-F LOC18#NP11-NRT 
 give.me sauce of.to.be.grilled on.skewer 
    muluvaâni 
 
69. On a skewer! I want to take (the sauce) myself and remove it (from the skewer) 
myself; just like they customarily do with gizzard/s, (then) I will eat it (with staple)." 
a. muluvaâni ngutwale_ nimwéene 
 mu#lu-vani ngu#twal-e ni#mu-ene 
 LOC18#NP11-NRT SP1S#VRT-SJV COP#NP1-NRT 
 on.skewer I.should.take.(it) I.myself 
 
b. na ngudabole_ nimwéene 
 na ngu#dabol-e ni#mu-ene 
 CNJ SP1S#VRT-SJV COP#NP1-NRT 
 and I.should.remove I.myself 
 
c. keénga mo mwávánátándélá_ ímbílíkííi mo 
 kenga mo mwa-va-na#tend-il-a iN#bilikii mo 
 CNJ RD(a)18 CX18-SP3P-IPV#VRT-APP-F NP9#NST RD(a)18 
 like referred how.they.habitually.do.with. gizzard referred 
 
... ndalyeéla 
 (ni-)nda#l(y)-il-a 
 (SP1S-)IPV#VRT-APP-F 
 I.will.eat.(it).with.(staple) 
 
70. The old man sweated, looked at him, had no way out and said, 
a. náoólo kútwálá_ kúdíkííla kúnnoólá 
 ø#na-olo kutwala ku#dikila ku#mu-lola 
 NP1A#FV-NRT CNJ NP15#VST NP15#OP3S-VST 
 elder then to.sweat to.look.at.him 
 
b. kútwálá_ kúsháánga na  kúshídoóni 
 kutwala ku#shanga na ku#shi_doni 
 CNJ NP15#VST CNJ NP15#VST_POSV 
 then to.be.helpless and to.say.like.this 
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71. (Lion) "No! Well, I have failed." 
 íí baái naângu nditátákeéla 
 ii well nangu (ni-)ndi#tatakela 
 EXCL CNJ PRN (SP1S-)PFV#VST 
 No! well I I.have.failed 
 
72. (Rabbit) "You have failed?!" 
 unditátákeélǎ 
 u-ndi#tatakela 
 SP2S-PFV#VST 
 you.have.failed 
 
73. (Lion) "Yes." 
 eélo 
 elo 
 ITJ 
 yes 
 
74. (Rabbit) "Well, if you, you fail to grill this sauce? It is the same; I also have 
failed to barricade the wind out there in the country.  
a. baái ukatatakééla waâko kújáníkílá_ nshéemb_ aáǔ 
 bai u-ka#tatakela wako ku#janikil-a mu#shema a#u 
 CNJ SP2S-CND#VST PRN NP15#VRT-F NP3#NST DM#DC3 
 well if.you.fail you to.grill sauce  this.one 
 
b. nimoômo aátá naângu nditátákeélá kundiílá  kó 
 ni#momo ata nangu (ni-)ndi#tatakela ku#(iN-)dila ko 
 COP#RD(b)18 ADV PRN (SP1S-)PFV#VST LOC17#NP9-NRT RD(b)17 
 it.is.same even I  I.have.failed in.the.country referred 
 móomo      
 
... kúdívílílá_ íméépo 
 ku#divilila iN#mepo 
 NP15#VST NP9#NST 
 to.barricade wind 
 
75. Because the wind, one cannot grasp it! 
 mwáaa yo íméépo aáǐ ainakamulííká 
 mu#aa yo iN#mepo a#i a-i-na#kamul-ik-a 
 NP3#NST RD(a)9 NP9#NST DM#DC9 NEG-SP9-IPV#VRT-STT-F 
 reason referred wind this.one it.is.not.grasped 
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76. It's better for you; sauce, you can see and you father, you have felt it. 
a. kúdyáángá waâkǒ nshéembǎ unkwóóná 
 ku#dyanga wako mu#shemba u-nku#ona 
 NP15#VST PRN NP3#NST SP1S-PPG#VST 
 to.be.better you sauce you.are.seeing 
 
b. na waâko báaba undyaáváleéla 
 na wako ø#baba u-ndi#avalela 
 CNJ PRN NP1A#NST SP2S-PFV#VST 
 and you father you.have.felt 
 
77.  Did you ever see them grasping wind? 
 waâko undyóǒna íméépo vákámúlaangǎ  
 wako u-ndi#ona iN#mepo va#kamul-ang-a 
 PRN SP2S-PFV#VST NP9#NST SP3P#VRT-PLU-F 
 you have.you.seen wind they.grasping.all 
  
78. You, you were grasping the sauce. 
 waâko nshéemba úshíndákamuláánga 
 wako mu#shemba u-shinda#kamul-ang-a 
 PRN NP3#NST SP2S-IPV#VRT-PLU-F 
 you sauce you.were.grasping.all 
 
79. What about the wind; where did you see it?!"  
 kúshí_ íméépo úgwéné kwaáshǐ  
 kushi iN#mepo u#on-ile ku#ashi 
 INT NP9#NST SP2S#VRT-PFV LOC17#INT 
 what.about wind you.saw.(it) where? 
 
80. (Lion) "Oh! No, I'm stuck, what have I done." 
 áa meéne naângu sháapo ngutandelé mwaáshi 
 aa mene nangu shapo ngu#tend-ile mu#ashi 
 EXCL INT PRN ITJ SP1S#VRT-PFV LOC18#INT 
 oh no I "limitation" I.have.done how 
 
81. (Rabbit) "Well, I have not managed. 
 baái naângǔ  nditátákeéla 
 bai nangu (ni-)ndi#tatakela 
 CNJ I (SP1S-)PFV#VST 
 well I I.have.failed 
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82. If you want me not to marry your daughter, (it is) because I have failed in just 
the same way that you have failed." 
a. ukalóóta mwánááo jó nannoómbě 
 u-ka#lota mu#ana-vo jo (a-)(ni-)na#mu-lomb-e 
 SP2S-CND#VST NP1#NRT-POS RD(a)1 (NEG-)(SP1S-)IPV#OP3S-VRT-SJV 
 if.you.want your.daughter referred I.should.not.marry.her 
    aninánnoombe
249
 
 
 
b. mwáaa naângǔ nditátákeéla 
 mu#aa nangu (ni-)ndi#tatakela 
 NP3#NST PRN (SP1S-)PFV#VST 
 reason I I.have.failed 
 
c. keénga móomo mwáútátákáládiile waâko pó 
 kenga momo mwa-u#tatakel-il-ile wako po 
 CNJ RD(b)18 CX18-SP2S#VBS-APP-PFV PRN RD(a)16 
 like referred the.way.in.which.you.failed you referred 
 
83. So, it got to that point, it was obvious that the elder would have to take out and 
give away his daughter to Rabbit. 
a. mwíiu ikawikííl_ apaálǎ 
 mu#iu i-ka#wik-il-a a#pa-la 
 NP3#NST SP9-CND#VRT-APP-SJV DM#DC16-DTL 
 truth when.it.reached.to there 
   apaalá 
250
 
 
b. índyáanééka náoólǒ mwáanǎ anjáúlé_ 
 i-ndi#on-ik-a ø#na-olo mu#ana a#mu-jaul-e 
 SP9-PFV#VRT-ST-F NP1A#FV-NRT NP1#NST SP3S#OP3S-VRT-SJV 
 it.was.seen elder daughter he.should.take.her.out 
    anjáuule 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
249 The final rising intonation on this Negative Subjunctive verb adds a conditional sense. Note also that 
elision of the negative marker and subject prefix means that the tense-aspect prefix is required to carry 
Low tone and the reduced object prefix is then required to maintain its moraic value so as to carry High 
tone (compare aninaváloombe 'I should not marry them'). 
250 The intonation in this clause introduces the conclusion of the story line. In addition to the rising pitch 
on the penultimate syllable of the demonstrative and rising pitch on its final syllable, note that the 
penultimate syllable of the preceding Conditional verb (employed as a consecutive verb) is pronounced 
with extra high intonation. 
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c. amuûpe shínguúla átángoola kúshídoóni 
 a#mu-pa-e ø#shi-ngula a#tangola ku#shi_doni 
 SP3S#OP3S-VRT-SJV NP1A#NP7-NRT SP3S#VST NP15#VST_POSV 
 he.should.give.her.to Rabbit he.saying to.say.like.this 
 
84. (Lion) "Child, I accept you that you are very clever. 
a. ndyoóko naângu ndikwáamiíni 
 mu#dyoko nangu (ni-)ndi#ku-amini 
 NP1#NST PRN (SP1S)PFV#OP2S-VST 
 child I I.have.believed.you 
 ndyóóko
251
   
 
b. waâkó unkuvánaavó diaánó_ nameêne 
 wako u-nku#va_navo diN#ano namene 
 PRN SP2S-PPG#VST_POSV NP10#NST ADV 
 you you.are.having cleverness very 
 
85. So, take my daughter and marry her! 
a. nadoóni jó mwánáángu aájǔ ntwale_ 
 nadoni jo mu#ana-angu a#ju mu-twal-e 
 CNJ RD(A)1 NP1#NRT-POS DM#DC1 OP3S-VRT-SJV 
 therefore referred my.daughter this.one take.her 
 
b. unnóombe waâko 
 u#mu-lomb-e wako 
 SP2S#OP3S-VRT-SJV PRN 
 you.should.marry.her you 
 
86. You my daughter, no, truly, one cannot grill sauce and wind is not seen nor 
grasped. 
a. waâko mwanaángǔ aíí namwíiu 
 wako mu#ana-angu aii namwiu 
 PRN NP1#NRT#POS EXCL CNJ 
 you my.daughter no! truly 
  mwánáángu
252
   
 
b. wó nshéemba aáǔ anajanikííla muúnu 
 wo mu#shemba a#u a-a-na#janikil-a mu#nu 
 RD(a)3 NP3#NST DM#DC3 NEG-SP3S-IPV#VBS-F NP1#NST 
 referred sauce this.one one.doesn't.grill.(it) person 
 
                                                          
 
 
251 Vocative lowering. 
252 Vocative lowering. 
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c. íméépó ainaanééka na ainakamulííka 
 iN#mepo a-i-na#on-ik-a na a-i-na-#kamul-ik-a 
 NP9#NST NEG-SP9-IPV#VRT-STT-F CNJ NEG-SP9-IPV#VRT-STT-F 
 wind it.is.not.seen and it.is.not.grasped 
 
87. Because of this, take the woman!" 
 napavedoónǐ nkóongwe ntwaale 
 napavedoni mu#kongwe mu-twal-e 
 CNJ NP1#NST OP3S-VRT-SJV 
 being.like.this woman take.her 
 
88. True, if we get to this point, family members!, we should know the following: if 
you are a great trickster, who complicates your companions, you will meet a 
trickster who surpasses you. 
a. mwíiu tukawikííl_ aápǎ mmanalíkoolǎ 
 mu#iu tu-ka#wik-il-a a#pa mu#va-ana-li-kola 
 NP3#NST SP1P-CND#VRT-APP-F DM#DC16 VOC#NP2-NRT-NP5-NRT 
 truth if.we.arrive.at here you.family.members 
    vánálíkoola
253
 
 
b. tumaáé keénga doóni 
 tu#ma-e kenga doni 
 SP1P#VRT-SJV CNJ CNJ 
 we.should.know like this 
 
c. ukááva
254
 unjaánja nameêne 
 u-ka#va u#mu-janja namene 
 SP2S-CND#VST COP2S#NP1-NRT ADV 
 if.you.are you.trickster very 
 
d. wákúlóótá kúvátindinganyaanga vávááo 
 wa#ku-lota ku#va-tindinganyanga va#va-vo 
 CX1#NP15-VST NP15#OP3P-VST NP2#DC2-POS 
 of.to.want to.complicate your.companions 
 
  
                                                          
 
 
253 Vocative lowering. 
254 This Conditional verb, introducing the moral of the story, is pronounced with rising intonation. This, in 
addition to the rise-onset given by the transition from the Low tone on the antepenultimate syllable to the 
underlyingly level High tone on the penultimate syllable, gives the penultimate a steadily rising pitch 
(which however starts from High; that is, it is not to be understood as a LHL contour).   
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e. unankoodyá njanjámwaavó  wákúkúpundá_ waâko 
 u-nda#mu-kodya mu#janja-mu-avo wa#ku-ku-punda wako 
 SP2S-IPV#OP3S-VST NP1#NRT-LOC18-POS CX1#NP15-OP2S-VST PRN 
 you.will.meet.him a.trickster.like.of.you of.to.surpass you 
 
89. And that thing? Yours, which you protect? It will be acquired by a person who 
does not merit to receive it. 
a. na shóoshǒ sháako sháúshílídyaangǎ 
 na shosho shi#ako sha-u#shilidyanga 
 CNJ RD(b)7 NP7#POS CX7-SP2S#VST 
 and referred yours which.you.protect 
 
b. shindapátíkaáná na muúnú ákáshívaikíílá apaáte 
 shi-nda#patikana na mu#nu a-ka-shi#vaikila a#pat-e 
 SP7-IPV#VST CNJ NP1#NST SP3S-NEG-PIPV#VST SP3S#VRT-SJV 
 it.will.be.acquired by person who.wasn't.meriting he.should.receive 
 
90. He (who) received was a person with stuck up ears; Rabbit. 
 ándípaáta muúnú wákúténdá_ máátu 
 a-ndi#pata mu#nu wa#ku-tenda ma#atu 
 SP3S-PFV#VST NP1#NST CX1#NP15-VST NP6#NST 
 he.received person  of.to.do ears 
  
... ndangaanda shínguúla 
 ndanganda ø#shi-ngula 
 ID NP1A#NP7-NRT 
 'stuck up' Rabbit 
 
91. But good youths had come who merited trousers such as monkeys with nicely 
flat stomachs but the one who received was a person with lifted up ears. 
a. kaánjǐ vándiída vaneémbá vámboône 
 kanji va-ndi#ida va#nemba va#mbone 
 CNJ SP3P-PFV#VST NP2#NST CX2#ND 
 but they.came youths good 
 
... vákúvávaila_ díshúlúwáali 
 va#ku-va-vaila di#shuluwali 
 CX2#NP15-OP3P-VST NP10A#NST 
 of.to.merit trousers 
  dishuluwáali 
 
b. keénga vángwéele vándáanda shaáná 
 kenga va#iN-ngwele va#ndanda shana 
 CNJ NP2#NP9-NRT CX2#ID ADV 
 like monkeys "of.thin.stomachs" well 
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c. kaánjí ándyuúka ndápáata muúnú 
 kenga a-ndi#uka nda#pata mu#nu 
 CNJ NP2#NP9-NRT PUR#VST NP1#NST 
 but he.went so.as.to.receive person 
 
d. wákúténdá_ máátu bangaala 
 wa#ku-tenda ma#atu bangala 
 CX1#NP1#VST NP6#NST ID 
 of.to.do ears 'lifted up' 
 
92. Yes it's true, the possessions of a trickster will be eaten by a nobody. 
 ée mwíiu vyánjaánja vindalíigwa na njiínga 
 ee mu#iu vya#mu-janja vi-nda#li-igu-a na mu#jinga 
 EXCL NP1#NST CX8#NP1-NRT SP8-IPV#VRT-PAS-F CNJ NP1#NST 
 yes truth of.a.trickster they.will.be.eaten by  a.nobody 
 
93. So therefore, let's know that if we are great tricksters, let us watch closely with 
our trickery, (lest) we will meet tricksters who surpassed us. 
a. nadoónǐ tuuke_ túmáé_ keéngǎ 
 nadoni tu#uk-e tu#ma-e kenga 
 CNJ SP1P#VRT-SJV SP1P#VRT-SJV CNJ 
 therefore we.should.go we.should.know like/that 
   tumaáe  
 
b. weêtu tukááva nameêne tuvajaánjǎ 
 wetu tu-ka#va namene tu#va-janja 
 PRN SP1P-CND#VST ADV COP1P#NP2-NRT 
 we if.we.are very we.be.tricksters 
 
c. vinú_ vyeétu tuuke_ túlólé_ shaáná 
 vi#nu vi#etu tu#uk-e tu#lol-e shana 
 NP8#NST PC8#POS SP1P#VRT-SJV SP1P#VRT-SJV ADV 
 things our we.should.go we.should.watch well 
 
d. na ujanjá_ weétu 
 na u#janja u#etu 
 CNJ NP14#NST PC14#POS 
 and trickery our 
 
e. tundavakoodyá vajaánjá vatupundííle 
 tu-nda#va-kodya va#janja va#tu-pund-ile 
 SP1P-IPV#OP3P-VST NP2#NST SP3P#OP1P-VRT-PFV 
 we.will.meet.them tricksters who.surpassed.us 
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94. Those who you are despising? These ones are they that will eat. 
 vó váúvíílúdyaangǎ aávǎ ni valóóta kúúlya 
 vo va-u#va-iludyanga a#va ni va#lota ku#lya 
 RD(a)2 CX2-SP2S#OP3P-VST DM#DC2 COP SP3S#VST NP15#VST 
 referred who.you.despise.them these.ones are that.are.going to.eat 
  
95. Rabbit married Lion's daughter, but (it was) because of Lion failing to grill sauce 
on a skewer. 
a. shínguúlǎ ánínnoómba mwánáágwe ntuúmǐ 
 ø#shi-ngula a-ndi#mu-lomba mu#ana-gwe ø#mu-tumi 
 NP1A#NP7-NRT SP3S-PFV#OP3S-VST NP1#NRT-POS NP1A#NP3-NRT 
 Rabbit he.married.her his.child Lion 
 
b. kaánjí mwáaa wákútátákélá_ ntúúmi 
 kanji mu#aa wa#ku-tatakela ø#mu-tumi 
 CNJ NP3#NST CX3#NP15 NP1A#NP3-NRT 
 but reason of.to.fail Lion 
 
... kújáníkílá_ nshéemba muluvaâni  
 ku#janikila mu#shemba mu#lu-vani 
 NP15#VST NP3#NST LOC18#NP11-NRT 
 to.grill sauce on.skewer 
 
96. Here is the end of our story. 
 aápǎ ni pamwiíshó pankóó_ weétu 
 a#pa ni pa#mu-isho pa#mu-koo u#etu 
 DM#DC16 COP LOC16#NP3-NRT CX16#NP3-NRT PC3#POS 
 here is the.end of.story our 
    nkóoo  
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Appendix 2. Introducing our analysis of tone assignment. 
 
In this appendix, we introduce and illustrate our understanding of the way in which 
underlying tone patterns are formed and relate to each other in Plateau Shimakonde. 
Since we propose that underlying tone patterns are derived within a coherent and 
interdependent system, we recognise that our analysis can only be substantiated by a 
description of the entire range of tone patterns in both verbal and nominal systems, 
as well as by a systematic account of the tone rules which we observe in the 
language. Our present study lays the foundation for that description. We do not in 
this study do more than introduce our understanding of tone assignment, and this 
only in selected structures in the verbal and nominal systems. Furthermore, we do 
not in our present study compare our approach with the approaches taken in previous 
tonal studies in Makonde.  
 
Although the tone system in Plateau Shimakonde presents a complex range of 
surface prosodies, we propose that a minimal set of underlying patterns at the heart 
of the verbal and nominal systems constitute what are fairly simple 'core matrices'.  
 
In the core matrix of the verbal system, we propose that there are just two 
contrastive underlying patterns assigned to tense-aspect: HL and LH. The HL 
tense-aspect pattern is assigned to Past and Present tense-aspects and the LH pattern 
is assigned contrastively to Anterior and Future tense-aspects. These two 
'tense-aspect' patterns then combine with non-contrastive 'stem-tone' which consists 
of a Low tone carried by all verb roots as well as a floating High tone assigned by 
default to the final syllable of verb stems. 
 
We propose that the underlying assignment described above only surfaces in an 
unmodified way in basic verbal structures. These are the Past and Anterior 
(perfective) tenses and the Present and Future (imperfective) tenses. We nevertheless 
propose that the same underlying assignment is also found in the negative, conjoint 
and relative verbs which have the same tense-aspect. In these constructions, 
however, the underlying patterns are modified in a variety of systemic ways 
(including Low tone substitution in negative structures, pattern reduction in conjoint 
structures, and tone reversal in relative structures). 
 
In contrast to the system of underlying assignment which we have summarised 
above for verbs with full tense-aspect inflection, we propose that verbs with 
restricted or no tense-aspect inflection follow very different systems of tone 
assignment. These do not contain a tense-aspect element and do not always involve 
the default assignment of a floating High tone to the final syllable of the stem. 
 
In the core matrix of the nominal system, we propose that there are just four 
canonical patterns; HH, HL, LH and LL. This matrix is enlarged, however, by the 
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addition of further contrastive tones to the beginning of each canonical pattern. 
These additions give four extended lexical patterns: L'HH, L'HL, H'LH and H'LL. In 
a similar way to the verbal system, we find that these eight lexical patterns (four 
canonical and four extended) only surface in an unmodified way in simple, or 'basic', 
structures. In the nominal system, these consist of nouns with one of the standard 
prefixes in classes 1-14 and a simple stem. We propose however that the same core 
patterns also form the basis for the underlying patterns found in derived nominal 
structures including locative nouns, agentive nouns, identifying nouns of various 
sorts, specifying nouns, quality nouns, associative nouns, personified animal names 
in noun classes 1 and 2, and feature nouns. In all of these derived structures, we 
propose that underlying assignment in the core matrix is modified by the addition of 
further High and/or Low tones accompanying the addition of outer prefixes.  
 
In addition to the nominal structures referred to above, we identify a range of other 
'marked' structures in the nominal system, including Infinitive verb-nouns, manner 
nouns and relational terms. All of these employ 'non-neutral' affixes instead of, or in 
addition to, the neutral class prefixes found in simple nouns. By comparison with the 
system of underlying assignment described above, we propose that these structures 
either show a combination of verbal and nominal tone assignment, or in the case of 
relational terms, show an independent system of assignment which is connected to 
the possessive suffixes which are generally employed in these terms. 
   
As we have indicated above, we propose that tone assignment takes place within a 
highly structured system in which different kinds of pattern represent successive 
'layers' or 'stages' of assignment. The morphological and tonal relationships which 
we find between different categories of word then serve to clarify the semantic 
distinctions which define the verbal and nominal matrices in Plateau Shimakonde.  
 
Kisseberth & Odden state that in most Bantu languages, "the set of tenses selecting a 
grammatical melody is fairly arbitrary, and must essentially be listed" (2003:68). In 
Plateau Shimakonde, however, we propose that the selection of underlying patterns 
is neither arbitrary nor random. As indicated above, we find that the underlying tone 
patterns assigned in core matrices in both the verbal and nominal systems surface 
more or less directly in basic structures but are systematically modified in derived 
structures. While lexical assignment is essentially arbitrary and unpredictable, we 
propose that the grammatical modifications we identify in derived structures indicate 
that the underlying patterns found in these forms are not arbitrary but reflect the 
functioning of a highly coherent morphosemantic system.   
 
In this introduction to our tonal analysis, we illustrate our understanding of tone 
assignment in the verbal system by looking at the tone in Imperative verbs and in 
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Past and Anterior verbs (all without object prefixes).
255
 We then illustrate our 
understanding of tone assignment in derived verbal structures by looking at the tone 
in Negative Past and Negative Anterior verbs and in Past Subject-relative and 
Anterior Subject-relative verbs. We confine our discussion of tone assignment in 
verbs with restricted or no tense-aspect inflection to the Conditional and Negative 
Conditional tenses.  
 
In the nominal system, we begin by introducing our analysis of the eight lexical 
patterns which we discern in the core matrix of this system. We then show how 
these are modified in location identifying nouns (people from a particular place) and 
in personified nouns.  
 
Appendix 2.1. Basic patterns in the verbal system 
 
Following Black's proposal for Kinande verbs (1995), we propose that tone 
assignment in Plateau Shimakonde takes place within three word-internal tone 
domains. These correspond to the three well-established morphological domains 
described in chapter 4; the inflectional (I), macrostem (M) and stem (S) domains. 
A2T1 shows the word-internal domains in the three basic verbal structures shown 
below.  
 
Imperative: tukuúta 'flee!' fr. tukut-a VRT-F  
Past: vándítukúúta 'they fled' fr. va-ndi#tukut-a SP-PFV#VRT-F  
Anterior verb vanditúkuúta 'they have fled' (with the same morphological 
structure as vándítukúúta) 
 
Although we do not in this introduction discuss tone association following the 
introduction of an object prefix, the table shows for the sake of comparison, the 
word-internal domains which result when these verbs incorporate an object prefix 
(as listed below). 
 
Imperative: ngutukuuta 'flee from me!' fr. ngu-tukut-a OP-VRT -F 
Past: váníngútukúúta 'they fled from me' fr. va-ndi#ngu-tukut-a SP-PFV#OP-VRT-F 
Anterior: vaningútukuúta 'they have fled from me' (with the same morphological 
structure as váníngútukúúta).  
                                                          
 
 
255 We propose the same tense-aspect assignment in the Present and Future tenses. We have chosen to 
draw our examples from verbs with Past and Anterior tense-aspect rather than Present and Future 
tense-aspect. This is because the weak development of the Future tense leads to a number of significant 
'twists' in the tonal system. These include the dropping of tense-aspect assignment in first and 
second-person Future verbs and the derivation of the underlying assignment in the Negative Future and 
Conjoint Future tenses from the Present tense (rather than from the Future tense, see our representation of 
the wider verb matrix in T5.29). 
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A2T1 Word-internal tone domains in Imperative, Past and Anterior verbs 
Imperative tukuúta [ ]I [ [tukuta]s ]M 
 ngutukuuta [ ]I [ngu[tukuta]s ]M 
Past vándítukúúta [vandi]I [ [tukuta]s ]M 
 váníngútukúúta [vani]I [ngu[tukuta]s ]M 
Anterior vanditúkuúta [vandi]I [ [tukuta]s ]M 
 vaningútukuúta [vani]I [ngu[tukuta]s ]M 
 
In the following discussion, we propose that underlying tones are assigned to the 
specific word-internal domains indicated in A2T1. At the outset of our discussion, 
however, note that while the incidence of tonological processes is influenced by 
domain boundaries, these processes are not confined within tone domains.  
 
In our analysis of verbal tone, we draw a distinction between underlying tones which 
are assigned by default to verb stems, and underlying tones assigned to tense-aspect. 
The Imperative verb tukuúta, consisting simply of a verb root and the neutral final 
suffix -a, contains no tense-aspect inflection. We propose that its tone prosody is 
given simply by tone assigned to the stem. This consists of a lexical Low tone 
carried by all verb roots ('Root Low') together with a floating High tone. The latter is 
assigned by default to the final suffix of verbs in the process of stem formation. We 
therefore refer to it henceforth as 'stem-final' High tone. With penultimate 
lengthening, we propose that this stem-final High tone retracts to the penultimate 
syllable, leaving the final syllable of the phonological phrase as an extra-prosodic 
unit (see the evidence we present for High-tone retraction in section 9.5.2). In our 
analysis, note that the presence of Root Low in the Imperative verb tukuúta means 
that the stem-final High tone is only permitted to retract to the second mora of the 
lengthened penultimate syllable. This gives the characteristic LH contour on the 
penultimate syllable of Imperative verbs (without an object prefix).
256
 
                                                          
 
 
256 Imperative verbs with an object prefix do not show stem-final High tone. We suggest that this may be 
because Imperatives place inherent focus on an object, if one is specified. So for example, the Imperative 
verb liínda 'wait!' does not specify an object. The Imperative nguliinda 'wait for me!' or tuliinda 'wait for 
us!', however, appears to place inherent focus on the object. If this is the case, the absence of High tone in 
the Imperative verb with object prefix may be due to the assumption of an object complement to which a 
floating Stem-final High would associate if present. By comparison, in shimula_nnáángo 'shut the door!', 
an object complement is specified (shimuúla 'shut!' plus nnaángo 'door'). In this phrase, the floating 
stem-final does not retract to the penultimate syllable of the verb (because there is no penultimate 
lengthening). Instead it associates to the first syllable of the complement. In nguliinda 'wait for me!', we 
suggest that a following complement is assumed. The floating stem-final High is therefore delinked from 
the final syllable. Finding no complement to which it can associate, the High tone is then deleted. 
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A2D1 shows the assignment of Root Low and stem-final High tone in the 
Imperative verb tukuúta 'flee!' fr. tukut-a VRT-F. 
  
A2D1 Tone assignment and association in tukuúta 
[ t u k u u t a ]s  
     
    L         H 
 
In our analysis, tense-aspect patterns form a separate component in underlying 
assignment from the Root Low and stem-final High tones which are assigned by 
default to verb stems. As stated in the introduction to this appendix, we argue that 
just two contrastive patterns form the foundation for tone assignment in all 
independent verb structures. Each consists of a combination of two contrastive 
tones, with the Past tense taking the HL pattern and the Anterior tense taking the LH 
pattern. In each case, we find that the first tone of the underlying pattern is assigned 
to the left edge of the inflectional domain, and the second tone to the left edge of the 
stem domain. The second tone of the tense-aspect pattern then encounters the Root 
Low tone at the left edge of the verb stem. The association resulting from this 
co-assignment depends upon the tense-aspect pattern involved.  
 
In the case of the HL tense-aspect pattern, we propose that the Low tone introduced 
to the verb structure by the tense-aspect pattern assimilates (and replaces) the Low 
tone carried by the verb root. That Low tone does not then spread by default across 
the entire verbal base. This proposal may explain why it is that with penultimate 
lengthening, stem-final High tone is then free to retract to the first mora of the 
penultimate syllable (from where it also spreads forward to the second mora).
257
 
Following this proposal, A2D2 shows the tone assignment which gives vándítukúúta 
'they fled' fr. va-ndi#tukut-a SP-PFV#VRT-F (with the underlined Low tone indicating 
tone assimilation).  
                                                          
 
 
257 We have no firm evidence for the presence of the second (Low) tone in HL tense-aspect pattern which 
we posit in the Past and Present tenses. This Low tone is one possible way of accounting for the contrast 
between the way High tone surfaces on the penultimate syllable in the Anterior and Future tenses, where 
it surfaces as {LH}, and the way it surfaces in the Past and Present tenses, where it surfaces as {HH}. An 
alternative proposal is that tense-aspect assignment in the Past and Present tenses consists of a single 
High tone assigned to the inflectional field. The contrast in the surface realisation of stem-final High tone 
would then need an alternative account. This might be given by a tone rule which specified leftward 
spread from the second to the first mora with assignment of High tone to the inflectional field in the Past 
and Present tense-aspects. Alternatively, it might be that floating High tone is assigned directly to the first 
mora of the penultimate syllable in the case of the Past and Present tense-aspects. This seems unlikely 
given the evidence for tone retraction from the final syllable (which is established by a comparison of 
verbs with and with without a 'vocalic' stem-final glide, see sections 9.5.2 and 9.5.3) 
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[ va nd i ]I [ t u k u u t a ]s 
     
   H            L         H 
 
The tone assignment in the Past verb shown in A2D2 also accounts for the Past 
verbs listed in A2T2. The verbs in this table are built from successively shorter 
stems. While the underlying tone assignment remains the same, the tone association 
is adjusted. This allows each of the tones in the H-L-H tone string to surface without 
deletion. In verbs with consonant-initial two-syllable stems, like vándípaáta, the 
retracted stem-final High is not permitted to associate to the first mora of the 
lengthened penultimate. In verbs with vowel-initial two-syllable stems, like vándiíta, 
it means that the High tone of the tense-aspect pattern is restricted to the subject 
prefix. By comparison, in verbs with single-syllable stems like vándíilya, 
non-assignment of the stem-final High tone means that the High tone in the 
tense-aspect pattern is permitted to spread forward to the tense-aspect prefix. This 
then allows the following Root Low tone to surface on the second mora of the 
lengthened penultimate syllable. 
 
A2T2 The HL pattern in Past verbs with stems of different length 
5 syllable, C-initial -takatukila 'rise for' vándítakatukííla 
5 syllable, V-initial -apukananga 'separate'  vándyáapukanáánga 
4 syllable, C-initial -palakela 'take' vándípalakééla 
4 syllable, V-initial -itikila 'accept' vándíitikííla 
3 syllable, C-initial -tukuta 'flee' vándítukúúta 
3 syllable, V-initial -itika 'respond' vándíitííka 
2 syllable, C-initial -pata 'receive' vándípaáta 
2 syllable, v-initial -ita 'refuse' vándiíta 
1 syllable, C-initial
258
  -lya 'eat' vándíilya 
 
Turning to the LH tense-aspect pattern assigned to the Anterior tense, co-assignment 
of tense-aspect High tone at the left edge of the stem domain together with Root 
                                                          
 
 
258 In contrast to the other verb stems in this table -lya 'eat' contains an underlyingly vocalic glide in its 
(final) syllable onset. In longer stems, this glide deletes Stem-final High as described in section 9.5.3. In 
single-syllable stems, however, the vocalic glide makes no difference to tone association since Stem-final 
High is not assigned to such verbs. 
A2D2 The HL tense-aspect pattern and stem tones in vándítukúúta  
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Low tone causes the latter to be displaced rightward, provided there is still sufficient 
tone-bearing space in the stem for the Root Low to associate to a following mora. 
With this tone assignment, retraction of stem-final High tone is restricted to the 
second mora of lengthened penultimate syllables. A2D3 shows tone assignment and 
association in the Anterior verb vanditúkuúta 'they have fled' fr. va-ndi#tukut-a 
SP-PFV#VRT-F, with a consonant-initial three-syllable stem.  
 
[ va nd i ]I [ t u k u u t a ]s 
     
   L           H L        H 
 
In verbs of different stem length, the underlying assignment remains the same but 
tone association is adjusted, see A2T3. With stems of more than two syllables, the 
tense-aspect High tone, assigned at the left edge of the verb stem, doubles forward to 
the next tone-bearing unit (still allowing tone-bearing space for both Root Low and 
stem-final High tone). With stems of less than three syllables, tone association is 
successively compressed. In vandípaáta, Root Low tone forces the tense-aspect 
High tone back to the inflectional field where it surfaces on the tense-aspect prefix 
(with the Low tone in the tense-aspect pattern then only surfacing on the subject 
prefix). In vandíǐta, with a VCV stem, moraic space is yet further restricted. Tone 
compression in the penultimate syllable is then observed (see our description of this 
phenomenon in section 9.4). In verbs with single syllable stems like vandiîlya, the 
absence of stem-final High assignment gives an underlying HL contour. This is then 
modified by active influence from the Low tone carried by the immediately 
preceding tone-bearing unit: the third-person subject prefix (see our description in 
section 8.2.1.iii).  
 
A2T3 The LH pattern in Anterior verbs with stems of different lengths 
5 syllable, C-initial -takatukila 'rise for' vanditákátukiíla 
5 syllable, V-initial -apukananga 'separate'  vandyaápúkanaánga 
4 syllable, C-initial -palakela 'take' vandipálákeéla 
4 syllable, V-initial -itikila 'accept' vandiítíkiíla 
3 syllable, C-initial -tukuta 'flee' vanditúkuúta 
3 syllable, V-initial -itika 'respond' vandiítiíka 
2 syllable, C-initial -pata 'receive' vandípaáta 
2 syllable, v-initial -ita 'refuse' vandíǐta ~ vandíiíta 
1 syllable, C-initial -lya 'eat' vandiîlya 
 
  
A2D3 The LH tense-aspect pattern and stem tone in vanditúkuúta  
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Appendix 2.2. Derived patterns in the verbal system  
 
As indicated in our introduction to this appendix, we propose that the underlying 
patterns which surface in derived verbal structures are developed from the more 
fundamental, or 'basic', patterns found in the core tense-aspect matrix of the verbal 
system. In this section, we outline the derivational processes which we find account 
for the underlying tone patterns in the Negative Past and Negative Anterior tenses 
and then in the Past Subject-relative and Anterior Subject-relative tenses.  
 
In section 5.4.3, we proposed that the Negative Past and Negative Anterior verb 
structures are derived from their corresponding affirmative structures by 
replacement of the tense-aspect prefix ndi- with the perfective suffix -ile and by 
addition of the primary negative prefix a- (in the pre-initial position within the 
overall verbal structure in Plateau Shimakonde). In our examination of tone 
assignment in this sub-dialect, we find that the underlying tone patterns in both these 
negative structures are accounted for by replacing the first tone in the basic 
tense-aspect pattern (assigned in the affirmative verbs to the subject prefix at the left 
edge of the inflectional field) with Low tone carried by the negative prefix a-. Since 
the tone contrast between these prosodies is sufficient to distinguish these two verbal 
structures, we observe that the segmental element of the negative prefix is then 
redundant. It is optionally dropped in normal speech with the result that the negative 
Low tone associates by default to the subject prefix. In A2D4, we illustrate the 
derived underlying pattern in the Negative Past verb avatukwííte 'they didn't flee' 
fr. a-va#tukut-ile NEG-SP #VRT-PFV and in A2D5, the derived underlying pattern in 
the Negative Anterior verb avatúkwiíte 'they haven't fled' fr. a-va#tukut-ile NEG-SP 
#VRT-PFV. In each of these examples, note that the verb structure shows imbrication 
of the perfective suffix -ile (see section 4.6.2.ii).  
 
[ (a) v a]I [ t u kw i i t e ]s 
     
   L           L          H 
 
[ (a) v a]I [ t u kw i i t e ]s 
     
   L          H L         H 
 
The same modification of underlying patterns accounts for the tone assignment in 
negative verbs with stems of varying length, as shown in A2T4 and A2T5. In 
avalíǐle in A2T5, note that restricted tone-bearing space in the Negative Anterior 
A2D4 Modification of the HL pattern by negative Low tone in avatukwííte  
A2D5 Modification of the LH pattern by negative Low tone in avatúwiíte 
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verb once again leads to tone compression (with three tones carried by two 
tone-bearing units). In both tables we list the verb stems in the two left-hand 
columns with the neutral final suffix -a rather than the perfective suffix -ile.  
 
A2T4 The modified HL pattern in Negative Past verbs with stems of different 
length  
5 syllable, C-initial -takatukila 'rise for' (a)vatakatukidííle 
5 syllable, V-initial -apukananga 'separate'  (a)vaapukanéénge 
4 syllable, C-initial -palakela 'take' (a)vapalakadííle 
4 syllable, V-initial -itikila 'accept' (a)vaitikidííle 
3 syllable, C-initial -tukuta 'flee' (a)vatukwííte 
3 syllable, V-initial -itika 'respond' (a)vaitííke 
2 syllable, C-initial -pata 'receive' (a)vapatííle 
2 syllable, v-initial -ita 'refuse' (a)vaitííle 
1 syllable, C-initial -lya 'eat' (a)valííle 
 
A2T5 The modified LH pattern in Negative Anterior verbs with stems of different 
length  
5 syllable,C-initial -takatukila 'rise for' (a)vatákátukidiíle 
5 syllable, V-initial -apukananga 'separate'  (a)vaápúkaneénge 
4 syllable, C-initial -palakela 'take' (a)vapálákadiíle 
4 syllable, V-initial -itikila 'accept' (a)vaítíkidiíle 
3 syllable, C-initial -tukuta 'flee' (a)vatúkwiíte 
3 syllable, V-initial -itika 'respond' (a)vaítiíke 
2 syllable, C-initial -pata 'receive' (a)vapátiíle 
2 syllable, v-initial -ita 'refuse' (a)vaítiíle 
1 syllable, C-initial  -lya 'eat' (a)valíǐle ~ (a)valíiíle 
 
In our analysis of the tone system, we propose that the tone patterns assigned in 
Subject-relatives, Object-relatives and Adverbial structures are all derived from the 
more basic patterns found in the core tense-aspect matrix. In this introduction, we 
confine our discussion to Past and Anterior Subject-relative tenses.  
 
In Subject-relative verbs, we propose that the first tone in the basic HL and LH 
tense-aspect patterns is reversed and that the tone on the penultimate syllable is 
'remembered' from the basic structure. This gives the tone assignment and 
association illustrated in A2D6 for the Past Subject-relative verb vatukwííte 'they 
who fled' fr. va#tukut-ile SP#VRT-PFV and the Anterior Subject-relative verb 
vátúkwiíte 'they who have fled' (with the same morphology). Note that in the case of 
the Past Subject-relative, the result of this process of tone assignment means a lack 
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of contrast with the Negative Past tense when the negative prefix a- is not realised in 
that tense (compare A2T4). 
 
[ v a ]I [ t u kw i i t e ]s 
     
    L       L          H       
[ v a ]I [ t u kw i i t e ]s 
     
    H       H    L      H       
 
In A2T6, the same derivation of underlying tone assignment accounts for the tone in 
Past and Anterior Subject-relative tenses with stems of different length. 
 
A2T6 Past and Anterior Subject Relative verbs  
Stem Past Subject Relative Anterior Subject Relative 
5 syllable, C-initial 
-takatukila 'rise for' 
vatakatukidííle vátákátukidiíle 
5 syllable, V-initial 
-apukananga 'separate'  
vaapukanéénge váápúkaneénge 
4 syllable, C-initial 
-palakela 'take' 
vapalakadííle vápálákadiíle 
4 syllable, V-initial 
-itikila 'accept' 
vaitikidííle váítíkidiíle 
3 syllable, C-initial 
-tukuta 'flee' 
vatukwííte vátúkwiíte 
3 syllable, V-initial 
-itika 'respond' 
vaitííke váítiíke 
2 syllable, C-initial 
-pata 'receive' 
vapatííle vápátiíle 
2 syllable, v-initial 
-ita 'refuse' 
vaitííle váítiíle 
1 syllable, C-initial 
-lya 'eat' 
valííle váliíle 
 
  
A2D6 Tone assignment in vatukwííte and vátúkwiíte 
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Appendix 2.3. Verbs with limited tense-aspect inflection  
 
In verbs with limited, if any, tense-aspect contrast, we propose that tone is assigned 
in a different sub-system to verbs showing full tense-aspect inflection. This has 
already been indicated by our discussion of tone assignment in Imperative verbs in 
the previous section. In the Conditional and Negative Conditional tenses, we find 
that a Low tone carried by the morpheme ka- in its conditional usage is assigned to 
the inflectional field. This associates by default to the subject prefix at the left edge 
of this tone domain. In these dependent structures, we propose that stem-final High 
is assigned to the penultimate syllable following stem formation. This is supported 
by our observation that vocalic stem-final glides in these tenses do not affect the 
realisation of stem-final High as they do elsewhere in the verbal system (see section 
9.5.2). Since the stem-final High in the Conditional and Negative Conditional is 
assigned directly to the penultimate syllable, it associates by default to first mora of 
that syllable. From there it spreads forward to the second mora, giving the level 
High tone in these tenses.  
 
The tone assignment and association described above is illustrated in A2D7 for the 
Conditional verb vakatukúúta 'if they flee' fr. va-ka#tukúúta SP-CND #VST and the 
Negative Conditional verb vakanatukúúta 'if they don't flee' fr. va-ka-na#tukuta 
SP-CND-NEG #VST. 
 
[ v a k a ]I [ t u k u u t a ]s 
     
       L        L   H       
[ v a k a n a ]I [ t u k u u t a ]s 
     
       L            L   H       
 
A2T7 indicates the same assignment described above but in Conditional verbs and 
Negative Conditional verbs with stems of different length (all with the third-plural 
subject prefix va-).  
 
  
A2D7 Tone assignment and association in vakatukúúta and vakanatukúúta 
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A2T7 Conditional and Negative Conditional verbs  
Stem Conditional Negative Conditional 
5 syllable, C-initial 
-takatukila 'rise for' 
vakatakatukííla vakanatakatukííla 
5 syllable, V-initial 
-apukananga 'separate'  
vakaapukanáánga vakanaapukanáánga 
4 syllable, C-initial 
-palakela 'take' 
vakapalakééla vakanapalakééla 
4 syllable, V-initial 
-itikila 'accept' 
vakaitikííla vakanaitikííla 
3 syllable, C-initial 
-tukuta 'flee' 
vakatukúúta vakanatukúúta 
3 syllable, V-initial 
-itika 'respond' 
vakaitííka vakanaitííka 
2 syllable, C-initial 
-pata 'receive' 
vakapááta vakanapááta 
2 syllable, v-initial 
-ita 'refuse' 
vakaííta vakanaííta 
1 syllable, C-initial 
-lya 'eat' 
vakáálya vakanáálya 
 
Appendix 2.4. Basic patterns in the nominal system  
 
As described in chapter 4, the structure of basic, or 'simple', nouns consists of a noun 
prefix added to a simple stem; whether this be a noun root, as in nnúúme 'man' 
fr. mu#lume NP1#NST and va#lume NP2#NST, or a noun stem derived from another 
word category, as in makoónde 'plateau' fr. ma#kond-e NP6#VRT-NF. For the purpose 
of tone assignment, we find that basic nouns constitute a single prefix-stem (PS) 
domain.  
 
As in the verbal system, we find that prefixes are underlyingly toneless. In the 
nominal system, they receive tone assigned to them by the root. This carries its own 
fundamental and contrastive tone pattern as an inherent lexical feature (which 
compares with the non-contrastive Low tone carried by all verb roots).  
 
As in the tense-aspect system in verbs, we find that canonical patterns in the nominal 
system consist of two tones assigned in combination. By comparison with the verbal 
system, however, in which tense-aspect contrast is restricted to the two differentiated 
patterns: HL and LH, the nominal system employs the full range of possible 
canonical patterns: HL, LH, LL and HH. The two tones in each of these canonical 
patterns are assigned to the left and right edges of the single prefix-stem domain. 
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The second tone in the pattern then undergoes the default process of tone retraction 
triggered by penultimate lengthening.  
 
A2D8 to A2D11 illustrate the tone assignment and association which we propose for 
each of these canonical patterns, for nouns of three syllables. These four patterns 
together with four further patterns, which we introduce below, then account for the 
surface realisation of tone in all shorter and longer nouns with a simple structure. 
 
[ sh i p u u l a ]Ps  
     
     H         L 
 
[ sh i p e e d a ]Ps  
     
     L         H 
  
[ sh i p e e t o ]Ps  
     
     L         L 
 
[ sh i p e e t o ]Ps  
     
     H         H 
 
In addition to the four canonical patterns described above, we find that the range of 
contrastive patterns in the nominal system is extended by adding a third contrastive 
                                                          
 
 
259 Tone assignment and association with the canonical LL and HH patterns is similar to the HL and LH 
patterns, except for the fact that here, the two tones in each pattern are the same. Evidence for the 
maintenance of two underlying tones in these canonical patterns is found in derived structures when High 
tone is carried by an outer prefix, as in the case of identifying nouns (see Appendix 2.5). 
A2D8 The canonical HL pattern in shípúula 'k.o. bird' fr. shi#pula NP7#NST 
A2D9 The canonical LH pattern in shipeéda 'beehive' fr. shi#peda NP7#NST 
A2D10 The canonical LL pattern259 in shipeeto 'backdoor' fr. shi#peto NP7#NST 
A2D11 The canonical HH pattern in shípééto 'winnowing-basket' fr. shi#peto 
NP7#NST 
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tone to the beginning of each pattern. This gives four extended patterns (which are 
also assigned contrastively to noun roots): L'HL, H'LH, H'LL and L'HH.  
 
A2D12 shows tone assignment and association in shipuûla 'knife' with the extended 
L'HL pattern. The additional contrastive tone (in this case, Low) associates to the 
left edge of the domain, displacing the first tone of the canonical pattern.
 
The 
displaced tone then shifts forward to the first mora of the lengthened penultimate 
syllable, immediately prior to the retracted Stem-final tone of the canonical pattern. 
The surface L{LHL}x prosody in three-syllable nouns is then given by Low-tone 
influence on an intermediate falling contour (see section 8.2.1.ii). 
 
[ sh i p u u l a ]Ps  
     
    L H        L 
 
The derivation of the H'LH, L'HH, and H'LL patterns is similar to that of the L'HL 
pattern described above, as indicated in the following diagrams.  
 
[ sh i ng u u l a ]Ps  
     
    H L         H 
 
[ sh i dw a a dw a]Ps  
     
    L H          H 
 
[ l i m a a ng a ]Ps  
     
   H L         L 
 
  
A2D12 The extended L'HL pattern in shipuûla 'knife' fr. shi#pula NP7#NST 
A2D13 The extended H'LH pattern in shínguúla 'rabbit' fr. shi#ngula NP7#NST 
A2D14 The extended L'HH pattern in shidwáádwa (a village name) 
fr. shi#dwadwa NP7#NST  
A2D15 The extended H'LL pattern in límaanga 'k.o. pumpkin' fr. li#manga 
NP5#NST  
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Appendix 2.5. Derived patterns in the nominal system  
 
In Plateau Shimakonde, we find that if the lexical pattern carried by a noun root can 
be determined from a simple noun, then the underlying tone pattern in more 
complex structures which are also derived from that root can be predicted with 
varying degrees of certainty. Feature nouns, formed with the conjunction na 
employed as a prefix (see section 7.4.3), are the least predictable kind of structure. 
This is because their roots are often more or less opaque and are in any case 
established as independent lexical items in which productive processes have been 
'frozen'. In this present introduction to our analysis of nominal tone, we limit our 
attention to the derivation of underlying patterns in location identifying nouns and in 
personified nouns (for the morphological structure of these nouns, see sections 7.3.2 
and 7.4.2).  
 
We have selected these two kinds of derived structure as examples of our tonal 
analysis for two reasons. Firstly, in both kinds of structure, a relatively 
straightforward process of tonal derivation is sufficient to account for their 
underlying tone patterns. Secondly, they involve the application of different tone 
rules governing the way in which High tone assigned to an outer prefix acts upon the 
underlying tone assigned to a following stem.  
 
In our analysis, the application of different tone rules in different morphological 
structures is not specified in the underlying tone assignment, but is predictable. This 
is because we find that the selection of different tone rules depends upon the 
hierarchical processes of word derivation which we outlined in chapters 5 and 7. In 
simple verbal and nominal structures with basic underlying patterns, we find that 
underlying High and Low tones stand in equipollent opposition and are obligatorily 
realised in tone output. In derived structures, however, we find that Low tone is 
reinterpreted as the absence of tone. High tone which is assigned to an outer prefix 
in a derived structure then 'sees beyond' an intervening Low tone to interact with a 
following High tone in the stem. The way in which it does this depends upon the 
structure of tone domains, which depends upon the hierarchical process of word 
formation.  
 
In location identifying nouns, we find that the prefixes mu- and va- in classes 1 and 
2 respectively are added as outer prefixes to stems which are themselves full nouns 
in their own right. In this context, the added High tone assigned to the outer prefix 
deletes the first High tone in the noun stem (following Meeussen's Rule). This 
process accounts for the prosodies in all the location identifying nouns listed in 
section 7.3.2.  
 
In A2D16, we illustrate the tonal derivation of location identifying noun in the case 
of a place name carrying the extended L'HL underlying pattern. Addition of High 
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tone with the outer prefix deletes the High tone carried by the stem. In the singular 
noun, we find that the reduced nasal prefix in the variant form retains its underlying 
syllabic value (and that with stems beginning with a nasal-consonant sequence like 
mpeême, that syllabic value is attributed to this initial nasal). The result is that the 
surface prosody is the same in both variants of the singular as well as the plural 
form. In this and the following diagrams, brackets represent an underlying Low tone 
in the basic pattern carried by the stem which is reinterpreted in the derived structure 
as the absence of an underlying tone. Note furthermore that the deletion of an 
underlying High tone gives what we understand to be a default Low tone. We 
represent this by H. In the nouns in A2D16, deletion of the High tone in the stem (by 
addition of High tone on the outer prefix), means that the underlying L'HL pattern 
carried by the stem is modified to two underlying Low tones.  
 
m u [ mp e e m e ]Ps  ø [ mp e e m e ]Ps  
          
  H     (L)H   L  H     (L)H   L  
 
v a [ mp e e m e ]Ps  
     
  H     (L)H   L  
 
A2D17 shows the tonal derivation of location identifying nouns derived from a 
place name carrying the canonical HH underlying pattern. Addition of High tone 
with the outer prefix deletes the first High tone carried by the stem (found on the 
first mora of the penultimate syllable) but not the second.  
 
m u [ nt u u sh i ]Ps  ø [ nt u u sh i ]Ps  
          
  H      H      H  H      H      H  
 
v a [ nt u u sh i ]Ps  
     
  H      H      H  
 
A2D16 High tone added to the L'HL pattern in mpeême (place name) to give 
múmpeeme ~ m peeme 'native of mpeême' and vámpeeme 'natives of mpeême'  
A2D17 High tone added to the HH pattern in ntúúshi (place name) to give 
múntuúshi ~ n tuúshi 'native of ntúúshi' and vántuúshi 'natives of ntúúshi'. 
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A2D18 shows the tonal derivation of location identifying nouns derived from a 
place name carrying the extended L'HH underlying pattern. Addition of High tone 
with the outer prefix deletes the first High tone carried by the stem, as in A2D17, on 
the first mora of the penultimate syllable, but in this case with an intervening Low 
tone (which in this derived structure is reinterpreted as a default tone). 
 
m u [ m a g i gw a a n e ]Ps  
     
  H    (L)       H     H  
  m [ m a g i gw a a n e ]Ps  
     
  H    (L)       H     H  
 
v a [ m a g i gw a a n e ]Ps  
     
  H    (L)       H     H  
 
In personified nouns, we find that the prefixes in classes 1, 1A and 2 are added to 
lexicalised stems which are derived from roots in other noun classes (and which are 
not full nouns in their own right). In this context, the outer prefixes constitute part of 
the single prefix-stem domain as illustrated in A2D19. Note, however, that 
desyllabification of the prefix mu- in class 1 is followed by delinking and deletion of 
the High tone underlyingly assigned to the outer prefix. The personified nouns in 
class 1/1A therefore show the same surface prosodies as the simple nouns in the 
other classes from which they are derived. In personified nouns in class 2 by 
comparison, the outer prefix va- retains its High tone. In this morphological context, 
the High tone then 'bridges' forward to a following High tone in the stem (in contrast 
to the tone deletion which takes place in the location identifying nouns described 
above).  
 
A2D19 shows the tonal derivation of a personified noun in which the stem is derived 
from the root paka in noun class 9 and carries the canonical LH pattern. High tone 
assigned to the outer prefix is deleted in class 1 (with desyllabification of mu-) but in 
class 2, it bridges the intervening Low tone (reinterpreted as an absence of tone).  
 
A2D18 High tone added to the L'HH pattern in magigwááne (place name) to give 
múmágigwaáne ~ mmágigwaáne 'native of magigwááne' and vámágigwaáne 
'natives of magigwááne' 
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 [ m m a a k a ]Ps  
     
   H  (L)    H  
 [ v a m a a k a ]Ps  
     
     H  (L)    H  
 
A2D20 shows the tonal derivation of a personified noun in which the stem derived 
from the root eêdi in noun class 9 carries the extended L'HL pattern. As in A2D19, 
High tone assigned to the outer prefix is deleted in class 1 (with desyllabification of 
mu-) but in class 2, it bridges the intervening Low tone (reinterpreted as an absence 
of tone). In nouns in which the underlying pattern carried by the root is L'HL, the 
High-tone bridging in class 2 modifies the {LHL} contour found on the penultimate 
syllable of two and three-syllable nouns to {HL}. 
 
 [ n  e e d i ]Ps  
     
   H(L)  H   L  
 [ v a  e e d i ]Ps  
     
     H  (L)H   L  
 
 
 
A2D19 High tone added to the LH pattern assigned to the stem -maka derived 
from imaáka 'cat' in class 9 (from iN#paka NP9#NST) to give mmaáka 'cat' in 
class 1 (from mu#N-paka NP1#NP9-NRT) and vámááka 'cats' in class 2 (from 
va#N-paka NP2#NP9-NRT) 
A2D20 High tone added to the L'HL pattern carried by the stem -eêdi which is 
derived from ieêdi 'snail' in class 9 (fr. iN#edi NP9#NST) to give neêdi in 
class 1 (fr. mu#N-eêdi NP1#NP9-NRT) and váéedi 'cats' in class 2 
(fr. va#N-eêdi NP2#NP9-NRT). 
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Summary  
 
This study explores the way in which different verbal and nominal structures 'fit 
together' within a coherent system in Plateau Shimakonde, a sub-dialect of the 
Makonde language spoken in northern Mozambique.  
  
A central proposition of our study is that word formation in the verbal and nominal 
systems is hierarchical. In the verbal system, we propose that there are just four 
basic structures in a core tense-aspect matrix which distinguishes between perfective 
and imperfective aspect and between projected and non-projected time. These verbal 
structures then provide the basis from which negative, conjoint and relative verbs are 
derived, or 'built'.  
 
In the nominal system, we propose that simple nouns consist of a neutral noun prefix 
added to a simple stem. Different kinds of complex nouns are then built from these 
basic forms. These include locative nouns, agentive nouns, identifying nouns of 
various sorts, quality nouns, associative nouns, personified animal names and feature 
nouns. We also identify a range of other compound or 'marked' structures which 
employ 'non-neutral' affixes. These include Infinitives, deverbal abstracts, manner 
nouns and relational terms.  
 
The study also describes the phonological units and processes which determine the 
way in which underlying tones surface in Plateau Shimakonde. This description 
includes a survey of vowel and consonantal processes, an examination of the 
phonological opposition between High and Low tones, an analysis of the 
tone-bearing quality of nasals in different contexts and a description of various 
phenomena found at the boundaries of phonological phrases.  
 
In chapter 1, we describe the neighbouring languages to Makonde as well as the 
different dialects of Makonde and in particular the different sub-dialects of 
Shimakonde (the dialect of Makonde found in Northern Mozambique). In this 
chapter, we also describe the context in which our research has been carried out: the 
ongoing development of the language, a program of Scripture translation and an 
increasing volume of published work describing the different dialects of Makonde. 
We conclude this introductory chapter by describing the orthographic conventions 
and the abbreviations which we employ in our present study.  
 
In chapter 2, we describe the five-vowel system found in Plateau Shimakonde, 
identifying the default responses to underlying vowel sequences and the factors 
which trigger divergence from them. 
 
In chapter 3, we describe the consonantal system and in particular the surface 
realisation of underlying nasal-consonant sequences and the influence of the 
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causative extension -i and the perfective suffix -ile on preceding consonants in verb 
stems.  
 
In chapter 4, we describe the morphological units which contribute to verb structure 
in the inflectional field, stem and macrostem. In chapter 5, we then describe the 
structure of the verbal system. In this description, we identify three distinctions 
which run through the verbal system as a whole: basic versus derived structures, 
dependent versus independent structures and disjoint versus conjoint verbs. We then 
describe the entire set of discrete verb structures which we find in Plateau 
Shimakonde, indicating the place of each within the verbal system. We conclude the 
chapter by examining the tense-aspect contrasts at the heart of the verbal system, by 
presenting the entire range of discrete tenses within a single verb matrix, and by 
giving a paradigmatic summary of the system citing each verbal structure with the 
stem -kulupila 'trust'. 
 
In chapter 6, we describe the morphological units which contribute to noun structure 
in this sub-dialect of Makonde. In chapter 7, we then describe the structure of the 
nominal system, proposing that complex or 'derived' structures are either built from 
simple or 'basic' structures or include non-neutral affixes instead of, or in addition to, 
the neutral prefixes of noun classes 1-14. We conclude this chapter with a summary 
chart giving examples of the principal nominal structures found in Plateau 
Shimakonde. 
 
In chapter 8, we argue that the tone system in Plateau Shimakonde is based upon an 
equipollent opposition between 'active' High and Low tones. We then propose that 
the privative High oppositions found in other dialects of Makonde demonstrate what 
Odden 1999:211 refers to as a "reanalysis of the binary H ~ L opposition [in 
proto-Bantu] into a privative H ~ Ø system". 
 
In chapter 9, we describe syllable structure, moraic structure and the structure of 
phonological phrases in Plateau Shimakonde. Of particular significance for tonal 
analysis in the language, we examine the tone-bearing properties of nasals, the 
interaction of compensatory and penultimate lengthening processes, and the 
presence of tone retraction from the final syllables of phonological phrases. We 
conclude this chapter by examining the differences between the tone contours which 
we document in our study of Plateau Shimakonde with those documented in other 
variants of Shimakonde. 
 
Appendix 1 is an interlinearised folktale in which we indicate the surface tone and 
morphological structure of every word in the text. Appendix 2 introduces our 
proposals for the way in which different underlying tone patterns are formed and 
relate to each other within a coherent morphosemantic system.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands 
 
Deze studie onderzoekt de manier waarop verschillende verbale en nominale 
structuren in het Plateau Shimakonde een samenhangend systeem vormen. Het 
Plateau Shimakonde is een subdialect van het Makonde dat gesproken wordt in 
Noord-Mozambique. 
 
Een centrale stelling van onze studie is dat woordvorming in het verbale en 
nominale systeem hiërarchisch georganiseerd is. We stellen dat er in het verbale 
systeem slechts vier basisstructuren zijn in een kernmatrix van tense en aspect, 
waarin onderscheid gemaakt wordt tussen voltooid en onvoltooid aspect en tussen 
geprojecteerde en niet-geprojecteerde tijd. Deze verbale structuren blijken 
vervolgens de basis te zijn van waaruit negatieve, samengestelde en relatieve 
werkwoordsvormen worden afgeleid of opgebouwd. 
 
In het nominale systeem stellen we dat enkelvoudige naamwoorden bestaan uit een 
neutraal naamwoordsvoorvoegsel gekoppeld aan een enkelvoudige stam. 
Verschillende soorten samengestelde nomina worden opgebouwd uit deze 
basisvormen. Hieronder vallen locatieve naamwoorden, agentieve naamwoorden, 
verschillende soorten identificerende naamwoorden, kwaliteitsnaamwoorden en 
associatieve naamwoorden. We identificeren ook een scala aan andere 
samengestelde of gemarkeerde structuren die gebruik maken van niet-neutrale 
affixen. Hieronder vallen infinitieven, deverbale abstracta, naamwoorden van manier 
en relationele termen. 
 
De studie beschrijft ook de fonologische eenheden en processen die de manier 
bepalen waarop onderliggende tonen in het Plateau Shimakonde aan de oppervlakte 
verschijnen. Deze beschrijving omvat een overzicht van klinker- en 
medeklinkerprocessen, een onderzoek naar de fonologische oppositie tussen hoge en 
lage tonen, een analyse van de toondragende eigenschappen van nasalen in 
verschillende contexten en een beschrijving van diverse verschijnselen die op de 
grenzen van fonologische woordgroepen plaatsvinden. 
 
In hoofdstuk 1 beschrijven we de buurtalen van het Makonde evenals de 
verschillende dialecten van het Makonde, met name de verschillende subdialecten 
van het Shimakonde (het dialect van Makonde dat in Noord-Mozambique wordt 
gesproken). In dit hoofdstuk beschrijven we ook de context waarin ons onderzoek 
heeft plaatsgevonden: de voortgaande ontwikkeling van de taal, een programma van 
Bijbelvertaalwerk en een toenemend aantal publicaties die de verschillende dialecten 
van het Makonde beschrijven. We sluiten dit inleidende hoofdstuk af met een 
beschrijving van de spellingsconventies en de afkortingen die we in deze studie 
gebruiken. 
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In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijven we het systeem van vijf klinkers dat gevonden wordt in 
het Plateau Shimakonde. We identificeren de normale weergave van onderliggende 
klinkerreeksen en de factoren die zorgen voor afwijkingen hiervan. 
 
In hoofdstuk 3 beschrijven we het systeem van medeklinkers, in het bijzonder de 
oppervlakterealisatie van onderliggende opeenvolgingen van nasalen en 
medeklinkers en de invloed van de causatieve uitbreiding -i en het voltooide 
achtervoegsel -ile op voorafgaande medeklinkers in werkwoordsstammen. 
 
In hoofdstuk 4 beschrijven we de morfologische eenheden die bijdragen aan de 
werkwoordsstructuur op het gebied van verbuiging: stammen en macrostammen. In 
hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven we vervolgens de structuur van het werkwoordssysteem. In 
deze beschrijving identificeren we drie onderscheidingen die door het gehele 
werkwoordssysteem heen lopen: basisvormen tegenover afgeleide vormen, 
afhankelijke tegenover onafhankelijke vormen en gescheiden (disjoint) tegenover 
niet-gescheiden (conjoint) werkwoordsvormen. Daarna beschrijven we de totale set 
van aparte werkwoordsvormen in het Plateau Shimakonde waarbij we de plaats van 
iedere vorm binnen het werkwoordssysteem aangeven. We eindigen dit hoofdstuk 
met een onderzoek van de tense-aspect contrasten die de kern van het 
werkwoordssysteem vormen door het hele scala van verschillende tijden binnen één 
enkele werkwoordsmatrix te presenteren, en met het geven van een paradigmatische 
samenvatting van het systeem met alle mogelijke werkwoordsvormen op basis van 
de stam -kulupila „vertrouwen‟. 
 
In hoofdstuk 6 beschrijven we de morfologische eenheden die bijdragen aan de 
structuur van het naamwoord in dit subdialect van het Makonde. In hoofdstuk 7 
beschrijven we vervolgens de structuur van het nominale systeem waarbij we 
voorstellen dat complexe of afgeleide structuren ofwel zijn opgebouwd uit simpele 
of basisstructuren ofwel niet-neutrale affixen bevatten in plaats van, of naast, de 
neutrale voorvoegsels van de naamwoordklassen 1-14. We sluiten dit hoofdstuk af 
met een overzichtstabel met voorbeelden van de voornaamste nominale structuren in 
het Plateau Shimakonde. 
 
In hoofdstuk 8 betogen we dat het toonsysteem van het Plateau Shimakonde 
gebaseerd is op een gelijkwaardige tegenstelling tussen „actieve‟ hoge en lage tonen. 
Daarna stellen we voor dat de privatieve tegenstelling Hoog die gevonden wordt in 
andere dialecten van het Makonde aantoont wat Odden 1999:211 analyseert als een 
“heranalyse van de binaire H ~ L oppositie [in proto-Bantu] tot een privatief H ~ Ø 
systeem”. 
 
In hoofdstuk 9 beschrijven we de structuur van de lettergreep, de moraische 
structuur en de structuur van fonologische woordgroepen in het Plateau 
Shimakonde. We onderzoeken zaken die van speciaal belang zijn voor de 
toonanalyse van deze taal: de toondragende eigenschappen van nasalen, de interactie 
tussen de processen van compensatoire verlenging en verlenging op de voorlaatste 
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lettergreep, alsmede het verschijnsel van toonterugtrekking van de laatste lettergreep 
van fonologische woordgroepen. We eindigen dit hoofdstuk door de verschillen te 
onderzoeken tussen de tooncontouren die wij hebben gedocumenteerd in onze studie 
van het Plateau Shimakonde en de tooncontouren die gedocumenteerd zijn in andere 
varianten van het Shimakonde. 
 
Bijlage 1 is een geïnterlineariseerd volksverhaal waarin we van ieder woord in de 
tekst de oppervlaktetoon en de morfologische structuur weergeven. Bijlage 2 
introduceert onze voorstellen voor de manier waarop verschillende onderliggende 
toonpatronen worden gevormd en hoe ze zich tot elkaar verhouden in een 
samenhangend morfosemantisch systeem.
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